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Introduction
The Intensive ESL/CO Prog-ram`

The Cultural Orientation Resource Manual is a compilation of curriculum

guides, lesson plans, training activities an,d other materials. They reflect

the range and scope of the cross-cultural training that is being done in .

the Intensive English as a Second Language and Cilitural O rientation (IESL/CO)

Program conducted in selected Indochinese-refugee camps in Southeast Asia.

The students in the 14 to 20 week-long program are Indochinese refugees

between the ages of 16 and 55 who will be resettling in the United States.

,The IESL/CO Program began in October 1980 at camps in Kong Kong, the

Philippines and Thailand. Another program site in Indonesia began classes in

MaY 1981. The following are the locations of the current IESL/CO Program

sites and implementing agencies:

Galang,
Indonesia:

Bataan,
Philippinesz

Phanat Nikhom,
Thailand:

A Consortium of
- Save the Children Federation
- The Experiment in International Living

International Catholic Migration Commission

The Consortium
- Save the Children Federation
- The Experiment in International Living
- World Education

Previous sites and implementing agencies have included: Ban Vinai, Thailand--

The Consortium; Nong Khai, Thailand--Pragmatics, International; and

Hong Kong--Lutheran Lmmigration and Refugee Service/American Eouncil for

Nationalities Service.
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In addition to the camp programs, there is the Southeast Asia Regional

Service Center of the Cinter for Applied Linguistics with its office in'

Manila. The center provides resources, services and coordination on a

regional level for all the Intensive,Program setes in'Southeast Asia.

Regional meetings are held to facilitate inter-site exchange regarding

program design, curricula, methods, materials and other issues related to

the regional effort. Development in all areas is ongoing.

The primary goal of the Intensive Program is to assist U.S.-bound

refugees in coping with life in their new country and to facilitate their

achieving self-sufficiency, To help...in this effort, the cultural orientation

component of the program proVides refugee students with realistic, up,to-date

information about life in the U.S. and the resettlement process;Ifocuses on

important value and attitudinal differences; and teaches students essential

skills, e.g. handling of U.S. currency, use of the telephone, participation

in a job interview.

An important aspect of the program is the development of cross-cultural
A

understanding that begins with refugees understanding that they are products

of 'their own cultures. Students describe aspects of their cultures and

compare and contrast these with American culture. The lesson plans, activities

and other materials proceed from the familiar to the unfamiliar, from the easy

to the difficult, and from the general to the specific.

The Materials in the Manual

The materials contained within the Cultutal Orientation Resource Manual

are not intendedas final statements. They represent the collective efforts

of dozens of people deeply involved in refugee education. Their Work is

6



still in progress. For people or agencies that are working with refugee

newcomers in the U.S., the materials give detail about the nature and scope

of instruction that refugees are likely to have received prior to their

arrival. It therefore offers U.S. service providers the opportunity to

C.- build upon what refugees have already learned.

What follow are brief description of each of the sections contained

within the manual and, when appropriate, comments on their development and

instructions for their use.

Teaching Point Index. The index cross-references IESL/CO cultural orientation

-topics to the various lesson plans, activities and other resource materials

found in both volumes of the Manual. The topics are arranged alphabetically.
Q

Pagination throughout the two volumes is consecutive.

CUltural Orientation CurricuZum Tesson Guide. The curriculum guide is a'

set of curriculum content guides for cultural orientation, and the lesson

plans or activities that have been developed to teach that content.

The curriculum guide resulted from joint efforts of Intensive Program

agencies beginning in May 1981. The initial product was a series of 42

curriculum content outlines or lesson guides, commonly referred to as the

"teaching points". It is important to note that the content was selected

on the basis of what refugee newcomers in the U.S. would most need to know

in the initial 3-6 month resettlement period. ExtensiVe discussion, meetings

and other communications sought input from U.S. resettlement personnel,

Intensive Program agencies, and the refugees themselves during this initial

development period.

7
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Once the teaching points had been decided upon, each of the program

'implementing agencies developed a set of lesson plans or activities that

were tailored to the specific)characteristics of the student population at

their site. At this point, implementing agencies progressed in one of

two directions. In the first, separate lesson plans and activit'ies were

developed for each of the 42 teaching points, and an order for presentation

was established. The content of the teaching points an4 the order in which

they were presented resulted in a "spiralling" 'effect, that is, topics

presented at one time would be represented later, though perhaps in much

greater detail or within a different context. This first direction is

recorded in part one of the lesson guides. It contains the 42 teaching

points and, immediately following each, one or more lesson plans or activities.

A suggested order of presentation of the teaching points is also included

in part one (see p. 45)

The second direction taken by the implementing agencies might be

characterized as a "block approach". The same content as outlined in the

42 teaching points is used, but it is reorganized into ten broad topical

units. Students are generally presented all the material related to one

topical unit before moving on to the next. This method is recorded in

part two of the lesson guides. 0

Flexibility was a primary consideration in, the development of the

teaching points. Although it was felt that all the information in each

teaching point should be covered, the depth of coverage must necessarily

be adjusted to the level of the students in a particular class. Additionally,

these teaching points were designed to avoid dictating any specific



methodology or approach, hence, the lesson plans and activities offer a

xariety of approaches.to the user.
5

American Culture Monographs. The culture monographs provide soecific

information about such things as employment, consumerism, transportation,

education, health and housihg in the United States. They were prepared as
-

a teacher reference series for cultural orientation and provide this

information within the context of refugee experience in the U.S.

Southeast Asian and American Attitudes: A Cross-Cultural Guide. The

cross-cultural attitude guide is divided into two parts: t,he first provides

notesthat illustrate some Southeast Asian and American attitudes and

perspectives.pertifient to the curriculum'topic areas; the second provides

discussion questions aimed at developing a greater understanding and

,sensitivity to the differences noted in part one. The guide was prepal.ed to

complement the topics outlined in the CO Curriculum. Lesson Guide. It is

recognized that discussions which focusen attitudinal differences touch

upon larger, more complex issues. Users of the guide are encouraged to

read the introductory statements in "About This Guide" (see p. 405).

Teaching Guides: Activities and Resource Information for'Teachers. The

teaching guides address the procesi of teaching. They illutrate some of

the more common techniques (e.g. open-ehded problem stories, gro4 work

, and the use of interpreters) that are used in Intensive Program instruction.



'tommonly Used Acronyms,

Throughout the manual, the user is likely to encounter pnfamiliar

organizational acronyms or designations. The following list ds aeompilation

of the more commonly used acronyms or designations:.

ACNS American Council for Nationalities Service

CAL, SEARSC Center for Applied Linguistics, Southeast Asia
Regional Service Center

EIL The Experiment in International Living

ICM Intergovernmental:Committee for Migration

IESL/CO Intensive English as A Second Language/
Cultural Orientation Program

JVA Joint Voluntary Agency

LIRS Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service

MAA Mutual Assistance Association

Pragmatics Pragmatics, International

PRPC Philippine Refugee Processing Center

The Consortium The Experiment in Ipternational Living

Save the Children Fedefation

World Education

The greatest gains made by the Intensive ESL/CO Program have come

about through the sharing, cooperation and joint efforts of all the

implementing agencies. The Cultural Orientition Resource Manual represents

many of these efforts to .a.te.

Center for Applied Linguistics
Southeast Asia Regional Service Center

June 1982
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PART ONE
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This part contains each of the 42 teaching points which form the
core curriculum content for the Intensive Program cultural orientation
training component. (They are listed in italics in this table of
contents. For easier reference, the teaching points are grouped by
general.tonical heading, e.g. General Introduction, Communication,
Housing.) Lesson plans and activities are also included, and can be
found immediately following the teaching point they are designed to
address. A suggested order of presentation of the teaching points is
listed on p. 45.
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PART TWO

This part contains lesson plan outlines and activities arranged
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These units and their suggested order of presentation are liSted
below.

Introduction: Part Two 46
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Page 3

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Classroom Orientation

Purpose: Introduce the student to classroom procedures and the
cultural orientation program.

A. Cultural Orientation Overview

B. Names and Name Order

C. Greetings

D. Teacher/Student Roles

1. Student/teacher relationships

2. Saying "no" when you mean no

3. Asking questions when you do not understand

4. Appropriate behavior in the classroom

E. Punctuality: The concerns Americans have for being on time.

19



Insert Page: 3.1

CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was'

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 1 Classroom

Orientation

'Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR FOR THE CLASSROOM

Activity: Introduce appropriate behavior for the classroom
using the technique BRAINSTORMING.

Ob ective: To orient the learner to appropriate behavior foi
the classroom by introducing the techniRue of
brainstorming.

Preparation: none

Procedure:

1. The teacher explains io the learners that today they will
learn how to use a classroom techaique that is 'helpful for
a group to uss in collecting ideas or suggestions. The
technique is called "brainstorming".

2. Teacher explains that this technique will be used frequently
over the next 12 weeks as a way of generating (creating)
ideas.

3. Teacher explains that in brainstorming there are a few rules
which help make it a creative activity. Here are the rules:

i) all learners should try_and contribute their_idems.

b) every idea presented is accepted.

c) there should be no criticism of any idea nor should
there be any discussion during the,actual brainstorming
of any of the ideas.

d) do not change the ideas (or edit them) during the
brainstorming: accept them just as they are offered.

e) for the literate classes: the aide or teacher can write
the ideas on the board.

for the preliterature classes: aide should take notes
and read back to the class after the brainstorming.

2g
./ 2



Insert Page: 3.2

APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR FOR THE'CLASSROOM

-2-

4. Teacher explains that the class will practice the technique
of brainstorming by using it to think about the following

question: What rules should we have for how we behave in
the classroom? Ask learners to respond to this question.

5. Points that the learners may make:

a) being punctual coming to class on time

b) attending every class

c) no smoking in clasi

d) no eating or drinking in class

e) actively participating in class

f) asking permission to leave class

g) no children in class

h) no ipitting

i) asking questions when something is not understood

j) not talking when someone else is talking (note: it will
be difficult for the aide to translate more than one
idea at a time.)

6. If some of the points (ideas) are not mentioned by the learners,
you or your aide may add ideas to the list as members of the

group.

7. Review the list with the learners. Ask them if they feel

comfortable with the list. Are all the ideas clear to the

learners? Do they want some ideas clarified?

a

8. Remind the'learners that the list is their contract. They

have agreed to follow it.

NN



Insert !age:

CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM'

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

3. 3

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 1 - " Classroom

Orientation 11

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and Wor14 Education

CIRCLE INTRODUCTIONS

Activity: Circle Introductions, part one.

Ob ective: For the learners to Ipow each other's names.

Preparation: The teacher should learn some words and phrases
in the learner's language (Khmer, Lao, Hmong, etc.)-
such as "welcome to the class", "hello". "my name
is ", "his name is ", her name is 11

You can think of other appropriate phrases/words.

Procedure:

1. All the learner's chairs should be in a circle. If you are
working with benches make a circle with them.

2. Have'One person say his or her name. The second person says
.bis or her name and then repeats the first person's name.
The third person in the circle says his or her name, ehen
repeats the first and second person's names. Continue on -
with the fourth, fifth, and sixth person. Continue going
around the circle until all-the learners have had the'op-
portunity to introduce themselves to the class and repeat
the names of all the other members of the class.

3-.- --The-t:eieher-sheuld-si-t-anywhere within the circle to be a
part of the group. (allow 45-50 minutes). '

Activity: Introductions and Greetings, part 2.

Ob ective: The learners can greet each other without talking..

Preparation: An open space in the classroom. Push chairs or
benches back-against the walls.

22 ./2
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Insert Page: 3.4

CIRCLE INTRODUCTIONS

-2-

Procedure:

1. The teacher, without talking, should greet several learners
using appropriate American gestures, using eye contact and
displaying friendliness.(allow 5 minutes)

o 2. Stop. Say to the learners: "When I give you the signal, I
would like you to move around the room and greet everyone
without talking. Keep moving until you greet everyone but
remember, no talking." (allow 15 minutes)

3. Move the chairs (or bencheWback into a circle. Ask the
learners io talk about their reactions to.this experience.
Ask them what they learned. Encourage many learners to
participate in the discussion.

4. Accept all comments from the leafhers without you or anyone
else judging them, which is "right" and which is "wrong".
When,you are'talking about reactions and feeling there can
be no right or wrong.

5. By your behavior show the learners that you are listening
to them and that you care. (allow 10-15 minutes)

23



3.5Tnsert Page:

CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

i'Ubmitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Classroom Orientation

CULTURAL COMPONENT

A. In the valuegsystem of the Vietnamese people, there is much
importance placed on knowledge and learning. "Tanh Hieu Hoc",
which literally translated means 'love of learning', is con-
sidered to be one of the most important traits of their culture.
This trait is primarily the result of their deep-seated belief
in the three humanistic philosophies of Taoism, Confucianism
and Buddhism.

From Buddhist teaching, the Vietnamese have learned to place
more emphasis on humanistic rather than materialistic practices.

' One often hears the phrase "heart-oriented culture" in-reference
to the Vietnamese. From Confucianism, the Vietnamese have
adopted a "Social Code of Behavior" which emphasizes a hierarchy
in the maintenance of social and family order. One.can see
this influence in their respect for elders and teachers for
their family and their respect for education. From Taoist
teachings, the Vietnamese have adopted a belief in harmony
between man and nature. This is reflected in their avoidance
of confrontations and their sometimes indirect answers.

As a result of these influences, many of their attitudes toward
education and learning are different from American attitudes.
For example-,-most learning is thought of in terms of "book
learning." Classroom format includes lecture with very little
discussion. The students will listen to the lectures; take
notes, memorite the material and be prepared to recite it when
tested. In addition to this, the student's attitude toward
teachers is always-one of great respect. Traditionally, the
teacher is considered as the "spiritual father" or "spiritual
mother" (morally and academically) who guides his/her students
to the right path in life. In the Vietnamese language, the
terms "They" (Father) and "Co" (Mother) are used to address
teachers.

24
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B. Comparison/Contrast pf Education and Learning Styles

VIETNAMESE 'AMERICAN

I. Desires are generally ex- I. Desires and opinions are
pressed by indirectipn- expressed-more directly.
hinting and talking around
a subject.

2. Lack of understanding will 2. Lack of understanding will-
often result in a smile with result in the need for
a 'yes' answer. Tlarification,

3. Students will be reluctant 3. Students are encouraged to

. to ask questions, ask questions and will some7
times question the validity
of teacher's statement..

4. Student/teacher relationship:4.
Students are taught to res-,,

. pect and obey their teachers.
They often find an American
teacher's informality
uncomfortable.

5. Students are more passive 5.

than active learners. They
will listen, watch and
imitate rather than experi-
ment.

6. Responses.tend to be indi- 6.

rect. A 'yes' may not
necessarily mean a positive
answer but could only be a
polite way to reply 0 avoid
confrontation.

Objectives of the Lesson:

Students often expect a
teacher to exhibit their
knowledge and skills first
before showing any type of
respect.

Students are more active than
passive learners. They will
'search information out on
their own.

LESSON PLAN

Responses tend to be more
direct. Students wIll expfess
their opinions when answering
questions. This tirpe of

response can cause confronta-
tion in the classroom.

1 - Students can describe the goals of the Cultural Orientation
program.

0

2 - Students can demonstrate appropriate behavior in an American
classroom.
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UNIT 1

Objective: Students can briefly describe the purpose of the
Cultural Orientation program.

A. Welcoming Speech
, 1. "We want to welcome you to the 12 week Intensive Cultural

Orientation class here at Argyle 4. We are'very pleased
that you've been selectee for immigration to the United
States. Because of the hardships and difficulties faced
by many refugees arriving'in the U.S., the government of
United States decided to establish a pristam to teach
refugees basic English and Americarr culture which would
assist them in their initial resettlement in the U.S.
The material is intended to give you what we call "survival
skills" so taat you will be able tb function in American
society withas little heir as possible: The classes go
for 12 weeks; you will meet here at the same time everk
night from Monday to Friday., Upon finishing this Course,
you will be sche4uled for departure to the U.S.A." 41

'TEACHING METHODOLOGY: Lecture

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate appropriate behavior in 'the .

'classroord.

A. Attendance
r. The teacher will record attendance'on adaily basis.

a. A sign-in sheet will be passed around and all eiudents
mist sign it.

b. Do not,sign for students not present.
2. If a student is sick or not able to be present, they will

be marked absent.
a. To remove the absence from a student's record, the

stUdent must present their excuse to the YMCA Camp
Management Office.

h. Teachers/Interpreters can never accept excuses.
c. Any questions concerning attendance Must be taken to

the Carp Management Office. '

3. If a student is late for classp Ite/she may sign the sheet
but the teacher will also record him/her as late.
a. It is best to be punctual.

4. If a student leaves at break time, they will be marked"
absent for the whole class.

5
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B. No smoking/drinking during class or in the classrooms
during breaks.

C. Students should not wear pajamas in class.
1. It is not accepted in an American' classroom.

D. Students should assist the teacher in keeping the
classroom clean and with the moving of chairs.

E. .Class Structure
1. Theteachér is the highest authority in the

classroom, followed by the interpreter.
a. The'teacher will make all decisions as

class structure.
2.-- The teacher will notjust lecture in class.

a. There will be group discussions, role plays and
other aCtivities in the classrooni.

b. Teachers will also call on s udents to answer
queStions.
4

F. Reasons For American Ideas About Time
1. Punctuality

a. Americans are very conscious of be ng punctual.
b. MoOt AmeriCans follow tight sched les.on a daily

basis.
c. Being on time for class is very important.

0

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 2 - A: Attendance-

Materials Needed:. 4tendance sheets

While explaining the attendance poricy, pass around the
attendance sheet'and show ihe students how their attendance and
punctuality will be recorded.

Unit 2 - Bf; C, D, E: D s and' Don'ts; Class Struéture

Materials Needed:, Tri-lingual visuals (Vietnamese, Chinese and
English) representing each pf the do's and don'ts.

DO'S

Participate Ask questions Attend class Save Your
in class, if you don't everyday. handouts.

understand.

DON'TS

Smoke Be late

27
Wear PaIamas Be noisy in.

claSs

./5
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Directions: Ask a literate student.to read each caption in Vietnamese/
Chinese and then in English. Then ask different students to state
whether each caption is a DO or DON'T. You might first explain each
caption and then use the same visuals as an evaluation device,

ynit 2- F: Punctuality

Materials Needed: Model time Clock and cards with different times
printed on them (7:00, 7:15.etc.).

Ask a student who has worked in Hong Kong to show the class how
to "punch the time card". Discuss the consequences of being late for
work with the students. At first, ask the students what the conse-
quences might be.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can compare and contrast teacher/student roles.

.A., Teacher/student relationship
1. The same social status is not always attributed a teacher

in America as in Vietnam.
a. . Students will generally respect their teachers in

America.
b. Students will ask a question if they do not agree or

understand a teacher's statement.
c. Teacher/student relationships are generally more-

informal in America.
2. The teacher's job is to guide the students through school

by both passing information on to them and by encouraging
self-initiative.
a. Teachers should assist students in becoming self-

sufficient so that they will be able to make responsible
decisions on their own.

b. A.teacher's job is not just giving students "correct"
silswer.

3. Students should develop self-initiative in their studies.
a. It is the Student's responsibility to be inquisitive.
lb. The teacher -Is the main source of information of the

Students.
1. There are also other sourees of information available.

NOTE: Qne of the reasons for this type of learning is to help
students develop into decision-makers. In American society today, )

success and survival are partly the result of one's ability to.
make their own responsible decisions.

\

TZACHING METHODOLOGY:

Unit 3: Quiz,

./6
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The following exercise is to test the students on the material
in this unit.and tashow how active the learning tends to be in

e.2 :the U.S. classroom.

Directions:

Tell the whole clasd to stand up, thea ask the first question.
Have the students chosen their answer and stand in the section of
the room based on that answer.,,For. example, tell the students if
they ,think A is the correct answer, stand near the A section,,and
so on for B, C and D. Then ask sameone standing in-A.section
why they chose B, C + D. Tell the students tilat B is the
correct answer so those not in the B section should sit down.

Repeat for the rest of the questions:

START 1ST QUESTION 2ND QUESTION 3RD QUESTION

....and so on.

Questions

'1. You are sitting in the classroom talking with classmates when
the teacher enters the room. What is the best thing to do?

a. Stand up..

b. Remain seated but look up at the teacher to pay attention.
c. Remain seated and keep your er3sdown, out of respect.

CORRECT ANSWER: B

B. This would be an appropriate way to show respect for the
teaCher and will indicate your readiness to begin the
lesson.

2. The teacher is talking to.the class. And you didn't understand
part of his lecture. What should yoU do?

a. Look at your neighbor's notes.
b. Whisper to your neighbor for help.
c. Raise your hand and ask the teacher to repeat and/or explain

what he said.
d. Wait until the end of class and then ask -the teacher to

explain his point.

CORRECT ANSWER: C

' bon't be embarrassed to ask for a repetition or explanations.
Other students may also have the same problem. If the teacher's
explanation doesn't help; then make sure to ask the teacher after-
-class to explain it further. :"
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1
3. If one of your women teachers sometimes sits on her desk while

teaching, wears slacks to class and often tallrs to her students
informally after class, would you think that:

a. Your teacher doesn't take her job seriously.
b. She puts comfoTt before professionalism.
c. She wants students to think of her as an equal.
d. Her behaviour is normal by American standards.

CORRECT ANSWER: D

American would consider this kind of behaviour to be informal
and not undignified or inappropriate for a teacher or a
professor.

4. You ask the teacher a question. He doesn't know the answer.
You expect the teacher to:

a. Say that we are only'discussing the material in this textbook,
mot any outside material.

b. Tell you not to interrupt the teacher during the class.
C. Tell you he will look up the answer and tell you at the

next class.

CORRECT ANSWER: C

n American society, a teacher is usually not embarassed to admit
ti at he or she does not know the answer to a student's question.
e teacher will usually look up the answer or assign a student
look up the answer and report to the.class.

5. Y

b.

u are late for class and the teacher is already talking when
u arrive. What do yoU do?

Don't go to class.
Enter the classroom quietly,and sit down..
SlaM the door shut as you enter the classroom wave to
your friend and start laughing..

, CO RECT ANSWER:

Si ce you have entered the class late try to
further disruption. Do not make a habit out
or Ise the teacher will be upset.

'

UNIT 4

Objectie Stndents can demonstrate ability to
underst nding in on American classroom.

A. If a studen\t does not understand something,
the eacher'for clarification.

. 30

not create any
of being tardy

express lack of

they should ask

/8
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1. It is not impolite to ask questions if someehing is not
understood.

2. If there are no questions, the teacher will assume everything
is un4erstood.

B. If a student has a question, they should raise their hand first
and wait for the teacher to acknowledge.
1. It is impolite to speak out without being recognized.

C. If a student is asked a question, they shculd say 'NO' when
replying negatively and 'YES' when replying positively.
1. Do not reply 'NO' when you mean 'YES' and vice versa.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY:

.Role Play;

1 - Ask two studens to come to the middle of the classroom.

2 - One Student will ask direceions to the bus station from
the other student.

The student giving directions should speak quickly to confuse
the lost student. The lost student will not dare to say he
does not understand. When they part, the lost student will
still not know the correct way to get there.

Notes for the Students:

If someone is speaking too fast, ask thet to please slow
down.

2 - If something is confusing, always ask for clarification.

UNIT 5

Objective: . Students can list some of the major goal of the
Cultural Orientation Program.

A. HOUSING -yhich includes how to find a house, household
Safety, tenant/landlord responsibilities and
leases.

B. EMPLOYMENT - How to find a job, personal employment data,
job interviews and job availability.

C. CONSUMERISM4AND FINANCES - American currency, shopping
(food and clothing), cashing
ci.ecks and banking.

31
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COMMUNITY SERVICES -'Public Assistance, education, legal/illegal

activities.

E. HEALTH - availability of heatlh services, medical facilities,
health care and family planning.

F. SPONSORSHIP AND.RESETTLEMENT - explanation of sponsorship
(different types), refuges/sponsor
expectations.

411

G. LIFESTYLES - role of wamen, minorities in America, the family
and parent/child relationships.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY:

Materials needed: Cultural Orientation goals handout

Pass out the "Welcome to Cultural Orientation Class" handout.
As you go through the list of goals, first ask the students what
they think would be most important ,to learn. Make sure you
accurately explain each of the goais to the class.

32
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The following suegested classroom actillity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Classroom Orientation

411 ClassroOm Orientation,Part 2

CULTURAL COMPONENT

A. In Vietnamese society, forms of address are in terms of relation-
ship, rank and age among members of a family. For example,
one might refer to his/her uncle as "uncle number 4" or one's
brother as "brother number 3". .Generally, they would never call
their relatives by their given name.

Traditionally, the Vietnamese would rarely use names in addressing
someone. Use of the actual name is permissable only iftone is
on intimate or friendly terms with the speaker. The usual way
to address someone is in the use of an appropriate form "Thua"
with no mention of-the family or given name. If one iE on
friendly or intimate terms, the family name is never used.
The name which is most commonly used is the given or first

= name.

B. About 80% of the Vietnamese use one of the following family
names:

BUI HOANG PHAM
DANG HUYNH PHAN
DAO LE TRAN

,

DINH LY TRUONG
DO NGO VU
DUONG NGUYEN VO
HA

About 40-45% use Nguyen only.

The order of Vietnamese names is as follows:

Family Name (Last) . Middle Given (First)

TRAN VAN (male only) HUNG
NGUYEN THI (female 11/) HAI

.12
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When using Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms., the Vietnamese will always
use the given name - NOT the family name. This is why many of
the Vietnamese will address Americans as "Mr. John," or "Miss
Susan".

There are a few exceptions to the above explanation of
Vietnamese names. Some names contian 4 parts: Nguyen Thi Doan

Trang; Dang Thi Thanh Thuy. In these cases, the last two given
names are usually hyphenated: Dang Thi Thanh-Thuy.

C. Chinese names are slightly different from Vietnamese. There is

no concept of a middle name. The given names always go together:
CHU MAI-LING. CHU is the surname and MAI-LING is the given name
or first name.

D. The Vietnamese do not have different ways of greeting according ,

to periods of the day. People will not say "Good Afternoon",
"Good Evening" or "Good Night". With recent western influence,
though, some have adopted their way of greeting. The traditional
way of greeting is to either welcome one into>home or ask about
their health.

The physical act of greeting is done by joining the hands
in front of the chest and slightly bowing the head. Nowadays,

many have adopted the western way of shaking hands. -Hut even

with acceptance of the handshake, members of the opposite sex
will still not shake hands.

1

LESSON PLAN

Objectives of the lesson:

I. Students can compare/contrast Vietriamese and American systems.

2 Students can demonstrate different Ways of greeting in America.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can demonstrate understanding of the order of
American names.

A. The order of American names is backward from Vietnamese names. 4
5

1. First Name Middle Last

Joseph John Lambert
Carol Ann Gilbert
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B. When using Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms, Americans will always use the
last name (family name) ,. NOT the first or given name.
1. This often results in Americans addressing Vietnames as

Mr.'TRAN or Miss NGUYEN.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 1 - A: Use of Name Strips

1. Cut up pieces of paper into strips.
2. Pick out a few names, both Vietnamese arid American.
3. Take the parts of the names chosen and write them on the strips ,

of paper.:
4. Then pass the strips out to the students.
5. Finally have the students come to the front of the class and

position themselves in the proper naming order.

Example:

TRAN VAN HUNG
JOSEPH JOHN HOLT.

On strip of paper, write each part of the above names. Color code
them for position - Tran could be red, Van green and Hung blue. Then
pass the Strips out to three atudens. Have them came to the front
of the class and Position themselves accordingly. Then show TITLES
oa strips of paper written in black. Put pictures of doctors, an
officer, a married.womanva young girl on the balckboard Have
the stUdents position the strips correctly. For example:

Dr. TRAN VAN HUNG
Dr. TRAN

Mary Linda Cole
Mrs. Cole

Unit 1 - B: Role Plays

Conduct: Role play on the use of titles in America.

1. Ask 2 students to come to the front of the class.
2. One student should be the doctor and the other the patient.
3. Have the patient introduce himself/herself to the doctor.

a. Make sure the patient uses the family name of the doctor
and not the first name.
Example: Dr. Trail not Dr. Hung

b. Also make sure the doctor introduces himself/herself using
their last name and not their first names.

The whole idea of this exercise is'to insure that the stadents
realize they must use the Family name (last name) and not the
first name when using titles as doctor, teacher, etc.
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2nd Role play

1. Ask two students to come up to tric middle of the classroom.
2. Have'one student be a patient while one student acts as a

nurse.
3. The patient should ask for "Dr. Bob". The nurse phould tell

him,there is no "Dr. Bob" there. After some confusion the
nurse realizes that the patient is looking for "Dr. Bob. Smith".

UNIT 2

Objective: Students owl describe ways in which Vietnamesellames
should be used in America.

A. Even though Vietnamese and American names have a different
order, a student need not completely change their nate.
I. First, all students must understand the difference.
2t Students must always specify what name,they are called

by.

a. If a student is asked their name, they can answer
with the Vietnamese order - Tran Van Hung. But they
must specify what they are called by-as "Please
call me Hung".

b. Remember, most Americans won't understand the Viet-
namese syStem.

B. For filling out forms, students should write their.names in
the same order requested on the form.

If the form requested First, Middle and Last Name, then the'
student should write.their names in that order.

NOTE: Make sure the students realize that it's up to them to
clarify to Americans that Vietnamese name order is different.
They must teli people that the Surname is first and the given
name is last.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY Lecture

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of laws per-
taining to changing names or adopting a new name.

A. Changing or adopting a new naMe involves a legal process
in America.

B. The name, on the 1-94 is considered to be the refugee's legal
name.

1. If somedne wishes to change their\name, they must fill
out various forms to have it changed,legally.

36 .15
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C. The legal process can Vary from State of State.
1. It is bast to ask one's sponsor or a friend for help in finding

the.proper forms necessary.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY: Role Play - Use of Legal name

Two students: One should act as a refugee, and one as a Social Security
clerk.

Scene: At a Social Seeurity Office.

III Clerk: Nay I help you? ,

Refugee: Yea, I would like a Social Security Card.
Clerk: What is your/name, please?
Refugee: John Tran.

.

Clerk: John Trael Is that your legal name in your 1-94?
Refugee: No, on ,wy 1-94 my name is Tran Van Than.

..._/)

Clerk: Then you must use your real name, Tran Van Than unless
you ligally change it:

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can demonstrate an'understanOing of meaning and
; ethnicity in American name's.

A. Most American names have no particular meaning.
1. But, one can often tell the sex of a person by their first

name.
a. Linda, Betty - names used by females.
b. Rick, John - names used by males.

2. Some first names can be used by both sexes.
a. Kris, Chris - names used by both males and fem.des.

B. Many family names reflect#diverse ethnic backgrounds in America.
1. Torres - family name which reflects Latino background.

2. Bacidori - family name which reflects Italian heritage.

3. Rabenberg - family name which reflects a German background.

TEACHING MEIHODOLOGY:

*Materials needed: Visuals of men and women
Name strips of American first names.

37 . /6
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A

Directions: Before class make rame strips of American first names.
Write them on strips that are color-Coded as above. 14

Handout the visuals of men and women and the name strips
to the students. Have them pair off together with a visual

P of women and a women's name or a picture of a man and a
male's name.

UNIT 5

Objective: Students can demonitrate appropriate ways to greet in America.

A. Handshake - the most accepted way to greet someone in America.
1. Tilis can be used by both sexes: women greeting women, women

greeting men or men greeting men.

B. Hugging - considered to be a warm, intidhte greeting.
1". This is generally used by people who know each other well.

a. Sponsors will often hug the refugees they've sponsored
at the airport.

C. Cheek-kisses: also considered to be a warm, intimate greeting.
1. It is one way for someone to express affection or friendliness.

D. Introductions.
1. Formal Introductions.

a. Usually women or older people are introduced first; this is
considered a gesture of politeness.

2. When Americans are introduced to someone, it is customary to
shake hands and give your name.
a. Look the person in the eye when introducing yourself.
b. Remember, all students should specify Oat they are called

by.

3. In a docial situation, Americans insist on making formal introduc-
tions.
a: It is considered impolite if strangers are not introduced to

everyone present.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY:

Unit 5: Compare/contrast Greetings in the U.S. and Vietnam

Ask the students to come to the middle of the classroom to demonstrate
how a teacher and hie student would greet each other in Vietnam. Have

other students show how a boby,and girl, parent and child,; and two
friends would greet.

Finally ask some students to demonstrate their impression of how
Americans would greet each.other in these situations.

3 8 .17
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Unit 5 - D: Introduction
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Ask the students questions about introductions in their
culture. For example:

1. Are older people introduced to younger people or vige versa2

2. If you saw a co-worker on the street would you introduce yout
Wife and thildren to him?

3. If you met your boss's wife, would you lower your eyes or
look at her directly?

4. If you introduce a man and woman would they shake hands?
0

Have the ctudents practice., (in English.if possible) introduce each
other to you.

REVIEW

Dialog for names and name order

Directions: Have the students practice the dialoi together as a,

class before you cann on two, students to say it aloud.
To around the moil until each student has had a rhance
to ask the questions and reply.

What is your name?

My name is Tran Van Hung
Please call me Hung.

What is your last name?

My last name is Tran and it comes.first.

What is your first name?

My first name is Hung and it _comes last.

What is your middle name?

My middle name is Van.

What should I call you?

Call me Hung. It's my first name.

39
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom Activity/lesson plap was

'submitted by SCF/EXL in Indonesia

This Material,wasdeveloped for use'in the presentation of

the information-idthe lesson " classroom Oriehtation

.

Classroom,Orientation

-To introduce the-students to the Cultural Orientation Program,
classroom procedures and each other.

Purpose:

Activity 1: Inprpduction to teachers/definition of roles.*

Procedure:
1.

I. Introductions

A. Teacher introduces self and gives brief backi3round info.

Et Teacher introduces translator.

C. Translator introduces self by giving brief bac' ;round info.

Teacher gives brief definition of CO course.:

III. Teacher gives general.overview of roles:

A. CO Supervisor (COS)--American who planicontent of classes,
trains, observed, and meets with teachers. '

B. Teacher (T)--permanent staff, teach CO classes.

C. Translator (Tr)--translates, assists T in class.

D. Learner (L)

1. Activity participates

a. Learns bettet if participates actively.
b. T. can adapt informatidn df 'course to better suit

need's of L. if T gets feedback Oh.what L know!, and
wants to knqw.
L's can help.refugees following them by sharing their
ideas and experidhcei with F. Program has goal of ,

writing a refdgee sdrvival guide in,the native
language.
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2.. Ask questions if he/she doesn't understand.

a. T.emphasizes that this is important considering the
ifidirectness of information transfer.

b. T draws info transfer diagram emphasizing importance of
feedback from L.

'COS T - - Tr ----

Activity 2: Statement.of class iules

Procedure:

I. Introduction

--T states importance of having class rules.

II T list rules, eXplaining reaSOilt*fortheir. existence.

A. Physical'

4. No smoking
2. No eating
3. No spitting

B. Attendance
1. Mandatory attendance
2. .Punctuality
3. Staying in class until break

C. Learner responsibilities
1. Hoiework

,2. Active participation in class
3. -Answtring questions-saying "no" wheh you mean "no"
4. Asking queitions when student doesh't understand
5. No talking when T Tr or another Llis talking

ActiVity Learnerintroductions, Fact-seeIcing game.

Materials needed: ,Translated questionnaire forms. (Khmer of Vietnamese)

Procedure:

I. Introduction (- 12 min.)

A. T states that the following actOity is to give L's an opportu-
nity to get to know each other.

B. T asks L's to form into groups;of eight each. T tells L's that
they will be a team and asks them to think of a group name,
(eg. "Tigers").

41. /3
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C. T. and Tr.move around room, assisting in the formation of
groups.

D. T and Tr hand out questionnaire form. As they hand out form
they ask each learner "Do you read?". As T and.Tr identify
'pre-Literates they pair them with a literate L sitting next
to him/her in the group. T or Tr ask the literate L to help
the pre-literate in activities that require reading.

E. T. explains activity:

1. Object of game is to fill in name of a learner in class
for each question.

2. groups must work together. The group which completes
the form first,.or which completes the greatest number
of items in the 10 minute time limit wins a prize to
be announced later.

3. T suggests that L's take a few minutes to plan a strategy
of collecting information before breaking up group to
fill in form.

4. T tells learners what time they must have their group
list of responses ready.

II. Learners interview each other (15 min.)

1. T tells them after 5 min that they have 10 minutes remaining.
T suggests that they leave their groups to gather info if
they haven't already done so.

-2.- t-tells them after 12 Minutes that only 3 minutes remain to
regroup and tabulate their answers.. T tells L's that they
must write the name of their group (eg. "Tigers", "Dragons")
on their master list and have a group representative gi*
list to T.

III. Conclusion (5 min.).

1. T collects group lists.

2. T calls-up reps. of winning group.

3. A group representative reads the answers (names) from group
list.

4. T congratulates winning group and announces that they'll
get their prize later.
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'The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Classroom Orientation

Cultural orientation overview

The cultural orientation'and the English language aspects of this
program complement each.other. -In the cultural orientation parts of the
program,.the students learn about life and living in the United States.
In the English language parts of this program, they learn the language
that is necessary, for life and living in the United States. Both parts
of the program are quite important. For example, in the first language
lessons, the students learn how people in tht United States greet each
other. ,At tht same time, it.is important to'know to use the various ways
of greeting each other--that.is part of cultural orientation.

Cultural orientation involves learning two things--what people do in
the United States and why they do it. Same things %rill be familiar to
the students already: for example, everyone washes dishes after using
them. Some things will-W-different: for examplei the utay people wash
dishes in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) is'different from the way people in the
United States wash dishes. Some things will be easy to undecetand in
this course: for example, how people in the United States keep their
homes clean. Other things may be a little difficult to understand: for
example, why people in the United States do not want their grown-up chil-
dren to live with them.

Discussion is very iMportant in this class. Discussion means
that the people in the class--theteacherand the students--talk together
about a certain topic. .Discussion does not mean that the teacher talks
all the time and'the students simply listen. Thus,this course will.be
effective-;-that is, the students will learn something from this course--
only if the teacher and the students talk together about things. The
teacher knows what life and living in the United States are like. The
students knoW what life and living in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) aie like.
When the .teacher and the students talk together, each can learn from
the other and can compare life and living in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) and
the United States. In this way, always talking together,'they can find
out if the students may have'problems in the United States and how to
solve those problems when they arise.

In general, the teacher will be asking many questions in this class.

43 , ./2
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These questions are intended to help start discussions. But the students

must ask questions also. More will be said about this later.

B. Names and name order

Questions

1. How many names do people in Laos (Cambodia,.etc.) usually have?

2- Do_.thhy have family names?

3. Do they have nicknames?

4. When is the full name (that is, given name and family name together)

used?

5. When is only the given name used?

6. When .are nicknames used?

People in the United States usually have at least two names and
sometimes as many as four names. The two basic names are called the

first name and the last name. The first name is the given name: for

example, Robert, James,Thamas, Elizabeth, Cathetine, Constance. Most

of these names are either for males or for females. There are very

few names that can be used for bath males and females. Thus, Robert,

,James, and Thomas are used for males, while Elizabeth, Catherine, and

Constance are used for females. The last name is the family name:
for example, Smith, Jones, Brawn, and Black are very common family

names. People in the United States have at least a first name and a

last name: for example

James Smith
Robert Jones
Catherine Black
Constance Brown

In addition, many people have a third name called the middle

name. This hame goes between the, first and last name: for example

/James Robert Smith
Catherine Mary Black .

Many women in the United States have'only two names: the.first

name and the.last name. When Aey. marry they take the husband's last

name as their own last name and change their original last name to a

middle name. Thus, if a woman named Catherihe Black marries a man named

James Smith, she may call herself Catherine Black SMith.
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FinallA many names in English have nicknames associated with them:

for example,

Name Nickname(s)

Robert Bob, Bobby (Bobbie)
James- Jim, Jimmy (Jimmie)
Thomas Tom, Tammy
Elizabeth Betty
Catherine Cathy
Constance Connie

In general, male4names with .7.2 or -ie are used for children, while
those without zy. or -ie are used for teenagers and adults.

Most people in the United States are informal in the use of
'names, but there are certain situations when formality.is required.
For example, when the newly-arrived person first meets his sponsor,
he should use the sponsor's last name preceded by Mr., Mrs., Miss.
The sponsor may say

"Call me Tam."

in which case the newly-arrived person should use the sponsor's
nickname from then on. In general, last names are used until two
people became fairly well acquainted. Later, first names--and usually
nicknames--are generally used. In any case, the person will let the
neWly-arrived person know what to call him.

In all cases, the newly-arrived person must NOT use the titles
Mr., Mrs., or Miss with the first name. Msny years ago, when people
had servants, the servant would call the master Mr. Tom. Anyone
who calls a person in this way nowadays sounds very strange.

Questions

1. At least how many names do people in the United States usually'
have?

2. What are the names?

3. Are there different given names for males and females in the
United States? Give two examples of male names and two examples
of female names.

, 4. How many more names may people in ,the United States possible have?

5 What are the other names called?

6. Can any of the names be used at any time?

45 .14
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7. When can first namesi or nicknames.be used?

8. What should the student remember about the use of titles such as
Miss? Why is it-important to remember this?

4

G. Greetings

Questions

1. How do people greet each other in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. Do you use the same greeting for everyone?

3. If there are differentgreetings; how do they differ?

4. Are there ways of greeting people who are superior? What are they?

5. Are there ways of greeting people who are inferior? What are they?

6. How db you greet someone who is an eqUal?

In the United States, there are several ways of greeting a person.
In general, these ways differ on the basis of formality, rather than on
the basis of the social status of the people involved. Thus, the
President of the United States and the man next door will be greeted in
the same way, depending on the personal relationships between them and
the speaker. The formal Waye of greeting include the words hello, good
morning, good afternoon, good evening. These are used with people who
are not close friends. They are also used in formal situations, such
as in,the classroom. There are many informal ways of greeting a person.
Among the most commonly used are the words hi, what's new, how's it going,
etc. These are usually used with friends, fellow workers, etc. If a

student knows a teacher fairly well, the student would probably use
g224_mornl:ng in the classroom when greeting the teacher,,but use hi
when meeting that teacher outside the classroom.

People in the United States usually shake hands when they first

meet. When a man and a woman first meet; the woman must extend her
hand first. If she does not, then there is no handshaking. Other than
when first meeting, people in the United States do not shake hands very
often. There are certain situations, however, when it is expected. For

example, there may be handshaking at the beginning and end of an important
meeting; there is almost always handshaking at certain ceremonies, such
as weddings and funerals. In general, the newly-arrived person can see
when people shake hands and when they do not. Also, when handshaking
as expected, the other person will usually extend his hand first.

Some people in the United States sometimes ludge other people,
especially men, by the way they shake hands. The trip must be firm,
but not so strong that the other person may feel discomfort. Also, the

46 .15
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whole hatd must be used and not only the finger tips.

Questions

1. What is the main difference between ways of greeting people in
the United States?

2. Give two examples of formal ways of greeting someone in the
United States.

3. Give two examples of informal ways of greeting someone in *

the United States.

4. Can the same person be greeted formally on one occassion
informally on another? Give an example,i.e. the example of a
teacher.

5. Do people in the United States shake hands all the time?

6. Give three examples of when people usually shake hands in the
United States.

D. Teacher / student roles -

Questions

1. How do people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) feel about teachers?

2. Do they treat teachers in any special way? How?

3. How do students in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) act insthe classroom?

4. Do they often ask questions in class?

5. Do they ever disagree with what the teacher has said in class?

In the past few years, the relationships between teachers and
students have changed a great deal in the United States. A genera-
tion or so ago, students in the United States tended to be fairly
passive in the classroom. The teacher was like a boss who had to
be obeyed and believed all the time. Students then,often asked
questions, but seldom disagreed with what the teacher had said.
Also, at that time, students tended to dress rather formally for
school; Now, students feel more independent. They disagree with
the teacher when they think it necessary. And in many parts of the
country, they can dress as they please in the classroom, as long as
they are neatly, cleanly, and decently dressed. For example, jeans

may, be worn in the classroom, but shorts usually may not. The

4 7 ./6
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biggest difference, though, is probably the fact that there is a
friendlier relationship between teacher and student now. Teachers
are often--but not always--thought Of as older brothers or sisters
'rather than bosses. Students sometimes discuss things with their
teachers that they cannot, for some reason, discuss with their
parents. 9

In this classroom, the situation should be like that of a class-
room in the United States. This means that the teacher in this class
is here to help the students learn about life and living in the
United States--what people'do there, what they think, etc. Perhaps
more important, it means that the student should develop an inquiring
mind: that is, more learning will come through asking than through

.

simply sitting and listening. Thus, the student must not be afraid
to ask for more infoimation. Sometimes, the teacher may not be able
to answer some of the questions during a.certain class hour. If he
cannot, he will find out the answer and tell the students Suring
the next class hour.

\\5 ,

Finally, there are certain rules that are.obeerved in most class-
rooms. Since these rules are part of life in the United States,
students will be expected to Tollow them during these classes, and
should also follow them during the English language classes.

1. The classroom should be neat and clean at all times. This
rule means that the chairs Phould be in order and that there should
be no litter on the floor. At the beginning of each class hour, then,
the students should straighten up the chairs and pick up any litter
that is on the floor. Doing this does not mean that the students are
janitors. It means that they take pride in their classroom. (Besides,
being a janitor in the United States is not considered,a bad job. Any
job that is well done is respectable in the United States.)

2. There must be no spitting on the floor. In many places in
the United States, spitting on the floor is illegal, and the spitter
will be fined. Following this rule will help the students get used to
following the laws of the United States.

3., You should raise your hand if you want to say something or
to ask'a question in class. Interrupting someone who is talking is
considered to be very bad manners in the United States, unless it.is
done in certain ways.. In,the classroom, the polite way to.interrupt
is to raise the hand.

In general, then, this class is the students' introduction to life
and living in the United States. For that reason, the students must
start following the customs and practices of the people of the United
States immediately from this first class lour.
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Questions

1. The classroom situation in the United States is, in a sense,
both formal and informal. Can you explain this by giving
examples that have been discussed?

2. Do you think that students in the United States have too much
"freedom"?

3. This class has two major purposes. Wit are they?

4. What are the three rules that must be observed everyday in this
classroom and in the English language classrooms?

5. Explain why each rule is important and how it will help the
students in living in the United States.

E. Punctuality

Questions

1. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), if you are invited to a party that
starts at 6 p.m., at what time ihould you arrive at the party?

2. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), if you make at appointment to see
a doctor for 2 p.m.,, at what time should you arrive at the
doctor's office?

3. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), if you make an appointment with a
friend for 10 a.m., how long.will your friend wait for you?

People in the United States like to be on time and like for
others to be on time also. Many people in the United States are,
or like to think they are,very busy. They do not like to waste
time. This means, among other things, that they often do not even
spend much time eating breakfast or lunch. Many of them believe
the saying "Time is money". In fact, three verbs that are used with
the word money are also used with the word time: people in the
United States save, spend, and waste both time and money.

Thus, one other thing that students must practice doing during
these classes is the habit of punctuality. They muet be on tiie
for their classes, both cultural'orientation classes and English
language classes. Being late for class, for 'no good reason, is a
little insulting: it means that the student does not think the
class is very important. Being late for class, for no good ieason,
is also a little bit inconsiderate: it means that the student does ,
not think much of his fellow students. So unless the student has
a very good reason, he should not be late for class.

4 9 ./8
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F. A final comment about politeness

Questions

1. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), is it polite to ask how old someone is?

2. Is it polite to ask if soMeone is married or not?

3. Is it polite to ask how much a person earns a month?

4. Is it polite to ask how many children a person has?

During the first class hours of the English language classes, the
students will learn to ask and answer questions concerning the listener's

age, salary, marital status, children, etc. These questions are necessary

for the student to learn because they are used in many situations: in

getting a job, in applying for many things such as a social security
card or credit, etc. However, these questions must NOT be asked outside

those situations: that is, it is considered very,impolite to ask about

a person's age, salary, marital status, children, etc., outside the

formal situations in which such questions are necessary.
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GENERAL#INTRODUCTION

Cultural Comparisons of Time and Time Management

Pui-pose: Prepare the student to mafiage time in America.

A. Cultural Comparison of Time

B. Time Management-

1. Using a calendar for keeping track of appointments

a. Job related

b. Medical

c. Social invitations

2. Keeping daily schedules

a. Planning the day

b. Getting pfaces on time

3. Making and breaking appointments

a. Giving advance notice

b. Making and breaking appointments

a) By telephone

b) In person
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The following sugges:_ed classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

A
This material- was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 12 Cultural Comparison

of Time and Time Management

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living; and World Education

Time Management

Activity: Making a Calendar

Objective: Learners can mark given events on a calendar; includes
the daY's date, school'days and weekends, days pagt
and and days. ahead.

Preparation: You will need newsprint and felt pens. Make a
sample calendar for one month. Write down step-
by-step directions. Take some rulers and soie
colcred pens to class.

Procedure:

1. Divide the learners into groups of 4-5. pass out newsprint.
felt pens, and rulers. Begin by telling the learners to
draw a large rectangle. Demonstrate. Tell them how long
they should make the sides and the top and bottom.

Make six_dats at the top and at the bottom. DeMOnstrate..
Make four dots on each side. Demonstrate. Connect the top
and bottom dots with a straight.line. Do the same with the
dots on each side. The learners should do the same.

3. Find the square on the top/line that should be till, first for
the current month. Write number "1" in the first square.
Demonstrate. The learners should do the same. Write number
"2". in the second square.' Demonstrate. Fill in the other
numbers up to 30 or 31,:according to whatever month'it is.
Walk through the classroom and check to see if any learner
needs further guidance.

4. Explain that what they have just made is a calendar. Americans
use it to reTember certain events or appbintments. Write the
name of the month at the' top. Demoftstrate lb that the learners
can copy. Write the name for the days of the week above each
colt:tr. Demonstrate one at a time so that the 4earners can
copy. Draw a-picture above the aame,of the month. Check all
the groups to see if you could give further help.

4,

'5 2
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5. _Follow these activities, step y step:

a.
,

Ask the learners'to find today. Let those who know show
those who do not. Tell them to put a large, coldred
circle around -today.

b. Ask the learners to find all the days already past this
month. Let those who know show those who do not. Put a
colored slash (/) through all the days past already.

c. Write the letier "T" in the square for tomorrow.

d. Write the letter "Y" inthe square for yesterday.

e. Put'colored circles around all the days when we do not
have class. "Check to see if anyone needa further
assistance.

f. Put a colored line under all the days when we da have class.

g. Countthe number of days remaining in this month. Wiite
this number at theboitom.

6. Stop. Ask all the groUps to report. Ask each gioup to explain
all the colored circles, lines and,slashes on their calendar.
If the learners are good at Engli#h, you may want to review the
English we use with calendars.1

7. Show examples o etOryr-Made calendars. Turn to the page fot
this month. the learnerS to point out the date today.
Ask theek-tO point out the days already past. Askthem to
pojnt'Out the days when we have glass, etc.

. Make a calendar for next month.

-
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

abbmitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 12 _ u Cultural Comparison

of Time and Time Management

*Save the Childreri Federation, Experiment in
,International Living, and World Education

Time Management

Activity: Appointments
'

Ob ective: Learners can make and keep an appointment.

Preparation: ,Bring loll calendars for each learner., You will need
the small pieces of paper with an appointment (day,
time, and place) written on it. Draw a big calendar
on the-blackboard.

Procedures:

1. Brieily review.the calendar. Point to the big calendar on the
blackboard. Ask: %%at is this? Ask a learner to come up and

Acircle today's date. Ask another learner,to underline yesterday:a
date; another learner to underlineDtomorrow's date. )Ask: How
many days have past this month? How many days are left? When
do we usually pay the apartment tent? Ask someone to come up.
and cross out the/weekends. Ask: Do we usually work on the
weekenda? "(A119W 10 minutes)

2. Briefly review thme (A.M/P.M). Ask: What time is it now? Is

it A.M. or P.M.? What does A.M. mean tO you? What does P.M.
mean/ What time 0 you get up? (Ask than°to use A.M or P.M)
When do you go to class? When do you eat supper? govto bed?
(Allow 5 midutes)

3. Now imagine: a teachei wants to talk privately to a learner.
The teachef asks the learner to came to the ofi'ce on April
9, at 12:30 P.M. The learner agrees. Call a learner to go the
calendar, circle the date, and write in the time and the.place.
Explain that the teacher and the learner have made an' appointment.
'Ask: What have they made? What is an appointment? What does

, it mean to make an appointment? What day is this appointment?
What tims is it? Where is IX? (Allow 10 minutes)

,
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4. Now imagine: It is April 9, 12:30 P.M. The learner and the
teacher are at the o'fice. They have kept the appointment.
Ask: What have they kept? What does it mean to keep an
appointment?
Let's practice. Read a situation. The learners must tell
whether the person in the situation is making or keeping an
appointment.=

a. Nang Her said he will meet the center chief on Friday,
at 41 A.M.

b. It is Friday, 11 A.M. yang Her and the chief are
together. It

a. A group of people decided to meet at UNHCR Office,
Monday, 2 P.M.

b. It is monday, 2 P.M. Nobody is at the UNHCR office.

a. You have an interview with a JVA official on Tuesday,
4 P.M.

b. It is Tuesday, 4 P.M. You are at the JVA office with
the official. (Allow 15 minutes)

5. Divide the learners into groups of two persons.. Give each
learner a calendar. Give each pair-group a piece of papir.
Explain that on the piece oV paper there is a date, time, and
place. Ask a learner in ea,ch group to read their piece
of paper. Both members of each group will write the date,
time, and place in the app opriate block on the calendar.
Teacher and teacheraide should go around the room and check
to see if everyone understands. When they have finished, they.
will have made an appointment. Ask: What have you done?
(Allow 10-15 minutes)

. Write a new calendar on the blackboard. Point to a day, ask:
Which group has.an appointment on this day? Then, ask:
What day is it? What time is it? Where is it? continue this
activity with the other groups using other dates. (Allow 15
minutes)

7. Now ask the.learners tti change seats, so that the two people
in each-group are not sitting together. From the teacher's
sheet, choose a date and tiMe. Point to a date on the calendar,
saying: imagine, this is today.. Then read the time. Ask:

Who has an appointment now The two learners who do, must come
to the center with their aindars. Check to see if they are
correct. (Allow 10 minu es)

. 3
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8. Lead a Ziscussion:
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a. Do you think people in America make and keep appointments?
b. What makes you think this way?
c. Will it be important to make appointments? Why? Why not?
d. Will it be important to keep appointments? Why? Why not?
e. 'What can you do to help you remember future appointments?

C.;
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'Ce following suggested classroom activity/lesSbn plan was
.0

'siltbmitted by LIRS/ACNS in Thailand
,

Ttiis material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Cultural Comparison of

Time and Time Management

Cultural Comparison of Time and Time Management

Objectives of the Lesson:

1. Students can compare/contrast concepts of time in America
and Vietnam.

2. Students can plan a daily schedule which includes making and
breaking appointments.

UNIT 1 ,

\

Objective: Students can describe American concepts of time and
permanence.

A. Time, generations, the past and the future have different meanings
to Americans.

1. Americans think in terms of short time spans - NOT in terms
of centuries or generations
a. Few Americans can trace their ncestry back more than a

couple,of generations.

B. Most Americans believe in one life - NOT f rebirth.

1. There is much importance placed on this

2.. Every day, every hour is important as one might 'mot live
a long life. `,

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate use of a calendar in planning
daily schedules.

A. Most Americaps use a daily calendar to keep track of all appoint-
ments.

. /2
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1. Job-related appointments
a. When you look for a job, it is best to record all appointments

, for job interviews.
b. If you are late for an appointment, it can jeapordize your

chances for the job.

2. Medical-related appointments
a. When going to a hospital or clinic, it is best to make an

appointment first.
b. Again, it is best to record the appointments on a calendar

so you don't forget them.,
c. If late for an appointment, you can lose your apportunity to

see the doctor.
d. Doctors keep a very tight appointment schedule, thus it is

.best to be on time.

3. Invitations
a. Generally, Americans won't drop in on friends without calling

first.
b. Any time you wish to spend with friends should be planned in

advance.

B. Daily Schedules

Most Americans have an idea what they will be doing during any
moment of the day.
a. Each day is Olanned very carefully for various reasons.

- To keep track of all appointments and to allow proper
time for each' appointment.

- To allow proper time for relaxation. This includes
'personal time 'as well as time with the family:

2. Getting places on time
a. In planning your day, you must always consider transportation

time to the appointments.
b. You have to consider the type of transportation being used

along with distance.
c. Most Americans (employers etc.) won't accept the excuse

that transportation took longer than expected.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:
-

Unit 2 Role Play: Being on time for appointments

The'following are all possible outcomes of not being on time for appoint-
ments.

- Job applicant and receptionist
- Mr. Jones' Office

. /3
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JOB APPLICANT:

RECEPTIONIST:

JOB APPLICANT:

RECEPTIONIST:

JOB APPLICANT:

RECEPTIONIST:

-3-

I'm here to see Mr. Jones

I'm sorry Mr. Jones is out of the office now at lunch.

I had an appointment to see him about a job.

Oh, What is your name?

Mr. Tran. My appointment was for 10:30 this morning.

Mr. Jones wondered where you were this morning. You
should have called. Anyway, Mr. Jones had another
applicant come in at 11:30 who was hired for that job.\

JOB APPLICANT: (Thinking to himself) I better be on time for my
other interviews.

PATIENT:

NURSE:

Role Play: Going to a doctor's appointment late

- Nurse
- Doctor
- Patient

I have an appointment to see Dr. Bob Smith

What is your name please?

PATIENT: My name is Tran Van Dung.

NURSE: Tran Van-Dung? What time was your appointment?

PATIENT: This afternoon.

NURSE: Do you know the exact time for your,appointment?
Oh, I see you were given a 1:15 appointment. But it is
3:00 now. I'll see if the doctor can still see you now.

DOCTOR:' I'm sorry. I have too many people waiting to see me
now. Would you please come back this Friday, at 10:20
a.m. I think I will have tite to see you then.

Unit 2 (B)

Daily Planning

Directions:

Materials needed: draw a daily schedule on the
blackboard

Fill out the daily schedule planner on the board according to your
personal schedule. Explain to the class what you are doing as you
fill it out. Then erase your own enteries from the planner, and ask
a student to go up to the blackboard and write his own schedule while
a student in the camp.

59
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Getting Places on Time

Materials needed: Visuals of the MTR, a car, taxi, bus and a person
walking.

Direction:

Ask the students how many of them have been to the (place name). Of
those who have been there, ask what type of transportation they took to
get to the (place name) .Hold up each visual sa they know what mode of
transportation you are talking about. Get them to tell you h w long it
would take to get there using the different means of transpor

For example ask:

How long does it take to get to the (place name) by bus?

Then using the above informatibn and ask the students if they had a
2:00 p.m. appointment with someone there, what time do they haveto
leave (place name) in order to get there in time if they walk, take a
bus, taxi, etc.

Unit 2 Role Play: Dropping by: uninvited

Choose three students, one as a guest and the other two the hoSts.

GUEST RINGS DOORBELL

HOST:. Tran! Come/4n, I'm very surprised to see you. Is any"thing
the matter?

TRAN: Oh, nothing. I just was in the area so I thought I would
stop in.

HOST: (To wife) Look who is here, Tran.

HOSTESS: Tran? We are in the, middle of eating dinner would you like
to join us?

GUEST: Oh no, I'll just wait in the living room until after you
finish.

HOSTESS: Oh, we have made plans to meet another couple to see a play
in town. I'd love to include you but we bought the tickets
already and its sold out.

GUEST: It doesn't matter I'll see youanother time.

HOST: Why don't we make plans to have dinner together this Saturday
night at 7:30. Shall we meet at the GREEN GARDEN RESTAURANT?

GUEST: Fine, I'll see you on Satu'rday night, bye.

.1560
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Objective: Students can demonstrate procedures for making/breaking
appointments.

A. In America, most business conducted by the use of advance
notice.

1. If you need to see someone, it is always best to make an
appointment.

2. You can make appointments either by telephone or in person.

B. Most people require at least 24 hour notice in making an appoint-
ment. Some require more advance notice.

1% When making an appointment, you agree on a date, time and
place to meet.

2. If you are going to be late, stop and phone the person to tell
them you will be late.
a. It is possible to be fired from a job for not being

on time regularly.

3. If you wish to break an appointment, it is best to give at
least 24 hour notice.
a. This allows enough time for the other'person to schedule

in someone else.
b. Remember, also call to cancel an appointment. It is

considered impolite to simply not show up.

4. If you wish to change an appointment, it is best to call
24 hours in advance.
a. Usually the other person will try to reschedule at a

convenient time for both of you.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 3
Making an Appointment

Materials needed: Appointment card handout.

Ask the students if they ever had to make an appointment for which
they received an appointment card. If they have ask what information
appeared on the card. If they have never received a card then refer
them to the appointment card handout.

Ask a student to read the information contained on the card.

6 ./6
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Role Play: Breaking appointments

Materials needed: Two toy phones.

TRAN:

THANH:

TRAN:

THANH:

TRAN:

THANH:

Hello, Is this Thanh?

Yes'it is.

Thanh, this Tran. I'm very sorry that I dhn't meet you
tonight because I feel sick.

I hope you feel better soon. Call me again when you
are available to go out.

-I will. Good bye

Good bye.

(Receptionist, patient)

RECEPTIONIST: Hello, this Dr. Smith's office.

MINH:

RECEPTIONIST:

MINH:

RECEPTIONIST:

Unit 3

Hello. This is Tran Van Minh. I had an appointment
with Dr. Smith this afternoorOtt 3 p.m. I am very
sorry but I can't make it because I canno; get a
ride to Dr. Smith's office.

,

Can you make it on Monday?

Yes, I could.

So I'll put you down for Monday.

Getting all the information for an appointment

Materials needed: Appointment cards incompletely fill out.

Directions: Give out appointment cards tgat have been filled out
incompletely.

For example:

TUESDAY SEITEMBER 8, 19810
5:00 p.m.

,(NO PLACE LISTED)

or
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Dr. Smith Office
19 Argyle street
September 15, 1981

(No time)

Have the students read out the card.to the class.
what was missing.

Then have the students break up into groups. Each
up same incomplete information for an appointment.
should guess what has been left out.

QUIZ

The Concept of Time in Americ

Insert Page: 4.13

Ask the students

group should make
The other groups

1. You arrange with an American friend to meet at a coffee shop
entrance at 12:00 noon. On the way to the coffee shop, you meet
same friends and stop to talk with them. By the time you arrive
a4 the coffee shop it is nearly 12:25, you explain what happened
to your American friend, but he seems annoyed, why?

a. He is thinking about his telephone bill.
(c) b. He is hungry.

c. You've kept him waiting ,for 25 minutes.

410 The American is probably annoyed because your delay was avoidable,
Since you both agreed to meet at noon, that was the time he understood
you would be there. Often when foreigners come to the United States,
they remark that American sense of time is not as flexible as that
of many other nationalities. Being punctual is *portant, and helps
to make a good impression.

2. You are invited to a dinner party at an American's home, the
invitation said to come at 8:00 p.m. you arrive at

a. 7:30
b. 8:00

(B) c. 8:30
d. 10:00

It is always appropriate to be on time. You should never be more than
15 minutes late for a dinner party. If you think you will be late,
call your hosts and let them know.

6 3
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3.. A friend of yours works in the office of an American company.
The other day she arrived at work late and explained to her supervisor
that she had to take her relatives to.the airport. The supervisor
was angry because:-

a. She didn't believe the story
- b. She felt that family matters should not interfere with

work.
c. She is not sympathetic to those working with her.
d. The supervisor felt that the worker should have requested

permission in advance to be late.

(D)

An employee should make-arrangements with.her supervisor if she knows
inadvance that she will be late.

4. A Vietnamese refugee turned down a job becuase he waq only offered
a one year contract. He said he wanteda life time job. '

a. He was right to refuse the job because it was not stable.
(C) b. Americans only take life time jobs 4n one company.

c. He was wrong to refuse the job because he could get
a lot of experience from any job.

Americans usually take their first'job fo4'the experience of working and
building up new skills. Many jobs in America are based on one year contracts.

5. 'If you have a 3100 appointment with a social worker but don't feel good
- that day you should:

(A)

a. Call in the morning to,explain that you must cancel
that appointment due to illness.-

b. Wait until 3:00 then call.
c. Just ignore the appointment because your'social

worIcer Tees a lot of people everyday and your appoint-
ment isn't important.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION -CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested clasgroom activity/lesson.plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use ia the presentation of

ethe information the lesson Cultural Comparison of

Time and Time Management,Part I

Purpose:, Prepapre student to manage time in America.

Materials Needed: Handouts of open-ended story "Petsamone's Day",
lots of paper.

Procedure:

ACTIVITY 1

A. 1) T/Tr hand the open-ended story to each learner in class.

2) Tr reads the story in the learner's native language.
Tr should be dramatic is his/her reading of the story.

3) T should ask the learners to retell the story by Asking
questions like: -

a) What happened first?
b) What happened second?
c) Then what happened?
Make quite sure that everyone knows the story well.

B. 1) Divide learners into groups. Pass out paper to each
learner. Ask them to divide the paper into three
sections.

2) Ask them to draw a picture describing Petsamone's
morning in the first section. Petsamone's afternoon
in the second section and Petsamone's evening in
the third section (15 min.).

3) T should talk with the learners while they are drawing.
Encourage tbem,to share their drawings with you.

C. 1) Now give each learner another piece of paer. Ask
them to divide it into three sections.

2) Ask them to draw in the first section whai they do in
the morning onan average day, what they do in the afternoon

---iih'the second sectiOn,and what they do in the'evening
in the third section. The learners may write any words
that help to explain the picture (15 min.).
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3) The teacher should talk with many learners as they are
working. Encourage them to share'their drawings with
you.

4) T should selective choose two drawings from each class
and explain them at the front of the class.

D. 1) T/Tr lead a discussion about the similarities,and differences
between the learner's daily schedule and Petsamone's daily
schedule. Be sure to include many open-ended questions:

a) How are the mornings different?

b) Why is punctualityimportant in Petsamone's day?

c) In what way will learner have to change tt-eir concept of
tiMe in Order to an American.daily schedule.

2) Accept all ideas.
4

II A. 'MAKING APPOINTMENTS

1. Ask students how they organize a meeting in their home country.
Is punctUality_important? How late will most people wait?
What happens if you are sick? Do you set an exact place to
meet? What are some occaSions for appointments?

Help learners comp to the realization that time, place and /
person are central elements'in their way of making appointments.

2. Explain to students that time, place,'and person are also
central to the process of making appointments in the U.S.
The difference in the U.S. is that time,and place and person
are often .very precisely set, and are.algo precisely abided
by. Explain that "official" appointmenti.with employer, doctor,
dentist, goVernMent offidials,'businessmen\i\etc., are expected
to be strictly kept. Social appointments wi h good friends
are more flexible.

3. T explains that learner should use the telephone for making
appointments (for example with the doctor, a friend or yous,
sponsor). When making an appointment, learner should:

a. Remember to clarify the four pieces of information in
the coversation (T should make reference telepone role-
play acted out in "Use of Telephone" lesson).

b. Give advance notice to the person with whom learner is
making an appointment.

6 6 .13
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B. BREAKING- APPOINTMENTS

,

T should.explain that when calling on the phone or going
in person to cancel.an appointment learner should remember the
following details:

,

1. Learner should specify when the original appointment was.

2. Learner should specify the time/date/place for the new
appointment.

3. Learner should always 3ive adequate advance notice
when he/she wants to,cancel an appointment.

-

C. Finally, learner should remember that,the.lessons on use of
telephone, long distance calls and time planning all show tbat-p,lanning
your time for the future (on a daily schedule) is very,very impatant
to adapting to the American pace of life and lifestyle.

fETSAMONE'S DAY

Petsamone and h'is wife Domduan get up early andoorepare to go to
work. Petsamone drinks some coffee and,then walks to the street-
corner. ihere be will wait for a ride to work. A man named Bdb works
,at the same factory as Petsamone. Bob ick, Petsamone up.at the
street corner. A

"Did you have your breakfast?" asks Bob.

"No, I only had coffee this morning,"' answers Petsamone.
"Today I was late. I had to hurry."'

Together they ride to work in Bob's car.: After 2rminutes, they,
arrive, at the factory. Petsamone makes furniture/at this factory.
He likes working with his hands. The work is not hard for him.
PetsamOne works all morning. At noon he goes to flunch in the factory
cafeteria. The food in the cafeteria IS new andIstrange.

"How is that sandwich, Petsamone?" asks2io
"I'm learning to like it." Petsamone answers: "But it is

not like'any food I've had before:"

After'lunch, Petsamone returnsto work. He usu lly'works alone. He
does nbt talk very much while he is working. ometimes there isa
radio playing in the factory.

"How do you(like that'music?" Box asks.
"It's fine. It makes the time go fast." answers Petqamone.

1 6 7 1
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Work is finished at 4 o'-clock. Bob and Peesamone leave work together

Bob drops, Petsamone off at the corner,sand Petsamone walks therest

of the.way to his house. Petsamone's wge, Domduan.,%has already

returned from her work.

"Let's have dinner early, says Domduan. "I'm tired tonight."..

"I'm tit:ed too" sayi; Petsamone. "The English teacher will.be

here at 7 p.m.".
.

..Petsamone and Domduan-smile-broadly when the English teacher come in.

The English teacher does not know that Petsamone and Domduay are

tired tonight. It is difficAt, but they both feel their-English is

getting.better. They study ,Atil 9 p.m., then the English teacher

leaves.

"Do you want to watch TV 'for a WhUe?" asks Domduan.

"Let'S not ton -says Petsamone. "Tomorlow we must to get

up early and wo again."

68
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. COMMUN I CAT ION

Uses of the TeZephone

Purpose: Acquaint the student with the basic uses of the telephone.

A. How to Handlland Dial Telephones

B. Strategies for Communication

1. Recognizing dial tones/busy.ignals

2. Understanding what to do when put on hold

C. Calling for Help anOssistance/Important Numbers

1. Numbers to know

2. Calling for help

aEMergenciee°

b. Other assistance

3..Using the telephone book (for English reading students only)

9
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the infgrmation in Lesson 10

Telephone

II Uses of Ofie

*Save the qhildren Federation, Experiment in
International Living', and World Education

Coping with Emergencies--LesSon 1

/-
Activity: Using the telephone

Objective: The learners can use intercom telephones for communication.

Preparation: You will need one set of intercom telephones.

,Procedure:

1. Introduce the classro m_game "Simon Says." ylou may want to
play the game in English, if your learners are good in English.
Let, several people h ve a turn at playing "Simon".

2. Change the game. Ineroduce a problem. Move "Simon" outside
the classroom. Wherek the other learners c4not hear him/her.
(You may have to ask imon to speak very softly, so that the
other learners cannot hear him/her.)

3. Solve the problem. Ask a learfter to talk to Simon on the
intercom to fine otit what the orders are. This learner can
relate Simon's orders td the class.

4. Now switch and,let anothr learner play Simon. Also, let a
,

new learner talk to Simon\on the intercom and relate Simon's
orders to the class. Con inue until alllearners have-had
a Chance to talk on the in ercom.

5. Explain that nearly all hoMe.s and shops in the USA have tele-
phones. Everyone who goes to the USA should know how to use
them.i *

*.,

\

1

6 . Divide the learners into grou s. Ask each group to brainstorm
a lise of ways in which they 11\ight use a telephone when they
go to the USA. When the lists are complete, ask the groups
to report.

7. Select some telephone conversat on topics from the brainstorm
lists. I Ask two learners to rol play a telephone conversation
using ehe opic you selected. Oir learner should stand outside

1
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the classroom so that the other learners cannot hear him/her.

8. Select another telephone conversation tOpic from the brain-
storm list. Ask two learners to role play the conversation.
Repeat as time allows.

5

4.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by . The Consortium* . in Thailand

.This material was developed fot use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 10 Uses of the

Telephone

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

it

Coping with Emergencies--Lesson 2

Activity:_ Using the telephone

Ob ective: The learners can dial a telephone

Preparation: With several other teachers, brainstorm a list of
telephone conversation topics. Specify the roles
of the callers, and make-up some telephone numbers.

Procedure:

1. Presents list of names and telephone numbers. The list might
look like this:

English teacher 281 9867
Sponsor 888 7261
Friend (name) 354 6171
Doctor etc.
Hospital
Friend (name)

Girlfriend
etc.

2. Explain that almost everyone in America.has a telephone number.
We can talk to almost anyone if we know their telephone number.
Americans often have Slist.like the one above near"their
telephone. The counselor should explain who each person on
the list is. Ask the learners to repeat each telephone number.
(Here is a chance for them to use same English.)

3. Tell the learners you are gning to show them how thex.telephone
dial works. Suppose you want to call the first perion on the
list. Hold the telephone so that"all the learners can see
the dial. L6udly and clearly say each number as you slowly
dial it. Explain that the phone will ring at the other person's
house. The person there will hear the,ring: -That is how he/she
.will know that you are calling. However, since thiS is a
model telephone, we must itagise about the ring.

72 ./2
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4. Ask one learner to dial the second number;.-'-.Make sure the
learner says each number as he/she dial's it. Another learner
can dial the third number. Continue until all the learners
have had at least one chance to dial the telephone. Help
pre-literate learners to find each number by counting the
holes.

5. Now the two team-teachers should setup a role play. Announce
the situation. Say you are going to call your girlfriend.
(Or somebody.) One team teacher should take a telephone and
stand outside the classroom. The other teacher should announce
the telephone number. Loudly say each number as you slowly
dial it. Makesure the learners can see the dial. Explain
that the telephone will ring at the Other person's house.
The teacher outside the classrom can role play the ringing
sound.

6. Role play the conversation. Use loud voices and have fun.

7. Divide the learners into groups. Ask them to prepare a tele-
phone role-play. They should 'say who is calling who, what
the telephone number will be, and what the conversation will
be about. If the learners are good at English, they may want
to write a short conversation in English. You can help them.
Otherwise, they can write the conversation in their awn language.

8. Ask each group to role play its te ne conversation. One
player should stand outside the roo The other player should
dial the number, saying e4ch number as he/she dials it.
Someone ihould make the ringing sound. Everyone can applaud
if the role play are good.
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Thefollowing suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in _Hong Kon&

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Use of the Telephone

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON:

1. Students can demonstrate
telephone.

2. Students can demonstrate
distance phone calls.

UNIT 1

how to use both a public and private-

procedures for both local and long

Objective: Students can demonstrate handling and ude of a telephone.

A. There are 2 types of telephone in the U.S. - public and private.

1. Public phones are usually installed along the street, in
hospitals, in supermarkets, etc.

2. Private phones are usually found in the home, in offices,
etc.

B. How to use a phone.

1. Pick up the receiver - make sure it is right side up.

a. You should hear a buzzing sound.

2. If you're using a pay phone, put the proper amount of coins
in the coin slot. (In some places, money is put in after
you dial).

3. Listen for a dial tone.

4. Dial nunbers to the right until your finger hits the finger
stop.

5. Take your finger off the dial and let it go back all the
way before dialing the next digit. (Some phones are push

.tutton).

6. A "Buzz-buzz" signal means the line is busy.

./2
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7. Sometimes therewill be a recording which will say the
phone is "not in service at this time".

8. After the call, hang up the receiver.

9. Sometimes you will be put on "hold". You should not
hang uP until NO one comes back to answer the line.

10. Check for change in the coin return.

NOTE: If using a private phone for a local call, simply pick up
the receiver, listen for the dial tone and dial the number.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

UNIT 1: COMPARE/CONTRAST - USE OF TELEPHONE

* Materials needed: Visuals of public (pay) and private telephones.

Open the discussions of the use of telephones by asking the
following questions:-

1. How would you contact people in Vietnam; by going to their
home or office., writing or phoning them?

2. Did you have a phone in yoiii home? Was it common to make
a phone call?

3. Could you enter any store or public place and make a phone
call for free (as in Hong Kong)?

Then explain the different types of phonesj.n the States, and
where to find them. Make sure to tell the students they should
not use a private (non coin operated) phone in a public place
without permission.

* Materials needed: Two 'toy phones

After you explain the material in this unit, allow the students
to practice making calls on the toy phones.

* Materials needed: a model of a coin operated phone.
American coins.

Choose a student to act as an operator for the exercise. Have
some students get up to the middle of the class and make phone
calls on the pay phone. The operator should come on the line
and tell them to deposit coins for the call. You can alga
introduce the concept of overtime, the extra charges for
speaking more than 3 minutes.

./3
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UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate how to make long distance
calls.

A. There are three kinds of long distance calls - person to
person, station to station and collect.

1. Station to station - when one calls directly and is
willing.to speak to anyone.

You dial: 1 202 - 425 - 8193'

(For long distance) (Area Code) (Number)

2. Person to person - when you wish to speak directly to
someone.

Yom.dial: 0 202 - 567 - 8729

(Operator assistance) (Area Code) (Number)

The Operator will answer after you dial and-you must give *
the name of the person you,wish to speak to. If he/she is
not home, the operator will tell you and there will be no
charge. This is a more expensive way to call.

3. Collect - When you reverse the charges and the person
receiving the callrpays.

You dial: 0 - 202 - 529 - 8614

(Operatim assistance) (Area Code) (Number)

When.the operator comes on the line, tell him/her you want
to make a collect call to (Name) . The operator will
then ask the.person if they will accept the charges and
if they do, you can then begin to talk.

k.

4. Cost of long distance calls - all long distance calls
cost money. Tbey are not free. You will receive a bill
in the mail every month. Long distance calls are expensive.
They should be used rarely.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES: .

UNIT 2: MAKING LONG DISTANCE CALLS

* Materials needed: color coded strips for telephone numbers,
area codes and operator.
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Before class make.pome color coded strips witlelocal nuMbers
in one color, area codes in another and operator assistance.

For example:

0 (in red)

312 (in blue)

527-0019 (in green)

Have the students put together the strips in the proper order
and dial the telephone number.

* Materials needed: Students' friends or sponsor's phone number.

Area code map.

Ask the students to bring in their friends' or sponsorrs phone
number in the States. Ask the class to locate what state that
person lives in based on the area code.

* Materials needed: The area code and time zone handout.

.Two toy telephones.

Refer the students to the area code and time' zone handout.
Ask them what the area codes for UTAH and MAINE are. Also
ask what the time difference would be.

Then choose.two students ,to-get up to the front of the class
and, using the toy phones, call each other. (one lives in
UTAH and the other lives in MAINE.)

Repeat this exercise, making sure to use states with only one
area code.

* ROLE PLAY: Long distance phone calls cost money!

Two students are in an apartment together. One is opening the
mail.

1st student: Look here in the phone bill.

2nd student: How much is it?

1st student: $7.00 for the monthly service charge and $50. for
long distance calla

2nd student: $50.00! oh no! You mean I called my grilfriend
, in New York that many times?

77
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u cal ed'New York eight times and it-was during
he most expensive tiMi as well.

I'll have to give up buying cigarettes for a
month to pay the phone bill! Better yet I'd
rather give up the girlfriend than give up smoking.

UNIT 3

Objective: The students can demonstrate calling for help and
assistance.

A. Important numbers tic) know.

-1. Hospital emergency room (Ambulance).
2. Fire department.
3. Police.
4. CAL Hotline for interpreting services .

a. 800-424-3701

B. Calling for help.

1. Using the telephone, you should dial the emergency phone
in your local phone bbok; or you can dial "0" for the
operator and request assistance.

a. When sonione answers,'you should say: "Please send
an ambulance to ..." or "Please.,..send a policeman to

and then give your addresb.

2. It is4;est to copy down the emergency phone numbers in
your area or a piece of paper and keel) a copy with you
and one by the phone.

Other assistance.

a. Always keep with you phone numbers of your sponsor as
well as any friends or relatives who might help you.

b. Again, for special interpreting/translation needs,
always keep the CAL Hotline number with you.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY:

Materialé needed: Visuals for a fire, ambulance and police.
Phone in listening center and someone to
answer the phone in the office.

First practice the requests for assistance. Go around the room
until each student can say them fairly., well.

Then bring the students to the listening center. Have them dial
the phone and, depending on the visuals you show, ask for a police,
aMbulance or fire truck.to be sent to Argyle 4. Try to let as

a
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MOy students as.time allowR to speak oft the phone. Make sure

tkey are speakiAg into the mouth piece and they are aCtually

;tilling to soMeone, and not a dial_tone!

N.%
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COMMUNICATION

/

Purpose: Acquaint-the student with long distance calling.

-

A. Using Area Codes

B. Using the Area Code and Time.Zone Map

C. Long Distance Races

1. Understanding time-distance-cost relationships

2. Using the telephone ecOnomically (party lines, choosing,
a telephOne, etc.)

D. Toll Free'Numbers

I. CAL ;Aotline (800) 42,4-3701

2. Other "800" numbers:
,

0(
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6.1 S-4

ft

The following suggested classrooth actiity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* ic Thailand'

This material wasIdeveloped for .se in'the presentation of

11
the information in Lesson - u Long Distance

Calls

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and Worl4 Education

,

Long Distance Dialing Rates

g_Objective: a) Learirs cSn rea a cart of long distance

rates. a
b) Using this chart, earners can compute the

a Iong dfttance phone call between two U.S

cities.

dialing
h

cost of
. metropolitan'

Preparation: You will need-to telephones, charts of long distance

dailing rates, a.map of the 11.S., a clock or watch,

Signs with the names'of several metrociolitafrt cities

printed on them.

.Procedure:
tire,

)(

lt Present'the open-ended story ab Ot Mr. Phantoon and big-telephone

bill.

2. a) Ask learnert if they ever needed tclocommunicate with a friend

or associate who lived a long distance away. If they tlid, ask ,p

them how they comiunicated.
b) Did any, learner ever e' a telephnen to speak oVer a long

distance? If so, hive that learner explain to the class Wtere

he phoned, how much it cost, and the procedure for a long
c4

distance call. AllOW other learners to contribute information.

3. Explain that in the U.S., many people communicate over long

distances by using the telephone. Explain that in the U.S.,

it is possible to call long' distance from your own

.phone in your own home. t, it costs more than local

telephone calls.

4. EXplain that today we will learn how to compute the cost of a

long distance telephone call in the U.S. 1Post the Long distance

dialing rate chart in front of the class.
After students have had time to examine the chart, ask them

to repeat after you the-names of the cities. If yo4 have a map

of the U.S.., ask Students to come up to point out to the rest

of the ciass,where.the various cities are located.

r '82 sk,

4,0
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Long Distance Dialing Rates

ExpLain how to use the chart. Remember to tell learners that

. ,the prlces in the boxes are the costs.for one minute lo-rPly.

5 To check learners' understanding of you explanation, ask them
how much it costs to make a long distance phone call,from
Seattle to San Francisco for 'one minute; from New York to
Bostonlor one minute; from to . for orie

minute. If students are having,trouble,suggest that they,
work in agroupS ot tnree. After every learner has demonstrated
once or twice that he/she can read the chatt, ask a mare Complex
question. What:is the cost of a long distance phone call
between ChicagO.and Boston for TWO minutes. As learners
demonAtratt more ability and ease id'aqswering your questions,
add complexity_to the questions. Continue the exercise long
enough that stUdents have much practice in computing long
distance dialing rates.

6. Role plaY. Prace the.names of the metfopolitan cities on the
desk. Ask two learners to come to the desk and to select one
city name egch. Appoint another member of the class to be
time-keeper another to be the operatbr who computes the ccist.

'One of the learners with a 0.ty name should call the othek.
They Should preeendlthat they.have feCentlY arrived in the U:S.,
and Should talk about.their trip, aboutJtheir spopsors, about
what they hope'to-do in the U.S. After their conversation..
the time-keeper should tell the operator how long they spoke.

' And the operator sh'ould Compute-the cost of the call,.and tell
the person who made the call.
Repeat this process in groups of four until everyone fn the
class has had a chance to participate.

4.10: A

7. (optional for more advancRd classes.).,.
On separatecards or yheets of paper:, write down.0e fdl.pwing
words:

Collect call
Station to station call.
Person to person call
Direct dial call
Calling on the weekend
Calling acnight
Calling during the day on a weekday
Calling a number that begins with 800
Local calls

'Ask the students what each of these signs means. Let them

tell you, not you tell them.'
Give thesc c.ards ar papers to various individuals in the c'lass:
.0n one desk, place a sign that says "Expensive Calls." On

another desk, place a another..sign that says "Discount Calls."
LEach student 'should place'his card on one of the two desks. ..,

After all the cards have been placed,.other students, one at
a time, INly change the place of any card, if they think it

./3
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is in the wrong pile. Encourage learners to discuss their

differences of opinion. Teacher should not-give the answers.

Long Distance Phone Calls--Open-ended story

Mr. Phantoon is a refugee who-recently arri'ved in the U.S.

from Phanat Nikhbm Camp. He was happy to finatly arrive in his

new home in°Portland, Oregon. Re was also excited, because now he
could make a telephone call to his brother, who lived in Minneapolis,

Minnesota, and another call to his cousin, who lived.in Boston,

Massachusetts.
Mr. Phantoen's sponsor explained to him how to make long-

distance telephone calls from his own home. Mr. Phantoon phoned his
brother that evening, and toldtis 'brother all about the family,
about the camp, and.about the t ip to America. Mr. 'Phantoon spoke

for one hour to his brother. He was very happy. Mr. Phantoon

thought that telephones Were very goud inventions.
After he Said goodbye to his brother,,Mr. Phantoon phoned

his cousin in Boston. His cousin was_happy because he had just
found a job as a taxi driver in Boston. Mr. Phantoon told his

cousin all the family news. They spOke for 45 minutes.
Mr. Phantoon telephoned his brother and cOusin several times

ducing higs first month in Portland. ,At the end of the month, he

founcl_a letter from the telephone company in the mail. He opened

it. It

Dear Mr. Phantoon:
Your telephone bill for this month is $150.00 please
pay this amount within ten days. Thank you.

Mr. Phantoon was surprised, and he was afraid.

Ask th ,..? class some questions to see if they understood the story.

For example,

Where did Mr. Phanioon liVe?
Where did his counsin and his brother live?
Ask the students to locate these 'place on a map.

' ;---Vhy did Mr. Phantoon think that the phone in his home was

'gpod thing, ,

How much was his:phone bill?
Then ask'questionS to see if he learners understood the Problem.

Why was Mr. Pbantoon surpriSee
Why was he afraid?
Why did the phone company ask Mri,Phantpon to pays so much mone}t?

Thenask questions to-See-if the tearnets tan'think of c)ftition to the

problem.
Yhat do you think Mr. Phantoon did about the phone. bill?
-What:would you do if. Vou were Mr. Phantoon?
How could Mr. Phantoon have avoided Jlis problem?

3
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Long Distance Dialing Rates

Dialing Rates Chart
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SEATTLE L .25 .35 .45 .45 .60 .65 .85 .75 .85 .85

PORTLAND .25 L .30 .40 .40 .60 .65 .85 7.75 .85 .85

SAN FRANCISCO .35 .30 L . 0 .30 .40 . 13 .90 .85 .80 .80

LOS ANGELES .45 .40 .20, L .35 .45 .55 ,.95 .90 :SO .85

DENVER .45 .40 .30 .35 L . 0 .45 .60 -55 .50 .50

MINNEAPOLIS ' .60 .60 .40 .45 .40 L .20 . 0 .45 .55 .50

CHICAGO ,.65 .65 .50 .55 .45 :20 L .45 .40 .50 .45

BOSTON .85 .85 .90 .95 .60 .50 .45 I .20 .40 .30
,

,

NEW YORR .75 .....75 .85, .90 .55 .45 .40 .20 L .25 .35

BALTIMORE ..85 .85 .ao .80 .50 .55 .50 .40 .25 L .20

ATLAiTA .85 .85 .80 .85 .50 .5045 .30 .35 .20 L
.

KEY: means "local call"

The prices on this chart, show how much it cost's to talk for
one minute.

This chart is an example, it does not represent actual up-to-date
telephone 'rates.
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The fallowing suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Long Distance Calls

Purpose: Acquaint students with long distance calling.

Materials Needed:

1. American time zone picture hand but.

2. 5 telephones per class.

, -

I. A. INTRODUCTION: T explains that the lesson En clat3-yesterday
was about local telephone calls (i.e. telephoning within the
same city or town).. Today.we -are going to talk about long-
distance calls (i.e. calls which you make outside your city
or to another State in the-U.S.).

B/ T/Tr hand-out time,zone maps of the U.S. to each learner in
class.

C. T briefly explains the map of the U.S. 'hnd all the different
States that are on the map. (A cross-cUltural comparison of
the size of the U.S. and fhe size of the learner's original
country will be helliful.)

D. T explains the concept of "area codes" for long-distance
calling by:

1) Pointing out various area codes of different states in ,
the "mountain.time" zone of the map (for example Utah
801, Arizona 602 etc.).

Pointing out the some States have more than one area code
(T illustrates this by using California and Pennsylvania
as examples).

3) Demonstrating the ten numbers needed in a direct long-
distance call'1-602-833-8049.

p

4) Explaininrthat when learner dials these fouroadded numbers,
there is.a direct long-distance telephone connection
and therefore there is no need to go through the operator
(0). However if learner haS problems dialing or doesn't

85
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know the'area code of any particular area in the U.S., he/she
can always call the operator (0) first for assistance.

E. T then points out the different time gones on the map.

1) T shOuld use the time clocks at the top of the picture.

2) T should identify the marked dotted and shaded areas on the
maps.

3) i should verbally test, the learner's understanding of the
time zones by asking questions like:

a) When it is 12 o'clock in New York, what time is it in
California?

b) When it is 9 a.m. in Washington State what time is'it
in Oklahoma?

c) When it is 2'p.m. in Pennsilvaqia what time is it 4in
Colorado?

II. ACTIVITY 1.
t

At this point T hands out the telephones to each group and ask them
to practice long-distance dialing using the area codes. T asks them
to follow these directions:

1. Identify the State from which you are calling.

2. Ideitify the State you are going to call%

3. Ideitify the area code in the State that you are going to call.

4. Find-out what time is it in the State that you are going to call.

50 Dial all nine numbeA and speak them aloud as you dial them (Pre-
literate: T can writaftp a list of long-distance numbers on the
board and ask learners to count.the holes. T should use his/tier
judgement as to how much time to allot for this activity.)

III ACTIVITY 2.

1. T/Tr hand out Open7ended story on long-diStance calling (ref.
page 6.3) and explain that this story is related to what class
has been leasning about long-distance calls.

2. T ask class to read the story and then asks orally the questions
bepw the story.

3. ltShould give a small talk at this time on how expensive long
distance calls.are and then suggest the following methods
to serve Money when calling long-distance:

./3
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a) Long-distance calls all over the puntry are the most
expensive if made during offite hours 8-5 p.m.

Long-distance calls made between 5 p.m. and 11
are cheaper. (Remember the differencein time when
cal g at night!)

c) Long-distance calls made during the weekend (Friday from
11 p.m. to Sunday until 5 p.m.) are,the cHeapest.

d) Remember you can always call Operator (0) and ask him/het
how much any iong-distance'calls would cost per minute
before you make it.

e) Therefore remember that you should only call long-distance
when you re sure that you can afford to pay the phone
bill at the end of the ma,.th.

IV. Toll-free long-distance calls and important numbers to remember.

1. Toll-free numbers are long-distance calls that,are free of
charge.

2. Remember that if you are using a.pay phone to make a toll-
free cali, you Must still put in the right amount of charge
to get-a dial tone. When your-call. is finished your:money
will be returned to you. (T should demonstrate this on the

picture hand-out already distibuted.)

3. The area-code of a toll-free number is always "800".
T should demonstrate how to dial a 10 numbers toll-free
long-distance call (e.g. 1-800-481-9037).

5

4. Important toll-free numbera for learner to writejlown for
reference in the U.S. are:

1-800-424-37_01
a. CAL hoi line

1-800-424-3750
These are 2 special

telephone numbers for refugee to call free of charge in
case there is an emergency and the refugee needs inter-

, preter/translation service. However it is only usable
during office hours 8 a,vm..- 5 p.m. Monday to Friday.

b. Refugee Legal Assistance 1-800-334-0074. The refugee

, can call this number free for legal advice for refugees

and sponsors.

c. (Preliterates)r should make sure that learners have a chance
to practice dialing:these important numbers on the telephones

hands out in class.

87



COMMUNICATIONS.

.Directions and Map Reading

a
Purpose: Introducewgand map reading.

A. What a Map Is and Where to Get One

Page 7

1.-Sca1ed representation of an area

2. Identifies landmarks

3. Assists in getting from one place to another

4. Sources of maps (such as gas stations, bookstores, Chamber of
Commerce offices)

B. Types of Maps and How to Use Them

1. Bus and subway maps

a. Locate'where you are on the map

b. Identify place to connect with the bus or subway

c. Determine stop closest to destination

d. Solicit directions for crarification

2. City maps

a. Orient the map to where you are

b. Locate final destination

c. Identify landmarks along the way

d. Solicit directions for clarification
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The folloWing suggestea classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " Directions and Map

Reading

Objectives of the lesson:

1. Students can demonstrate what a map is and where to get one.

2. Students can identify types of maps and how to use them.

a

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can identify what a map is and where to get one.

A. A map is a scaled representation of a particulae area.

1. It helps,to identify landmarks, such as a hospital, grocery
store or police station.

2. It assists people in getting from one place to another.

--If a person is unfamiliar with an area, they can find the
correct way to get to a final destination by using a map.

NOTE: Make sure that the st'ildents understand that a map is a
miniature replica of a particular area, designed by the
streets and landmarks of that area.

B. There pre many sources for maps in the various comMunities of America,

1. Gas stations--most gas stations have maps available - both city
and road maps.

--In some places, these maps are free; in others I tfiere is a
charge.

2. Book stores--many bookstores will carry a variety of maps.

--Some examples are country, city, and road maps.

3. Through the sponsbr--it is important to clieck-with the sponsor
first Co see if any maps are avaAlable.

./2
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Directions and Map Reading
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UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate how to use a
city map.

A. Steps in using a map.

1. Orient the map.to where you are.

2. Locate the final destination.

3. Identify landmarks to help you along
the way.

4. If necessary, solicit directions for
clarification.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

A

Materials needed: Student workbook (pages 12-14
see attached).

Signs of the various landmarkA
on the city map, Street signs.

I. Arrange the tables in the classroom in the same
format as thejmaze grid. Have the students
open their wohbooks to the maze grid on page
12. Using this grid as an illdstraition,
explain to the students the four major compass
directions: North, South, East and West.
Then have students physically demonstrate
in the classroom which way is North, South,
East and West.

II. Put all the street and landmark signs on the,
tables and walls. Nave the students turn to
the City map in the workbook (page 13). To
check for understanding of the four lirections,
ask the students at random the following
questions:

1. 'Which direction does 2nd Avenue go?

2. How about Lexington Avenue?

3. Which direction does,Park Avenue go?,

III. Break the students into groups. Give each
group a task Which involves giving directions
from one point to another.

o)
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A. Ask group 1 to develop directions
the supermarket.

B. Ask group 2 to develop directions
hospital.

C. Ask group 3 to develop directions
to the church.

D. Ask grouP 4 to develop directions
hospital.

Insert Page: 7.3

from the bus station to

from the supermarket to the
* -7

from the department store.

from the bank to the

Then.have the groups ask each other the directions.they've

developed. Aftirwards, the teacher might pick students at

and have them give directions from one place to another.

random

NOTE: Make sure the students use the compass directiofiS, landmarks

and street marks when giving directions.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can demonstrate how to use a road map.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Situation: You have a vacation and
friends in another area
directions to go to the
highways on your map.

1. From Ohio to Arizona.

Example: - Take Highway #80 West to Wyoming.

- Then go south on Highway #26 to New Mexico.

- Then go West on Highway #40 to Arizona.

2. From Washington to Texas.

3. From New York to California. (2,800 miles)

4. From New York to Florida. (Highway #95)

are planning a trip to visit
of the U.S. Please develop
following places using the major

-

./4
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Directions and 'Map Reading

Hong Kong
Workbook
Page 14

Hong Kong Wrkbook Page 13 Hong Kong Worklk Page 12
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a

I.

4_

HOUSING

Finding a Place to Live

Purpose: Encourage realistic consi:derations toward renting.

A.'Understanding Economic Realixies of Renting

B. Identifying Needs and Expeqtations for Housing

1. How many people to dhouse

2. How pony rooms needed

3. Furnished' or unfurnished

C. Recognizing Considerations in Seeking o'Place to Live

1. Accessaidlity fo services

2. Ability to pay.

a. Utilitie

b. Reht

c. Deposits
VON

3. Terms of the leage

c.

9 3

a

c

Page 8
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested' clasSroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lessdil/ 6 _ "'Comparing Uouling

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

HOUSING

Activity:

Objective:

Where People Live-A Comparison

For the learners to compare and'contrast the housing
arrangements of where he/she use to live with general
housing arrangements in Amerieh.

Preparation: A set of colored rods per class for
felt pens and newsprint if you want
'draw; a model of am-American'house;
Asian house. Teachei should decide
to use newsprint and felt Pens.

building a house,,
the learners to
Imodeltd-an
to use Xcids or

Procedure:

1. Ask the learners bo imagine having to explain the kind of houe
(or ,apartment) they use..to5 live in to7a group of Americans who
had never seen any such thing.

2. Divide the learders into small,groups of 6-8 people per group/.
Ask each group (with the rods) to.build or (with neWsprint and
pens) to draw the house they use Co live in. In building (or
drawing) the house', thej.eatners should consider

. a. %DV' many.people live there
b. Fhere food is prepared-
c. where Ole,bathroomOath is locsted
d. the rooms of the house and their uses
e. where food is prepared and where it is eaten

(allow 30-40.minutes)

/3- At this point you can do one 4 two things:

4) Ask a spokesperson%from each group to 4explhin the houfe
mOdei (Pi drawing). The,spokespersOn,should assumi .

that he/sheis speaking to'a group ofAmericans Who
know ndthing about Asian.housing.- The'Aperson
should xefer _to all of the questions (a- er_step
number 2. (allow 15 minutes)

! 94
,

r

-
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HQUSING

OR YOU MAY

ii) Ask all of the groups out of the class except one.
The.rest of the class visits this group once agatrl
inside the classroom - Where the "owners" (the small .

group) can explain the house and rooms to the rest
of the claqs. Then let another group stay inside
and invite the restof,the class to visit their home:

4. Try to keep the models (or draWings) in a place in the class
where 'everyone may see them. ,

5. Now the teacher should present a model of an American-style
house. Thetteacher should explain that this model iltonly
one of many "typep of hou§ing: there are many other different
looking types of housing in America (ie. apartments, -duplexes=
two houses together with a common wall down the middle, small

/. cottages, houses, etc.). Most of the learners will be living
in cities where they might live in a tall apartment buildings.

With the modelhouse explain why the back is open. Explain
all.the functions of the rooms answering the questions are
under step number 2.; (al:low 10 minutes)

Either make a list or discuss similarities and differences
between Asian housing and American housing. BE SURE THAT ALL
OF\YOUR LEARNERS SAY AT LEAST ONE THING. Compare such things
as 1'. number of people, 2. use of the rooms, 3.. size, etc.

, Icompare lists.

1
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the i'nformation, RI the leason " Comparing Housing

TIVES OF THE LESSON:

'Students can compare/contrast their former housing with
lAmerican housing.

UNIT 1

Objectivt: 4Students can describe different types of/housing
available in America.

A. There are four.-types of housing in the U.S.

1. 1fouses-tusually a single building with some land around-it:

a. It is uaually occupied by a single family
o.

'b. They usually have a separate living room, dining-room,
'kitchen and bathroom.

1

c. They havebetween one to 5 bedrooms.

'd. ,Some hOmes have baseme .

e. -Depending on the size f a house,'it can accomodate
one to eight people (sometirnes more).

1. In'rthe case of a m rried couple, they would use one
bedroom.

.

2. thpdren sometimestuse separate bedrooms, although
2 young children of about the same age will .
sdnetimgs share a tedroom.,

3.. Parents rarely sleep in the same room as the children.

2. Apartments - includes.apartments,-flats, duplexes 'and
townhouses.

. One apartment buildiirg camcontsin as few as 2 hotksing

units and as many as 150. r
4.

J.
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b. They usually have a separate kitchen and bathroom
along with between one to three bedrooms.

c. Separate living rooms and dining rooms are common but
not always the case.

1. Smaller apartments often combine a living room and
dining room.

d. Usually only one family lives in one apartment.

1. If you rent a one bedroom apartment, it would
usually be for yourself, or if married you and
your wife, or you and one'other person.

2. It would not be for a family of four.

3. Rooms - there are single room units available in the USA.

a. They usually have no kitchen or bathroom facilities
of their own.

b. Bathrooms are usually communal shared by others in
the rooming house.

C. These are only rented to one or two people they
are not for families.

4. Trailers - are mobile single)housing units.

a. They can be moved from one place to another by a
truck.

b. They are parked in a "TRAILER PARK" where they can
be connected to water and electrical facilities.

c. They are considered single family housing units -

usually containing from 1 - 3 bedrooms.

d. They have separate kitchens and'bathrooms.

e. The living room is separate, but the dining room
is either connected to the living room or kitchen.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 1. Materials needed: Blank paper
Visuals of housing in the U.S.

1. Have the students draw a picture of their former housing in
Vietnam. If the student can write, also ask them to list
the different rooms in their home and for what they were
usecb

Ask the questions below to elicit rther information on'
their former housing.

Q 7 . / 3
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1. Did they live with their parents/grand parents?

2. What was the ratio of people to bedrooms in a home?

3. Did they own or rent their homes?

4. Did they have to sign a lease?

5. Did they have central heating/hot water heaters?

2. 'After the above exercise, ask the students to draw a
picture of the place they think they will probably live
in when they get to the States. From these pictures you
can get an idea how to present the material on U.S.
housing. For example, if most students draw pictures of
private homes with a lot of landr-thlii you will have to
stress that type of housing is not found in cities, and
usually more expensive than other types of housing.

Show the visuals of the different types of housing
available in the States. Ask the students which they
think would be affordable upon their arrival in the States.
Stress that we usually rent an apartment when we first
move out of our parents' home or get married, and
gradually move into a better apartment or save up enough
to buy a home.

UNIT 2.

Objective: Students can describe the uses of rooms in American
housing.

A. Living Rooms.

1. This room is most commonly used for relaxing and enter-
taining guests.

a. It is not used for sleeping except in rare instances
when a relative might be visiting for a few days.

2. It usually contains a couch, a couple of chairs and
luxuries such as a television and steteo.

B. Bedrooms.

1. A bedroom is used mainly for sleeping.

a. It usually contains a bed, a dresser for clothes and
cabinets.

2. If an apartment has an extra bedroom, it is used for
overnight visits by guests or for studying.

9(3
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C. Bathrooms.

1. Bathrooms serve three functions - for washing, bathing and
disposing of bodily wastes.

2. Most are supplied with a bathtub/shower.

a. These are used for bathing.

b Most contain a curtain in order to keep water from
getting onto the floor.

There are no drains on the floors as in Vietnam, so
it is important to use the curtain.

1. If one is not used, the water can leak to the
room below or rot the wooden floor causing it to ,

collapse.

d. All bathtubs/showers have hot and cold water faucets.

1. It is always best to adjust the water
temperature before getting in to avoid being
burned or scalded.

3. All bathrooms have an American toilet which is designed
to be used in a seated position.

a. Men stand when urinating - they lift the toilet seat
to the upright position first.

b. The toilet could be damaged if squatted or stood upon.
They are not designed for this type of use.

c. Only human waste and toilet paper should be thrown
in the toilet.

1. Any thing else thrown in could clog the pipes.

2. Other waste should be put in a waste basket.

D. Kitchens.

1. This room is used for cooking.

a. It usually contains a stove, refrigerator, sink, and
cabinets for storage.

2. Stove is used for warming, cooking or baking foods.

a. See lesson plan on "Household Safety and Safe Use
of Appliances" on operation of a stove.

3. Refrigerator is used to keep foods fresh and to prevent
spoiling.

./5
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a. Some items which are stored are meats (usually
in the freezer), dairy products, vegetables, fruits
and beverages.

b. Leftovers from previous meals can also be put in a
refrigerator to prevent spoiling.

4. Sink - used for washing the dishes.

a. Sinks Usually have both hot and cold water:'

b. Do not let food scraps, peelings from fruits or
vegetables, rice, grease, etc. go down the drain.

1. These items can quickly plug the drain.

c. Some sinks have built in garbage disposals.

1. DO NOT put your hand in it while in operation.

2. While in operation, water must be running to
wash down the chopped up food.

5. Storage areas - these are used to store items which do
not need refrigeration.

a. Examples are canned goods, rice, boxed items, fish
sauce etc.

E. Dining room.

1. This room is used for eating and is usually close to the
kitchen.

2. It contains a table and chairs.

3. In housing which does not have a dining room, the table
and dhairs are either found in the kitchen or living room.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 2. Materials needed: Visuals of rooms in an American home,

1). Different size homes and apartments (one
bedroom, Lwo bedrooms, etc.)

2). Visuals of different activities that one
would do in a home (cooking, watching T.V.,
bathing, etc.) and differentsized families
(two people, couple and two children, couple
and four children, etc.)

lUt .16
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Handout the visuals so there is one visual per student. Give
the students a few minutes to mill around and find a visual
air would match. After the students pair up have them
stand up in front of the class and ask the class if they go
together. Some examples of what is meant follow:

1. A student with a kitchen visual matches with a student
holding some one washing dishes. (YES)

2. One student has a visual of family of six (one couple
with four children) matches with a student holding a one
bedroom apartment. (NO)

3. Cooking food in the living room. (NO)

If the class feels that the match is not correct then the
incorrect students can get a chance to change visuals at the
end of the exercise until the class feel their choice is
suitable.

*Materials needed: Visuals of different rooms in a house/apartment.

Show visuals of different rooms of a house/apartment. Ask the
students to identify the room. Then have them tell you the
activities that would go on in that room.

Finally, ask some students to find visuals of the r6om where
they would sleep, cook, eat, take a bath, etc. from a pile of
pictures you have assembled.

104
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Comparing Housing

Purpose: Compare former housing with American housing.

A. Extended/Nuclear Family

1. Extended family: more people per dwelling

2. Nuclear family : fewer people per dwelling

B. Description of Former Housing

1. Types of dwellings

2. Number of people per dwelling

3. Uses of rooms

C. General Description of American Housing

1. Types of dwellings

2. Number of people per dwelling

3. Uses of rooms

Page 9
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium*
in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the infbrmation in Lesson 7

and Use of Appliances

u Household Safety

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

HOUSEHOLD SAFETY AND USE OF APPLIANCES

A. Use of gas appliances

1. Where household gas comes from, what it costs

2. Uses of gas in the home

a. Gas stoves and how they work
b. The hot-water heater, what it looks like, what it

does, why we use hot water
c. Gas heat in the house, advantages over other methods,

importance of heating as a necessity in winter
d. Gas clothes dryer, what it is, where you find it

3. What to light, when to light, what a pilot light is,
what to do when the pilot light goes out

4. Self-lighting stoves, kitchen matches, safety precautions,
who should take them, why Americans are so cautious about

.

such things, practical and cultural reasons

B. Use of electrical appliances

1. Where electricity comes from, what it costs, why it is
found everywhere in Affierica; Americans use more per person
than any nation on earth

2. Uses of electricity in the house

a. Electric stoves, how they work, heat without fire,
why children get burned, how to adjust the heat

b. Household lighting, lamps and light bulbs, cords,
plugs and outlets--how they are d.ifferent in America

c. Electric heat, why it is expensive, how to adjust the
temperature, recommended temperatures, day and night

d. Other appliances you might see

1 93
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3. Safe use of-electricity

a. How shocks and.fires happen, how to prevent them,
avoiding exposed wires, immersion or contact with
Water, shocks and bare feet

b. What to teach your children about electricity, what
kids should not touch

4. Tools or gadgets--necessities or frills

a. Why Americans have so many appliances
b. American concept of time-saving and convenience
c. Effects of advertising; new - better; sales techniques
d. Keeping up with the Joneses, how this effects you

C. Use of hot water

1. How hot water improves standard of living

a. Baths and showers in the winter
b. Washing dishes and clothes in hot water

2. How to get the right temperature, safe use of the hot-
water faucet, what to teach the kids

D. Economical use of energy--
1. Why Americans have become interested in the waste of

energy, Ildw they are trying to lessen it

2. What you can do to keep your electric bill down, how
to compare month to month

3. How to keetijhe cold out, cheaper ways to heat the
house

4. Gas eaters--expensive and economical transportation,
why it is better to wait awhile before buying a car
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 7

and Use of Appliances

- " Household Safety

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Purpose: Introduce household safety and use of appliances

OBJECTIVE: Given an oral or written multiple choice test on the
content in the outline, learners can answer correctly
70% of all questions

Preparation: Study the content in the outline. Find information
about points you are unsure about.
In your training group, decide upon an effective
way to present the content. Prepare visual aids or
hands-on items as appropriate. Discuss ways to
achieve active participation.

Suggested Activities: (Select or adapt according to needs of your
pass)

1. Ask learners to focus on one.room of a model house and review
111 . safety and use of appliances as appropriate to that area.

2. For village or rural learners, take samples of switches,
plugs, sockets, and cords. Provide practice using these
Items.-

3. In addition to the content presented in the outline, take a'
field trip to a model house. (There are many in the Los
Angeles area)

4. Review parts of the housing slide show that emphasize the
content of this lesson

5. Study World Education's "Furniture Arrangement" and "Household
Electrical Items" lessons. Adapt activities as appropriate
to the content of this lesson.

1 LI 5
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Discussion Topics:

I. What kind of appliances are you most familiar with? What

kinds will you need to learn more about?

2. You will probably be using a lot more appliances in America
than you did before. Why do you think this is so? How will
this make your life easier? What problems do you foresee?

3. What kind of gas and electrical items will be most important
to you? If you have only a little money, which will be most
necessary? Discuss the relative importance of: refrigerator,
TV, vacuum cleaner, toaster, stove, heater, hot-water heater,
inside and outside lighting, electric hair dryer, stereo,
others...

4. If your friend Dong gets an electric dish-washer, will you want
one too? What about a stereo or camera? What does it mean to
keep up with the Joneses?

5. What can you do to help your children learn safe use of
appliances?

Evaluation:

I. Present closed-ended comprehension questions and record the
percentage of correct answers

2. Ask'learners to demonstrate proper use of appliances, using
scale models or hands-on objects. Observe and record the
results

3. Role play situations, ask students to distinguish between
those safe or unsafe, proper or improper, wasteful or
economical. Record the percentage of correct answers

10G
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9.5

The following suggeSted classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong,Kong

ThiS material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Household Safety and Safe

Use of Appliances 11

HOUSEHOLD SAFETY AND SAFE USE OF APPLIANCES

Objectives of the Lesson:

1. Students can demonstrate appropriate us4 of appliances in the
home.

2. Students can identify potential hazards in an American home.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can demonstrate appropriate use Of gas appliances.

A. Using gss stoves.

1. 'Check to make sure the pilot light is lit.

2. If the pilot light is not lit, you can use thatches to light
the stove.
a. One must be careful when using matches to light a stove.
b. It may cause a fire or explosion.
c. If there is a gas odor, check to make sure all the

knobs are turned off.

3. Interiors of ovens should be cleaned periodically to avoid
grease fires.

B. Use of GaS Heaters and Furnaces.

1. Most gas heaters and furnaces are installed by professionals.

2. If your heater or furnace is n9t working, check to make sure
the pilot light is lit.
a. Remember, if you need to light the pilot with matches,

be careful that there are no gas leaks.

3. If the heater or furnace still does nnt work or the.pilot
light won!t stay lit, call a professional to check the unit.

To 7
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TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit I - A. Materials needed: Matches
Pots and Pans
Pot holder

I. Demonstrate to the students where to find the pilot light on a gas .

stove, and what to do 11 it is not lit.

2. Show the students how to adjust the knobs on the stove for different
temperatures.

3. Show how to clean the oven.and range to avoid grease fires.

4. Explain that you must use only oven proof dishes and pans.

5. Explain to the students what ithey should do if they snell a gas odor.
(Check and make sure the knobs on the stove are on "OFF" and then
call the.gas company).

6. Never leave the kitchen with the stove or oven on, nor should you
allow your children to play near the range or oven.

7. Make sure to show the proper use of pot holder, and explain why a
pot holder is better than a towel or rag. (Could cause a fire or

burn you)

Unit I - B. Materials needed: Large pictures of furnaces and a filter.

Explain that in America most people have central heating in the winter.
If you live in a private home you WI have a furnace that you must turn
on every fall as it gets cold.

Show the visual of the furnace and filter. Explain how to change or

clear or filter.

* Materials needed: Play telephones.

Have the students do a role play on smelling a gas odor in the house
and calling the gas company to xeport it.

* Materials needed: A model of a space heater.

Demonstrate how to use of-a 2ace heater; how close to other articles

you can place tbe heater.

UNIT 2
0

Objective: Students can demonstrate approPritte use of electecal
/ appliances.

108 ./3
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A. General safety when using electrical appliances.

1. Never use an electrical appliance near water.

2. Do not overload sockets.

3. Do not use appliances with frayed wires.

4. Be aware of the circuit breaker system and a fuse box.

5. Do not try to,repair any appliance which still connected.

6. Keep children away from electrieal outlets.

B. Same stoves in America are electric.

1. Electric stoves do not have a pilot light.

2. One needs simply to turn the knobs on the stove.
a. If the stove doesn't work, disconnect the stove and

call a repairman.

3. Be careful of spilling liquids near the stove.

C. Washing machines and dryers.

1. Americans use washing machines and dryers for their clothes.
,st. Sometimes a house'or apartment building will have

them.
b. There are also laundromats in most cities which have

. washers and dryers.

2: Be sure to read the instructions before using.

a. If you cannot read, have someone explain to you how
to use the machines.

b. If not used ,properly, they can be damaged seriously.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES.

Unit,2. Materials needed: Pictures of electrical appliances,
Extension cords, wires, etc., A child
playing near a socket, an old appliance
with a frayed wire.

Ask the students howmany of them had electricity in ,their homes
in*Vietnam. If any students did'have electricity, have theM tell
the class how to use it Safely.

a
447

Pass around pictures of electric appliances, extension cords, children
,.play hear a socket. Ask the students questions aliput the pictures.

oj .14
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For example: Is it safe to use this appliance in the bath tub: Should
you plug six appliances in the same socket? Can you use an appliance
with a frayed wire? If they can answer correctly then ask what should
they do instead.

For example: If they have an old appliance with a frayed wire
can they use it? (No)

What should they do? (Replace the cord or not use 'the
appliance).

Unit 2 - C.
Materials needed: Some clothing and non-washable soap powder.

Pick a student to help out in the demonstration. Have him choose how
much clothing he can put in the washer without overloading. Do the same
for the amount of soap powder.

Ask the student what they should do if they don't understand how to use
the washer. (Ask directions).

-or-

Choose a student to go to the washing machine and decide what can go into
a load of wash.

For example: Shoes - no
A Shirt - Yes
A pillow - No
Socks - Yes
Stockings - No
Dog - No

If he doesn't understand what to put in, have him hold up the article for
the class to decide.

* DRYER
Demonstrate hoia to use the dryer. Explain how you must clean the filter
each time to avoid having the lint catch fire. Alo show the students
that you must only put things in-the-dryer-that have-been washed in
water, not any articles that have been dry cleaned by chemicals.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can demonstrate appropriate use of hot water.

A. Running water is found in both kitchens and bathrooms.

1. It is important not to clog drains by allowing food (rice, etc)
to drain into the pipes..

2. Hot water can become extremely hot very quickly.

tg 11 0 t.
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3. One must be always be careful of scalding.

B. It is best to cneck or test the water before putting one's
hand or body under the faucet or shower.

1. One of the better ways to avoid burns is to first turn on
the hot water followed by a little cold water.

2. Once both the hot and cold water have been mixed, then check
to see if the temperature is bearable.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 3. Materials needed: Picture of a kitchen sink, bathtub.

Ask how many students have had hot water heater in their own homes.
If any of the students have, ask what safety precautions they followed.
Explain that in the states we have het water piped into the bathroom
and kitchen and the water can get very hot. Hold up the visuals of
the tub and kitchen sink and ask the students hOw to avoid getting
scalded by hot water.

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can demonstrate economical use of appliances.

A. Temperature in the home.

1. Most homes in the U.S. are regulated automatically for heat
control.
a. There is a thermostat in most homes which can be adjusted.

When the furnace'is on, all doors and windows should be kept
closed.
a. To save energy, the temperature should be moderate.
b. If the temperature is set high, one's monthly bill will

be expensive.

3. The recommended temperature is 68°F or about 19°C.
a. It id better to wear a sweater or other warm clothes.

B. Economical use of other appliances.

1. It is best to unplug Flectrical appliances when not using them.
a. It is not only considered more economical but also safe.

2. In many parts of the U.S. there is a shortage of water.
a. It is best to use water only when it is needed.
b. Washing cars and lawns are exaMples of areas where water

can be saved.

1 . /6
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TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 4. Materials needed: A model thermostat

After discussing the reasons why it is necessary to lower the thermostat
(save money and save energy), ask some students* to Come up to the front
of the class and set the thermostat at 68 F.

* Role play.

Materials needed: A model thermostat
A sweater

TWO students are sitting in the living room of their apartment. One
.student mentions that he is cold and gets up to raise the temperapre.
The other stuients tells him to not raise the temperature over 68 , but
to go put a sweater on.

UNITS

Objective: Students can demonstrate child safety within the home

A. All cleansers should be carefully labelled and kept out of reach of
children.

1. Some cleansers are poisonous and one could die if taken.

B. Keep all medicines clearly labelled and out of children's reach.

1. Sbme medicines are to be taken by adults only.

2. Also, one can take an overdose of a particular medicine and
die.

C. Certain cleaning agents should not be mixed.

1. An example is chlorine bleach and amonia.

2. Again it is best to keep out of reach of children.

D. One rule to follow to avoid these dangers is to never leave
children unattended in the home.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIESi

Unit 5, Materials needed:* A large poster of askull and crossbones,
L_bels with small skul and- crossbones,
Empty bottles of cleaning supplies,
medicine, paint.

112
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Explain what the skull and crossbones represents in America. Describe
at what age children can be left in the same room unattended when
the above products are in use:

Show how you can educate your school age children to never touch any
products with the skull and crossbones label on it. Repeat that you
can never trust the toddlers (1-3 years old) alone even for a minute
when chemicals are left in the open.

End the experience with the students putting the labels on the
dangerous products.

*Materials needed: Child safety pictures in the workbook.
As many visuals as you can find or draw on

possible dangers in the home.

Ask how many of the students are either parents or have experience
in child care. Ask them to list on the blackboard the possible
dangers that have thought about in their care of children.

Make the point that in the U.S. there are even more.dangers than they
may have come across before, for example high rise buildings, city
traffic, stronger machines and chemicals. Use the visuals for
examples and prompting.

End the section by referring the students to the child safety
visuals in the workbook. The more educated classes could write a
safety message next to each picture, while the other students should
just be able to identify the danger orally.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " HoUsehold Safety and Use

of Appliances It

Activity 1: Home care and safety
Objective: Learners can describe care and safety practices in the

American home.
Materials needed: Picture Dictionaries (eacb learner brings own),

kitchen sink model & safe -.1d unsafe electrical
wiring, 1 copy of CAL Housing book, handout of
people cleaniiig house.

Procedure:

I. Introduction (5 min.)
When you go to America you will not have enough money to buy
your own home for many years. You will live in a house or
an apartment that is owned by someone else. The owner or a

. landlord who helps the owner will expect you to care for the
property in certain ways. We will talk about these ways.

II. Page 26 - A House (4 Min.)
Look at number 21. This is a yard. Notice how neat and clean
the yard and garden are.. Americans like to keep their houses
neat. Never make any changes on the outside of your house
without asking the landlcrd first. (T refers to p. 13 CAL
Housing book)

III. Page 28 - The Hall (8 min.)
A. -Look at4numbers 3 & 4. What are they? What are they for?

Teaching points - to prevent crime, keep doors and win-
dow locked. Landlord is responsible to repair any broken
windoWs/locks immediately.

B. Look at number 6 & 8. What are they? What are they for?
What is number 6 for?
Teaching points - In America people wear shoes in houses,
clean shoes by wiping on doormat to protect carpet.

Page 29 - The Living Room (4 min.)
Look at # 6. What is it used for? Is it safe?
Teaching point - Fire used for heating house and for enjoyment.
Not for cooking always use a screen if you have a fire in fire-

1141
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place. In this picture it's not safe.

V. Page 30 - The KitChen (30 min.)
What is the room used for? (Cooking and washing dishes
and eating)
A. Look at # 1. This is the stove.

1. Where do you boil water?
on stove top bprners2. Where do you fry fish?

3. Where do you bake bread?
4. where do you broil (similar to grilling food on

charcoal fire) meat?
5. What is the thing above the stove used for?

T. point-must turn on fan to ventilate smoke,
keep kitchen clean.

T. point - Explain briefly gas and electric stoves.
Dangerous to light, dangerous if flame goes out.
Necessary for refugees to get careful instructions
from sponsor about stove use.
Demonstrate turning stove and oven on/off usiag model
kitchen.

B. Look at # 24. This is a dishwasher. Some modern
hames/apartments have a dishwasher. Most refugee
homes dO not. If you have a dishwasher it is easy
and.fast to wash dishes. Ask your sponsor how to
use it.

C. Look at #7. This iv the sink. Don't let any rice
or food go down the sink unless you have a garbage
disposal. A garbage disposal is in the pipe just
below the drain. It has blades and cuts up food,so
it can wash through the pipe.Run water when you have the
g.d. turned on. Don't put bones or paper or plastic
or oil in the g.d. Oil should be kept in a closed
container for re-use or to be thrown away.
What do you think might be dangerous about the gar-
bage disposal? (cutting the hand)

D. Look at # 9. What is it?. What is its use? Why
does it have a cover? What kind of garbege do you put
in it? (Everything, unless you have a g.d., then
everything but what you put in the g.d.)
Where do you put the garbage when the can is full?-
(Hand out picture of people cleaning houses)
What is in the bags outside? Why is the garbage in
bag? What will happen when many bags are outside?
(Every____week-or--so-a-aarhage-truck- comes -by nct--a-prekt-
up the garbage. You must take it out to the street
to be picked up. On holidays sometimes, garbage
isn't picked up. Watch what your neighbors do. Put
garbage out on curb when they do.

115
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In some apartments you only need to put garbage down
a chute or in big cans outside. Ask your sponsor what
to do with garbage.

Americans feel very strongly about being clean. Many
Americans will be angry if you don't keep the apartment
clean in the way they expect you to.

VI. Page 31 - Household Objects ( 9 min.)

Look at number 1. What is
number 8. It is important
the dirt out into the hall
sidewalk. Sweep dirt into
the garbage.

it.? What is it for? Ditto
when you sweep not to sweep
of an apartment or onto the
the dust pan and put it in.

Look at # 5. What is it for ?
#18. " " " "

(washing floor)

Look at # 4 ft ft tt

Most refugees don't have washing machines at hoie and
must use laundromats. Same residences forbid hanging
clothes outside to dry, so it is necessary to use a
laundromat. A laundromat is a place where there are
washing and drying machines to wash your clothes. We'll
describe those later when you talk about clothing.

Day 5

(VI p. 31 continued) (30 min.)

Look at the handout again. What is the woman in the kitchen doing?
It is important to clean the stove often because food that spills

will start fires or bake onto the stove, and then be very hard to clean
off. You can buy some strong chemicals to clean the stove but they
are dangerous and can burn your skin. Oven cleaner and other clean-
ing chemicals that your sponsor may have put in your home must be
kept out of the reach of children. Keep them on a high shelf.

Loot( at the refrigerator to the right of the stove. What is it for?
The top section is a freezer. Many older freezers build up ice in-
side and must be "defrosted" in order to keep the refrigerator work-
ing well. When you defrost the refrigerator take out all the food,
then turn it off or unplug it, leave the door open and wait for
the ice to melt. Do not try to break the ic6 by hammering or cut-
ting it with a knife. This may ruin the refrigerator.

It is important for you to know that if you ruin something in a
place that you renting you win _probably have to pay to replace,
repair or clean it. This is why it is important for you to know to
care for you'r stove, refrigerator, garbage disposal, drains, rugs
and bathroom fixtures.

Look at the handout again. What are all thip.people doing? Why?
146
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Housing Situations
Please mark. True (T) or False (F)

1. Your toilet has been clogged for 3 days. You noti-
fied your landlord but nothing happens. So you
call a repairman who comes and fixes it. The land-
lord must pay the bill.

2. You are 2 weeks late in paying yourrent. You come
home one day and discover that the landlord has
changed the locks on the door so yoir can't get in.
The landlord cannot legally do this.

3. You find a nice apartment and sign a lease that says
you'll live there for 1 year and pay $300.00 a month.
Six months later the landlord notifies you that he
has a new lease for you and now you must pay $350.00
a month. You have to pay the new rent.

4. Your neighbors are always having parties and making
a lot of noise until early morning. You have com-
plained to your landlord many times. Your landlord
can't do anything about it because the neighbors
have signed a-year lease.

5. Your landlord has the right to enter your apartment
whenever he wants to, because he is the real owner
of the property.

6. You are not able to pay your rent on time. Your
landlord gets angry and threatens to turn off your
electricity. Legally, he cannot do this.

7. You move into your new apartment and discover that
underneath the new paint are big cracks in the ceil-
ing and walls. When it rains, water comes through.
the landlord says he'll fix it but he never does.
You can call the police for help.

8. Before you move into your new apartment the land-
lord requires.an extra'payment of Money,equal to
2-months rent, Az cover any repair costs he may have
to make after you move out. He can legally require
this from you.

9. If you are far behind in your rent, a landlord may
call the sheriff who will come and physically move
you out of the apartment.
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10. Your apartment building is full of rats and cockroaches.
After complaining many times to the landlord, you call
the Board of Health who comes and inspects the building.
They charge the landlord with negligence and fine him.
The next month-Your landlord tells you to move out because
you are a troublemaker. Legally he can do this.

11. You are moving out. When the landlord inspects the apart-
ment he says that because cf a crack in the bathroom mirror
and some cigarette burns in the carpet in will not return
your damage deposit.. You remind him that those problems
were already there when you moved in. He insisLi that you
did the damage and refuses to refund your money. You must
pay.

12. You have put some nails in
tures that you have. When
only part of your security
damaged his wall and he'll

your walls to hold up some pic-
you move your landlord returns
deposit because he says you
have to repair it. Youmust pay.

13. The lock on your door doesn't work correctly. Your landlord
must repair it or replace it and pay for it.

14. You have the right to deep your apartment as clean (or as
dirty) as °you like because you are paying for the use of the
property.
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The folloWing suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

'This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the.lesson " Household Safety and Use

of Appliances

A. Use of gas appliances

B. Use of electrical appliances

C. Use of hoCigater

D. Economical use of energy

A. Introduction

Questions

1. What did you use to cook your food with in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. What did you use to wash your clothes?

3. What did you use to sweep the floor?

4. What did you use to stir food with?

5. What did-you-use to cut meat with?

-or all these activities inany people in the-United States use
appliances. Appliances are instruments or machine-like things that are
used primarily in the home'to help in doing the daily tasks of the home.
They usually use electricity as their source of energy, but sometimes
they use gas. They help in doing all the everyday tasks in the home:
cooking, laundry, cleaning floors, etc. They help make housework easier

for everyone concerned.

Questions

1. Did you have any appliances in your home in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. What wore theyt

3. Have you ever seen any appliances?

11j2
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4. Have you ever seen any appliances being used? /

B. Gas appliances and their uses

Questions

1. Did you ever have to heat water in Laos (Camb dia, etc.)?

2. What did you use the.heated water for?

3 How hot did the water have to be for (se answers to question 2)?

4. Did you ever have to heat water to take a bath?

5. Did you ever have to heat water to wash clothes?

In the United States, there are two appliances that often use gas
as their source of energy: the water heater and the stove. People in
the United States often use-heated water for washing themselves, their
clothep, and the dirty dishes. This water is not boiling hot, but it
often is hot enough to burn the user who 1 not careful. People living
in apartments usually do not have to be c ncerned with the water heater.
If, however, they have no hot water, the must tell the landlord immediately.
People living in their own house, howev4, must be sure that the water
heater is in good condition before renting the house.

The stove is of great importance since almost all the cooking is
done on the stove. The upper area of the stove is used for boiling,
frying, stewing, etc. The oven area is used for baking, roasting,
broiling, etc. Formerly, gas stoves were of two types--those with pilot
lights and those without pilot lights. A pilot light is a small'flame
that is used to light the burners or the oven. Nowadays, almost all
gas stoves probably have pilot lights so that the user does not have
to use a match to light the burners or the oven. There are, of course,,
many old-fashioned stoves around that do no: have pilot lights. In
any case the user must always be sure that the pilot does not go out.
It is very unlikely that the pilot light will go out, but in the case
of a stoppage of the flow of gas, for example, the user must be sure
to relight the pilot light. It would be a good idea to form the habit
at checking the pilot lights of the burners and the oven every time the
user uses the stove.

Both water heaters and stoves may use electricity as their source of
energy, but such appliances usually mean that the electricity bill will be
quite high each month.

Questione

1.* What are the appliances that often use gas as the source of enqrgy
the United States?
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2. What do people in the United States often use hot water for?

3. Why do you think it is necessary to use hot water to take a bath?

4. Why do you think it is necessary to use hot water to wash clothes in?

5. Why do you think it is necessary to use hot water to wash dishes in?

6. What is the danger in using hot water?

7. How many kinds of gas stove are there?

111
8. What is a pilot light?

9. What must the user be careful of in using a gas stove?

10. Do all water heaters and stoves use only gas?

C. Electrical appliances and their use

Question

1. Can you imagine using an electric knife to cut meat?

2. Can you imagine using an electric toothbrush to brush your teeth?

3. Can you imagine using a machine to polish your shoes?

4. Can you imagine using a machine to open a can?

Some people in the United States use appliances to do all of these
things and many more things. There are many reasons for using these
appliances: because using the appliances saves time, because the people
want to show others that they have a lot of money, or because the people
are lazy. Not everyone in the United States has all these appliances.
There are appliances, however, that almost everyone has.

The three most important and most used electric appliances are the
refri...ttor, the washing machine, and the iron. Of these three, only
the washing machine is not necessary because there are often places
called laundromats where many people can wash their clothes all at one
time. There are a few things that should be remembered about each of
these applianeen.

1. The refrigerator. Refrigerators are of two kinds--those that
defrost themselves automatically and those that do not defrost
automatically. Ice collects in the freezing compartment of a
refrigerator. Removing this ice is called defrosting. Probably almost
all new refrigerators are self-defrosting, but there are many of the
non-self-defrosting refrigerators still in use. It is important that
the ice that collects be removed periodically if the refrigertor is to
work effectively and efficiently. The user should be sure to find out .
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what kind of reftigerator he has.ema also be sure that he knows how to
defrost it.

Storing food properly in the refrigeratotmda also important, but
that will be discussed in'a later-lesson.

2. the washing machine. The.most important thing to remember
about the washing machine is that it must not be overloaded. If too
many clothes are put into the machine at one time. they will not get
clean. Also, it is important not to use too much ietergent because
it may not be possible to remove it completely from the clothes when
they are rinsed.

3. The iron. The most important thing to remember about using
the iron is not to leave it turned on when it is not being used. If

it is left turned on and placed on top of.something, it could start
a fire.

Many people have an electric clothes dryer in their home also, but.
this appliance is not necessary because_laundromats always have clothes
dryers. Clothes dryers, like washing machines-, should not be.overlqaded
because the clothes will not get completely dry.

Questions

1. What three appliances ard found in almost every home in the United
States?

2. Are all three equally necessary to have in the house?

3. Which one is not abeolutely necessary in the house? Why?

4. What does defrosting mean?

5. Why is defrosting the refrigerator necessary?
9

6. What must the user, of a washing machine not do? Why?

7. What must the user of an iron be careful of? Why?

There are many other electrical appliances that will do almost
everything: cut meat, dry hair, shine shoes, brush teeth, roast meat,
toast bread, comb hair, grind meat, etc. Of these, however; there
are only two that are in.common use: the vacuum cleaner (or sweeper)
and the dispotal unit.

1. The vacuum cleaner:. Theyacuum cleaner gathers dust and
. dirt that is on the floor or carpet, in drapes, on chairs, etc.

The basic vacuum cleaner sweeps the dust and dirt only from the,,

floor. More.expensive models can collestAust and dirt from many a
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different places. The important thidg to remember about using the
vacuum cleaner is that it must be emptied every so often. Some vacuum
cleaners empty themselves automatically by ejecting a bag of dirt and
dust. Others must.be eiptied by the user.

2. The disposal unit. The diSposal unit is an appliance attached
tO the drain in the sink. It chews leftover.food into small pieces
that can be washed down the drainpipe. The important thing to remember
about the disposal unit is that no hard things of any kind can be put
into it. Thus, the ser must be careful not to put such things as bones
dr tableware into i . Obviously, fingers should not be put intoit
either for they mf be completely out off,

Questions

1. Do you thlnk it iS necessary to have electric appliances to do such
things as dry your hair or brush your teeth? Why?,

2. What dO you think about (=What is your opinion of) people who have
electrical 'appliances to do everything for them?

3. Is usZng electrical appliances easy or difficult? Why do you think
that?

4. Electricity is quite expens:ve Would it be a good idea to have
many.electrical appliances?

D. The use of hot water

It has already been mentioned that almost every residence in the
United _States has running hot water in the house. People-in_the.United
States use hot water to wash themselves, their clothes, and their dishes.
They.do,this because hot water often gets things cleaner than cold.
water does. Also, in some parts of the United States, the weather is
quite cold pert of the year and the water in the house is foo cold to
use for taking a bath.

Hot water is very important, but i%presents some problems also.
First of all, if the user is not careful, he may be burned by the hot
water. In order to avoid this, the user should.turn on,the cold water
first, and then geadually turn on,the hot water. Second, not.all
clothes can be washed-in hot water, $ome kinds of cloth shrinks in
hot water. 'So it is important to knOW, what kind of water to use in
washing clothes. Usually there is a tag ineide the clothes that tells
what kind of water--cold, cool, Warm, or hot-when washing the clothes.
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Questions

z

1. Some people might think it is easj,e'r to wash clothes in Laos (Cambodia,

etc.) than it is to wasli them ip the United States. Why might they think

that?

2. Do you think using hot water is a good idea or not a good idea? Why?

E. Economical use of electricity

Questions

1. When you were in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) did the cost of the things

you bought go up (= become more expensive) or go down (= become less

expensive)?

2. If the things that you have to buy keep getting more and more
expensive, while your income stays the same, what must you do?

In the United States, the cost of energyelectricity, gas, oil,

etc.keeps getting mare expensive. Everyone, even the President, has

to be careful not to waste these sources of energy. There are. many. .

little things that can be done to use energy wiselymany little things

that people most often do notthink about. In the United States many

books and pamphlets are availablethat give hints about'saving energy.
But in most cases, following one's common sense is the best way of

saving energy. For example, if there is no one in a certain room at a
certain time, should there be a light turned on in the room? Obviously,

if no one needs the light to see anything, it should be turned off.

Questions

1. Do you know of any examples of wastingenergy in this camp? What

are they?

2. What can you do in this camp 'to save energy?
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Household Safety and Use of Appliances

Purpose: Introduce household safety and use of appliances.

A. Use of Gas Appliances

B. Use of Electrical Appliances

C. Use of Hot Water

D. Economical Use of Energy
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The following suggested classroam activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Storing Food and Household

Items

Storing Food and Household Items

Objectives of the lesson:

1. Students can describe ways to store food in an American household-.

2. Students can deszribe wayS to store non-food items in an American
househol6.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can demonstrate planning grocery needs for more
than a day.

A. In America, most people shop on a weekly basis for food.

1. One of the reasons for this is that almost all homes have
a refrigerator.
a. Foods can be kept fresh in a refrigerator for up to a

week.

2. It is important to make a list of those items needed for a
week before shopping.
a. When purchasing meat, you can purchase large quantities

and freeze those that will not be used immediately.

b. It is generally cheaper to purchase meat in larger
quantities.

TEACHING POINTS:

Unit 1-2 Students should be able to:
(1) Plan a weekly menu of varied, nutritious food with

regards to the cost of foad and use of left-overs.

(2) Properly store food both before cooking and after
meals.

126 -12
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Begin the lesson by asking the students if they normally plan a menu for
each meal, or if they just go to the market and buy something. Explain

that in the states, because most people are busy working and live far
from the supermarket, it is common to shop only once a week.

To make sure that they eat a variety of foods, many people plan a weekly
menu. In thia way, they are able to plan how to use foods on sale, or
in season. A menu also helps people see how to use left-overs in later
meals.

Most importantly by having a4repared list of food to buy, people can
avoid forgetting a particular item or the impulse buying of unnecessary
or expensive food.

Ask the students what types of food would they include in their menu.
Have one student write their responses on the blackboard.

You could start the actual menu writing including a day's menus and
shopping list for the typical American family. When you feel the students
have a good idea of menu planning, have them break into groups to actually
write the weekly menu and shopping list.

Choose the group with best written plan to go up to the blackboard and
list the meals planned and the grocery list. Then another group should
be able to tell where the foods on the grocery list should be stored.
For example if the pork on the list is not going to be used until the
end of the week, then it should be frozen. If a chicken is cooked in
the beginning of the week for use as left-overs later in the week, then
the students should be able to show how to wrap it up and store the food
in the proper way.

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Snacks

M T. W TH F S

SAMPLE

(Weekly Shopping List)

Unit 1. Role-Play: 'Refugees in a supermarket
Location: Supermarket

CASHIER: Oh, are you here shopping again today? I think I've seen
you every day for the past two weeks.

REFUGEE: I want to buy fresh food everyday.

CASHIER: Oh, don't you have a refrigerator?

.127 :/3
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REFUGEE: Yes, my apartment came with a refrigerator, but I'm use
to shopping everyday.

CASHIER: Most of our customers shop once a week because their
food will stay fresh in the refrigerator for that long.
Anyway, the store only restocks the shelves once or
mice a week.

REFUGEE: That sounds like a good idea, because it costs me a lot
of money in bus fare everyday to come to the grocery
store.

Role Play: Buying food on sale for the freezer.
Location: Supermarket

TWO REFUGEES - Husband and wife

HUSBAND: Look chicken is on sale fOr 79c a pound!

WIFE: Let's buy 10 lbs. as its so cheap.

HUSBAND: 10 lbs! We can't eat 10 lbs. of chicekn.

WIFE: Oh, we can wrap it up carefully and store it in the
freezer.

HUSBAND: That sounds like an economical way of buying meat.

111
UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of proper methods
in food storage.

A. Where to store food

1. Refrigerators - they are used to keep foods cold and. fresh.
a. Most food items can be stored in the refrigerator -

as meat, eggs and other diary products, vegetables,
fruit and beverages.

b. Some items will be labelled requiring refrigeration.
c. Left-overs can also be stored in the refrigerator.

2. There are cabinets in the kitchen for storing of other foods.
a. Items such as rice, canned goods, cereal, -noodles

etc. do not need refirgeration. - They can be stored
in the cabinets.

./4
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B. How to prepare food for storage

1. There are two compartments to a refrigerator for storage -
a refrigerator and a freezer.

2. Use of containers for storage - food will keep well in an
air tight compartment.
a. When using containers to store items in the freezer,

remember that food items can expand.
b. Make sure the container hairoom to expand.

Do not useglasscontainers--inthetreezer .
c. Once frozen meat thaws, do not refreeze it. It must

be prepared to eat.

3. Use of wrappings for storage.
a. Wax paper, aluminum foil, plastic wrappings and bags

are all items used in food storage.
b. If food items are placed in the refrigerator unwrapped,

they can dry up and spoil.
c. When food spoils, it usually discolors or becomes moldy!
d. All spoiled foods should be thrown out.

C. How long to store foods
1. Some items will have an expiration date marked on the con-

tainer.
a. For example, milk containers have expiration dates

marked on them.

2. You must watch for spoilage of foods in the refrigerator.
a. If yoU defrost some meat, it is important to prepare the

meat one to tow days after defrosting.
b. Only take that amount out of the freezer which you plan

to use immediately.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 2. Location: Listening Center
Material needed: - Refrigerator

- Food storage wraps
- Containers for left-overs
- Packages and cans of American food.

Divide the class into 3 groups. Each group gets a bag of different
American products, some of which must be frozen, stored in the
refrigerator or cabinet. Allow the groups a few minutes to discuss
what should be done with their food. When they have decided, have
them actually put the food in the refrigerator, freezer or cabinet.
If they make a mistake then ask the rest of the class where it should
go.

./5
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After the groups finish the first assignment then give them some
open cans, storage containers with lids and plastic storage wrap.
Ask them to show how to store left-overs. Ask the students if you
can leave an opened can in the refrigerator for a few days. (No,
the food will spoil.) Can they put a dish of food that people have
eaten from back in the refrigerator? (No, the bacteria will build
up.

Unit 2 (C) Materials Needed: Food containers with expiration
dates on them.

Pass around-some containers with expiration dates on them. Ask the
students to read them and decide which are still good, and which
are outdated. Make sure to stress the difference between the
American style of dates 9-13-81 and the Hong Kong style 13-9-81.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can demonstrate proper way to store non-food
items.

A. All cleansers should be carefully labelled and kept out of reach
of children.-

1. Some cleansers are poisonous and one could die if taken.

B. Keep all medicines clearly labelled and out of children's reach.
1. Some medicines are to be taken by adults only.

[

2. Also, one can take an overdose of a particular medicine and
die.

C. Certain cleaning agents should not be miXed.
1. An example is chlorine bleach and amonia.
2. Again it is best to keep out of reach of children.

D. One rule to-follow to avoid these dangers is to never leave
children unattended in the home.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

Unit 3 Materials needed: - poster paper
- markers
- containers of poisonous
- cleaners, medicine and poster of

"skull and crossbones".,
- locks for cabinet.

Explain to the students that more children under the age of five die
of poisoning in America than any other cause. Show how they can
educate their older children to recognize the skull and crossbones on
packages and bottles of cleaners and poisons. Demonstrate how they

130 .16
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can put locks on the cabinets where they store medicine or cleaners. If

this is not possible, they can at least store the products in a closet
out of the reach of their children.

End the lesson by having each group of students make a poster for storing
poisonous materials carefully.
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The following Suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Storing Food & Non-Food

Items

Purpose: To help learners understand safe storage of food and non-food
items in the home.

Materials Needed: Various packages including food, non-food, dangerous
and safe products.. Some packages should have labels which give clue
to the contents (both by picture and by name). Others should have
labels which give no clue to the contents..

Procedure:

I. Introduction
A. Many things are different about storing food and other things

in the American house.

B. Because Americans like to keep everything clean and they
like to save time, they have many different products for-
cleaning. Most of these products must be stored cakefully
because they are dangerous to children.

C. Food items are stored differently because AmeriCans have
refrigerators and upper land lower cupboards to put things
in.

D. In Cambodia, what did you sue in your house that was not
safe forA)abies to reach? (possible Larwers: 'knives,

kerosene, Soap, matches...)

E. Before we can decide how to store thing safely we need to
know what they ae. Sometimes a sponsor may provide a
,refugee with some\cleaning products,.medicines or foods
which the refugee doesn't understand. If you aren't
sure what is inside h\container, it is important to keep

it in a high place, outof'reach of children, until you
have a chaace to ask your friend, sponsbr or teacher
what it is.

II. 'Activity I - gorting Items

A. Here are some products that look\similar to what might be
'in your new home, or that you might buy.

132 \ ./2
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B. Because Americans like to keep everything clean and they like
to save time, they have many different products for cleaning.
Most of these products must be stored carefully because they
are dangerous to children.

C. Food items are stored differently because Americans have
refrigerators and upper and lower cupboards to put things
in.

D. In Cambodia, what didyou use in your house that was not safe
for babies to reach? (possible answers: knives, kerosene,
soap, matches...)

E. Before we can decide how to store things safely we need to
know whatIthey are. Sometimes a sponsor may provide a refugee
with some cleaning products, medicines or foods which the
refugee doesn't understand. If you aren't sure what is inside
a container, it is important to keep it in a high place, out
of reach of children, until you have a chance to ask your
friend, sponsor or teacher waht it is.'

II. Activity I - Sorting Items

A. Here are some products that look similar to what might be in
your new home, or that you might ...ay.

B. Conduct game in following way:

1. Set up three tables in the center of the roam, Put big
numbers on each table. Table 1, 2 and 3. On Table 3,
put 6-10 items. Put the others away for now. Explain
that the next activity is a game. On Table 1 put items
that can be eaten. On Table 2 put items that cannot be
eaten. Demonstrate. Put an orange on Table 1. It is
something'we Can/ eat. Put a,bdx of detergent on Table
2. This is an item we cannot eat.

2. Ask two learners to come to the center of the room. Tell

them to choose an item from Table 3. If they think it is
food, they should put it on Table 1. -If they think it\is
an item we cannot eat, they should place it on Table 2.
If they don't know whether we can eat it or not leave it
on Table 3. Ask another pair of learners to come and put
an item on Table 1 or 2. not comment on their choices.

3. After 2 pair of learners have been unable to move any more
items.from Table 3, ask another pair to come up. Ask them
if'they want to change anything. Repeat this with other

No
learners.
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4. When appropriate show the correct placement of items on
Table 1 and 2. Briefly explain why. Ask the learners
if it was difficult to choose. Lead a discussion:
What clues did they use? Ask them to list the clues.
Ask thb learners what they will need to learn about
products,that they--ay have trouble identifying.

5. Play the game again but change the criteria for Table 1
and_ 2-____Table_1 vill-be-fo- items-safe to have around
young children. Table 2 will be for items dangerous
to children. These dangerous items we should KEEP OUT
OF REACH OF CHILDREN. If the game was very easy for the
learners the first time, add more items to Table 3.
Give them more things to choose from. If learners are
unsure about whether to put something on Table 1 or 2
they can leave it on Table 3.

6; Lead a discussion about what was easy and what was
.hard, what clues the learners used, what more the
learners would need to know about identifying products.

7. Repeat the game again and igain, if there is time and
need. Use both criteria; edible and non-edible; and safe \
for children and KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN:,

4

8. Ask what other dangers they anticipate in using products'
left in the apartment by sponsor, friend, previous
tenant, or that they buy in supermarkets, not knowing
how to use (flammable, burns skin or eyes, poison...).

9. Discuss ways that learners thi4 they may be able to
find out the safe ways to use/store these products.

III. Storing food items
A. Introduction
Storing food is very different in the American home. There
are two reasons for this.

a

1. Americans have refrigerators which can keep foo4 from spoiling
for long periods of time.

2. Most Americans usually shop for food only once or twice
a week, rarely,every day.

B. Shopping for more than one day.

1. Save time (transportation problems).

:2. Save money
a. Buy sale items in quantity and save or freeZe.
b. .0S4es - read and evaluate carefully.

134 ./4
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1. Save money - "10c off".
2. Buy 1, get 1 free.
3. Limited number of coupons per customer.
4. Limited supply.
5. Expiration date.
6. Buy only what you need - Don't be lured by coupons.

C. Using the refrigerator-

1. For all of the reasons we just talked about, it is convenient
to shop once a-week. If you shop only once a week it is
important to plan in adva4ce how much food you will need
for each day and to know how long various foods-can be kept
'safely without spoiling. Always remember that if you want
to shop everyday as may be the custom in your country you
can do so. Because it isn't always easy to shop everyday
in America it may J e helpful to you to think abbut planning
and storing food qor a week at a time.

2. What food items df you think will spoil if you don't eat
them until a week after,you buy them? (Possible answers:
meat, fish, milk, cheese, juice, some fruits, breadl ice
cream, etc.)

3. These are thing you can keep in the refrigerator. If the
refrigerator is kept cold most ailk and dairy products will
stay fresh for about 5-7 days. Meat, fish and chicken will
only stay fresh for about 2-4 days. If you want to keepil
it freih for.longer, you nay freeze it. Once you freeze meat
you can leave it in the freezer for 2 weeks to 1 month and
it will still be good when you take it out.. When you are
ready to cook it again take it out of the freezer and put
it in the refrigerator overnight or leave it cutside of the
refrigeratoor for 2-3 hours. Be careful not to freeze meat
again after you have unfrozen it or it will not be healthful.

4. What other ways do you think you might want to use the
freezer? (Possible answers: storing food that you have
already cooked, bread, juice.)

There are some things that you can't freeze:

a. Raw fruit and vegetables
b. Eggs

6. When you store things in the refrigerator, the way you store
them is important.
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a. Freezer

,

Inserc.Page 10.11

Dehydration
2. Don't store liquids in glass containers
3. Use plastic wrap or containers

b. Refrigeratpr
1. Smelld and Tastes
2. Plastic and glass'containers

136
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MUSING

Storing Food and HousehoZd Items

rurpose: Describe ways to store food and other household items.

A. HoW Much to Buy

1. Planning grocery needs for more than a day

2. Buying in quantity

B. Food Storage

1. Where to store food

a. Use of refrigerator

b. Other places to store food

2. How to,prepare food for 4eorage

a, Use of dontainers

b. Use of wrappings

3. How long to store food

a. Spoilage

b. Expiration dates

C. Storing Cleaning Products and Meaicines.

1. Where to store cleaning proaucts and medicines

2. What to keep out of reach/of children
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The followylg suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* Thailandin

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 28 Finding a Place

to Live 11

*pave the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Purpose: Encourage realistic expectations toward renting.

Prepdration: Newsprint and felt tip pens; review the CAL publica-
tion HOUSING during the training session. The
advanced classes may want examples of housing
classified sections from American newspapers.
Telephones for role play.

PrOcedure:

1. Explain to your students that they are going to learn about
how to rent an apartment in the USA. Be sure that everyone
understands what an apartment is, and how it is different
from a house. Explain to them that in most cases they will
live in an apartment once they arrive in America.

2. Ask the class to brainstorm a list of things they would first
want to think about before they would move to another house
in Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam.. Give the class enough time to
come up with a good list.

Note: Particularly encourage those students who do not
speak very often to share their ideas with the class.

' 3. List the responses on one half of the board. For low level
students who cannot read, have them remember the ideas for
you and then you can write them on the board. Slowly read
back to the students their ideas.

4. Next, on the second half of the board, the teacher can list
those considerations that an American might make. Say a little
something about each point as you make.it. .As, you do this,
keep asking the students for their comments or questions.
Make sure they understand the ideas you are communicaeing:

./
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a. How far is the apartment from your place of work?

b. How close are stores for shopping?

c. Is the transportation adequate? (i.e. is the
apartment near a bus stop?)

. What kind of neighborhood is it? Will it be safe
for children?

e. How much is the rent per month?

f. How many bedrooms does it have?

g. Will the apartment meet the needs of the family?

h. How close is the apartment'to other family, members
and friends?

i. How much will the utilities cost? (i.e. electricity,
gas, etc.)

j. Can the landlord be'trusted?

5. Ask the students to coipare the list that they made with the
list that the teacher made. What are the similarities and
differences? Low level students will need to have the nets
read back to them. Have a short discussion on the two lists.

6. Have the students brainstorm a list of wi'xs the student would.
actually.locate (find) an apartment for'reht in Laos/Cambodia/
Vietnam. Accept all ideas from the studentiX Put their'
ideas on the first half of the board.

7. The teacher should list wa
apartments:

hat Americans generally locate

a. telling friends ("word of mouth") that you're looking.

b. walking in neighborhoods that you like and looking
ror FOR RENT signs; asking people in the neighborhood
if they know of apartments for rent.

c. looking in the housing classified section of the
newspaper.

d. buying space in the newspaper to advertize that
you're looking.

e. going to a real estate or housing agency, however,
this may cost money.
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8. Spend some time comparing the similarities and differences
of the two lists:

_-

9. Explain that whenever a family thinks about a,new place to
rent, they have to consider how'many rooms (including bedrooms)
they will need. It will help to know how many people will
live in the apartment. The more rooms needed, the larger
(and more expensive),the apartment will be.

At this point mention that American landlord's do not like
people to sleep in kitchens, fiving rooms and other rooms
that are not designed for sleePing.

10:Etpreiifi7tTat=ifi'Amerbiipaftme-ntd ere rented without
furniture. They are called UNFURNISHED APartments. Sometimes
apartments are rented with furniture. They are calted FURNISHED
apartments.

-

II. Review with the students the importance of knowing how much
money they can afford for an apartment each month. Have
them think back when they prepared a family budget in class.
Explain when you rent an apartment in America, there are
often many expenses that have to be made immediately. What
might some of theae expenses be? ,Can-any of the students think
of some?

a. The cost to connect the telephone, the gas, the
electricity there is usually a SERVICE CHARGE to
connect utilities

b. Some landlords charge the first month's rent AND
they may ask for the last month's rent as a deposit.
This is done to prevent a tenant from moving out of
the apartment without paying the last month's rent.

c. DAMAGE DEPOSIT: Some landlords ask for some money
as a deposit against possible daMage that you might
do to the apartment or furniture. If you have done
no damage, you will get this money back when you
leave the apartment.

12. TERMS OF THE LEASE

a. Ask the students if they know what a lease is.

b. A LEASE is a legal agreement between the landlord
and the tenant (i.e. the student) commiting both
peopleto certain obligations and responsibilities.

**example bf a tenant responsibility that might

be in a lease-paying the rent on time
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**example of a landlord responsibility, that might
be stated in a lease: keep apartment in good

repair

c. General topics that are usually found in a lease:

**the amount of rent due each month and when
**the amount of money due for a damage .deposit
**a statement requiring the first and last month's

rent
**a statement about whose responsibility it is

(landlord or tenant) to pay the utilities

13. At this point it would be good to mention to the students
that one of the problems refugees face in resettlement is
finding a good place to live. The first or second apartment
the refugee lives in may not be everything he wants. With

'better jobs and better salary they will be able to afford

nicer apartments. It is important that their expectations

are realistic.

14. NOTE: According to articles from US newspapers and communi-
cations with refugee mutual assistance associations (MAA's).
same refugees find their housing not adequate. These apart-

'
ments-are-aften-old and in poor condition-.

15 Ask the-students-to solve a problem. What if theywereliVing

in Boston. Their apartment had a large hole in the ceiling.
The apartment above them is leaking water and causing consid-
erable damage. You have reported the problem to your landlord.

He does nothing. WHAT WOULD YOU DO? Try and get the students

to think. about this problem. Let them give you their ideas.
They might contact their sponsor or a mutual assistance
association. Explain that there are organizations in large
American cities that deal with people's housing problems.
The sponsor can give the refugee this information.

Some MAAs are suggesting that if refugees have a severe
housing problem, they should photograph it and take the
picture to an organization (i.e. a tenant's association).
The picture is proof that there is a problem. A picture is

worth a thousand words.
\

16. From information received by The Consortium there-is this
bit ofpews from refugee resettlement groups in the USA:

There is a growing number of former refugees in major cities
(people who have lived in the USA for some time). They are

approaching recently arrived refugees with offers to help

them. What the newcomers hear from these people is that they /
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will be helped to find a job, go to the social security
office, enroll their children in school and many other
things that sponsors usually do for the refugee. There
is always a f'ee (money is charged for theie services).
Have your students understand what they are agreeing to
in responding to these offers for help. It will cost
them money. They can choose.

_

17. Discuss some of the legal requirements for an apartment.
These requirements do not apply in EVERY city and state.
But generally.speaking, apartments must have:

**hot and cold water faucets supplying hot and cold
water

**heat.for,the winter months
**on Obvious safety or'health problems
**appliances and utilities (refrigerator, stove,
lights, plumbing) in proper order

**windows and doors that open, close and lock
properly

**floors, walls, and ceilings in good order

18. SUGGESTED ACTIVITY: Design an open-ended role play "LOOKING
AT AN APARTMENT"

a. First have the class brainstorm a list of important
-. questions that anyone looking for an apartment

would want to ask the landlord in person.

b. Next, ask for volunteers to role play. You will need
someone to play the landlord, someone to play the
refugees looking for an apartment.

c. The situation: A refugee couple have looked in the
newspaper and have read about an apartment for rent
that sounds perfect. They make an appointment to
meet the landlord personally. They get the address
and time for their appointment. When they meet the
landlord they discover he is black. In fact, the
entire' neighborhood is black. The apartment is
extremely nice, the rent is a good affordable price,
and the landlord, seems like a good person. Will the
couple choose to rent the apartment or not?

d. After the role play get the students to discuss their
feelings about living with blacks, Mexican Americans,
or other ethnic groups in the USA. ,

12 ./6
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Explain that in the USA there are many different kinds of
people from many different cultures and backgrounds. It

is important for the stUdents to understind that it is
quite possible that they will live in a neighborhood with
people of different cultures. Sometimes there are misunder-

.

standings between people.

But more work needs to be done so that Asian refugees and
American blacks and Mexican Americans can live together
in harmony.

Can the students think of ways that can improve understanding
and communication among the various groups of people that
usually.live in American cities? This is a question that
they will.need to ask themselves again and again once they
are in their new country. People are people (some good,
same bad). Why this is so depends on,what is in the person's .

heart, not the color of his/her skin.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY (i.e. for advanced classes)

NOTE: Do this step before step 18.

a. Distribute classified sections for housing from newspapers
in the USA. These advertizements have to do with apartments

_ for rent, and sometimes print advertizements of people looking
for an apartment for rent.

b. Have students read examples of advertizements.

c. Let them look for advertizements that meet their housing
needs (i.e. the correct number of rooms, affordable rent).

d. Do the LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT role play.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information In the lesson " Finding a Place to Live

tinifirde-r-ations -towSrds renting.

MATERIALS NEEDED: Translated hands-out of housing advertisements,
a map of Salisbury Heights neighborhood, and a translated hand-out of
details of seven places to rent on the map.

PROCEDURE.

I.A Introductions.

T/Tr explain that even though the sponsor will have housing,for the
refugee 'Oen he/she gets to their area of resettlement it is important
that the refugee understand all the factors involved in choosing a
place to live. In that way, if the refugee decides to move at a
future date, he/she knows all the factors to consider beforechoosing
another place to live.

B. T/tr explain that students must consider 7 things before choosing
housing .

A

i.-Does sendent want to rent a house or apartment. Family size should
be taken into account.

2.-Where do you want to live. Distance from local services should be
considered, eg. supermarkets, hospitals, laundramats, schools,
public transportation, place of work. T/Tr should explain these
services.

3.-How much can you pay? T/Tr should demonstrate a quick bndgeting
exercise, i.e. Monthly income should equal expenses for food,
rent, clothing and transportation. Does the rent price suit the
student's budget? Are the utilities--Gas & electricity--included
in the rent? This can be important for cold climates.

4.-How many bedrooms do you need in your house or apartment? T/Tr
should explain the legal aspects of overcrowding an apartment
or house. (Refer to tenant/landlord lesson.)

the apt/house furnished or unfurnished (eg. stove, refrigerator,

144 ./2.
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carpeting, beds...).?

6.-Is the neighborhood safe from crime? What kind of people live in

the nearby area? Do police patrol the area for protection?

7.-What are the conditions of the lease. (Refer to tenant/landlord

lesson.)

ACTIVITY.

A. 1)- T tapes the map of Salisbury Heights at a spot where students

can see it clearly. Meanwhile Tr. divides the class into 'groups

(according to family size if possible).

2)- T/Tr explain in detail all sections of the map starting from

the top left hand corner to the bottom right hand corner. (References

should be made to all details on the map, eg. supermarket, mileage,

bus stoin, ethnic neighborhoods, hospital etc...)

For lower level students T/Tr use the pictures on the map and

explain each detail.

3)- T/Tr explain that in this neighborhood there are seven places
to rent, each one marked,with a number (T/Tr point out numbers 1-7

on the map.)

4)- T/Tr hand a translated list
of each of the seven places.

(Teacher with advanced students
while those with low level students
blackboard and explain it.)

of rent prices and others details

may want to use the list in English
will have to write the list on a

5)- T/Tr explain that each group must study the location of all
seven places discussing all the advantages and disadVantages of each

of them. Then each group should choose one place to rent and the
spokesperson should write down their reasons for choosing that place.
(For lower level students the spokesperson of each group should
memorize the reasons.),

6)- After study and discussion, the spokesperson of each group
reports their selection, with reasons), to the rest of the class.

Class discusses whether each selection is the best selection for

that group or not.

7)- T/Tr help generate this discussion by reviewing the below

checklist which presents the advantages and disadvantages of each

place to rent. However T/Tr should not choose for the class. Let

the students made their own decisions. T/Tr only point out the

advantages,and disadvantages.

House No.1 ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Cheap rent. Far from school, supermarket,

Near bus stop, sponsor's park, post-office and drug-

office and police station. store. 1 yr. lease is a long
commitment. Unfurnished
plus high crime area. One
bedroom only.

1
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House No.2 Furnished, utilities included,
Quiet, well kept, near hospic
tal, grocery. It's a house
not an apt.

Insert Page 11.9

Expensive rent, 1 yr. lease.
Far from school, market an
sponsor's office. Vo.bus
stops or public transporta-
tion.

House No.3 Near school, movie, theatre,
bus stops, fire station, post
office, park,.supermarket &
sponsor's. office. Utilities
are included. Reasonable
rent.

Unfurnished, polluted (near
factory) and 2 bedrooms
only. Month to month lease
only.

411
House No.4 Cheap rent, near school, park

laundramat, football field
and park.

Polluted area. Far from
sponsor's office, bus Stops,
post-office and hospital.

House No.5 Near shopping mall, football
field and laundramat.

No bus stop. Expensive
rent. Food at mall more
expensive than supermarket.
Far from sponsor's office.

House No.6 Near police station, bus stop.
Reasonable rent.

Far from school and super-
market.

House Na.7 Cheap rent, near post-office, High crime, no police
Fire station, bus stop, and patrolling, far from
movie theatre. sponsor's office, police

station, hospital, short
lease agreement only.

B.- CONCLUSION.

1) After class has made decisions for each group T/Tr emphasize
that class should memorize all these factors that need to
be considered before funding a place tc, liva in America.

2) T/Tr explains briefly the three ways to find housing in
America.

III. WAYS TO OBTAIN HOUSING.

A.- 1) Through the sponsor - generally the easiest way to obtain housing.

2) In the classified section of your local newspaper (lower level
students would need a bi-lingual friend).

3) Through a realtor. T/Tr should explain who a realtor is and what
he does.

1 46 .14
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(This is for advanced students only.)

B.- 1) T/Tr distribute the translated hand-out of housing adve'rtisements
in the local newspaper to each group discuss in class.

2) Have each group discuss the content and costs in some of the
advertisements. (T/Tr should explain the translated list of
English abbreviations included with the hand-out.)

3) Have each student select one which is appropriate for their
family.

4) As a class, discuss their selections. If they are bad selections
T/Tr should point them out and explain why.

LIST OF RENT PRICES
AND OTHER SPECIFICATIONS OF SEVEN PLACES

TO RENT

HOUSE
NUMBER

RENT
PER

MONTH
EURNISHED?

UTILITIES
INCLUDED?

TIME
OF
LEASE

NUMBER
OF

BEDROOMS

KIND OF
ETHNIC
NEIGHBOR

1 $ 175 NO YES 1 YEAR 1 BLACK

2 $ 375 YES YES YEAR 3 WHITE

3 $ 225 NO YES

,1

Month to
Month

2 MIXFD

4 $ 200 YES NO 6 Months 2 HISPANIC

$ 275 YES NO 1 YEAR 2 WHITE

$ 325 YES NO 1 YEAR 3 HISPANIC
BLACK

$.175 . YES YES 3 Months 1 MIXED

HOUSrNG ADS,

$200.00 Shr. & Parkside

home, utl paid Tel.

661-7505

$335 lg, lbr. w/w cpt.
drp. Gar. No pets Nr.
UCSF and Shops. Lease
731-1814, '681-3463.

We specialize in short
term apt. in the best
areas of SF Call
421-0961. EXECUTIVE
KELOCATIONS

SHORT term- Visitors/
Busn. Comp equip. 1-2
Bd. rm. Tel. Hill Mag.
Vu. Quiet 781-7891/

]

$200.00 + util. SF
State H/F employed.
Avail. 12/1 587-6893

$340 Marina remod. 2
rm. yd. util. Realtor
$35 fee 567-5322

./5
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$225 neat straight prof.
woman over 35 will share

,gracious Richmond flat
w/same 421-4346, 381-1683.Hts. 921-6894

$350 inc. util. 4 mo.
sublease charming
GARDEN STUDIO Pac.

#300 Studio, Richmond.
area Garden apt. fee
552-8868

r

$225 4rm. Vict. B.
Vista Park. Own BR,

Mat_new_Lamulry-11/11._
floors. Sunny 626-1743.

050 1 BR:Elev.
Laundry Util. incl.
1029HGeary. 771=7396

Unfurnished
$1.75 small clean studio
south of mark markt.
$5 fee. 775-0730

225 M/F Buena Vista Pk.
2 BR 4rm. Vict. Sunny
Hdwd. flors. View
Laundry,387 -5790.

$360 Pae. Hgts. 3rm.
pool yd. Realtor

$35 fee.
992-1040

.Unfurnished $175, 2 rm.
garage $25 Rent-A-Ren-
tal.
Fee. 863-9840

$225 Sunset m/f nr. GG
Pk./U.C. Hospderans.
5644753

$385 up Nob Hill
Studio Elegant Furn.
Sec bldg. 771-2433

Unfurnished
4185 studio nicely remod.
W/w apts. lrg closets.
Mission/5th St. 957-1207

DR! = dining room
LR si; living room.

Kit = kitchen
Bath = Bathroot
443 = Large

= furnished
appl = appliance
hw = hot water

HOUSING ABBREVIATIONS

H "= Heat

avail = available
incl = including

cpt - carpet
gar = garage
nr = near
remod = remodeled
yd = yard

4, 8

I.

M/F = Male or Female
mo = month
rm = room

, fee =_haVe to pdy
- spac = spacious

vu = view
sgl = single
w/w = wall to wall carpet

"N.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE .

Ihe'following suggested classroom activity/leston plan was

submitted by . Pragmatics in

.This matertal was developed for use in the presentation Of

the idformation in the lesSOn " .Finding a Place to Live

A. Understanding econdmic realities of renting

B. Identifying needs and egpectations for housing

.1. Haw many people to a house

2. How many rooms needed

3. Furnished or unfurnished

C. Recognizing considerations in seeking a place to live

.1. Accessibility to services

2. Ability to pay

a. Utilities

b. Rent

c. Deposits

3. Terms of the lease

A. Introduction

Questions

1, Do people in Laos (Cambodia, ete.) move ( change places of

'residence) very often?

1/4
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1, vety accoring to cost, reliability:and convenience.
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2. How do they find a new place to live? (NOTE: The instructor should
make a list of'the ways for future reference in this lesson.)

3. What do they consider (what things do they think about) when they
look for a new place to-live? (NOTE: The instructor should make a
a list of the things for future reference in this lesson.)

Finding a place to live in the United States is becoming more and

greatly in cost from very cheap plices to very expensive places. The
extremes-the verycheap places and the yell expensive places--are
-probably fairly easy to find. But most people are not interested in the
extremes because the very cheap places are uSually very bad and the very
.expenaive places simply cost too much for most people. Thus, the places
that are in the middle as far as cost is concerned are the most in demand
'and the most.difficult to find.

-

(NOTE: The'instructor should use the answers to the'estion above
concerning "how" anticompare the ways of finding a place to live

-as he explains the following section.)

. There are three comnon ways of finding a place to live. These ways

1. Asking the sponsor or a friend. This way is free and the,:most

reliable. The sponsor or friend will probably make sure that it is a
suitable place to live. However, it would be inconvenient for the
sponsor or friend to spend much time in looking for a place to live.

2. Checking the advertisements in the newspapers. This way is also

free (except for the cost of the newspapersj, but TA very reliable. The

advertisements usually do not indicate truthfully the condition of the
places to live. This way is donvenient in the sense that a person simple
sits and reads, but inconvenient in that he must travel around to look at

the various possibilities.

3. Going to a real estate or housing agent. This way usually involves

paying 11 fee, but is perhaps somewhat mOre reliable than newspapertadvertise-
ments. The man in charge of the agency wants.to find a person to live in
the place, and may be slightly u...cruthful in describing the place. This way
is convenient in that the person looking for a place to live need only visit
those places that may be adequate or suitable for him.

Questions

1. Is it easy or difficult to find a place to live in the United States/.

2. What kind of places are fairly easy to find?

3 . What kind of places are"more difficult to find?
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4. ;What are the three mosl common ways of finding a place to live?
5

5. Are these ways equally advantageous in terms of cost, reliability,
and convenience?

6. Which ways are the"cheapest?

7. Which way is the most reliable?

S. Which way is the most convenient?

B. Understanding egonomic realities of renting

Questions AP

1. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.) do-people usually live in places that ttley
rent or places that they own?

2. Which is better in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) --to rent a place to live
or to own a place to live? Why?

0

3. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), do most people own the places where they
live or do they rent them? Why?

A place to live may be rented or may be bought. Renting means
that a certain amount of money is spent every month with noihing visible
to show for it. Buying means that at the end of a certain period of
time the place to live.belongs to the person living there. Obviously,
buying a place to live is better than renting a place to live.

But buying a place to live involves several conditions that people
who have only recently arrived in the United States may met be able to
meet. For example, most places to live require a down payment and then
the monthly paying.of a mortgage. The down-payment is often 107.'to-157.
of the total cost of the place to live. Recently arrived people often
do not have enough money for the down payment. Furthermore, banks will
usually not give mortgage loans to people they do not know, and they
Certainly.will not know recently arrived people.. Thus, people going
to the United States to live Should first expect to rent a place to live.

They should, at the same time, expect to save a certain amount of
money each month so that they can buy a place to live as quickly as
possible. Saving a certain amount of money each Month - -say, at least
half of the cost of the rent - -Means that the person will fairly soon
have enough money to make the/down payment an a place to live. It also
means that the bank will getito know him and will have a good opinion of
him when he applies for a mortgage loan.

I. Can most recently-arr ved peoplet.buy a place to live immediately

./4
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in the United Sates? Why or why not?

2. Does ever one who works have the opportunity to buy a place to
live, at least in the future?

. What tWo conditions make it diffieult for he newly-arrived
person' to buy a place to live in the United States?

4. How can the newly-arrived person help himself in the buying of
a plaee to live?

5. What will,happen'if the newly-arrived person savei money regularly
to bUy a place to live?

C. Identifying needs and expectations for housing

Quest4tns

1. How many people lived in your house in Laps (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. How many rooms did the house have?

3. Did everyone sleep in the same room, or were there several bedrooms?

4. If there were several bedrooms, howwere the people divided
according to each room(i.e.how slept in which room with whom)?

5. Did you have a lot of furniture in your house in Laos (Cambodia,
etc.)?

When renting a place to live in the United States, a person Must
i

consider (= think about) at least three things: (1) how many people are
to live there; (2) how many rooms there are; (3) whether the place to

\ live is furnished or unfurnished.

1. ' Number of people. In some places in the United States, there
Ere ru es and regulations concerning the number ofpeople that may
ive n one place. The first thing the newly-arrive person must do
s to find out if such rulesand regulations exist whe e he is going
p live and-that they are. If such rules and regulations exist, he
'Mist follow them, of course. If there are no such rules and regulations
4 Must consider the number of people that will live togethervith him.
it is important to remember that in the United States it is not usual
tot a large number of people to live in only one or a few rooms. ,In

genecal, the more people that live in one room, the lower the people /

ate considered to be on the social scale.

2. Number of rooms. The number of rooms that a place to live
as is not important in itself. The important thing is the number o;
edrooms or possible bedrooms that are available for a family. In/the

1 ''')L 4. .15 :. ,
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-United States, in general, there are certain sleeping arrangements that
are accepted as standard and deviationa-from these arrangements are often
indicative of slum-like housing. For example,A single bedroom may be
occupied by (1) parents with a very small child, (2) two to four brothers
or sisters (but not both), n6 matter what the ages, (3) brothers and
sisters, if they are very young, (4) grandparmts Ilith very young
grandchildren. Combinations other than these are not socially acceptable
if the family wants to be considered as not living in slum-like conditions.

The words "possible bedrooms" used above are important here. The person
looking for a place to live should look at all the rooms and consider

,which could be used as bedrooms, even though they" were not originally
intended to be bedrooms. For example, an apartment or house may be
advertised as having two bedrooms with a dining room and living room.
It may be possible f6r the person to use either the dining room or the
living room as a bedroom and thus have three bedrooms if he needs them.
The only rooms that could not be converted to bedrooms are the kitchen
and the bathroom.

Thus, the person looking for a place to live must consider the
number of people that are going to live in that place and decide on
the basis of the sleeping arrangements that are socially acceptable,
how many bedrooms he needs.

3. Furnished or unfurnished. All places that are rented are either
lurnished or unfurnished. In the United States, however, the word
"unfurnished" does not have the same meaning as it does in.Thailind,
for example. In Thailand, "unfurnished" means there is nothing in
the house, but in the United States, "unfurnished" often means there
is nothing but a stove andtefrigerator in'the place. In choosing
between a.furnished and an 6nfurnished place,the newly.rarrived person
must decide what items of furniture he must have and what the possibilities
are of his buying them. In general, furnished places are more expensive
than unfurnished places. .Also,\most Southeast Asians are already
accustomed to sleeping and eatin on the floor (whereas most people in
the United States are not so accus omed), so.an unfurnished place to
live may be better for the newly-arr ved person.

With the monpy he saves by renting unfurnidhed place and by
sleeping and eating on the floor as he is accustomed to doing, the
newly-arrived Southeast Asian can slowly buyNthe furniture that is
usually found in residences in the United StatéS,, Such furniture can
be found at a very cheap price.at several places:NNSalvation Army
Stores, garage or yard sales, used furniture stores,'etc. The newly-
arrived person can then slowly accumulate the needed furniture.

For appearances' sake, the'newly-arrived person should buy living
room furniture first. Most visitors to a home in the United States
enter only the living rodin and perhaps the bathroom, noethe other
rooms. In this gradual process of adapting to life in the United States,
therefore, furnishidg the living room in Western style takes priority

53
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over the furnishing of other rooms.

Questions

1. Should you expect to live in the United States in the same way
that you did in Laos (Cambodia, etc)? Why or why not? -

2. As far as the place to live in concerned, what three things must
the newly-arrived person look for in the place to live?

3. Could it be possible that 10 people sleeping in one room is
illegal in one place but not illegal in another?

4. According to the customs of the United States, which room of the
place to live is the most important? Why?

5. Which room should be furnished first? Why?

D. Recognizing considerations in seeking a place to live

Questions

1. In Laos (Cambodia, efc.), when a person rents a place to live,
does he think about where the market is? the school? the temple?

2. How much does a person who rents a place to live in Laos
(Cambodia, etc.) expect to pay for rent? for utilities?

3. Are there often leases (= contracts) involved in renting a place
to live in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

4. What information do the leases contain?

When a person lookslor a place to live in the United States, there
are three other things he must think about: (1) how close is the place
to live to other important places such as stores, school, etc.; (2) can
he afford not only the rent but other things such as utilities and
deposits; (3) what are the terms of the lease, if there is one?

1. Nearness to services. Many cities in the United States, other
than the very large ones, do not have very good public transportation
systems. Many people have cars, so they do not need to use buses. Since
the newly-arrivetperson will probably not have enough money to buy a
car and since taxis are usually quite expensive, the newly-arrived person
should try to find a place to live that is conveniently located. He or
some member of his family will have to go at least once a day to the
place where he' works, to school, and to stores. Thus, the place to live

should be as near to all these places as possible. If there is public
transportation, the place to live should be near a bus route that reaches.

154
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2. Paying bills. The newly-arrived person must expect to have
to pay certain bills every month. Among these are the rent, of course,
and probably such utilities as electricity, water, gas, and telephone.
The rent varies from place to place, while there are usually standard
utility rates for,a whole city. The newly-arrived person should try
to find a place to live that does not cost more than about 25% to 30%
of his income. As far as utilities are concerned, the basic rules is
that the more a person uses them, the more he pays for them. Thus,

Oe newly-arrived person must be sure to turn off lights and water
when they are not beina used, to use the telephone only when necessary,
etc. In this way, he can keep his utilities bills down (= not \have to
pay much for utilities).

In renting a place to live, there may be some other charge that
are paid only once. These charges are called deposits, of whic1 there

,
may be several kinds. (1) A person may have' to pay one or two 'Months'
rent in advance. This deposit is usually considered to pay for he
last and/or first months' rent. (2) A safety deposit, if there s

one, would be used to pay for any damage the person does to the Place.
If he does no damage, this deposit would probably be returned to him.
(3) A cleaning deposit, if there is one, would cover the cost of
cleaning the place for new occupants if necessary. If the person
keeps the place clean and leaves it clean, this deposit would also
be returned to him.

3. Leases. Very often when a person rents a place to live, he
must sign a lease--a contract or agreement that states the conditions
for renting the place to live. Such an agreement usually states
several things:

a. the length of time that the person is allowed to live in
the place;

b. the amount of money to be paid each month;

c. the date for the payment;

d. the penalty for not paying on time;

e. any deposits that are,required;

f. the conditions under Which the deposits would be forfeited
or returned;

g. the conditions under which the agreement can be broken;

h. the penalty for breaking the agreement under other conditions;
etc.

Obviously, such an agreement is an important piece of paper. The
newly-arrived person must be absolutely sure he understands everything
in the lease before he signs it. If there is anything at all that he
does not understand, he should not sign the lease. Once the lease is

./8
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is signed, he cannot later say that he did not understand what he was

signing.

Questions

1. In finding a place to live, what factors concerning the location
of the place must be considered?

2. Would it be wise to take a taxi to work, to school, etc. every
day? Why or why not?

3. What bills should the newly-arrived person expect'to pay every
month as far as his place to live is concerned?

4: What ig the basic rule about using utilities?

5. How can the newly-arrived person help himself so that his utilities
bills are not very high?

6. Name two kinds of deposits and explain what they mean.

7. Name 5 things that may be stated in a lease.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in-the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Finding a Place to Live

OBJECTIVES:

1. Student can demonstrate ability to judge the appropriate housing
to suit his/her needs and ability to pay.

2. Student can demonstrate appropriate steps in locating housing.

UNIT 1

A. Economic realities of renting.

1. Housing in expensive.

2. Rent should be no more than 33% of take home pay.

3. Amount of fent can be based on:

a. Neighborhood.

b. Age ofthe building.

c. Amenities available.

B. Select appropriate size housing.

1. There are limitations on number of people per unit.

2. Size of housing needed is determined as follows:

a. Husband and wife should share a bedroom.

b. Two to three small children of different sexes can
share a bedroom.

c. Older children (say over 12 years of age) of different
sexes should not share bedrooms.

3. Type of housing.

a. Rooming house-7renter share common kitchen and bath
facilities.

b. Apartments--several or many families occupy one building.
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c. Flats--each family has a separate entrance or address in
a building where there are one or two units per story.

d. Houses--a single family ocbupies a separate building.
0

e. Trailers-La mobile single housing unit.

4. Furnished or unfurnished.

a. Furnished housing costs more.

b. The main advantage of furnished housing is not having to
buy everything all at once.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

UNIT I

Have the students list the sex 'and age of family members that will
be living with them and then decide how many rooms they will need.

Put up sample floor plans on the board and ask different students
if it is suitable fbr their needs; why and why not.

UNIT 2

Objective: The student can demonstrate the appropriate ways to find
housing.

A. Considerations in finding housing.

1. Determine the type of housing wanted/needed.

2. Determine the area where one wants to live.

a. Near work.

b. Close to shopping.

c. Close 6 school for children.

3. Determine the amount of rent one is capable of paying.

4. Know the number of bedrooms needed.

B. Ways of locating housing.

I. Check with sponsor or employer.

2. Want ads.

a. Newspaper.

b. Supermarkets.

c. Bulletin boards.

3. Through a real estate agent.
(Normally more exliensive because they bharg a commision.)

1 f5c3 . 3
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C. Always check over the housing carefully before renting.

1. Does it have the right number of rooms.

2. Is the equipment in proper functional order.

3. Check security.

a. Does it have good locks.

b. Is it easily accessible from the ground floor.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

411 Have the students go over some sample ads and explain whether each
of one the ads would suit their needs, i.e.

1. Does it have the right number of bedrooms?

2. Can they afford the rent?

3. Is it near transportation or shopping?



HOUSING

Waste and Garbage Disposal

Purpose: Introduce waste and garbage disposal in America.

A. Trash Disposal in the Home

1. Separating trash

2. Wrapping trash or using a disposal

3. Using drains and sinks

4. Separating throwaways from returnables

B. The Bathroom and Toilet

1. Flushables

2. Diapers and their disposal

3. Feminine napkins and their' disposal

C. Trash Outside the Home

1. Garbage pickups

2. Restrictions on burning trash

3. Cleaning up around the house

4. Littering

Page 12
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRiCULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

12.1

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was degeloped for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 29

Responsibilities

u Tenant/Landl,rd

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Food and Housing--Lesson 8

Activity: Renting a house or apartment

Ob ective: Learners can tell if they violate or do not violate the
terms of a given rental agreement.

Preparation: Day One - Bring sample rental agreement (a copy for
each learner). Bring pictures relating to rental
agreement. Bring newsprint and felt pens. Either
collect rental agreements at the end of class or ask
learners to bring their copy for tomorrow's class.

Day Two - Bring sample rental agreements or ask
learners to produce their copy. Bring pictures relating
to rental agreement. BLing enough GO and STOP signs
for each group.

Procedures: PART ONE - DAY ONE

1. Divide the learners into groups. Choose a literate member for
each group. Give each group newsprint and a felt pen.

2. Tell learners_to imagine that they are going to leave the village ,

for a year. Someone else will live in their house. Ask the
learners to list what they will ask the person who will live
in their house to do. What will be-the responsibilities
of the person who will stay in the house? What should,he/she
do? What shouldn't he/she do? (AlloW 10 minutes).

3. Ask the learners to report the list. Discuss why they made
their suggestions. (Allow 10 minutes)

4. Ask learners to remember the story of Mr. Blue and Mrs. Pink.
Ask:

1
When the arrived in America, what kind of housing

arrangements did they have? What did they live in? What is
the difference between a house an aPartment? Who found the
apartment? Did they buy or rent it? What does it mean to
rent an apartment? How much did they pay each month? (Allow
10 minutes)

. 2
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Explain that in America many people rent apartments. Like
Mr: Blue and Mrs. Pink, tell them that they will probably
retlt an apartment, too. Explain that when someone_rents
an apartment, he/she signs a rental agreement. A rental
agreement is an agreement with the owner of the apartment.
YoU agree to pay money in exchange for livini; in the apartment.
Youi agree to accept-certain responsibilities and the owner
agrees to accept certain responsibilities. All of the
responsibilities- are stated (written) in the agreement. In

the beginning, when you arrive, the sponsor will sign the
agreement. But you must follow the rules of the agteement.
Ask the following questions:

a. ".What will you probably live in when you arrive in America?
b, ,Who will find the apartment for you?
c. ,What did the sponso+ sign?
d. What is a rental agreement?
e. What will you have to follow?

(Allow 10 minutes)

6. Show sample Renter's Agreement. Read it. Read one section

at a time. Ask interpreter to hold UD a picture relating to
the section you are reading. After each section, ask the
following questions:
Section 1. (Ask each learner who answers to show (use) the
pictOre).

a. When is tho rent payable? (Learners answers using the/
picture).

b. Who pays phe rent?
c. What else do you pay when you rent?
d. Will the security deposit be returned?
e. Who do you give it to?
f. What happens if you leave the apartment before the agreement

endZ.

Section 2.

a. Who must clean the apartpent?
b. Who disposes of the trash? How d,o you do it?

c. What shouldn't you put down the sink? down the toilet?

d. Who repairs the toilet? the sink? the electrical wires?
e. Under'what conditions wouldn't the company pay for repairs?
f. Are animals allowed in the apartment?

Section 3.

a. Who is responsible for the behavior of the children?
b, Will other people be living near you? What must yoU respect?-

c. What is a reasonable time to tilrn off or turn down the
radio or TV?

162 .13
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Activity: Renting with Regards to Housing

Section 4.

a. Can you invite many people to live in your apartment?
b. Who must agree to accept others to live in your apartment?
c. For how long can you invite people to stay in your

apartment?

Section 5.

a. Should you smoke in bed?
b. Who cleans the carpets? When?
c. Who pays for serious damage done to the apartment?

-
d. Who pays for normal damage?

Section 6.

a. Who pays for the electricity? the telephone?
b. Who pays for the heat; Water? Garbage-collection?

Section 7.

a. How many days notice must you give if you want to leave
the apartmen0-

b. How must the notice be given?
c. What happens if you leave without giving notice?

Section 8. e(

a. Who do you call if you have a problem?
b. Which place do you call if you need repairs?

Ask: What must you do if /'(:)u agree o the terms of the Renter's
Agreement? Remember to tell learner that this is only a sample
agreement. Not all agreements are 1 ke this one. Some are -

different. But they must be aware cf the terms of whatever
their particular agreement is.

W, They Should not sign any agreement
everything in agreement.

ntil they understand

8. If time, show pictures relating to Renter's Agreement. Ask
different learners to come up and explain pictures.

PART TWO - DAY TWO

1. Ask: what did we talk about yes erday? Allow many learners
to participate. Show Renter's A reement; asle. What is this?
Pass out their copies OT ask theft: to produce them. (Allow
5-10. minutes)
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e.

2. Show pictures relating to Renter's Agreement. Ask different
learners to come up and*eXplain each picture. After they
have explained,the picture for Seation 1., then read Section
1. from the Renter's Agreement. 'Continuethis activity
until.you have reviewed the agreement. (Allow 20-30 minutes).

3. Divide the learners into groUPS. .Give each group a STOP and
GQ In front of the class hang" up the pictures relating
_to Renter's A reemetn.

4. Tell,the arners that you are going to read a situation. If

the situatlon violates the Renter's Agreement, they must hold
up a STOP sign.. If the situation does not violate the
agreement,.tHey ghould hold up a GO sign. After whatever
sign.they hold up, ask a learner to come to the.front Of the
room. Ask,him/her-to point to the picture that relates to the
situation you have just read. Also ask the learner or others
to explain why the situation violates or does not violate the
Renfer's Agreement. Begin by reading the following situations,'
one at a time:

a. Today is the 10th day of the month. You haven't paid
this month's rent.
It is 10 P.M. The radio is on. Noll are listening to music
The company does not want to pay for repairs.for the toilet
You received a water bill. You do not pay it. -

The carpets arewery dirty when you arrtve in your new
apartment. ,
You.have'a beautiful little dog in your apartment.
You and your family do not want to clean the apartment.
You move to another apartment. You gave 30-days written
notice.
Your wife burned the floor with a fire. You' must pay.

You refuse.
The children br6ke a window. The company sends you a
repair bill.
You put empty cans and bad food in the trash basket.
Fifteen people are living in your apartment.
.The electricLty.is not working. You call the Maintenance
Department.

, ,

You received a/telephone bill. You do.not pay it.
A friend is sfaying two days at your apartment.
It is 12 P.N. you have many ,friends over, making a lot of *;

noise.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.

j.

k.

1.

m.

n.

o.

P.

An electric bulb has burnt out.
change it.
You-have been in the apartment a
dirty. They need painting. fou
it. -

Plaster-is falling from the walls
There are rats in the apartmer

You want the company to

year. The walls are
call the co6pany to do

4
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(Sample)

ACME,RENTAL COMPANY
Renter's Agreement

1. Rent is payable'on the first of each-month.
Rent is paid *advance.
A security deposit equal to one month's rent must b e paid in
the beginning.
The security deposit will be returned when renter leaves
provided renter does pot break the agreement, or damage
property.

2. The renter is responsible to keep the apartment clean.
Trash must be disposed of properly.
No 'oil or solid foods may be put down the sink.
The company will make repairs of toilets and?sinks-unless
misused.
No pets.(animals) are allowed id the apartment.

3.. The x:enter is responsible for the control of his/her children.
The renter must not make4loud noises and must respect quiet
hours after 11 p:m.

4.. The apartment is rented only to the number of people
speciiied * the agreement.
The company must agree to accept any other people living in
apartment. Occasional overnight guests are welcome to
stay.

The company asks renters not to smoke in bed.
The company will clean carpets before renter occupies the
apartment.

The renter will pay for damages done on or in the apartment.
Normal wear and tear of apartment is not considered damage.

6. The renter must pay electric and telephone bills.
The company pays heat, water, and garbage-collection bills.

7. The renter must give 30-days notice in writing before moving
from the apartment.

8. If renter has a problem or question,-helshe should telephone?
Business Office: 877-3547.

If you agree to the terms of this Renter's Agreement, please sign
below and return one copy to the renting agent. Thank you.

Date
1. 5

Signature
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE.

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Tenant/Landlord'Responsi-
/

bilities

OBJECTIVE: Studentslwill be able to describe common responsibilities
of both /tenant and landlord.

UNIT 1

A. Responsibilities of the tenant.

1. Paying reht on time.
--A penal y is often imposed when, the rent is paid late.'

2. Keeping t e house clean.
/

3. Keepingt/heiri immediately around the house clean.

1

a. Do n t litter the yard.

b. Do ndt leave things in common hallways.

c. If th re is a yard, keep the yard mowed and the lawn
trimm d.

4. Always as1 for permission before making any alterations
or repairs,,

5. Respect the rights of the neighbors.'

a. Privacy\.\

- -Do not\read other people's mail.

b. Keep the hoise level &can. Neighbors should not be
able to he7 what's going on.

c. Respect other people's Property rights. No trepassing.
- -Children Wlould play in a public park or in their
own yard.1 Unless specifically invited they should
not be in the neighbor's yard.

6. Tenants must replce light,bulbs.

' 7. Tenants must comp1r with city ordinances and state and
national laws.

B. Responsibilities of the landlord.

1 1. Landlords are.genera ly required to provide maintenance
serVices for:

./2
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1. Landlords are generally required to provide maintenance
services for:

a. ,Plumbing.

b. Heating and cooling systems.

c. Exterior property care such as walls or roofs.
--In housing with yards, it is frequently the respon-

sibility of the tenant to maintain the yard.

2. Landlord frequently enforce rules regarding:

a. arking.

b. Garbage disposal.

c. lite of special facilities.

d. Peace and quiet of the residence area.

C. Other rules that may be encountered by fenters.

1. Some buildings will not.rent to people with children.

2. Some buildings do not Permit pets.

3. Nothing may be hung outside, such as laundry.

Garbage cans can only be left out on garbage Pick up
days only.

5. No television antennas may be installedon the outside.

UNIT 2

A. A lease is a legal contract; an agreement between the landlord
and the tenant.

1. NeVer sign any legal documents unless you understands
ail the terms of the contract.

a. Always sign with your full name, not just your first name.

2. If you doet understand#any part of'the lease, have someone
explain it to you.

B. Not all leases are the same. Items included vary from contract
to contract.

1. Full name of the tenant,

.2. Address of the property belng rented.

3. Length of the lease: 6 months, 1 year, etc.

4. Amount of the rent.

a. Rent may or may not include utilities.

b. Often it does not include the telephone.

167 ,i3
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5. Security deposit--an amount held by the landlord to cover
damages that may be incurred by the tenants.

a. The amount of deposit will vary from place to place.
Some landlords will want a full month, some only a
portion of a month's rent.

b. In some instances, the landlord will permit a tenant to
use the security deposit as part or all of the last month's
rent.

c. In some states, landlords are required to deposit the
security deposit in an interest bearing account. When
the tenant moves, the landlord is obligated to return
the deposit with inter7t if there was no .damage:

d. If a landlord wants to withhold a part or all of the
deposit for damages,,the tenant can ask for a written
list of damages claimed.

6. Number of persons allowed in the unit. Normally limited to
members of the family (husband, wife and children)

7. Termination clause indicates when a lease will expire.

8. Some contracts will also indicate under what terms the
landlord will renew a contract.

a. It will indicate whether the rent will be raised or it
will remain the same.

b. It will indicate the length of the new contract, month
to month, six months, etc.

e. It will indicate whether the landlord will do any
redecorating or refurnishing.

9. A co-signer will frequently be requited.
--A co-signer is someone who will be held responsible if the

tenant fails to pay the rent or damage the unit.

10. Breaking the lease. When a person wants to move out before
the completion of the lease, one must break the lease. The
lease normally contains the following:

a. The number of days of notice one must give to the landlOrd.

b. The penalty one must pay. This may be one or two months
rent.

c. Some may allow a tenant to sublet. Subletting means
that tenant can rent to someone else to complete the
contract. SOme landlords strictly forbid the use of
subletting.

11. Moving out.

,a. The place should be throughly cleaned and'all garbage
disposed of.

b. If nails or holes have been put into the walls, they
should be removed and the holes filled in.

Lds
./4
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c. Put everything back the way the landlord had it.

d. Notify the landlord (according to the-contract) of
your move-out date.

e. Do a walk through with the landlord to see if he
plands to claim any damages. This way you could
avoid paying damages and fix it up yourself.

f. Turn in all keys to the landlord.

Teaching Methodology

Role Play

The teacher or a volunteer should play the role of the landlord and
the student as the prospective tenant. The objective of the role ,

play is to show the students what the'house hunting process is like.

I. Stress the fact that they will not always have an interpreter,
so they should do as much as possible in English, by using written
messages, their hands, or simply pantomime. They should try to
get their message across and not rely on an interpreter.

2. The following points should be covered.

a. House hunting.

1. How many bedrooms are there?

2. How many are . in the family?

3. How many rooms are needed?

4. Is the unit near school or shopping?

5. Does the tenant have a steady source of income?

6. Does he have a co-signer?

7. Is the unit furnished or unfurnished?

8. Does the rent include utilities?

b. 7he lease.

1. How much is the rent?

2. How much is the security deposit?

3. How long is the lease?

4. How much notice does one have to give if the tenant
decides to move out early?

5. What are the renewal terms? Can the unit be sublet?

1 3
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UNIT 1

Insert Page 12:11

Objective: Students can understand ways to dispose of garbage in
the U.S.

A. Waste Disposal.

1. In most urban areas, garbage is picked up by city authorities
on specified days.

2. In some urban and rural areas, garbage collection is by
private agency. You may have to pay for this service.

3. All garbage placed outside the home for collectionimust
be, in covered cans, or wrapped up in plastic bags.

a. Garbage should only be placed outside on the collection
day.

b. Keep lids on'all outdoor garbage cans, so that animals
won't get into them.

4. Many apartment buildings have garbage chutes or other means
to dispose of your garbage. Check with your landlord.

5. All garbage inside the home should be wrapped and covered.
Garbage should not be burned either in or outside of
the home.

1 I
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HOUSING

Tenant/Landlord Responsibilities

Purpose: Acquaint the student with common responsibilities of both
tenant and landlord.

A. Responsibilities of the Tenant

1. Paying on time (and related penalties such as late fees)

2. Keeping housing clean (inside/outside)

3. Damage deposits and responsibilities

4. Following the rules concerning the nUmbèr of occupants
per housing unit

5. Giving notice before moving

6. Asking permission before making alterations or repairs

7. Respecting neighbprs' rights

a. Privacy

b. Noise and quiet times

c. Trespassing

B. Responsibilities of the Landlord

1. Providing for general maintenance

a. Plumbing

b. Heating and cooling

c. Exterior property care

2. Enforcing rules (such as parking, use of facilities)

1 71
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 30 0, Waste and Garbage

Disposal

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in

International Living, and World Education

411 Activity: WASTE and GARBAGE--Where it comes from; Where it goes

Objective: The learners can identify ordinary waste and garbage

disposal systems in village, camp, and USA.

Materials: Part I: Pictures, small bags, large trash bag or can

Part II: Small toilet or picture of Western toilet

Part III: Brainstorm list, scale-model house, newsprint,

felt pens, rods

Part IV:

Procedure:

Part I: 1) Open the lesson by choosing among one of the options

to start the lesson:

FHOICE A: Give each student a small plastic bag and ask

them to go outside and pickup some trash (if

small bags are not available just have learners '

pickup some trash in their hands).
vk

CHOICE B: Throw some trash out onto the floor in the

middle of the classroom for an 'attention getter.

CHOICE C: Bring some pictures of garbage and waste to .

show your class.

If you are using Choice A or Choice B, then have your

students put all the collected trash in a large trash bag.

2) Lead a discussion with questions like,

Why is there trash in the camp?
Where should we put this bag of trash?
What kinds of things do people put in trash care

What will happen to the trash after it is put in the

trash can? What will happen next?
What would happen if there were no trash cans iu the

camp?
How do you feel when there is a lot of garbage around

the classroom?
What do you do with garbage.in the classroom?

in your house? 4

172
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Part II: 3) Show your learners a model toilet (or draw a picture
of one on the board and ask your learners to identify
the.picture).
Lead a discussion about toilets and waste,

What happens to the sewage in the camp?
Have you seen the large trucks in the camp? 'Wbat

is their function?
What would happen if there were no toilets in the

camp?

What would happen if the COEER trucks did not
pump out the collected waste?

Where you lived before was there a septic tank?
a public sewage system?

Are there places where it is not approprite for
personal reiievement of human waste?

Part III: 4) Present the following list (perhaps brainstorm more
items with other teachers in your training group)

egg shells waste paper
banana, orange peels old boxes
soft drink bottles urine, feces
beer bottles old clothes

1\ can or buttle tops dirty diapers
old tires used cooking oil
left-over food old newspaper
old furniture grass cuttings

This is the list of items that might be considered
garbage or waste by some people. If your students
cannot read well, the list should have picture as
well as words (or the list should be prepared in the
learners first language). Ask your learners to look
at the list and to think about life in
Lead a discussion about the list. Include these
questions, and others you find appropriate:

Which of these things can be used again? How
can they be used?

Which of these things must be disposed of (thrown
away)?

How are each of these disposed of in
What is done in the camp?
Of the things which must be disposed of, what weuld

happen if they were left alone?
What are, the dangers of not disposing of garbage -

and waste?
How is the situation different-in a small village,
Where there are only a few people, and the camp,
Where there are many people?
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5) Present the scale-model American-style house. The
house should include: kitchen furniture and.cabinets,
bathroom furniture and toilet, waste baskets, and
trash cans outside the house. If you do not have
scale-model trash cans, you can use small plastic
film cans, small plastic medicine bottles, or small
paper cups.

Briefly and clearly explain the different places in
ap American house where waste or trash is disposed
'of, including: -waste basket under the sink or some
where in the kitchen; waste basket in the bathroom;
toilet.

Explain what happens to waste after it is put in each
of these places. Explain about garbage cans outside
the house. Also point out some houses have garbage
disposals. Make sure all learners can see the model
house.
Ask questions like,

After the waste baskets are full, where does the
trash go?

After the trash pickup takes the trash away,
where does it go?

At this point you might explain that
pickup service in many areas (eithgr
or both) and there is a varying cost
that burning trash is not allowed in

there is trash
private, public,
involved. Also,
most places.

6) Divide the learners into groups. Pass,out newsprint
and felt pens (or use rods on top of newsprint on the
floor). Ask the learners to draw or construct an
American style house. Help everyone get started.

,
7) Ask the learners to look at the list again.

Next to the house they should-draw or write some of
the waste and garbage items from the list.
Give help where needed.

8) Ask the learners to draw arrows from each waste or
garbage item to the place in the American house where
it should go. Help anyone who has trouble getting
started. Be sure your teacher aide has made.the
instructions clear.

9) Ask all groups to report. Of there are any mistakev
ask other learners to help. Say, "Some things are

"correct here, but some things are not correct. Can
you show which is not correct?" Then let the lirst
learner make the correction, according to the advice
of his friend.

.14
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PART IV: Decide upon effective ways to present each of these
situations:

A) Several friends (Bill, Mary, John, Sue, Larry) are
driving to school in Bill's car. Some of them are
eating their breakfast in the car. Sue rolls down
the window of the car and throws her paper wrappers
and leftover food onto the road.

\

I
Would this happen where you came from?

'Would this be okay?
Do you know what littering is?

B) Mr. , Mrs. , and their child-
arelnewly arrived refugees. Their sponsors Mr. & Mrs.
Jones plan to leave town for two days and ask the

faVmily. to stay in their house while they
are gone. The Jones have a garbage disposal in
their kitchen sink. Mrs. is not familiar
with the garbage disposal so she puts in bottle
tops, a plastic cup, a spoon and accidently flips
the switch on withbut running the water.

What would You say if you were the sponsor when
. you returned?

What kinds-of things should you put into the
garbage disposal?

C) Mr. planned a big family gathering at his home.
fiehad many of his relatives over for a picnic on
Wednesday evening. It was very late when his guests
left and Mr. was very tired. 'Thursday morning
was the trash pickup day in his neighborhood, so he
put the trash & garbage in front of his house, but
not in large trash bags or cans. It was a windy niglit

and the trash flew into his neighbor yard.

What will he do in the morning?
What could Mr. ---- have done to avoid this

situation?
If you were his neighbor how woUld you react?

D) Sam and Diane will be going on a two week vacation.
They had chicken and corn on the cob for dinner the
night befoie they left. When they cleaned up the
kitchen that night they threw the chicken bones and
corn cobs into the kitchen waste basket. They were
in a rush the next morning to leave and did not take
out the trash.

What will happen?
How could this be avoided?
What will Sam and Diane have to do when they return?
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The following suggested-classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in, Thailand

This material was developed for use in-the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Waste and Garbage Disposal

11

A. Introduction

Questionfi

1. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), yhat did you do with the parts of .

vegetables, for example,,that were not used in cooking or for food?

. What did you do with leftover fooa that could npt be edien?

3. What did you do with household utensils (for example, dishes, pans,
etc.) thai were broken and could not be use: any longer?

4. Did you have a special place to throw away unusable things? Wher:),
\ 'ki

i 5. Did you have special containers in which to put
v
garbage and trash?

The United States-is p very large country made'up of 50 states.
Many laws differ from one staie tq another. However, all states probably
have rules and regulatione concerning trash aud garbage. In some areas

.,of large cities in the United States, trash and garbage are thrown
anywhere--inside as well ap outside thebeuilding in which the people live.
However, for most of the United States, the people are quite careful
about getting rid of trash and garbage. Most people in the,United States
are very conscious of smel. s, especially badlsmelle. For this reason,
they buY a lot Of things euCh as deodorants, etc. But they.are also
very consCiemd-of smells in the housein their own homes and in the
homes of other people. Therefore, newly-arrived people must be aware of
how to take care of their trash and garbage.

_J

Questions

1. Are there laws about trash and garbage that are the same for all
people in the United States?

2. :Dees each state in the United States have law% about trash and
garbage?

176 7 .12
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3.
/

If yOu'went to know/what the laWs about trash and garba e are
where you live in'the United States, what must you do?

4. What is one thing that bothers mast people in the Uni ed States?

5. How can you avoid having bad smells in your home,in he United
States?

B. Trash disposal in the home.

- Questions

1. Did some people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) ever keep their trash or
garbage in the home?...

2. What would you tilink of such people?

3. Would you like to visit their homes?

4. What happens when'trash and garbageare kept in the home?
(answer: bad smell, but also bugs stmt.; as cockroaches and Tice,
etc.)

i

r

1

In the United States, there re many was of taking-care of trash
and garbage in the home. The rules and reg lations concerning the

ldisposal of trash-and garbage differ, som imeet s greatly, from one
place to another.' In fact, sometimes the p ople who collect the trash
and garbage have different rules from one agency to another. In this
lesson, there is time only to Indicate some of the possible iules and
regulations involving trash and garbage and; to present some suggestions
that the newly-ar ived person can follow no: matter where he lives in
the United States.

Separaxing trash. Trash may be disposed of In several ways
in the United States, so it is a good idea, first of all, to separate
the trash that accumulates in the home. Th this way, the trash can
be disposed of in the most dppropri'ate way.

The first level ofseparation, which is the most obvious one, is
the separation'of food and non-fOod trash and garbage. Food garbage
include at least leftover food that cannot be eaten and the parts of
vegetables, etc., that cannot be eaten. Non-food trash and garbage
includes such things as-broken dishes, cans, bottles, paper, etc. In

a few places, especially in small towns, there is no need to separate
these kinds of garbage, but in most places, the garbage collectors, if
not the rules and regulations of 'the place, require that they be
eJparated. .
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2.r1Uiing drains arid sinks. In general, nothing should be disiosed
of in1he eimk. Even little-things, such as grains of rice--and
especially grains of rice--will get stuck in the drain and become
clogged so that not-even water will go through. In the bathroom, hair
willrclog the dralm'Arery quickly, so it:should not be flushed down the

" drain, either.

3. Wrapping trash and using a disposal. Food garbage should be
wrapped and.put'intea covered container until It is removed from the
kitchen. If the kitchen sink contains a disposal unit, however, a
.second separation of garbage is possible.

.,

A disposal unit is-an appliance that.chews up food waste.into
small pieces K.that it cah be flushed down the drain with no danger
of the drain becoming clogged. Thus, il there is a,disposal unit, the

1111
food garbage can separated into those things that can be put ough ..

the disposal unit and those things that cannot. Among the t s that,
cannot be put into the disposal unit are such things as bones and ,

dertain-kinds (but only a fe4 kinds) of vegetables. The newly-arrived'
person who has a disposal unit should find out exactly everything that
cannot be pui through the disposal unit. These things should be wrapped
and put into the covered garbage can in the kitchtn and then taken

.

outside to the larger garbage can.
I

4. Throw-aways and returnables. The final step in the separation
of trash vind garbage concerns'the non-food trash. In this kind of
trash, there are twotmajor kinds:. that which cannot be used again at
all and that which m4t have some value. Some bottles, for example,
may be returned to the store because a deposit has been paid on them.
such bottles should be separated from those that cannot be used%again
at all. Some kinds of cans may be recycled (that is, taken

0 certain place and:made into something else). Those that can
recycled should be separated from phose that cannot. In some Olaces,
used paper can also be recyclgd.

. Is.

In general, with non-food trash and garbage, the newly-arrived
person should'find'out, from his or from his neighbors, how trash and
garbage are handled in the area in which he lives and what things in
the trash and garbage may have further uses.

Questions

.-
1. Is all garbage and trash usually disposed of in just one way in

the, United States?
. .

.

2. What are the tWo main kinds of trash and garbage?

3. Must eieryone in the United States dispose of garbage iri the
same way?

1 7 . 4
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4. What is the best way of finding out what to do with trash and
garbage in the area where you will be living in the United States?

5. What is the first general step in the dispoSing of trash and
garbage?

6. Are foOd and non-food garbage dis-Posed of in the same way?

7. How is food garbage disposed of usually?

8. Why should food garbage be wrapped and put into a covered container?
(answer: avoid smells and insects, etc.)

9. Is all trash and garbage useless?

10. Give two examples of trash and garbage that may be useful.

C. Trash outside the home.

Questions

1. ,In Laos (Cambodia, etc.4--, who was responsible for keeping the area
Hiround the house clean?

'2. Were there large containers to put trash and garbage in?

3. Were trash and garbage collected_regularly? How often?

4. Who collected it?

5. Could pople in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)\burn their trash and garbage?

6. If so, where did they burn it?

.If a person lives in a house in the Unite4 States, he is responsible
for keeping the area around the house clean. got everyone in the United

Statei--keepa the area around'ilis houie clean. Some peopte- let trash4nd

garbage accumulate. But such4eople are often looked down upon bYother
people.- gometimes there are laws concerning keeping the area around the
house clean, so the newly-arrived-person must find out from.his spbnsor
Or his neighbors,if there are any such laws and what they are.

People living-in apartments usually do not have to do anything

liutsidethe apartment building. They usually do have to take care of

the area outside their own apartments. Again, there are people who do

not take care of the are&outside their apartments, and again these
people.are looked down upon.

In general, there are two things that apply almost everywhere _in
the Dnited States, eXcept perhaps for verY small towns. These things----
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concern the collection and burning of garbage
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1. The collection of garbage. Almoet ali places in the United
States have a system of garbage collection. This system may be
operated by the government of the place or\by a private company. In
either case, the responsibilities bf a person are probably the same.
First of all, garbage to be collected is usually kept in a large
covered container. Now it is usual to put a large plastic bag inside
the container., This bag helps keep the container clean and is easy
to take to the edge of the road to be picked Op by the garbage truck.
Second, many garbage collection agencies--whether government or
privately operated--require that garbage be separated into different
kinds. The newly-arrived person should find out from his sponsor or
from his neighbors.what the requirements are in his neighborhood.

2.- The burninga of trash and gárbagV. In many places, and
especially in large cities, the lawjorbids anyone to burn trash or

-sarbage-in the area of his home. The best thing to do is not to
burn anything outside the home. Again, the newly=-arklved person can
find out from his sponsor or his neighbors=if things such as fallen
eaves can be burned.

Questions.

1. Does everyone in the United States keep the area around his home
clean?

2. )If a person in the United States do not keep the area around his
home clean, what do other people usually think of him?

0 3. Whf should trash and garbage be kept in closed containers outside
the home?

4. Is it absolutely necessary to use a large plastic bag inside the
gafbage can outside the home?

5. What are two advantages in putting a large plastic bag into the
garbage can?

6. Is the turning of trash and garbage prohibited everywhere is the
United States?

7. What is the best way of finding out the right ways of handling
trash and garbage in the place where you will live in the United
States?

D.- The bathroom and toilet

As explained already, nothing should be flushed down the drain

SO ./6
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of the bathroom sink--and the
In both cases, things even as
to clog up. Uncrogging these
is quite difficult and may be

-6-

drain of the bathtub also--but water.
small as human hair will cause the drain
drains, especially the bathtub drain,
very expensive also.

The important thing to remember about using a toilet is that only
human waste and toilet paper may be put into it. Nothing else--not

even things such as Kleenex tissue or cigarette butts--may be flushed

down the toilet.--
Such things as disposabre diapers and feminine napkine must never

be flushed down the toilet: TheKshould be put into plastic bags and
then put into a closed container. This container should be emptied
regularly into the large garbage can outside the house.

151
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EMPLOYMENT

American Attitudes Toward Work

Purpose: Introduce American attitudes toward work.

A. Considering Reali'stic Expectations: Success through Upward Mobility

1. Taking entry level jobs

2. Getting higher paying jobs

B. Finding Jobs

1. Sponsors

2. Friends

3. Employment agencies

C. Considering the Concept: "Time is MOney"

1. Hourly pay rates

2. Time use and time waste

D. Separating Work Time from Leisure Time

1. Intensity of work time

2. Need for relaxation
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the in Lesson 15 u American

Attit es Toward Work

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

A. Realistic expectation: success through upward mobility

1. Taking entry-levei jobs--how some Americans feel

a. Refugees should be satisfied to take any job--an
entry-level job, then work their way to a better
job by building a good work record

b. Everyone who is able should work. Those who do not
work and depend on the government are a burden on
society.

c. Anyone who starts from "the bottom" and works his/
her way to success is a hero

d. Many refugees expect too much from America--these are
difficult economic times

e. Minority groups and others fear that refug'ees will
take their jobs (opinion of some)

f. Not all Amer:'2ans hold the above opinions--you will
meet--.J.1 kinds of characters

2. Getting higher paying jobs--how many Americans feel

a. An employer wants to see a good work record before
hiring anyone for a good job

b. Anyone who builds a good work record at an entry-level
job will be rewarded by pay increases, promotion, or
ihe chance for a better job

c. This is how most people become successful.in America--
they climb the "ladder of success"

B. Finding jobs

1. Sponsors

a.' Usually, your sponsor or sponsoring agency will expect
you to work, and will help-you find a job

'b. Sometimes a program of work and qtudy can be arranged.
. You can work part of the day, and study ESL/CO3,or learn

a work-related skill, during another part of the day

3
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c. You must help your si)onsor or sponsoring agency by
showing a willingness to accept work, and a readiness
to provide employment information

2. Friends

a. When one refugee does a good job, an employer is often
willing to hire another

b. You can help others who follow you by building a good
work recora wherever you work

3. Employment agencies

a. Sometimes the state or local government, or private
agencies, have job4inding services. Ask your
sponsoring agency

b. Any MAA in your area may be able to help you find a
job (More about MAA!s later)

Considering the concept: "time is money"

1. Hourly pay rates--how many Americans feel

a. A full week is 40 hours, 8 hours per day for 5 days
b. Everyone should work hard for their pay, but not

too hard
c. An employee should receive overtime pay for anything

over 40 hours

2. Time use and time waste--how most Americans feel

a. Wagting time is the same as wasting money
b. Working timemoney-making time--takes priority over

almost any social engagement
c. One should keep busy, or at least look busy, during

working time
d. Talking and joking a lot, reading the newspaper, eating

doughnuts with coffee, talking to friends on the
phone, staying out to lunch too long; these are conimon
ways to "waste time" during working hours

D. Separating work time from leisure time

1. Intensity of work time--common attitudes

a. Friendship on the job and the job itself are both
important7-but the work itself comes'fiw

b. On the job, you should think of yourself, "look out
for number one", before considering your coworkers

c. Only a fool would refdse to take-breaks during working
hours, but too many breaks will get you into trouble'
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2. Need for relaxation--how many AMericans feel

a. Everyone waits for the weekend; Monday is, a bad
day, Friday is a good day

d. You might see your co-workers after hours, but it's
not necessary. Some of them you may not want to
see. Some Americans socialize withco-workers, some
do not

It is not good to bring your work home, neither
things to do nor worries

d. Anyone who seems sluggish or bored with their work
probably "needs a vacation"
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 15 n American Attitudes

Toward Work it

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

IIIPurpose: Introduce Aarican attitudes toward work

Objective: Given a presentation of common American attitudes
toward work, learners can point out similarities and
differences between those and their own attitudes

Preparation: Study the content in the outline. Find information
about points you are unsure about. You can check
with the information in the CAL publication EMPLOY-
MENT.
In your training group, decide upon an effective
way-to present the content. Discuss which activi-
ties will help the learners reach the objective.

Suggested Activities: (Select or adapt as appropriate)

1. Present the content in the manner decided by your training
group.

2. Ask several learners ahgpt their friends and relatives in the

USA. How do Americans feel about refugees working in the USA?

How do they feel about those who do not work?
As a group, compare the information the learners have already
with the information in the outline.

3. Find some volunteers to role play ordinary Americans.1 Students

or teachers can act as newspaper or TV reporters. Ask the

ordinary Americans their,opinions about refugees working in

America.

4. Prepare some problem situations, or case studies of cross-
cultural incidents, whichlelate to attitudes toward work.
These should be real or fictional incidents with possible
.conflicts in attitudes.
Role play the situations and ask the learners what they might

do in.the same situation. Here are some ideas to get your

thinking started:

a. Bot wants to be an electrician. A friend of the sponsor

offers him a job as a janitor. 1
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b. Lek did not expect to work in America. She has always
stayed,home to takecare of the house and children.
Now she finds many people expect her to work. She is
not sure what she can do.

c. Pom has worked'as a house painter for six months. He
wants to be an auto mechanic. He is becoming impatient.

d. Nut cannot understand why the people at work seem unfriendly.
They do not talk much, and no one seems to enjoy joking
and laughing. She wants to find a job where there is
more fun.

e. Waow's cousin arrives from another state. Waow decides
she will not work for the next two days:

5. Prepare the open-ended Story "Two Lives in America" from World
Education's Open-Ended Story. Skills Assessment lesson.
Present the.story. Ask learners to discuss the attitudes
expressed in the story, compared to common American attitudes.

DiscussiOn Topics:

I. Sometimes it is difficult for refugees to woik in America.
However, many thousands are now working. Many are supporting
themselves and their families, without depending on the
'government. Why do You think so many are successful? What
do you think it ,takes to be successful in the job market in
America?

2. What kinds of things can you do now, during your study in the'
camp, that will help you to get a.job in America?

3. What does it take to build a good work reciird?

Evaluation:

I. Ask closed-ended comprehension questions on the content in
the outline. Record the results.

2. Ask the learners to brainstorm a list of American attitudes
toward work. Ask the group io identify any that might dause
a problem for refugees going to America, Discuss solutions.

.

3. Divide the learners inio two groups. One should list common
jittitudes toward work in their own country. The other should
lisb,American attitudes, as they learned them in this lesson,
The whole class can then compare the lists and discuss simi-
larities and differences.
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The following suggeited classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in'the presentation of

the information in the lesson n American Attitudes Toward

Work

- American.Attitudes Toward Work

Objectives of the Lesson:

I. Students can demonstrate understanding of the concept of "upward

mobility" and its implications to employment opportunities.

2. Students can describe ways.to find a job and some general attitudes

toward employment.
6

UNIT I

Objective: Students can describe realistic expectations toward

employment in America.

A. Taking entry level jobs and concept of "upward ,itiobility.r

I. "Upward mobility" concept - individuals have to continuously

improve their economic or employment position?

a. It meani working up through different levels of a

particular job or organization.

11. Some-people will start at the beginning level in an__

orgarlization and work hard for promotion within the

same organization. ,

c. Other people will change jobs or organizations to4,

upgrade their employment status.
*- This concept is difficult for.Indochinese to understand

mainly becinse it is cOmmon in their countries to go

directly,from'sdhool to a job and remain in that job

for many years.

2. Many refugees in America have started in entry level jobs

and advancgd to higher,positions.
a. An example is a Vietnamese man who began as a stapler

. of cardboard boxes in a factory and is now4in charge

of the Personnel department.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES: 1 S d
./2
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Unit 1

List the first job.and progresive jobs that either you and fellow teachers
have had in America. The idea is to shag upward mobility, and that evell

college students.work at manual labor jobs to earn money.

Mary Jones: 16 years old - Wo'rked in a bakery
17

II -' Clerk in an office
18 v, - Typist in the same office
19-21 " - Teacher during the su
22 11 - Management trainee

..,

25 - Manager of an office
29 - Assistant manager of ntire plant
34 ."' ,, - Manager of different company

Dave Kean: 14-16 Years old - Cut grass durihg summer
16-18 - Worked in fact y during the summer
18,,20 - Factory worker

- Foreman in factory
25-32 - SalegMan
32 - Sales.managef

Jobs: Short description

1. Sales clerk, Bicycle & Hobby shop
- Make keys
- Put bicycles together
- Ring up sales, help to sell hobbies & bicycles

2. Waitregs, fast food restaui-ant
- 'Prepare food
- Serve food

3. Resort Work, waitress
- Various hours (early morning: late.evening)
- Wait on tables
- Clear xables

4. Cashier for a restaurant

5. Hostess job - seating people for meals

6. Bank teller
- Cash checks
- File,checkb into individual checking accoUnt rV
- Work with large department store accounts, taking their money

and depositing it into their account.
4

7. Flight attendanjZ
- Work owthe airplane in the cabin
- Make isure safety standards are main ained
-. Administer first ald if someone geta ill or hes an accident
- ,Serve drinks and food

./3
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8. SandwiatfactOry (at age 16)

- Assembly line work, consist of assembling a sandwich as it
was conveyed on a conveyer belt.

- Placicg said sandwich in a box for sale

9. AssiStant work in a-pharmacy -

- Cashier
- Filling prescriptions
- Assisting customer; answering questions about presctiption

drags.

10. Assistant 'school teacher - secondary level

- Subject taught: English coMposition & literature

4

e UNIT 2

Of,
ObjectiVe: Students can list different ways to find-ejob in America.

A. Sponsors

1. Going through .a_sponsor or sponsoring agency is probably t he

best and easiest way/to find employment.
a: Most sponsoring agencies have up-to-date knowledge on e mploy=

ment in the,particular area of resettlement.

2. Often times, though, sponsoring agencies are overloaded with
the number of people needing a job.
'a. In this case, one should look elsewhere for employment.

B. Friends - they can often be a good source for emploYment/openings.

1. It is best to consult-a friend who has been in the U/.S. a

long time.

They Will have-a better understanding of die needs of a
-I- Particular job and whether a particular person's skills can

fulfill those needs-.

<e. Employment offices

4N#

I s

lw These offices are located in most cities in the U.S.
a: They are staffed by.job counselors who'are trained to

help someone find[a job.
b.,Most companies in a pdtticular area will keep the local

employment office informed of job openings.

4 Some of the services provided are = job co Unseling (includes
skills assessment), vocational training referrals and job

interview referrals.
,

130
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a. Some areas, where there are large refugee populations, have
additional services as translation of personal documents and
referral to special ESL,and vocational training programs.

D. Mutual Assistance associations

1. TheSe associations often provide similar services as employment
offices.

2. In areas of large refugee populations, they also provide additional
services. .

a. -Translation of personal documents.
b. Job counseling in the native language
c. Interpreters who can accompany a refugee to a.job interview,

a clinic or"to one of the government offices.

3. Use of MAA's is beneficial because often their offices are staffed
by Iormer refugees who.have gone through some of the same process-
ing and experiences.

Note: Stress tbat the students should not wait around for someone to
"hand them" their job. It is important that they take initiative

-
on their own. For example, if a sponsOx has been Slow in looking
for a job, then the refugee should look elsewhere - to friends,
MAA's or employment offices.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

MSterial Needed: - tape of the following situations:i

B NH

B

BI H:

BI

TRAN:

Two refugees meet in a cafe in America. One refugee
has arrived recently while the other has been in
America foralmost four years.

- has been in America for'almost four 'years.
- recently arrived.

Hello Tran, how are you dolng?

I don't understana, you arrived
ago and you already have'a good
gooci apartment. I came a morith

I3Y u don't look too happy.

tn America only a few years
job,alice clothing and a
ago and I don't have a job.

Where have you applied for wcirkr

Oh, I,have not a5..tually app4ed anywhere.
would find a j b for me.and Pall me when,i s all,set up. -

hough my sponsor

Did he?

Well, one fact
said my Englis

of the job.

ry owner that my sponsor knew dalled me but
wasn't good enough to understand the directions '

4/519i /
i
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TRAN: But how did you know where to apply for a job?
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BINH: So what other, places have you tried?

TRAIT: No place.

BINH: You mean you just have been sitting home not doing anything
to get a job?

TRAN: Yes. Not only 14 it boring, but my wife is upset because
we don't ave much money, to buy the children sqhool clothing.

BINH: ,When I fi t got here I applied at about 20 collpanies before
I got my first job. And even that job was the night shift.
I found alot of Americans were looking for work and,had
experience already, so I had to sell myself to the employers.

BINH: I looked in the newspaper every morning and called the
numbers as soon as the office or factory opened. ,I also

went to the State employment office/where they gave me a
list of employers looking for workers.

TRAN: Is ,tbat how you finally got your f rst job?

BINH: Actually I saw a notice on the front door of a factory that
said "HELP WANTED inquire within". So I just walked in
and applied directly.

TRAN: Oh that was good, listen, I just heard so much information
at once do you think you could repeat once more?

INH:B 0 Em1K. Lets see - you can go to the (1) State ployment
g, III

Office, (2) your sponsoring agency, (3) look in newspaper
As or just apply at a factory or office directly.

(TEACHER:. WRITE THIS ON THE BLACKBOARD - (1)., (2), (3), (4) )

/ TRAN:

/ BINH:

you' have been a lot of help, I feelobetter already.

And by 'the way, you can go to the MAA in town; they will
at least help you translate your documents and provide
a translator.

TRANI Thanks a Lit, I'll let You know how I did.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can discuss some of the attitudes Americans
have toward work.

192
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A. "Time is money"

1. Many Americans are paid by the hour.
a. This means that the more hours one works, the more pay

one receives.
b. Because of his, Americans consider work time very

important.

2. Americans separate work time from leisure time.
a. If you are required to work eight hours a day, your

employer will expect you to work a solid eight hours.
- Oftentimes work is very intense as a result.of this.

B. When you finish your work time, you are free to use your
time however you wish.
- Because of the intensity of work, relaxation plays an

important part in an American's day.

B. Because "Time is money", being punctual to work is very important.

1. If you are late 15 minutes for works, your employer only sees
that he lost 15 minutes of production in his company.
a. as a result,'he will deduct 14 hour pay from your weekly

salary.

2. It is always best to be on time.
a. Many of the problems that arise with an employer often

have to do 'with tardiness.
b. To avoid some of these problems, be prompt.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES:

The following are interviews with American employers. We asked them to
tell us in their experience what qualities were essential for the promotion
of employees.

1. I look for a worker who does what he is told to do without much super-
vision, someone I can trust to work alone. If an employee constantly
needs supervision then I must waste a lot of time watching him.

2. I will promote a person who learns his job quickly,works to the best
of his ability and takes pride in his work.

3. When I chose a foreman in my factory I look for a worker who has the
respect of his co-workers, usually he can only earn that respect by
working hard and not just by)putting on a show for the bo*b.

4. I realize that people come from different background, but if they
enter my company with a desire to learn as much as possible about
this field then they will go far here.

.17
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5: I entered, this company when I was 18 years old as the letter boy.
Now I am an assistant vice president, I think I was able to make
because of my willingness to do extra work when my boss needed
my help.

6. If-a man gets a job here and doesn't seem to care about his future,
he win_ probably end up doing the same job with no advancement.
However, if I see that he wants to get ahead I'll do everything to
help him.

7. About five yearS'ago my company hired a refugee from Vietnam.
She started out as a cleaning lady for our office. In addition

to working full time she also studied English at night school and
took care of her family. After her English got better she took a
typing course and she is now a typsit in the office making over
$900 a month. I wish I could find more workers like her.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitte4 by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This.material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " American Attitudes

Toward Work

Purpose: Introduce American attitudes towards work.

Materials Needed: Hand-outs of open-ended story.

Procedure:

I. A. Introduction: T explain that for the next few days he will
be talking about employment. T. emphasizes that this is
a very important topic and encourages questions and discussiouc.

B. 1). T/Tr hand out open-ended story.
2) Learners read the story by themselves.
3) Tr reads the story to :lie class again.
4) T asks comprehension questions to make sure that learners

understand the story. As each question is answered, if
learners are starting up a discussion, T. Should encourage
and lead them into it.

C. After discussion has taken place, T should bring up issues that
were.not brought up in discussion by referring to the
following check-list:

V
II. Refugee Responsibilities in Employment

A. Refugee should take whatever job sponsor finds for them (even
if it pays little money and refugee has higher qualifications)
for the following reasons:-

1. Attitude. Americans believe that a good attitude towards
work is to start at the bottom (low salary) and work your
way up (higher salary) ihrough hard work and sacrifice.

2. Money. Having a job means money in your pocket and not
having to rely on your sponsor. .

3. Unemployment. Unemployment in America is quite high. There
are not many jobs available especially for the people who
do not speak English.

1 . 2
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4. English or Job? It is better to have a job and learn English
in refugees' free Lime rather than vice-versa because a:

a. Refugee can practice her/his English at work.
b. Refugee can learn about the transportation system in her/

his area by "commuting" to and from work (refer to
Sutiwan in the story).

c. Refugee can organize her/his time on a daily schedule
(Refer to "Petsamone's Day").

d. Refugee can make American friends at work who may invite the
refugee to participate in their social functions and vice-
versa. (T should explain this in detail).

e. Refugee can learnabout American culture through work (T.
should give examples).

5. It is very important nevertheless that the refugee makes sure that
he/she has access to English classes outside of work so that
he/she can improve hic/her English and start looking for better
jobs for the future.

6. When looking for better paying jobs a refugee can ask
a. Friends in the community.
b.- Employment ageAcies in the city (T should explain this).
c. The sponsur.'-'
d. Look at advertisements in the newspaper.
e. American friends at his/her current job.

Two important American attitudes towards work that refugee
should remember are:
1) It is quite normal to ask for.sometime off from the

current employer if you have an interview for a
better paying job.

2) You should never leave your current job unless
you are absolutely sure that you have been hired
for a better one.

7. Refugee should remember that in America a worker gets paid by
the hour. So it is important to plan his/her time and use it
constructively because "time is money". (T should refer to
Samphy and Sutiwan's salary per hour and point out how they.use
their time constructively).

8. Because work is hard in America and-fhe pace of life is fast
it is both healthy and necessary to use free time for relaxation
and having fun. Time for work is so strictly controlled that
the individual has to make sure he/she sets aside time for
relaxation too. (refer to Samphy's story and why he quit his
job).

196
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AMERICAN ATTITUDES TOWARDS WORK

OPEN - ENDED - STORY

Mr. Samphy, his wile Sutiwan and their two children aged 6 and 10
were all resettled as a family in Chicago. Mr. Samphy's sponsor found
him a job at a factory at $3.25 per hour. Sutiwan found a part-time
job at $3.00 per hour working in a hotel from 9.00 in the morning
til 2.00 in the afternoon. That way Sutiwan could make sure the
children were safely sent off to school at 8.00 in the morning and she
would be baCk from work by 3 O'clock when the children returned at
5.00 p.m. and was home in the school bus. Samphy finished work at
5.00 p.m. and was home by 6 O'clock.

At 7.00 after dinner, Samphy and his wife went to English class
for two hours three nights a week to improve their English in the
hopes of getting a better job in the future. On the weekends in
their free time the whole family would go picnic in the city park,
go visit friends living nearly or occassionally go to gee a move.

Although Samphy had been working at the factory for one and a
half months, he didn't really like his job. 'The work was hard and
the lunch break was only on hour. Sometime Samphy did the work
incorrectly because he didn't understand English well and then the
boss would get angry with him, Samphy was unhappy.

One day, when the boss get angry with him again, Samphy walked
out of the factory and quit his job.

One week later he went to see his sponsor to ask for money to pay
the monthly rent for his apartment. The sponsor told him that it was
his own responsibility now since both he and his wife were working.
Samphy, then told the sponsor taht he quit his job a week ago. The
sponsor was very upset with Samphy. He told Samphy there were no
job available now and Samphy should look for a job by himself, or ask
his friends to help him look for a job, or go to an employment agency.
The sponsor also told Samphy to come in three weeks and maybe there

might be some jobs available then. About the rent for the apartment
the sponsor told him, he should borrow some money from his friends
to pay it for this month. Samphy was very sad and didn't know what
to do.

Questions on the story.

1) Where do Samphy and his wife work?
2) How much money per hour do they earn?
3) What time does Sutiwan start work and what time does she finish?
4) Why does she only work part-time?
5) Why do Samphy and his wife go to learn English in the evening

after a hard day's work?
6) What are the three reasons why Samphy*is unhappy at his job?
7) Why did Samphy quit his job?

197 ./4
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8) How could he have avoided quitting his job? (Lead a discussion on
this question)

9) Do you think Samphy shoyld have waited a whole week before he talked
to his sponsor? Give reasons.

10) Do you think the sponsor was being unfair to Samphy? (Cross-reference
Sponsor and Refugee responsibilities lesson).

11) What would you have done if you were Samphy?
12) How would you prevent yourself from getting into a situation like

this?
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EMPLOYMENT

Skills. Identification and Assessment

Purpose: Help the student identify and assess relevant employment skills.

111
A. Previous Employment Duties and Responsibilities

B. Other Relevant Skills
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Skills Identification and

Assessment

Purpose: Help the student identify and assess relevant employment
skills.

I. A.- Introduction: Many times, students are reluctant to give
any credence to the skills which they already have. They
are overwhelmed by not being able to communicate sufficiently
in English and are skeptical of the job situation in the
U.S. This activity gives them an opportunity to acknowledge,
as important, those things which they have done. It begins

to get them thinking about what they can do with what they
have. This activityisacomponent of the Employment topic
and generates a lot of discussion among the student and
provides relevent information for the teachers use regarding
students expectations.

B.- 1) Divide the class into 6 groups, each in one circle if
possible.

2) Explain to the learners that all of us can do some things
well. Some can cook well, some can build houses, some
can grow rice, some can play football, some can plant
gardens, some can teach well. What we can do well is
called a skill. Anyone who will work in America should
know what skills he/she has. He/she should be able to
say how he/she learned each skill, and how long he/she
has been doing each skill.

3) Tell the learners that everyone,snould think about one
thing that they can do well. They should think about
how long they have been doing this. And they should
think about how they learned this. Explain that both
formal and non-formal education are important. Formal
eddcation means learning in schools. Non-formal educa-
tion means learning by doing, learning by example or by
watching others, self-teaching, etc.

4) a. T/Tr can encourage each group by giving a list of
questions that will help the students identify their

skills for example:
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Can you drive? Play an instrument, sew, languages (spoken,
written, understood), repair machines (be specific Panasonic,
Sony, T.V.,Radio,etc.)?

b. For the pre-literate classes. T can change the word"skills"
and use questions such as:

What can you do with your hands?

What can you do with your eyes?

What can you do with your feet?-

5) The teacher/Tr should begin. Name one thing you can do well,
say how long you have been doing this, and explain how you
learned to do it. (Be creative!) Each learner in the circle/
should do the same. Each learner should name one thing he/she
can do well, how long he/she has been doing this, and how

. he/she larned to do this. The teacher/Tr should show that
they are listening.

6) Encourage each group to take their time. When the learners
haVe completed their task, T should put them on the blackboard
using a reporter from each group.
(For Pre-lit classes. Tr should explain the various responses
of the learners to the class in their own langauge).

7) Once the list is on the board, T should promote a discussion
with the following questions:

1. What do you need to do to use these skill's in the U.S.?

2. What kind of work would you really like to do besides your
primary skill that is already listed on the board?
(T should refer to the following check-list below when
responding to questions that might come up in the above
discussion.)--

Check list: a. Recertification of previous skill.
b. Time and money involved in recertification or learnOg

a nets, skill.

c. Being over-qualified for a job.
d. How to deal with the frustration of being over-qualified.
e. Refugee has freedom of mobility to make choices when

beginning a new life.
f. Realistic expectations of the job market in the U.S.

8) In conclusion T should tell learners that they should be
ready to express their skills when they go to America.
.Ask them why this is important.

2 0,1
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by ICMC in The Philippines

This material was developed for use in the'presentation of

the information in the lesson " Skills Identification and

Assessment

Purpose: Help student identify and assess relevant employment
skills.

Points of Emphasis:

A. Previous Employment Duties and Responsibilities.

B. Other Relevant Skills.

./2
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Teacher's Notes
P

Guide Questions

1. Teacher defines the terms and gives
examples of each.

a. unskilled
b. skilled
c.,professional

2. Use of Skills Chart

..

What skills Do we want What do we do
do we have to use if we want'to

these skills use them in
in the U.S.? the U.S.?

/

r

203

Teache5 can relate this lesson to
"Job Counselling" in the employment
office. (Skills Assessment in Presen-
tation Aid.)

Include tasks in the house that can
earn money. 1. Good cook in the house
can be a cook in,a restaurant. 2.

;Child care 3. Housekeeping

*Make sure co distinguish between:
- SKILLS
- TALENTS
- OCCUPATIONS

*Help students to be aware of existing
ekills training in PRPC (i.e. plumb-
ing, welding, electrical typing,
etc.).
Review "Upward Mobility".

- What jobs have you-done? Education?

- What were your specific tasks?

- Did you have other jobs aside from
what you mentioned?

- Can you type...?

- Can.,you interpret from English.-
Indochinese/Indochinese-English?

- Did you have training in..?

- Do you have.a target job in USA?

- What* training ja,o you need to get it?

- Is the training available here in
PRPC?

- How can you enroll in that training?

- What skills are you using in PRPC?
(e.g. Do you volunteer to be an
artist, a typist, etc.)

294
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " Skills Identification

and Assessment

OBJECTIVE: Students can identify and assess relevant .employment skills.

UNIT 1

In order to find suitable jobs, it is necessary to evaluate:

A. Personal interests.

B. Past,employment duties and responsibilities.

1. Skills needed, i.e. sales, supervisory, clerical, etc.

2. Likes and dislikes of each job.

C. Educational history.

1. Identify areas of high academic success.

2. Identify jobs to which this academic experience would be
relevant.

. Other relevant skills to be considered.

-1. Physical abilities.

2. Hobbies a nd other talents that are possibly marketable.

3. Succeisful Vrojects and accomplishments.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

1. Have eachrkudent make a time line of what they have done. (see'

attached sample). Include on the time line should be education,
full-time and part-time jobs, any other job related experiences.

The teacher should then select a few samples from the.class and

go over each item with the class'and show how to extract

"marketable" skills.

.12
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2. The teacher may just go around the room and have the students explain

what they did before. For those who have never been employed before

have them tell the class:

a. Hobbies.

b. Types of jobs they might be interested and why they feel

they could do them.

c. Any special projects they have done--such as building a house,
fixing an engine, helping a friend, etc.
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Peter Pham's Time Line

1946 1956 1960 1965 1966 1968 1971 1973 1974 1975 1978 1979 1980

help his father on the farm

Attend high school
in Dalat

X
Born
in Work in post office in

Vietnam Saigon

X
fly to
U.S.

Live in Brightca, N.A.

<
Attiend

adult ESL
classes

X
X S. Buy a

meet his used car
future wife

X
get

married

Work at
<
factory

<
Be a tank driver,
in the army

X
meet many
Americans

2 a
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Personal Employment Data

Purpose: Prepare the student to fill out employment applications.

A. Personal Data

B. Social Security Number

C. Immigration Status

D. Detailed Employment History

E. Educational History
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Personal Employment Data

Purpose: Prepare the student to fill out employment applications.

Materials Needed: Handouts of translated application forms and social

security cards.

Procedure

I. A. 1. T. should explain to class that when looking for a job all

Americans have to fill out an application form.

2. An application form gives the potential employer some
information about what the potential employee has been

doing in his/her life.

3. The application form should:

a. be written'in English.

b. be truthful.

c. give as many details as possible.

B. 1. T/Tr hand out the translated application form to each

learner.

2. T/Tr go over the application form with the class and help

fill out the while form, section by section.

3. T/Tr explain the following:-

a. Difference between first name, middle name and last name.

b. How to write down the address and what the zip code is.

4. a. T points to the handout of the social security card and

explains that all Americans must have this card in order

to work in the U.S.

b. T explains that wherever refugee is resettled sponsor will

210 ./2
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take him/her to apply for a-social security card.

c. T explains that after applying it often takes four weeks to
get the actual card itself. However, the Social Security
Office will give a receipt.for the application. This receipt
can be used as a substitute when looking for a job until the
actual card is sent to the refugee.

d. T explains that on the job application form, refugee would
put down his/her Social Security number in the place marked
for it,

5. On questions regarding the immigration status of the refugee,
T explains the following:-

a. The 1-94

Just before you board your plane for America you will be given
a plastic bag that contains all the documents you will need to
start your life in America. One of these is the 1-94 form.
It is the only piece of paper that you will have that proves
that you have legally been admitted to America. It will serve
as your identification when you apply for a job, a driver's
license, or to open a bank account. Keep it with you at all
times. It would probably be a good idea to have it lamenated
as soon as you get to the U.S. (show an example of a lamenated
card). This way, it will not become ripped or soiled. (Teachers
should pass out sample I-94's to be examined by class. Please
translate for students all the information it contains. Samples
must be returned.)

b. Temporary Asylum

When you enter the U.S. as a participant in the refugee program
you are not automatically guaranteed U.S. citizenship. You first
12 months are a type of probationary period.

c. Permanent Resident Alien.

After you have lived in the U.S. for one complete year you can
apply to become a permanent resident alien. When you wish to do
this you should contact your sponsor and have them bring you to
a local immigration office. The immigration officer will probably
ask you some question about what you have been doing the past year
(your job, where you have been living). He will also requested
that you bring a sworn statement from your local police station
verifying that you have not committed anY crimes within the past
year (this might even include parking tickets). If he finds that
you have been accussed of a serious offense he might deny your
reqlest to become a PRA, and you would have to wait one more year
to reapply.
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As an immigrant you must remember to 1) fill out an
alien registration from every January, 2) notify the
U.S. immigration service whenever you move. Once you
become a PRA you will receive another document to
replace you 1-94. If you desire to become a U.S.
citizen you must wait 4 more years. Many foreigners
who come to the U.S. decide to become U.S. citizens.
To apply for citizenship you must be able to read, write,
speak and understand simple English. You also must have
some knowledge of U.S. history and government.

Once you become a citizen yeti are entitled to vote,
become an elected government official, or have jobs
that only citizens can have.

C. 1. When filling out education section, T should explain a
detailed educational history is necessary for potential
employer to decide whether refugee has necessary qualifications
for the job.

. T should help learners fill in each column of this section.

D. 1. For the work experience section, T should emphasize that
refugee should include any previous job experience is his/hr

tnative counry, plus experience (if any) that he/she has ha
working in the U.S.

2. T should briefly explain how to fill out "Description of work"
and "Reasons for leaving".

E. For references, refugee should ask sponsor and other friends if
they are willing to be his/her references before putting their
names down on the application form.

F. Once the learners have finished filling out the form, T should
explain that this is a typical application form for finding a job.
However, sometimes the form may since other or different questions
included for example:-

a. How many languages do you speak?

b. What was your salary at your last job?

c. Other specific questions that vary depending on the kind
of job the refugee is applying for.

21 ) 4
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Personal Employment Data

4

PERSONAL EMPLOYMENT DATA

Importance of good work htstory.

a/- It is VERY IMPORTANT to develop a work history for yourself
in this country. You must take a job and stay with it and work hard
for at least 6 months toyear before getting an other job. Everytime

you quit a job after doing it for less than 6 months, you hurt your
chances of getting another job. If an employer sees that you have a work
history of getting jobs for a short time then quitting, he will not want
to hire you. That kind of work history makes you a poor employment risk.

b/- When you go for your job interview, you should prepare a fact
sheet, usually called a resume. A resume gives information about your

background and experience. This will help you to fill out the application
form. The fact sheet will usually include the following:

- - Your name, address, and current telephone nunber.

- - Your Social Security number (very important).

- - Names and address of your current and / or previous employer.

- - Your salary histdry, dates of employment, and a brief description
of the duties and responsibilities of the position you have help.

- - Schools attended, including vocational training courses, dates
attended, and degrees earned.

- - Three references with names, addresses, and telephone numbers.

- - Other relevant experience, including activities and volunteer work,
'for example, the community, church, or camps.

21 3
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

16.5

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Personal Employmefit Data

OBJECTIVE: Students can demonstrate the ability to complete a job
applicaticn form.

A. The purpose of a job application is to tell the prospective
employer something about yourself.

1. It provides personal data such as the name, date & place of
birth and marital status, of the applicant.

2. It tells the prospective employer what special skill the
applicant is bringing with him/her.

3. It lists the applicant's past experiences.

4. It tells the employer the applicant's present immigration
status.

B. The personal data form is an'important document and should be
well prepared.

-1. -One----shoul-d alwayshe honest. Always -tell-the truth:

2. Write neatly so that it can be read and make a good
impression.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Complete the personal date form in the student work book (example
attached). Go over each item with the students. Do not do more
than one item at a time.

214
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Personal Employment Data

1. NAME

-2-

PERSONAL DATA WORKSHEET

Last First Middle Maiden

4N0 variation is allowed on'this form, it must be last, first,
middle, Maiden.

This is an opportunity to explain again the use of hyphenated
names. Therefore, if the student doesn't want to split his/her
name, use a hyphen.

ex: Vietnamese name is PHAN LE THU

PHAN LE-THU (NONE)

LAST FIRST MIDDLE

Maiden name: Women in America use their.own family name until
married. That name is referred to as a maiden name. After
marriage a woman may use her husband's family name.

If women from VN do not wish to take on the American custom--
it is all right. Just leave the line blank.)

2: ADDRESS
Number Street City State

(Studelts should leave this line blank until arriving in the
States and they have an address. Ask students to write in ZIP
code next to State.

ex:

Number Street City State ZIP Code

Explain bfiefly the use of ZIP codes.)

3. TELEPHONE NUMBER

(Students should leave this line blank until in the U.S. ana they
have a phone number where they can be reached.

Ask students to write in area code.

ex: telephone number (
Area code

Explain briefly the meaning of "Area Code".

4. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

(Leave this line blank - uritil in the U.S. More about this later

this week.

Briefly explain a social security number is necessary before
getting a job. You'must make an application to receive the number.
Every citizen and non-citizen must have a social security number.)

215
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5. SEX

(Put MALE or FEMALE.)

6. MARITAL STATUS.

Insert Page 16.7

(The answers are : Single (Means not legally married).
Married
Diyorced
Widowed

7. NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS

(This means how many people you support in your family,
if you are married.)

For dependents you count: 1) Spouse
2) Children.

8. PLACE OF BIRTH

(This means you should have the city, province (if
applies), or village and country.)

9. DATE OF BIRTH

(Try very hard to have the correct birth date. For
some students they need to check their ID cards for
the date)

Write it this way--Month Day Year
ex: May 5, 1960

10. LIST ALL THE PLACES WHERE YOU HAVE LIVED IN THE PAaT
TEN YEARS.

PLACE YEAR

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

(This should be in reverse chronological order, i.e.
last place of residence first).

21 G
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Personal Employment Data

Place

City, province (if applies),
Country

Ex:

Years

Present Past

1. San Francisco, California. 1. 1981 ---- They should leave
line #1 blank and
fill in when they
arrive.

2. Hong 'Con 2. 1979 - 1981

11. HEALTH: Excellent
Good
Fair

Only 3 choices: 1) Excellent -Means never sick
2) Good -Means sometimes sick
3) Fair -Means takes off from work often

being sick.

12. WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES AND SPECIAL INTERESTS?

1 .

2.

(Only 2 subjects can be listed on this form. Examples are--play
guitar, footabll, embroidery, painting.)

(As special interest an example would be the history of railroads
and traifis in VN. Collecting model trains and all information
available about the trains.)

EDUCATION

13. TOTAL YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION

(Formal Education means: in classroom in regular school. system.

i.e. grammar, high school, college.

If parttime attendance in school then add up months to make years).

14. DID YOU GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL?
Date Place

(In VN graduate & complete mean 2 different things.
Graduate: Student passed comprehensive exams and became eligible

for universtiy.
Complete: Student finished the curriculum but didn't pass exams.

For the purpose of this form the students should indicate if they
received a certificate of completion.)

21
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15. DID YOU GRADUATE FROM COLLEGE?

Date Place

Name of College

(Graduate from College means: received a degree in something.)

Did you graduate from college? Answer Yes or No.
* Have the students add their degree, ex. Bachelor of Physics.

16. HAVE YOU HAD ANY VOCATIONAL,OR TECHNICAL TRAINING?

Subject Studied

Date Place

(Again answer yes or no to question subject studied

Examples would be English school training like VN/AM Association,
electrical repair training, mechanic, etc.

For some areas you could add apprentice in pharmacy or herbal
store. Apprentice means you had vocational or technical training

'but not in a school--it means on-the-job training. If you had
apprentice training you should indicate that here.

17. WHEN DID YOU COME TO THE U.S.A.?

(Leave this line blank until coming to U.S.A. The date will be
,the sameas on 1-94)

18. U.S: CITIZEN

(Sfudentshould indicate yes or no.
Other . If they are not U.S. citizens, they shoulf
indicate their nationality.

Refugee must be in the U.S. 5 years before they can be eligible
to apply for citizenship.

19. WHAT IS YOUR IMMIGRATION STATUS?

Refugee.(refugee wieh 1-94)

Permanent Resident (Green Card)

'(All entering refugees from this program will be refugees.
Have student check "refugee" on first line.

Please explain4line-2 to students.

Permanent resident: refugee can apply for this card/scatus 1
year after arriving in U.S.A.
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,WORK HISTORY

20. LIST ALL JOBS YOU HAVE HAD IN THE PAST TWENTY YEARS iPaid, Unpaid,
Full time, Part-time, Army)

4

YOUR MOST RECENT JOB SHOULD BE LISTED FIRST

TITLE OF JOB PLACE OF WORK DATE REASON FOR LEAVING

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

{List most recent, job...first :

Ex:

1. Electronic-
Assembler

Lee Hong Factor./ 11979-1980 Laid off/changed lbca-
tion

2. Fisherman Qui-Nhon", Vietnam 1950-1979 Left-Vietnam

(self-employed)

(Nbte: You will need to explain English word SELF-EMPLOYED.)

21. PLEASE LIST THREE REFERENCES

1.

2.

3.

NAME ADDRESS POSITION

Example:
1. John Sponsor 12 Main St., Dallas, Sponsor

Texas 38696

2. Mary Good P.O. Box 309, N.Y., Supervisor
N.Y. 23115 A 4'

(References should be in U.S.A., if possible, unless there are people
of good position in other countries. whe can give you good recommenda-

tions.

Usually employers will differentiate between reeerences from relatives
and others.

°Suggest a letper from sponsor as a 2l1d-referente.
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EMPLOYMENT

The Job Interview

Purpose: Prepare the student for job interview.

A. Preparation for the Interview

1. Research the job with sponsor/helper

2. Assess skills in relation to the job

3. Plan details

a. Transportation to the interview

b4 Punctuality

c. Location of interview

4. Gather important documentS

a. 1-94

b. Social Security card

B. Factors' Affecting the Interview

1. Personal appearance

2. Manner and gestures

3. Self-assertiveness

4. Employer's expectations

C. During the Interview: Clarifying job responsibilities if hired
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ACTIVITIEC Orl:DE

17.1

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the Information in Lesson 19 u The Job

Interview

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Employment, Education and Training--Lesson 3

Activity: Employment Interview

Objective: Given an interpreter, the learners can provide informa-
tion basic to employment interview; includes past
experience, relevant skills; training.

Preparation: (1) You will need copies of the RESETTLEMENT WORK-
APPLICATION FORM. This is available in Hmong
Lao, Khmer, and English.

(2) This lesson must be preceded by the Skills
Assessment Activity, Lesson 2

(3) You should prepare the role play with your
teacher-aide.

Procedure:

1. With your teacher aide, role play an Americ'an-style job
interview. The person looking for the job should be confident,
but not show-off. He Should be polite, but also casual and
'relaxed. He should be friendly, but also serious. He should
not smoke, slouch, yawn, or cough. 'He should be dressed
neatly. The employer should ask all the questions on the
RESETTLEMENT WORK-APPLICATION FORM. The employer can also
explain about salary, working hours, job description,-etc...

2. Ask the learners what they noticed about the interview. How
did the employee behave? How did the employer behave? What

information did the employer ask for? What information
did the employer give? How did the prospective employee
answer?

2 2
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Employment, Education and Training--Lesson 3

-2-

3. Explain that people looking for a job must be able to give
information about themselves.
Usually someone will help a refugee find a job. Often there
will be an interpreter. But each person will be asked many
questions about themselves. Say that you are going to pass
out a paper with many questions. These are the kind of questions
that persons looking for jobs will need to answer.

4. Pass out the RESETTLEMENT WORK-APPLICATION FORM. If your
class is very good in English, you may want to use the English
version.

5. Explain each question on the RESETTLEMENT WORK-APPLICATION FORM
Demonstrate circles and checks with a felt pen. Remind
learners of the skills they expressed in the Skills Asse ent
Activity, Lesson 2.

6. Divide the learners into groups of two. Literate learners
should be paired with,non-literate. One.person should help
the other person to fill out the form. Those who can write
should help those.who cannot write. The teacher/counselors
should encourage those who have any difficulty.
Give extra forms to anyone who needs them. If someone makes
a lot of mistakes, he/she may want to start again with a new
form. We have plenty.

7. Tell the learners to keep a form with them. The answers to
these questions will be useful to them.



Employment, Education and

RESETTLEMENT WORK

Training--Lesson 3

- APPLICATION FORM

1 . NAME

2. ADDRESS

Insert Page 17.3

3. BIRTHDATE

4. T-NUMBER

5. How much formal education have you had? (Cirdle the number or years)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

6. What type of work do you best?

15 16 17 +

41,
7. How long have you done this work?

8. What training have you had in this work?

(Type of Training)

9. What skills can you demonstrate?

(Place) (Dates)

10. What languages can you speak? (Circle Ability Level)

ENGLISH poor

poor
poor
poor

fair good

fair
fair
fair

good
good
good

11. Do you have experience in any-of the following?

Food preparation

Carpentry

Building Maintenance

Painting

Gardening

Electrical repair

Sewing

Tniloring

Needlework

Teaching

Machine repair

Varming

excell9nt

excellent
excellent
excellent

(Check)

Typing

Translation

Child care

Shopkeeping

Sales

Laundry

Raising Animals

Hospital Work
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17.5

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " The Job Interview

THE JOB INTERVIEW

Objectives;

1. Students can demonstrate the steps in preparing for an interview.

2. Students can participate in an interview.

UNIT 1

A. The Job Interview.

1. An opportunity for the job applicant to learn additional
information about the job, its characteristics and work
conditions.

2. Gives the applicant the opportunity to "sell oneself" to
the company.

3. Gives the employer an opportunity to see what kind of a
a person the applicant is.

UNIT 2

A. Research the job with sponsor/helper.

1. Study the job description to evaluate the requirements and
qualifications for the job.

2. Evaluate your own personality, skills, experience, knowledge,
educational background, and qualifications against the
position.

3. Check to find out what the going salary for that type of job
is.

4. Evaluate the loCation of the job in terms of transportation
to and from work.

./2
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The Job Interview

B. Assess skills in relation to the job.

1. Prepare to explain what training you have had that might help
you in this job.

2. Prepare to explain past experiences in related jobs.

3. Prepare to explain what other qualifications you have
that make you feel you will be successful in this job.

C. Arrangements for an interview.

1. Telephone for an appointment.
a. Set up an exact time.
b. Find out the name and title of the interviewer.
c. Get directions to the office.

2. Arrange for transportation either by bus or by car.

3. Arrange for an interpreter, if needed.

4. Plan to arrive at least 10 minutes early.

D. Personal appearance.

1. Dress appropriately.

2. Be neat and clean.

3. bo not chew gum or smoke.

E. Documents and information needed for the interview.

1. Personal data form.

2. 1-94

3. ,Social Security card.

4. Names, addresses, telephone numbers of references.

5. Health certificate.

UNIT 3

A. The beginning of the interview.

1. Greet the interviewer by name.

2. Introduce yourself and your interpreter, if one is present.

./3
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The Job Interview

3. Shake hands with the interviewer.

4. Don't sit down unless asked to.

B. Manners and gestures.

1. Hold your head erect.

2. Look at the interviewer in the eyes.

3. Avoid any nervous gestures, such as twisting your hankerchief
or over gesturing with your hands.

C. During the interview.

1. Responses should be positive, but sincere.

2. Be able to explain the nature of your training in terms of
skills needed fGr this job.

3. "Sell yourself": provide a positive image of willingness to
learn and to work.

4. Answer all questions completely - not just yes or no.

5. Be an active participant 7 ask questions when you don't
understand something.

D. Clarifications

1. At the conclusion of the interview, Or applicant should know
the answers to the following questions:
a. Know what the job involves and what are the duties.
b. Know what are the hours and if there are opportunities

for overtime.'
c. Know how much the job pays.
d. Know what benefits are offered and what insurance plSns

are available.
e. Know when salary raises are given.
f. If hired, know the starting date for work.
g. If no decision on niring has been made, the applicant

should know:
1. Should he call on a prearranged date?
2. Or, will the interviewer call the applicant by a

specific date?

226
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The Job Interview

-4-

E. Concluding the interview.

1.. Shake hands with the interviewer.

2. Thank the interviewer for his time.

F. Follow-up on the interview.

1. Call the interviewer for a decision on whether you have been
hired or not if that was what was agreed upon at the end of
this interview.

2. Obtain whatever certificate will be needqp, i.e. driver's
license, health certificate, etc.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY:

Role Play

A. Setting up.

1. R.Iview the key points of the lesson.

2. Put 2 chairs in the middle of the room, 3 chairs if an inter-
preter will be present.

3.. 'Explain the role of the teacher (i.e. as a personal officer,
owner of a store, etc.)

4. Student should present to the interviewer his Personal Data
Sheet when called for an interview.

B. At the beginning of the interview.

1. Interviewee should offer to shake hands with the interviewer.

2. Interviewee should attempt to carry this part of the interview
in English.
a. Greet the interviewer by name.
b. Introduce himself and explain how he/she wants to be addressed.
c. Introduce the interpreter, if present.

C. The interview.

1. The interview should cover the following poincs:
Duties and responsibilities, hours, salary, fringe benefits,
overtime.

2. Don't give out all the faCts. Let the interviewee ask for some
of them.
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3. Student should be prepared to answer the following types of
questions.
a. What's your immigration status?
b. What's yout educational and work experience?
c. How long do yoU expect to remain on this job?
d. Why do you want this job?
e. Can you provide references?
f. How long have you been in the U.S.?

4. Engourage the students to "sell themselves".

5. At the end of the interview, the interviewer should either
hire the student, or explain to the student why he was not
hired, or agree upon a time when the student would be called
about the hiring decision.

EVALUATION OF THE INTERVIEW

1. After each role play interview, evaluate the following
points:

a. Did the interviewee show interest in the job?

b. Was the interviewee an active participant in the
interview?

c. Have all the crucial questions been asked and answered?

d. What were the interviewee's strong points and weak
points? How does one improve on it?

CONCLUDING THE INTERVIEW

1. Clarification of major decisions (i.e. if hired when to
start, if no decision had been*made the itudent should know
when and how he will notified).

2. Thank the interviewer for the time.

3. Shake hands with the ipterviewer.

2 9 8
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL. in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in thepresentation of

the information in the lesson " The Job Interview

Purpose: Prepare the student for a job interview.

Materials needed: Take the following handouts:

a. List of things (in native 'language) learner should know before
having a job interview.

b. List of pogsible English answers learne: could use at an:interview.

I. Job interview role play - VERSION I

A) Introduction:

1. Briefly review the material in the job interview" handout.
Strees the importance of: ;

- The job, application form (use the resume or personal
data forms as examples). Many employers form their
first impression of the applicants by how they fill
out their application forms.

- Personal appearance (also very important for making a
good impression).

- The information that the applicant should learn at
the interview (ie, the SALARY, HOURS, DUTIES,
RESPONSIBILITIES and DEDUCTIONS of the job). -

2. Set up a table and three chairs in the middle of the class.

3. Announce the situation.Explain who you are,"ie, a personel
manager, on the head of a company, or whatever the situation
calls for.

4. Call a student's name and have them came to the front of
the claiis, with their job application (resume) forms.

5. Shake t e student's hand, and offer them a seat.

22j ./2
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The Job Interview

-2-

B) Some situations for job interview:

1. You, the teacher, are the head mechanic in a boat building/
maintenance company. You are looking for an experienced
assistant mechaniC.

2. You are the manager of a new restaurant, and are looking
for waitresses and/or waiters for the night (dinner) shift.

3. You are the personal manager of the Holiday Inn, and are
looking for maids and janitors.

4. You are the head of a small group of carpenters (or masons,
or house*painters), and are looking for assistants.

C) Questions that the interviewers (you) should ask the applicants
(the2,students).

1. What have you done to qualify you for this job?

2. How much English do you speak? Wheredid you learn it, and
are you still studying?

3. Tell me something about yourself and your 6ackground.

4. When can you start?

5. Are you working now?

6. The hours
Buties
salary (and deductions)
responsibilities (and benefits)

of this job are as follls

D) Other things to know:

1. You are trying to get across to the students that the job interview
is a time when they convey an attitude to the potential employer,
and that they should do their best to make a good impression. This
rliy be done by bheir expressing their willingness 'to learn and to
wcifk hard, even if they have had n6 previous expe-rience in that
job.

2. Leave out some of the information when you talk to the students,
and try to get them to ask YOU about the houTs, salary, etc., if
you didn't give.them that information. Q

4
3. The question about "background" is a chance for tne applicants to

relate some of their personal background to the needs of ..the \N

job.t,

4. Selling.yourself: Studentp should understand why it is important
to sell yourself at an interview. We understand that in your

230 ./3
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The Job Interview

country people do not "sell themselves." In your country,
it is usual for people to be very humble and polite to one
another. One does not talk about all thegood things that
one can do. We do not suggest that you be impolite or
boast about your abilities. But during your job interview,
you must talk about why you would be best for the job. The

interview will ask you to tell him WHY you would be best
for the job. Part of your training is this job orientation
session to be prepared for these questions and learn how to
answer them. we would like to teach you,how to "sell your-
self" but at the same time, be polite and courteous. You

cannot sell yourself until you realize that: .

It is GOOD to sell yourself, and

2) No matter who you are or'what kinds of jobs you
have or have not done in the past, you have
something very useful to give to the employer.

Because so much in America -is competitive, it is VERY important
that you compete when it is necessary. Sometimes it is difficult

to know when to compete and when not'to. You do not need.to
try to be better than everyone else, but you need to always
do your best at everything you are doing. If you do not act
lively and interested, people will think you do not care
about the job. Perhaps it will be hard at first to show
what you feel. But keep trying because this is very important.
It is very important to show that you are interested in the
job and that you care about doing you:: best at whatever you
do.

Job Interview Role Play - VERSIoN II

A) Suggested Situationsl

#1., Mr. , general manager of Sam's Service Station
is looking for an additional gas pump attendant. The applicant
should have-some knowledge of basic English and be familiar
with U.S. currency. No prior experience is required, but
applicant should be reliable and hard-working, the job pays
minimum wage, but good performance will be rewarded with
periodic raises. All employees are expected to work six days
a week. Mr. usually trains his most promising
employees to work as auto mechapics in his garage..

2. Mr. is the owner of the Viet thiong Restaurant.

He is hiring both waiters/waitresses and kitchen assistants,
waiters and waitresses mUst speak fairly good English and
be with Vietnamese and Chinese food.. Employees
are paid the minimum.wage, but waiter and waitress are
guaranteed substantial tips.

2 3 . 4
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The Job-Interview

Kitchen assistants are not required to speak English. Although ,

experience would'be helpful, it is not necessaTy and training will
be provided.

3.4 The Bright Light Lamp Company is hiring, workers for its assembly
line, no .experience and only minimal English is required: Potential
applicants should be responsible and trustworthy individuals, willing
to work 40 hours a week on rotating shifts. All employees gmst join
the local electronic workers' union. Pay: $4.00/hours.

0
B) Students should be prepared to answer questions suct as:

1. What is,your immigration status? 40

2. Educational and work experience.
3.: How long do you expect to remain on this job?
4. Why might you be better for this .job than anyone else?,
5. How 'many aependents do you have?
6. Why did you come to the U.S.?"--
7. Can you provide refprences?

II

2

C) Students should ask questions regarding hours, salary, raises,,benefits,
responsib...lities, working-conditions, vacations, union requirements,
size of staff, training and possibilities,for advancement.

D) Remember the two most important things we are trying to impress on'
the students is to project a ,confident physical demeanor (handshake,'
eye contact, posture) and a positive attitude. They should act
interested in their potential employer and not be afraid to "selrl
themselves".

If the student prefers to.conduct the'interview. in Engli'sh, please
make sure that all quettions and adswers are translated for Che
class.

LIST OF POSSIBLE ENGLISH ANSWERS FOR SELLING YOURS4F AT AN INTERVIEW.,

The-in 2rviewer may ask yoU why you think you wouldlike to do this kind
..of work when you have never done it before. Here are some possible answers1

I enjoy working with my hands (if it is that kind of job and if you enjoy
Working with your hands.).

OR

I am ,a very good worker, And I learn quickly. I am sure that I,could

learn this job very soon. '

OR-
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I realize that although I afil over qualified for this jOb that

in America, I have'to start at the bottom and work up to
a better job. Maybe I could begin,with this job in your
company, and after I learn it well, you could place me in
a better job in your company if there is an opening.

OR

I am a very dependable Worker. I tell the,truth and cor ..,!. to

work on time every day. I follow instructions and work well
with other people.

So if the interviewer asks you why you think the company
should hire you everlAhough you have no skills, you might
say:

I believe I can do.this job.
I have not done this kind or wotk before, but I feel .

that I have, a special skill to Offer.
I feel that the hardships or coming to America have
made me-a stronger person and will mak-e me a more.
determined and loyal worker..

OR

How much English do you have? -

I studied English for 3 months in a refugee camp /lid I"am
taking adult education classes in the evening.- -

What kinds of questions should you ask your interview?
First, ask questions about the job:

a. Exactly what does the job involve?
-

a t. kint o

duties would you have?
/

b. What are the workin& conditions? Would you be standing
up, sitting down, lifting? Is the ;Wort( noisy? Is Lt

dirty? Would you be working alone7 With other people?

c. What 'are the npportunities for Avancement?
How quirkly cariuyou move ahead in the company?

. t

d. When are salary raises given?

e. What are the benefits/ Jorhat'is the insurance
plan3r When are vacations? '

k Do not ask about questions (d.) and (e,). Sometimes people fail'
to get good jobs b,ecausethey ask too :many questions about salary,
vacations, etc. This gives thi employeethe impression that
you are more interested in what you can GET.than what you,can
GIVE. p33 ./6
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The Job Interview

JOBINTERVIEWS

1. Before the Interview:

a) ,Know where the interview is going to be, and how to get there.
b) Know which.pereon or office in the organization to ask for

when you arrive:
c) Know as mueh about the job as poseible,before you go to ,the

inteevieW.
d) Dress neatly and appropriately (don't wear blue jeans for at,

office,job, for example.).
e) Go to the interview'alone. (You can take an_Anterpreter if

you need to, and arr4nge it in advance).
f) Bring all necessary.Tapers with you ,(I-94 Social Security Card,

education and employment certificates).
g) Know your work & e0Ocational history (see Personal Employment

Data form).
h) ARRIVE ON TIME.

2. When you get to the IntervieW:

a) Shake hands with the interviewer.
b) Sit down only when asked to.
c) Don't smoke or chew gum.
d) Look the interviewer directly in the eye when speaking to him.

During the Interview:

a) Be prepared to talk about your background and why you applied'
for the job. 4.

b) Talk about your achievements and how you can contribute,to
the company.

c). If you don't understand a question, ask the interviewer to
repeat it.

d) ,Make Rure you understand the HOURS, SALARY, DEDUCTIONS, DUTIES
and RESPONSIBILITIES of the job, Ask the interviewer about
these points if necessary.
Make.sure ybu understand what will happen after the interview:
whether you are hired then, or if you should call the company
back or write a letter, or if you should wait for them to call
you.

234
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The Work PZace

Purpose: Introduce the student to different aspects of the American
work environment.

A. The Work Environment

1. Working hours

a. Length of the work week

b. Break times

c. Leave and vacation time

B. Responsibilities to Employers

1. Galling in when sick

2. Punctuality

3. Job performanee

4. Giving notices (such as resignation; sick leave)

2 3 5
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classrbom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The ConsoftiuM* in Thailand

Thins material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 26 n The Work Place

*Save the Children Federation, EXberiment in
International Living, and World Education

Activity: The Work Place--Employee Contract

Objective: Learners can distinguish situations that make or break
a sample employee contract.

Preparations: You will need copies of the Jantzen Garment Company-
Employee Contract. This is available in translation,
or in English, if your students are very good in
English. Study the situations in procedure 3. You
may want to change some or add others. Decide this
in your training grou-p. Also decide upon an effective
way to present the situations.

Procedure:

1. Set the mood. Here is an introduction:
"May isa refugee from . Now she lives in Portland,
Oregon. At first, she was surprised to learn that the sponsor
and others expected her to work outside the house. She had
thought only her husband would work.
The sponsor helped get her a jbb working with a sewing machine
at the Jantzen Garment Company. This company makes swimming
suits and sport clothes. May learned some of the duties of
this job when she signed an employee contract. Here is a
contract like the one May signed."

2. Pass out copies of the Jantzen Garment Company Employee Contract.
Have the learners or the teacher aideread each item aloud so
that everyone can hear. . After each item, ask.closed-ended
comprehensibn questions.to check understanding. Add some
openeded questions if appropriate.- Here are some examples:

Item 1

a. What time must you be at work, if you work for this
Company?

b. When can you go home?
c. What must you do when you arrive, and before you go

home?

23t
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Item 2

a. How long are break times?
b. How will you know when to take your breaks?

Item 3

a. When can you take a vacation?
b. Who must you talk to about vacation?

Item 4

*a. What is a union?
b. How much are the union dues at this company?
c. Must you pay cash for the union dues?

Item 5

a. What should you do if you are sick?'
b. If you are very sick, should you come to work?
c. How will you tell the supervisor, if you are sick?
d. If you see a doctor, what should you ask for?

Item 6

a. How many hours will you work each week?
b. Can your supervisoeask you to work extra hours?
c. What is the salary at the Jantzen Garmetn Company?

Item 7

a. If you want to quit what must you do?

Item 8

a. What is health insurance?
b. At this company, how much does it cost?

2. Present the following situations in a way that will encourage
discussion about the employee contract.
Ask the learners to consider whether each situation breaks
the terms of the contract or not.
Ask the lear,ners what they would do in each situation, if
they were employees of this company.
Change the names to familiar names. Here are the situations:

a. Lee arrives at work at 8.15
b. Kik forgets to sign out one day when she leaves work.

She will sign tomorrow morning.
C. Sil is not hungry and decides to take no lunch break today.
d. Awl is tired and wants a break. He cannot find the

23 7. ./3
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supervisor, so he sits down on the grass outside and
smokes a cigarette. Soon, he falls asleep.

e. Low's cousin lives in another city. Low decides to visit
her cousin and stay for one week. Low haa worked for the
company for 3 months.

f. Sip does not want to join the union. She wants to work
for the company, but she wants to keep the $8 for herself.

g. The company is very busy today and everyone is working
hard. Mal has not had an afternoon coffee break. She

cis tired, and so she asks the supervisor if she can have
a coffee break soon.

h. Wag is sick tonight. She does not want to go to work
tomorrow. She decides to call the supervisor. Then she
discovers that she has forgotten the telephone number!
Wag will explain to the supervisor when she returns to
work in a few.days.

i. Sup is planning to visit her aunt on the weekend. Now
it is Friday at 5 p.m. The supervisor asks Sup to work
extra time on Saturday. Sup says, "I'm sorry, I cannot.
I already have plans for the weekend."

j. Lil has worked for the Jantzen company for 9 months.
Today at lunch she went to the Rip company where her
friend works. The supervisor there asked Lil to come
and work at Rip instead of Jantzen. Rip will pay more

money. Lil told the supervisor at Rip that she could
begin a new job there on Monday.

4. Lead a discussion about the rules and policies of other work
places in America. Make it clear that the Jantzen company is
only one example. Use open-ended questions to encourage
discussion. Here are some sample questions:

a. Who has relatives in America? What kind of jobs do they

have?
b. What have you heard about the rules and policies of work

places in America?
1. Hours
2. Pay
3. Arriving on time; absen-..es

4. Supervisors
c. Are the rules and policies of other companies similar to

those at the Jantzen company?
How are they different?

d, When you are hired for a job in.America, what things will
you want to know about the rules and policies of the
company?

238
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JANTZEN GARMENT COMPANY
EMPLOYEE CONTRACT

1. The working day is from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Employees are expected to -

be ready for work at 8 a.m. All employees should sign in upon arrival

and sign out at 5 p.m.

2. Lunch break is 45 minutes. Employees should check with their supervisor
before going to lunch. Lunch times are scheduled by the supervisor.
There are two 10-minute coffee breaks, one in the morning, and one in

the afternoon. Employees should check with their supervisor before taking

a coffee break.

3. After working with the company for 1 year -employees will be given a

paid vacation of 10 working days. Vacations must be scheduled 6 weeks

in advance. Vacation times are approved by the supervisor.

4. Jantzen Garment Company is a union company. The union is the National

Federation of Garment Workers. The union dues are $8 per month. This

money is subtracted from the employee's paycheck. The amount is recorded

on the check stubs.

5. When an employee is sick and unable to come to work, he/she will receive
pay up to 10 sick days per year. Employees who cannot come to work must

ive notice to the supervisor. Notice of sickness must be given before

7 a.m., or earlier, if possible. The supervisor may ask for a doctor's
notice after an employee is absent for sickness.

6. The work week is Monday through Friday, 40 hours per week. The starting

pax is $3.50 per hour. Overtime is optional. An employee who agrees to

work overtime will be paid at 11/2 times the hourly rate. Increases in

the hourly rate are granted after 6 months, 1 year, and 2 years, accprding

to agreement with the union.

7. Employees must give 2 weeks' notice when leaving employment. Notice

should be given to the supervisor in writing.

8. The company belongs to the Blue Cross health insurance plan. Employees

may join the group health insurance for $17.00 per month. Employees who

join the health insurance plan will have the amount subtracted from their
paycheck. The amount is recorded on the check stub.

9. Employees are offered a 20% discount on all Jantzen Garment Company
products.

If you agree with the terms of the contract, please sign below.

Signature 233 date
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " The Work Place

Purpose: Introduce the student to different aspects of the American
work environment.

I. A. Introduction

In this lesson we are going to talk about things learhers
should know when he/she already has a job. It is important
to understand the work habits of American People in order to
be successful at your job.

B. Working hours

Usually, in most places a work week means 40 hours of work in
a week starting on Monday morning and ending on Friday evening.
So a typical daily schedule would look like this:

Monday/Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday/Friday

8.00am Report to work
10.15 - 10.30am Coffee break
10.30_- 12.00 Continue working
12.00 - 1.00pm Lunch break
1.00 - 3.00pm Continue working
3.00 - 3.15pm Coffee break
3.15 - 5.00pm Continue working
5.00 End of working day

The weekends are free to relaxation and getting other chores
done, for example: laundry, shopping or cleaning the house.
If you work more than 8 hours a day or on the weekends -
you get overtime pay (usually 1.1/2 times your salary per hour).

C. Shifts

In America, at least 8 hours per day are devoted to earn a
living. Most jobs take place in 8-hours periods call SHIFTS.
A company may have one shift, or it may have several. If it is
a company where services are provided it may only have one
shi,ft lasting from 8:00 to 5:00 p.m. If the company provides
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goods such as electrical parts,shoen,cars etc., it usually has
three shifts so that goods can be produced around the clock with-
out stopping production. More goods can be produced and sold if
there are three shifts than if there were one.

Your Shift Is A Priority.

Ifyou are going to work in America, it is absolutely necessary
to make youtwork shift the priority of a working day. This means
organizing your time every single day:

For example, buying groceries, going to the doctor, looking for
housing or another job. Al this must be done after or before work.
If you work.from 8:00 to 5:00, you can do your errands or other.

-business in the evening. If you work from 3:00 p.m. to 12:00
midnight, you can do your errands in the morning. In any case,
plan your-other business around your work shift. Also, you must
plan your transportation to and from work to allow you enough-
time to get to work on time. PLAN TO ARRIVE AT LEAST 1.0 MINUTES
EARLY!

D. Being on Time.

a) For work

Remember how we said that time is money?
Once again, it is VERY IMPORTANT to be on time for all appoint-
ments and especially_your_job. It is a good idea to get to
work 10 minutes early. As we said, you will need to 'allow
enough time for getting to work so that you CAN be 10 minutes
early. If you must be late or if you are going to be absent,
call the company. The business card you got from the inter-
viewer will have the company's name on it. Or if you need
help to call the company, call your sponsor. Your sponsor
can call the company for you. IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO CALL
THE COMPANY IF YOU ARE GOING TO BE LATE OR CANNOT COME TO
WORK. If you are absent 3 days without'calling the company
to explain why, you may lose your job. If you become ill
and must leave work, tell your supervisor. Why is this so
important? If people are often absent or late for their jobs,
the company loses times and money because of these absences.
Also when you have been at your job for a while, a few days
or week, your superv,isor or other workers get to know you.
They start to care about what happens to you. They want to
be your friends. If you do not tell them where you are,
they become concerned and worry about you. You cannot be
absent whenever you like and just go back ito work whenever
you'like. You must either be at work eveiy day or call the
company to let your supervisor know that you will not be
there. And if you call in sick very often (usually 3 times
in 2 weeks) you can be fired.

./3
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b) Be on time after breaks and after lunch

On most jobs, you will have to rest periods during your
shift and one period to eat lunch. It is a California
state law for example, that within 8 hours of working,
you have two 15 minutes breaks and that you will have
at least 30 minutes for lunch. During your breaks
and lunch period, you are free to rest, eat, use the
restroom, read, make phone calls, etc. Just be sure to
be back,to work ON,TEME. If you are late from breaks or
lunch many times, this gives you a bad work record and may
even cause you to lose your job.

E. Time card

a) Most companies have a time clock which employees use
to mark when they arrive and when they leave. You
probably will be getting paid by the hour so your employer
nfeds to know exactly how many hours youyorked so he
can pay you.for them. The time card also shows if you
arrived to work on time.

b) Oft same jobs, a time clock is used. A card with your name
on it iA inserted into the clock. The clock stamps the
card with the time it is when you insert the card. If

you have a time card but no time clock at your company,
you should write in the'time you arrived at work and the
time you eft work. Always check in and out of work
by writing down the time you/arrived and the time you left.

c) NEVER let someone else check in or out for you.
NEVER check in or out for someone else. This is considered
dishonest, and some companies will firt you for it.

F. Leave and vacation time

The policies for vacation time and different kinds of leave
(sick leave, maternity leave etc.) vary from company to
company. Therefore it is the responsibility of the refugee
to ask the employer at the job interview what the policy is
and then to make sure that he/she adhere to that policy.

G. Finally,if you manage to find a better job than the one you
already have, it is very important that'you give at least two
weeks advance notice to your current employer before resigning
so that the employer has some time to find somebody to replace
you. Remember that this employer will be a reference on your
work history (refer to Personal Employment Data lesson)
therefore if you treat him right, fit will give you a good
reference.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

cubmitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " The Work Place

\Objectives of the Lesson:

1'. Students can compare/contrast the work environmentS in Vietnam
and Am2rica.

2. Students can describe responsibilities to employers in America.

UNITI1

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of the American work
environment.

A. Working hours.

1. Most jobs in America require a 40 hour work week.
This generally means viorking 5 days a week and 8
hours a day.

Breaks and lunch time.

1. Most jobs have 2 break periods during a day and one
lunch period.

2. The breaks are usually 15 minutes while the lunch
period can be either 30 minutes or one hour.

a. It is'important to always return to work from
breaks and lunch on time,

b. An employee can be fired for consistently being
late for work.

C. Annual and sick leave.

1. Most jobs have policies concerning annual and sick
leave.

a. Some companies give their employees one annual
leave day, and one sick leave day per month.

243 ./2
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b. If someone takes more leave than they have
earned, money will be deducted from their
monthly salary.

D. Other fringe benefits.

1. Some companies provide-other benefits in additidn to
annual and-sick leave.

a. Some examples are health and life insurance,
retirement benefit& and unemployment compen-
sation.

b.* At the tithe of the job interview, it .is
important to Ask the employer which benefits
are available.

E. Company rules.

1. Most organizations have rules which must be
followed by all employees.

a. Rules may include length of breaks and
lunch period, appropriate clothing & where
smoking and eating is allowed.

2. There are also rules for accident prevention.

t
a. Some examples are wearing gloves fot protection

of the hands, safety glasses for eye protection,
ear plugs for ear protection and hard hats for
head protection.

b. It is important that these rules are f6llowed
at Al times.

F. Probationary period.

1. Many companies have a short trial period, usually
a few weeks to a couple of months, during which
the employer evaluates the employees work. If the .

employer feels that a particular employee is not
a good worker, that person can be terminated.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 1
-

A. Working hours.- Questions for introduLng the subject.

1. In Vietnam, how many of you had a job?

How many hours did you work each day?
What days of the week did you worb?

1
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2. How many days per week and hours per day do you think
most Americans work?

3. .What kinds of jobs do you think would involve working
evenings and weekends?

B. Breaks

1. If you were working in Viefnam, .how long was yoirr lunch

break? Did You have other breaks?

Materials needed: Use time-clock vi$ual:

Explain a time-clock.

Choose a student to demonstrate the-use-of the time-clock.
Have the student act out:

a. Arriving at work and rpunching'in".

b. Taking a break and "punching out".

(Write time on board for each time the student uses the clock.
Ex: 8:00 a.m. arrive at work; 10:15 a.m. - break time; i0:30
a.m. end of break time, etc..)'

c. End of break and "puncging back in,".

d. Punching out for lunch:

e. Punching out when work ends.

C. Annual and sick leave.

Have the following dialogue acted out in the class.

Employee: Approaches his Boss for taking the first week
in June off (student has had this job for 6 .

months).

Boss: Sorry, Joe has more seniority (explain) than
you and he has asked for the first week in
June. So, I cannot ret you take that week off
because, Joe will be off. How about the first

week in July or September?

Employee: Okay, let me talk with my wife and then I will
let you know.

D. Frirge benefits

Materials needed: Use visuals'to cue students as to
possible job benefits (pictures of
people in the hospital, lientist's
chair, older retired people, etc.)

Ask the students what benefits (explain)
they might expect from a job?
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. Company rules.

Have students tell you sotheuof the rules from their
jobs in Vletnam. (Write these on the board). Add
any rules mentioned in the lesson plan that the
students have not listed." .

UNIT 2

Objective:.-Students can describe,responsibilities to employers
in America.

A. Be on time for work. .

I. It is important to,always bel punctual for work.

2. Employers tend to view people who are always
late as non-productive and not dependable.

B. Job performance.

1. Moit'employers judge an employee on productivity--
how.well ope performs on the job.

-.7-Good performance can often lead to pay'increases
and promotions.-

2. Employers consider it the responsibility of the
employee to perform well on the job.

C. Keeping a good attendance record.

J. Etployees are not allowed to be consistently
absent.

/-:-Employers view absenteeism as a loss of
productivity and money.

/2. If an employee is sick, it is thelr responsibility
to notify the supervisor immediaelily.

a. If tlie supervisor is not notified, the absence
is often not excused.

b. Some employers will fire a person for unexcuged
absences.

3. If an employee plans to resign, it is their
responsibility to give the employer at lea 2 wgeks
notice.

a. This allows the employer to find a replacement
for the position being vacated.

b. It is important not to upset the employer by not
giving proper notice as previous employers are
a good reference for future jobs.
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ROLE PLAY: Employee coming to work .late, being absent, etc.

Have interpreter or student be the employee.

Teacher or volunteer is the etployer.

SITUATION

Employee: Arrives at work 15 minutes late.
Employer: Warns employee, "The next time you are late, you will

be docked (explain)."

Employee: Sorry Boss, I missed my bus.
Employer: You will have to set to work on time.

' 1 week later

Employur: (Tran has not yet arrived for work)
Where io Tran?

Joe (anotheremployee):
Oh, sorry Bosd, he told me to tell you he is sick today.

Employer. Tran has to call me if he is not coming to work!!!
(Employer is upset).

1 week later

Employee: Arrives at work 30 minutes late.
Employer: You're 30 minutes late. How, come?

Employee: Sorry Boss, I overs1ept.
Employer: Remember you are dtillnn ptobation (explain).

e

If-you are late one more time you will be fired.

1 week later

Employee: Arrives at work 30 minutes late.
Employer: This is the 3rd time you have been late. I will have

to fire you.

Optional Quiz (if time allqws)
,
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Did the cOmpany inSurance pay his medical bills?
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CASE STUDIES/'

A. Ttan did not wear his mask when he was welding (show
picture of welder) and he got burned by sparks.

B. Mui asked her friend to tell her employer that she
was sick/and not coming to work, but the friend
forgot tO say anything. What happened?

C. Vinh was never late, worked hard and followed the
rules. /After 6 months, he had to move. At a job
intervitw for a new job, he gave his old employers
name and phone number as a reference.

What kind of reference might he get?

2
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On-the-Job Relationships

Page 19

Purpose: Acquaint the student with factors affecting on-the-job
relations.

A. Factors in Employer-Employee Relations

1. Being self-asserti-e

2. Understanding issues relating to job.performance

3. Understanding the status of the employer

B. Factors in Employee-Employer Relations

1. Resolving conflicts

2. Understanding issues relating to job performance

3. Adjusing to the pace of work and social climate on the job
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The following suggested classrooM activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " On-the-Job Relationships

Purpose: Acquaint the student with factors affecting on the job
relationships.

Materials Needed: Hand-outs of open-ended story.

I. A. INTRODUCTION

Once you have a job there are many things to learn to do the job
successfully. Perhaps the first thing you need to do is to
identify your immediate supervisor and find ways of how to get
along with him/her.

II. EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPS

1) The "Chain of cOmmand"

a. Every company- is organized differently, but generally,
there is a definite chain of command from your immediate
supervisor on up to the president of the company. WHAT
does this mean?!

b. Since the company is usually very large, the president of
the company cannot supervise everything and everyone in-
the company. Therefore, the president gives different
duties to other people. When you start working for the
company, you will begin at a certain level. You will have
what is called an IMMEDIATE SUPERVLSOR. Sometimes this
person is also called a LINE LEADER or UNIT LEADER. The
supervisor's job is to make sure you are doing your job
correctly and help you do ft better. The supervisor also
has -a supervisor above him who makes sure that he is doing
a good job, and so on, up to the president of the company..

2) Getting_along with your supervisor

a. It is very important that you get along well with your
immediate supervisor. If you have any questions or problems
on the job, talk to your IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR about it.
DO NOT talk with your supervisor's supervisor or the pre-
sident of the company. Communicate with your supervisor.

230/2
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Your supervisor is your direct, or first, boss. It is

very important to build a good relationship with him/her since

you will be wortcing, closely with him/her, and he/she will
play an important-part in your reviews at the company. (We

will talk about reviews later.) If you have any questions
about the job) ask your supervisor. She/he will be glad to
explain and will be happy that you want to do a good job.
Try to do the very best job possible. In America, we do all

kinds of jobs for a company. If you are asked by your
supervisor to help do something that is not your usual job,
do it willingly. Show that you are eager to help and-to
learn new things. If you see a job that needs to be done
-and,you know how to do the job and have the time to do it;\

offer to do that job. If you can be counted on to help when
help is needed, you will be given the opportunity to learn
new skills and will be given more responsibility and, of
course, more pay.

b. It is also very important that you follow instructions. Yolir

supervisor will show you a particular way to do a job. He \

or she is telling you to do it that way because the company
has learn from much experience that is the best way to do
the job. You may want to do it another way. Follow your

supervisor's instructions. If you see that there may be an
easier, quicker way to do the job, you may suggest it to
the supervisor. Maybe your supervisor will want to do it

that way. But if not, do it the way the supervisor tells
you to.

c. Be careful about giving gifts

Sometimes for birthdays or at Christmas time, you may, want
to give a supervisor a gift. This is very kind. But remem-

ber that giving your supervisor a gift does not mean that
he or she will do favors for you or like you more. In

America, we give gifts without expecting anything in return.
The best gift you can give your supervisor or other employee
is a willing, helpful attitude and doing a good job. It is

best to save your money and not give many gifts.

3) Reviews

1. Most company have a 30 and/or a 90-day review. This mean

that after 30 or 90 days, your supervisor is asked to state
what kind of worker you are. He will be asked questions like

the following:

a. Does the worker come to work on time?
b. Is he friendly toward and helpful to his fellow workers?

c. Does he use equipment safely?
d. Does he work efficiently so that he does his job quickly

and well?
e. Is he willing to do jobs different from that which he

was hired to do?

25i ./3
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2. Your supervisor may be asked to suggest how large a raise
you should receive. Your supervisor may not discuss this
review with you if he feels that you do not yet understand
and speak enough English for him to explain his evaluation
or statement about what kind of wcirker you are. This
review will, however, be used in deciding any raise you will
receive at this time and will be kept with'your work records.
After the 90-day review, you will probably have a review
every 6 months.

3. When and for whatever reason you decide to quit your job,
it is VERY, VERY IMPORTANT that you tell your supervisor and
-the personnel office of the company. Try to give 1 or 2
week's notice so that the company will have plenty of time
to find a new worker. At the time you give 'notice, ask for

a LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION. This letter tells how long you
worked'at the company, what your job was, what kind of worker
you were, why you are leav.ing the company, and states that
because you were a good, dependable worker, the company.
recommends you for a job with the new company. This letter
is a great help in getting a new job because it tells a
company you are the kind uf Person they are looking for.
Again, you can see how important it is to build a good work/
history.

4) Prtiblems

If you are having a problem on the job and cannot work it out with
your supervisor, you may ask to speak with youi supervisor's

supervisor. But do not do this without first asking your IMMEDIATE
supervisor. Also, most companies have what are called GRIEVANCE
PROCEDURES. This means that if a worker has a complaint about the
way something is being handled in the company or if the employee
thinks that he.or she has been treated unfairly, he can file a
grievance. When you'file a grievance, you are asked to state
your complaint in writing. You are then usuaVy interviewed by
your supervisor's supervisor. The three of you will try to work
out the grievance so that all of you are satisfied. It is best

never to file a grievance. Try to work'the matter out with your
supervisor first. If this is not possible and you feel you have
been treated unfair/y, then file the grievance according to com-

pany rules. Remember that filing a grievance goes on your work
history. This s why it is not a good idea to file one unless
you feel it is absolutely necessary.

III. HOW TO SUCCEED ON THE JOB

Employers say taht there are certain qualities they look for in
employees. Here are the basic ones:

A. Ability--People who have the skills to do the job. Or if

the job is a trainee position, people who can be taught the
job skills.
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B. Dependability--A person who comes to work on time and has few

absences.

C. Initiative--Apersonwho is eager to learn the job and willing
to take on new responsibilities.

D. Efficiency--The worker does the job quickly and well.

E. Cheerfulness--A friendly and pleasant person. Does not complain

'about work or personal problems.

F. HelpfulneSs--This kind of person sticks with a job so it is

learned well. He stays with a task until the work is finished.
He is willing to keep trying.

G. Being on time for work. Remember how we said that time is money?
Once again, it is very IMPORTANT to be on time.

IV. EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIPS

A. While it is important to get along with your immediate supervi-
sor, it is just as important to get along with your fellow workers.

Here are some suggestions on how to get along with your fellow

workers

B. Getting along with your other workers

1. Be thoughful of your fellow workers. All of us want to feel

important and needed. If you thank others for doing things
for you, whether they are large or small offers of help,such
as opening a door for you or actually helping you to do your
job better and more quickly, then will know that you notice
and appreciate them. In turn, offer the same kinds of help'

to others. They will be pleased that you see their need
for help and are willing to give that help. Being willing
to give of yourself will help you to make friends, to feel
good about yourself and your job, and make work more
pleasant for everyone.

2. As we have said many times, you are building a work history.
Your supervisor keeps records of how well you do your job,
whether you are on time and when you are absent. He or

she also keeps records of your attitude and how well you
get along with your supervisor and other workers. So it

will be very good for ybu to be known as a person who
gets along_well with others.

3, Although you may not know English, you can still make
friends on the job. In fact, making friends will help you
learn English. You can ask other workers the English words
for certain objects at work. Thls helps you become friends.
Although other workers may not understand your language,
everyone understands friendliness, helpfulness and saying
"thank you":
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4. Be courteous and polite. If you have to w n line,

be polite and.wait your turn. DO ,e' push or shove. If

you are considerate of o , they will be considerate
of you.

,

5. Min th other emplo ees. Everyday at work is a new

ay. Some days you will feel like spending your lunch time
or rest periods by yourself. Some days you may feel like
spending that time with other workers who speak yir

100
language. But it is important that some days.you spend rest
periods or lunch time with workers who do not speak your
ladguage. This helps you get to know them and help them
get to know you. It is important to be liked and respected
by other workers. This goes into your work record, too.
It will also improve your English because you will have
a chance to practice all the English you learn in the
evening English classes.

6. Do not wear valuable jewelry or clothing to work. Valuable
objects may.get lost or stolen. Also, sometimes other
workers may misunderstand and think that you are trying
to "show off" your possessions, even though you do not
possess much.
You should know, if you do not already, that SOME Americans
do not like to haverefugeesmoving to America: They do
not understand your culture. They forget that their
forefathers were once refugees too and were also misunder-
stood when they came to America. This makes it even more
important for you to have a good attitude at work in
order to give you and your people a good image. It also
means not bringing expensive items to work 14hich may
get stolen or which some prejudiced individuals may
misunderstand.

7. Obey safety rules. If you work in a factory'or shop,
the company will have specific rules that you, and all
workers will be expected to follow in order to prevent
as many accidents.as possible. Depending on what your
job is these rules may include wearing gloves to handle
hot or dirty materials, safety glasses to protect your
eyes from flying pieces or metal or other objects,
earplugs to protect your ears against lbud noises and
to wear closed-in shoes. FOLLOW THESE RULES AT, ALL
TIME WITHOUT HAVING TO BE REMINDED. This will show
that you are interested in everyone's safety and are,
therefore, a responsible person. People who do hot
follow safety rules are usually given two or three
warnings which may include time off without pay. After
these warning, if a person disobeys a safety rule again,
he is fired.
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In some assembly plants, there are'unions. In most of the

building trades like carpentry, brick laying, roofing, ect.
a worker is required to join a labor union.

1) Requirements

To join a labor union, you are required to pay annual dues.
If you join, the dues are taken out of your check at
different times throughout the year. You will be required
to attend monthly union meetings which take place during
non-working hours.

2) Advantages

While you may have limited English and may feel that you
cannot afford to spend the money for union dues, it will
probably be to your advantage to join a union. Why'l3

--You are represented by the union. This means taht if
the working conditions in the company are baó, or if
the workers need a pay increase, you have a group of
people who will bargain with the company, for all the
members of the union, to get what the workers need.

--Sometimes by joining a union, you can earn a higher
salary.

--Sometimes, joining a union is a good way to find out
about better jobs or get training in special job skills

3) Strikes

Occasionally, the efforts of the union to talk to the
employer about getting higher salaries or better condi-
tions will fail. When this happens, the union will stop
working until the employer gives the union what it is

demanding. As we said, this is STRIKING. The union tries
to avoid doing this because It means that many people are
out of work and lose money. If the union thinks that being
out of work will get what it is asking for, it will strike.
If the union strikes, all union members are expected to
strike. Workers who do not strike are considered disloyal
to the union and are often reprimanded for not striking
along with the rest of the union.
Therefore, if you join a union, you should know that you
will be expected to strike if the union does. While it
may seem financially risky to join a union because sometimes
it MIGHT strike, and even though you may think that striking
is disloyal to the employer, remember that very often,
conditions and wages.for many workers are made much better
by striking.
When all things are considered, it will probably be better
for you to join a union than not join, if your company has

a union.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

LIRS/ACNS Hong Kong
submitted by in

This material was-4eveloped for use-in-the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " On-the-Job Relationships

Objectives of the Leslon:

1. Students can compare/contrast employer/emproyee relationships.

2. Students can compare/contrast employee/employee relationships.

UNIT 1

' Objective: Students-can demonstrate an understanding of employer/
employee relationships in America.

A. Most companies in America have a definite "chain of command" within

its organization.

1. The "chain of command" usually extends from an immediate supervisor
up to the president of the company.

2. Itiis best to always find out the role of each person within
the "chain of command".

B. Most companies are very large and the President cannot supervise

everyone.

1. He/she will then delegate authority to other people within the
organization.

2. All people beginning a new job are usually assigned a supervisor

a. The supervisor's .job is to make sure the employees are
doing a good job and assist them to do a better job.

b. All supervisors.will also have their.own supervisor who
makes sure they are doing a good job. This system

continues on up to the president.

C. In any job, it's very important that an employee gets along with

the supervisor.

1. One important aspect of good relations with a supervisor is
good communication.

2. If an employee has any questions or problems concerning the
job, it is important to talk with the immediate supervisor
first. 2 c, ./2
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--An employee should not go to the supervisor's supervisor ici'y
to the president.

3. Establish good communications with your immediate supervisor.

a. An example would be if an employee is either late or sick
for work. It is best to contact the immediate supervisor
first, rather than have the supervisor hear about it
"second hand" from someone else.

a. It is important to understand all instructions given. If

you are confused, yod need to ask questions for clarification.

4. It is very important to follow instructions.

a. The supervisor will usually show an employee the way to do
a particular job.

b. It is best to follow the way instructed first.

c. If an employee feels there is a more efficient way, they can
suggest it to their supervisor. It is then up to the
supervisor to make a final decision.

D. Giving Gifts

1. An employee may want to give their supervisor a gift for a holiday,
birthday, etc. 'This is acceptable in most companies.

2. Giving a supervisor a gift does not mean any special favor in
return.
--Most Americans give gifts without expecting anything in return.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate understanding of employer/employee
relationships in America.

A. Even though many refugees going to the U.S. will not speak English
fluently, it is best that they try and make friends at work anyway.
--For many,making friends will, help them learn Englsih. Asking

fellow employees what the English words are for certain things
begin communication which can build into friendships.

B. Be thoughtfuland courteous to fellow employees.

1. If other'employees go out of their way to help you, acknowledge
their assistance by thanking them.

2. You should also help them if they are in need of help.

a. It is best to be sure first that an employee needsiyour help;
aome people will insulted by the gesture.

b. Remember, most people feel they have the best way to do a
particular job.

2 5 7
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3. Try to be courteous and polite to other employees. /

a. Do not push or shove people--always wait your turn when
there are other people waiting.

b. Most often if you are considerate of others, they will be
considerate of you.

C. If a conflict arises at work, it is best to try and solve the
problem with the other person involved.

1. If conflict still exists, then go to the immediate supervisor.

2. Remember, American will confront problems openly and directly.
If you choose at intermediary to solve a problem, the other
person involved might be insulted.

D. Adjusting to the'pace of work

1. It is usually considered best to a/lways try to achieve the
best possible results on a partidular job. Sometimes, though,
people resent others who try to achieve more than they do
themselves.

2. When beginning a new job, obServe the pace of work of the other
employees.

a. Determine for yourself what will be most suitable for you.

b. Try and develop the delicate belance needed to satisfy
production demands and also to maintain on-the-job friend-
ships.

Teaching Methodologies

Materials needed: Pictures of Americans on the job. These should
encompass all types of working people.

- 'Divide students into small groups to answer the\following
questions based on,previous experience, or ideas,gathered
from this course.

Set a time limit of 5 minutes for each question.

- After each question, request the students responses iii\a large
group and write them on the blackboard, Fill-in any iMportant
points which are missing.

1. If you have a supervisor what do you think his responsibilities
to you are?

-- Some possible reiponses are:

&. See you are doing a good job.

b. Offer advice and suggestions.

c. Handle problems.

d. Be a channel of communication.

e. Give information about benefits.

d
. 4
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2. What do you think your responsibilities to your employer are?,

--Some possible responses are:

a. to do a good job.

b. to be on time to work.

c. to notify sypervisor if.late or sick.

d. establish good communication.

e..Obtain clarification of instructions not understocid

clearly.

3. What can you do to establish and maintaia good relationships w th

the people you work with?

Present the following situations to the class either by reading them or

through a short role-play.

An employee arrives at a new job. The supervisor introduces him to a

co-worker who is supposed to help him with' the new job. The co-worker

is told to help train the new employee. What can the new employee do

in the following situations?

A. The co-worker is very welcoming and tries his best to help the

new employee to learn the job. Sometimes, however, the new employee

has difficulty understanding his coworker. What might he do?

(Ans. Ask for ciarification)

B. The co-worker is not particularly helpful or cooperative. The new

employee is unable to do his job because of this. Wht might he do?

C. The new employee has an appointment with the Public Health Department.

He needs to leave an hOur early. What should he do?

Fast food restaurant.

D. A supervisor finds a new employee working ver slowly on the job.

The supervisor says "Time iq money. You shou d be Working faster."
Whatqmight the new employee do?. Does the em Myer like the new

employee?
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American Currency

Purpose: Prepare the student to use American money.

A. Recognizing peno*inations

B. Counting and Making Change

If

2 6 0
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The following suggested classroom activity/lssabn plan was

submitted-bY:.

r-

The ConsOffiUm* in Thailandi_
This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 5 _ American Currency

,

1
*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in

International Living, and World Education

CONSUMERISM AND FINANCES

Teaching Point: Counting Money

Objective: The learners can count" money and make change

Preparation: You will need American-money or its representation.
For low level students you should only use whole
dollars. If you are working with very low level
students who might not be able to recognize numbers,
then you will need t6 yTepare flash cards with numbers
printed on them to hold up before the students. You
may ant to make these cards in training.
The day before this lesson.tell students to bring in
samples of money from their country. You should
bring in some Thai paper money and coins. 4
You will need some store items for the role play in
part 2. These food items will need prices.put on
them before class. Decide on the prices of these
items during your training.
Befo're you begip this levon it is important to find
out if all the.students can count from I to 10, 1 to 20,
and can do some basic math - addition and subtraction.
If they are not able to (ie. low level students) you
will need to spend a'lot Of time working with them on
number identification (using flash cards). In some
cases perhaps you will need to spend two full days on
number identification and basic lathematics. This
will be time well spent.
Another suggestion is to learn at least_the numbers 1-10
in your student's language (and additional numbers if
possible). This suggestion applies particularly to
pre-literate classes.
Real US money is preferable- to play money. However,
real money is hard to keep track of. There is a
problem with loss.

Procedure:

Part 1: Equivalencies

2 6 2
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1. Make sure that your students can identify and'add and subtract

numbers. FOr.some classes this might be all yotPll be able to

cover in one day.

Write the numbers 1 through 10 on the board. Also write 20, 30,

40,50, 60,70, 80, 90 and 100. For the numbets 1-10, the
teacher can read the number of fingers. For the higher numbers,

have the students point to the particular nuOber on the-board.
For low level students it is suggested that you do this activity

slowly to enable all the students to participate.

3. Ask the students t bring out examples of money from their

Ountry. If you alvailable, you produce sOme Thai paper money.

Ask the students the following questions:

a. Other than by looking at the number, how else can money
be distinguished?

i

b. What can yot,(buy with just one of any demonination?
What will one bill (or coin) buy in your country?

i

c. How much f this money is needed or everyday expenses

such as: enting-a house, buying bicycle, or buying

a kilo of ice.-

4. Divide the stu
pile of Americ
Have the stude
in the class h
the students co
and American mo

_Fat low_ le

numbers and can
change.

ents into small groups. Give each group a small
n one dollar bills, fives, tens, and twenties.

ts take a close look at the bills. Ask if anyone

s ever seen the American money before:- Have
pare and contrast (in color and size) the Thai

ey. Compare/contraSt US money.
1,students, be sure that they can recognize"the
o simple math before you'ask them to make

5. 'Now take all but

. Each small group
, up a five dollar

see it clearly.
Give me back the

. you." Have each

s

tone dollar bills back from the small group.
ould have a pile of one dollar. bills. Hold

bi l. Move around the room so all students can
Sa , "I, will give each-group one of these.
sam adount of Money from the pile in front of

grotip do this.

\

Note: As always whenvorking in small groups be aware that the

,

same person isn't doing all the work for the rest of the

group. Encoura e everyone to participate.

6. Repeat the above proced re with another five, a ten, more tens

and some twenties.
Working with your c ass be patient and don't move too

lquickly. Give the stude tstime to absorb what you are saying./

./3
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7. If you feel your class has mastered recognizing paper money and
making change using whole dollars, you may want to introduce
American coins. Using the fake coins, have the students compare
and contrast these coins with coins from Thailand or their own
country (if available).

Repeat steps 5 and 6 using American coins. Give students
time to practice with the coins. It may be harder for some of the
students to work with coins than.paper money. Be patient.

8. At this point you may want to play a game. Put the same number
f paper bills (and coins if an advanced class) in two separate

p es. Ask two stidents.to come up to the table. They should
each nd before the pile of money. You write a price on the
board (i . $15.00 or $22.45). The person who can make this
amount fi t wins the game. Ask other students up to the table
until all have participated.

9. A suggestion for homework: give them math problems to solve
(ie. simple addition and subtraction problems)

Part 2: Role Play

1 Before you go on to the role play be sure the students can
recognize American money and make correct-aange. If they al!e

not yet at this point, you will need to work with them some more.

2. Take all the money back. Set up a store for a role play. The
store should have many items, none priced above $19.00. Give
each student $20. Ask one student to come to the store, pick
out an item and pay for it. You should take the $20, repeat
the price of the item clearly, then count slowly up to 20.
For example: The price might be $7.00. You have 3 one dollar
bills, two five dollar bills and no tens for -change. You say,
"Seven (the price of the item) eight, nine, ten, and five makes
fifteen, and five is twenty. Thank you."

The student who has just bought the i4tem should count his/
her change in the same manner.: "seven, eight, nine, ten, and
five is fifteen, and eive is twenty."

3 Let a student mOve into the seat of seller, another student
into theSeat of buyer. The teacher can observe and assist
where necessary. Repeat the above procedure with more and
more combinations-of money, if the students are counting
quickly and easily. INSIST THAT EVERYONE COUNTS OUT LOUD, both
so that it is clear if the ch-ange is correct, and so that students
can become accustomed to$counting change (American). If you
are able to assist (observe) two groups at once, set up a second
store, and thus involve more students. Let all students parti
cipate in this role play (as buyer and seller).

2 43,3 ./4
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Part 3: Grocery list

1. Divide the students into small groups. If you have an advanced
class or perhaps an intermediate class you might ask the groups
to make their own grocery list. The students can put prices

next to the items. If the class is low level the teacher may
want to prepare the grocery list and prices ahead of time. After

the priceS have been assigned. Ask the groups to imagine that
soon they will be going to the food store. At the store they
will be selecting items on their list. Explain that it is
always a good idea to prepare a 'shopping list before they go to
the store. That way shoppers are more likely to buy items that
they really need.

2. Give each group a different amount of money - some more and some
less. Each group should count the money they have, then decide
on which items from the list they will buy.

3. Each group should report. They should tell the other groups
which items they will buy, what the total cost will be, and how
much money, if any, they will have left over. .

4. Change the amounts of money given to each group and repeat
the exercise. Follow this with a discussion about buying
according to your budget, and getting the most for your dollar.

Part 4: Working with a Budget

1. Divide the learners into groups. Give each group a sample
household budget for one month. The teacher should write in
amounts for each item on the budget.

2. Give each group an envelope with a different amount of money.
Some groups can get more money than they need, some just enough
money, and some less money than they need. Each group should
open its envelope and decide how they will meet the budget. If

there is some money left over, they should decide what to do
with it. :If a group does not have enough money they must decide
what are the most important items and pay for only them. Teacher
should encourage the students to cooperate with each other.

3. Lead a discussion about the experience. Use the questions

below and add others that are appropriate:

a. How did you feel when you opened your envelope and
'counted your money?
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b. Was there cooperation within the group? Why. Why not?

c. How did groups with less money solve their problems?

d. Do you think that refugees in the USA have problems
keeping a budget for the house? Do other Americans
have problems kteping a budget? What are the problems?
How would you solve them?

e. Do you think your household budget in the USA will be
similar to this one? Why or Why not?
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for of

the information in the lesson "

use in the presentation

American Currency

A. Recognizing Denominations.

1. Value of money.

a. $1.00 U.S. = about $5.00

b. 100 cents = 1.00 U.S.

2. Currency.

a. 1 dollar
b. 5 dollar
c. 10 dollar.

d. 20 dollar
e. 50 dollar
f.100 dollar

bill
bill
bill
bill
bill
bill

3. Coins.

a. 5 cents = 1

b. 1 tent = 1

c. 10 cents = 1

da. 25 cents = 1

-e 50 cents = 1

H.K.

All are same size and the same
color (Green)

nickel coin

penny

diMe

quarter

half-dollar

(silver

(copper

(silver

(silver

(silver

colored)

colored)

colored)

colored)

colored)

TEACHING- METHODOLOGIES

A. Chart showing US dollar/H.K. Dollars

Draw a chart on the blackboard showing the value of U.S.
dollar and H.K. dollar. Use the exchange rate of 5.00.
Leave some of the amounts blank and choose students to,go
up and fill in the blank.

2S
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H.K. U.S.

.20 .04

.50 .10

1.00 .20

1.50 .30

2.00 .40

2.50 .50

5.00 1.00

5.50
6.00

and so on

let students fill in the blanks.

* Materials needed: A chart showing actual coins and currency.
Loose coins and currency.

After using the chart to show the value and size of American
money, have the students to go up to the front of the

classroom with some loose coins and currency and match it
with the chart.

B. Counting and Making Change.

1. Counting one's awn change.

2. Making Change.

TEACHING MOTHODOLOGIES

B. Materials needed: Boxes of American food marked with their
prices.

American currency and coins.

Set up a table in the middle of the class with the boxes
of American food. Choose a student to be the store cashier.
Choose other students to go up and make a purchase. After

the transaction ask another student to check the change and

make sure it is correct.

* Exact change.

Materials needed: American coins and currency.
Cardboard model of a soda machine.

Choose some students to try to buy a can of soda from an exact
change soda machine. Each student should be given a different

amount of money to try with, but only one student should have

the exact amount. Call.on this student last, and since he has
the correct change he gets a can of soda to keep.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " American Currency

Materials: Play money, real American money, plastic fruits, tables,
chairs, etc.

Procedure:

I. Introduction

American money is hard to recognize. The bills are all the same
size and color. The coins don't have numerals printed on them,
just riUmbers written out, (five cents not 5).

II. Activity 1: Introduce coins/making change

A. T holds up penny. L's repeat 1 cent. T writes lc.

B. T asks "What is this? (ans. - 1 cent)

C. T passes out pennies to learners in groups.

D. T introduces 5c in same way.

E. T asks L's questions comparing lc &
1. What differences do you see? (size, color)
2. What pictures are on the 2 coins.

F. T says "There are 5 cents in a 5 cent coin."
T hold up 5 pennies & a nickel.

G. T says - "I need change. Can you give me change for 5
cents?"

H. T repeat process for dime.

I. T drills:
1. "Show me cents."
2. "How much is this?" (Holding coin)
3. "I need change."

J. T gives names of penny, nickel, dime,
T asks "How many pennies are in a ? etc."

./2
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K. T gives L's time to practice all above questions (I & J) in groups
of 2 or 3 learners.

L. Repeat above procedure introducing quarters, half dollars & dollars.

III. Activity 2: Buying/Selling Role Play #1

A. T & Tr demonstrate role play of buying & selling plastic fruits.
Price changes each time. Be sure person selling has enough money
to make change. When making change count out the money:
T : How much is the apple?
Tr: 18c

T : OK. Here s a quarter.
Tr: That's 19, 20, 25c.

B. After demonstrating several times ask for 2 volunteers to come up
& role play..

C. Pass out fruit making sure each group of 2 or 3 people has some
and let them practice buying, selling & making change.

D. For advanced students, ask them to see how quickly they can count
out change.

IV. Activity 3: Bills

A. Use same gradual procedure as listed in activity 1 to familiarize
learners with bills.

B. Review constantly various ways of making change.

V. Activity 4: Buyinglselling role play #2

A. Act out a role play of buying and selling play furniture, kitchen
items,etc. Conduct procedure as in activity 2.

B. Prices for furniture etc. should range as follows:

1. Tab]. T. $40 (37.95, 41.22 etc.)
2. Chair - $20
3. Cup & sucer - $3.00
4. Teapot+- $6
5. Spoon - .50

C. Prices -should vary. Students can make up new prices each time &
thereby vary the amount of change they make.

D. Prices should not be written.

List of Approximate U.S. Prices
?f,:a

.13
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lc small piece of candy or gum.
5c larger piece of candy or gum
10c pencil
18c stamps for a letter
25c- orange, apple
40c candy bar
50c can of beer, ice cream cone, cup of coffee, tea

75c - 1 pack of cigarettes
$ 1.00 loaf of bread, 1/2 gallon of milk

$ 1.50 - 3.00 - sandwich
$ 2.001 - kilo of rice

$?5.00 - cheap meal in a restaurant
$10.00 - shirt
$25.00 - nice dress, chair
$50.00 - used table

$100.00 - pair of glasses, radio/cassette player
$500.00 - T.V. small, average refrigerator

$1,000.00 - used car
$5,000.00 - cheapest new car

c,

27 0
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ACTI1UTIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom actVity/lesson plan,was
a

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information\in the lesson " American Currency

411(NOTE: The teacher must make sure pat this lesson does not become an
English language lesson.)

A. xv.cognizing denominations

Questions

1. What is the unit of currency in Laos (Cambbdia, etc.)?

2. Are these units divided into smaller units? If so, what are the
names of the smaller units?

3. Do the units have only one name or several names?

The unit of currency of the-United States is the dollar. This
unit is divided into (= is equal to) 100 cents. Dollars most often
are bills, while cents are coins. (There is, however, a one-dollar
coin.) The bills and coins come in several different amounts:

coins bills

1 cant 1 dollar

5 cents 5 dollars

10 cets 10 dollars

25 cents 20 dollars

50 cents 50 dollars

100 dollars

There is also a twa-dollar bill. Bills larger than 100 dollars
are not generally used in everyday life.

The symbol for cents is for example, 50 is read fifty cents.
The symbol for dollars is $: for example, $50 iis read fifty dollars.

2 71 12
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Dollars and cents are combined with the dollars preceding the cents
and a period between them: for example; $50.50 is read fifty dollars
and fifty cents. The student_ will noticf that when dollars and cents

e written together, the symbol for cents is not used.

Exercise 1: Reading currency expressions

Haye the students read the following currency expressions, using
numbers in their own language.

Example: $1,42 One dollar and forty-two cents

1. $6.37 6. $1.52

2. $8.49 7. $3.1,1

3. $5.25 8. $7.84

4. $10.63 9. $4.08

5. $2.96 10. $9.70.

Each of the
special names of
special names of
special names of

coins and some of the bills hav,e special names. The
the coins are bften used by everyone, while the
the bills are less often used by fewer people. The
the coins are:

1 cent = a penny,

5 cents = a nickle

10 cents a dime

25cents!=a quarter

50 cents = a half-dollar!

These words are used, for example, in asking for change:

"Do you .lave two nickles for a dime?" '

They are used in stating prices only when the price is exactly one of
the coins.

For example,

but never

I
2?:,2 .1)

,

"That pan costs a dime."

"That p n costs two dimes."

,13 ,
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Exercise 2: psing the special names for.toins

Have the studentS tead the following/dUvency eipressions using the
special names for the coins whenevef/possible.

Examples:, .$6.50

$7.20

Six dollars and a half

Seven dollars and twenty,cents

1. $8.25 6. lc

2. 5c 7. $2.02

3. $135, 8. 25C

4. 50c 9. 10c4.

5. $6.26 10. $3.15

Questions

1. In what forms does United States currency occur?

2. What'are the bills called? .

3. What are the coins called?

1
4. How many -dents equal a do4ar?

5. In what amounts do the,coins occur?

6. Who-Are the special names for the coins?

7. In what amounts do the bills used in everyday life occur?
410

.1

B. Counting and making change

Exercise 3: Adding up coins

Have the students give the total amount for each of the following,sets

of coins.

Example: 3 pennies,.2 nickles, a dime,.3 quarters, 2 half-dolla:s
$1.98 (one dollar and ninety-eight cents)

1. 6 pennies, 3 nickles, 2 dimes, a .quafter, 2 half-dollars ($1.66)

, 4A .

2. 4 pennies,'5 nickles, 3 dimes, 2 quarters, a half-dollar ($1.59)

3. 2 pennies,. 4 nickles, a dime, 4 quarterS, 2 half-dollars ($2.32)

4. a penny, 2 niales, 4-dimes,. 3 quarters, 4, half-dollars ($3.26)

273 .14
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5. 5' pennies, a nickle, 5 dimes, 6 quarterg, 6 half-dollars ($5.10)

Ekercise 4: Using coins and bills

Have the student give the least of biils and coins that would equal
each of the following amounts.

Example: $3.63 = 3 one-dollar bills, a halc-dollar, a dime and
3 pennies

,.1 $/L.37 6. $7.60

2. $6.25 7, $5.84

3. $1.96 8. $2.52

4 . $10.11 9. $3.63

5. $8.08 10. $4.49
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CONSUMERISM AND FINANCE

Shopping in America

Purpose: Introduce shopping for food and non-food items.

A. Comparison of Shopping Systems

1. Bargaining/fixed prices

2. Responsibilities of the buyer and seller

a. Accepting defective merchandi.se/returning items

b. Keeping the receipt

3. Sales tax

B. Market Familiarization

1. Types of food stores (such as supermarkets, farmermarkets,
neighborhood stores, co-ops)

2. Other places tO shop (such as yardsales, garage sales,
discount stores)

3. Economical shopping

a. Finding the best price

b. Common foods/luxury foods

275
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developea for use in the presentation of'

the information fin Lesson 8 _ n Shopping in

America

*Save the Children Federation, Exnelriment in
International Living, and World Education

Goods and Services

Activity:, Shopping America 0
Ob ective: Learners can compare and contrast methods of Shopping

Preparation: You will need some play money and coins. Bring some
store products and a caah register. Bring signs for
Department Stcre and newsprint and felt pens.

Part I: Comparison of hopping Systems

Procedures:

1. Do a role play with teacher aide a role play of shopping in
their country. The buyer'and seller are friendly and talk
before they begin business. The buyer picks up and looks at
an item; then, the buyer and seller begin bargaining in a
friendly way.

2. Ask: What happened first? Then what happened? Then what?
How was the price determined? How did the buyer and seller
a-Ct toward each other?

3. Tell the learners that you will now role-play an American
store. The buyer and seller should be serious. They do not
talk much. There is a price on every item. It cannot be
changed. The buyer looks at an item and the seller does
not pay attention to him. Finally, the buyer brings the
item to the seller. He may ask "how much", but usually
says nothing.

4. Asklearners to report what they saw first; second; etc. Ask:
How was the price determined? How did they act toward each
other? ect.

5. Ask what was similar in the two role plays. Ask what was
different.
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6. Now have some learners come to you (the seller) say the
price of the ited ($1) and (5c) sales tax. $1.05, please.
The buyer should give you the full amount.
Ask: What is the piice of this item? Why did you pay more?
If none know, explain that in America many states have a
sales tax on item. It is about 5%, but it can vary from
state to state. Continue this role play with a few others
who will role-play both buyer and seller.

7. Say: imagine youllought an item in your country. When you
got.home, you saw that the item was broken or it did not work.
What would'you have done? Imagine fhat you brought the item
home and now you decide you do not like it. What would you
do?
Explain that in America, if you buy something and it does not
work Well or it is damaged or you decide you do not like it
and have not used it, ydu can go back to the store and exchange
it or get your Money back.
BUt you must have the receipt. What is a receipt?
Do a short role play of someone buying something, getting a
receipt,-going home, discoveirng something wrong with the item,
then returning to the store with- the receipt, and exchanging
it or getting money back.-

Part II: Market Familiarization and Economy

8. Explain that in America there are,small stores selling only one
kind of item (i.e. clothes) and there are large store selling

a lot of items. A large store is called a Department Store.
In one section of the store, they sell women's clothes, in
another furniture, etc. Place some signs around the room:
Women's Fashions, Men's Clothes, Sports, Furniture, Household
Items, School Supplies & Radios & TVs, others if available.
Say; imagin? this is a big department store. Read an item
that soma one may want to buy. Ask a learner to go to the
section where they might find the item. Here are some items
one may what:

a. trousers
b. a bed
c. a notebook and pencil
d. a dress
e. a. basketball
f..a radio

9. Ask the learners to brainstorm a list of items they will need
for the home and family.'
Have the teacheraidewrite in learner's language the list on
big newsprint in,front-of the classroom.
Ask learners to think about going shopping. They have *limited
budget. If they could buy only one item, what would be Ore most

g. a belt
h. a table and chair
i. a badminton racket
j. forks, spoon, knives
k. a cassette-recorder
1. plates

277
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essential item for home or family. Ask them to explain their
choices. After, ask what would be the two most important
things? three? etc.

2 7 8
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by -LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the informationg.n the lesson " Shopping inAmerica, Part I

SHOPPING FOR FOOD IN AMERICA

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

1. Students can compare/contrast American and Vietnamese
shopping systems.

2. Students can demonstrate knowledge of how to shop in America.

UNIT-1

Objective: Students can compare/contrast systems of buying
and selling.

A. Bargaining/fixed prices:

1. In the open mat-ets of Vietnam, one could bargain for a
good price on food items.

a. In America, there is no bargaining on the price of food.
b. Prices are set and marked on each item.

B. Responsibilities of buyer and seller.

1. If you purchase an item which has a defect, you can return
it for rePair or replacement;

a. The buyer must take the item back to the store of
purchase along with the receipt for refund of
ieplacement.

2. The seller must replace any defective merxhandise.

a. If the item cannot be replaced, then the seller must
.give a refund.

3. There,are exceptions to the policy in America.

a. When purchasing an item, it is always best to ask the
seller their refund policy.

27j ./2
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C. Sales tax.

\)

1. Tax is charged by both federal and State governments on
some kinds of products that you buy in America.

a. Price marked on the item does not include tax.

b. Tax will be added to the total cost at the check-out
counter.

c. The-amount of tax varies from state to state.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 1 - A

Bring in boxes and cani of American food with the prices marked
on them. Ask the students to come up and read how much they
cost.

* ROLE PLAY

Materials needed: Some American products.

Two students, one a shop clerk and the other a customer, should
go to the middle of the room where a shop is set up.

Customer: How much is this box of food?

Clerk: Let's see ... that $1.50.

Customer: A $1.50?! That's too mud' money. I'll give you $1.10.

Clerk: Are you trying to bargain with me? We only have one
price for the products here. Either pay $1.50 or go
some place else to shop.

UNIT 1 - B

* ROLE PLAY

Materials needed: An appliance.
A receipt.

Ask a student to return an appliance which has broken down.
The store owner will ask him for his receipt and then tell him
he can't get his money back but will get the appliance repaired
for free.

* ROLE PLAY

Materials needed: An article of clothing.

A student should try to return an article of clothing to a
store without the sales.receipt. The clerk should ask for his
receipt, and when the student.doesn't have it the clerk should
tell him it is not possible to return anything without the
receipt.

260 ./3
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, UNIT 1 - C

* ROLE PLAY

Materials needed: A box of American food.

Two students show act as though they are waiting at a check-out
line in the supermarket.

First student: How much is the box of food?

Second student: It costs $2.99.

First student: O.K. I have $3.00, I'll pay for it.

Second student: Mith tax it will end up costing $3.14.

UNIT 2

Objective: Siudents can describe types of food stores in America.

A. Types of food stores.

1. Supermarkets,

a. Supermarkets are the equivalent of the open market in
Vietnam, but indoors.

b. Almost any item needed for the home can be purchased.

1. Food.,
2. Kitchen/Laundry/bathroom items.
3. Personal goods (soap, shampoo).
4. Household goods (light bulbs, hammers and nails).

Etiquette in a supermarket

1. Don't go to a supermarket in pajamas.
2. Every supermarket.has 'carts which you push up and

down the aisle.
3. If you stop to look at an item, don't block the

aisle.
4. There's a place in the carts*for childrent The

supermarket isn't a playground and you shouldn't
allow them to run around.

2. Grocery Stcres.
4

a. There are small corner markets that stock most
necessary items.

b. Because they don't stock in volume, they are generally
' very expensive.

2 S 44
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3. Convenience Stores.
a. Small stores which stock necessary items as milk,

beverage and bread.

b. These stores are generally open ,24 hours daily.

c. They are usually quite expensive in exchange for
the "Convenience" of the long hours they're open.

4. Specialty Stores.

a. Stores which deal in one type of food as butchers or
bakers.

b. Also stores which sell special ethnic foods, like
Vietnamese or Chinese food.

1. These stores are generally found in urban areas
only; don't expect to find them everywhere.

5. Food Co-ops.

a. Where.a group of people get together to buy large
quantities of food at wholesale prices, then divide
up the food to save money.

b. This is a very economical way to purchase certain food

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 2 - A: Supermarkets : Compare/contrast

Materials needed: Slides and slide projector

Begin by asking students how they go food shopping in,Vietnam
and Hong Kong. Da they go to the market or the supermarket? ,
Can they buy everything under one roof or do they go to many
different shops? Can they see the fresh food or l.'s it wrapped

up? Can they pay by check or cash?

Before the students see theslides, ask them to note anything
new or different about the American supermarket.

For example:

What type of products can you buy there? 'Are there different
sections for different foods? How do you derry your food

around the store? Is the meat wrapped up already or can you
buy it alive?

* Compare/contrast American, food stores.

Materials needed: Visuals representing the different t9pee of
stores.
Newspaper ads made from these stores.

2S2 ./5
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Directions: Show the visuals representing the different types

of grocery stores in the U.5L, then pass around the

ads from these different types of stores. Compare

not only the prices but also the types of food

sold, convenience of opening hours and location.

UNIT 2 c: Supermarket etiquette

* ROLE PLAY

"Mos

Set up a role play with a student acting as an obnoxious customer

in a supermarket. Have him do everything wrong; push his cart

.
into people, speak in a loud voices and eat food before it is

paid for.

Ask the student what he did.wrong.

UNIT 3

Objectiver Students can deicribe economical ways to shop for

food in Anerica.

A. Americans ustially go to the supermarket only once or twice

a week.

1. The reason is that most American homes have refrigerators

to store food:

2. To buy food for a week, you have to estimate how much you

need to buy and make a list.

B. ShoPping for the best price.

1. Most foods in supermarkets are stocked by types.

a. For example, all meats are together in one section.

2. There is usually a variety of brand namei for a particular

item.

a. *Thajamous brands are usually morg expensive.

b. Just because a particular brand is famous doesn't mean

it's good.

c. Generic btands (which are cheaper) are often as good as

the famous brands.

/6
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3. There are weekly sales at different supermarkets.

a-. Regular prices are lowered on certain items.

b: check the newspapers on Saturday or Sunday for
advertisements of sales.

4. Coupons can be used to save money.

a. They are usually found in newspapers.

b. TSey look like small cards and usually have a
picture of the product on them.

c. The amount of money you can save is also on the coupon.

d. Coupons do have expiration dates on them.

e. Don't just buy something you don't have or_red because
you have a coupon for it.

C. Common.Foods/Luxury foods.

1. Common foods are those foods which are necessary for
survival - as meat, fish, rice, etc.

a. You should plan your budget to include commpn foods
first.

2. Luxury foods are those items not necessary for sUrvival
- as beer, candy, etc.

,

a. Luxury foods should only.be purchased if all your other
needs are met first.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 3 - B: Generic Brands

* ROLE PLAY

Materials neecred: Some brand name products
Soma generic products

Ask two students to'pretend they are shopping in a supermarket.
When they compare the prices of products with a brand name and
the generic type,,they should remark how much cheaper the
generic products are.

UNIT 3 - B - 44 ''Using coupons

Materials needed: American products:
Coupons for the products.
American money.

2S4 ./7
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Directions: Set up a table in the middle of the classroom
with the American products. Have students'go up
with a coupon and husy whatever their coupon fs,
for, including paying for the product in tht U.S.
money.

UNIT 3 - C

Wliat should I pay?

Materials needed: Visuals of different types of food and..drinks
as they would appear in a store, cigarttes,0,
etc.

* Directions: Write the names of the different foods on t e
blackboard in English. Tape the picturê of Xlie
food.next,to

For example; Milk
Eggs
Cookies
Cigarettes
Soda
Beer
Rice

"Ice cream

Ask a student (or students) to come up and ( ) the food to
buy ifztheyihaVe a limited income: Stress the point that
cigarettes,:beer and soda would not'provide food.value for,them
or their family and should not bt_purchased.ifthey'Oe short
of funds.

* With the same visuals ask the students t6 choose the fOads
that are popular and cheap in Vietnam. Compare thi:ewith foodd.4
that are cheap/expensive.

For example: In Vietnam, shrimp is cheap but fresh milk is
expensive, while in the U.S:, shrimp is expensive and freAh milk
cheap.

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can demonstrate kn. edge of weights and
measures in America.

./8
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A

A. America uses theAmericansystem of measurement, not the
metric system which is used in most countries.

1. Food Is measured by ounces and pounds (oz and lbs).

a. Liquids aremeasured by ounces, pints,
gallons.

B. Food is' priced by weight.

1. Meat is priced by the ounce.

2. Vegetables are priced by the pound.

3. Liquids are priced by the pint, quart or gallon.

C. Most fresh foods have labels written in three parts:

1. Price per unit (as price per pouad)

2. The total weight of the package.

3. ,The totalairice of the package.

Eample: Buying chickemr-7-

1. The chicken will either be whole and wrapped in plastic

or cut into pieces and wrapped (No feathers etc.)

2. There will be a label on the plastic giving price per
pound, total weight and total price.

Therefore, to compare the price of chicken from one store
to another, read the price per pound label, NOT the'total

piice label. The total price label depends on the Size' and

Weight of the chicken.

quarts and

44

TEACHING'.MET ODOLOGIES

UNIT 4.- UNIT/PRICING EXERCISE

Matirial needed: Unit pricing handout
6

-4, Directions: Ask the students to read the labels of the chicken

and shrimp. Based on the information on the labels,
ask the students to answer the following questions:

Chicken

Whatis.the price per pound of chicken?
What is-ihe net Weight Of.the chicken?
,What is the total price?

%

vi
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Shrimp

What is the.price per pciund?
.44hat is the net weight?
Total price for'shrimp?

4
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Which is cheaper per.pound, chicken or shrimp?
Which package eontains more, the chicken or.shrimp?
ighich is more economicalm the chicken or,shrimp?

DATE OF SALE

What is the last date of sale for the chicken? for the shrimp?

* Lbs/Oz-Metric conversion chart

Materials leeded: Conversion chart handout.
Measuring cups, quart container, gallon

;
container.

Directions: Ask the students to-read the list comparing the
metric with Lbs, Oz and Fl. Oz.

Have the students fill up a quart or gallon containet
with the measuring cups, so they can see exactly
how much a cup, pine, quart and gallon contain.

27
1
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CULTURAL 04ENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested'classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material.was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Shopping in America, Part II

1

J OTIVE:

SHOPPING FOR CLOTHING.

1. Student can select appropriate clothing for given social/
climatic situations.

UNIT 1

A. Appropriate clothing.

1. It is very important to select appropriate clothing
according to a speeificevent, i.e. going to an interview,,
going to work, going to a park ...

2. Pajamas are not considered appropriate clothing to
appear in-front of anyone outside_of family members.

B. ApprOpriate clothing for work.

1. Blue Yeans are not acceptable for an Office. They are
perfectIy acceptable if you have a constructtpn job

,or other blue collar jobs.

2., Suits or sports jacket with tie and slacks-are standard
ments actirefor the office.

Women wear dress or pant-suits.

4. Should not wear flip-flops or sandals.

...ppropriate clothing for social events
1.

1. Parties:

A.. Casual. -

r. Men normally will wear a sports shirt and slacks.

2. A nice dress or a nice pant suit for the women.

41(
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b. Informal.

1. Men will wear a sports jacket with tie or a suit.

2. A dress or slacks with a nice T-shirt top for the
women.

c. Blue jeans are not appropriate unless specifically
told to wear or if you've been invited to a backyard
barbecue or picnic.

D. Parks, beaches and other outdoor activities.

1. For both men and women, casual clothing is accepted:
pants, shorts, T-shirts, sandals, flip-flops, etc.

2. Very skimpy clothing is accepted in some parts of the
country, such as California, but may not be accepted
in other areas such as Ohio.

3. Beach wear and barefeet are frequently not allowed in
restaurants or most stores.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

UNIT 1

A. Divide up the class into small groups.

B. Give each group a group of pictures of people in
different types of attires, i.e.

Beach wear, office wear, evening wear, or casual wear.

C. Give each group an occasion such as a job interview or
a beach party and have them select the appropriate
attire.

D. To add interest, you may ask how they dress in Vietnam
for the different occasions.

UNIT 2

A. Select appropriate clothing nccording to the season.

1. Weather patterns vary greatly in the U.S. depending on
where you are located.

2. Because of central air conditioning and heating one
dresses differently for indoor and outdoor activities.

/-

./3
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B. Spring and summer weather.

1. Can be hot and humid like Asia or can be hot and dry.

2. Most people wear casual and light weight clothing.

a. Sandals and flip-flops are acceptable for most
social occasions.

b. Women can wear skimpy clothing. Sheer (or see
through) clothing is generally not acceptable.

c. Children can wear T-shirts or shorts. But must be
fully clothed. They cannot, go out without pants
or diapers.

d. In most cities, beach wear cannot be worn except
at the beach.

3. Sun is damaging to one's skin. One should dress properly
to protect one's skin.

a. Do not overexpose your skin to the sun.

b. Do not shower too much in dry climate.

c. When your skin feels dry, rub some kind of hand
lotion, cream or oil into your skin.

C. Fall and winter.

1. It is very important to be properly clothed for the
-

winter.

a. Where it is very cold, one can get frost bite if the
skln is exposed too long or if the hands and feet
do not have warm enough covering.

b. It is also easy to catch pneumonia.

2. Essential clothing for the winter (where it is snowy or
freezing).

a. Boots.

b. Heavy socks: maybe 2 pairs to keep your feet dry and
warm.

c. Parka (waterproof type)

d. Scarf: to keep your neck warm.

e. Hats: because most of your body heat ts lost through
the head.

f. Thermal underwear.

g. Mittens.

./4
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3. It is best to wear layers of clothing.

a. It would be warmer to wear a turtleneck sweater,
a flannel shirt over that, and then a jacket,
rather than just wear a heavy sweater.

b. Houses are heated in the US. To prevent being too
hot inside and too cold outside it is easier to be
able to just add layers or take off layers when
needed.

4. Best materials.

a. Thermal underwear.

b. Wool flannel and cotton.

c. Down-jackets.

5. Taking care of oneself in the cold weather. .

a. It is m_ch colder when the humidity is high.

b. Skin tends to chafe, dry out and be painful.

1. One should shower less.

2. Rub lotion, cream or oil on your skin regularly.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

A. Start by discussing the variations of weather patterns in
the US.

B. Go around the room and ask to see if the students know where
they are going.

C. For those who know where they are going.

1. Ask them what they know about the weather.

2. Have they heard from friends as to what they will need?

D. Group those going to the 'same area and intersperse the rest
of the class among the groups to discuss what they would
purchase for their stay in the US.

UNIT 3: Sizes in America.

A. Sizing is different in America.

1. Children'ê clothes afe sized by a combination of age,
weight /Ind height.

2. Adult clothes come in many different types of measurements.

29 _1. .15
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3. Most stores have fitting rooms. Try on everything
before you buy.

4. Most intimate apparel or underwear cannot be tried on
due to health rule.

5. To find your approximate size, use the measuring instruc-
tions provided in the handouts.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Demonstrate to your students how to measure themselves or each
other. The objective is to know what their measurements are.
Even if they do not know what is their size, as long as they
can tell the clerks what their measurements are, they are half
way there.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material waOldeveloped for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Shopping in America,
Part I: Shopping for Food

Purpose: TO introduce learners to the supermarket and shopping for
food.

Materials needed: Supermarket items, photos 1-6 of supermarkets,
picture dictionaries, box to use as shopping cart, play mondy.

Procedure:

1.- Americans can buy food in different kinds of stores. They include:

a. Grocery store: Small corner markets that stock most necessary
goods. Because they don't deal in very large volume, they may
be expensive.

b. Convenience store: Small stores that sell necessary ite,as
like milk and beverages. Open 24 hours/day usually and are
quite expensive in exchange for the "convenience" of the
long hours they're open.

c. Special stores. Stores dealing in only one type of food
(like butchers or bakers), stores that sell special ethnic
foods (like Chinese/Vietnamese stores). These are only in
big cities; don't expect to find them everywhere, and they
tend to be rather expensive also.

d. Supermarkets: Where most Atericans do most of their food
shopping, both for the price (less expensive) and the
convenience (everything is in one store).

2.- American Supermarkets:

a. The Supermarket is the American equivalent of the open market,
but indoors. Everyone goes to the supermarket, it's a place
for you to get some impressions of Americans, and where
they can get some first impressions of you.

b. Supermarkets are huge - about the same size as the entire
classroom compound here in Galang.

2
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c. You can buy almost anything you need for your house:

Food
Kitchen/laundry/bathroom items
personal goods (soap, shampoo, etc..)
household goods -(light bulbs, hammers and nails, etc...)

What's available varies from store to store.

d. Opening hours of supermarkets vary from store to store and

day to day - check opening hours and closing hours before you

shop.

3.- Look at page 20 in your dictionary.
In the supermarkets, products are organized on shelves in

categories. Milk, cheese and eggs, for example, are in a

section labeled 'diary products'.

What other foods do you see in the picture that are grouped

together:
canned goods
bread and cookies
meat and fish
fruits and vegetables
frozen food

In most supermarkets people use a card provided by the store

to put their food in. After they have chosen everything they
want they take the food up to the cashier who records the price

on the cash register. The final price is sometimes higher than
the total would seem to be because there is tax on items that

you can't eat. Tax is usually not over 6% of the price. It's

a good idea to add up the cost of the items you are buying

before you get to the cashier. Then watch to be sure the cashier

doesn't make a mistake.

In American markets people don't bargain about the price of

things. The price is marked on everything on nobody will lower

it. If you want to findcheaper prices you have to go to several

stores and compare the prices marked on objects. For this reason,

many markets advertise low prices on their storefronts or in

newspaper or on T.V. (Show pictures #1 and 2.)
3

Be careful though, because some stores may have low prices on

a few things and other things will be very high.

Look at these other pictures of American markets. What things

are similar in Cambodia? What things are different? (Show

pictures 3, 4, 5, 6)

Is there anything else that you notice about the picture on page

20 that is new for you?
./3
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4.- The teacher indicates the store display in front of the class.
Teacher says: In American stores prices are written in many
different ways:

$1.95
1.95

$ .95
.95

95c

Qualities are also different:

approximately

1 pound (lb.) 1/2 kilogram (KG)
1 ounce (oz.) 28 grams (G)
1 fluid ounce (fl. oz. 20 milliliters (ML)
1 cup (C) ;4 liter (L)
1 pint (pt.) 11 liter (L)
1 quart (qt.) almost 1 liter
1 gallon (gal.) almost 4 liters

Explain only starree items unless people ask questions.

5. In stores we use abbreviations to show the prices of things:

.89/lb.
43C each (ea.)

1.26 qt.
1.21 oz.

6. Teacher show3 5-10 objects from front of class, explaining
the prices and quantity abbreviations. (Teacher includes
prices which use ea., lb., oz. and various ways of showing
prices i.e. $ 1.95

95c
1 .

35C
4/$1.00 etc)

7. Teacher passes around objects for learners to study. (Present
goods and let L's look at the labels.)

8. After Teacher collects objects (before putting them. back)
Teacher explains system of aisles, sections. T. explains
words - dairy, meat, produce, dry goods, cleansers, etc.

T asks Ls to point to section where each object should be put
back.

T aide do demo 1st.

III. Role play

9. When all objects are in place T hands learner a box or chair to
use as,shopping cart & money in bills. L picks out objects &

295 /4
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buys them at cashier. T says remember to count your change,

10.- a. After a few people' have done role play, T introduceV.concept of

quantity buying and unit pricing:

Show large and small rice and laundry soap containers:
(unit price)

Rice 11b. $1.00 $1.00/1b.

5lbs. $4.25 .85/1b. (save .75)

Soap 11b. $2.15 $2.15/1b
21b. 3.54 1.77/1b

b. T also explains how its cheaper to make a list and buy only

what you need. In American supermarkets there are so many
Products packaged so beautifully, that it's easy to buy things

you don't really need. This is a problem for refugees who
have only a little money for food each month.

c. T explains about expiration dates on dairy, meat and bakery

goods.

11.- T now explains about supermarket etiqueete. T emphasizes that

many Americans take this etiquette seriously and will be angry

with people who don't act appropriately:

Don't stop to talk in the middle of the aisle if you are
blocking other people.

b. Don't block other's view of what's on the shelves.

c. If other are in your path, wait. Don't push around them.

d. There's a space in the carts for your children to ride in
the supermarket isn't a play ground and they shouldn't run

around.

12.- T asks for 2 volunteers to come shopping at the same time. One

shopper will do everything right, the other everything wrong.
Have the class make a list of all the things a shopper should

and shouldn't do:

Should Shouldn't

buying in large quantity opposites

use a list
not buy luxury items

(alcohol, cookies,cigarettes)
look at expiration dates
be polite-
add up cost in advance
know how much change to expect from cashier
count change
ask cashier for correct change if he/she didn't
get correct change
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The following suggested classroom activity/lessop plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

This material was developed for usc in the presentation of

the information in the lesson "
States: Food

Shopping in the United

A. Introduction a

1. Do people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) pay a fixed price for things they
buy, or do they bargain?'

. Do they bargain for everything they buy? If not, what things are

not bargained for?

3. What do Laotians (Cambodians, etc.) think about people--foreigners,
for example--who pay the first price that is asked and never bargain
for anything?

In the United States, most things that are used everyday are sold

at a fixed price. This means that there is no bargaining for,such things.
Buying some things, such as cars and houses, may involve some bargaining,
but mostother things have a fixed price. If the newly-arrived,person
tries to buy something at a price lower than the one stated, the Seller
will not understand and may probably get a little angry.

However, there are usually several brands of what the person wants

)

to buy, and these brands often differ n price. It is up to the buyer, .

then, to compare the prices of.the var ous brands before buying something.
The arrangement of a store often helps the buyer in comparing prices:
all the things of the same kind are usually placed together in one place.
Thus, the buyer does not have to walk around much in order to compare
prices. ...

Questions

1. What is the practice in the United States--paying the fixed price

or bargaining? .

2. What might happen if you try to bargain for everyday things in the

United States?

3. Is everything in the United States sold at a fixed price, or is it

2 9 /
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possible to bargain sometimes?

4. For what kinds of things is it'possible to bargdin?

5. People in the United States do not bargain for everyday things, but
there is something the buyer can do that will achieve results
similar to the results of bargaining. What is that?

B. Responsibilities of they buyer and the seller

1. When you bought something in Laos (Cambodia, etc.), did you alwaya
make sure it was exactly what you wanted?

2. And in this camp, do you do the same thing?

3. What did yoo do in Laos (Cambodia; etc.) when what you bought was
defective (=damaged or not usable).?

4. And in this camp., what do you do?

5. Could you exchange (= replace one for another) things that you
bought in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

6. And in this camp, can you exchange things you have bought?

7. What were the conditions in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) for exchanging
things?

8. And in this camp, what are the conditions?

The act of buying something is like a two-way street as far as
responsibility is concerned: the seller has a responsibility to the
buyer and the buyer has a responsibility, too. The seller's main
responbibility is to ensure that what he sells is in good condition:
that is, a seller should not knowingly try to sell something that is
bad. However, in the United States, the seller cannot always be sure
that what he sells is in good condition. In the United States, many
everyday things are mass produced: that is, hundreds or thousands of
a thing are produced every hour or every day. Thus, same things that
are produced in this way are not in good condition, and no one sees
it. Also, many things are sold in packages that cannot be opened until
after they are bought. Thus, it is possible that, the seller is not
aware that what he is selling is not good. It then becomes the buyer's
responsibility to get what he wants by means of a receipt.

A receipt is a piece of paper that shows that a person paid a
certain amount of money to another person for a certain thing. In
general, receipts are very important in the United States, and the
newly-arrived pereton should make a habit of keeping them--some for
only a short time, such as a week or a month, and same for a longer

293 ./3
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time, up to three years, depending on the kind of receipt it is.
.Many, if not most, stores in the United States automatically give'
a receipt. Ifr\the newly-arrived person does.not get a receipt for.
something he buys,'he should perhaps ask for one. However he must
first decide for himsell whether or not a receipt will be important
later. For example, if he buys some envelopes he probably will not
need a receipt. 'If he buys a shirt, he may,need one.

When the buyer gets something that is not good, then, he must
. return it to the store and eicchange it for something that is good
or else get his money back. In general, exchanges or money returns
will be made only when the buyer has a receipt to shcw that he bought
the unusAble'thing at that store. In small towns, the situation is
different, of coUrse. Everyone knows everyone, so receipts are often
not necessary. In the United States, the less personal relationship
that exists between two people, the more documentary (= on paper)
evidence is needed or usedi

The buyer, then takes the unusable thing he has bought, along with
the receipt, back to The store and exchanges the unusable thing for
a usable one or else gets his money back. However, in general, the
time between buying and exchanging must not be very great--perhaps
two days at the most. Also,, the unusable thing must be returned
exactly as it was bougfit.

Questions

1. What is one important element in the buying situation in the
United States?

2. What is the importance of a receipt?

3. Do you think there might be conditions on the returning of
something to a store? If so, what are they?

4. Which of the following items could probably be exchanged?

a. an iron that does not heat up vroperly

b. a shirt that has a stain on the back

c. a skirt that has a tear in the back

d. a blouse whose color you no longer like

/ e. a bottle of catsup that does not taste good

5. For'the items in the question above that you think could not be
returned, why do you think they eould not be returned?

29j
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C. Food in the United States

Questions

-

I. What foods did you eat most often in Laos. (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. And here in camp?

3. 'What was the main part (= basis) for meals in Laos (Cambodia, etc)?

4. And here in camp?

5. What do you think people in the United States eat most often?

6. What do you think most kinds of United States food-taste like?

7. Do you think you will like United gtates food? Why or why not?

Before continuing the discussion of shopping in the United States',

a few words must be said shout food in the United.States. To the

Southeast Asian th..t likes spicy food, food in the United States is

usually quite bland--that is, without a strong tas:e. Because of the

many ethnic sources of people in the United States, there are many

kinds of food. But most of these are considered "tasteless" by

Southeast Asians who like hot food.(Another characteristic of food is

the United States is that it is often quite simple: simple to prepare

and simple to eat. For example, sandwiches--two slices of bread with

one thing or another placed between them and eaten with the fingers--

are a favorite noontime meal.

Many, but by'no means all, people in the United States have three

mealsa day: breakfast, lunch and dinner. Breakfast and lunch are often

very quickly eaten because people are often in a hurry. Breakfast varies

from a single cup of coffee to steak and eggs. Lunch also varies from

a simple sandwich and something to drink to a mec= elaborate affair

consisting of 2 or 3 courses. Dinner is the main meal of the day fot

perhaps most people in the United States. If is often less simpl'e than

the other meals (that is, it often requires more time to prepare) and

usually takes a longer time to eat because people are relaxing after working

all day. Also, it is often the only meal of the day in which the Olole

family eats together.

Certain foods are sometimes, bu, again by no means always, related

to certain meals. Foods associated with breakfast include such things

as eggs, cereals, bacon, sausage, etc. Food related to lunch often

include sandwiches, with or without soup and/or salad. Dinner foods usually

include a meat Gish with potatoes and one or two vegetables. Potatoes.

are a good example of some possible differences between meals: potatoes

at breakfast are often fried, while potatoes at dinne; are ,often mashed.

.However, the student must remember that there no absolutes: that is,

.15
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whereas in Thailand it can be said that rice is usually eaten
three times a day, there is almost nothing equivalent to that in
the United States. Only bread-a minor part of a meal--comes close
to being an equivalent. In general, people in the United S*ates
eat whatever they want, and whenever they want to eat.

In his own home, the newly-arrived person may eat whatever he
wants, of course. When going to eat at the home of a native of the
United States, however, he must be prepared to eat at least some
kinds of typical United States food.

Questions

1. Many Asians eat rice three times a day. , Do you think there is
anything in the United States that may be eaten three times a
day? What

2. Rice is the basis for meals in most Asian countries. What do
you think is the equivalent basis for meals in the United States?

. In the United States, must you always eat United States food?
, Why or why not?

4. Where is food preparation easier--in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) or
in the United States? Why?

5. Where does eating seem mo're enjoyable--in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)
or in the United States? Why?

D. Types of food stores

Questions

1. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.), where do most people buy their food?

2. And here in the camp?

3. Can all kinds of food be bought in the market in Laos (Cambodia,
etc.)?

4. What about here in the camp?

5. Are there other kinds of stores in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) that
sell food items? If so, what are they?

6. What about here in camp?

.In the United States, there are several kinds of stores that
sell food items. Now, probably every city and toWn in the United
States has,a supermarket. This is usually a fairly large store

Q(1,
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that sells all kinds of food items, both fresh and-packaged. In addition,

such stores often have many brands of everything that is packaged: that

is, for example, a person wanting to buy a can of tomatoes (rather than

fresh ones) will usually find many brands of canned tomatoes from which

to choose. Another place to buy food is the neighborhood store. This is

most often a small place in which the owner knows all, or almost all, his

customers. Here, there,are fewer selections available and the prices

are usually somewhat higher. However, the personal relationships that

can be established with the owner of a neighborhood store often outweighs

the fewer selections and the higher prices. Finally, in same parts of'the

country thAre are farmers' markets. These are probably the closest thing

to the Southeast Asian market. Here, farmers bring their produce to sell

themselves. This is one place where bargaining may be possible. Related

to farmers' markets are roadside stands: a simple table beside the road

on which a farmer puts his produce to sell. Again, bargaining is often

possible here.

Questions

1. What are the two major kinds of food stores in the United States?

2. What are the advantages of a supermarket?

3. What are the advantages of a neighborhood store?

4. Which is better--a supermarket or a neighborhood store? Why?

5. When is bargaining for food items sometimes possible?

6. Do farmer's markets and roadside stands exist all over the United States?

E. Economical shopping for food

Questions

1. What do you think luxury food are? Give some examples.

2. Did you often have luxury foods in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)? What about

here in camp?

3. If you do not earn very much, can you often eat luxury, foods?

4. When might it be necessary to eat luxury foods?

Finding the best price at which to buy something in Laos (Cambodia,

etc.) involves bargaining. Since most everyday things in the United States

have fixed prices, the buyer must find some other way of finding the best

prices. The best way to compare prices is to compare the cost per some

3 2 ./7
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unit. For example, if a person wants to buy mustard, he may find
the following information on the bottles:

Brand A: 16 ozs. / 45C

Brand B: 12 ozs. / 38C

Brand C: 18 ozs. / 50c

What he must do is find out how much one ounce costs of each brand.
This is done by dividing the cost by the number of ounces. The
results, in the case of the examples given above, are:

Brand A: 2.8c per ounce

Brand B: 3.2c per ounce

Brand C: 2.8C per ounce

Thus, Brands A and C are both cheaper than Brand B and cost
the same. Which of the two should the buyer buy? It depends on
which one he likes. He may like the taste of neither and decide to
buy the more expensive one. Only the buyer himself knows whether
he is more interested in cost or in taste. (A pocket calculator is
of great use in this l'ind of shopping.)

Food in the United States can be bought in all stages of
preparation. The first stage is, of course, the raw foods--meat
and vegetables--which the cook must prepare completely. The next
stage is the food that is somewhat prepared--including canned
and frozen vegetables, shrimp, etc.--which the cook must do some-
thing to before they are eaten. Finally, there are complete dinners--
meat, potatoes, and vegetable--that have been frozen and need only
be heated up. Obviously, the more work that has gone into the
preparation of a product, the more expensive it is. The newly-arrived
person must decide which kind of food he can afford.

Questions

1. Since there is little bargaining for food in the United Statc
what must the food shopper do in order to get the most for his
money?

2. How can prices of varying brands be compared? (Give the formula.)

3. What are the three kinds of f od-based on preparation--that are
available in the United States

4. Which kind of food is probably the cheapest?

5. Which kind of food is probably the most expensive?

6. Given the fact that gas and/or electricity must be used to heat 3(1')
already-prepared food, which kind of food is probably the likst
buy? Why?
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Shopping in the United States:
Part II, Clothing "

A. Introduction

Questions

1. Do people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) dress more or less in the same
way, or do they generally dress differently from one another?

2. If they dress more or less the same, describe what they, both men
and women wear.

3. Are there situations in which everyone wears almost the same thing--
almost like a uniform? If so, what are the situations?

4. Do people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) dress in a special way for
special occasions?

5. If so, what are the occasions, and how do the people dress?

6. Do people here in camp dress the same as they would dress at home '

in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

7. If not, what are the differences?

8. Why are there differences?

Before discussing clothing in the United States, it is
necessary to say a few words about how people in the United States
dress. Perhaps most people in this camp have at some time met or seen
people from the United States here in the camp They are certain to
have noticed how the people from the United States dress. If their
only experience with people from the United States has been in this
camp, ehey,may have some strange ideas about how people.in the United
States dress. For example, many of the women from the United States
who work in this camp dress in a. way that does not make them look even
a little bit attractive. If they were working in the United States,
they would probably not dress in this way. They would probably try to
make themselves look good. And the same is true for many of the men

./2
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from the United States who work in this camp. In general, they would

present a better appearance if they were working in the United States.

The way people in the United States dress depends on several

factors. The major one is appearance. Even though people in the

United States seem to have complete freeaom in the way they dress--

that is, anyone can wear anything anywhere at any time--that is not

true. People in the United States recognize different kinds of

situations and usually dress appropriately for them. Thus, what one

wears to school would not.be appropriate to wear to a wedding cermony.

What one wears to the beach would not be appropriate to wear to a

funeral. The lack of any kind of uniform does not mean that people

in the United States have complete freedom in the way they dress.

Rather, it means that there is a choice--sometimes a great deal of

choice--in what one wears in certain situations in order to look good.

Another major factor in the way people in the United States

dress is the weather. The northern part of the United States is colder

than the southern part. In fact, the northern part has four to five

months of winter, in which the weather is very cold. People living

there must dress to protect themselves from the cold. The southern

part of the United States is much warmer, so in general it is possible

to wear not only fewer clothes,but also the same kinds of clothes

throughout the year. 'People in the northern part mr wear shorts, for

example, only three or four months a year, while those in the southern

part may wear shorts all year round.

The way people dress in the United States has two characteristics:

casualness and confortableness. Within the limits of the appearance

and weather factors, people in the United States like to dress casually

and comfortably. Dressing casually means that there is an avoidance of

anything formal except for very special, infrequent occasions. Dressing

comfortably means that the clothing must feel good on the person. On

many occasions, for example, men will arrive with neckties but soon

loosen them from around the neck, withbut taking them off, however.

Questions

1. Do people in the United States have complete freedom in the way they

dress? Why or why not?

2. What are the two factors that are impoYtant in the way people in the

United States dress?

3. Who would have to buy more clothes--a person living in the northern

part of the United States or a person living in the southern part?

Why?

4. Can you think of two occasions, other than weddings and funerals, when

3 11 5
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a person would have to look well dressed? What are they? (answer:

when finding a place to live and when looking for a job)

B. Shopping for clothing in the United.States

Questions

1. Where did you buy clothing in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. Did you have all your clothes made, or could you buy some things
that were already made?

3. What things did you buy that were already made?

4. Wbich were mare expensive in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)--ready-made
or tailor-made clothes?

As was mentioned in a previous lesson, most things that are
used every day in the United States are mass produced. This
includes clothing. There are tailors in the United States, but
few ordinary people have their clothes tailor-made:\ Most people
buy things that are already made. Sometimes it is necessary to go
to a tailor to have something fixed, but even that ,is very seldom.
There are two major places to buy clothes: department stores and
men's, women's, and children's stores. Department 'stores are very
large places that sell all kinds of goods, sometimes including food
items. Men's, women's, or children's clothing stores are much
smaller and sell only clothing for men, women, or children. Of

the two places, department stores are usually cheaper than stores
that sell only clothing. In both cases, the clothing is of the
ready-made kind.

-

Ready-made clothing comes in different sizes, and the buyer
must find out what size he wears. Usually, there will be someone
in the store to measure him if he is not sure of his measurements.
For example, men's trousers are marked as to the size of the waist
and the length: for example, trousers may have the markings

29 w; 30 1
29 w; 31 1
29 w; 32 1
30 w; 30 1
30 w; 31 1

The w means the waist measurement; the 1 means the length
measurement. Thus, a man can find trousers that fit him quite
well as far as the waist and the length are concerned. Woman's
brassieres are also sold with two measurements: for example,

.brassieres may have the markings
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7 28 A
28 B
28 C
28 D
29 A
29 B

The number indicates the chest measurement; the letter indicates th.e'

size of the breasts.

In many, but not all, stores It is possible to have clothing
altered to fit the person. Alterations are less likely in department
stores, and more likely in stores specializing in clothing. Usually

alterations are done without charge, but may take a little time,

depending on how busy the store is.

Questions

1. What are the two major kinds of clothing stores in the United States?

2. Which is probably cheaper? Why do you think that?

3. If you are a tailor, do you think you can earn a living in the
United States as a tailor? Why or why not?

4. Most people in the United States do not wear tailor-made clothes,
but if you are a tailor, you might be able to make a living in the
United States. What would you have to do in order to make a'living?
(answer: advertise and charge reasonable prices)

5. Ready-made shirts are sold in the United States with two measurements
indicated. What do you think the two measurementp are? (answer:

neck size and sleeve length)

6. Which do you think are bettet--ready-made clothes or tailor-made
clothes? Why do you think that?

C. Economical shopping for clothing

Questions

1. What is done with old clothes in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. Are there stores in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) that sell used clothing?

3. What do very poor people in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) do to get the
clothes they need?

4. What do Laotian (Cambodian, etc.) people think of people who get

clothing in that way?
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In addition to department stores and stores specializing in
selling clothing, there are several other places that a person can
buy clothing in the United States. The two major places are
used-clothes stores and Salvation Army stores. These stores,
however, are found mostly in the larger cities, and seldom in
smaller towns: In general, the clothing in these stores are in
usable condition, but may have to be cleaned before they can be used.
In price, the clothing in these stores is usually much cheaper than
the brand-new clothing.

A third place that is also found more in larger cities than in
smaller towns is the "bargain basement" of department stores. In
"bargain basements" the clothing--and everything elso that is sold
there--might be slightly damaged and thus cannot.be sold at regular
prices. The damage is usually slight: for example, a seam of a
pair of trousers or a blouse might be imperfectly sewn; the
articles of clothing may have a slight discoloration in a certain
spot.

Many people in the United States buy clothes in these places,
even though the clothes are not new or are not in perfect condition.
There is nothing wrong with buying clothes in these places: that
is, very few people look down on a person who buys clothes in these
places. In fact, the most important thing about clothing is that
the clothes be neat and clean. People in the United States look
down on people who are sloppily dressed or who wear dirty clothes--
no matter how rich the person'is or how high his social status.

Questions

1. Name two places for buying clothes at a fairly cheap price.

2. Are people in the United States ashamed to buy clothes in these
places? Why or why not?

3. What are the most important aspects of clothing in the United
$tates?

3 3



CONSUMERISM AND FINANCE

Cashing Checks

Purpose: Introduce the student to check cashing procedures.

A. What is a Check

411

B. Where to Cash a Check

C. How to Cash a Check

1. Having identification

a. Original 1-94

b. State I.D. cards/driver's licenses

2. Endorsing checks

a. Where to sign

b. When to sign

c. Endorsement signature consistent with I.D.

3. Counting the cash in front of the teller

D. What to Do If a Gleck is Lost (i.e. reporting loss to bank
issuing check)

3 j
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/fesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 20 n Cashing Checks

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Employment, Education, and Training--Lesson 4

Activity: Cashing Paychecks

Objective; Learners can sign a paycheck and get it cashed.

Preparation: Bring many sample paychecks and play money. Ask

learners to bring I.D. Cards. Bring signs: CLOSED,

OPEN, NEXT WINDOW PLEASE. Draw on blackboard or
bring on large newsprint an example of a paycheck.

Procedures:

1. Ask how many learners had a job or worked in Laos/Cambodia.

What did they do? What did they receive for thelr works?

How often? Then ask them how many are now working in the camp.

Do they work for someone? What do they receive for their

work? Cash? Goods? Allow many learners to participate.

(Allow 10 minutes).

2. Ask: Do refugees who go to America find jobs? The ones who

do, what do they receive for their work? Explain that they

often receive paychecks. They do not receive cash. However,

the paycheck can be exchanged for cash. Ask: Has anyone ever

seen a paycheck? Point to the large paycheck on blackboard

or newsprint; ask: What is this? (Allow 5 minutes).

3. Briefly explain large paycheck. Point out the name of the
company, the address, the date, the person to whom the check

is written, the amount, and number of the paycheck. Then ask:

What is this? (point to the name of the company). What is

this? (Point to address). What is this? (Point to the date).

Etc. Ask a few learners to come up and explain the paycheck
to the class. (Allow 10 minutes).

./2
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4 Pass out example paychecks to each learner. Their names should
be on thepaycheck. Ask a learner to come up and explain the
big payeheck. Ask the others to follow, looking at their pay-
check. Ask the learners.questions about their paycheck; Who

do you work for? Where is the company? What is the date?
How much do you get earh week?, (Allow 15 minutes).

5 Now ask: Can they spend a paycheck? What must they do with
the paycheck? Explain that in order to cash a paycheck, they
must go to a bank or supermarket, register (give their name
and address), and show an I.D. Card. Without an I.D. Card,
they will not be able to cash the check. An I.D. is very

important. Each-time they cash a paycheck they must present
their I.D. (Allow 5 minutes)

6. Set up a bank. Explain that there are many windows in a bank.
A perspn called a teller works behind the windows. There is
a bank teller behind each window. There is usually a sign
at each window telling you if the window is OPEN or CLOSED.
Sometimes the sign reads: NEXT WINDOW PLEASE. Show signs.

Set up some windo;vs and put a sign at each window. Explain
that when they go to the window, they must line up, one
person behind the other. When they present their paycheck,

they must also present their I.D. They must also sign the
paycheck. You sign the check on theback. Ask: Where do

you sign the paycheck? (Allow 10 minutes).

7 Role play a scene in the bank. Choose some learners to be
bank tellers. Give them a lot of play money. Ask other
learners to come to the appropriate windows. Remember they
should line up, make a queue. Ask: Why are you at the
bank? What must you present at the window? What must you
do with the paycheck? Tell the teller to count out loud
the amount of money he/she is giving to the customer. Tell
the learner to count out loud how much money he/she is receiving.
Check to see if it is correct. Now and then change the bank
tellers, using other learners. If a learner makes a mistak'e
signing his/her paycheck, give them another one. Have extra

apples. Make sure every learner preents a paycheck at the
bank. Make sure he signs it and gets it cashed.

8. If time you may ask some questions reviewing the lessons
activities:

a. What do you receive as payment for your work?
b. What must you do with the paycheck?
c. Where can you get it cashed?
d. What must you present with the paycheck?
e. What must you do with the paycheck?
f. What do you receive in exchange for the paycheck?
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information tn the lessA " Cashing Checks

II

410 Purpose: Introduce the learner to the concept of checking and check
cashing procedures.

A. What is a check?

T.: American banks are very safe. Money that is deposited in
the banks are insured by the American government. If the

bank loSes its money, the government will return your money
to you.

One of the services a bank offers is a checking' account.
Americans use checks to pay their bills because it is safer
than mailing money. Checks are pieces of paper, issued by
a bank, that represent money deposited in a bank.

Go with your sponsor to a local bank and open an account.

3. Teacher and translator role play opening an aczount in English.
Taen have two students come up and repeat the process in their
native language, with the translator helping them through.
Repeat until correct.

Openin,; an account:

1. May I help you, Sir?

2. Yes, I would like to open an account.

1. What kind of account?

2. A checking account

1. Would you like a joint account?

2. Yes, my wife and I should both be on the account.

1. Fine, you should fill out these forms. We will need you
and your wife's names, address, social security number &
1-94. How much do you want to deposit?

2.- I'll start with $100.00

./2
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1. Fine, here are some temporary checks. :Lou will receive

checks in the mail with your name printed on them in

two weeks.

2. Thank you.

1. You're welcome. Have a nice day.

T.: Explains a'joint account and is when either husband'or wife

can write a check.

Aaterial: Sample checks vocabulary list, sample deposit sltp,

sample check and register chart.

Break students into small groups.

C. Distribute vocabulary list foi each student and a sample check

for each group.

a

Explain the different items on a check from chart.

`

Then distribute sample checking deposit slips.

Explain how to fill out different items.

Distribute checking register slips and ekplain use.

D. Group Exercise

Materials: Play money, deposit slip, check, sample bill and register.

Purposes:

1. Beview of deposit and withdrawal skills.

2. Student should be able to write,cheek.

In small groups, have each group complete a sample problem. Distfibute

$100.00 in play money. Have group complete checking deposit slip and

enter amount on register. Then one group representative from each group

should bring funny money, checking deposit and register to the teacher

to be checked for accuracy. Money and deposit slip should be kept by

teacher, but register should be returned to students.

A sample bill should be given to the student after they have the completed

deposit slip, register and returned money.

Each group should complete a check for the bill they have received. After

they have completed check, and filled out register, the group representative

should turn this into the teacher to be checked for accuracy. If there

are problems have representative return to the group, and the translator

point out the mistakes to all of the small group.
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T. collects materials - Explain tlet the bank sends a statement

once a month, which list all deposits and checks wriiten in the

previous month.

Material review:

Vocabulary list (bi=ligual).
Cancelled checks
Sample deposit slip
Sample blank check
Sample register
Play money
Sample bill

a

Quantity

I for each student
- 47 for each student
- 47 for each student

- 47 for each student
- 47 for each student

- ,000/per class
5/per class

(420)
(420)

(470)
(420)

(420)

C
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested' classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This materialwas-devei4-ed for use in.the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " Cashing Checks

Objectives of this Lesson:

, 1. Students can identify a.check and its component parts.

2. Students 'can demonstrate knowledge of check cashing procedures.

UNIT 1

Objective: , Students can identify a check and its parts.

A. What is .a-checkT

1. A piece of paper issued from a bank that is legal tender.

.2. This paper can be exchanged for currency if you follow the
proper procedures.

B. What can* be fodhd dn the front Df a check?

.1. The name and address' of the bank 'from which the check was
issued

2. The maim and or address of the person or organization
isSuing the check may also be found printed on it.

The date the check was issued.

The number of the particular check and also the number of
the account from which it was issued.

. The amount of the check.
- -This s written in numbers ($100.51) and also words ex.

(One hundred and 51/100 dollars)

6. The name of the person or organization to which tile check is
given.

- -Sometimes this is not specified (ex. written to CASH)

\'\ 7. The signature of the person issuing the check.
- -In the case of an organization this will be the name of
a person employed by that organization who is authorized
to issue checks. '

.10
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C. What can be found on the back of a cheCk?

1. The signature of the person. _to whom the check has been issued.

2. Sometimes either the address and or telephone number of the

person cashing the check.

Teaching Methodologies--Unit 1

Materials needed: Visuals of a large check
Check handout in students workbook (see attached
example)

Ascertain how familiar students are with using and cashing checks.
Havethey ever been paid by check? Have they ever gotten a check froril

their relatives in the U.S.? In Vietnam were bills paid by check?

How was money sent in the mail there?

Using the large visual of a check for an example, fill in each component
part. Have the students follow you in their work book.

UNIT 2

Objectives: Student can identify location where a check can be cashed.

A. A check can be cashed at a bank.

1. Normally a check can be cashed, most easily, at the bank or
a branch of the bank from which it was originally issued.

2. Sometimes a check-can be cashed at a bank in which the person
receiving the check has either a checking or savings account.
--Usually, in this case the account must have at least the

same amount of money deposited as the value of the check
being cashed.

Teaching Methodologies

Unit 2 & 3

Materials needed: Poster: THE ABC BANK
Poster: The X Bank
Visuals of a check
ID Card

Role Play:

A refugee gets a pay check at work and is quite surprised that he did

not receive.cash in Iris pay envelope. He asks his co-workers where
-he should caah the paycheck, to which they reply "the Bank, of course!"

./3
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He proceeds to go to ABC Bank to cash the check, but since the
check has been written on the X Bank and the refugee doesn't-have
an account at the ABC Bank, he ip not able to cash the check.
Instead he is sent to the X Bank on the other side of towr.

When he gets to the X Bank the teller asks to see his ID card (1-94)
before cashing the check. The teller then asks the refugee to
endorse the back of the check so he can compare the signatures.

UNIT 3

Objective: Student can demonstrate knowledge of how to cash a check.

A. Having identification.

1. Normally identification will be required of the person cashing
a check.
--This means' some official document proving that the person

attempting to cash the check and the person whose name
appears on the cheek are the same.

2. In the case of a newly arrived refugee the best form of
ID would be the original copy of the 1-94 card.

3. Other forms of identification include state issued ID cards.
For example, a drivers license.

B. Endorsing checks

1. The check must be signed on the back.

2. The check should be signed only after arriving at the bank,
preferably in front of the teller.
--This is a safety precaution in case the check is lost or

stolen before cashing it.,

3. The signature must be identical with the signature on the
. identification presented and the same name as apPears on

the front of.the check.

C. Counting & storing the cash received.

J. The cash received from the teller should befcounted immediately
and in front of the teller.
--This is to insure that the amount received is correct

before leaving the presence of the teller.

2. The cash received should be put in a safe place and out of
view before leaving the bank as a protection against loss
or theft.

Teaching Methodologies

Refugee has a check to cash. He takes it out of his wallet and hands
it to the teller along with some ID. The teller asks him to endorse
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the check, but the refugee replies tkat it has already_been endorsed.
The teller than warns the,refugee that if he 2.arries an endorsed
check around it is the game as carrying cash; because an 'endprsed
check could be Cashed by another Person if lost.

UNIT 4

Objective: Student can demonstrate knowle4ge of procedure to follow
if a check is lost 'or stolen.

A. Lost or 'stolen checks.

1. The loss of a check must be reported immediately to the bank
from which it was issued.

7

a. This can be done initially by telephoni g or going in
person to the bank.

b. A written statement will usually be required.

2. The following information should be given.

a. The date the check was 'issued.

b. The number of the check.

c. The organization from which the check was received.

d. The name of the persons to whom the check was issued.

e. The amount of the check.

3. If this procedure is not followed immediately, the person
losing the check can be held responsible.

Teaching Methodologies--Role Play: Lost Pay Check

Refugee: Boss, I'm afraid I lost my pay check this morning on the
way to the bank.

Boss: Can you give the details to the payroll clerk and she'll
take care of it.

Refugee: I'm sorry to bother you but I lost my check.

Payroll Clerk: The check issued last week?

Refugee: Yes.

Payroll Clerk: Can you fill out this form with your name and employee
number. We'll call the bank and stop payment on the
check.

(Refugee fills out the form)

Payroll Clerk: We'll issue you another paycheck as soon as possible.
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Role Play: How to cash the first check issued to you when you get
to America.

Materials needed: A paycheck

Refugee at the sponsoring agency

Agency clerk: Mr. Tran, here
Use this money
buy some food.
Bank. Be sure

Refugee:

Agency clerk:

Refugee:

Agency clerk:

N
is your check forsome emergency money.

-

to pay your first mOnth's rent and to
You can cash it at the First National
to bring your 1-94 card with you.

Where is the First National Bank's office?
I'm not sure how to get there.

It is on Main Street. If you don't know how to get
there perhaps you can get your sponsor to go with you.

Thank you very much for your help.

Don't mention it. Call me if you have any problems
cashing your check.

Role Play Materials needed: Toy telephone
Check visual

Studen should act out calling a bank to report his check is missing
or lost and he wants to -stop payment on it.

Bank teller: ABC'Bank, &trod afternoon.

Refugee: Hello, my name is Tran Van Vu. I lost two checks
from:my account at your-bank.

Bank teller:

Refugee:

Bank teller:

Refugee:

Bank teller:

Refugee:

Bank teller:

Refugee:

Oh, really? Whatas your accouht number?

B1711-512.

And your address Mr. Tran?

17 Elm Street, Chicago, Il. 60617

Good. -Can I have your telephone number also?

Its.312-555-1217

Da you happen to know the numbers on the checks.

I think it was 107 and 108. I made them out to "Cash".
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Bank teller:

Refugee:

Bank teller:

-6-

It's a good thing you called right away. We will
stop payment on them right away. By the way can
you stop in the'bank and fill out the official
form within the next few days, so we can have a
written record?

Certainly. Thank you very mucNor your help.

It was good you called up as soon as you did,
before we had anyone trying to cash them.

3
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CONSUMERISM AND FINANCE

Check Stubs

Purpose: Distinguish the differences between gross pay and net pay.

A. Gross Pay -- Total Income Earned

B. Net Pay -- Gross Pay Less DedUctions

C. Deductions

1. Federal income tax

2. State tax

3. Other possible taxes (such as county tax, city tax)

4. F.I.C.A. -- Social Security tax

5. Other possible deductions (such as union dues, coMpany
health insurance)

D. Keeping Check Stubs

3 2,
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Check Stubs

It

OBJECTIVES:

1. Student ean differentiate between gross pay and net pay.

2. Student can eiplain the different deductions.

A. Pay check stubs.

1. A record of total earnings.

2. Can be used for tax purposes.

3. Can be used as pr3of of income.

4. Do not throw them away.

B. Earning statement.

1. Indicates regularhours worked and the hourly salary rate.

2. Indicates number of overtime hours worked and total

overtime paid.

3. Gross pay indicates total income earned.

4. Net pay is gross pay less deductions.. The actual take-home
pay.

C. Deductions.

1. Amount taken from income earned.

2. Federally required deductions are based on a percentage of

total earnings.

a. Federal income tax.

b. Federal Insurance Contribution Act (F.I.C.A.) -

Social Security.

32,2
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3. State requirements: Depending on the state. Some do not
have any.

a. State income tax.

b. Others - county tax, city tax.

4. Other possible deductions.

a. Insurance plans (health, life, dental)

b. Savings.

c. Union.

d. Pension.

D. Use of the check stubs.

1. Before cashing the check, always check the information
on the check stubs to make sure.

a. Hours worked are correct.

b. Salary is correct.

c. Overtime is calculated corretly.

d. All deductions are in order.

2. Endorsing and cashing the check means you agree with all
the information on you check stub.

3. If there is an error in your pay check, do not caih it
until you're discussed it with the office, or you may
forfeit your rights to claim back any money owed to you.

For the advanced classes, teacher might explain that some check
stubs provide annual total of:

A. Income earned.

B. Deductions.

C. Annual leave.

D. Sick leave.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Start by having the interpreter pick someone to play the little
skit below. Have the interpreter play the role of the long-
time resident and the student, the new arrival. The objective
of the skit is to increase the students' awareness of the
deductions.

323
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To set up: Put up a large pay-check stub.
The interpreter should point to the different
parts of the check stubs os they are being
discussed.

New arrival : I just received my pay check. How come I am
(very excited) not getting what they told me I was going to

get? I thought I should be taking home $391.00
for these past 2 weeks, but my dheci only shows
$323.18. What happened? Am I being cheated?

Resident: Don't panic. Your check is correct. You worked
80 hours during this pay period. We agreed that
you would get $4.25 per hour, that makes it $340.

New arrival: Yes, but I also had 12 hours of overtime.

Resident: Yes, and you get time and a half for those.

New arrival: Time and a half? What's that?

Resident: Our law says that whenever you worked more than
8 hours a day or over 40 hours a week. Thtze
extra hours are considered overtime. They pay
you one and a half times your regular pay. One
and half times of $4.25 is $6.37. So you get
$76.50 for these 12 hours.

New arrival: Those overtime hours really help. But wait,
$340.00 plus $76.50 equals $416.50.

Resident: Yes, but don't forget about the deductions. We
are required to deduct from your pay chick
Federal Income Tax and state income tax. Since
you have joined the union we have also deducted
your union membership. That's why your take-home
pay is only $323.18.

New arrival: Oh, thank you. I forgot about all those
:deductions. Boy, they sure take an awful lot
of money out!

32 4
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following liggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation. Of

the information in the lesson " Check Stubs

Objectives: Learners can endorse check, and understand the differences
between gross and nee pay.

Materials: .Sample pay check, funny money, check stub,,beriefits handout.

Introduction: T. explains that there are other types of checks besides

personal checka. You also may receive your wages on a check. This is

called a pay check. AIDU should check the accuracy of your pay check and
make sure you have Veen correctly paid before cashing a check.

1) Distribute sample Pay check, pay stub (English/appropriate language).

Indicate specific portions of pay-check, then explain deductions.
Deductions are money taken from your pay cheek, to pay taxes to the
government and to pay for your employee benefits.

2) T: shaUld explain specific deductions to class.
a. Hours worked - total hours worked
b. Overtime premium hours - Hours worked overtime

c. Pai4absence hours - time paid even if you are not there

d. Holiday vacation hours - time paid for you to take vacation

e. Short week hours -?
f. Miscellaneous hours - any other time worked or time off

g. Base pay - amount of pay for regular working week.
h. Overtime premium pay - money paid for working work hours

than regular work
i. Gross earnings - total earned before deductions

DEDUCTIONS

.1. Federal withholding tax - tax paid to U.S. government

k. State tax - tax paid to state government
1. Federal insurence contribution Act - money paid into Social

Security fund.
m. Other tax - taxes like city tax

n. Union dues - money paid to union for them to protect you

o. Contribution - money you offer to give to charity

p. Credit-union - money you want in the bank to save for the

future
q. "Tools, glasses, shoes - money you have to pay for special

quipment at work.

3 9 :;
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r. U.S. saving bond - money you can save with'the U.S. government.
s. Special dependent.insurance = extra insurance for your wife &

children
t. Paid absence balance - how many hours of paid absence you have

left
u. Garnisnments - money taken ouf of your check because of bad

debts
v. Net pay - money left over after deductions
w. Pay period end - the last day you were paid for

3) Now Ask can they spend a pay check? What must they do with a pay
check? Explain that in order to cash a pay check you must go to a bank
or a supermarket and show an I.D. card. In supermarkets they may also
require a check cashing card. (Distribute.sample & make sure you get it
ipack from learners)

Then on the blackboard show how to endorse a check.

4) Set up a bank. Explain that there are many windows in a bank. A
person called a "teller" works behind the windows. There is a bank teller
behind each window. There is vsually a sign at each window telling you if
the window is OPEN or CLOg. Sometimes the sign reads, NEXT WINDOW PLEASE.
Show signs. Set up some windows and put a sign at each window. Explain
that when go to the window, they must line up, one person behind the other.
Wnen they present their paid check, they must also present their I.D.
They must also sign the paycheck, you sign the check on the back. Ask:
Where do you sign the paycheck? (Allow 10 minutes)

5) ,Role play A-scene in the bank. Choose some.learners to be bank
tellers. Give them a lot of play money. Ask other learners to come to
the appropriate windows. Remember they should line up, make a queue.
Ask: Why are you at the bank? What must yol4 present at the window? What
must you do with the paycheck? Tell tne teller to count out loud the amount
of money he/she is giving to the customer. Tell the learner to count out
loud how mucn money ne/sne is receiving. Check to see if it is correct.
Now and then change the bank teller using other learners. If a learner
makes a mistake signing his/her paycheck, give them another one. Nave
extra copies. Make sure every learner presents a paycheck at the bank.
*fake sure ne signs it and gets it cashed.

%) If time permits you may ask sone questions reviewing the lessors
activities.

a. What do you receive as the payment for Your work?
b. What must you do withqhe paycheck?
c. Where can you get it cashed?
d. Wnat must you predent with the paycheck?
e. What must you do with the paycheck?
f. What do you receive in exchange for the paycheck?
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CONSUMERISM AND FINANCE

PersonaZ Finances

Purpose: Acquaint the student with banking and financial responsibilities.

A. Safe Handling of Money (such as postal money orders, carrying cash,
checking accounts)

4

B. Banking

1. Checking accounts

2. Savings accounts

C. Paying Bills

1. Planning a budget

a. Planning for payment of bills

h. Planning for other needs (such as transportation,
clothing, entertainment)

2. Procedures for paying bills

a. Rent

b. Utilities'

c. Phone

d. Medical f '

3 97
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVIT/ES GUIDE

24.1

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL La, 'Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation.of

,r1the information in the lesson " Personal Finances

11

Purpose: Acquaint the stUdent with banking and financial responsibilities.

A. Saltings accounts

1. Safety factor - Most Americans don't keep money with them or
in their homes. Robbery br fire could cause You the loss of
all your savings.

2. Profit motive - Banks pay you interest on the money you have
deposited in a saving account.

3. Your money is insured by the j.S.,government.

Activity 1: Opening a saving account

Aaterials : Savings,deposit slip, savings withdrawal slip,-passbook,
receipt.

Introduction: In order to open a saving account, you should find a
bank located near toyour.home or job, andone that offera good
interest rates,

Procedures for opening an account

bring your sponsor with you if possible.
:ing your identification wiih you.

You will probably be required tomake a Minimum deposit.
You will then have to fill out a deposit slip.

.

This will contain the following information:

1) Your name
2) Your account number (number assigned to each person)
3) Signature

,44) Amount of deposit (both numerically,and long hand)

B. Passbook: Your deposit will:be.fe4ded in a passbook either by
hand'or a computer. 'This is your record of your deposits, so don't
lose it. Interesepayments are also recorded in your book.

j98 ./2
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Personal Finances
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C. WithdraWals: You, will.also want to make withdrawals from your

savings atcount. In order to do this you will need identification,

your passbook, snd a withdrawal slip. Withdrawal slips usually

require the following information:

- your,naMe
date
your aCcount number
amount (both numerically and longhand).

Q

OBJECTIVE - Student Should

BILLS

1) Be aware of the various sources from which they can expect

to receive bills.

2) Be able to identify such essential terns as amount and due
*

date.

3) Become aware of various methods nf bill paying.

4) Realize the consequences of fa ling to pay bills on time.

INTRODUCTION

I - Billing for most major expenseg in/America ia done through a

computerized system.

You dan expect to receive bills tin the mail for services such as

electricity, water, gas, rent, p one, medical services and anything

purchased on credit.
/.

If students are not familiar with credit explain how it operates.

Instead of paying in cash, yod promise to pay in the future. You will

either pay all at once or in/several monthly installments.

It Is most important that you become familiar with the format and

,different terms used on most bills im the U.S. All bills include the

following informatidb:

1) Your name, addreSs and account number
2) Notation of the billing Period
3) The date the bill is due
4) The amount you:must pay

Some bills will 4ntain additional information :
4
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Nistribute sample phone bills

Examples: a) Phone Bills will list -

i. the date of all calls

ii. the places Called from and to

iii.the telephone number called

- iv. the total number of minutes of the call.

,v. the time the call was placed

vi. the total cost for each call

Distribute sample utility bill

b) Utility Bills (water, gas, electricity)
will also include a meter reading of the
units uSed during the billing period.

c) Bills from credit card companies will list
the item along with its total price.
Remember that-in many places in America
ou will be charged additional government,
sales tax of between 6-10%lor items such
as clothinF, and furniture. Also, many
items, especially clothing are returnable
if you can present the bill or sales receipt.
(only if unused)

d) Sample medical Bill
You will also be billed after you receive
medical treatment.

III, Methods of Payment

, I- You will Want to pay most:bills that you receive by check or
money order and'through, the mail.

2- Some companies might require you to return a part of the bill
to them (the stub) for identification. Make sure this is.
done or the company will not be able to identify your payments

IV- Failure to pay bills
You_must be very careful to pay all your bills on time
(by fiie due.datO.
If you don't'due this several things might happen:

1- You could be charged a penalty fee.
2- You utilities might be shut off.
3- If you fail to.pay your rent youlight.be evicted.
4- You might receive a bad credit rating. There are centralized

computer facilities in the U.S. that keep traci of 'people
who don't pay-their bills. If your name is listed wifh this

/4
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Personal Finances

4

computer you will have a very difficult time getting a credit

card, bank loan etc:

Example: Failure to pay you phone will can result in the
disconnecting of your phone. If you attempt to get

another phone your application might be refused.

5- Bill collectors +Repossession
If you purchase furniture or a car on credit and do not
pay the monthly installment, the company you bought
these things from éan legally come and take them away

from you.

V - Class Exercise

Divide the class into smaller discussion groups of

6=8 students.
This exercise can be used to domonstrate both the correct
reading of bill and developing budget priorities. Ask

each group to read the bills, question them as to:

1- What period does the bill cover?
2- What is the due date?
3- Is there a penalty fee?
4- Re: phone bills

- What was the amount of last month's bill?

- What is the total amount due?
- How long was the call on May 19?

The'students will have a limited budget to work with,
one that is not enough to cover ale entire amount of

all the bills combined. Ask them 'tp decide which bill

to pay first and why Essential Utilkt,ies and Rent should

be paid immediat ly. The Doctor's bill could be let

go; provided thej notify the doctor's office and explain

,the circstaaeés.

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEHENT AND BUDGETING

Note to teachers and interpreters: This lesson is vdry complicated,

and will therefore come complete with lots of side notes and directions.

,OBJECTIVE: to explain what a budget is, and to give the students an

understanding of how to budget and spend their money wisely

in the States.

1. Goals 1/4

Please ask the students to discuss:
- Their immediate goals in the states

- Their long-termgoals
- Their family/personal goals

3 3

(You will have to define
what we mean by 'goals',
and guide the-discussion
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Talk about'these in relation to mnney:
how much money will it take to go to
college, or buy a car, or live in a
big house?

2. The hi h cost of livin
a. You, the students will not have

enough money to buy and do every-
thing you would like when you get
to the States.

Your income (the money you get),
from whatever source, will be very
low, when you first arrive in the
States.

- We'll be talking later about
jobs, employment and sources
of income.

b. The cost of living in America is
very, very high. .

- The 'cost of living' is the
priCe of everything you neecL:
to buy to live. This includes
food, housing, clothing, heat
electriciti, and almost every-
thing else you can think of.

c. How.much do you think things cost
in the States?

(-Review theprices of certain
daily neceasities)

d. Because of these high prices, it ii
essential for you to understand
your:

1. Income (the amount of money
yoU have),

2. Expenses (how much money you
need to buy the things you
need),

over a given period of time (like
a week, month, or year).

Insert'Page: 24.5

so that goala are
discussed in financial
terms. Point out the
difference between short
and long-term goals, and
the differences (and
potential conflicts)
bptween-personal goals
and family goals).

(Name a few common items
and ask how much the
students think these
would cost in the US.
Examples are beer, $5.00;
cigarettes, $4.00; eggs,
$4.50; and so on. You
can change the prices
to local currency equiva-
lents ao the students
can more easily relate
to them.

.16
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c. Intro. Budgeting

This figuring out of your income and expenses is called
BUDGETIM.

- How many students know what this is?

- How many have done it before?

333
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CVLTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM .

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

24.7

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " Personal.Finances

Objectives of this lesson:

1. Students can describe ways for the safe handling of money.

2. Students can demonstrate knowledge of U.S. banking system and
use of banking forms.

3. Students can plan a budget,and demonstrate knawledge.of financial
responsibilities such as procedures for paying bills.

UNIT 1

Objective: Safe handling and use of money.

A. It is best not to send cash through the mail.

1. Cash can easily be lost or stolen.

2. Money should be sent in a way that provides you with
a receipt to serve as proof of Payment of a bill or
sending of money.

B. Alternatives to sending cash in the mail.

1. A postal money order - can be purchased at any post
office. A small fee is charged depending on the amount
of the money order (Ex: US$50.00 money order = approx.
$1.50 fee).

A money order has two parts:

a. A copy for the recipient.

b. A duplicate copy is kept as a receipt by the
purchaser.

*Note: For sending money overseas, it is necessary to
use a U.S. International Postal Money Oraer.

3 3
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2. A bank money order - can-be purchased at
most banks. The procedures are similar
to postal money orders.

3. A personal check - is also acceptable.
A check can only be exchanged for money
by the person receiving it. Your
cancelled check is your receipt.
Personal checking accounts can be opened
at most banks. (Refer to Unit 2).

C. Safety.

Most Americans do not carry large amounts of
cash with,them or keep it in their homes.
Large akoUntiCof cash can be easily lost
or stolen. It is better to deposit anything
beyond basic living expenses in a bank
account.

Teaching Methodology:

General - Introduce this unit by having the interpreter
read "Mr. Pham's story" (see below) along
with a student volunteer to play the role
of Mr. Nguyen. -

,

The following questions coul,d be used as a
follow-up to encourage a discussion.

1. Do you think Mr. Pham should consider
opening an account?

2. Do you think he should go into the bank
to investigate opening an account?

UNIT 1-8

Materials needed: Large v ual of a postal money order.

- Explain Eng ish terms in the native
language "Ing large visual or by
reproduci4 a money order on the
blackboard.

- Tell students to fill out their
personal information, i.e. name and
address, on the Personal Money Order
from the bank. The remaining parts
will be filled out in Unit 3 section
on paying bills.
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MR. PHAM'S STORY

Insert Page: 24.9

Mr. Nguyen and Mr. Pham are working the day shift at the Breakway
Glass factory from 7 o'clock in the morning to 3 o'clock in the
afternoon. Mr. Nguyen has been working there for some time, but
Mr. Pham is a new employee. Friday is his first pay day. After work,
Mr. Pham expects to ride home with Mr. Nguyen as usual, but Mr. Nguyen
tells him that he has to stop at the bank first.

Mr. Nguyen: On pay days, I deposit some of the money in my bank
account and take only a small amount of cash home.

Mr. Pham: Does that mean you have to keep coming back to the .

bank everytime you need money to pay bills gr buy
things?

Mr. Nguyen: No, I can write checks io pay bills and to buy things
at most stores. I only have to go to the bank when I
need cash. ,Don't you have an accountf

Mr. Pham: I like to keep my money with me, I feel more comfortable
that way.

That's risky, what if you lost it or were robbed?
When you put money in the bank, it's protected against
all kinds of loss.

Mr. Pham: Would,they let me have an account? You know, I just
came here recently.

Mr. Nguyen: Sure! Anybody can apply. All you have to have is a
proper identification and a reference. Would you like
to come into the bank with me now?

Mr. Nguyen:

\

UNIT 2

Objective: To introduce U.S. banking system and familiarize students
with banking forms.

A. 1. Banks in the U.S. are private companies, therefore,
thtre is a lot of competition among them to attract
you as a customer. The money that you deposit with
the bank is insured by the Federal government against
loss. The following should be considered when looking
for a bank:

1. The location an.banking hours should be convenient.

2. The cost of services.

3. The interest rates.

4. The quality of services.

5. The variety of services (checking accounts, savings
accounts, safety deposit boxes, loan availability).
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2. Some financial institutions are organized
by their members. They are.called credit
unions and are usually associated with the
workplace. They often provide useful
services at substantial savings for their
members. These services can be inves-
tigated at your place of employment.

B. Checking accounts-one service offered by
many U.S. banks is a checking account. Money
deposited in this account can be withdrawn
at anytime by writing checks, but only by
the person or persons who opens the account.

1. To "open" an account a person must go to
the bank of his/her choice with proper
I.D. (Ex: 1-94, Social Security card,

.etc.) and a reference or person to co-
sign.

a. You must specify type of account
desired.

- Personal account, one person may
deposit and withdraw money.

- Joint account; two pIrsons may
deposit and withdraw money.

b. A signature card - must be signed by
the person or person's opening the
account. Signatures on checks will
be compared with the signature on this
card, therefore, always sign the entire

JOP

name and in the same manner everytime.

c. An initial deposit will be requested.
This money is held in the account and
used to pay the checks that are written
against the account.

d. A checkbook with your name, address and
account number on each check will be
issued. Your checks then become a form
of cash and you can write checks up to
amount you deposited in your account.
(See section.5)

33 7
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*Note: One serious error a person with a checking account
can make is to overdrag, his/her account (bounce
checks). That is, to write a check or checks which
are for an amount larger than the money currently
deposited in the account. In addition to having
these checks returned upaid, other consequences
of this action might be the closing of the account,

0, a bad credit rating, legal action and fines.

2. Depositing money - when depositing additional money
you should fill out a deposit slip. The deposit slip
has the following information:

a. Account number

b. Name of person

c. Date

d. Amount deposited

The teller will give you a receipt. Keep it as proof
of your deposit.

--Each checkbook has a register or checkstub.
Record every deposit on this register at the same
time you make your deposit.

3. Writing checks - when you write a check it should
include the following information:

a. Date

b. Name/of recipient (Sometimes an organization)

c. Your signature

d. Amount written in two ways. (Numerically & long-
hand.)

After writing a check you should record the amount,
name of recipient, date and check number on the check
register or checkstub.

4. Monthly statement - at the end of each month you will
receive a statement from the bank listing the following:

a. checks that have been written during the month

b. deposits made during the month

c. banking charges incurred for the month

d. the present balance of your account

You will also receive all your cancelled checks. These
should be kept along with the statement as an official
record.

The statement should be compared with your check register
every month to insure that there are no mistakes.
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5. A word about fees.

a. Some banks offer free checking.

b. Some pay interest on the balance
in your checking account.

c. Some charge various fees:

1. a monthly charge

2. a fee per each check
written

3. both of the above
to.

d. Most charge for the printing and
issuing of Checkbooks and checks.

-01 .

*Note: Lost checks and checkbook should
be reported to the bank imme-
diately. (Refer to Lesson 20
for details.)

C. Savings Accounts - this type of account is
designed to deposit money for a specified
period of time. This is a convenient way
to earn extra money because the bank will
pay "interest" on your account.

1. A word about "interest"

The following varies from bank to bank

a. Percentage rate of interest paid on
an account. (51a, 51/42)

b. Manner in which'"interest" is earned.
(compounding)

c. The frequenciit is credited to your
account.(Annually/quarterly)

d. Required minimum balance and length of
time for which it is deposited.

*Note: In general, the highter the amount of
money deposited and the longer the
length of time it remains in an
account, the higher the amount of
money earned as "interest" will be.

333
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2. To open a savings account - go the bank with your
Social Security number and the money you intend to
deposit.

a. Some banks might require a minimum deposit and
also that you keep a certain amount of money in
the account at all times. (Ex: $25.00)

b. dioope the type of account desired, i.e. personal
. account/joint account. ,

c. Fill out a depostt slip lor your initial deposit.
This will contain the following:

1. Your name

2. *count number

3. Signature ,

4. Amount of deposit (numerically & long-hand)

3. Passbook - you will receive a passbook at the time you
open your account. All transactions, i.e. deposits,
withdrawals, interest credited, will be marked in this
book. It must be presented along with a deposit or
withdrawal slip each time you deposit or withdraw money
from your account. If lost or stolen, it should be
reported to the bank immediately. This will pr,?vent
others from withdrawing money from your account.

4. To withdraw money - fill out a withdrawal slip. It

contains the following:

1. Signature

2. Date

3. Your account number

4. Amount (numerically and long-hand)

5. Person withdrawal should be paid to

5. Other Services provided by most banks.

a. Loans

- Many Americans take out loans from banks for
purchasing items such as automobiles or mortages
for a home. They require,that the perdon pay back °

the original amount plus interest.

- Usually some.part of the loan & interest (installments)
is paid back each month.

- The larger the loan and the longer it takes to pay
it back, the higher the interest will be.

b. Safety deposit boxes - are 4 safe place to keep
valuables such as jewerly and also important,
documents. They can be rented at most banks for
a small charge.
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UNIT 2-B: Group Exercise for,Cliecking Accbunts.

Materials needed: Hong Kbng Student*Workbook, pages 68 '

thru 73--currencr., coins, filled-in
check (see atiached reduction).

- .

Objective: 1. , Students shobld-be able to:

1. Write out a check.

2. Fill-out deposit slip.

3. Fill-out withdrawal slip.

- Divide class into five even numbered groups. Try

to insure that there is at least one literate
student in each group. Each student should
have a partner within the group.

- Review with students the basic check writing
procedures.' Draw attention to the fact that
in reality each check should have both the
students' name and account number on it.

- Have eadi student write out a check payable to

his pattner,

-,Atress that when students have their awn
checking account they should record ea.& check

they write.

- Refer to checi recording form. Note the columns'
for DATE, NAME OF RECIPIENT AND AMOUNT OF CHECK.
Stress the fact.that students can only write
checks for the total amount of money in their
account.

- Have students fill out a deposit.slip for the
amount specified by the teacher.

.

Draw attehtion to the deposit column on the
recording form, and stress that deposits should
always be recorded and that the-balance always

be updated.

- On the Monthly Checking Statement, explain the

basic headings - (credit, debit, etc. and
especially balance.)

- Explain that this type of statement will
probably he received once a month in the mail.

341
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UNIT 2-C: droup Exercise for Savings Accounts.

Materials needed:, Hang Kong Student Workbook, pages 68 thru 73-- .

currency, cdins (see attached reduction).

Objective: Students should be able'to:

1. Fill. out a savings slip.

2. Fill out a withdrawal slip.

3: Read the entries in a passbook.

- Divide Students into five to ten small groups.

- Instruct students in the'use of the vocabulary handout.
Banking forms in the.U.S. will not be in Vietnamese/Chinese
and if they want,to'understand what they are doing when they

. go to the bank, they should practice using the vocabulary list
now.

- Explain that although the type of forms and savings passbooks
may yary from bank tobank the basic procedures will remain
the same.

- Draw students' attention to the terms listed at the top of the
sairingg passbook. Make-sure they understand each, expecially
the concept of interest. Also draw attention to the Account
Number, here each person has the same number but in reality
each person.will have a different number:

- Have students fill out the required inforMation (name, address,
Then.have each group he responsible for completing the*

forms for a different set of savings and withdrawal transactions.
You can nuMber 'your grObyf and write their assignments on the
board; Make sure to explain ,that the dc2osit slips,°coins,
currenCy and checks should be listed separately.

a

Zheck to make forms are filled out correctly.

- Reading passbooks.

Question students about various transactions made on the sample
passbook page.

Ex: 1. How much money was deposited or withdrgwn on Line 10?

2. How much interest,was earned on Line 7?

31 PAYING BILLS AND BUDGETING

Objective: Students can plan a budget and demonstrate knowledge of
financial responsibilities, Such as procedures for
paying bills.
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A. Budgeting'.

1. When planning a budget, the following Points
should be considered.

a. 'Setting priorities. Distinguish between
"basic needs" and luxury items.

b. Long term (10-20,years) goal. Such as
sending children to school or buying a
.car.

c. *Short term goals - immediate linancial
goals after arrival in the U.S.

d. Planning for ?lump sum" payments - e.g.
quarterly insurance payments, taxes,
school expenses for children, etc.

e. Planning for payment of bills and variable
expenses such as transportation, clothing
and entertainment.

2. Estimating the family's income. 4
a. Estimate how much money one will make

during a planning period (usually 12
'months). /

--Fixed wages.
-

b. List all expenses that your family has for
the planning perind.

c. Some costs will increase due to inflation--
for example: fuel, food and clothing costs.

3. You can expect rent, food and fuel (gas and
electricity) to be a very large portioh of your
expenses.

a. Your budget should include an amount for
savings, no matter how small the amount might
be., It is important' to learn the habit of
saving in order for future goals to be
reached.

TEACHING METHODOLOOIES--UNIT 3

A. Budget./

Before/dividing into, groups to prepare the budget
use the following questions for discussion.

313
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1.a. What,are basic needs? What are the absolutely essential
things you will need to pay for in the U.S. (Compile a list
of the responses on the blackboard filling in where necessary

b. What are some long-term goals you will need to save for?

c. What kinds of regular payments will you have to make?

- monthly

- daily

,- annually, etc.

2.a. If your monthly salary is $ , what is your annual
salary?

b. If your hourly wages are $ , what is your monthly/
annual salary?

(For low-level this could be practised on the blackboard
as math problems).

Give each group a fixed monthly income and let them work out the
budgeting as a group. Allow 10-15_minutes for the exercise.

Examples of fixed income: $600/month

$700/month

$650/month

$675/month,

$750/month

Also refer to low-level budgeting exercise for categories of
budgeting areas and proportions recommended for each category.
This is based on a $500 a month salary.

BUDGETING EXERCISE FOR LOW LEVEL STUDENTS

- Preface exercise by making sure that students have some idea of
oorrect portion of monthly salary that should be devoted to each
budget area.

- Divide students into groups of 5 or 6- Each group will receive
one month's salary: approximately $500. (This figure is based on
the net salary of a single individual working a forty hour week
and earning the minimum wage.) The individual is making payments
on their airf4re from Hong Kong to U.S., living in an urban area,
and sharing an apartment or house with several other people.
The individual is living comfortably (i.e. sufficient food + heat),
but not luxuriously.

- The salary is delivered to the group in a marked envelope, with
twenty and hundred dollar bills.

3,1,1
.142
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- At the same time, the group also receives a set
of nine pictures depicting the major budget areas.
Attached to vach picture is an envelop in which
the students should place the appropriate amounts
of money to cover costs for one month. Thus, even
students that can't read can get some idea of
what their budgetary priorities should be.

UNIT 4

Objective: Students are aware of'the various tources
from which they can expect to receive bills.
Students can demonstrate various methods
to pay bills.

A. You can expect to receive bills in the mail for
services such as electricity, water, gas, rent,
phones, medical services and anything purchased
on credit.

1. It is important td become familiar with the
different terms used on most bills.

a. Bills will usually contain the following
information:

1. Name, address and account number.

2. The length of the billing period.

3. The date the bill is due.

4. The amount' you must pay.

2. Phane bills will list:

a. 1101te, place and phone numbers of long
dis,tance calls.

N
b. Numbè of minutes of,the call.

c. Time th Call was placed.

d. Total costNNfor each call.

3. Utility Bills (water,, gas, electricity) will
include a meter reading of the units used
during the billing ',pilot,.

4. Bills can be paid by'cheCk ormoney order
through the mail.

a. Bills can sometimes he paid in person.
Information on ways to pay the bill will be
on the bill.

b. You might have to return a portion of the
bill along with your payment. This is often
necessary in order to identify your payment.

./13
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5. It,is very important to pay all your bills on time (by the
due date).

--Failure to pay bills on tiine might result in:

1. Being charged a penalty fee.

2. Your utilities might be shut off.

3. If you fail to pay your rent you might be evicted.

4. You could receive a bad credit rating. Centralized
computer facilities in the U.S. keep track of
people who don't pay their bills. If your name is
listed with this computer you will have a very
difficult time getting a credit card, bank loan, etc.

5. Furniture, car and other items purchased on cre(Lt
can be legally taken away if the monthly bills are
not paid.

6. Paying Rent.

a. Rent is most often paid once a month on a set date.

b. You do not usually receive a bill for your rent.

c. Timely payments are expected ech month.

d. If you can't pay by check, you should get a receipt.

e. Failure to pay your rent could result in eviction.

7. Medical bills.

a. Most doctors expect payment at the time of the "visit.

b. Often you will pay the bill first and be reimbursed by'

any medical insurance you may have later. A form is
filled out at the doctor's office for this reimbursement.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES- -UNIT 4

Bills. Refer to Hong Kong Student Workbook, pages 64-67 (see attached
reduction), vocabulary and sample bills.

- Divide the class into small discussion groups of 6-8 students.

- Ask each group to read the bills with the help of the vocabulary
handout, question them as to:

1. What period does the bill cover?

2. What is the due date?

3. Is there a penalty fee?

4. Re: Phone bills.

./14
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- What was the amount of last month's bill?

What is the total amount due?

- How long was the call on May 19?

- For discussion:

1. Who has ever received/paid a bill?

2. What kinds of things would you expect to
receive bills for? (review basic expenses)

3. How can you pay a bill?
\

4. What will happen if you don't paylrour bills
on time?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY

ROLE PLAY AND REVIEW FOR UNITS 1, 2 & 3

Each teacher. will have a set of envelopes, nUmbered
that contain a variety of problem-solving situations.
Each group should be given one envelope, and should
work on solving the problem among themselves.
Directions will be written in Vietnamese and Chinese
(or any other native language). Teachers and inter-
preters should check to make sure that students
thoroughly understand directions. After the group
has solved the problem, the teacher should elect one
representative who will role play the situation in
front of the entire class, so that all the students
can learn from each group's solution.

SITUATIONS:

A. Check writing.

Envelope contains one blank check and one utility
bill: Group will have to read bill and determine
who to ,make the check out to and for what amount.
Completed check should be presented to teacher.
Teacher should review for benefit of entire class
exactly what the group did.

B. Checking account deposit.

Envelope contains: play money

checking account deposit slip

check recorder form

317 .115
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\

Students should deposit money in checking account and record amount
on recorder form under deposit headings.

Teacher can role play bank teller with group representative.

Again, repeat for benefit of entire class what was done by group.

C. Overdrawing Account.

1. Car payment notice

2. Checking balance statement

Student receives notice that his monthly car payment of $76 is due
but according to checking account statement he only has $50 in
his account.

What should he do?

Answer: 1. Don't write a check or it will bounce.

2. If you have extra money in savings account, use that.

D. Savings Deposit.

Envelope,contains - savings account, deposit slip

- Play money, check and coits.

Students should make deposit, filling in correct amounts under
check, coin, cash.

E. Check Endorsing.

Envelope contains - check from employer.

Student should endorse check + present it to teacher/bank teller
to be cashed. Teacher should request I.D.

IMPORTANT -

Students will not be able to do this exercise unless they have the
banking vocabulary hand-out.'

Also some students might not be able to read the directions or
write the deposit/withdrawal slips. They will require a lot of
supervision and attention.

The Most imPortant things for everyone to become familiar with are:

1. The necessary information they must provide to write a check
or make a deposit or withdrawal and

2. The correct procedures for endorsing a check.

**Please be sure to collect envelopes at the end of class**

./16
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COMMENTS

This exercise is too complex and involved for
many of the students. However it can be modified
so that the most important elements of the
banking component (i.e. check cashing and
endorsing) can be stressed. It is also possible
tb develop anyone of situations A-E into a role-
play which can benefit students of any level.

The following are the instructions which accompany
the contents of the individual envelopes handed
out to students.

A. 1. HERE IS A BILL FROM THE ELECTRIC COMPANY
AND A BLANK CHECK'WHICH YOU CAN USE TO
PAY THE BILL.

WRITE OUT THE CHECK TO THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY AND FILL IN THE CORRECT AMOUNT.

1. 1314 le MOt phiu tinh tien cta cong ty
dien LAC va.mOt chi.phiell,trOng mi,quy vi
cin dung de' tri tien phieu tinh tien.

H;), vie't chi phiel: cho_cOng ty dien l4c
vi dieil vio siYtien chinh xgc.

t c ik arL4 PetkdoititOk @Sit
D-3 SL ± if. 41 4

B. 2. HERE IS SOME BONUS MONEY THAT YOUR BOSS
JUST GAVE YOU FOR CHINESE NEW YEAR.
DEPOSIT IT IN YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT AND
NOTE THE DEPOSIT ON THE RECORDING FORM.

2. Des), li ink sd-tien thddng ma ngddi-chu
qui vi vtia. vi nhin dip Nei mai.
tidy g1s6 tie.n do vab trudng sluc chi
phieu cua qui vi va,ghi lai se tien
gdi tren ban ding ky.

-eiz

Abt

EL 63 14'1 xic it- /It
eg c)16 /1 $t # TA ts

:& p a AI ±
At -
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C. 3. YOU HAVE JUST BbUGHT A NEW CAR.

Insert Page: 24.23

THE FIRST MONTHLY PAYMENT IS DUE TOMORROW. DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH
MONEY IN YOUR CHECKING ACCOUNT TO PAY IT?

IF NOT, WHAT WILL YOU DO?

Qui vi mua milt,chieC xe hdi inch. Tien tri hang thing
lin du tien se den han vio ngiy mai. Qui vi c6 dd ti.en trong
trudng myc chi phieu de'tri

Nitdi ktiOng, qui vi phai lamn sao?

410 4t eriff*dfd-.4*ji
a

D. 4. DEPOSIT THIS MONEY IN YOU SAVINGS ACCOUNT.

FILL OUT THE DEPOSIT FORM.

4. Gdi sO'tien nay vao trddng muc tiei kim. Hey diet; gi;Y
gol tien.

-1";

46 ft: 4: iltt p C1

g
E. 5. HERE IS YOUR WEEKLY PAYCHECK FROM THE ACME MEAT STORE.

ENDORSE THE CHECK AND CASH IT AT THE BANK.

5. Diy li chi phieu den hing tuin ctia qui; vi thit
ACME.

Hay ki ten phi'a sau chi phieu ve dOi thinh tien mat tai ngen
hang.

* 47 et. Aeon * 4 J

-t
it A it rt * 4./ AL it. ,111, rAj

at .&
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Hong Kong Workbook
page 68

Hong Kong Workbook
Page 69
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Hong Kong Workbook
Page 70

Hong Kong Workbook
Page 71
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Hong Kong Workbook
Page 72

Hong Kong Workbook
Page 73
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Suggested Monthly Allocations:

U.S. Dollars

1. Rent, $150

2. Utilities $ 45

3. Insurance/Medical $ 25

4. Food + Drink $115

5. Household Neccessities $ 10

6. Clothing $ 30

7. Transportation $ 35

8. Airfare Payment $ IO

9. Recreation $ 15

10. Saving $ 15

TOTAL $450

354
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CULTURAL ORIENT56N CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan wad

submitted by The Consortium* 4n Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in thelesson " Persinal Finances

*Save thelChildren Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Objective: In simulation,.learners can follow procedures f r paying
household bills. Includes: cashing checks, obtaining
money orders, determining correCt payment and due date,
preparing mailers, arranging budget priorities.

Suggested tile:7'2-3 lessons.

Preparation: You will need samples of bills, money orders, and
paychecks.' Large poster-size samples ofirach would be
useful. Write learner's naMes and amount of pay on
each paycheck. Discuss in your training group realistic
paycheck amounts for newly-arrived refugees.
Use blank copies of a simple family budget worksheet.
Review information'in the CAL booklet "Consumerism and
Finances."
If Available, calculators would be useful for Part4I.
See if you can get,some unwanted envelopes for Part'III.,
For Part IV, you will need copies of the "Finances and
Consumer Education" booklet.

Procedure: Part I--A look at some bills, and parts of bills.

1. Explain to students that they will'need money for this lesson
Luckily, they have all been workin in America, and today is.
payday. The teacher should hand cut paychedks.

2. Continue: "What are paychecks us d for? That's right! To
buy 'things and pay for things. at things will you need to
buy or pay for? That's,right! ent,, electricity, and others.
Some of these things are fixed c sts, the expense's that you
can expect every month. Others re extra expOises, things
you may.want like cigarettes, w.iskey, new clothes, and others.
There are also un redictable co ts, like an unexpected hospital
visit, or a broken TV that you ant repaired. Can Ou give
examples of each?"

355- 5
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3. "For some-of these expenses,you will receive'a reminder,
called a bill.". Pass out one sample tall. Tape a large

sample to the blackboard or classroom wall. Together With

, the students, carefully examine the bill. 'N

a, Who has sent this bill? This bill reports the cost of

what service? ,

b. What is the billing period. This is the cost for what

length of time? ,

c. Can you ifind the amount you must pay? Show me on the

large example. What is.the amount?

d. What is the due date? You should pay this bill before

what day? Show mg.

e. Look at the amount to be paid.. Ask your teacher if

this is ordinary, or very high. If it is high, how

could you make it lower next month?

f. What will happen if you refuse to pay this bill?'

4. Continue in the same manner with other bills. When the

group ha$ examined all the bills earefully, revic1.7 c.2ch:one

to check understanding.

5. 'Point out that there are some fixed costs for which in mogt

cases, there will be no reminder (a bill); for example,

rent. Your rental agreement tells how mucb.you agree.to,

pay each month. You won't get a bIll for this. By signing,

the agreement, you have agreed.to pay each month, without

a reminter, from the company. Also, if you buy a stereo or

TV cir el.411 a, car on credit, that is, a little each month,

you are expected to pay mithout.a reminder.

Procedure: Part II--Filling in a simple family Pudget.

1. Ask the learners to arrange themselves in small groups to

- represent families in America. Pass out blank copies of a

simple family budget form. Review each item on the budget.

"What does this picture represent? What kind of expenses

should you write here?"

2. Review considerations for finding a low-rent apartment, as
presented,in the ,"Finding a Place to Live" lesson. Ask

learners'io look again at the budget form. Ask.."Where is

the box "for rent? Show me." Suggest an amount for rent.

Assist as necessary. Next, asklearners to suggest'a
monthly expense for food. Assist them if eheir estimates

are unrealistic. (This is only an estimate) They should
write the suggested amount for food in the food '..)ox on the

budget form.
,.

*
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Discuss the transportation item. "Do you expect to buy a

car? How much will you-pay per month? A monthly bus pass

costs about $15-$20 per person. Would that be better in

the beginning? Does your relative have a car? win: you

help him to buy gasoline?" Learners should fill in a realis-

tic amount in the transportatkon box.

Leave other budget items blank.

3. Select a sample bill for one item, such as gas. Pass out a

copy of the gag bill to each group. (One group should

represent one family.) Review parts of the bill as described

in Part I. Ask, "What kind of bill is this? What is the

amoUnt you must pay?" Ask learners to look again at the

family budget form. Ask, "Where is the box for gas? Write

the amount froth the gas bill in that box." Assiat as necessary.

4. Follow the same prOcedure for the electric, water, telephone',
and other bills, until the budget form is complete. With bills

such as water, you might point out that in some rental agreements,
it is the landlord who must pay this, and so he will be the ore
to receive the.bill in the mail. In some rental agreements, it

is you who Must pay the water bill.

5. The simple family budget farm should now, be complete. If

calculators are available, show each group how to use them
to add up the total family expenses for that month. 'Otherwise,

assist each group in adding the numbers. You might do this on

the blackboard, or-have a student do it, while others watch.

6. Discuss: "What are the total expenses for this month. How

much is your paycheck? How much will you have left over?

What will,yoU.do with that? How can you lower your expenses?
What expenses will be higher in the winter? What can you do

to minimize this? Who can help you plan your income and

expenses? Why is it wise to plan your family budget?"

7. "Remember: Put your bills and your paycheck in a place where

you can find them easily. Good money managers never lose

these things."

Procedure: Part III--How,to pay bills: money order and mail method.

1. Set up a bank. Everyone should cash their paychecks according
to procedures you have established in a previus lesson. See

that the checks are cancelled after they have been cashed.

.14
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2. Proi.ride background: "You can buy or 134, for almost anything
with cash in America, but most people avoid this. Your
employer, for example, will probably paY you with a check,
not cash. You can pay your bills with cash, but it is safer
and convenient to use a check or money order. This is easy

if you know how."

/

3. Pass out sample money orders. Tape large sample to the

classroom wall. Together with stude ts, carefully examine
,

the parts o/f the money order.

4. "You can get money orders at the post office or bank. You

can get th se money orders in specific amounts. For example,

suppose y r gas bill is $24.30. You can take $24.30 in cash
to the poat office and get a money order for $24.30. There

is a very'small charge for this service. A money order is

safe, and you can send it through the mail to pay your bills.
Cash is not safe, and should not be sent through the mail."

5. Set up the bank again, or a post office. Each learner should
take one of the bills from his group, and buy a money order
with t e cash from the family aychecks- Other learners Should

act as bank tellers or postal 4learks. The cost of each money
order hoUld-be about 50 cents'.

6. When m ney orders are ready for every bill, continue with this:
"Often the company will include an envelope with the bill. The

envelo e will have the company address. Part of the bill is

for yo to keep. Part of the bill should be sent to the company.
Put yotir money order and part of the bill in the envelope. Make

sure th amount is correct. Put a stamp on the envelope, seal
it, and write your return address on the outside, above and to
the -Lippe 'left of the company address. Mail the envelope. The

bill is aid. You should keep a receipt"from the money order,
and your art of the bill,'to show that you have paid. Your

receipt i proof that you have paid."

7. ASSIST LEARNERS IN PRACTICING THESE STEPS. You may need to help
with writin4 the return addresS. Your aide should be actively
involved in this.

8. "Your sponsor\ can help you plan your budget and pay your bills.
(Not give you'the money, but show you how to pay.) Soon though,
you and your Spouse can learn to do this for yourself. -It is
easy when you know how.. Soon, you will be able to help others..."

./5
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Precedure: Part IV--"Finances & Consumer Education" Booklet:
Caption technique.

1. Pass out copies of "Finances & Consumer Education" from the
YOUR NEW LIFE IN THE UNITED §TATES SERIES. Use the language
appropriate to your learning group. Attention to the pictures,
and clever use of your aid, will be especially important if
your group are not good readers.

2. Ask learners to open the book and look at the pictures. Tell
them that you will read a description of one picture, amd
that they should find the picture you are talking about.
When they find the picture, they should point to it in their
books.

3. Make up an easy caption for one of the pictures in the book.
Circulate to see that the learners are pointing to the
correct picture. Encourage them to help their friends.

4. Make up other captions. Captions should be easy enough to
encourage participation, and difficult enough to make the
game fun.

5. Ask learners to make their awn captions. When someone.thinks
of one, he/she should announce it to the class. Others in
the group should look for that picture, and point to it.

6. When students are familiar with the pietures, they can begin
reading. Ask one student to read a small section (1-3
sentences.) Ask closed-ended comprehension questions to
check understanding. Ask a second student to continuevith
the next 1-3 sentences, Followrwith comprehension questions.
Continue with a third student, and a fourth, until you have
completed one topic in the booklet. Review that topic before
going on to another.

. Pay special attention to the section on banking services.

/6
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A Simple Family Budget

A. Income

B. Expenses for

-Rant

-Electricity !

-Gas

-TelephOne

-Food

-Clothing

-Transportation

-Entertainment

-Miscellaneous

Total

*Balance

36 )

(a)

Nio
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COMMUNITY SERVICES

Comparing Community Services

Purpose: Introduce the student to available community services.

A. Identifying Support Services

1. Importance of traditional support systems
(such as extended family)

2. Definition of'public services

B. Identifying Rele7rant Helpers and Helping Places

1. Sponsors as helpers

a. For emergencies

b. For information on housing, employment,,education and training

2. Mutual assistance associations

a. For cultural support

b. For information on local community services

Other community services

a. Postal services (such as money orders, sending and

receiving mail)

b. Libraries

c. Social service agencies (such as the YMCA, YWCA,

Salvation Army)
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

The Consortium*- Thailandsubmitted by in

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 23 - Comparing

Community Services

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Comparing Community. Services

Purpose.: Introduce the Student to available community services

Objective: Learners can list similarities and differences between
community services in their own country, and'a descrip-
tion of community services in America.

Preparation: Teachers should have mastery of the information in the
CAL publication Community Services as it relates to
this lesson. Study the content in the outline. In
your training group, discuss the content, and decide
upon effective ways to present it. What visual aids
would be useful? How can the content be adjusted to
the needs of students from differing backgrounds?
Prepare ways to present the situations in activity 2.
Can they be role played? How? Would pictures be
useful? Where can they be obtained?
Note: More about two types of community services,
MAA's, and Public Assistance (welfare), is presented
in other lessons.

Suggested activities: (Add or adjust according to the needs of your
students)

.1. Present the content in the manner decided by your training group.
Be alert to questions, watch faces to look for misunderstandings.
If you are not sure how to answer a certain question, tell the

'students you will check this. Bring that question back to the
training group. Above all, make ie clear that America is a big
country, and the services are different in every community.
The task when a student enters a new community is to find out
what services are available, and where they are located.

2. Prepare some problem sitoations, or case studies of cross-
curtural incidents, which relate to community services in
America. Role play or otherwise present the situatlons, then
ask the learners what they might do in a similar situation.
Following are some ideas to get your thinking started:

3 S;2, ./2
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a, Luk has had a stomach ache for five days. She wants to

find a woman in the neighborhood who knows about such

things. Her husband says she should go to the clinic

near their house. Luk does not want to go there. She

does not speak English well.

1. What is the problem here?
2. What advice would you give Luk?

3. How do- you think the sponsor feels about this?

b. Kit hears that there is an MAA in the community which can

help refugees find jobs. He takes a local bus and finds

the address. However, when he first irrives, he sees a

group of (from some other country) refugees talking and

laughing. "This is a bad place," thinks Kit. He leaves

without asking anyone for help.

1. What kind of person is Kit?
2. What do you think of his action?

3. Do you think Kit wants to find a job?

c. Jan studied about sponsors in Phanat Nikhom. Now she

is living in Texas. Jan wanted the sponsor,to be her

good friend. But the sponsor, a woman named Judy, is very

busy. About 20 new families arrive every month, and

Judy must help them all. Jan sees Judy only once or twice

a month. Sometimes Jan telephones Judy, but Judy is not

always home. Jan is sad'because she wanted the sponsor

to be her best new friend in America.

1. What kind of sponsor did Jan expect to have?

2. What advice can you offer Jan?

d. Ead has lived In America for three months. There is no

MAA in the community where she lives. Hpwever, there are

five other families from her country. Tomorrow is a

famous holiday celebration in Ead's former country. Ead

has joined together with other families from her countiy

to make food and prepare for their own celebration in

America. They plan to have an enjoyable day.

1. What kind of person is Ead?

2. Do. You think she will have a good life in America? Why?

3. You can celebrate the holidays of your country in

America. What else can you do to remember the customs

of your country?

3S3 ./3
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e. Dom is sponsored by a church organization. The people
from this church gather at the church for worship every
Sunday. Dom is Buddhist, but he wants to make the sponsoring
organization happy. He goes to this church every Sunday.
"Never Mind," he says.

1. How would you feel if you were Dom?
2. Would Dom cause a problem if he refused to go to

this church? What do you think?

f. Suk came to America with his grandmother, who is very old.
Everyday, Suk's vandmother seems very sad and silent.
She seldom talks, and seems to have no comfort in her life.
Suk went to a nearby MAA and aske0 about this. The people
at the MAA said that Suk should bring his grandmother in
for counseling. Someone there could counsel her, and speak
her own language. But Suk's grandmother does not want
to go there.
"I will not see a stranger," she says. '21 want to see the

village headman."

1. What is the problem here?
2. What would you do if you were Suk?
3. Why do you think' the MAA has a counseling service?

g. Bun is 16 years old. He and his family have been in America
for five months. Bun enjoys football. Everyday, he goes
to the nearby park and plays footballwith American boys.
One day, Bun's father decides to go watch the football
players. The father arrives at the park and sees that
Bun is the only boy from their own country on the field.
Among the football players are some American boys with
black skin. Bun's father is very upset. He.tells Bun that
he may not play football in this park agian.

1. How would you feel if you were Bun?
2. Bun did not see a problem. His father did. Why?

3. What would you do in this situation?

DiscusSion Topics:
4.11

1. In your own country, it may be true that the neighbors help each
other with many things. Americans often go outside the
neighborhood, sometimes to a large organization, when they want
help or advice. What are some reasons for this? What will
this mean for you?

2. Almost all refugeesJn America use some of the services in the
community. What can a refugee do to give back some service?
What can you do to'help other refugees, or to serve the needs
of the community?

. 4
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Evaluation:

1. Ask closed-ended comprehension questions about the content as
you have presented it.

2. Present a 2st (or ask students to make a list) of community
needs. E amples could include: finding a job, asking for
advice about family problems, planning a wedding, learning
to dance, fixing your house, providing for new families in
the community, providing recreation for children, others.

44,

a Divide the class into two groups. One group can describe
ways that these needs are met in their own conntry. The
other group can describe how these are met in America,
according to what they have learned in this lesson.

b. Ask the entire class to discuss the two lists. Are
they alike? In what way? How are they different?
Discuss the results.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information-in the lesson " Community Services

How would you deal with these situations: '

1. Someone is hurt and needs medical care, how do-you get them there?

2. Someone you know is always sad, they will not eat and you are
afraid,they might kill themselves, what would you do?

3. -You want information about a school project for your children?

4. You think someone is breaking into your neighbor's home to rob them?

5. You smell smoke and think there is a fire,in your home?

6. You want your children to know about the ways and culture of your
native land?-

In the United States there are agencies, groups or government
organizations that could assist you with all of the problems that
wete just discussed

0 1. Call an ambulance, from the fire department.
,

2. Mutual Assistance Association, Community Mental Health Centers,
Volags, State Refugee Program, CAL Hotline.

3. 'Library

4. Police

5. Fire Department

6. Mutual Assistance Association

Some of the answers you gaveto the first six questions ate important
solutions in the United States too. Your family, friends, and neighbors
can help you with many thtngs in yourynew life in the United States.

We have talked about many things in the United States whichmay have
made you sad.becautie they were different than_whacyou were expecting
(Refer to Sponsor and Refugee Expectations). After you arrive in the
UniteeStates other things may cpnfuse you and make you sad. Your
family and friends will be vetOmportant to you'at that time. Value

them and help them too.

3 ./2
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Community Services

2

Public services or community servicesispre there to help you too. Some

public services are paid for by taxes, others are supported by religious
groups or private donations. Most services are for everyone in America,
some are just for refugees.

.

I

The Mutual Assistance Associations are organizations of refugees who
wagt to help other refugees. Refugees who have been in the United-States
for several years joined together to help newly arrived refugees and to
preserve the culture of their homeland. Ask your sponsor to help you get
in touch with a local group if there is one. You can call the CAL Hotline
too.

The Voluntary Agency that sponsored you may have translators to help you
0 with problems. Your sponsor can help you too.

The State you resettle in, may also have a Stac. '-%.ugee Program. The

State Refugee Program can help as well as well. there are usually trann,

slators at this office. They can help you with many things especially
housing.

Othtr community services that you may need to use are:

Police: for any emergency, especially crime.

Fire: for fire and ambulance service.

Library: for borrowing books agd information on many types of problems.

Post Office: for buying stamps, money orders and sending & receiving
mail._

Community Mental Health Service: for mental problems, counseling on
alcoholism, drug addictia and other
problems.

Social Services Agencies: Many akencies can try to help you with man)
types of problems.

The Salvation Army: furniture, emergency shelter or food, counseling on
alcoholism:

When you get to your new home ask your sponsor to make a list.for you of
the different services available in your area. Write down the telephone
number, name and types of dervices provided. Add new namesas you find
them and keep the list in a safe place.

The Post Office offers-a service that can be very important to refugees.
Post offices sell Toney orders.

Money orders are often used when it is not practical to use cash and when
you don't have a checking account. Anyone can buy a money order anywhere
in the-world. To open a checking accoune'you usuilly need a job or other
steady income. You also have to fill out an application with a bank. It

is Aasy to buy a money order. You can mail it to a"store, rather than
carry cash. P,

3? ./ 3
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Money orders usually cost a small amount of money. Some places
charge according to the-amount of the money,order. Other places
charge a set fee. For example, many banks aharge 50 for all

4
money orders.

Whenever you b4y a money order, you get a carbon copy to keep as
your receipt. This receipt is your proof that you paid. It shows
the amount and the name of the person you paid.
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The following suggested classroom activity/leesOn plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS
/

in Hong Kong

This'material was develoOd for use in thtpresentation of
.

the information in the lesson " Comparing Community

Services

41114''l

Objectives of the lesson:

1.

1., Students can compare/contrast community support services in
Vietnam and America.

2. Students can identify relevant helpers ana helping plaCes in
America.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can identify support services in :both Vietnam
and America.

A. In Vietnam, social structure is patterned'on the model of the
extended family.

1. The basic family unit includes not only parents and children,
but grandparents, married chtidren, aunts and uncles and

t,other relatives.

2. The extended family has one leader whose authority is'
unquestioned. \His-responsibility for dependents is absolute.

3. Within the hierghy of the family, each pereon knows
his or her place ind accepts their.role.

B. This emphasis on family causes the Vietnamese to be less trusting
of those outside theextended family,

1. When problems arise, the Vietnamese would go to theit
extended familylor support rather than an impersonal
orgewizatiah.

2.. 'his type of traditional support system has played an
, ntaint role in Vietnamese society for many years.

C. , the community performs many of the eame functions
ended family in Vietnam,

*.
3 f.; ./2 4.
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a.

1. In most communities, there is usually someone to go to for
help--whether it is for food, employment, medical or

personal matters.

2. The community also provides protection against fire and

crime.

3. But ever yone is expected to cooperate and do their part.
For community services to work, it requires the efforts of
all members of 4 particulai community.

Teaching Methodologies

Objective: Students care9identify support services in both Vietnam,

and America.

--Break 'class into groups randomly. e.g. students count .

of 1,2,3,4,5--4l1 (1.'s) make,up one group. ,All 2's
make up another 4roup, etc. (This met helPs'to

break up groups of friends.)

--Each group should choose a recorder who will present
the findings of the group to the whole class.

each grdup specific simple questions. *(Give

both an A And B question) -

Sample questions: '

1.A) If Your house was on fire in Vietnam, what would
you do?

B) If you had a fire in youricitchen in America, what .
would you do?

2.A) If something, fia4 been stolen, from your home in

Vietnam, what woulotyeu do?
B) ,If youi T.V. is stolen from your *Ailment iü

America, what would you do? .

3.A) How might you find a job in Vietnam?
B) In America, how could you find a job?'

4.A) In Vietnam, what would.you do to get a*fishing boat?

A) How many fish can you catch in'a day?
B) In America, what would you haveto do to.get a

fishing'boat?
B) How many fish can you catch in a day? 4

Note: Multiple-choice and true-false questions could also be 'used.

'MN\

UNIT 2
*,

Objective:' Students can identify relevant helpers ahd helping places..

A. Sponsors as helpers

3 .7 1,) .13
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1. For emergencies

a. Always carry-the phone
or 3ponsoring agency.

b. If an emergency arises
contact the sponsor imm

2. For information on housing,

a. It is best to go to the
in these areas.

Insert Page 25.11
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number and address of the sponsor

and cannot be taken care of,
edlately.

employment and education.

sponsor first for assistance

b. The sponsor or sponsoring agency usually has recent
information on available housing, jobs and educational
opportunities.

c. It is the responsibility of the sponsor to assist in
these areas.

3. For personal support

a. Tradifkonaily, the extended family provided personal
support.

b. In America, many'refugees will not have any family to
go to for support.

. The sponsor'can fill the role Of the family ,in personal
matters.

B. Mutual Assistance ASsociatiOns

1. Since 1975, more than 500 MAA'S have been created within
the United-States.

2. These groups vary in their purpose and functions.

a. Some provide social and resettlement services to refugees,
such as ESL, orientation,-employment counseling #etc.

b. Some provide- servides aimed at preservation of cultural
identity and cultural heritage.

c. Some provide professional services aimed at fulfilling
the needs of persons from specific professions.

Some fulfill religious/spiritual needs by holding
religious-gervices and attending to the spiritual.needs
of psople.

e. Some address politicar needs which voice certain view-
points concerning the refugee situation both in the U.S.
and aboard.

C. Other Community Services

.1. Postal serVices-almost every community in America has a
post office. -

1. Daily delivery of pail, except Sunday.
2, Purchasing of stamps and money orders.
3.-Mailing of letfers and packages.

3 71
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2. Libraries--are free acid available to both adults and children.

a. Books can be borrowed on a time basis--such as for two
weeks or one month.

b. Librarians aliso give assistance on locating any informa-

tion one might need.

3. Social service a6encies--city, county and private agencies
provide a variety of services for the poor, disabled, dis-
advantaged and unemployed.
Examples of services provided are basic food needs, shelter,
clothing and health services.

of.

Teaching Methodology
40

Use small groups for discussion.
Sample.,questions for small groups.

1) In America you can borrow the following kinds of materials-from
the Public Library.

A) films
B) Paintings

C) Books
D) Plants

120 Records
I) Furniture

Circle the correct answers.

2) If the Vietnamese community wants to celebrate the New Year, where

can you tent large open spaces?

3) If your child is missing, who can help you?

4) If you want to sell vegetables at the open market, what would
you do?

5) Where can you get information about loans for college?

6) What kinds of services do Mutual Assistance Associations
(MAA's) provide?
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

',Comparing Community Servicesthe information in the lesson

*Save the ChildTen Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Purpose: Introduce the student to available community services
(An Expanded Outline)

A. Identifying support services

1. Importance of traditionil support services

a. Numbers of Indochinese refugees now in AMerica--
.chances that- there will be others in your community.

b. How these people can be used as resources, in the
same way your neighbors might help each other in
your country.

c. Importance of finding those you can trustl

2. Definition, characteristics of public service and community
service organizations

a. Impersonal--someone you probably don't know.

b. Large--serves a lot of people, usually has a large
staff.

c. Specialized--different services, different organiza-
tions, for different needs (not like a village
headman who does everything!).

d. May be far from your housereached by telephone or
car; bus, etc.

Has an effect on the neighborhood that may make it
different ftom neighborhoods as you know them.

1. Decreases the function of neighbors as advisors,
helpeis.

/ 2. May-mean less contact with the neighbors than
you are used to having.

37:3' ./2
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f. Eltamples of services that are public in America and
may not be in your country.

g.

1. Help for new residents in the community, such
as refugees.

2. Family counseling.

3. Job-finding services.

4. ReCreation--public parks, YMCA, senior citizen
organizations.

5. Others.

Some reasons why so many services in America are
public, or why there are services that serve a whole
city.

1. People in America come from many different parts
of.the.world and may not have much in common
with their neighbors.

2. It is often cold--people stay in their houses
or carS and may not see the neighbors very'often.

3. Americans have strong ideas about privacy. If

they go to a public service, maybe the neighbors
will nOt learn of the troubles they are having.

-
B. "Identifying relevant helpers and hleping places

1. Sponsors as helpers

a. Sponsoring agency--types of help.

1. Job search.

2. Housing search.

3. Location and function of other community services.

4. General problem-solving, advice, orientation to
the community, opportunities for education.

b. Sponsoring agency--limitaions.

1. May be serving many refugees with limited
resources, small staff.

. May only be able to show you where to look, rather
than find for you.

c. Individual sponsor-types of help.

1. May be your friend or relative.

2. Job, search, housing search, locations of other
community services, general problem7solving,
orientation to the.commvity, opportunities for
education.

3 7.1 ./3
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d. Individual sponsor--limitations.

1. May be serving many refugees, very busy, many
problems:little time to talk or visit.

2. May expect you to do a lot for yourself, take
initiative, learn to be independent quickly.

Mutual Assistance Associations (MAA's)

a. Community organizations designed to help refugees,

b. Examples of MAA services.

1. ESL/CO.

2. Job search, hbusing search, location of other
community services.

3. Place to meet with others from your country.

4. Holiday celebrations, traditional arts and
crafts, song and dance.

5. More or less, depending on the local situation.

c. Not available in all communities.

d. Some succeggful new MAA's have been organized by
refugees themsdlves.

3. Other community services

a. Postal services.

1. Letters weighed, money orders (safer than
cash, can be used to pay bills by mail),
stamps.

2. Ask someone to show you how to use this
service. (Sponsor, sponsoring agency, MAA,
or maybe a neighbor, but don't count on that).

b. Libraries.

1. Books, pictures, records, movies sometimes.

2. America has great libraries.

3. Children who learn to usethe library grow up
wiser.

c. Recreational.

1. Parks, recreation centers, public swimming
pools.

2. YMCA, YWCA.

3. Some MAA's organize games and activitie--
basketball, Volleyball, football, chairball.

.14
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d. Clinics offering inexpensive medical services.

e. Community colleges teaching many types of skills.

3'76
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COMMUNITY SERVICES

Public Assistance

Purpose: Encourage self-sufficiency and realistic expectations toward
public assistance.

A. Welfare
v

1. What it is

2. Where it comes from

3. Temporary use

4. American attitudes

a. Importance of aelf-sufficiency

b. Implications for funding of future refugee programs

5. Expectations in relation to current government cutbacks

B..Food S,tamps

1. What they are

2. Where they come from

3. Temporary use

4. American attitudes

5. Expectations in relation to current government cutbacks

6. Eligibility and benefits vary from state to state
.

C. Medicaid

1. What it is

"2..Where it comes from

3. Temporary use

4..Expectations in relation to government cutbacks

5. Eligibility and benefits vary from state to state
.

D. Other Available Assistance (such as free meal programs for
school children)

377
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 24 u Public Assistance

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, -and World Education

Community Services

. Focus: Welfare and public assistance as temporary help for those
in great financial need.

Objective: 'The learners can relate official attitudes toward welfare
and public assistance to what they have heard from
relatives or friends in the USA.

I teparation: Teachers should have mastery of the information about
welfare 'and public assistance in the CAL publication
"Community Services."
Prepare the US embassy announcement about welfare with
your teapher-aide.
You willneed 4 sets of serialized posters for part
III. Prepare the role-play dialogue "Work or Welfare"
with your teacher-aide.

Suggested time: 2-3 hours

Procedure: Part I--Comparing attitudes and approaches

1. Tell the learners you are going to present some situations about
people who need help with money. Ask learners to imagine that
these are situations*from their own country. After presenting
each situation, ask the learners the following questions:

a. In your country, how could this person solve his/her
problem?

b. Who could this person go to for help?

Here are the situations:

a. A man has been insured while working. Now he canndt.wOtk
anymore. He has no money.

b. A woman has lost her husband. She has many children and
must take care of them. It is difficult for her to take'
a job outside the house, because the children,are young.

c. Ag man works, but he receives only a little money. He
cannot buy enough food. ,His children are not strong
because.they need more to eat. .37/4
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d. A woman is very sicik and must go to the hospital. She

has no money.
e. A man has been looking for a job in the city for six weeks.

He wants to find a job, but no one has hired him yet. He

will continue jooking for a job, but in the meantime he

needs money to support his family.

The teacher shonld find out from the learners what would happen

if these,situations happened in their country.

2. Introduce the topic of welfare and public assigtance. Say,

"In the USA, people with serious money problems like these are

often helped by large organizations. These mighebe the United

States government, a state or local government, a private

organization like the agency who will sponsor you, a church group, -

and many others. Today we will learn about the most common kinds

of temporary help for pebple with serious money problems.%

3. Next, find out what the learners know about this alredy. Let

the well-informed students explain to the-iess-informed students.

Let those who halve heard incorreCt information. Use re-directed

questions to get the best from the group. Use some closed and

many open questions to encourage learner participation. Here

are some examples:

a. One kind of temporary help is welfare. Have you heard about

this? What is it?

b. Who has relatives in the USA? Do they use welfare? What

have they said about it?
c. Have others heard the same things? Is all this information

correc0 How do you know?
d. Does everyone have the same story about welfare? Why or

why not? Is the situation the same in every part of the

USA?

4. If there are clear misunderstandings, the teacher, as, a member

of the learning group, then adds his/her own information. Be

sure that what you say is backed up by WhaVril have studied

about welfare and public assistance. If the learners ask a

question which.the teacher is not prepared to answer, such as

how much or how long, the teacher must say clearly,

"I am not sure. The situation is different in every state.

When you get to your new home in the USA, your sponsor or.
Sponsoring agency can give you more information."

5. Repeat steps 3 Ad 4, but change the topic to Medicaid. Ask

the same kind of questions, for example:

373
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a. Another kind of temporary help is Medicaid. Have
you heard about this? What is it?

b. ),

c. ) Similar to above.
d. )

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4, but change the topic to food stamps.

Part II--Embassy announcement

1. If the learners in your group can read well, pass out copies
of the "Announcement from the US Embassy in Bangkok." This
is available in translation, or in English, if your students
are very good inEnglish. Ask the teacher-aide and several
students to read the announcement out loud.
Ask closed-ended comprehension questions:

a- The US settles many refugees. What is the highest cost to
the United States government of resettling these refugees?

b. Could some of the refugees who claim welfare be working
instead?

c. Do most refugees find the best job in the beginning?
d. Can a refugee heliS to keep the welfaresost down?

How can this be done?
e. What should you do as quickly as possible, if you want to

help other refugees who want to come to the USA?
f. If the cost of welfare for refugees a'.1:7ery high, what

can this mean for other refugees who want to come?

Part III--Serializ.ed posters

1. Divide the learners into groups. Give each group a set of four
posters. Tell the learners that these picture can be arranged
in any order, from,first to last. 'Ask the learners to put the
pictures in the order they think best, so that the pictures tell
a story. There is 'lb right or wrong answer. Each group will
be asked to share its story with the other groups.

2. 'All groups should tell their story to the,other members of
the class. Learners should point to the pictures as they tell
the story.

Part IV--Ro/e-play dialogne

1. "Prepare with your teacher-aid a role-play for the dialogue
."Work or Welfare." After,a preSentation by you and your teacher-
aide, encourage learners to role play the dialogue themselves.
Learners shpuld use their own language for this, uriless they
are'very good with English. Emotions, gestures, and t.ctions
will say more than the words.
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2. After the role play has been done several times, lead zi

discussion. Use the following questions, and any others-you
4

think appropriate:

,a. What do_you think will happen tO Mr. White?
What do'you think will happen to Mr. Beige?,

d. In the long run, who do you think will be More
succestfulMr. White or Mr. Beige?

c. Do you think both of these men have adjusted well
to their life in America? Why or why not?

d. If you were Mr. Beige, how would,you feel? What

would you do?
e. If Mi. White asked you for a vice, what would you

say to him?

w*NOTE to teachzir about difficult questions.

It was Confucius (Kung Futse or ) who safd,
"If you know a thing, admit that You know it. If yot .

do not know a thing, admit that ydu do not know it.
This then is called wisdom."
The learners may pose questions that demand technical
details. Or, they may pose questions for which there
is no one correct answer. If so, admit fively that
you are unable to answer this question. This then is

called wisdom.

4
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Green and Beige are refugees. They are not from the same country,
but they are still friendly with each other. They live in the
same apartment building in Seattle. It is summer and"the weather is
hot. Beige lives on the second floor. The chior to his apartment
is open. Inside, ..you can see Beige sitting on the floor, watching
V. He is wearing a wrap-around cloth and no shirt. He is smOking

a cigarette and looks very comfortable. He is drinking something
from a cano perhAps beer.

As the scene opens, Green is coming home from his work at a nearby
school. Green works there with one Other man. ,Together, they do A

most of the cleaning at the school. Today, Green "Was wotking with'
a floor polishing machine. Now he is Tinished for the day. He is
hot and tired, but he feels satisfied at another day's7Tork complec,d.
Green walks up the stairs and through the hallway of the aRaTtment

,

building. Green sees that Beige has the door open, so he walks over
to say hello. Here is what they say after they Say hello:

Green: Hello Beige, you look comfortable!

"
. Beige: Yes, I just heard good news. -I-taIked-te-my brbeher-in-

law today. He Says I can continue getting welfare checks
for a long time. That means I can stay home and rel'ax!

Green: Have you looked around for any jobs?

Beige: The sponsor says I can get aolajob at the canning factory
on the other side of town. But I don'twantthat.1 I was
a farmer. What do I know-about cans and factories?

Greens You can learn about such things. I had to learn to use
\ a machine to polish floors. The first day I-did very-

.

poorly. But now I can use this machine as well as anyone.

Well, maybe you like to work hard. Right nOw I am
comfortable staying home. No one bothers me, and I don't
have to talk to a lot of people I don't understand. Every
month, the weltare check comes. My brother-in-law says this
is the best waY.

Greem, Maybe it is good noW, think'of your future. I was a
farmer tab, and ,Idon't know much about these new jobs.
.But now I am learning new things. The hoes says I aura
good wor.er. Next year I will get a better job and more
money. oU will have to start from where I was last year.

\IttNrs.,
.44
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Beige: How,much money do you make in one month, Green?

Green: About $600 a month, before taxes.

Beige: , The welfare check for me and my family is almost.that

much.

Green: Yes, but you must plan for your future. Who will take

care of you?.

Beige:

'1

The sponsor or somebody will. They are just like brothers

and sisters to me.

Discussion: Share your ideas about
this story with others in
your gropp.

Or"
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ANNOUNCEMENT FROM THE UNITED STATES EMBASSY IN BANGKOK

You qhould all realize that the highest cost to the United States
government of resettling Indochinese refugees Comes from welfare .

and other.assistance to refugees after their arrival in the United
States. Many of the refugees who claim this welfare could be
working.

Often the jobs which,are first available to refugees are not the
best but to the etent that refugees work for an income - and'
thus keep welfarecosts down - the United States will he able to
accept others.

You owe it to yourselves -.but especially to family and friends
from youf country who may need to tome to the United States in
the future as refugees - to do your very best to become self-
sufficient as quickly as possible.

To put it another way the more expenses you draw from the United
States government the less likelihood there is for other refugees
from your country to be admitted later to the United States.

If
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The following ,suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in the lesson " Public Assistance

Purpose: Encourage self-sufficiency and realistic expectations toward
public assistance.

Objectives: Elicit refugee's knowledge of American welfare system.

Explain Refugee Assistance Program.

Introduction: To explain public assistance is a very sensitive issue.
We want to pnd out what you already know about welfare.

Activity 1: The teacher should divide the class into small groups.
A recorder for each group should be chosen to list the
responses of the group.

Ask each group to answer the following questions:

- -What is welfare?

--Where does it come from?
- -Who pays for it?
- -Who should get'it?

--What do you think happens to adults who get welfare
for a long time?

- -What do you think happens to children who see their
parents collect welfare and not work?

--Do you think you can buy a new car, or other luxuries
on welfare?

--Ask the students if they know anyone who is getting
welfare in the United States? What did those people
tell them?

Answer to questions in Activity 1
!,

1. Welfare or public assistariie is food and money providedip people
who are in need and cannot take care of themselves.

2. The State and Federal government distributes welfare.

3. The money for welfare comes from taxes that everyone must pay.

4. Only those who cannot work.

3 sj../1
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5. They don't want to work anymore and they remain poor.

6. The children learn by the example or their parents and learn not
to work.

II. AMERICAN ATTITUDES

- What do you think the most expensive part of refugee resettlement
'is to the United States?

--Refugee camps
--Money for flights to the U.S.
--Any other-ideas.
--The answer is refugee welfare costs.

How do you think many Americans feel about having to pay for refugee
welfare? They resent having to pay. Americans believe everyone
should take care of themselves.

What do you think will happen if many refugees who could work take
welfare? The number of refugees who are allowed to come will
decrease or stop.

III. REFUGEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

In 1980 the Refugee Act was enacted in the United States. It made
the laws for refugees from anywhere in the world the same. The
1980 Refugee Act also created a special public assistance program
to help refugees start their new life. Two groups were singled
out for special help.
Many refugees work at minimum wage jobs that may not provide them
with enough money if they have a large family. The Refugee Act
allows them to receive a supplement of food and/or money. How much
food or money depends on the size of the family, the amount or
money you earn and the state you live in. Standard welfare programs
for ordinary Americans have different rules.

Single people also receive an incentive to work by receiving benefits
from the Refugee Act. These benefits are not available to other
Americans in standard welfare programs.

At present there is a 3 year limitation for eligibility for the
Refugee Assistance Program. During this period you have the opfor-
tunity to gain work experience and skills and to develop a work
history. You can work at a minimum wage job, perha s receive a
supplement from the Refugee Assistance Program and develop on the
job experience, so you can get a better job. Use your period of
eligibility to gain experience.

As the costs of the Refugee Assistance Program rise there is a
reasonable expectation that the 3 year period of eligibility and
the level of benefits will aecreage. You can do your part to

3S03
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help other refugees by avoiding only receiving welfare and working
as soon as possible.

QUESTIONS

What is the purpose of the Refugee Assistance Program? The
purpose of the R.A.P. is to create uniform laws for all refugees
and to encourage people to work.

What is the period of eligibility for R.A.P. benefits?
Three years from your date of arrival in the U.S.

411 IV. There are also public assistance programs for which Americans
and refugees may be eligible depending on their income

A. FOOD STANPS

Food stamps are coupons issued by the government that allow,
low income people to buy certain kinds of food so they will
have enough to eat. Food stamps can only be used in certain
store. Usually there is a sign that says "We accept food
stamps".

Food stamps look like money and are issued in denominations
like money.- $1.00, $5.00, etc.

The amount you received depends on family'size and income.

B. MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

There is a Refugee Assistance Program, medical assistance
program and a regular medical assistance program (Medicaid)'
Medical assistance programs pay for some kinds of medical
care. Many jobs have a medical insurance as a benefit,
so if you work you won't need medical assistance.

C. OTHER PROGRAMS

There are special programs for elderly people who cannot
work. One program is call Supplemental Security Income.

D. SOCIAL SERVICES

1. Social semiCe programs are financed by the federal,
state and local governments, and concentrate on providing
job training and language training skills. This includes
the "manpower" and the "outreach" programs set up in
many areas of the,states. The criteria for eligibility
and the availability of such programs varies greatly by
state and community. In addition, many times there
are long waiting lists of those people interested
in joining these programs. Income is one eligibility
criteria.
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2. There are many other sources of assistance in receiving job

and language training. For example:

a) CETA: A federal program which provides vocational training

in many skills, like electronics, or mechanics. There is

also a long waiting period to be accepted into a CETA

training job. Income is one eligibility requirement,
.3ut the eligibility levels vary between states and commu-

nities.

b) Vocational training: Availability varies from place to
place, but some prograds are offered in Chinese, Vietnamese,
Khmer, Lao, or Hmong, as well as English.

c) Career counseling: Provided by many Volags and sponsoring

agencies. Specialists will advise incoming refugees of
job opportunities in local agreas.

d) Skills recertification: Designed to aid professional
doctors, lawyers,eAgineers and other professionals in
fulfilling American licensing requirements so that they

can practice in America. This program is only available

in some communities.

e) Job Corps: Designed to equip unemployed people between
the ages of 16-21 with a skill so that they can hold
productive jobs.

f) Day care centers: Provides a place where working mothers
can leave their children to be care for while at their

jobs
Check with your sponsors for details on job and language
training programs available in your community.

E. ADULT EDUCATION

One of the most important things to do when you first arrive in

the states will be to continue learning English. Free ESL

classes may be available from:

- -Local high schools
--Community colleges
- -Local church groups may offer free tutoring.

Your sponsor is again the beet person to contact about these
services.

DISADVANTAGES

WE:eallmp:

Answer:

welfare money come from?

- You and the other people in America who pay taxes

You have lived in the U.S. for 6 months. You now
have a good job and make $225 U.S. per week, but
you only receive $150 in your pay check. What

happened to the missing $75. Some of it is help-
ing to pay for welfare as4stance to the new

.15.
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refugee family that is living next door to you and
not working.
So remember, welfare is not a free hand-out. You
wingiend up paying for j.t.

2. Social Stigma

Everyone in America admires people who are independent. If

you are taking welfare payments then you are relying on other
people to support you. Many Americans do not look favorably
on people who receive assistance from the government; it is
viewed as a kind of loss of face on the part of the recipient.
Although Americans are willing to help the truly needy, they
resent giving money to those who can Ictlp themselves. If
you must accept welfare, especially cash assistance, when
you first arrive, remember that it is only a temporary form
of assistance until you can support yourself.' The sooner
you are working and Aelf-sufficient, the better off you will
be.

3. Psychological Drawbacks

Dependence is a serious danger in receiving government assis-
tance, especially when you are dependent on the government for
your entire economic, needs. An individual can lose their
self-initiative and independence very quickly, which can cause
them to lose their sense of personal freedom.
It is also very easy to become depressed and unmotiva,ted if
you remain unemployed and a welfare recipient for long periods
of time. Most people are happiest when they have some type
of activity to fill their day. If you do not get a job you
will also not get the valuable exposure to U.S. language
and custom that you need.

4. Time Limit

Remember that you can only receive federal assistance as a
refugee.for 3 years. After than you must meet the same
criteria as any other U.S. citizen (much stricter).
Also, the government can decide at any time to cutback the
amount of money allocated for refugee assistance thus,
even though there may be many programs to help you this
year there might not be as many next year.
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The American EducationaZ System'

Purpose: Introduce the student to education in America.

A. The Education System

1. Pripary education

2. Secondary education

3. Higher education

4. Adult education

5. Continuing education

a. Stressing the work experience

b. Learning while working

B. Description of Services

1. School districts

2. Cost and Funding

3. Facilities

4. Materials

5. Transportation

Page 27
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ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " The American Educational

System
It

PURPOSE : Introduce students to education in America

I. Activity 1 - Brainstorming

Objective : Students gain basic understanding of the educational
process.

Materials : Newsprint, illa6ic markers.

Have the students answer the question "What are the purposes of

education?" Ask the students to describe as specifically as

possible what they understand the purposes of education to be.

Ask each group to share their ideas with the rest of the class.

Then post newspril,t in the front of the room. (You will refer to

it later under adult and continuing education.

Activity 2 - - Description of Primary & Secondary Education System

and SeIvices. Provided.

Most areas of the U.S. divideschools into 3 categories: 4

a. Elementary or primary schools for children from 6-12 years old.

b. Junior high schools for children 12 to 14 or 15 years old.

c. High schools for children 14 or 15 to 18 years old.

There are both public and private schools in the U.S. Public schools

are free (financed by taxes), but you must pay a fee to attend

private schools.

Public schools usually provide free books; transportation if the

child lives far from the school; some schools provide free lunches

for children of law-income families. Otherwise, for lunch the

child can bring a lunch from home or buy lunch at school.

All children between the age of 6-16 years must attend

school. Parents are responsible to enroll their children and to

3 9
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make sure the children attend school..

In order to enroll your children in school you will have to go to
the school and bring certain information with you:

- Records of immunization

- The child's 1-94 card

- Address and phone numbers where the parents can be reached

Activity 3 - - Picture interpretation

Another important aspect of enrollment is to ensure your child is
placed in the appropriate class for his/her age. If your child
will attend a school where the teachers are unfamiliar with refugee
students, they might place your child in a grade too low for their
age.

(Teacher - Post the pictures at the front of the class and let
2-3 students interpret the sequense.)

I. Parents enroll their child in school (ask what documents they
had to bring with them).

2. Child is placed in a class, where all the other children are
younger.

3. The subjects taught are too simple for the child and so the
child begins to sleep in class.

4. The other children in the class are much younger, and the refugee
child has no one of the same age to play.with.

5. The boy tells his parents about the problem he is having in school.

6. The parents go to school and explain the problems their child
is Paving in school.

7. The child is placed in a class where the children are the same
age as him. He is much happier in the new class.

8. He also has a,special E.S.L. class either offered by the school
or arranged by the sponsors or an M.A.A.

Points for discussion:

A. Would parents in Indochina go to the school and discuss a problem with
the teacher or do they expect the teacher to do all the right things?

B. Compare and contrast the expectations for involvement in the U.S.
and Indochina.

C. Compare and contrast the role of the teacher in the U.S. and Indochina?

D. Why do you think the boy fell asleep?

3 ;2
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E. Do you think the boy made many ftiends in the first class?
Why?
(Discuss the importanCe of learning language 'and social
customs fram peers).

F. Do you think the child will know everything the rest of the
children do in the second class?

G. Do you think it will be difficult in the beginning for the
child?

H. Whytdo you think it might be better to have your child placed
in a grade appropriate for his age or only one ot two years
lower if necessary?

.

Activity 4

Nguyen Thi Lam was in the 10th grade in Missouri. She was taking
Math, Science, English, History, Physical education and one course
that she choose, which was typing. She was doing well in her
subjects and she liked having the chance to choose some of her
subjects. However, one day she refused to go to the physical
education class. At first she would only say she didn't like the
class. When the teacher told her it was required to attend, Jam
told her-parents she was embarassed because all the girls wore
shorts. Lam didn't like to be seen barelegged.

(Teacher ask students how they feel about this,situation).

Ngou Chandra was in 10th grade in Georgia and she was practicing
very hard after school to become a drum majorette. A drum majorette
is a girl who precedes the,band. The drum majorette performs feats
of skill with a baton. She also wears a very short costume.
$gou Chandra was accepted to be a drum-majorette and she went home
very excited to ask her parents permission.

(Teacher asks the students how they wouldeel if they were the
girl's parents).

II. Adult Education

Objective: Give students overview of adult education.

(Teacherrefers back to newsprint thatlists the purposes of
education. Ask the students if there are any more purposes for
education thatare specifically for adults).

It is very common for adults to work full-time and to study l'artL
time. They study in.order to improve their skills at their present
job or to get a better job.

393
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There are many institutions that offer courses for adults.

A. Adult Eaucation Programs and Classes

Evening courses are available, usually at highschools, that
allow adults to complete their high school diplomas. '1ou

take the courses you need in order to prepare for an examination.
If you pass the examination you receive a General Examination
Diploma, also called a G.E.D.

B. English as a.Second Language is sodetimes availablg at high
schools, at voluntary agencies, churches, H.A.A.s, and State
Resettlement Programs.

C. Common Colleges and Universities

Community Colleges are two years institutions that offer
training in vocational skills like computer programming,
electronics and secretarial/office skills. They also prepare
students for 4 year university programs.

D. Vocational & Technical §chools

Vocational or technical schools specialize in training people
for certain occupations. Typical examples af occupational
programs that are offered by these institutions include welding,
medical or dental assistants, electronics, computer programing,
auto body repair and various clerical positions.

E. CorrespOndence Courses

Correspondence Courses allow the student to study at home at
his/her own pace. Typically, students will receive reading
and test materials in the mail.

Many of these programs are legitimate;' while others make pramises
about training and employment that they cannot possibly keep. Many
newly arrived refugees have been cheated by such programs. It is
wise to check with the local Better Business Bureau.,

(Teacher asks several of the students to relate their plans for
further education after they arrive in the States.).

-
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the following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

-,submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This materiaL was developed for use in the pi-esenttfon of

the information in the lesson .1' TIi American.Fduca0ona1

System1/4-- II

'OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON:

1. Students can descri'be the various educational levels in America.

2. "Students can list sdrvices availahle to students in American.
schools.

UNIT l'

Objective: Students can describe education available to children
and young adults in Amprica.

A. There are two evels of education for children in America.

1. Primary, qr elementary sthool.

. --This.leVel begins at the age of six (1st grade) and continue
to the eighth or niath grade (ages thirteen or fourteen).

2. Secondary, .or high schoo,I.

--This level-begins' in ninth or tenth grade (ages fourteen or
- fifteen) aad continues through the twelfth grade (age 18) .\

B. School systE s and names differ from area to ares.

1. At the elementary -level, schools are sometimes called primary
schools, grade schools, elementary schools or middle schools.

2. At the secondary level, schools might be called high school,
secondary school or senior high school.

C. The differences it names and systems dues not mean that what is
taught is different or that one school is, better than another.
It simply means that each school district may organize tjleir
schoch system different4from one another:

./2
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UNIT 2' '

Objective: Students can describe educational opportunities
beyond high achool.

A. Colleges and'Universities--ther exist both two and four
year programs in Colleges.

1. Junior, or community colleges, are generally Udo
year programs.

a. Their primary focus is vocational training,
although they also provide preparatory general
education for university study.

b. Many of the ESL and CO programs for refugees
in the States are taught at these institutions.

2. Four year Colleges and Universities.

a. Their range of study ip much larger than a
Community College.

b. Sote area of specialization are physics,
. education, mathematics, art, political science,
English, etc.

c. These institutions also offer advanced graduate
study in specialized fields.

B. Vocational or Technical Training Schools.

1. These schools focus on training people in a
speCialized occupation. Some eXamples are auto
machanics, welding, electronics assembly, lathe
operator,'etc.

2. The length of these programs vary, but they
generally last one to two yearso%

C. Adult,Education Programs.

1. Many communities in America offer adult education
programs. They are usually offered at the local
high school or Community College..

2. These programs usually focu% on such areas as ESL,
adult high school diplomas, secretarial work,

'painting, pottery, etc. They are ubually.funded
by the State or local community are thus are
very inexpensive. These erograms are a good
source to further the ESL training needed to adapt
to American life.

396 m'
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Ask the students to describe the following questions together in
groups.

1. Whether they think it is unsuitable for adults to attend school
after a certain age.

2. Do they think they now know enough Engfish to work in America?

3. Do they think they could attend school at night and work during
the day?

4. What are their plans for their children's, education after high
school? How do they think they could pay \or their childzen's
further education?

III, Materials needed: Brochures of vocational and teaining programs.

Explain that schools and training courses are run bY non-profit
(government) or profit organizations. In the case of the latter
they should be sure they know.exactly what they are getting for
their money. For example, does theqschool have a job placement
office for when they complete the course?

Have them critically read through the brochures and note the infor-
mation they contain. You could translate the brochures into
VietnamesetChinese for this exercise.

UNIT 3

,

Objective:- Students can describe seridces available in education.

A. CoSt and Funding.

1. Every child can get 12 years of free public education in
America.

a. Public schools are funded by the government through
taxation, mostly from property taxes within a school
district.

b. Private schools have their own source of funding and
tend to be rather expensive.

2. Costs for attending a community college or University vary
greatly.

a. State run schools such as the University of California
have a lower tuition than a private University.

1., This is because the State schools receive government
support.

2. If a student is a resident of the State in which the
school is located,,the tuitinn is often-even less.

397 .14
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b. There are many types of schoolarships and
loans available for students, but they
vary frum school to school.

B. Transportation to school for children.

1. For children living far away from the school,
there are school buses which provide free
transportation to the school.

2. At the time of registration, it is important
to check where and when the bus will pick
up the students for school.

C. Materials for school.

1. Most schools in the U.S. lend books to
students for use during the school year.

a. It is important that the students take
care of the books as they must be
returned at the 'end of the year

b. If the books are damaged, the child's
parents usually will have to pay for
their replacement.

D. Facilities.

1. Most schools have a cafeteria for use at
lunch time. Students usually can either
bring their own lunch or purchase one at
the cafeteria.

2. There are also some special lunch program at
many schools.

a. Students can be provided with a free
lunch while they are attending school.

b. There is special criteria for these
program which varies from one school
to another.

3. Most schools-have a range of sport and club
activities.

a. These include tootball, swimming, soccer,
'language clubs, school newpaper, etc.

b. It is best to check with the school
office to see what extra-curricular
activities available.

393
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UNIT 4

Objective: Students can describe some of the rules and regulations
related to schooling.

A. Attendance.

1. The school year usually begins in September and lasts until
June.

--June, July and August usually are considered summer
vacation months-

2. Most children attend school Monday through Friday, about
six hours a day.

3. Except for holidays or excused absences, it is the responsi-
bility of the parents to see that their children attend
school each day.

--Unexcused absences which occur often can lead to the child's
dismissal from school.

4. School is mandatory for all children until the age of sixteen.

Dress in school.

1. The dress code for school varies from one school district to
another.

2. Students should wear clothing that is acceptable in public.
Pajamas would be an example of clothing that should not be
worn in school.

3. Students should always wear some sort of footwear.

C. Discipline and Punishment.

1. This varies from school to school.

a. It could consist in doing additional class work for the
subject.

b. The teacher might request the student to remain after
class.

c. If there is a serious problem, a student might be taken
to the school principal for counseling.

UNIT 5

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowleage of types of learning
styles in America.

3 9
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A. Lecture method.

1. This method involves the direct transfer of
knowledge from teacher to student.

--This style was probably the most common
method used in Vietnam.

B. Learning by doing.

1. Students are often encouraged to learn by
active, rather than passive means.

2. A teacher will not do all the talking in the
classroom.

--The teAcher will encourage the students to
find some of the answers themselves. This

can be done by group discussion, or by
a one to one discussion of a subject in class.

3. This method generally requires the student to
do a large amount of homework.

a. The teacher will give students assignments
and expect them finished by a certain date.

C. Evaluation.

1. Students are evaluated a number of ways in an
American school.- ,

a. Attendance--good attendance can help in the
teacher's evaluation.

b. Completion of assignments--all homework
must be completed on time and done well.

c. Individual tests--are given throughout the
school year to test comprehension of what
is taught.

d. Participation in class--some teacher's'will
give a student a negative evaluation if
they haven't participated in class.

NOTE: Students are expected to work, learn and take
tests independently. Sharing answers or
looking at another students' work is considered
dishonest and cheating unless instructed to do
so. Dishonesty or cheating are usually
considered serious dffenses. Also, students
are expected to do orisinal work. One should
not copy from a book when writing a paper or
doing an assignment unless a proper reference
is given.

A
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Insert Page 27.11

UNIT 4 & 5: True/False Test (answers indicated in parentheses)

1. All students must wear school uniforms. (F)

2. All students must go home for lunch. (F)

3. Public school charges $100 a year for school fees. (F)

4. You must pass an exam to study in public high school. (F)

5. You can learn how to drive a car in high school. (T)

6. Your children might be bused to a school on the other side
of town. (T)

7. You and your children can get ESL training. (T)

8. Teachers often have meeting with parents during the school

term. (T)

9. Every school has a teacher to help students with learning
problems. (T)

10. Any student can get post secondary education if they are willing
to work their way through. (T)

11. Most CO & ESL education is taught through Community colleges. (T)

I.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES

LegaZ and Illegal Activities in America

Purpose: Describe differences between legal and illegal activities
in America.

A. Categories of Activities

1. Providing personal data

2. Personal safety and security rights

3. Private property rights

4. Illegal substances

5. Necessary licenses

6. Social crimes

B. Examples of the Activities

. Prevention Tactics

D. Penalties
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

,ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* tn Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information ia Lesson 32 n Legal and

Illegal Activities in America

*Save the Children Federation, Exneriment in
International Living,.and World Education

Community Services

Activity: Role of the police and other Problem-Solvers--A
Comparison

Objective: Learners cna list similarities and differences of the
role of police in their home country and the USA.
Learners can compare legal and illegal activities in
the two countries.

Preparation: Your training group should study the sheet "Situations
for the Role of Police and other Problem-Solvers."
Decide upon effective ways to present the situations.
Can they be role played? Demonstrate. Can you use
pictureal What will the teacher-aid need to knwo?
Your training group may want to alter or add to the
situations. When discussing situations, remember:
our goal is a positive atmosphere. Our purpose is
to build confidence.

Procedure:

1. Ask the learners to sit in a circle. In the middle of the circle,
present the first situation. Use visual aids or role play.
Think drama. Have fun!

- 2. Tell the learners to-suppose that this situation-had happened
ib their own country. Lead a discussion. Use the following
questions, and any others you think appropriate:

a. Is there a problem here? What is the problem?
b. Who or what.do you think caused the problem?
c. Who is affected by the problem?
d. What do you think the consequences of this action would be?
e. rs the problem solved? How?
f. Who is the problem-solver?
g. Could this situation have been avoided? How?

. 12
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3. Repeat the same role play. This time, tell the learners to
imagine that the same thing is happening in the USA.

4. Lead a discussion. Here are some discussion questions:

a. Who has relatives in the USA? Have you heard of anything
like this happening there?

b. Do you think this situation would cause a problem in the
USA?

c. Who might be affected by this problem?
d. What do you think the consequences would be if this happened

in the USA?
e. Would this problem be solved in the USA? How?
f. Who do you think the problem-solver would be?
g. How can refugees in the USA avoid such problems?

5. The teacher can add his/her owm ideas about the probable
consequences of this situation in the USA. Be brief; do not
preach. Remember, our purpose is to build confidence, not
to make people afraid of America.

6. The learners should now compare and contrast what might
happen in their home country with what might happen in the USA,
given the same situation. Below are discussion questions. Add

your_ommLclosed,JaRen, and re-directed questions as appropriate.

a. Does this situation cause a problem in both countries?
b. Ar4t,the consequences the same in both counties? Why or

why not?
c. Is the problem solved in both countries? Is it solved in

the same way or not?
d. Who is the problem-solver in each case? Is ther a difference?

Why?

7. Present a second situation. Follow steps 1-6 above. Encourage
discussion. Accept ideas,

8. Continue as above with the other situations listed on "Situations
for Role of Police and other Problem-Solvers."

4
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SITUATIONS FOR THE ROLE OF POLICE AND OTHER PROBLEM-SOLVERS
(Change fhe names. Use names-from your students home country.)

1. Suchat has just gotten a new job. He and his friends are
having a party with LOUD stereo music, and lots of shouting,
drinking, laughter, and singing. It is after midnight on
a Monday night. Some of the neighbors are trying to sleep,
because they must get up early and go to work. Suchat does
not know these neighbors, so he did not invite them to the
party.

2. David is driving his car late at night. He has been at a
party. He is a little drunk. He has no driver's license.

*` The headlights on his car do not work. The car hits a stop
sign and knocks it dawn.

3. Surasak comes home from work and finds his front door open.
When he looks around the house, he sees that someone has
stolen his TV.

4. Sheila is angry about a new government program. She writes
a letter to a local newspaper. The letter criticizes the
politician who supported the program. In the letter, Sheila
says the problem is foolish and that she will do whatever
she can to oppose it.

. Little Betty is six years old. -She and her mother are shopping.
Suddenly, Betty looks around and cannot see her mother.
Little Betty is lost! She decides to cross the street and
look for her mother.

6. Go and Taam are young boys. They are kicking a football near
the neighbor's house. Taam kicks the ball hard. It sails a
long way and smashes right through a window in the neighbor's
house.

7. Chai has had a bad day. He arrives home late. His dinner is
cold. The kids are noisy. Chai and his wife have a loud
argument. Both are shouting and screaming. Chai loses his
temper and hits his wife. She screams again and he continues

N\NNto shout. Many neighbors can hear the trouble. They are
ondering what to do.

8. NuNuNbas a big dog who guards her house. It growls and barks
at anyo e who walks by. One day the dog jumps out at a teen-
age girl o is walking home from school. The dog bites the
girl badly oP the leg.

NN:
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--W.- Piter likes guns. He has just gotten a new pistol in the mail.
He does not have a license for this gun. Peter decides to
take to walk in the city park. Many children are playing
there. Suddenly, Peter sees a rabbit among the trees. He
wants to try his new pistol. He aims and shoots. Bullseye.
The rabbit falls like a stone.

10. Jum and her husband are at the movie theater. There is a large
sign that reads "NO SMOKING." But Jum's husband is enjoying
himself. He says,. "Never mind, I'm here to have a good time."
He lights a cigarette and inhales deeply.

11. A is walking home from work one day when she sees something on
the sidewalk. It is a wallet. She picks up the wallet and
opens it. "Wow!" says A, "There is enough money here to buy
a new radio!"

I.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION'CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson Plan was

--aubn-Fitted-by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use _in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Legal and Illegal Activities

in America

Purpose:--To familiarize students'with some American laws, consequences
of breaking them and the individual'S legal rights.

Activity 1: Introduction

In the U.S. there are laws about almost everything. These laws are
strictly enforced. It is easy to break the law if you don't know what
it is. If you do break the law, even if you didn't know that it was a
law, you are still responsible. Even some things which may not seem
important are illegal in America. You may not spit or throw trash on
the street. You must cross the ptreet only at a corner. You need a
document of permission or registration fbr almost everything: birth,
marriage, death, building something on your own property, owning or
driving a vehlile, hunting or fishing. there are even certain times
of the year when you may not hunt or fish and there is i limit to the
number, size and age of the' animals or fish you may take. If you break
these laws you usually have to pay a fine and it can be very expehsive.
There are so many laws in America which vary so much in different parts
of the country that it is impossible for us to discuss them all now.
But it.is very important for you to find out the laws in your city and
state when you arrive. Remember that if you are ever in doubt about the
legality of an activity, as your sponsor or your local police station
about the law.

-Activity 2: Role Play

jurp 0 e: To stimulate discussion about self-defense and.crime prevention.
r-f

Procedu e:

I. Introduction

A. T. says, "ge are going to act out a situation that haS happened
to some refugees in the U.S. Think about it as you Watch it.
Then we'll discuss the situation.

B. T. asks for a volunteer to act in the role play. If there is
none, Tr. picks out an advanced studentnand asks him or her to

4 9 /
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play the part. He explains that it is very easy. Tr. then
takes the student aside and explains his/her part while the
T. sets up the props.

II. Role Play

A. T. explains that this is a home. These are the b4room,
hall, back door 4snd living room. This is the front door
and this is the outside. T. draws imaginary lines in the
room so the students can imagine the setting. T., Tr.

-

and Student then begin the role play:

The victim (V) is in the living room reading. The V. hears
a noise as the robber enters the house through the back
door. The V hears the robber (R) enter the house through
the back door. The V hears the R walk down the hall to the
bedroom. The V listens through the bedroom wall and hears
the R. The V picks up the telephone and calls the police:

Police (P): Police Station

V: This is an emergency. There is a robber in my bedroom
right now.

P: What is your address?

V: Zone Barrack Room

P: What is your name?

A police officer (PO) will come right now. T.ait outside
or at your neighbor's house.

V: O.K. Goodbye

Robber (R) is listeriing at the dooi to the telephone conversation.
The R takes several things from the bedroom (money, watch, jewelry,
radio etc.) and sneaks out the back door.

When the V gets off the phone he/she goes outside to wait for
the PO. After a few minutes the PO arrives:

PO: Did you call for the police?

V: Yes, Officer. I think he is still in the house.

PO: Wait here. I'll go in a9d look. (Officer goes in and
looks around. Finding eo R. he comes out.) He's gone.
Come inside and tell me what he took. (P0 and V go into
the bedroom).

V: (Looking around)Oh no! He took my wateh, my jewelry
(cm my wife's jewelry) my radio and my money! I had my

elfA
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money right here in this drawer. I've been saving it.
for months! Quick, Officer, go catch him!

PO: It's too late. He's gone. Did you see him?

V: No.

PO: Well, I'll report the robbery, but I'm sorry there's
nothing more that I can do.

III. Discussion of Role Play.

A. Da'you think tlp victim did the right thing?

B. What would you have done when you heard the robber? (Possible
answers: screamed, made a'loud noise, shot him, knifed him,
threatened him with a gun or knife, run outside immediately
and called the police from a pay phone or neighbor's house,
chased him outside and tried to catch him ar kill him, etc.)

C. For all these posaibilities T. discusses which is best and
f,why. Discussion should consider safety and the law.

D. What could the victim have done to prevent this from happening?
(Possible answers: locks, neighborhood watch, burglar alarm,

. watch dog, keeping money in bank, keeping valuables hidden, etc.
If time allows T. may want to discuss ti* insurance and marking.
of expensive items with an identificationnumber.).

Activity 3: Open-Ended Story

Purpose: To help learner understand " self defense, legal rights
and responsibilities" in the case of a arrest.

I. T. reads the story "Legal Rights"

LEGAL RIGHTS'

Yang Mouly was walking to the bus-stop afterhis English class
one afternoon. Suddenly a big.man grabbed him by the arm.and said'
roughly "Give me your wallet!" Yang Mouly was afraid, but he didn't
want to lose his money. He tried to push thelnan away but the man
held him more tightly, reached into Mouly's pocket and took his
wallet. As the robber tried to run away, Mouly pushed him hard
against the wall and the robber hit his head and fell down unconscious'.
Just then a police officer ran up and grabbed Mbuly. He said that
he had just seen Mouly.hurt the other man.and that he was going to
arrest Mouly. Mbuly didn't understand everything, the officer said
because of his_English and he was afraid. The-officer was asking
him questions. Juat then Mouly's English teacher walked by and
stopped when she saw Mouly. She immediately realized there was a
protilem. She told Mouly that he must give his name and show'his
identification but that he had the right to remain silent to ask

./4
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for a free translator if he didn't understand everything and to get free
help from a lawyer if necessary. The teacher said that Mouly shouldn't'
run away or fight or argue with the officer but should go peacefully
with him to the police station. Then, later, if necessary he had a right
to a trial. The police took Mouly and the robber, who by now was conscious
again, to the police station.

II. Discussion of "Legal Rights"
P

0

A. What would you have done if someone tried to take your wallet
like'this? (Possible answers: run, 'give it 0 them without
fighting, use Kung Fu, a knife or a gun to protect my property,
spray the person with MACE etc. T. discussea merits/ problems
of,. each idea.)

B. What were Mouly's rights and responsibilities when the officer
was trying to'arrest. him?

C. What-do you think happened? (answer - there was a trial)

D. What is.the meaning of self-defense in this Case?
Did Mouly act in self-defense?

E. Who won the trial and why? (louly, because robber had his
wallet in his posAession. Mouly acted in self-defense and Ehe
fobber had a previous police record, Mouly didn't).

Activity 4'- Discussion and Conclusidn (as time allows)

T. asks learners to brainstorm a list of other laws that they think
'may be different in America. T. also asks if the learners have any

stfbps about the legality of any particular activity. Some o1
following,topics which are important iSsues for refugees in the

. .-and which may be discussed at this time are:'

1. Ages for using and buying alcohol and cigarettes
2. Drug use
3. Wife/child abuse
4. Divorce laws

a

5. Prostitution
6.G/Child care laws

4.1
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson pla5 was

subititted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Legal/Illegal Activities

in America

Objectives of the lesson.

1. Student's can compare/contrast legal and illegal activities in.
America.

2. Students can describe some of the:consequences for illegal
activities in America.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can give a brief description of thelegal system
in America.

A. The U.S. is a democracY, this means that the laws are made by the
peopleand by the government the people elect.

1, Laws in America are impersonal,
officials and not by the people

2. Laws are not always part of the
'"gmerica, but created to help in

country.

ofteii created by government
themaelves.

cultural traditions of
the smooth operation of the

B. Hill of Rights,written about 200 years ago when the United States
was foun40.

1. This document protects the most basic rights of all the
residents of the U.S., such as freedom of speech, thought
and religion.

1

2. at forbids submitting anyone to cruel or unusual punishment.

3. It states that before anyone can be found guilty Of a crdme,
they have the right to receive a fair trial and be judged by
a jury of other citizens.

41
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Teaching Methodologies

Brainstorming

To introduce the lesson, have the students, either as whole or in
small groups, compile a list of activities they think might be illegal
in the U.S. Write down on the blackboard all answers. After referring
to the lesson plan, complete the list or correct inaccurate responses
you received from students.

UNIT 1 - Discussion questions for the U.S. legal system.

1. In the U.S., if you do not like a political leader, can you speak
out publicly against that person or those political views?"

2. What are some examples of political crimes in Vietnam?

3. What are the basic freedoms that Americans have?

4. Where do those freedoms came from?

UNIT "2

Objective: Students can describe some of the legal agreements that can
be made in America.

A. Contractsdocuments which are signed between two Terties for many
purposes in America.

1. Some examples are for employment, purchasing agreements, the
construction of homes and the rental of an apartment.

2. Once a contract is signed, it cannot-usually be broken.
It is very important that the contract is read thoroughly and
understood before being signed.

B. Licenses--are a type of agreement made between a person and the
city of state government permitting the applicant to engage in a
certain type of activity.

-1. A license is needed to drive a car or motorcycle in America.

2. Licenses are also needed for the following:

a. Owning a handgun.
b. For fishing.
c. For huntinganimals.
d. To open a business.
e. To sell prod&ts in the street.
f. To practice law or medicine.
g. To get married.
h. Upon the birth,.of-a baby. (Certificate)
i. Upon the death of a family member. (Certificate)

4 r)
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3. It is important to be aware of the various laws and comply with
them.

a. Laws vary from State to State and in different communities.

b. It is best to check with the local authorities within whatever
community one lives or to ask the sponsor.

Teaching Methodologies

UNIT 2 - Refer to the Hong Kong Student Workbook handouts on pages 79
to 82 and p. 22 (see attached reductions).

Ask students what they consider more binding,
--a verbal commitment between two persons
--or a written commitment with signatures of two persons.

Then present the following situations and role-play.

Mr. Joe Waters has verbally promised (given his word) to Mr. Hiep
Tran that he will fix the refrigerator, change the locks and fix
the windows in the apartment before next month.

The next day Mr. Waters brought a lease and Mr. Tran signed the
lease for one year and gave a $300.00 security deposit. The
repairs were not mentioned in the lease which was signed. Two
months have passed and Hiep calls Mr. Waters.

Hier, : When are you going to fix my windows? I'm cold.

Mr. Waters : What do you mean?

Hiep : You told me you'd fix the windows by now.

Mr. Waters : In the lease, you signed, it says the tenants is
responsible for all repairs.

Hiep : If you don't fix the windows, I'm going to move
out.

Mr. Waters : You have signed a one year lease. If you break it
you'll forfeit the security deposit and I will
bring a court action to recover the rest of the money.

UNIT 2 - B

Present this situation.

Trang and his father were fishing on the river. The fishing warden came
by and asked to see their fishing license. They did not have one. The
warden warned them not to fish again without a license.

./4
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1. Why do they need a license?
(Fishing is regulated and there are many rules).

2. What could happen if they fish again without a license?
(Fines and possible stiffens to go to court)

Brainstorming

Now ask students to compile a list of other activiti,a they
think might require a license in the U.S. Fill out the missing
activities using the lesson plan. '

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can recognize some illegal activities

i
America.

f
A. Life threatening situations.

1. It is illegal in the U.S. to physically abuse any member of
your family.
--There are laws that protect the rights of husbands, wives

and children regarding physical abuse.

2. It is illegal to carry a concealed weapon (knives, switchblades)
or to physically threaten any other person with bodily harm.

a. American law is designed to protect the individual.

b. There have been some cases where people acting in self-
defense have been accused of inflicting excessive injury.

c. It is always best to avoid extreme violence, if possible,
when acting in self-defense.

B. Alcohol/Drug Abuse.

1. Drugsit is illegal to use any form of naicotics without a
prescription from a doctor.

a. This includes opium, marijuana, heroin, etc.

lb. It is also illegal to sell or grow these drugs.

2. Alcohol--there is a minimum legal drinking age throughout
the U.S.

a. It varies fram State to State but is usually between
18-21 years of age.

b. It is illegal to buy alcohol if you are under age.

c. Many stores request identification of age selling any
alcohol.

4 1
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C. Cigarettes.

1. It is illegal for anyone under 16 to purchase cigarettes.

2. it is also important to remember that any place designated
"NO SMOKING" means exactly what it says.

a. "NO SMOKING" areas are enforced in many public places in
America.

D. Behavior in Public Places.

1. It is illegal to defecate or spit in public places.

2. It is illegal to liter or discard garbage anywhere except in
a designated trash bin or can.

3. A person can be arrested for drunken behavior in public places,
or for drinking alcohol in certain public places.

E. Shoplifting.

1. A person can be fined or imprisoned for shoplifting.

2. Many stores in America are equipped with special devices to
protect someone who is shoplifting merchandise.

F. Private Property.

1. It is illegal to construct homes on public or private property.

2. It is also illegal to trepaps or remove property (as trees)
from private land.

3. There are zoning laws in certain areas which prohibit keeping
certain animals (as chickens) on your property.
It is best to check with the local authorities, your landlord
or your sponsor eirst.

G. Cars.

1. All car owners must purchase some sort of auto insurance.

2. Drunk driving is not permitted. ,

--Consumption of alcohol in a vehicle is illegal.

3. There are strict rules governing use of a car.

a. Speed limits.

b. Maintenance,of your car.

d. Parking.

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of some of the conse-
quences of illegal activities in America.

.16
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A. Fines.

1. Many of the minor offenses mentioned are punishable by fine.

a. If someone receives a ticket or fine, they should be

sure to pay it in full by the date.requested.

b. If they don't, they can face an additional fine or impri-
sonment.

B. Jail and Imprisonment.

1. Depending on the offense, someone can be jailed immed ately.

a
The length of imprisonment may not be determined initially.

2. Everyone is entitled to a trial before a judge and jury.
--If the jury finds the person convicted guilty, the judge
will then give a sentence and decide on the length of
imprisonment.

3. Remember, it is presumed that a person is innocent until
proven guilty.

NOTE: If someone should ever find himself accused of a serious crime,

remember the following:

1. It is beatito be courteous and respectful to all legal
authoritiee (police, judge, etc).

2. Under the American legal system, anyone suspected of a
crime has certain rights.

a. You have the right noi to answer any questions.

b. Anything that you does or say might be used against

you in court.

c. You have the right to talk to a.lawyer and have him/
her with you when you are being questioned,

d. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, the government
should provide one for you.,

Teaching Methodologies for Unit 3 and 4

Outline - Story

Setting: Husband and wife living together in the U.S. The following

events happened:
The husband physically abuses his wife.
The wife decides to temporarily move into her sister's

house.
The husband goes to his sister-in-law's house and demands
that his wife come home with him.
The wife doesn't want to leave her sister's house.
The Police are called.
The,Police talk to herhusband
*Ask the class what they think happened?

416 .17
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Conclusion of Story.

The Police inform the husband that he cannot force his
wife to return home with him. The Police inform the
husband that he cannot come to the sister's house unless
invited and will need to consult an attorney in order to
visit his children. He will be arrested for trepassing
if he comes back.

1. What is trespassing? Why can't the husband go to
the sister's home?

2. raat could haPpen if the husband returns again
uninvited?

3. How do you think the husband should act towards
the policemen?

********************

Vo Van Nhan has been out with his friends drinking heavily. He decides
to drive home and is stopped by a policeman.

The policeman tells him to get out of the car and walk. Nhan weaves
and stumbles. The policeman decides to take Nhan to the police station
to take a breathing test to see if he is drunk. He is then arrested.

1. What is the best way for Nhan to behave with the policemen?

2. What are his rights upon being arrested?

The next day he is released and given a summons to appear in court.

3. Is he thought to be guilty now under the law?

4. Does he have a right to an attorney?

5. What is the legal drinking age in the U.S.?

********************

and/or

You or the interpreter don't just describe, pantomime a series of
illegal actions.

- Concealing a knife in jacket.

- Using a karate-chop to seriously injure someone who tried
to rob.you.

- Drinking and driving.

- Smoking near a "No smoking" sign.

- Throwing a cigarette on the ground (you will be jumpeck on
by local citizens in California if you do this - as Calif.
is dry and there have been many bad fires).

4 7
.18
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Spitting in public.

Keeping chickens in your home.

Parking in front of a fire hydrant.

41d

4Is
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Hong Kong Student Workbook page 22

SAMPLE

APARTMENT LEASE (COVER PAGE)

Premises : 640 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York.

Term : One year.

Commencing : September 1. 1976.

Monthly Rent : $175.00

Landlord : George Wilson,

Tenant NommoVanNsm

---Seauri-ty-Deposit:j1-7-frAft)-(tn-ba-re-turned-provlXd-the-Tease is
not broken and there are no damages).

I

Landlord

Tenant

APARTMENT LEASE

This agreement, made the twentieth day of August, in the year

One Thousand Nine Hundred And Seventy Six between GEORGE WILSON

hereinafter called the Landlord and Nguyen Van Net hereinafter
called the Tonant.

That the Landlord hereby lets unto the Tenant, and the Tenant

does hereby hire and take from the Landlord, all those rooms

known as B apartment, on the 2nd floor and known as 640, Washing-

ton Avenue, Albany, New York 12203, for the term of,one year to

commence Sept. 1, 1976 and to end August 31, 1977: to be occupied

as a private dwelling apartment by the Tenant and his family only,

consisting of four persons.

41_3
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Hong Kong Student Worid:look page 79

I. NAME
(Ten Ho)
(tt. Al)

APPLICATION /OR DRIVER'S LICENSE
(edN XIN GIAY PHiP LAI XE)

E t t )

LAST

(It)

2 MAILIWG.40DR.SS
(Bia -chi Lien-Lac)

(4) 4, 4e)

FIRST MIDDLE INITIAL
I(Tin) (ChW 1i Cda Ten Let)
(.4) (4, A t -t)

NUMBER AND STREET(S4 Nha Ve
(ri itt it Ali 41 A )

CITY or, TOWN STATE ZIP CODE
(Thinh-ph8 hay Pho) (Tiro-Bang) (Khu Bu'u-Ch(nh)

I" ) (11 ) ( hi,)

3. LEGAL itDDRESS(If Dif,ferent Fsom Mailing Ad(Prosa):
4a-Chi N4p Phip (Neu thin Vdi ia Chit Lien Lac):
* (z .1s. 6e 61E 4. ):

NIMBEI AND STREET CITY 01 TOWN STATE ZIP CODE

(N4 Nhi dant) (Thinh-Pbetay Ph8)(Tieu Bang)(Ihu BdU Chinh)

M ( 4f .4 (4r 6 4It. )

4. BIRTHDAYS
(Ngiy Sanh) MONTH DAY

(1 4g) ( 4)

/ I

5. HEIGHT
(Chi Au Cso)(" 4 )

EYE COLOR
(Miu MU)( * A to

SEX
YEAR (Thai)

(a) (4 ) (+1 41 )

WEIGHT
(Trong-LOting)(t

HAIR COLOR
(Miu TOc)(iitiE 44 p.,)

6. HAVE YOU EVER.HELD A DRIVER'S LICENSE IN ANOTHER STATE? IF
SO, ENTER THE Foppolinc INFORMATION:
(14,Tuim CO Gil, Thep Lii Xs Cda Mkt Tiiu Sang Nib Kiang?
Neu CO, Hdi. Danydo Illang Chi Tiet Sau eiy)

( Al Irt at t It at -01 -6. ,

ft

STATE ISSUED BY DRIyER puns! NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE
(Dolan Bang Nib Clp)(S3 Gay ?hip Lii X.) (Ngiy Hit Han)

413 Bf ) (X At it It itt. 44)
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Hong Kong Student Workbook page 80

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS WHICH APPLY TO YOU (Tri Ldi Tit CI Nhing
Ciu Hot Thich -Hdp VS1 Trddng-Hdp Cja Qui -V4):

al es 4- PR I 4, t rit ):

1. HAVE YOU EVER HAD YOUR DRIVING PRIVILEDGE CANCELLED, REFUSED,
SUSPENDED IN THIS OR ANY OTHER STATE? ,

(CO TdUg B4 Thd Tieu G1i7 Phip Li1 Xe, TFChBt Phit CpGtIy
!hip Lit Hoic B4 Mat NghtLi1 Trong Mdt Khoing Thd1 Gian
Trong Tiso Sang No Hay Hat Tiitu Bang Nio Khic)?

4 4. 4.1 911 ft I 4 IE s it 4 d ok 4.1
+t_ift_xy

YES NO
(thang)(;)

2. DO YOU WEAR CONTACT LENSES? YES NO
(CO Hang Keith KII;ng?) (CIAT----- (Khango)t t It EL ft d kt !)

1. DO YOU HAVE ANY PHYSICAL OR MENTAL DISEASE, DISORDER, OR
DISABILITY THAT COULD INTERFERE WITH YOUR ABILITY TO OPERATE
A MOTOR VEHICLE?
(CO B1 Binh Cd Thrpodc Thil Kinh, Hen Loan Thin Kinh Hoic
7dn fit Nio Cd Thi Alth-Hdaug Kh2 NIni 11u Mill& Ka
Hd1 KfiOnV)(t 1 c ir tg IlL 9, 44 At b t
4. 0 4, A At 4 44 4k AL ei ANY-

YES NO
(CO)NI.) (KhOng)(.)

4. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN FOUND GUILTY OF ANY CRIME, OF.ZNSE, OR
TRAFFIC INFRACTION, OR FORFEITED BAIL IN ANY COURT EITHER
IN THIS STATE,OR ELSEWHERE?,
(C6..7414 b4 kit tbi vf ph4a tit, cdnh-kech, hoic vi-phau
Zieu-Luit Hoic 14 T4ch-Thu Tidi Bdo Chieng Ta1

Cda Tidu Bang Niy HoLc Nd1 Khic KhOng?)

el. 94 Jt t 4418 411 11 IF it t %.11.4ft )

YES
(C6)(11)

NO
(Khong)(t )

5. DO YOU INTEND TO DRIVE MOTORCYCLES? YES
DRIVE BUSES? YES
OPERATE VEHICLE WEIGHING OVER

GROSS OR OVER? YES

CO pq Oinh Li1 X. HO-TO !Ching? Co
Li1 K. Buit CO
41i7J-Khiin K Hd1 Nine khoitng 6,000

Hdn Khdni? C6

It at * !
tk /*at C,ros ft

4111)

42

NO
NO

6,000 LBS.
NO

Acing
Khong

cip Anh hoic
Khdng
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Hong Kong Student Workbook page S1

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, STATE THAT THE INFORMATION I HAVE GIVEN
IN THIS APPLICATION IS TRUE TO THE'BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND
BELIEF.

(TOL, Ngdc4 Kj T;11 Dddi 447, Can 4oan Tali CI Nang Chi-Tiet
Khai Trong da Xin Niy Win Li S4 Ti4t)

. 4}. if et tt t. I -11

4 1 )

S:GN HERE X
(0 Tan It Day)

( A )

T.1

SIGNATURE
(CO Kf)
( t A k)

4 9 )

rat
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z w.44t4 Sit tit fir #. ft Of 11,
O ,1k 44 ..ta .

t ** .

it 4i t 14 1 4

t * t * ft*
4 40. *

tti 3/ 4 IR-

LUDES - LICENSE
must be carried when operating a motor vehicle aid when applying for
renewal
EXPIRES ON
B IRTHDAY

sex hair eyes height weight pre lic exp

date of birth must wear corrective lenses
see over for any other conditions

DO NOT LAMTNATE

) ,

SAM LAI XE
phii mans theo khi li xe v khi xin dal mat bins ii xe sch

n4m via
K AY StNH NH4T thi -

phAi ac mit chilu cao cm

ngly sanh phii deo Ming
cic dilu4 kiln

ft

nBng b#ng trujc
Nit hon vio

kbAc a $ift sau

423,

pr. DUNG' mgc marA



COMMUNITY SERVICES

Public Transportation

Page 29

Purpose: Introduce the student to public ransportatiofi in America.

A. Economical Use of Transpoitation Systems

B. Using\Schedules

C. Using Correct Change

D. What to Do If lost

E. Courtesies While Using Public Transportation

4.

c.1

to.

$
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the infornietion in Lesson Ill- - " Public Transports-
.

tion
4

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Educe,tion

Activity.: Transportation

Objective: Learners caltidentify different forms of transportation
in the USA, their possible uses, and the uses of a

'transit schedule.

Materials: Peri I), film, Transportation in the USA, newsprint,
felt pens

Part II), turnstile, bus tokens, bus schedules, coins,
large poster size bus schedUle and route map, set of
signs to go inside the bus (i.e. No Smoking, Advertise-
ment; etc.), long Cord or rope
Part III) sets of rods
Part IV) Travel and Communication book fat each student

Procedure: Part I

1) Ask learners, "What kind6 of transportation are, you familiar.
with? Then, before showing the film,
Transportation in the USA, ask your learnersfwhile watching the
film to focus on the visual display of different forms bf
transporfetin shown.

/After the film, ask questions

What did yon see?

Build the discussion by redirecting questions and building upon
the learner's respbnses.

2) Brainstorm a list of all the forms of transporLation systems
represented in the film (provide the "correct" ndme (i.e.
subway, etc.) only if you are sure no,learners-are familiar
with this form of transporfation).
Go back over each item on the brai4storm list and with your

. learners bring out when they might,usedji.e. walk to work,
train ter visit people far away, car to eupermarket, etc.).

4P, 5 /2
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Transportation

Cro

3) Explain in'America that often there is a choice involved in
which form,of transportation to take (point out that not all
forms of transportation are available everywhere,i.e. some
town do not have bus serVice, most cities do not have
subways, etc.).
With the.learners make up a scale of most'economical to least
economical forms of transportation geneiated from the brain-
storm list.

EXAMPLE:

L. 1

1 . 1 f 1 1 1

1
1

least walk bike bus car taxi train Plane Most:
Expensive Expensive

(Note: Thedmportant point to get out is not the specifically
"correct" scale line--but the comparison or economical
uses of various systems.)

Option: Follow the same procedure as above, but make up two
scale lines with your learners (one for local travel
and one for lopg distance travel),

Part II

4) a) Introduce bus schedules.to your learners by putting up
the large poster size bus schedule and route map.

b) Hand out individual bus schedules to each learner;
ask who is familiar with transit schedules?

c) Divide the class into groups (if possible with one'
person in each group who is familiar with transit
schedules).

4) Have each group figure the time of departure from
Point A to and arrival time to point B (do several
examples).

e) OPTIONAL
Have your learners do the next example by adding, to
the-Point A to Point B situation, the walk'from
-home to the bus stop (i.e. 10 minute walk to bus
stop to take a 20 minute bus ride to work and/or
appointment). %

Then ask questions like, What time will you need
to leave the house fo get to nork/appointment by

hour of the dayf
if

4 9
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5) Next prepare the class for the next activity,
pass out some money to each learner, then have your aide set
up a table and sell bus tokens to the students.

Option A:

1) If there.is a bug available have each learner board the bus
and put "exact change" or a transit token into the payment
receptacle.

2) AfterAll the students have boarded the bus,'take a^short
drive around'the camp, making an occassional stop (pull
the cord to signal the bus driver you want to get off at
the next'stop)..

3) Ask your learners what were the bus courtesies in'
What do they think will be in America? Then point out the
signs (No Smoking, etc.). Ask the learners to demonstrate
queuing up for getting on and off the bus.

4) Ask learners what would happen if they got lost? Got off at
the wrong stop? How would you help yourself?
Who could be your helper?

Option B: If there is no bus available

1) Have your learners take a break and go outside the classroom
--while they are outside,'set up your classroom in rows like
a bus (put up signs, pull cords, etc.)

2) Then have your aide set up a table outside the room and
transit tokens

3) Set up a turnstile in the doorway with a-payment receptacle.

4) Follow steps 1-4 of Option A.

Part III - (Optional)

6) Divide the class into groups, give each group a set of rods.
Then have each group lay out some city streets.

7) Set up' some Point A to Point B situations (i.e. going to
workplace, market, home. hospital, movie, etc.) for each
group.Ask each group, How would you go to these places?
What form of transportation would yoU use? perhaps refer
to the brainstorm list.)
Then have each group demonstrate their solution.

427
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8) Lead a discussion with questions like,
What choice involves more time? Less time?
What costs more? Less?
What-are some of the other considerations that could
be part of your decision? (i.e. Buses .are too crowded,
if I take a bike I can use back alleys and save time;
taxi cabs are 'expensive but the quickest for emergency;
walking is good exercise; no place to park the car,
etc.)

N
Part IV (Optional)

9) Pass out the Travel and Communication in the USA books to
each students. Give them time to look through the book.

10) Focus your learners on the travel section using the
caption technique. Your discussion points should
include the different kind of decisions involved in
local travel and long distance travel.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " . Public Transportation

Objectives of the Lesson:

i. Students can economically use-the various systems of transport in
America.

2. Students can understand how to use a schedule for public
transportation.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can demonstrate the economic use of various
systems of transportation.

A. 'Local Travel

r-

1. Walking

a. Many people choose to walk as it is a good way to get
exercise.

b. It is a good way to become familiar with your neighborhood.

c. Always check the weather so'you can dress properly.

d. When there are no sidewalks, walk on the side of the road
facing traffic.

e. One can be 'fined for jaywalking, or crossing in the middle
of the street.

2. Bicycle

a. Most people ride bicycles for recreation and exercise; some
use them to go to work.

b. Always keep to the right when riding a bicycle.

c. Obey traffic signs and lights.

d. Use hand signals when making turns.

./2
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3. Bus--probably the most common means of
public transportation.

a. Buses have designated stops and
schedules. Try and learn them by
asking your sponsor, or reading a
schedule.

b. When boarding a bus, make sure you have
exact change.

c. When exiting, pull the cord or push
the button over your seat to let the
driver know you wish to get off.

d. On weekends, bus schedules generally
change.

4. Taxi

a. Generally they are found in large cities
and sometimes in rural areas.

b. In cities, taxis can be hired by
flagging them down. In other areas,
you must call the taxi office and request
one.

c. The taxi fare is determined by a meter
and the cost is very expensive. If -

travelling long distance, it is best to
use other transportation.

5. Subways and trains(

a. In most cities there are fast trains which
travel either underground (subway) or
above the ground.

b. This is considered one of the more efficient
ways to get around locally.

c. It's best to have someone go with you for
the first time so you can learn the stations.

d. rt's often necessary to use exact change or
tokens.

B. Long Distance Travel

1. Bus

a. One of the cheapest ways to travel.

b. Buy a ticket at the bus statiOn.

c. Toilets are usually in the rear of the bus.

4 3,)
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d. The bus driver will stop at restaurants so passengers -

can buy food.

2. Train

- you can often reserve a ticket ahead of time for long distance
travel.

3. Plane

a. You usually reserve a seat for a long distance trip.

b. Check the prices with different airlines to get the best fare.

c. One must follow all regulations concerning safety measures
and luggage restrictions.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Unit I

Materials needed: visuals of transportation

Have the students discuss the possible ways of getting to the Star
Ferry - Kowloon side. After listing the various means of transport
available, have them decide which one they would take.

Unit I

ROle play

Visuals needed: map of the U.S.A.

Two refugees are resettled in the U.S.; one in Texas and one in the
Chicago area. After a yeer the refugee in Chicago decides to visit
Texas to see his friend. Can you help him plan his trip.

Call bus, train & plane companies to ask about fares & timetables, etc.

A refugee family takes a taxi in America. When they are at their
destination they,realize the taxi fare is over $20.00 U.S.!

UNIT 2

Objectives: Students can demonstrate how to read a transportation
schedule or timetable.

I. Depending on the particular bus route there may or may not be a
printed bus schedule, schedules can be obtained free of charge at
the'station.
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2. Bus, trains and airplanes are usually on time
in America, but you should allow extra time
for delayi due to weather, traffic or over-
crowded conditions.

3. Usually the services are more frequent during
rush hour and less frequent during week-ends
or holidays.

4. Always check when the last bus or train will
come for the night, so you don't get stranded.

Role Play: A refugee gets to the train station late
because he didn't know the train would
really come exactly on time. He misses
his train and can't get a tefund.for
his ticket.

Unit 2

Materials needed: timetables of buses or trains.

Bring in timetables of buses and trains for either
local or long distance travel.

For example:

NYC OHIO CHICAGO ST.-LOUIS

1:00 AM 9:00 AM 12:00 AM 5:00 PM

5:00 AM 1:00 PM 4:00 PM 9:00 PM

12:00 PM 8:00 PM 11:00 PM 4:00 AM

Ask what time the 5:00 AM bus from NYC would get to
Chicago, etc.

Role Play: Refugee family is waiting at the beach for
a bus on Sunday evening, but there are none
after 4:00 PM. They should have checked
the schedule.

UNIT 3

Objectives: Students will become familiar with using
correct change and tokens in the public
transportation system.

1. On most buses and trains it is necessary to deposit
exact change as you enter the bus.

2. Tokens can be used in many cities for either the
bus or subway. These can be purchased at bus or

train stations.

432
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HEALTH AND SANITATION

Medical 'Services in America

purpose: Introduce the student to common American medical services.

A. Range-of Facilities_
2. Clinics

a. T.B.

b. Other

3. Private doctors

B. Comparison of Hospital Procedures

1. Range of services

2. Visiting regulations

3. Expenses

C. Payment Procedures

1. Cash

2. Medicaid

3. Health insurance

433
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson.plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailanl

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 13 " Medical Services

in America

*Save the Child/len Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Identifying Medical Facilities
. _ .

Objective: Given a medical problem, learner can refer the problem
to an appropriate medical person or facility.

Preparation: You will need newsprint and pens.

Procedure:" ,

1. Brainstorm a list of the medical
list is completed, ask the class
them to ieek help from a medical

2. Diviae the learners into groups.
medical help in your home town or
tor help? Who helps you there?"
of newsprint: Ask them to divide

needs of refugees. After the
which pf these needs require
person or facility.

Ask them: "When you need
village, where do you go
Give each.group a piece
it into two sections.

a) Ask each group to draw a picture of a person or facility
where they go to find medical help in their home town or
village. Next to the picture, in the same half of the
newsprint, ask them to draw or list the medical problems
that they can bring to this person or facility.

b) Ask the learners to draw another picture in the second
half of their newsprint. This picture should show a
medical facility or person the learner has observed in this
camp. Next to the picture, draw or list the medical
problems the facility or person can help to cure.

3. Teacher should now tape the groups' pictures around the room.
A member of each group explains his group's picture to the
class. In preliterate classes, several people together might
explain the pictures. After all groups have reported, the
teacher asks, "Are there any camp medical facilities missing?",
and gives the learners time to think of any missing facilities
or persons. Teacher should be surarthat the following facilities
are included: outpatient clinic, hospital, family planning
clinic, dental clinic, pharmacy. Teacher should be sure that
learners have expressed an understanding of the services that
each facility provides.

43,1 ./2
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Identifying Medical Facilities
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4. Game.
a) Divide the learners into groups. Group A thinks of a

medical need that a refugee may face in 'the camp or in
his/her first weeks of resettlement. One member of
Group A then walks over to Group B, and says, for
example, "I have a toothache. Where should'I go?"
Group B then discusses the need, decides whiCh medical
facility is the appropriate one, and sends the Group A
person to that facility. Other examples of Group A's
needs might be, for example,

_

I need cough medicine for my baby. Where can I go?
I will have a baby. Where should I go?
I need a tooth pulled out. Where Should I go?
I broke my.arm. Where can I go?
My son has had diarrhea for a week. Where can,I

take him?
I have a headache. Where can I go?
I need birth control pills. Where can'I go?
I think I am pregnant. Where can I go?

Teacher can addmany other examples to this list. You
may wish to play this game in English, if appropriate
for your/ class.- Remember, there is usually more than
one correct answer to the needs of Group A. Encourage
discussion, especially where there is a difference of
opinion. Continue this game until every person in
Group. A has had i'chance to present his need to Group B.

b) Then the groups reverse roles, and play the same game.
This time, Group A sends the members of GroUp B'to the
appropriate medical facilities.

5. (optional) Working in small grouPs, students list the
differences or similarities between medical people and
facilities in their home town or village, and those in camp.
Each small group reports its list to the class.

6. (optional) Open-ended questions.
a. How often should you see a doctor at the medical clinic?

.$hould you go only When you are'sick?
b. How often should you visit the dentist?
c. Haw often should you go to the family planning clinic?
d. HoW often should you go to the pharmacy?
e. How Often should you go to the hospital? For what

reasons?
Encourage discussion Ca these questions. The more viewpoints
expressed, the better.

4 3 5
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7. (optional) Field trip.-
You may take your class to the outpatient clinic and the family
planning center for a small tour. You must inform the clinic
or the center the day before you wish to go. Your supervisor
can also.help you make arrangements.

436
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The-following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The ConsortiuM* An. Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson- 13 Medical Services

in America

*Save the Children FederatioN Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Health and Hygiene--Lesson 2,
4/0

Acfivity: Where to,Get Medical Help

Objective:

OP

Glven a medical situation, learners can either treat i
or choose'the appropriate medical service: includes
Doctor's Office, Dentist's Office, Well-Baby Clinic,
Pre-Natal (Maternity) Clinic, and Hospital Emergency

941°

Preparation: Bring telephones and_same household medicines. You
will need the pictures relating to the lesson. Put

, the pictures up in front of the class before class.

Procedures:

1. Imagine: (1) You have had severe itomach pains ror 3 days.
Where do you go for help in the camp? (2) You are pregnant.

Where do you go for help? (3) Your teeth ache badly. Where
do you go tor help? (4> Your baby is very sick. Where do you
go for help? (5) You.have a minor burn on!your hand.. Do you
need to go somewhere for help? Now ask: Are there many
places you can go to get medical help in the camp? Do you

think there are mediCal services in the USA? (Allow 5-10

minutes)

2. Point to the WELL-BABY CLINIC picture. Askr What is this
place for? What kind of medical service can you get here?
Explain thai young babies should visit a doctor every month.
the baby does riot have to be sick. The doctor examines the

baby. He gives the baby shots. Ask: Why does he give

'the baby shots? Yes, the shots will protect the baby from

diseases. After the baby has the shots, theepaby cannot
get the-diseases. Before you go to the clinic, you should
make an appointment. Point to the telephone number. First,

to make an appointment, what would you do? The clinics arp

usually FREE. If you go to a, private doctor you must pay.
Now asks learner to call you and make an appointment.
(Allow 10 minutes)

437 / 2
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Health and Hygiene--Lesson,2

. -

4 .1 -2-

3. Point to the Dentist's Office. -Ask:. What kind of medical
help can you get here? What should you do before you go?
Yes, make an appointient. 'How do you make an appcantment?
Ask a.learner to call you, using.tfie telephone nuaer on
the picture; and tell him/her to make an appointment.
(Allow 5 minutes)

4. Point to theDOCTOR'S"OFFICE picture. Ask: What kind of
medical help dan you*get hem? .What should you do before
you 6? Remember, at a private doctor's office you must'pay.
Ask a learner to call you and make an appointment. Tell
them that if it is an emergenc, they may call and get an
immediate appOintment. (Allow 5 minutee)

5. Point to the PRE-NATAro(MATERNITY) CLINIC picture. Ask:

What kind of medical help can you get here? Do you haveto
pay at the clinic"? No, you,do not. What should you do
before you ko? Ask &learner to call yonand make an appoint-
ment. (Allow 5 minutes)

. 6. Point to the HOSPITAL EMEIGENCY ROOM picture. Ask:_ Why
would you here? It is not free. Do you think that you must
make an appointment before going? That's right--you do not
have to. Ask: Where else could you go in case of an emergency?
Explain that at the doctor's office he/she has office hours,
but the hospital Emergency Room is open all day and all night.
Say, imagine:, it is 2 A.M;oyou had a bad accident. Where
can you get medidal help? Do you think you could go to the'
doctor's office? (Allow 5 minutee)

7. Ask a learner to come up and explain one of tl,e pictures.° The
learner',7 explanation should include what kind of medical
help,a person dould get at the place, whether the personomust
,make an appointment, whether it cost money. After the learner
has finished, ask if another learner would like to;add some-
thing. Ask if there,are_any questions: (Allow 10 minutes)

8. Tell the learners that they will do a role"play. Choose some
learners to role-play medical people, doctors and nurses. The
Dentist people must Stand lit front of the DENTIST'S OFFICE
picture. The well-baby people Anst stand in front of the
WELL-BABY CLINIC picture. The DOCTOR'S OFFICE people in fron
f theinappropriate picture, etc. Now choose another learner.

Tell the leazner that you are going to read a medical situation.
If medical help id needed, the learner should make an appointment,
if necessary, they should pay. If medical help is not needed,
the learner should not call anyone. But the learner should
explain how he/she will treat the medical problem at home. Tell

them to use the appropriate household medicine on the table.

4438 ./3
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Begin. Here are some medical situations:

a. You'have had a bad toothache for a week.
b. You are pregnant. It Is the 4th month.
c. You have a simple burn on the arm.
d. You have a small baby. He/she has not had any shots.
e. You have a headache.
f. You have cut your foot. The cut is deep,long and bleeding.
g. You have a broken tooth.
h. You have a two-month old baby.
i. You have had a fever, headache, and upset stomach for 3

days.
j. You have fallen. You may have broken your arm. It

hurts badly.
k. You are pregnant. It is the 661 month.
1. You have small cut on the leg.
m. You have a rash. It itches all the time. It has been there

for 10 days. It won't go away.
n. You have acwide cut on the head. It looks very ugly.
o. You are pregnant. It is the 8th month.
p. You need an X-ray to see if you have broken your hand.
q. You have sore gums in your mouth they bleed often.

9. Explain that to help pay for medical expenses, many Americans
buy Medical Insurance. To buy Medical Insurance you must pay
for it. But it is not too expensive. If something serious
happens and you need a lot of medical care, the Insurance
Company will pay for it. SoMetimes the company you work for,
will buy the Medical Insurance for its employees. If you are
very poor, the stgroe'in which you live pays for medical help.
It is called MEDICAID. The,state decides which people get
MEDICAID. Old people will receive MEDICAID, too. MEDICAID
pays for people who are old and poor.

ASK:

a. What can you buy to help you pay for medical help?
b. Are all medical services free?
c. Is Medical Insurance free?
d. Who sometimes pays for the Medical Insurance?
e. If you'are old and poor, what can you get?
f. Who pays for MEDICAID?
g. Who decides who gets MEDICAID?
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by ''LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Medical Services in America

Objectives of the Lesson:

1. Students can compare/contrast medical settings and,procedures.

Z. Students can describe various payment procedures for Medical
needs.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can describe the range of medical facilities
in America.

A. Private doctors

1. Using private doctors is probably the most expensive
source of medical treatment.

2. Procedure
a. Call in advance for an appointment.
b. Report to the receptionist.
c. Wait until your name i called.
d. At first appointment, provide your medical

history form.

3./ When to use your private doctor
a. For almost all illnesses that aren't emergencies

(illnesses that you can wait on).
b. Regular check-ups.

. What's done at a doctor's appointment
a. First, there usually is a discussion of the

symptoms.
b. Lab tests as blood, urine, x-rays etc.
c. Advice, prescriptions and sometimes shots.

4 4
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5. Once you have gone ta a doctor for a
accepted to call the doctor's office
them the symptons over the phone.
a. They will then tell you if it is

not to come into the office.

. Clinics

while, it is
and tell

necessary or

1. Using clinics can also be very expensive without
insurance or other financial assistance.

2. Clinics can provide a greater variety of services.
a. Some provide general health care and others

more specialized services.
b. Examples are TB Clinics, prenatal or maternity

clinics and*dental clinics.

3. Procedure
a. Call for an appointment
b. Check in with the receptionist - provide your

medical history'.
c. Wait until your name is called.

4. When to go
S. For different types of check-ups 'as eye check-

ups, gynecological checks, pediatric checks etc.
b. For most illnesses that are not considered an

emergency.

5. What's done at a cliniC
a. The same things that are done at a doctor's

office =',as discussion of symptons, lab tests,
prescriptions etc.

b. One differece that exists betWeen a clinic and
a doctor's o fice is a clinic sometimes has
specialists i their organization, whereas
a doctor's offi e usually means a general
practicioner.

C. Emergency Rooms

1. Emergency rooms are usually'located inside
hospitals.

2. When to use an emergency room
a. Only in a tfue emergency - as a sudden severe

illness or a serious accident.
b. They are not to be used for minor accidents

or routine illnesses, as a low fever, minor
cut or a cold.

4 L: . 3
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3. Procedure
a. Call an ambulance if you can't get to the

hospital on your own.
b. Enter through the "Emergency Entrance" of the

hospital.
c. Provide medical history for receptionist.
d. You will then either be given immediate care

or have to wait a short time depending on
severity of illness.

e. Identification (1-94).

4. What's done
a. Immediate treatment for the illness.
b. Sometimes lab test, x-rays etc.
c. Prescriptions will be given for the illness.

D. Hospital

1. Hospitals are generally very expensive; both
public and private are available.

2. When to use a hospital
a. For long term care of serious illnesses.
b. For lab tests or other tests.
c. Observation by a doctor.

3. Procedure
a. Enter through the main entrance of the building

(usually at doctor's referral only).
b. Provide medical history.
c. You will then have to wait a short time before

being assigned to a room.

4. What's done in a hospital
a. Treatment (Daily) for the particular illness.
b. Usually seen daily by a doctor.
c. Meals are provided.
d. Testing (lab tests, x-rays, etc.)

5. Visiting regulations
a. Visiting hours are restricted and adhered to

by hospitals.
b. Sometimes children are not allawed to visit

patients.
c. Large numbers of people are usually not allowed

to visit one patient at the same time.
d. Parents and relatives are usually not allowed

to stay overnight if their children are in the
hospital.

.14
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Teaching Methodologies

Unit 1 Material needed: - visuals of medical situations

- any objects found in doctor's offices

for use in role plays

- appointment card handout

- blank paper and markers for students

Before the students enter the-classroom, have it decorated

with your medical visuals.

Give the students each a sheet of paper and ask them to draw

a medical situation in Vietnam. To get them going you could ask

a few questions first, whether they would have seen a nurse

doctor or herbal medicine person, would it have been in the r

home or the office of the medical person, and finally how t eyI

paid for the treatment (cash, credit or exchangefor chickens,

rice etc.)

Unit 1(A)
,

After you discuss the merits of seeing a private doctor 'you

can have the students role play the following:

1. Calling on the phone to make an appointment.

2. Either bringing in a medical history form or their first

visit to the doctor or having a nurse take the student's

medical history at the office.

3. A student getting an appointment card for a follow-up

visit.

4. What a nurse/doctor would actually do in an,appointment.

5. Calling the doctor on the phone to tell him your

symptons.

Unit 1 (B)

Ask the students how many of them have used the clinic at

Argyle 4. For what lesson, general medical treatment or for a

sympton needing a specialist care? Was it expensive? Did they

also get their medicine fortreatment there as well?

Discuss the reasons whypeople go to clinics rather than

doctor's offices. (either cheaper or more specialized). Ask the

students what types of clinics they think there may be in the

States (get them to start thinking about how specialized our

medical profession is).

./5
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You could do a role play of one student calling a clinic
for an appointment and being given a set time to come in, while
another student would call a local clinic and be told just come
in between 2-4 in the afternoon.

One thing you should stress, however, is that clinics are
usually crowded so it is best to arrive early and leave your
children home if possible.

Unit 1 (C)

Ask the students what types of medical problem require a
patient to go to an emergency room. Hold up visuals of different
medical ailments and ask "should this patient go to- the emergency
room?"

Explain to the students that if they don't have a car, the
best thing to do in a medical emergency is to call an ambulance.
Practice how to call an ambulance and what to say:

Unit 1 (D)

Explain to the studtnts that unlike in some Asian countries
we don't just check in to a hospital for a few days rest, it is
very serious and expensive to get hospital treatment. (Do' a role

play on being admitted to the hospital after you finish health
insurance.)

Role play how many visitors can see a patient at once (usually
only two) and that they can't smoke in a patient's room. Another
role play could show how a family brings in food from home which
should not be eaten by the patient, who is on a special diet.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can describe different payment procedures
for medical services in America.

A. Cash

1. Some people pay for their medical services with.
cash.
a. ,Because of the extreme costs for medical

treatment in America, it is adviseable to use
other means for payment.

./6
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B. Medicaid

1. Medicaid is a system for payment of medical
expenses such as doctor's fees, hospital bills
and medicines.
a. This program is funded by the federal

.government.

2. The amount given depends on the State of residence.
a. It is based on one's financial need.

3. You should'apply for a medicaid card soon after
your arrival in the U.S.

C. Health Insurance

1. Most people protect themselves through health
insurance.

2. One can purchase health insurance' privately.
a. Applicants-usually undergo a medical exam.

before being granted a policy.
b. There will be a premium which must be paid

monthly.
c. The premium increases with age.

3.. Health insurance provided through employment.
a. Costs depend on the company.

- Some premiums are fully paid by the company.
- Some pay only a percentage of the costs.
- Some employees,pay all the costs.

b. SOme policies wIllCovet all.family members,
bUt sond won't.

c. Pregnancy costs usually are not covered the
first year.-

d. Be alert to the amount of the deductible.
e. Some policies will cover prescriptions.
f. Policies usually include hospitalization.
g. Premiums will.usually be deducted from one's

paycheck.

Teaching Methodologies

Unit 2 Materials needed: - a large visual of a medicaid card
- some health insurance applications

Explain that their sponsors will take the students apply for
a medicaid card as soon as they get to the States and diast-it is,
necessary to carry the card to an doctor's appointments or
hospital visits they have.

41. 5 .17
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'Unit 2 (C)

Explain that in America, since few people can qualify for
medicaid or medicare that they usually get some sort of health
insurance either privately or from their place of employment in
a group policy. Pass around the health insurance policy
application for them to have a look at. Show how having a
complete medical history form would aid in filliqg out this fbrm
forlitilth insurance.

Now that the students are maare of medicaid and health
insurance, you can go back over "admitting a patient in the
hospital" role play. Make sure the nurse or clerk asks for the
medicaid or health insurance policy or card number, to reinforce
that the students must carry the card for any medical treatment
they will get:
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION (URRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan wall

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Medical Services in America

Purposes: 1) To introduce learner to American medical services.
2) To help learner understand how to pay for medical

services in America.

Materials: Newsprint and pens, "Dentist Office" visual.

I. Introduction
Teacher explains that medical facilities are very different

in the U.S. from those in and that in this lesson we'll
learn about American medical facilities.

II. Activity 1: Khmer/Lao/Vietnam and refugee camp medical facilities.
#

A. BrAinstord a list of the medical needs of refugees. After
.the list is completed, Ask the class which of these needs
require them to seek help from a medical person or facility.

B. Give each person a piece of newsprint. Ask them to divide
lit into four sections.

C. Ask each learner to draw a picture or describe a person or
facility where they go to find medical help in their home
town or village. Next to the picture or description, in the
same half of the newsprint, ask them to draw or list the
medical problems the facility or person can help to treat.

E. Ask the learners to divide into groups. Ask them to look at
each others papers. Ask learners to select one picture for
each different source of medical help (i.e. dentist, doctor,
hospital, midwife, etc.).

F. Ask each group leader to summarize the different facilities
or helpers that the learners in that group drew or listed.
Record all their answers on the board, placing a check by those
which are repeated by.subsequent groups.

G. Ask the students what things are the same and different about
the services in their home country and those in the camp.

III. Activity 2: Native country/Camp/American facilities

4 7 . / 2
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A. Introduction: Some medical facilities in the U.S. are similar
to those in the refugee camp. aere is a brief description of
American medical facilities.

B. Places to get medical help

1. Doctor's office
2. ,Emergency room
3. Medical clinic of a hospital
4. County Public Health Department

C. Payment

1. -Aedical care is very expensive in America.

2. Many refugees who do not have money to pay for medical
bills can get help from the government. This help is
called Medicaid. If you are sick you can show your
eledicaid card to the medical facility and you will not
nave to pay much money. Sometimes you may not have to pay
at all. When you get to,the U.S. you can ask your sponsor
what the rules are for Medicaid in your state.

3. If you have a job but your income is very low you can often
get medical help at a clinic. At most clinics people pay,
for services according to their income. If you make
$15,000/year you may have to pay $18.00 for the same visit.

4. Some people have medical inSurance through their jobs. If

your company provides medical insurance it may, pay 80-100%
of your medical costs for you and anyone in your family.

). When your income is high enough that you no longer are .

.qualified to receive Medicaid you may need to buy private
medical insurance. Medical costs are so high in the U.S.
that if you had a serious illness or accident you could be
in debt for years trying to pay for it if you don't have
medical insurance. 'A single day in the hospital can costt
as much as half of your monthly rent.

D. Doctor's Office

1. A doctorTh office usually has between 1 and 5 doctors who
work together. Some see patients for anything that might
be wrong. 'They are called General Practitioners. If you
have a problem that requires special help,,a G.P. (General
Practitioner) may send you to a specialist.'

2. Most private doctors don't accept patients who use a medicaid
card. They usually ask you to pay in cash. it is usually
less expensive to go to a clinic or hospital for medical help.

E. Emergency room

1. hospitals have emergency rooms that are open all day and
night. If you have a serious illness and cannot find a

4(18
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docto or if.you have an accident you can get help at
an emergency room.

2. If you need to get to an emergency room you can call
an ambulance to take you there immediately.

,3. Emergency rooms aie very expensive. Only go there if
it le-really an emergency.

F. &Hospital clinics,

1. Many hospitals have clinics to help people who cannot
afford expensive medical care.

2. There are usually many doctors working in a hospital
clinic but often you still have to wait a long time to
see a doctor.

3. Hospital clinics usually charge money according to
your income. They usually accept Medicai&

G. County Public Health

1. Most counties have a-public health department.

2. If you contact them you can find out what medical care
you may be able to get free.

H. -Health Clinics

Here are some county public health Jinics that may be in
your new community:

1. pre-natal or maternity clinics

2. well-baby clinics

3. dental clinics

4. TB control clinics

5. drug abuse clinics

6. VD control clinics

IVt Dental Care

A. Discussion :
,Comparing U.S. and native country

1. How many students have been to a dentist in their country?

2. Why did they go?

.3. Did it hurt?

B. Description : Dental care in U.S.

Good.dental'care is available in America. In some places
0

ks

- 4 A-
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there are public dental clinics where you can get free or
cheap dental care if you have a low income. Or you may be
able to go to a University or dental college wnere the
dental care is inexpensive for everyone. Even if you have
to pay for dental care it is usually cheaper to get regular
checkups & preventive care than to pay a large bill when you:
have a more serious problem later. Always find out how much\
you will have to pay before you go to the dentist.

In America most dentists are very well-trained. They try
not to hurt you when they take care of your teeth. Many
Americans can keep their teeth all their lives, until they
are quite old, by taking care of their teeth. If you brush
your teeth Well, use dental floss and visit the dentist once
a year you probably will have healthy teeth for a lon6 time.

C. Hand out : Give out handout " The Dentist Office "
1. Go over all vocabulary.
2. Ask what the implements are;Ased for.
3. Explain what "dental floss" is.

D. Activity 2 :

Role Play - Include as appropriate for level

1. Waiting & filling out medical history form.
2. Talking with receptionist.
3. Having teeth cleaned ("open wide", "rinse", "spit").
4. Having teeth X-rayed (include protective vest, "don't move7'

or "hold still").
5. Having a tooth filled (include novocaine shot, drilling,

filling).
6. Dentist instructions on how to brush, use dental floss &

when to come back).
7. Note: A variation on the role play whuld be to act it all

out silently (except directions that dentist gives patient),
then ask students who were watching, "What did the dentist
do first? What was happening when he did\this?" (Re-enacting
the dentist moving the X-ray machine into ace) etc. After
they answer the questions (or the teacher do s), do the
role-play again.

8. Then have students act out the role play themselves, using
nine, in groups of 4 to include: Dentist, X-ray and tooth,-
cleaning techniciaq, receptionist, patient.

9. If time allows choose a couple of groups which were doing
the role-play well to act it out in front of the class.

10. Variation: One group may want to act out a funny role play
of going to a bad dentist, rt may be someone who had a bad
experience with a dentist in hic/hcr native country, This
would be fine, especially if contrasted with goting to a good
dentist role-play.
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A. Introduction: Many health problems are not so serious that
we need to go to see a doctor. Others are so serious that
we need to go immediately to an emergency room. In America
you usually need to call a doctor's office for an appointment
before you go. The receptionist will talk with you to find
out how serious your illness is. Then, the doctor may be
able to see you right away or you may have to wait several
hours or days. If your illness is really an emergency you
should not waste time'calling the doctor but go directly t
the emergency room at the hospital. On the other hand if
you are sick but it is not an emergency you should not go o

the emergency room because it is much more expensive than seeing
a doctor.

B. Activity 3: Brainstorming as a class, learners brainstorm a
list of all the possible Medical problems they can think of.

C. Activi!?y 4: Discussion. T. leads a discussion about - -

I. When/why learners would decide to treat each illness at.home.

2. How they would treat each illness.

3. How they would decide if the illness were serious enough
-to cause the patient to see a doctor.

4. When would each illness be serious enough to necessitate
using the emergency room.

VI. Health Care in the home

A. Using the thermometer.
II

1. Introduction: T. explains that most hermomet rs you can
buy in the U.S. show temperatures in ahrenhei Since
talking a temperature is so importan in deiermi ing when
to go to a doctor or emergency room, Jlearners ne -to be
familiar with thermometers in the U.

2. T. gives out handout

3. T. explains the ange of F, tempera ures and their severity%
a. 98.6 no
b.. 99-101 fever, watch it careful .

c. 101-102 more serious, if it do sn't go down soon, go
to a doctor.

d. over 1024- go to a doctor.
, e. over 103- emergency.
f. sub-normal, below 97, can als be dangerous, monitor

it carefully.
a

./6
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4. T. explains that it is probably easier to keep the above
chart.in your home than to try to do conversions but for
those who want to learn conversions (especially advanced
students) they are as follows:

a. Fahrenhiet = 9 x degreescentigrade + 32
5

or F = 1.8 (C) + 32

b. dentigrade = 32

1.8
.

B. Handout : !Tirst Ai& Equipment" (Optional : To lOe used, with
learners who are unfamiliar with many of those objects, usually
beginners).

t T. explairis that learners may not be able to obtain
,thp thingg they traditionally have Used for first aid.
The objects on this handout are common things Americans
buy in drug stores and keep at home to be prepared for
emergency first aid. Some of the objects.are for personal
hygiene.

2. T. explains objects and their uses one,by onel

\C. Handout: "Over the counter Drugs".

1. T. explains that many traditional herbal medicines may
not be available in the U.S. Some may be obtainable in
communities with large refugee populations. If it is
imposstble to find traditional medicines, refugees may
want to try some American medicines which do not require
a doctor's prescription. If they use these new medicines
it is essential that they'read the labels and follow
instructions. Even "over the cowiter" iedicings can be
fatal.

2. (For beginners) T. does not give out handout, but only
reads names and uses of various medicines. T. may read
the instructions for a couple of Mildicines, emphasizing
that a person who can't understand th'e English on the
label should not uie a medicine unless they have another
person read'and explain the directions carefully.

3. (For advanCed learners) T. gives handout to learners.
T. asks several learners to read instructions. T. suggests
that learners study the handout at home and bring any
questions about vocabulary to class,the next day.

VII. Visiting the doctor

A. Introcluction: Z. explains that when an'illness is serious enough

home treatment will not cure it and you will need to see a doctor?
4
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Somethings in an American visit to the doctor are quite
different from in the learners natiVe country and may be
confusing or frightening, if the learner does not understand
them.

B. Handout: "Standard Health Examination Record" T. gives
learners the handout-explaining that this is a typical form
whith most doctors require that you fill out before the \
doctor will examine you. Therefore it is important to keep
all medical records that you have to refer to in filling out
the form. If you can't read the form you can:

1. Bring along an English speaking friend,or

2. Have someone help you fill out this form in advance
and take it with you each time you visit a new doctor.
Then the receptionist may be able to copy the information
needed. If time allows, Tr.translates the form.
Otherwise T. explains that there isn't time in class
to explain the form in detail, but that learners may
keep the form and use a dictionary, or the help of a
friend.at home to complete the form.

C. Role Play

1. Introduction: When you go to the doctor in the U.S.
somethings might happen that you would not understand.
To prepare you for some of these things we are going to
act a visit to the doctor's office. As you watch,
imagine that you are the patient. Would you understand
everything that goes on? How would you feel?

2. Role - Play (a more serious, realistic version may be
used for sops groups).

a. T. is the doctor and Tr. is the patient. T. uses
a language that Tr. doesn't understand (Indonesian).
Tr. uses his/her own native language. An advanced
student plays the part of the receptionist.

\ b. Tr. enters the waiting room where the receptionist
gives him a medical history form to fill out.

c. Doctor calls Tr. to come into the office.

d. Tr. says in native language that he/she has a
stomachache and a headache..

e. Doctor.keeps speaking Indonesian. They coneinue to
talk without understanding each other as they do the-
following:

1. Doctor takes temperature with thermometer in
the mouth.

t4.
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2. Patient (P) keeps taking the thermoMeter out.

3. Doctor (D) motions to P. to make a fist so D. can

find a vein to take blood.

4. P. makes 2 fists and stands up prepared to fight.

5. D. finally explains with gestures what he expects of P.

6. D.,takes blood presure.

7. D. gives P. a cup and motionS that/P. should go

in the direction of the bathroom..

8. B. takes the cup and goes to the reception room.

9. D. folloWs P. and guides him to the bathroom where

P. finaliy gets the idea.

10. P. returns and gives sample to D.

D. gives P. a gown (white shirt) to put on when

D. leaves P. alone in the office.

12. P. doesn't understand and just waits for D to

retura:

13. When b. returns he shows P. that the gown is to
be p t on and D. goes out again.

14. When D. comes in he asks P. to sit on the table.

15. D. 1 stens to heart and lungs and tries to show P.

when1P. should "breath in, breath out".

16. Aftei examination D. gives
/

P. a shot and a 'prescription

for ome medicine.

3. Discussion of Rote Play

a. T, discusses areas-of confusion in the role play.

b. T. asks ho these things are done differently in the

native coun ry.

4. Learners do role-play optional

a. Learners break up into groups of three and-act out

the same role\play. Advanced students can try to

do it in Engliph.

b. If T. notises cne or two groups that are doing a good

job, T. can ask\those groups to perform in front of

class after the
\

time to practice is over.

VIII. Using 'prescription Medicine

A. Introdaction: When you go to Ole doctor he/she often gives you

a wri4en prescription, not the medicine itself: You then must

go to 4 pharmacy to buy the med cine., The following is information

you should know about using pre cription medicine.

./9
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1. It is illegal to buy certain drugs without a prescription.

2. It is dangerous to use other people's prescription medicine.

3. When you are using prescription medicine follow the
directioas exactly.

4. Finish taking all of your medicine for as long as the doctor
recommends. Don't stop early even if you feel completely
well.



HEALTH AND SANITATION

Health Care in the Home

Purpose: Describe common health practices in America.

A. Personal Hygiene

B. Pregnancies

1. Pre-natal care

2. Infant care

C. Emergency Services

1. Ambulances/emergency rooms

2. Doctors

3. Sponsors

D. Use of Medicines in the Home

1. Prescription medicines

2. Non-prescription medicines

E. When and When Not to Call a Doctor

4 5 6
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

The Consortium* Thailand
submitted by in

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 14 - " Health Care in

the Home
"

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Purpose: Describe common health practices in Amexica

Preparation: Examples of toothpaste, toothbrush, dental floss;
drawings may be useful for low level classes;
examples of cloth diapers, pins, plastic pants,
paper diapers (pampers)

Note: There is a lot of material in this lesson. Some of it
may be appropriate for your students, some may not. The

teacher must decide how much of what material should be
presented. The teacher may want to create activities to
teach some of the material.

I. Personal Cleanliness (Hygiene)

Note: Some of this material may be too simple for your students.
You do not want to insult them by assuming that they do
not know how to keep clean. For the more sophisticated
students, you may want to treat this section more as a
review. But there may be other students who are unfamil-
iar with this material. As the teacher you must judge.

A. Basic guidelines for personal cleanliness

1. Wash hands with soap throughout the day:

a. when\you get up in the morning;
b. after a bowel movement;
c. before eating (drawing)

2: Bathe often:

a. every day in hot weather;
b. after hard work or strenuous activity;
c. frequent bathing helps prevent skin infections, dandruff,

itchidg, rashes;
d. sick persons, especially sick babies should bathe

frequently

.12
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3. Brush teeth after every meal and after each.time you eat
sweets:

a. use dental floss (show example)
b. explain what a dentist is and that everyone should

visit a dentist twice a year
c. toothbrushes and toothpaste (show examples if appro-,

priate) are available in many stores in the USA -
pharmacies (drug stores and supermarkets)

B. Cleanliness in the home

1. Do not let dogs lick children or climb up on beds. Dogs
spread disease (draking)

2. If children or animals have a bowel movement near house,
clean it up at once (teach children to use,bathroom)

3. Many clothes, especially sheets and blankets in the sun to
dry (drawing)

4. Clean house often

5. Do not spiton floor. Spit can.spread disease (drawing)
When you cought or sneeze, cover your mouth with your
hand or a cloth (drawing)

C. Cleanliness in eating and drinking

1. Keep insects and flies off of food. They carry disease
(drawing)

2. Wash all fruit well before eating it. Do not let children
eat fruit without washing it first

3. Do not eat food that iq old or smells bad. It may be
poisonous

4. -Do not eat canned food if the can is swollen or squirts
when opened. Be specially careful of canned.fish (drawing)

5. Refer students to the food storage legson for proper food
storage

6. Only eat meat that is well cooked. Raw pork carries
dangerous diseases

.13
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D. How to protect your children's health

Insert Page: 31.3

1. A sick child should aleep apart from children whO are
well (drawing)

a. children with sores, lice, itchy skin should sleep
separately;

b. children with infectous diseases like whooping cough,
"measles, or common cold should sleep separately, if
possible;

c. sick people should not be near babies or small children

2. Protect your children from tuberculosis (TB)

a. people with long-term coughing or other signs of TB
should always cover mouth when coughing (drawing)
Such people should not sleep in the same room as
children, if possible

b. children living with a person with TB should be vacci-
nated'(BCG vaccine)

3. Bathe children, change their clothes, and cut their finger
nails (drawing) often-germs often hide beneath long nails

4. Treat children who have infectous diseases as soon as
possible to protect children who are well (drawing)

5. Follow cleanliness guidelines: teach children to follow
them; parents need to explain to children the importance
of'keeping clean

6. Be sure children get enough good (nutritous) food. A well
nourished child can often resist or fight off infections

7. Limit the amount of sugar that children consume (including
soft drinks)

II. Use of Medicine (prescription/non-prescription)

A. Some aledicine in the USA is strong. It requires a doctor's
PRESCRIPTION. Some medicines''you can buy in the store without
a prescription: these are called OVER THE COUNTER drugs.

B. Same people use good medicine in the wrong way

1. They do more harm than good
2. To be helpful MEDICINE MUST ALWAYS BE USED CORRECTLY
3. There is always some danger in using medicine (especially

strong medicine)
4. If medicine ies used correatly, the risk in uaing it is

overcame by the benefit from using the medicine

453
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C. Guidelines for using medicine

1. Use medicine only when necessary
2. Know the correct use and precautions for using the medicine
3. Be sure to use the correct dose
4. If medicine does not help, .or causes problems, stop using

it and see doctor
5. When in doubt ALWAYS seek the advice of your doctor
6. Only use a medicine when you are sure that it.is needed

and sure how to use

D. When should medicine not be taken

1. No medicine causes harm jus4Nbecause it is taken with food.
But sometimes greasy or spicy food cause stomach problems
that you may think are a result of the medicine

2. Alcohol should not be taken if using medicine (drawing)
3. Pregnant women or women who are breast feeding should

avoid all medicine that is not absolutely necessary; they
can take vitamin pills and iron pills however (drawing)

4. Be careful about giving new born children any medicine
without a doctor's approval

5. Persons who have ulcers or heartburn should avoid taking
aspirin

6. A personyho has ever had any sort of allergic reaction (i.e.
hives, itching, etc.) after taking penicillin, ampicillin,
a sulfonamide, or other medicine should NEVER use the
medicine again for the rest of his life. To do so would
be life threatening. The person is ALLERGIC to this
medicine

7. A person who is dehydrated or has a kidney problem should
be especially careful taking medicine

III. Signs of Dangerous Illnesses

Note:
r

.A person who has one or more of the following signs
should seek medical attention immediately

A. loss of large amounts of blood from anywhere in the body

B. coughing up blood

C. great difficulty in breathing

D. a person who cannot be awakened (who is in a COMA)

E. a person who-is so-weak he faints when he stands up

F. if a person goes more than a day without being able to urinate

G. if a person goes more than a day without being able to drink
liquids

./5
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5. avoid taking any medicine unless it is absolutely necessary

a. some medicine can harm the developing baby
b. only a doctor should allow a pregnant woman to take

medicine
c. you may take an occasional aspirin
d. vitamins (iron pills) can be taken

6. do not smoke or drink during pregnancy: cigarettes and
alcohol can harm the developing baby

7. a pregnpt woman should stay away from children with
measles-especially German measles (Rubella)

8. continue work, get good exercise, but do not do strenuous
work

9. get a tetanus vaccination to prevent tetanus in the newborn
baby

10. consult regularly with yolir doctor' to prepare for delivery

Note: In America most women have their babies in hospitals.,
Delivery of babies in the home is rare.

VI. Infant Care

A. always follow general guidelines for cleanliness

B. feeding

1. breast milk is by far the best food fora baby

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

breast milk has a better balance of what the baby
needs than does any other milk-whether fresh, canned,
or powered
breast milk is clean: when other kinds of milk is
given, it is hard to keep things clean enough to
prevent the baby from getting diarrhea and other
sicknesses
the temperature of the breast milk is always right
breast milk has"things"in it (antibodies) that protect
baby against certain illnesses such as meagles and
polio
breast milk is free-all other milk costs money

f. bottled milk ia more convenient
are away from baby

g. many Americans use bottled milk
because it is convenient. Many

4 breast feed
h. in America, women usually do not'breast food their

babies in public.(i..e. in stores, on the street, on
the bus)

for women wild work and

(and not the breast)
other American women

./8
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2. Mother should give her breast to the baby as soon_as baby
is born

a. for the first few days themother's breasts usually
produce little milk

b. keep nursing baby as the baby's sucking will help
produce more molk

c. _breast feed baby at least 4-6 months

3. How a mother can produce more molk

a. drink plenty of liquids
b. eat as,well as possible, especially milk, milk

products
c. get plenty of sleep and avoid getting tired or upset

'd. nurse baby more often

4. 'Always keep your breasts clean

a. before breast feeding baby, wipe your nipples with a
clean, moist cloth

. b. do not use soap each time you clean your nipple as
this may lead to cracking of the skin, sore ni6les,
and infections

C. Vaccinations (immunizations)
0

,1. vaccines give people (especially children) protection
against many dangerous diseases

2. all children should have-vaccinations-many are required
before the child can be enrolled in school. Your
sponsor will inform you

3. there are vaccines against polio, measles, Rubella (German
measles), etc.

p. Diapering baby

Note: If you want to have the students practice using diapers,
then you'll need to bring cloth diapers, pins, plastic,
pants, etc. with you along with the plastic dolls

1. ask your students what small babies in do about
toilet needs

2. explain that in the USA the acc epted practice is for all
babies to wegr DIAPERS, shoes, and clothing. Some possible
reasons why babies in USA,wear diapers, shoes, and cAthing:

a) personal cleanliness;
b) convenience;
c) protect feet;

d) protection fromthe heat and cold;
e) some Amertcans, do not like nudity

. 9
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3. Ask the students what is the.custom for bathing babies
in . Explain that good health care,for babies
involves bathing the baby everyday.

4. tallGabout.the diaper. What is it? What is its purpose?
Explin why Americans use diapers (i.e. they don't like
naked babies in public)

5. there\are two general types of diapers. 1. paper used
with plastic pants and, paper ones (pampers). There are
advantages and disadvantages for both:

cloth

paper

advantages

1. cheap to use
2. can be re-used

disadvantages

I. must be washed

I. convenient (no wash- I. more expensive than
ing) cloth

2. cannot be re-used

6. have students practice using diapers on the plastic doll.

7. it is important that students know how to dispose of
diapers correctly paper diapers (i.e. pampers) should
never be put downttoilet. This will clog the pipes.
Cloth diapers should be washed

Note:

V18

1

You may want to refer to World Educations's lessons:
Health and Hygiene and Common Household Medicines for
additional ideas.
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

subditted by. The.Consortium* in .r...Thailand

This material was developed for use in thd,presentation of

Health Care inthe information in Lesson 14 11

the Home

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Health and Hygiene--Lesson 1

Activity: KeePing a Healthy Environment

Objective: Learners can keep a healthful and clean living environment
in an American home.

Preparation:
r

Bring broom, cleansing powder, bottle of chlorox, box
of detergent, liquid dish detergent, and plates and
utensils (forks, knives, and spoons). Bring STOP
and GO signs for each group. YotCwill need newsprint
and felt pens.
Bring any pictures relating to the lesson.

t Procedures:

\ 1. Show a broom. Ask: What is this? What do we do wtth it?
Ask a learner.to come up and sweep a portion of the rood,
Ask: In what other ways do we keep a house clean? Why should
we clean a house? What wOuld happen if we did not clean it?
In America, if you rent an apartment who is responsible to
clean the apartment? (Allow 10-15 minutes)

2. Divide the learners intor4 groups. Give each group a newsprint
and felt pen. Assign ea(ph group a subject about healthy
practices at home in thelUSA. To one group you assign:
"Garbage and Waste Disposal". To another groUp,you assign:
"Storing Food". To another group you assign: "Eliminating
Bodily Wastes and Toilet Facilities". To the last group you
assign: "General Household Cleanliness (Rooms/Clothes)".

'Ask each group to discuSs their subject. Ask them to draw
pictures or make a list of what they should do to keep a
clean environment. (Allow 10-15 minutes)

3. Ask each group to report. Ask them to show and explain their-
pictures or list. Make sure they explain why they should do
what they show. 'After each group has finished Oleir presenta-
tion, ask if other learners would like to add something. (Allow
15-20 minutes)

4S,1 ./2
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4. Show some plates and utei411s. Ask: _What are these? How
do we keep them clean at/camp? Explain that in AmerIca, you/ '

will have hot and cold 'tauter. Ask: In wACII kind of water
do Americans wash the'plates and utensils? Ully? Do they.
also use soap? Why? Explain that after they wash them w h
hot, soapy water, they rinse them 414.co1d, clear water. Thy .

Then, they dry them with a clean cloth. Ask: What will you
do with the cloth after you have dried the plates and
utensils? Where are the pntes and utensils stored? QW
show a bottle of cleansing powder./ Explain that we cLean the
.sink and stove with cleansing powder. Where do we s'Ore the
cleansing powder? Ask: What should we do wfth the table after,
we have finished eating? (Allow 10 minutes)

5. Set up a kitchen, table, sink, and stove. Put out the plates
and utensils, dish detergent, and cloth. Place a broom
there. .Say: Imagine, you have just eaten. Ask A couple of
learners to role-play cleaning up. Tell them that they must
explain each step of waht they are doing.. Do this activity
a few times. (Allow 101minutes)

6. Explain briefly that Americans not only sweep the floors, bilt
they wash them. They may sweep the floors eyeryday, wash them
everyweek. To clean carpets, Americans use a machine. It

runs by electricity. Show a picture. Ask: How do we clean
the floors? How often? How do we clean the carpets. (Allow
5 minutes)

7. Give each group a STOP and GO signs. Tell them that you are
going to read a situation. If the situation is a healthy
or clean activitY, they should hold up a GO sign. If-the
situation describes an unhealty.or unclean aetivity, they

,should hold up a STOP sign. Ask them to explain their
responses. Here are some situations.

\
a. You viash dirty 4ishes in hot watef.
b. You leave the meat and vegetables beside the sink all night.
c. You wash the utensils in cold water.
'd. You do not wash the table.
.e. The floor is dirty. You say you will iweep it next week.
f: You store thejeft-overs in the refrigerator.
g. You throw the garbage out the window.
h. You plt the cleansing powder out of the reach of children.
i. You do not rinse the plates and utensils after,washing them ,

w4.th soap.

j.-iou clean the sink and stove with cleansing powder.
lc. You put some traoh in a bhg.
1. Before you eat the fruit you wash it with cleansing powder.
m. You will olean the bathroom every two weeks.
n. An egg breaks and spills in the refrigerator. You will

wash it tomorrow,.

S
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CULTURALJMiENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

"
Theifollowing suggested.classroom activity/lesson plan Was

The Consortium* in'''. °Thailand.submitted'by

This material,was developed for use in the presentation-of
A.

'the information in Lesson 14 u Health Care in

the Home

*Save the Children Federation, txperiment in
International Living, and,World Education

Health and Safety--Lesson 2

-Activity: Common Household Medicines

Objective: Given samples of household medicines, learners can
dentify (choose).appropriate medication when sympt

Idkrole-played.;
St

'Preparation: You will need a Variety-of common'househo medicines.

-Bring newsprint ancilelt,pens. 'One of the'acrtvities
will require blue and red".felt pens.

Prdbedures:
elk

,

1. Divide the learners intolgroups. Give each group newsprint

and felt pens.
0

2. Ask each.group to braiiistorth (list.er'draw pictures) of common
ailments (sickness, pain's, ah4 minor injuries)' that they may
experience in their village and/Jr camp. (Allow 10 mintRes)

444

3. Ask each group ta name one of the ailments.that they have
liSted. If they drer a picture, ask them to show it. Write

what the on a big sheet of newsprint in xhe front of
the room dr on the'balck board. ,Ask,others to tell how the
ailwent is treated and what medicines,could be used to t.reat
it. -Continue in.thid way, asking anoth oup to give one
of the ailments they -lisegd or cl,r w en ask another , group

and another; then bacitcto the firs group again. (Allow 15

minuted) 7.

4. Now you dhould have a good list of a Ntariety of common sicknesses,
pains, and minor injuries experienced by the learners. Adk:

4

a. WHiCh Ane of these would Ameritans inthe USA'experience?
b. Which ones would.they probablY not everience?
c. Do yotkthink that/you will suffer the samedllnessed,in

the USA,as the ones you.suff.er here? Why?. Why not?,

d. Would Americans,use the same medicines to.tript the ailments
you and-gbericafts would commonly experienceVr

.12
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e. Point to the table full of household medicines:. ask:
What are these? (Allow 10 minutes)-

5. Ask nne of the learners to come tothe table where the
household medicines are. Name One of the ailments common
to both Americans and learners. Ask the learner to choose
one or more,of the medicines used by Americans to cure or
treat the ailment you named. 'Tell the learner to place the
medicine on another table. Ask if another learner would like
to change or do it. Repeat this activity with other learners
choosing different ailments on the list common to Americans
and learners. Ask the learners if it is possible to use the

.

same medicine for different ailments. Ask: Whith ones?
(Allow,15 minutes)

6. Ask a cooperative ltarner to.come up Ask him/her if you may
mark with a red felt pen a small mark on his/her hand. Tell
the learners that the,mark will represent a cut. Ask another
to treat the injury. Ask him to explain each step and why.
Do this with a few learners. Then ask another learner if
you may put a blue mark-on his/her hand. 'This mark will
represent i minor'burn. Ask others to come up and,treat it.
(Allow'10 minutes)

7. Select a feW ailments for one group, a few for another group,
etc% Ask each group to think of a role play. -They must role-

, play the-symptoms of the ailment. (Allow 5-10 minutes)

8. Ask each group to act out their role play. 'Ask others to come
up, chobee the correct medicine; aP treat the symptoms role-.
played..

.

. Lead a discussion on the similarities and differences of the
medicines the learners use and the medicines Americans use.
After, you may ask where themedicines are stored in an
Amgricans use. After, youmsy Ask where the medicines are
_stored in an American hoie, where one can buy them, and what
is the difference between-the common medicines and prescrip-
tion9mgdicine.
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ACTIVIIIES GUIDE

The follawing suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

,submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Health Care in the Home

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON

1.-Students--can describe some comMon health practicesused
in an American hbme.

2. Students can demonstrate ptoper use of medicine in America.

UNIT 1.

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of some common
praCtices used.in America for pre-natal care..

A. In all cases of pregnancy, 'a woman should be seen by a doctor.

1. This is ,to insure that both she and her baby will'be
healthy.

2. Many tests will be performed by the doctoras a pelvic
exam, a pap smear and a breast examination.

3. Make sure a female nurse is present for all tests.

B. It is important that a pregnant woman eats well for her health
and the health of her baby.

1. A woman should get proper nutrients from the food she
eats.

a. Meat, fish, rice,
to insure this.

2. Some doctors will ask
supplement.

fruits and vegetables are needed

you to take vitamins as a daily fOod

. 2
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C. It is best not to take any pills or medicines while one is
pregnant unless the doctor tells you to.

1. Some medicines can be harmful to the growing baby.

D. It is best not to smoke or drink (alcoholic) during
pregnancy.

1. If either of these are done in excess, they can be harmful
to the baby.

E. Most women in America have their babies in a hospital.

1. Facilities for having babies are best at hospitals.

2. Your doctor will generally arrange for your stay at'a
hospital.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of some common
practices for infant/child care in America.

A. Infants.

1. Recommended procedures for weaning an infant.

a. Breastfeeding is considered the best and easiest way
to feed a baby.

1. It is best to continue breastfeeding from 4-6
months.

b. After 6 months, you can start the baby on rice, cereal,
orange juice, squashed bananas and yolk of eggs.

2. Nursing a child in public is usually not considered
acceptable'in America.

a. Americans will usually take a bottle with them to
feed the baby when they're out in public.

3. It is important for infants to`see a doctor regularly
sothe diet can be supplemented with vitamins.

B. Child care.

1. All small children in the U.S. are toilet trained between
the ages of 1-3.

,. 463
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a. If a child is too young to use a toilet, they should
wear diapers with plastic pants.

b. There are two types of diapers reusable cloth
diapers and pampers.

1. The cloth ones are less expensive as they-can be
reused.

,2. Children should never be allowed to go to the bathroom
in public, as in the street, in a park, etc,

a. There are public toilets which can be used.

3. Children should not go outside without pants on.

a. It is not considered polite in American society.

4. All children should visit a doctor for a yearly check-up.

5. All children must receive immunizations for childhood
diseases.

ea, Before they are permitted to attend school, they must
get certain immunizations.

GNU 3

Objective: Students can describe different ways to handle medical
emergencies.

A. Medica.1 emergencies those which require immediate medical
treatment.

1. Examples are sudden illnesses as an extremely high fever
or a heart attack.

2. Others woilld be as a result of a serious accident -
broken leg etc.

B. If you have a medical emergency, you should go to an emergency
room of a hospital.

1. When you oblain a permanent residence, you should find
out where the neareA emergency room is located.

2. Also yrite down the phone number and keep it inaplace
which is easily accessible.

3. If you have no transportation to the hospital, you should
call an ambulance to take you there.

4r-io
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a. In most Places, the police or fire department can
help you get an ambulance.

b. Your sponsor can also assist you in getting trans-
portation - whether it is an ambulance or their awn
car.

c. Ask your sponsor for the phone number of the nearest
ambulance service and keep it near the phone.

C. If you or your family have a medical emergency, you should
contact a friend who is bilingual tei accompany you to the
hospital.

1. Most hospitals will not have anyone who is bilingual
(English/Vietnamese) so it is best to bring someone
with you:

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can describe proper use of prescription/
non-prescription medicines in America.

A. Prescriptioninedicines:

1. These are only available through a doctor.

a. They are usually stronger than over-the-counter
medicines.

'b. Use of prescriptions is usually for serious medical
conditions.

2. Procedure.

a. Upon receipt of.a prescription, take it to a drug
store or hospital dispensary.

b. A pharmacist there will provide the necessary
medicine.

c. Prescriptions can usually be paid for by.health
insurance or medicaid.

3. Prescriptions come in a variety of forms.

a. Pills.

b. Capsule.

c. Syrup.

d. Cream.

e. Drops.

4 71 ./5
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4. All prescriptions-will have a label noting the following:

a. Patient's name.

b. Name of medicine.

'c. Appropriate dosage.

d. Refill date.

B. Non-prescription medicines (Over-the-counter medicines)

1. Drug stores in America are large with a large variety
of products.

a. There are various types of medicines.

b. Also are other products as cosmetics, newpapers,
candy, etc.

2. Non-prescription medicines can be used to treat minor
illness or accidents.

a. Examples are cough syrup for a cough, aspirin for a
headache, antiseptic cream for a minor cut or scratch.

b. These medicines are usually less potent thn prescrip-
tion medicine but can be harmful if not used properly.

c. There are also many different brands of the same
medicine - some are more expensive.

1. It's difficult to say if ahy one brand is better
than another.

A,

C. Safety rules for using medicine.

1. Always follow the directions VERY CAREFULLY.

a. Always pay attention to the dosage and how often it
is to be taken.

2. In case of an accidental overdose, contact a physician
immediately.

3. Keep all medicines out of the reach of children.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

UNIT 4

* Materials needed: One large prescription poster.
The prescription label handout.

Practice reading the prescription labels but starting with a
large poster sized l'abel and,then refer to the prescniption

handouts in the student's workbook.

J 4'7 .16
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* Materials needed: Visuals of medicine.
Empty bottles of medicines.
Herbal medicines.

,Discuss the different types of medicine; herbal, prescription .

and "Over-the-counter".

First start with the known, i.e. herbal mediciue. Ask the
students to tell you something about herbal medicine.

1. How do you buy it, do you need a prescription from a
doctor or can you buy it yourself?

2. Is there a prescribedeamount to take or do you just take
however much you-need?

3. Can you give it to another person or child or is it just
prepared for you?

4. In what form is it prepated - pills, capsules or syrup?

5. Can you take the medicine for another illness?

* Materials needed: Visuals of medicine.
=Empty bottles of medicine, spoons, glasses
of water, candy that looks like medicine.

Set'up three stations in the 'classroom.

1. Doctor's office.
2. Drug store. 0

3. Home.

The students will go through a circuit. First he will go
to the doctor's office and get a prescription. Then he should
go to the drug store and give his prescriptiop in to be filled.
Finally he should 'go home where there will bee clock. The
student should take his medicine according to his prescription
on the bottle. For example, if the prescription says 4 times
a day then move the clock to show when the student should take
the medicine over the course'of a day.. Pay attention to
properly measuring the medicine if it says 1 teaspoon thaf means
a teaspoon not a tablespoon.

4 * Materials needed: Visuals of over-the-counter-drugs, tubes of
cream medicine, bottle of cough syrup.

Directions: Explain to the students that although over-the-
counter-drugs are not as strong As prescription

, drugs, still there are a lot of precaution which
must be followed.
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1. l'ake a tube-of cream medicine that is-for-external bseonly.-
Ask a student to come up and take the medicine. Ask the
class can it be taken orally?

2. Take a bottle of cole syrup. Ask the stu4nts if they
should take the same dosage as their children. Then
explain that the dosage is usually based on age or weight.

3. Ask a student to come up to the desk with the medicine.
Ask him which medicine could be given to an infant under
the age of 2.

AIR
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by 4 Pragmatics in . Thailand

f.GThis material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Health Care in the Home

A. Introduction

Questions

1. When you feel sick, do you always go tti see a doctor?

2. How sick do you have to feel before you go to see a doctor? Very
sickj Only a little sick?

3. What kindS of sickness/illnesycause you to go to see a doctor?

4. What kinds of sickness/illness do you treat at home?

People in the United States are like people everywheresome are
very healthy, some are sick all the time, and some think they are sick
all the time. Doctors in the United States like the third group of
people bast because the doctors make a lot of money for doing little
work. Doctors are very expenisve in the United States now, so most
people, especially those who do not earn muCh money, do not go to see
thenrunless it is absolutely necessary.

Many years ago, doctors often visited the homes of sick people in
.order to treat them. But this is no longer true, exCept'in small tdWns.
In small towns, doctors still make hbuse calls (ra go to see the sick '

person at his.own home), but very seldom do they do so in larger cities.
In larger cities, people usually must go to visit the doctorlat his
office.

Thus, health care in the home in the United States'is important
because of the expensiveness and inconvenience of going to see a doctor.

Questions

1. Do people in the United St tes go to,see a doctor whenever they are
sick?

4 75
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2. Do doctors in the United States visit the homes of sick people to
treat them?

Are doctors' services cheap or expensive in the United States?

4. What are two reasons for not going to see a doctor in the
United States?

B. Personal Hygiene

Not very many years ago; most people in the United States took a
bath only once a week--usually on Saturday night. During the week they
would simply wash themselves a little. They did not worry very much about
the way they smelled. AlsO, they seldom, if ever, brushed their teeth.
They did not worry about how their'mouths.smelled. Nor did they worry
about the care of their teeth.'Now, everything related to one's own
body is quite.different.

Because mdre and more people in the Unixed States hive gone to
school,- they hAie learned that taking care of one's body is important in
preventing sickness of many kinds. In most schools, health courses are
taught for at leagt six years (that is, in elementary school), and health
and physical education courses are taught for another six years (that is,
in junior and senior high school). Although required courses in 'elementary
and junior and senior high school.vary from state to state, probably
every.state requires health courses. In these courses, people ip the
United States have learn that keeping the body clean will help prevent
many diseases. Thus; it is recommended that they take a bath or shower
everyday. There are people who do not take a bath or shower everyday,'
but such people are probably in the minority.

Likewise, people in the United States have learned in school what
brushing the teeth everyday--usually at least three times a day is
recommended--will hope in the prevention of tooth and gum problems. If

the teeth are,kept clean, there is less chance that they will decay.
Also, there is less -chance that the person will have problems with his
gums.

'Another factor in personal hygiene that has become very impoitant
is "Madison Avenue"--a street in New York City where there are many
advertising agencies and whose name has become synonymous, with advertising.
People are told--by television, redio, newspapers, and magazines--that
they should not smell.bad because they will offend ether people. Thus,

there are many varieties of deodorants, modth washes, female deodorants,
etc., on sale in the United States. In general, though, these products
are not necessarysif a.person keeps himself clean by bathing and brushing
.his teeth regularly.

476
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I. What .is the first step in health care in the home?

2. How many times a day should a person Lake a bath in the United
States?

3. How many times a day should a person brush his teeth?

4. What are the two places in the United States from which people
learn about personal hygiene?

w

5. Which place is more believable?

C. Use of medicines in the home.

14
Questions

1. When you Want to buy2wdicines,where do you go?

a. In Laos (Cambodia, etc.) how many kinds of drugstores,
(=pharmacies) were there

3. Could you buy all.kinds of medicines in a drugstore there?

4. Could the druggist sell you every kind of medicine? Even without .
havinran order from a doctor?

In the United States, there aie two kinds of medicine:
prescription medicine and lion-presc-ription (=patent) medicine.
Prescription medicine is the kind that can be sold only if'a doctor
writes an order: Such medicines are usually dangerous ft.they are,
not used prop rly. That is why a-doctor must write an order--called

,

a prescription--before anyone can buy them. There are, however,
many:kinds'of medicine that can be bought Without the written order
of a doctor.. There are called non-prescription--or patent.--medi!cines.
In general, non-prescription medicines are not very good, except
for a few kinds. These medicines are al'so advertised a lot, so that
many people think that they are better then they really are.

Prescription medicines aie used to treat certain specific
diseases or illness.. Ugt-a11.9 they areAput into specia/ bags or
bottles by the druggist. Such medicinesIkay be taken o'n the plane
When a person goes to ,the United States because the labels indicate
that they were ordered by a doctor for a certain illness or disease.

Non-prescription medicines are a different matter. It is
possible that some of them may htit be allewed on the pl/ane whem the
peyson goe4 to the United States liecause there f's no definite reason
for taking them. Although m9st non-prescription mediCines are
probably useless, certain ones are Iairly or very effective for

4 7 .t
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some things. For example, such things as aspirin or APC are fairly
good for treating minor aches and pains. Such things as iodine are
very good for preventing.infections in cuts, etc. However, such
medichies need not be taken on the plane because the plane will
probably have a.supply of them for the pass,..ngers to use.

Questions

1% What are rhe twd kinds of medicine in the United States?

2. What are prescription medicines?

3. What are patent medicines?--)

4. Which are probablymoreeffective--prescription or Ion-prescription
medicines? Why?

5. Which kind Otf medicine is always allowed on an airplane?
7

. ,

6. Give two examples of non-prescription medicine that are often
effective. -

,

t .
/

. 7. Gan you believe everything that'is san about medicines that are
advertised on television, in newspapers, etc.?

D. When and When no,t to call a doctor

,Questions 0

D. When you felt very sick in Laos (Camb odia, etc.), whet didooyou do--°
call,a doctor or go to,a hospi.eal?

2. Was it.usual in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) to'call a doctor?

3. Did-yoq ever call a doctor by telephone'for anything? 'What for?

.4. When didrYou go to the hospital in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)--for things
such as a cold or for more serious things?

5. If a child fell and broke his arm in Laos (Cambpdia, etc.), what
did you do?

One SafUrday night inaphe United.States, the mother of one of the
supervisors tripped On .a iNg.and fell: She was fairly old--73-- and
her bones were Auite,brittle. She could not get up.alone, Then the
supervisor and his friends helped her, she felt great pain.. The super-

visor immediately caried the_doctor. he did not come to the house, but
41D-did ask several questions. He sent an ambulance--from the fire
departmene--to,take her to.a hospital. At.the hospital, it was determin ed :

4 73 .15
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Ithat she had broken her hip.
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,What things does this liltle.stOry show? Firlt3 it shows tha't.,
'many, perhap4Most; doetors do not, go to the house of sick; peceple.

. Second, itlshows that there are services available--other than doctors--
to help sick people. ThPrd, it shows that people other than doc*tors
Can help sick people in some cases.

In general, people in the United States (other-than very rich
,

people or pople who 0114 they are sick all the.time) ,very seldom\ I
calloa doctor. -In fact, except in emergencies (as explained in the next

,,sectiOn), mosrettple in the United States almost never call a.doetor
.4now. This is' quite different ftom not so many years ago. Several'
years ag6;,,if a child in a family seemed to have a fever, the parents
:immediatelry calaed a doctor. At that time, doctors went to hodses of

: -sick13,gdpie. But not anymore, except in small towns. The newlyarrived
A person--depending'on where he lives, of coUrse--should call a doctor only

yer. y sdrious cases or ip emergencies.
0

Quest,ion'sk

I. Whof would yOS do in the following situations in the United States

a. 'Y,our child has a very high fever.
\ .

h. lour child has a very bad pain in the stomach.

c. Your child has a slight cold.,
.

cl: Ypur child has"r4Y11eadache.
:

e. Yhur child vomits every time he 'eats or drinks something.

2: In ge eral, when should you call a doctor in the United States?

3. Do al
Wh i ch

doctors in the United States re'fuse to make house calls?
ones make tcouse calls?

If you want to be sure abodt whether or not a cioctor makes house
calls,what should you.do? .

AP

E. Emeruncy_services

,Ques. tions
,

I. In Lars (Cambodia, etc.) were only doctors responsible for/sick
peopler? or were there other agencies that could help? What about
here in camp?.

, /

I
i

4

2. Was it usu

/84

1 for policemen or.firemen to help ia emergencies n
r4Laos (Cam

)
odia, etc.)? 1 .

/
I
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rgencies did they help with?

4. Did you ever call a.policeman or a fireman in an emergency;
Whatsabout your friends? Whae was the emergency?

0

In the precedingl secvion, only doctors were discussed% Jt was
suggested that people; in,Ehe United States call doCtors onlY in cases

r of severe illness or rilergencies. However, there are several'other
things that a person Might do in emergtricies:

Policemen'and.firemen have certain specific duties Policemen

enforce the law; firemen fight fires. But in most places--except
perhaps liery small towns--both these agencies usually have emergency

i services. (It'is veryimportant .that the telephone numbers for these
emergency services be kept close to the telephone where they can be
easily seen.) In both agencies, there are men who have beea trained

x. to a certain extent to give medical help. In larger cities, the cars
and trucks these men use are often directly connected by telephone to
hospitals so that doctors in the hospitals can give them instructions
about what to do until they get the sick person to the hospital. But

these agencies handle things other than very aerious emergencies, too.
There have been many stories about policemen h lping women have babies
because they could not get to the hospital on time. There have also

. been many stories of firemen helping get cats aown from trees. The

main thing to remember is that both these agencies are there to help
people. The newly-arrived person should hove the confidence to call
them whenever necessary.

Hospitals and ambulance services are other places to get help in
emeigencies. ,Hospitals have rooms,called emergency rooms that are
equipped ro t4ke care 6f emergency situationsof every kind quite quickly. III

Ambulances are available not only at hOspitals but also at many priArate
companies. In both cases, at least one of the people that comeswith
an ambulanCe will be able/to give some kind of medical help until the
person can reach the hospital. Again, telephone numbers of the nearest
hospital and ambulance service should be kept clearly visible near the

telephone.

Finally,;the sprsor may be of help in an emergency situation,
depending on the sponsor. If nothing else, the sponsor can help the

t

newly-arrived person find the telephone numbers that he should have neat
e the telephone.. But it is, probably a good idea not to bother the sponsor

i

o too much: In that way, he will probably be willing to help in the case
of real emergencies.

Question3

1. NaMe ihree places other'than a doctor,or. the sponsor where a person
in'the United States can get help in emergencies.
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2. Which agencies discussed in this section give only medical help in
emergencies?

3. Which agencies give help in all kinds of situations, not only
medical?

V. Pregnancies

Questions

1. When women are pregnant in Laos (Cambodia, etc.), do they see a
doctor regularly? How often?

2. Do women continue working when they are pregnant? Until how long
before the baby is born?

3. How soon after the birth of a baby do women start working again?

4. Are new-born badies taken to see a doctor regularly? How often?

5. Dols the doctor give a new-born baby any medicine to make him
strong and healthy? Until when?

Pregnancy used to be a very serious affair in the United States.
For example, teachers had to stop teaching as soon as it was noticeable
that they were pregnant. Women used to stop working sometimes for up
to a year when they had a baby. Things have changed now, and two aspects
of having a baby have become more and more important: child care
before and after birth.

Very often when a woman in the United States thinks she is
pregnant, she imitediately sees a doctor. If she is pregnant, the
doctor will have her visit him regularly to be sure that nothing goes
wrong. He may give her special medicines to help her stay strong and
healthy. He may also give her a diet to follow if she gains too much
weight. Not so long ago, women who were pregnant did not take so much
care of themselves during the period before the birth of the baby.
Now, many women consider pre-nacal care very important.

Likewise, the period after birth has become quite important. Now
there are many medicines to help prevent children's diseases. The
doctor usually starts giving tpe baby injections soon after birth so
that he will not catch these diseases, some of which are very dangerous
and can cause death. The doctorCUsually sees a new-born baby regPlarly
for at least six months after he is born. Also, there are many 4-cial
foods available for babies so that they will become strong and healthy.
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Questions

1. Compared with the fairly recent past, has pregnancy in the United
States become a more serious or a less serious affair?

What two things about pregnancy have become more important than in
.the past?

3. Is the pre-natal period the same or different in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)
and the United States? If different, how are they different?

4. In the pOst-natal care of a child, is the situation the same or
different in Laos (Cambodia, etc.) and the United States? If

different, how are they different?

4 2
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Maintaining Good Health

Purpose: Present strategies for maintaining good health.

A. Preventive Medicine

1. Getting physical check-ups

2. Eating well and getting exercise

B. Emotional Well-Being

1. Recognizing the effects of stress on health

2. Considering traditional support systems

3. Using community support services (such as counseling services, MAA's)
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hon2 1(411rg

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Maintainine Good Health

OBJECTIVE:

1. Students can compare/contrast ways to maintain good health.

2. Students can identify signs of stress and identify sources of
support.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can identify methods of practicing preventative
medicine.

A. Physical check-ups.

1. One of the most important ways to prevent becoming ill is
by having regular physical examinations by a doctor.

--A regular check-up might be as often as once a year.-

B. Good nutrition is essential for good health. Eating good food

helps your body stay strong and fight off infections.

1. Your daily diet should include some form of protein.

--Examples of high protein foods are eggs, meat, fish, poultry,

and nuts.

2. Your daily diet should also include vegetables, fruits', cereals

(bread) and dairy products.

a. Vegetables should not be overcooked. Boiling vegetables

destroys many of the valuable nutritients. One way to cook

vegetables is to steam them, this preserves many of the
nutritients.

b. All fresh fruits and vegetables should be washed under
running water before eating.

c. Meats need to be cooked well. Meats also need to be stored

cold in the refrigerator to keep them fresh.

./ 2
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3. Junk foods have no nutritional value and should
be avoided.

C.40Getting regular exercise is as important for
maintaining good health as is good nutrition.
In order for exercise to have a positive effect
on your health, it needs to be regular.

1. Any number of sports can be thought as regular
exercise. For example: running, swimming,
racquet ball, basket ball or walking.

2. Regardless of the exercise, it is best to
engage in them regularly--3-4 times a week.

3. For people over the age of 35 who have not
been exercising regularly it is wise to begin
any new exercise program slowly and gradually.
It is usually recommended to,have a complete
physical examination before starting any new
rigorous exercise program.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

I. Ask the students "What do you do to prevent
yourself from getting sick?"

Elicit students responses and fill in the gaps.
The list should include:

a. Physical check-up by doctoi.

b. Eat well.

c. Get regular exercise.

d. Sleep enough and regularly.

2. Use small groups. Give each group the same
question, "What foods should you eat regularly
to stay healthy?"

- Provide pictures for the group leaders to
show as they speak to the class.

- Elicit details from one group and additions
. or differences from other groups.

3. Ask students how to prepare and cook --vegetables,
fruits and meats.

4. "Junk foods"--Show pictures of various foods
including some "junk food". Have the students
choose foods with nutritional value. They
should not choose junk fooA. Explain concept
of "Junk" food.
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5. Ask students for examples of exercises and sports they like.
Ask how often people should exercise (3-4 times/week).

,t)

6. Ask what precautions people over the age of 35 should take before
exercising.

UNIT 2 - Emotional Well-Being.

Objective: Students can recognize the relationship between stress and
their health. Students can identify signs of culture shock
and sources of support.

A. Overwork, lack of sleep, family and personal problems are some
examples of factors that can contribute to stress.

1. In order to maintain good mental health, your physical health
must be strong.

a. Fatigue, poor nutrition and a lack of exercise all contribute
to how we feel about ourselves.

b. Excessive use of -' coffee, drugs and tobacco are not
healthy ways to relax.

2. Making time for relaxing activities is very important. Activities
which help relieve tension and reduce stress are the best.

--Different people find different activities relaxing. For
some people vigorous exercise is relaxing. For others,c2 spending
time quietly with family or friends helps them relax.

3. Many refugees experience "culture shock", after resettling in
America.

Culture shock is an emotional reaction most people have when they
begin to live in a culture different from their own.

a. The loss of familiar things and people, and a lack of support
for, or acceptance of, your basic values are elements of
culture shock.

b. Many people become homesick, withdrawn, depressed, frustrated
and sometimes angry or bored.

c. Culture shock is a very common and normal reaction to
beginning a new life in a new country.

NOTE: (Please see Appendix 5 "Cultural Shock: What is it? Why
should you know about it?" from CAL Book, "Health and
Sanitation").

d. Adjustment to a new culture can sometimes be difficult,
stressful, and painful.

4 SG
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4. Customary ways of coping with stress and
problems may not be available, or successful
in America.

--Role changes in refugee families probably
create the greatest amount of stress and
disruption in the traditional support system.

5. Some kinds of support that can be helpful include:

a. Making friends with other refugees who may
be able to give advice on practical matters.

b. Joining or participating in a M.A.A. where
guidance is available and where there are
opportunities to be active and helpful to

others.

c. Learning Ehglish and making friends with
Americans in order to learn as much about
the new'culture as possible.

d. Establithing ties in the new community with
your own religious organization. Or, if

one is not available, attempting to get
together with other refugees who share
your faith.

e. Planning and attending social or religious
activities on important holidays.

f. Consulting refugee resettlement counselors.

6. Refugees who seem to have the most difficult
time are those who expect too much, too soon
after arrival. Often feeling disappointed,
angry, cheated and sad because their sponfor

does not help as much as they thought, or their

job does not pay as much as they expected.
Usually things get better with hard work, patience

and time.

--Learning to develop realistic expectations now
is a good way to help prepare for resettlement.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

1. Ask your students either as a class discussion or

in small groups.

a. What do you do to relax?

h. What things in your life cause stress?

47
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27 Introduce the concept of culture shock by asking the following
question:

Can you anticipate things in your new life in America that can
cause stress or anxiety?

Cue students with ?ictures.

Some examples of stress students might face in the U.S.

--Loss of family and friends.

--Unfamiliar environment.

--New and confusing customs.

--Changing roles of family members (husband/wife, parent/children,
young/old).

--Lack of acceptance of traditional values and customs.

3. Discuss common reactions to these changes that students might
expect such as nomesickness, withdrawal, depression, frustration,
anger, boredom.

Use pantomime or mini-dramas to demonstrate these reactions.

4. Ask the students in small groups:

What can you do to help yourself when you feel this way in the U.S.?

See Lesson Plan - Unit 2 #5 for list of ways to cope with culture
shock.

5. Introduce the term "realistic expectations". Give some examples and
ask your students to talk about what they think might be realistic
expectations. See Lesson Plan - Unit 2 #6 for examples.

4 S
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Family Planning

Yurpose: Introduce the student to the issues of family planning.

A. Attitudes Toward Family Size

1. Financial concerns

2. Working parents

,3. Expectations of children relating to family support

B. Choices for Family Planning
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE
A

The fgllowing suggested classroom activity/lesson plan waS

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 36 - " Family Planning

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

FAMILY -PLANNING

Purnose: To introduce learners to family planning

Length of time: 11/2 hours

Materials: Assorted samples of family planning devices (i.e.
IUDs, condums, pills), assorted posters and illustri-

.
ticns

Procedure:

I. Introduction

1 The CO teacher will introduce the guest speaker (teacher)
to the class. Teacher holds up a POSTER of a man.,and a
woman thinking about how large a family 'sthey want.
Teacher asks class what is happening in thepicture. What
are the two people doing? Be sure that all learners
understand what is happening in the picture. After a
number of the learners have responded, the teacher can
summarize by saying, "The man and woman are deciding how
many children to have. When parents CHOOSE the size of
their family they are practicing family planning."

2. Ask the class if anyone has ever heard of "family planning".
What is it? What do the learners know? Identify learners
who want to talk about it. It is important as a teacher
to ACCEPT ALL IDEAS. If the learners realize that you are
accepting of the4 ideas, they will be more willing to
eApress themselves.

Try and get 3 or f people to talk

3. Tell the class, in summary, that FAMILY PLANNING IS HAVING
THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN WHEN YOU WANT THEM.

4d-) ./2
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II: Attitudes

4. Ask the question. "Is family planning a good idea?" Whx?
Why not? During:the discussion of this Oestion the teacher
needs to appear neutral. The teacher should allow ALL
points of view to be expressed. Some possible responses
that might come from the class for this question might be:
"It's a sin to practice" or "practicing it is important .

for the health and well7being of families.and comeiunities,"
There might be a variety of opinion on this subject:

The.important thing here to remember is to accept all ideas.
Explain to them that when we're talking about such ,a,
question no one is right and no one is wrong. It's just
a matter of opinion.

5. Explain that another hame flor family planning is "birth
control" Have the ledrners ever heard of it?

Explain that in America many people practice birth control
and so it is important for the learners to understand-what
it is
Make sure the learners.understand at this point that family
planning is a personal choice in America. It-is not required
in any way. No one will force them to practice'birth control
if they don't want to.

6. Ask the question "Is birth control safe?"
Find out first what the,learners think. What have they heard? %

Acknowledge for the learners that the safety questions are
much discussed.
Acknowledge that some methods have some risks..
Tell them that we will be talking about some of the methods
(and their risks) a little later in the session.

The important.thing for the learners to remember is that
birth control is safer than pregnancy especially after a
woman has had many children.

Explain that the :isk of serious illnesS'or death resulting
from pregnancy is many times greater than the risk of,taking/
using available forms of birth control.

P

7 Again repeat that the important thing to remember is that
when we talk about family planning-THERE IS ALWAYS A CHOIC4.
Repeat: Family planning is having the number of children

when you want them. ".
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8. Ask learners to talk about the size of their families. 4re
they large families or small families?
Ask why do you have large families?
Let the learners explain in their own words. Some possible
reasons:

a. Children can work for the family income
b. Some children die when they are young
c. yaving a lot of children will Mean that there will be

some in the 'future to look after their parents when
they are old

Ask those with small families why they have small families.
(Be prepared for some of the learners explaining that they
lost some of their family as a result of the war.)

Some other reasons why some people want to limit the size
of their family. Get the learners to explain to you,their
ideas. Some of the possible reasons you may hear:

a. Some young parent's may want to delay having children
until they have worked aad saved enough money to afford
to care for their children

b. Some parents may decide that a small number of children
is enough and they never want any more

c. Some may want to space their children several years
a part so that both the children,and their mother will
be healthier.

9. Ask, "What about in America? Do Americans like large
families or small families?" What have the learners heard
about this question? After a few learners have responded
to this question, or if the learners do not know the answer,
explain that some Americans like large families, but most

(y.Americans like amall families.

Can learners guess why most Americans like small families?
Encourage learners to inform you if they can.
Possible reasons why size of family is small in America:

a. Some women would rather work and be independent.than
pregnant

b. In America it is expensive to raise children
c. Generally, American women fell healthier when'they

have fewer thildren

III. Methods

10. Explain to the 1.tarners that before they choose any:form
of birth control they should talk to a doctor or health
official. Remind the learners tnat no method of biAh
control is 100% effective. There is always the piTtbiClity
of pregnancy.'

4 9,2
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11. Using the illustrative POSTERS begin to discuss the
various methods: IUD; condum; pills; tubal ligation;

vasectomy. Discuss each method by explaining

1. How effective is it?
2. How safe is it? What are the risks?
3. How convenient?
4. How does it work?

12. As you are explaiting the methods keep asking for questions
from the learners

13. Explain that all of the above mei,hods are available in

the USA. Explain that the injectin (shot) is illegal
in the USA and not available.

)1.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Family Planning

Expectations of parents from their children (ask questions & list answer
on the backboard).

You are 70 years old in Cambodia. What do you want your children to do
for you?

Possible answers:

1. Serving the parents
2. Give money
3. Take care of them
4. Live with the parents
5. Keep parents 1?elong1ngs
6. Give clothes

.. 7. Give food

In the United States do children do thesr things for their parents?
Mostly no, but in a country as big as the U.S., some people do these
things.

If you have a teenager in the class, bring him/her to the class and
ekplain that this is the teacher's son or daughter. After a few years
in the U.S.,this son_or daughter_will begin to think-like an American.
They might not want to act in the traditional Indochinese way to their
parents.

Ask a student with a large grownup'family 'to stand up. Explain his
children are older and may keep more of the traditional ways. Ask a
student with only one young child to stand Up. Explain this student's
child may ngt act in the traditional ways towards their parents.

American still love their parents even though they don't support them.
Americans believe everyone should support themselves.

Ask a,few students how many children they want to have.

Recent figures indicate it costs $ 20,000 to raise a child until :the age
of eighteen.

444 ./2
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As you can see its very expensive to have children. If you are
only earning $3.50/hour when you first arrive, you may decide
you can only afford 1 child. But you may also decide because
you will probably be earning more money, at that time you can
afford to have another child, so you decideyouwant to have your
second child in 5 years. This is called planning your family.

Having your children born in a hospital is very expensive.
$2,000.00 is the average cost.

Talk about buying health insurance, that you purchase, or as
benefit offered .by your employer.

Welfare also will help pay for the costs but warn about depen-
dence on welfare. Also mention sliding scales for payments avai-
lable at some health centers.

CIROMACISION

Many men in the U.S. arecircumcized. but don't feel you have to
be circumcized when you go to the United .States.

It is common for hospitals to circumcize babies without asking
you. If you don't want your baby to be circumicized tell the
hcspital.

Importance of cleaning under foreskin for uncircumisized males.

MALE BODY

Identify on chart, have students repeat words after teacher.

Penis
Testicles
Prostrate
Seminal Fluid Duct (don't have students repeatthesewords)
Anus

Explain about prostrate exam

FEMALE BODY

Identify on chart:

Vagina
Uterus
Fallopian tube
Ovaries
Ova
Bladder
Rectum

4 9
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Describe gynecological exam in women's class.

REPRODUCTION

Explain on chart the reproductive process

A) Semen must contain healthy sperm.
B) Living sperm must enter fall6pian tubes.
C) Sperm must meet egg. D) Fertilized egg must implant in uterus.
D) Fertilized egg must implant in uterus.

Use second chart that shows copulation.

BIRTH CONTROL FAMILY PLANNING

Abortion - sometimes dangerous, sometimes illegal, sometimes expensive.
It is better to prevent children than to use abortion.

Condom - use only once. Buy at pharmacy. Leave space at end of condom
for sperm so it won't be painful. 75 % effective when used with spermi-
cide.

Demonstrate how condom won't come off by slipping it over two fingers
and having students pull on it.

Pill - see a doctor

I.U.D. - doctor places I.U.D. in uterus. Prevents fertilization of eggs.
I.U.D. should also be removed by a doctor. Should be changed 2-3 years
Possible side effects:

1. Sérvere infections
2. Rarely can perforate uterine wall
3. Heavy menstruation

Diaphragm - go to doctor

ghould be used with spermicide - 75 % effective. Insert -3 hours be-
fore intercourse and don't remove for 6-8 hours after

- Covers cervix so sperm can't enter
- No side effects

Vasectomy - 100 % effective, usually not reversible, no sperm in semen.
Use other B.C. for 273 months after

Tubgl ligation - 100 % effective, similar to vasectomy but must be
hospitalized.

VERNEREAL DISEASE

Example of man, wife, girlfriend
4 96
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Ask students how do you get V.D.?

Danger of woman not feeling or noticing V.D. and subsequent to
child.

Ask students:

How do you prevent V.D.?

Symptoms of gonnorhea:

Men - itchy, yellow discharge from penis.
Women - Sometimes none.

Symtoms of Syphilis:

Men and women same - cancre sore, latent stage, and repeat lesion.

If you have V.D. you must inform all your sexual partners.

Danger to new-born if mother has V.D.

a. Blindness
b. Birth defects
c. Death

Treat V.D.,it can make you sterile

4 7
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LIFESTYLES

America as a Land of IMmigrants

Purpose: Introduce the student to America as a multi-ethnic society.

A. Historical Perspective: "Land of Immigrants"

B. Cultural Variations,within American Society

C. Geographical Variatiots - Population Flows
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 4

Land of Immigrants

" America as a

*Save the Children Federaiion, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Activity:

Objective:

Preparation:

Procedure:

AMERICA AS A LAND OF IMMIGRANTS

To have learners think and state how they will deal
with the multi-ethnic USA.

Training - Discuss ethnic diversity within Thailand
using flexiflans technique.
Bring to Class - (1) Wide selection of flexiflans.

(2) Set of pictures for this lesson
of different ethnic Americans.

1. Post pictures around the room before the learnerscome in
---give them time to wonder around the room and look. Be
available if anyone has a question, but do not ask questions
or start a conversation about the pictures yourself.

2. After a few minutes, ask,learners to pick out what pictures
are of Americans? Who do you consider.to be American people?

Then state, "These pictures are all of Americans, so you are
just among the newest of a continuous flow, of peoples from all
over the world into the USA composed of many ethnic groups."

3. Ask your learners

- What where the ethnic groups in
Where did they live?

- What did they do?
- What country did they come from? When? Why?
- What part of the country do they live in now?
- What special customs or dances did they have?
- What language did they speak?
7 'Do some still speak that language?
- What kind'of food housing did they eat/live in?
- What contribution did they make to ?

- How did they get along with others in the population?

4 93 . 2
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4. Divide the class into groups, you will now have your learners
focus on the Refugee Camp. Ask each group to make up a story
about some thing involving two or more different Ethnicgroups
in camp.

5. Have each group present their story to the class by use of
flexiflans, to represent the characters in the story, they
have picked out themselves from a large selection placed on
a table.

6. After all the stories have beentold. Lead a discussion using
these questions (and/or others you can think of)--

- What ethnic groups live here in camp?
- How do they get along?
- What does one group generally believe about the

other group?
- How are the groups able to to live with each other

in the camp? Why?
- What causes problems? How are they solved?

7. Have your learners now focus on America,

- What have you heard about ethnic groups in America?
- How is each group. different?
- How are they the same?
- How would you like to know about the music, food,

and/oc cultures of the peoples?
- What difficulties do you think You could have with

people of different ethnic backgrounds in the USA?
- How could these problemS be solved?

,8. (Optional, if available)

- Show a short film on the subject "Racial and Ethnic
Diversity + Unity in the USA"

- Lead a discussion, ask questions like, what did you see?
- How did the people interact togetherl
- What are some problems of other ethnic groups in

America?

, 5u
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The followingsuggested classroom acrivity/tesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 4 u America as a Land

of Immigrants

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Self-Awareness--Lesson 2

Activity: Americans as Individuals

Objective: Learners can list their feeling about the personality
traits of Americans.

Preparation: Bring 8-10 pictures of Americans involved in some
activity that is familiar to most Americans. The
faces in the picture should emotion. Use pictures
of all kinds of Americans:. young and old, beautiful
and ugly. Each picture may have one or several
people. Take some scotch tape to class. Newsprint
and felt pens.

Procedure:

1. Divide the learners into grodps. Give one picture to each group.
Appoint one person to be group recorder and spokesperson.
This should be someone.who can write. Give each spokesperson
or recorder newsprint and felt pen.

2. Ask the learners to study the picture. Ask them to suggest
words or phrases that describe the personal characteristic's
of the person or person's in the picture. The recorder should
write all the words and phrases down on the newsprint.

3. Now give each recorder a second sheet of newsprint. Tell each
learner to think about one American whom they know or have seen.
NNItIley should tell the recorder words or phrases that describe
e personal characteristics of this American. The recorder

shdt4d write down what they say on the newsprint.

4. Each gro spokesperson should report. Ask them to show the
picture to he other groups. They should tell the other groups
what their gi'b ps saw and the words or phrases they used to
describe it; the what words and phrases they used to describe
the one American t know.
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5. Tell each group that you want them to think about which
characteristics are positive or good; which characteristics
are negative or bad; and which characteristics are neutral,
neither good or bad. Give an example: a characteristic
like generous is usually good; a characteristic like mean-
tempered is usually bad; a characteristic like young is neither
good or bad. Tell the recorders to read their list to their
own sroup. The recorders should put a plus (+) beside every
characteristic the group feel is good. He should put a minus
(-) beside every characteristic thw. the group feels is bad;
and beside every characteristic that the group thinks is neutral,
he should put a zero (0). Demonstrate with your examples,
on the blackboard, or on newsprint.

a. generous
b. mean-tempered
c. young 0

6. Stop. Ask each group to make a total. How many pluses, how

many minuses, how many zeros?

7. Each group should report. They should again show their pictures.
The spokesperson should say which characteristics the group
felt were good, which were bad, and which were neutral.

8. Lead a discussion about the number of good and bad characteristics:

a. Were there more pluses than minuses? Why?
b. What does it mean to say there are more pluses-or minuses?
c. How would the score.look if the pictures had been Thai?

Lao? Khmer?
d. What can you say about the characteristics of Americans now?
e. Are there good and bad people everywhere? How do you know?
f. How much can we know about a person by looking at a

picture?
g. What more do we need to know about the characteristics of

American?

5 9,2,
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in- Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentAtion of

the information in the lesson " America As a Land_of

Immigrants

Objectives of the lesson:

1. Students can briefly describe the history of immigration
to America.

2. Students can demonstrate knowledge of the cultural variations
within American society.

UNIT i

Objective: Students can outline briefly the patterns of immigration
to America.

A. The only "native" people in America are the American
Indians.

1. They have lived there since pre-historic times.

B. The first immigrants to settle in America were the
Puritans - men and.women who sought relief from
religious persecution.

1. They came during the period of 1628-1640. The total

number was about 20,000 people.

2. They settled.in the New England area - brimarily
Massachusetts.

3. The 17.th century was also'the beginning for Blacks
being brought into America to work as slaves.
a. This continued for a couple of centuries.

-
C. 18th century -,a total of 450,000 people came to America.

1. Immigrants primarily came from the British Isles,
Germany and Scandanavia.

2. Most of these pqople settled in the eastern part of
America.
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D. Early 19th to mid-20th century (1820-1950) a total
of about 35 million people emigrated to America.

1. Some of the immigrants also came from the
British Isles, Germany and Scandanavia.

2. Others came from Eastern Europe, Asia, South
America and the Middle East.
a. Some examples are Italy, Russia (mostly Jews),

Greece, Netherlands, China, Japan, Syria and
Lebanon.

E. Mid-20th century (1960-1980)

1. In the late fifties and early sixties, many
people fled Cuba to America.

2. There were also many Mexicans who were either
brought or came to America.

3. In the seventies, many refugees from Southeast
Asia fled to America.
a. Examples ire the Vietnamese, Cambodians,

Laotian, Hmong (hill-tribe from Laos) and
Tai Dam (Hillgroup from Laos and North
Vietnam).

Teaching Methodologies:

Unit I & 2 Materials needea: A map of Vietnam, a map of America,
the immigration map hand out and
the countries and names of people
handout.

Begin the class by eliciting information about the ethnic
make-up of Vietnam.

Ask the following questions to get a discussion started.
(REFER TO MAP OF VIETNAM)

1. Where did the people of Vietnam come from?
2. 'Are their special different ethnic groups?
3. Do they all live together, or do the different ethnic

groups live separately?
4. Do they all speak the same language, and have the same

customs?
5. How much contact do the groups have with each other and

how well do they get along?
6. Were there political or econoLic reasons why the ethnic

people left their homes and moved to a different area
In Vietnam.

594 .13
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7. When the people of different ethnic groups move into
cities, away from their tribe do they retain their
culture?

Compare and contrast the students answers to the above
questions with the information about the U.S. immigration
history contained in Units 1 & 2.

°
A

Teaching Methodologies

Materials needed: Visuals of the ethnic influenCes of
different groups in America. These
could be pictures of food, buildings,
parades, dancing or singing program from
a particular country.

Break the students into groups and handout the visuals
mentioned above, ask the students to discuss the following
questions:

1. Have these people retained the cultuie of their original
country or have they forgotten it?

2. Do you think it is important for your'children'to continue
studying Vietnamese or Chinese language and culture?
What would you do about it?

3. If you have old parents who do not speak English what
would you do to entertain them? Would you try to find
a MAA for them to get a chance to see other old people
frm Vietnam?

4. What should you do if you have a custom from your country
which is illegal or not accepted ih the U.S.A. For

example eating dog meat or catching ducks in the park.

How about if you have a custom, such as not eating beef,
should you change when you get to the States?

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can'demonstrate knowledge of the cultural
variations within American society.

A. People immigrating to America do not have to give up
all their cultural traditions.

I. There are still ethnic enclaves in most large
cities in America.

595
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a. The Irish neighborhood in South Boston,
Massachusetts.

b. Polish district in Chicago's West side.
o. Italian colonieS in South Brooklyn and the

south Ode of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.,

2. All these groups till celebrate their traditional
holidays.
a. S.t. Patrick's day is celebrated all over the

U.S.
b. Your Kippur (Jewish) is celebrated all over

the U.S.
c. And today, tfie Vietnamese, Laotian and Khmer

celebrate their respective holidays in
America;

3. Many different cultural tiaditions co-exist in
America today..

,
a. This is the result of the various ethnic groups

living within the U.S.A.

4. There are Ethnic Cultural Associations (MAA's).
They exist to aid various ethnic groups retain
their.ethnic identity and traditions.

B. But even though peopke do retain many of their
traditions, they've also,had to learn and adapt to
some of the American traditions and laws.

1. In brder to be successful, one not only hhs to work
hard but also has to learn and conforia to certain
tradition& and laws.
a. For example, it might have been accepted to

come to work a few minutes late in your
native country.
- But in America, supposing you work in a

factory, if one comes lale for work more
4 than a couple of times, they can bg fired

from the job.
- It is very important to learn the language

and traditions arid lawssof the country you're
going to as quickly as possible.

- This will help make your resetilement much
easier and successful.

./5
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C. People were brought to America for labor pueposes.

1. Many Chinese were brought into work on the
railroads.

2. Many Blacks were brought into work as slaves
for White Americans on plantation.

3. Mast recently, many Mexicans were bxought into
work in the'fields (fruit and vegetable) and
also to.work in factories.

Teaching'Methodologies

Materials needed: The countries and names of people handout.

While the material in Unit 2 is detailed and perhaps new to
the students, you should first get ihe students interest by asking
them to name as many ethnic groups that have immigrated to the
states. Then have thenr refer to their handout to.see which ones
they missed.

The remainder of information in this unit could be lectured.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can describe some of the reasons why people
.choose to flee or emigrate to America.

S.

A. Religious Persecution

1. The Puritans from England fled to avoid religious
persecution.

2. They wanted freedom to practice their beliefs
without interference from the government.

B. Famine

1. Around 1845, a severe potato blight
isy 1847, there were starving people
country.
a. Many of them fled to America to

C. Political differences

struck Ireland.
all over the

avoid the famine.

1. Many Germans left for America after their failure
to reunity Germany in 1848.

597
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D. Rising populations/collapse of old agricultural order
and beginning of Industrialization.

1. Many British fled as a result of the rising
population. It quadrupled from 101/2 million in

1801 to 41 million in 1911.

2. Also, agricultural change was a factor.
,a. Large scale scientific farming increased

resulting in a decreased need for Manual
labor.

E. Poverty

1. By the end of the nineteenth century, Italy had
become one of the most ciowded countries, and
also one of the poorest.
a. As, a result, extreme poverty existed

throughout the country causing some Italians
to emigrate to Ank.,rica.

F. Religious/ethnic persecution

1. In the late 1880's, Russia embarked on a
calcUlated antisemitic policy.
a. They were forbidden to own land.
b. They could only, get into certain occupations.
c. Education was denied.

2. In the beginning of,the 20th century, fresh
outbreaks of violence occured and many Jews
were killed.

a9J
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Ind6nesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " America as a Land of

Immigrants

Purpose: Introduce America as a multi-ethnic society

Activity 1:

A. HiStorical Perspective "Land of ImmigrantS"

Everyone but the American Indian are from other countries.

14:th a map of the world, the teacher should indicate the
sources of immigrants to the U.S.

Northern Europeans 1689 Political, Economic & Religious
Africans 1700 Slavery
Irish 1830 Famine'
Asians 1850 Build -ealroads

(anti-Chinese Laws)
Southern Europeans 1870 Political, Economic
Middle East, Asia 1930 Political, Economic

2. Many'people have come to the United States like you are
doing and.they have suceeded in making a good life for
themselves.

Activity: 2: Brainstorming: Cultural variations.

B. Cultural Variations within American Society.

I. T. explain there are many 'different cultural groups in any
country.

T asks L's to break into sMall groups and to draw a map of
their country. On the map they should indicate where the
different cultural groups living in their country are located,
in Vietnam, north, central and south Vietnamese cultures,
Chinese, Khmer, Montangards and Mon.

593
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Then the small groups should decide which of these cultures are
the "real Vietnamese, or Khmer, or Lao" depending on the country
they are from. 4

II. T should collect maps and "ask group leader which is the "real"
native.

If there are discrepancies between their views of who is on
isn't part of the country, generate discussion with the class
about why they believe this to be true.

In the United States everyone, regardless of cultural or racial
background, is considered an American. Laws have been e acted
to try to ensure that everyone is treated equally. The ws
are called Civil Rights laws.

C. Geographical Variations - Population Flows

III. T with a map of the United States will indicate where the various
ethnic groups in the United States live.

Northern Europeans - throughout the country, many Scandinavians
live in the Mid-West, man'y have moved from East to West.

Africans -concentrated mainly in the South until the 1900's when
they moved to the cities in the North West, 10% of population.

Irish - mainly moved to Eastern big cities and migrated to
cities throughout Mid-West and West.

Central & Southern Europeans - mainly moved to Eastern cities
and migrated to Mid-West and West.

Asians - mainly'live in big cities on the West Coast, but found
in many large cities throughout United States.

Hispanics - live mainly in S. California, Texas, Florida,
New York and big cities throughout the country.

\

Indochinese refugees have moved mainly to big and medium sized
cities in California, Texas, Pennsylvania, Washington, Oregon, Florida,
Colorado, New York, Massachusetts and Michigan. There are Indochinese
in every state in the U.S.

51.0
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by Pragmatics in Thailand

This niaterial was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " America as a Land of

Immigrants

(NOTE: For this lesson, the teacher must use a map of the United
States.)

A. Historial perspective: "Land of immigrants"

Questions

1. Were there different kinds of people living in Laos (Cambodia,
etc.) when you were there?

2. If so, what kinds of people were there?

3. Where did the different kinds of people came from?

4. Were new people constantly going to live in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

The United States can easily be called the "land of immigrunts."
Almost all the Beople now living there ate immigrants or children of
immigrants. The original people living in the United States--the
American Indians--are now few in number and live in only a small area
of the country. The rest of the country is made up of the children of
immigrants, primarily.

The original immigrants came from three countries--England, France,
and Spain. The English immigrants settled along the Atlantic coast
from Maine and Massachusetts down to the Carolinas and Georgia. The
French settled in Louisiana. The Spanish settled in Florida and in
the area from Texas to California.

As more and more people came from England, the people settled
along the Atlantic coast gradually spread westward toward the Mississippi
River. Through wars and purchases, the original thirteen states along
the Atlantic coast acquired the Florida area and all the land west of
the Mississippi. All these people--all these original inmigrants to
the United States--went to the United States for political, economic,
and religious teasons. The flow of immigrants into the United States
has Continued for several hundred years from the very beginnings in
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1609 (the founding of Massachusetts) and 1620 (the founding of Virginia)
until the present time for the same reasons.

However, the geographical origins of the immigrants have changed
through the years. In the beginning, most of the immigrants were from
England and northern Europe. In the 1800's, a large number of people
from Ireland went to the United States because of a famine in Ireland.
Then large number of southern Europeans went to the United States.
Following them were arge numbers of central and eastern Europeans.
From the beginning an during all this time, many slaves had been brought
from Africa. During t e later 1800's many Asians--especially Chinese--
went to the West Coast to help build railroads. They stayed, also. The

latest immigrants are from the Caribbean area and from Southeast Asia.

The United States has been called the "melting pot" because of the
variety of places of origin of its citizens. And it is true: the people
of the present-day United States have origins that go back to many different
parts of the world. But there have been problems. In a "melting pot"
all the ingredients get mixed thoroughly and coppletely: this has not
always been true of the immigrants who went to the United States.

There have been problems of one kind or another ever since the
beginning of the United States. Even though the first settlers were in
general poor, some soon became wealthy. When the Constitution was written
(and the United States has kept more or less the same constitution for
over 200 years), there was a conflict between rich people and poor people.
But the conflict was settled peacefully. As later immigrants went to the
United States, they sometimes settled in certain areas of the country:
for example, some Germans in Pennsylvania, Scandinavians and Dutch in
the Great Lakes region (Minnesota, Wisconsin, etc.)--almost always without
conflict of any kind.

Later immigrants, however, were not as fortunate: Usually,:the
new arrivals landed and stayed in New York City. Each successive wave
of immigrants was considered the lowest social level when they arrived,
but some raised themselves to a higher level. In New York City, each
group usually had its own area to live in--not by law, but by choice.
This means that when the Irish, for example, arrived in large numbers,
they lived in a certain area of New York City and were considered to be
a lower social level than any other group. Then the Italians came. The

Italians--also living in their own special area of New York City--became
the lowest social level while the Irish came to be considered a higher
level. And so it has continued until the present day. In general, the
most recent immigrants are considered to belong to the lowest social level
--especially in the larger cities. Only the Blacks, who were originally
slaves for the most part, have continued, until recently, to be considered
to belong to the lowest social level of all the people in the United States.
That feeling is slowly changing. The newest immigrants--the people from
Southeast Asia--must be prepared to be considered to belong to the lowest
social level in many--but by no means all--parts of the country.
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Questions

1. What does the expression "land of immigrants" mean?

2. Why is.the United States called a "land of immigrants?"

3. What is meant by the expression "melting pot?"

4. Is the United States truly a "melting pot?" Why or why not?

5. In the past, how have newly-arrived people often been treated
in the United States?

6. Do you think you will be treated in the same way? Why or Why not?

B. Cultural variations within United StateA society

Questions

1. Are people from southern Laos (Cambodia, etc.) different from
people from northern Laos (Cambodia, etc.)? If so, haw are they
different?

2. .Are eastern people different from western people in Laos (Cambodia,
etc:)? If so, how are they different?

3. Are Laotians (Cambodians, etc.) who live in cities different from
thode who live in the country? If so, how are they different?

4. Do you expect people in the United Sfates to be the same everywhere?
Why or why not?

The United States is a large country that has mariy people whose
ancestors came from many different parts of the world. Thus, it is not
surprising that there should be many differences among them. One
difference that is easily noticeable is that people in the United States
speak English with different pronunciations. Balmier, these differences
in pronunciation are not so great that people in one part of the United
States cannot understand people from another part.

There are several cultural groups in the United States. The largest
is the group unose ancestors were European. The next largest is the
group whose ancestors were African. The small groups include those
whose ancestors were Asian (primarily Chinese and Japanese) and those
whose ancestors were from Mexico and the Caribbean area.

s Until recently, each of the non-European groups more or less
adopted the culture of the European group: that is, there was a tendency
toward sameness rather than difference in culture. In recent years,
however, the younger generation of the non-European groups have become
more aware of their own backgrounds and culture. They have become
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interested in emphasizing the differences in culture that exist. This
has made life in the United States more interesting and exciting. It

has caused problems, of course, and sometimes the problems have received
more attention than the fact that the various groups in general get along
well together.

The motto of the United States is E pluribus unum, which is Latin
for the expression "One out of many." Originally, this motto referred
to the fact that one country was created frbm many separate states. It
is even more appropxiate now because it means that one country includes
many different cultures.

Questions

1. Do you think you can continue to perform ceremonies (for example,
the marriage ceremony) in'the Laotian (Cambodian, stc.) way in the
United States? Why do you think that?

2. If there are so many different cultures in the United States, how
is it possible to teach a course such as cultural orientation?

3. Do you think this cultural orientation course will discuss only
the culture of the people with European ancestry? Why do you think
that?

C. Geographical variations/population flow

Questions

1. Are there mountains in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

2. Are there plains in Laos (Cambodia, etc.)?

3. Is Laos (Cambodia, etc.) a big country?

4. Do people move (gmchange places of residence) very often in Laos
(Cambodia, etc.)? If so, why? If, not, why not?

Sine% the United States is a very large country, there are many
different geographical features. There are high mountains in the west,
and lower mountains inthe east. Between these, there are vast plains.
There are vast forestsand vast deserts, also,. In the north, it gets
very cold during some parts of the year. In winter there, there is
a great deal of snow. In the south, the weather is usually mild and
sometimes very hot. There is no snow, even in winter. The states of
Alaska and Hawaii show the extremes of the geographical variations
that are found in the United States.

Within this large area, people are constantly moving from one place
to another. Most of the people move in ordeeto find a better job or
because they have already found a better job. Older people who are
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retired often move in order to find a climate that is warm most of
the year. Younger people who have finished all the schooling they
want often move just to get away from the parents' home. The family
of one of the supervisors is a good example: his brother lives in
Texas, his sister lives in North Carolina, and his niece (the daughter

4 of his sister) lives'in North Dakota.

Another aspect of this moving is the movement of people from
rural areas to urban areas--from the country to the city. Before,
when there were few machines .1 help do.the work on a farm, the children
of a farmer usually lived close to the parents anti they all worked
together. Now, since there are many machines to 'help with farm work,
-the children of a farmer often leave the farm to live and work in the
city. At the same time, many people who used to live and work in the
city, now 'live in suburbs (smaller towns or cities surrounding a
larger city) and work in the city.

In general, before people in the United States were born, grew up,
and died in the same place--often even the same house. Now such a
situation is unlikely. It'is much more likely for a person to be'
born in one place, to grow up in another, and to die in a third place:

Questions

Do you think moving from place to place is a good idea or not?
Why do you think that?

2. How do you think moving very often affects the children in the
family?

3. What do you think is the best reason for moving?

4. Would it be a good idea to move simply to be near your friends
or relatives? Why do you think that?
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LIFESTYLES

Women in America: Lifestyle Choices and Opportunities

Purpose: Introduce the student to women's issues in America.

A. In Education

1. Access to higher education.,

2. Access to training in fields traditionally thought
of as being for men

B. In Employment

19I/Access to careers traditionally though of as being for men

2. Access to self-employment opportunities

3. Expanded benefits for women (such as maternity leave, insurance)

4. Legal protection (such things as equal pay, sexual harassment)

C. Personal.Living,Choices

1. Living alone

2. Living together, unmarried

3. Being a single parent

4. Working married women
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortiwn*. in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 16 - " Women in America;

Life-Style Choices and Opportunities ."

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Purpose: jntroduce the student to women's issues in America.

Preparation: You will need newsprint and felt peng. You may
also want to bring color photographs from the
lesson AMERICANS AS INDIVIDUALS. In training with
the other teachers brainstorm a list of good dis-
cussion questions (:Ten-ended) that you can use
with this lesson.

6

Suggested Activity No. 1

1. Organize the students into small groups. Try and get at least
one women in each small grog), if possible. Give each group
a sheet of newsprint folded in half. Tell the students to
use only one half of the paper first.' On this first half of
the,paper, ask the Students to list (or draw) the roles of

, women in Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam. Ask: "What kind of respon-
sibilities do women have in Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam. (allow
5 minutes).

2. Now ask the groups ofo stucjients to list (or draw) on the other
half of the paper the Ihnds of roles (responsibilities) that
women from Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam have id the camp. Ask:
"What kind of things do the women from Laos/Cambodia/Vietnam
do in the camp?" (allow 5 minutes)

3. Have the small groups report what they have written (or drawn).
After all the groups have reported, the teacher should help
the students recognize the similiarities and-differences among
the lists (or pictures). Ask open-ended questiods such as:
"How do you.feel about these roles (responsibilities)?"

4. Then ask the class: "Do you know any American women?; "Where
have you met them?"; "Do you think the roles of American
women are the same as the roles of Lao/Cambodian/Vietnamese
women?"; "What makes you think this way?" (allow 5 minutes).
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Explain to the class that you are going to read short.des-
criptions of seven women in the USA. Read one story at a
time. Repeat the story a seeond ;ime. Ask closed-ended
questions to verify that the students understand the facts.
When you are sure that your students understand what has
been read to them, you can ask some open-ended questions
such as:' "What do youothink about these life-styles (i.e.
how these women live and what they do?)

6. Continue this activity until you have read all seven descrip-
tions.

7. Important points to consider with your students about these
descriptions:

a) One questions that you might ask your students is: "Why
do you think there is such a variety of life-styles
among American women?" If they do not know the answer
you will need to explain. Part of the answer has to do
with history.

When World War II occured, most men were called to war.
Women had to work in the factories. Large numbers of
women worked in factories for their first time. They
realized that they could work in what had up until that
time been considered "men's work." Women also realized
that they were capable of living without a Man to earn

, the money. After the war, many women continued working.
Some because they wanted to, others becauA their husbands
back from the war wanted to continue theLr education.
The trend of women working has continuei ever since
until now millions of American women wor1k in stores,
offices, and factories throughout the country.

*Another reason why so many American women work is that
living in America is expensive, especially if one has
children. Many American families just couldn't live
the Way they want to on only one salary the husband's)
Two salaries (i.e. wife and,husband) are necessary.

*Another reason why there are somany life-style choices
for American women is that the rate of divorce is so
high in America. Over 35%oof all marriages in the USA
end in divorce today. Some divorced women choose not
to re-marry.

*It is important that the students realize that American
, men have always had more choices in how they live than

T.4 women. Tor women, these choices have come to them more
recently (i.e. since World War II). More and more in
USA a variety of choices in how one lives one's lfie is
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becoming an accepted part of American culture: for
the above reasons.

*Women have choices in how they will live:

a) live alone;
41 b) be a working married woman;

c) be married and not work;
d) be a single working parent;
e) live with a man and not be married.

*The "traditional" role of a woman as a wife and mother
is a real option for your female students--one that they
can pursue once in America.

b) Some American women work out of.their homes. For example,
women who take oare of other children are called "baby
sitters." For this service they charge money. In some
cases women take care of many children at the same time.
This is called a "day carexenter." Parents who work and
cannot take care of their children during the day will
bring their children to a day care center. Still other
women work in their own home by doing sewing. Other
women'earn money at home by doing off;ice work (i.e. typing).

c) In the USA, many more American women (younger women usually)
are going to graduate School (i.e. law, medicine, business,
etc) than ever before. Thus, there are more working female
doctors and lawyers now. Today, older women (whose children
are grown up) are choosing to go back to the university.

d) Both in education and employment, American women are finding
greater access to training and careers in fields traditionally
thought of as being for men.

Because many American women work they are beginning to
receive improved benefits (such ./as maternity leave which
is permission to leave the job to deliver the baby--
usually without pay. Women are also pretected by some
laws which say. that a women should get the same wage as
A man doing the same.job. IN reality, however (and generally
speaking) American wOmen are paid less than men for similiar
work and bave lower work status (professionally) than,
American men.

8. In discussing the life-styles (roles andkresponsibilities for
women) of the seven American women, a$k the following questions:

a) What kinds of work can Lao/Cambodian/Vietnamese women
do?

b) What kinds of work can Lao/Cambodian/Vietnamese women
not do?
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c) What-kindt of work do American-women do?

d) What kinds of work can American.women not do?
(i.e. work that requires great physical strength)

4

e) Are there similarities and differences between the
.roles of tao/Cambodian/Vietnapeqe women and American
women? 'What are"they?

6

f) How do you feel'about thes e similarities and difference?

g) How do you think you will'accept these different
roles?

h). Do you think there will be'problems for you.and your
family?

i) How will you solve these problems?

j) Willlotherrefugees to Americe fate these same
problems?.

Seven American Women

1. Joy Thomas is 31. She is married and has fou- :hildren. She

does not have a job. She takes care of the home. She prOpares
food for her family, cleans the house, washes the clothes, and

. takes=care of the children. Her husband earns the money. She

is responsible fpr 'paying the household bills. She and ter
husband share in making decisinns about spending money.

2. Karen Engels is 43. She has/3 children. Several years ago
she was divorced from her husband. She is a single parent.

she is a factory worker. She earns $4.75 an'hour. She lives

in an.apartment. With 'her salary,she findq it difficult to

pay her bills. Her husband is suppose to help her wlth money
for the childien,. He doesn't give her monqy every mrath. She

doesn't think that she Will marry agian.

3. Hoang Nhu Quynh is 38. She is a refugee from Vietnam. She

arrived in the USA in 1975. She is now, an American citiien.

-She is the owner cf a small food .store In Seattle. She has

3 children. Her'husband has tuberculosis'(TB). He is not

able to work. He'is responsible for the house duties (cooking,
taking care of the children, etc.). She manages her food store.
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4. Barbara de Gomez is married and has 2 children. She is 45
years old. She works as a business secretary. Each week
day morning she or Vier husband drives the children to a day
care cente.i. The people at fhe day care center look after
the children all day. This service costs t:Ie Gomez family,
money. Her husband works too. Together 4_hey take responsibility
for the house duties.

5. Marion Benke is 30 years old. She has no children. She is
not marfiedabut lives with her boy friena. ,They live in a
rented house. She works as a manager in an advertizing
company. She supervises a large staff of men and woien.
She makes a lot of money, more thqn the man with whom she
lives. Her work requires that she travel to other cities.

6. Donna Holmes is 61. She has keen married three times. Her
first husband died. She aivorCed her,second husband. She
married again last year. She has three grown children. They
do not live with her now. She'is a school teacher.

7. Meridefh St. John is 25. he is a law student. Next year she,
will graduate from law school. She hopes to get a'job as a
lawyer with a large business corporation. She is not interested
in marrying or in having Children.

ttSuggested Activity No. 2

1. Ask your students to draw a picture of a man doihg what is
usually considered a women's job ahd a picture of a waien,
doing what is usually considered a man's job. /

2. Make sure that the students work independent and not show
their drawings to other students before everyone is finished
drawing. .

3. -0Have'thestudents share-their drawings. Tyie teacher needs to
be able to work with the student's reactions. Have the
students question each other what they drtew, and why.

4. You may want to'ask such questions as:

a. "Why are you laughing?" (laughter may be a reaction)

b. "Why has this job only been done by a man? a
woman?"
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Suggested Activity No. 3

1. Use the color
/ photographs (from AMERICANS AS INDIVIDUALS lesson)

These pictures show men and women in different work, home, and

social Settings.

2. Form small discussion groups. These groups can be formed.in

a variety of ways: all men, all women, marriea, single, etc.

'3. -Give each...group a set of photographs- Ask'each group to deppribe

what they see or think is happening in the photograph. Witilin

the group have students list three or four questions that they

may have abOut the_Thotograph:A.e.) Are women in the USA

sometimes men's bosses?" or, "Do white and black people work

together?"

4. Wh4n using this ac,ivity it is.important for the teacher to
remember to facilitate'the discussion in such a way that the

men'in the class'do not feel excluded. Their reactions,
feelings,'and concerns are important for the class to co9sider.

5. These activity ma ". get students to ask new questions about the

.roles of American women.

Suggested,Activity No. 4

1. The following list of questions cran be used for either cultural

comparisons and contrasts or for an open group discussion.
Some of the questions are opened-ended, some are closed. Some

refer to critical incidents.

2. If you choose the discussion approach, make sure your questions
in beginning of the discussion are of a general nature. Don.'t

ask specific questions too soon. Slowly, as the,students

take hold of the discussion, you can ask more specific questions

geared particularly for women.

3. ,Always include the men students by askin& them for their

jeelings and reactions.

Suggested list of questiog (add any other questions that you feel

would be appropriate for your class.).

1. ,In your cOuntry Who receives more education?, men or women?

2. Who receive higher pay for work?

3. What jobs are available for men and women?

4. Have you ever worked for a woman boss or supervisor?
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5. Can men and women choose their own partners?

6. Can a women (married, single) have her own business?

7. Can a woman (married, single) own property in her own name?

8. Do.women receive maternity leave (for delivering baby) from
their employer in your country?

9. Is it easy for a mother to get a job?

10. What is the average age fot marriage (for men/women)?

11. How would you (a man) feel if your sister, wife, or older
daughter got a job before you did?

12. As a result of what you have learned about the roles of
American women, do you think there will be changes in your
life-stYles or families? What might those changes be?
(For this question you might want the students to discuss
possibilities or alternatives.)
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the,information in the lesson " Women in America: Life-

Style Choices and Opportunities

OBJECTIVES OP'-THE' LESSON:

1, Students can compare/contrast role Of women in America
and Vietnam.

2. Students can describe opportunities available to women
in America.

UNIT I

Objective: Students can describe opportunities available to
women in education ane erriployment.

, A. Women in America have access to higher education.

1. Everyone must attend school unt/l the age of sixteen.

a. Many women continue their studies through the
university level. -

2. As a result, it is not uncommon to find women in fields
traditionally thought of as being for men.

a. Some,examples are doctors, lawyers, government and
business.

B. Women have.access t6 careers traditionally thought of ai-
being for men.

I. A large portion of the female population is employed in
a steady job outside thelhome.

a. One/reason for this ia-economic necessity.

1. The cost of living in the US is high and one
income per household is often not enough.

b. Another reason is women feel they also have the right
t&develop a career.
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C. Women also have access to self-employment opportunities.

1. Many suCcessful women in the U.S. havg., started a
business on their own.

a. As a result, a man might find tliat his direct super-
visor or boss on a job is a woman.

2. Again, Elle fields of business that women work are
traditionally thought of as being for men.

a. Examples are architectual design, import/export,
food management, etc.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

TRUE/FALSE TEST

Directions: Use this test orally before you start lecture.the
material for this lesson.

1. WoMen can vote in America. (T).

2. A woman can not sell property without her husband's
permission. (F).

3. If a husband leaves his wife, she can force him to pay
her support. (T).

4. If a husband leaves his wife, his family can keep the
children.

5. There are no women lawyers in America. (F).

6. Unless a woman is married she must live with her
parents. (F).

7. If a woman goes to a party alone, people will think she
has a bad character. (F).

8. If a woman is not satisfied with her Marriage, she can file
for a divorce. (T).

9. In America, only men have to pay income tax . (F).

10. It is against the law for a husband to beat his wife, and
if he does he could be sent to jail. (T).

11. Single women with jobs can adopt a child. (T).

12. If A man and woman go out for a date or to dinner the
man must pay for everything. (F).

* Materials needed: Visuals of women working in America,
especially in roles usually thought of as
for men.
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_

Break the students into groups and give each group a few
visuals. Have them discuss what type of jobs women should
hold. Ask them to also discuss what jobs, if any; they
were surprised to see women holding.

After reporting the answers to the above questions, ask the
students to discuss how they would feel if their boss was female.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can describe the legal status of women
in America.

A. Under American law, women are considered equal to men.

1. In theory this Means that women have the same oppor-
tunities as men in employIent, education, etc.

2. Criteria should be solely on ability, qualifications
and skills.

a. Sex, race and religion should not-be a factor.

3. Even though these are the laws and the beliefs of many
people, they are not always practical.

B. Women are free to choose their own marriage partner.

1. If a woman is not satisfied with her marriage, she,can
file for divorce.

2. If a husband should abandon his wife and children,
she can force him to pay support for his family through
the courts.

3. If a husband should beat his wife or children, he will
face legal trouble and can be put in jail.

C. Women also have many other legal rights.

1. They can open checking and savings accounts in their
own name.

2. They can buy and sell property.

3. They must file tax returns should they have a paying job.

4. They are entitled to vote for their elected representatives,
both at the national and local level.
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:TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Materiali needed: Help wanted ads from the Hong Kbng papers
and some from the States.

Compare the help wanted ads from Hong Kong papers and those
from the States in regards to their impact on women.

For example:

HONG KONG U.S.

FEMALE TYPIST, AGE 20-25,
MUST BE ATTRACTIVE, GOOD
PERSONALITY, NICE DRESSER,
CALL 662081.

TYPIST, 80 W.P.M. ABLE
TO DO ACCURATE WORK,
SOME OVERTIME REQUIRED.
CALL 261-7599 ASK FOR
MS. JONES.

What we want the students to see is that it is illegal to
advertise a job for men or women only. (Also you can not
advertise a job for a certain age group either.)

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can describe the role of women in the family
and social situations.

A. A woman's role in the family is greatly affected by both her
employment status and legal rights.

1. Husbands and wives are viewed by sone as equal partners
in marriage.

a. A woman is not necessarily expected to be submissive,
but rather to balance her independence with her
family commitments.

2. In a household where both the husband and wife work, it
is not uncommon to find them sharing the cooking,
cleaning and shopping chores.

3. Parents in America are legally responsible to provide
basic care for their children.

a. This often means that both parents provide financial
support to the fanny.

B. Today, there are many single parent families in the U.S.

1. It.is not uncomnon'for a woman to live alone in a household.

2. Many women have thosen to raise their children on their
own.
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C. Since many women choose to be independent, it is not usual
to find them socializing with friends or in mixed groups.

1. Women will go to social gatherings by themselves.

2. They do not need to have a "date" or a chaperon.

D. An invitation to 'someone's house for dinner usually means
both the husband and wife are invited.

1. A man should not leave his wife at home-unless the host
specifies that he is inviting the man only.

E. If a married couple should hold a dinner in their home, the
woman would share the meal with all the guests and help her
husband entertain the visitors.

TECHING METHODOLOGY

UNIT 3: ROLE PLAY

1. Man and woman on a date. When the bill comes the woman
tries to pay for it, but the man feels he should pay
for it.

2. Wife and husband discussing the sharing of housework and
childcare since they are both working.

3. Wife would like to go out to work because the husband's
income is not enough to support the family, but the
husband objects because it is a loss of face.
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Living in a Multi-Ethnic Sodiety

Purpose: Help the student identify cultural support groups.

A. Relationships Among Ethnic Groups

B. Mutual Assistance Associations and Other Support Organizations

1. The creation of such groups

2. The purposes of such groups

3. Participation in such groups
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation Of

the information in the lesapn " Living in a Multi-Ethnic

Society

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON.

1. Students can demonstrate realistic expectations toward being a
minority in the U.S.

2; Students can identify the variqus cultural support groups
available in America.

UNIT 1

Conduct a discussion on the nature of prejudice.

A. Begin the discussion of prejudice by explaining that most
people have some types of prejudice. It is difficult to explain
how prejudice arises, but it does exist everywhere in the world.

B. Break the students into groups. Have each group discuss the
following questions:

1. What prejudices do the students have towards Americans?
What traits do they find particularly troublesome? (Such
as directness, preoccupation wIth time, attitudes toward
women, etc.)

2. Why do they have these prejudices? What do they think is
the base of prejudice in general? (Is it often a lack of
communication between partidular groups?)

3. What prejudices do students expect to face upon arrival in
the U.S.?

4. Is there, any particular ethnic group with which they might
,feel uncomfortable? If so, why?

C. Have the group leaders report back some of their answers.
Write the most common ones on the blackboard. Could most of
them be eliminated by the establishment of good communication
and understanding between the groups involved?

531) ,
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UNIT 2

Briefly review the historical background of immigration to America
from Lesson 4- "AMERICA AS A LAND OF IMMIGRANTS". Stress the fact
that the various ethnic groups found themselves in the position of
a minority upon arrical in the U.S. Explain how each group worked
hard to integrate themselves into American society. There was no
group which found the,adjustment easy.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can demonstrate realistic expectations towar&
,being a minority in the U.S.

A. When the students arrive in the U.S., they will be in the
mindrity.

1. Some people will be receptive to them and help them.

2. Others will resent their presence in America and offer
no assistance.

B. There are some reasons why former refugees have encountered
hostility in the past.

1. They are vie,qed as a priviledged minority.

a. Refugees are entitled to special priviledges their
first few years in America.

b. This special treatment is often resented by others,
including minority groups who have lived in America
all their lives.

,

2. Many refugees have been successful. Through hard work,
dedication and the pooling of family resources they have
been able to build a,good life.
- -Some people resent this success because they haven't
been able to attain it themselves.

3. A general lack of understanding between refugees and
Americans has often caused problems.
- -It is important to try and understand others as well as

helping others understand you.

C. Areas of discrimination.

1. Housingt-refugees going to urban areas araoften put in
housing Units with other minority groups,

a. Even tough refugees might want to live in a completely
Asian cOmmunity, they often won't have the option.

b. The best 'rule to follow is to be tolerant and respect-
ful to otbers; hopefully they.will treat you in the.
same manner,,

531
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2. Employment--In theory, no one in America should be denied a
job because of ethnic background.

a. If someone feels they were denied a job because of ethnic
background, or that they are being treated unfairly by
an employer or supervisor, they should not be afraid to
seek help.

b. There are special.legal aid societies to help people with
'these problems.

3. Religion--People are allowed to practice whatever religion
they choose in America.

--Success in the U.S. does not depend on the acceptance of
American religious values.

4. Sex--In theory, women have the same legal rights as men.

a. A woman should not be denied a job because of her sex,
provided she is qualified for the job.

b. Women have the same legal rights as men--as voting,
filing for divorce and owning property.

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can identify the various mutual assistance
associations available in America.

A. Since 1975, more than 500 self-help groups have been-created
within the Indochinese refugee community. (They are called
mutual assistance associations-)

1. Fraternal-and religious groups--are necessary for the success-
ful social adjustment of refugees. They provide valuable
emotional and cultural support.

2. Professional, service-oriented organizations--their aim is
torun service programs for refugees.

B. The various Mutual Assistance Associations can provide,some of
the following services.

1; Social and resettlement services--as ESL, employment
counseling, legal assistance, etc.

2. Cultural support services whiCh focus on preservingithe
refugees native culture.

3. Emotional anfl religious support.

4. Professional service6 wich include professional training
fot employment.

NOTE: Teachers should refer students to the MAA handout in the
student workbook.

332
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'Combined Teaching methodologies For Units 3 & 4

Scene i

Have the folldWing dialogue acted out in.the class:

A) Joe is a black American living in an apartment.

B) Nguyen Ngoc Vinh is moying Dito the saiiie apartment.building.

(`

Joe is outside watching Vinh and his family moving in. Vinh's
sponsor starts unloading furniture for Vinh's apartment. Joe
seeing this says, "Hex, why don't.I get free furniture also?"

Ill

(Note: This situation.highlights the issue of refugee bipng viewed
as a "priviledged minority.")

Scene 2

You have just moved into an apartment buil4ring. Your family is
the only Asian family. Your six year old son is bieng "picked on"
by your neighbor's kids.

How might you handle this situation?

.(Note: Stress the importance of communication, example: such as
inviting your neighbors over, talking directly with the kids'
parents, etc.)

Scene 3

SHARE THIS STORY

John (a Chinese Q.0."teacher) made an appointment to look at an
apartment. After telephoning, John shows up to see the apartment.
The landlady tells-John the apartment is already rented. Though
John knows that the apartment has not been rented. As a minority
(Chinese) he was discriminated against.

How might you deal with this situation?
What if the same kind of discrimination happened with a job inter-
view?
You have a job interview appointment and when you show up you are
told the job is filled. (Follow up on this situation with a dis-
cussion of how support gymups such as legal aid, MAA's, VOLAG's,
etc. could help in these situations.)

FINAL COMMENTS

A. All students should be prepared for different types of pre-
judice in the U.S. If someone encounters hostility, it is

5 3 3 ./5
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important to remember that this often results from a lack of
understanding and explain the reasons'for.your actions and the

_actions of others.
a

B. If you and your family are ever provoked dr ehreatened, it is
best to avoid a violent confrontation. Remember, you are legally
responsible for all your acfioni toward others. .

C. If you ever feel that you've been a victii'of racial prejudice
(as in housing, employment), you can seek help through your 0

sponsor, legal aide society, or a Mutual Assistapde Association.

cc

4.)
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LIFESTYLES

Family Structures

Puipose: Introduce the student to types of family structures- in
America and their possible implications.

A. Varieties of Families

1. Extended families

2. Nuclear families

3. Single-parent families

0

B. Issues Relating to Employment

1. Women as wage earners

2. Primary wage earner not being the 'traditional head of family

C. Issues Relating to the Home

1. Sharing responsibilities

a. Child rearing ,

b. Other responsibilities (such as shopping, housework)

\

\D. Issues Relating to Cultural Preservation

1. Language

2. Rellgion

,3. Custobs (such as traditional dance, folk art, music)
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 33 - " Family Structures
4

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Activity: Comparing family structures

Objective: 'Learners can list their reactions to several examples
of American family structure.

Preparation: Teachers should provide students with visual,aids
that can be used to represent family structure.
These can be drawing materials, flexiflan puppets,
or whatever you'choose. In your training group,

' decide on an appropriate way to present the situa-
tions in part II. Can they be role played? How?
Can you use pictures? What sort of pictures? What
other ways can you think of?
Finally, you will need sets of serialized posters
for part III.

Procedure: Part I--Comparing family structures

Usini\ visual ;..Ids, learners should describe typical family
structureS as they knoTg chem in their own country. Encourage
the learners to include the following details, and any others
you think appropriate:,

a .\

1

b.. \Where/do all tne
14he plame house?

How many members are in a typical family? What is
the relationship among them?

members of the family live? In
How are the sleeping areas used?

a son gets married? Does the
family?
a daughter gets married?

c. 1.7hat/ happens lahen

new, wife join the
What happens when

d.

e.

f.

What is the role of the older people in the family?
DO,the older people need special care? Who takes
responsibility for this?

Who brings money into the family? Do women take
johs outside the house? Why or why not?

Who does the housework? Who cleans, cooks, and washes?
Who fixes things that break? Who makes sure the children
behave properly? Does everyone help with the work?
Why or why not?

5 t-4
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g. Does the family practice religion together? Do
they go to a temple, church or religious place
together?

2. Find out what the learners know about American families. Ask
what they have heard from relatives in the USA. Encourage
learners to describe American families. Learners should use
their own words, according to their present understanding.
The teacher should use questions like questions a-g above.

3. The teacher, as a member of the learning group, may share
his/her own ideas about the structure of American families.
Use an American family you know, or one you have stayed with
as an example. Make it clear that there are many different
kinds of families in the USA. Not all are structured alike.

Procedure: Part II--Structures of American families: a few
examples,

Present the following situations as you preparpl them in your
training group. Lead discussions about each situation.

1. Beth is 19 years old. She is not ready to get married. She
wants to be independent, to learn to get along by herself.

\ She has found a job at the local supermarket. With a friend,
she will get her own apartment. She will not live with her
parents. Beth's parents think she is old enough to leave
the house and support herself. Beth will visit them often,
and they can talk on the,telephone whenever they want.

a. Do you agree with, Beth's parents? Is she old
enoughT

b. How do you feel abs* young men and women who want
to be i-dependent and support themselves? Why do
you think young men an women oftne choose to live
away from their parents?

c. How would you feel if you w re Beth's parents?
\,

2. 'Mack and.his wife both work. Today Mack'Is home early and
his wife ,qorks late. Mack fixed dinner for the children,
washes some clothes, sweeps the kitchen, and cleans the
bathroom. Mack thinks it is important to help with the
housework, because his wife has a job too, and she works
as hard as he does. Mack does not think of housework as
women's work.

5 3 '/
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a. Do you agree with Mack? Is it good for men to
help with the housework?

b. When Mack's wife comes home and sees the house
looking neat and clean, what do you think she
will say?

c. Can the young boys and girls also help with the
housework? In what ways?

3. Emma and George are retired. They live alone in a small
apartment. Next week, George will be 68 years old. He
and Emna get a check every month from social security.
Both he and Emma worked for more than 40 years, so they
also get money from a company retirement fund. Emma and
George have three grown children who are married. Two
live in other cities. One lives in the same city, but
not in the same neighborhood. Emma and George see their
grown children a few times a year; the whole family joins
to together at Christmas. Emma and George think, "Life
is hard, but life is gooth"

a. Why do you think Emma and George say, "Life is
hard, but life is gooa"?

b. If you were in this situation, how would you feel?

4. Layla is divorced. Her two children live with her. One
is 3 years old and the other is 9. Layla has a good job
which pays well. During the day, she sends the youngest
child to a day-care center. She pays for this service.
The older child goes to a public school most of the day,
then stays with a neighbor for a short while, until Layla
gets back from work. The children's fatehr lives in another
city. The children stay with him one weekend each month.
Layla is confident she can raise her children properly.
She does not want to marry agian now. She can do it alone,
she feels.

a. What sort of person is Layla? How do you feel
about her?

b. Layla thinks it is important to succeed alone,
independent of other people. Are there some
situations when you feel this way?

5 Ann and John have been happily married for 6 years. They
just had their second child, a boy named Gregory. Ann and
John think two children is enough. They will plan the
future so,that the chances of having another child are low.
Ann and John think it is easier for them and better for the
children if the family is small.

5,` d
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a Some Americans Choose to have many child,ren. Why
do you think Ann and John prefer a smalar'family?

.e
b. Choices about the size of families will pe\discussed

in another lesson. What more would youilie to
learn about this?

Procedure: Part III--Serialized posters

1. Divide the learners into groups. Give each grdUp,a.set of
four posters. Ask the learners to look at the pictUres and
make up a story based on the pictures. They will teal thel.r

story to the other groups. The learners may arrange the
pictures in any order they choose, according to the' story \

they wish to tell.

2. All groups should tell their story to the other Members of
the class. Learners should point to the pictures as they
tell the story.

3. Lead a discussion about the similarities and differences
amdhg the stories that have been presented. Consider the
parts of the stories that relate to family structures in
America, and the learners' reactions to them. Arrange
discussion questions to focus on these points.

53j
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The following-suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong_Kong

This material was developed for Use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Family Structures

Objectives of the Lessons:

1. Students can compare/contrast American and Vietnamese family
structures.

2. Students can demonstrate an understanding of the issues relating
to changing family roles in America.

UNIT 1

Objective: ,Students can compare/contrast the basic family units in
America and Vietnam.

A. Nuclear family.

1. Usually made up of the father, mother and children.

a. Children who reach the age of 18 or marry usually live
away from their parents.

b. They may only get together for special occasions such as
Christmas, weddings, birthdays, etc.

c. Grandparents and other relatives usually live apart.

2. Older relatives often live apart from their children, although
this is not always the case.

a. Some live in retirement homes or special apartments for
senior citizens.

b. Children are often encouraged to be independent by their
elder relatives.

B. Extended Family.

1. This type of family not only includes the parents and children,
but also the grandparents, married children, aunts, uncles
,and other relatives.

a. They may all live in the same hougehold or in close
proximity of each other.

540 ,/2
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2. Older relatives usually do not live apart from their children.

--They need not go to retirement homes or special apartments
for senior citizens.

Teaching Methodology

A. Conduct a discussion on the types of family structures which exist
ip Vietnam. You might use some of the following questions as a
guide.

1. How many people are in a traditional family? How many are in
a modern-urban family? If there are differences, what might
be some of the reasons?

2. What is the relationship between the family members? Do they
all live in the same household? If not, where do they live?

3. What would happen if a son or daughter got married? Would the
married couple join the husband's or wife's family? Would the
couple move away?

4. How do the older people fit into the family structure? Do
they stay with their children? Do they need special care from
outside the home?

B. Conduct a discussion on the various types of family structures in
the U.S.A. It is important to first find out what the students know
about American families. Ask them what they have heard from friends
and relatives in letters from the U.S.A.?

After gathering information on what the students know already, then
conduct an open discussion using the same questions under Section A.

NOTE: Remember, regardless of the nationality of the teacher, you
should try and relate your own family experience both at home
and abroad in the discussion.

UNIT 2,

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of employment isaues
relating to changing family roles.

A. The primary wage earner in the U.S. is not necessarily the tradi-
tional head of family.

1. Because of increased employment opportunities for women, they
can often be the primary wage earner in a family.

2. The high cost of living in the U.S. has often forced both the
husband and wife to seek employment.
--Thia sometimes results in both the husband and wife sharing

the financial responsibilities equally.

5,11 .13
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B. If both parents are employed, it seems natural that both should
share the responsibilities within the home.

1. OTten both the husband and wife will sharo- the cooking,
cleaning and shopping duties.

2. Also, if the couple have children, they will also share the
child rearing responsibilities.

Teaching Methodology

1110

A. Conduct a discussion on changing family roles and employment
issues. You might use some of the following questions to generate
discussion.

1. Who brings the money home for the family? If both parents
40, who brings home the most? Is it acceptable for women
to seek employment outside of the home?

2. Who does the bulk of the honsework? Who takes care of the
children? If both parents work, who do they have take care
of the children?

3. What does the family do socially as a group? Do they relax
together? Do they practice a particular religion together?
What, if any, keeps the family unit together and. cohesive?

In your discussion with the students, make sure you Make clear
some of the changing patterns in the American family.'., Use the
Unit 2 outline as a guide. Ask them.how these changes might
affect their own family life in America. Do they see any problems
arising?

Teaching Methodology: Review of Lesson 33

Case History 1

Jim and Sue are married. They have 2 children. Jim works as an
electrical engineer and makes a fairly good salary. But, even with
the money he brings home, it is not enough to support his whole
family. So his wife Sue gets a job. With their combined incomes,
they are able to live comfortably.

Questions for discussion:

1. Who will take care of the household duties? Who will'do the
shopping? Who will pay the bills?

2. Who might watch the children while the parents are working?

Case History 2

Mary is 18 years old. Since she turned 18, she has been planning
to leave home and find an apartmen't on her own. As soon as ihe
finds a,job that pays enough, she will move out. Her parents feel
this is okay as long as Miry is able tp support herself and live
comfortably. )

./4\
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Questions for discussion.

1. Why does Mary want to live on her own? Is it because she dislikes
her parents? Could it be that she wants to be independent of her
parents?

2. How do Mary's parents feel about her leaving? Do they think it
is acceptable for her to do it? Why do Mary's parents feel she
is leaving?

Case History 3

John and Lois have retired from work now for ten years. They are
both 75 years old. Both of them have become physically ill and are
unable to take care of themselves. They have decided to move into
an apartment for senior citizens. All their children readily approve.

Questions for discussion:
41

1. Why did John and Lois decide to maye.into an apartment building
for senior citizens? Why didn't they move in with one of their
children?

Why did their children not ask to take care of them? Were John
and Lois surprised they did not?

5 3
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Parent-Child Relationships

Purpose: Examihe parent-child relationships In America.

A. Parent's Responsibilities

1. Enrollment and attendance of children in school

2. Inoculations

3. Children left unattended (e.g. without a responsible
adult) and the possible consequences.

B. Implications of Adapting to a New Culture

1. Children as teachers of parents

a. Their facility for English language learning and use

b. Their opportunities for increased social interaction

1. In school (including dating)

2. Through extra-curricular activities

3. Through community youth programs

2. Peer pressure among youth to conform

a. Reflected in_theit physical appearance

b. Reflected inotheir attitudes

3. Attitudes toward the elderly (including possible role changes)

,a. The elder as an advisor

b. The child as the Provider of financial security
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Parent-Child Relationships

Purpose: Examine parent-child relationships in a new culture.

A. PARENT'S RESPONSIBILITIES

ACTIVITY - In 5-6 small groups , have the students pick a recorder_,..:__
and list what were parents' responsibilities towards
their children in . On the other half of the
paper ask the students to write what will their
responsibilities be for their children in the United
States. Mention Education and Child care practices.
Write the combined lists on the blackboard. Add these
points if the students did not mention them.

EDLTATION

1. Enrollment in school.

21 InnocUlations for school (Immunization),

CHILD CARE

1. Leaving children 'unattended (talk about consequences).

B. IMPLICATIONS OF ADAPTING TO A NEW CULTURE

Ask students how they think their children will change in the
UnAed States?

Will they dkess,and act like Americans?

Will theY want to date?

Will they learn English and American culture faster?

How will,these changes affeCt their attitudes towards their parents? .

51,5
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MINH'S STORY

Minh arrived in the United States in 1977 with his father,
mother and his brother and sisters. Minh was 11 years old when he
arrived.

Minh enrolled in the local school, where he learned to speak
English well in a very short time. He also had very many American
friends. Minh would translate for his parents, help them with writing
checks to pay the bills and help them with the many different customs
in the United States.

This year Minh started to dress and act like his American friends.
He told his parents he wanted to begin dating like his' American friends.
His parents said no because he was too yonng. Minh became very angry
and refused to translate for his parents anymore. His parents becaniV
angry, too! Minh began to act more and more'Rke Americans. .He seRmed
ashamed that he was (insert nationality). When Minh's father would
tell him how he should behave or try to correct him, Mihn would say:
"You don't know the ways of this country, so yau cannot tell me what
to do".

Minh's parents went to visit refugee friends who had been in
the United States since 1975. They asked their friends what they should
to make Minh obey the old ways ire"

Their friends told them that they had similar problems with their
son. THely had learned there are 3 ways for children and parents to act
in the United States. The traditional way - parents and/or their children
act the same way they did in their native country.

The American way - parents and/or their children try to forget
the past and do everything like Americans.

The Middle way parents and/or their children Choose a way o
life that combines the customs of America and the native:country.

Eventually, Mihn and hig-parents came to an agreeMant about the
ways to live in the U.S. Minh became proud of his culture an4 his
parents learned more about the U.S.

Which of these 3 ways was Minh's parentt acting?

If.Mihn Ind his family are going to live in harmony which of
these 3 ways should they choose?

. In the United States will the parents always know more than
the children?

Oan'children teach their parents in the United States?

* Change to a name which is appropriate for your student group.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for'use in the presentation of

the iriformation in the lesson " Parent-Child.Relation-

ships

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge of par,- its responsi-
bilities toward children in the U.S.

A. Who is responsible? In the U.S., child cdre is considered a joint
responsibilitwfboth parents. Mothers and fathers are held
legally responsible for the welfare of their children.

1. Parents are responsible for enrolling their children in s6hool .

and seeing that their children attend school.
Attending school is mandatory until the age of 16 for children.
If die parents fail to keep this responsibility, they can tnd
up in serious trouble with the local authorities.

2. Innoculations against diseases (ex. DPT-diptheira, tetanus,
M.M.R.-Measles, Mumps, Rubella) will be required for children
before they can enter school. Parents are also responsible
for providlhg for their Children's medical care.

3. It is considered unwise to leave a child,milltended either in
your home or In public areas. The-re should al)ways be a
responsible, mature person to look after children (ex. Dp not
leave 2-4 year old children unattended for a ay, or attended
only be their 9 year old sister).

a. If ,ft is discovered that you leave your 4hildren alone
for long periods of time, you can be sued by the
government,for negligence. In extreme c ses of this kind,

.children have been taken away from thei parents.and
placed in public homes.

b. In urban areas especially, children lef unattended are
exposed to the dangers of heavy traffic and also individuals
who might want to harm them.

Teaching Methodologies

UNIT 1: For all levels

Materials needed: Pictures cues for examples: sFhool classroom,
doctor giving an innoculation, a child alone in a

NI
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house or using a key to open the door to his/her home.

before presenting information aJk the fqllowing questions:
#

1. 'Who-in thek class has children? '

2. .Who in,the'class plans to have chirdren?

3. What' are the responsibilitieof parents toward children in
Vietnam?

4. What are ihe laws regarding these responsibilities?

- b. What can happen if the parents are irresponsible?

V.

4. Do parents now living in the Transit.Centers have new or
different responsibilities towards their chil,dren?

5. Lo pit' think parents will have new or differnt responsibilities
in the U.s.?

(You might.use pictures to cue students.)

(If students give a good list fill in the gapa: If the list has
'many missing items, lecture with the use of picture cues and
pantomime.)

UNIT 2 -

Objective: Students can demonstrate knowledge about the implications
of adapting, to a new culture.

A. Children as teachers of parents.Children, due to their young age,
often adapt to a new language and new culture quickly.

1. Due to their ability to adapt and'to learn English quickly,
Children often beCome interpreters for their parents and even
assist the parents in the language learning process.

(A word of caution - The role of interpreter can be see), an one
of helping communication and translating not decison making.)

2. Children have opportunities for increased social interaction
e. they are outside the family'for long periods of time.

a. In school.

. b. Extra curricular.act6ities.

c. Throggil community Youth programs.
--Most American children participate invorganized group

activities, i.e. YMCA, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, etc.

B. Children usually experience peer pressure to conform.

.1.. This is usually reflected in their physical appearance.

Example: Dieseidg the same, like Blue Jeans and T-shirts.
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2. Also, the desire for conformity is reflected in their activities.

Example: The use of slang that only young people understand.

C. Children have various attitudes toward their elders in the. U.S.

I. These attitudes change with regard to children's age and
experience.

a. Elders can be perceived by children as advisors or authori-
tariads, or a mixture of both.

b. Children in America are taught to expect a reasonable
explanation rather than to accept without reason.
--Absolute authority is often questioned.

2. In the U.S., most children do not provide financial security
for their parents.

D. If problems and conflicts arise-between,parents and children,
some possible solutions are:

1. Seeking counseling from the following places:

a. M.A.A. staff, or counselors.

b. Refugee organizat n staff, or counselors.

2. Try to understand the pressures both parents and. children
are under in a new society.

3. Be sympathetic and caring to help each other adjust.

Teaching Methodologies

UNIT 2 - A: ROLE CLAY

Interpreter: Teenage child
A student : idult (mother or father of child)
Teacher : Landlord.

Situation : The parent has a question about a notice (in English)
from the landlord. The parent cannot read the notice.
The teenage child also does not understand the notice.
but\ is able to speak English well enough to communicate
with the landlord. The parent and child go to the land-
lord to try to get an explanation.

THE NOTICE
/*

The exterminator is available to visit your apartment on Tuesday or
Thursday morning from 8 A.M. to 10 A.M. Please notify the landlord
which day you prefer.

5 3
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L ndlord: (Speaking rapidly in English) The exterminator is
available to come only on Tuesday or Thursday morning
from 8 A.M. to 10 A.M. If you need him, it is necessa-
ry to make an appointment through me.

Teenager: What is an exterminator?

Landlord: A person who will check your apartment for insects.
He will then place poison around the apartment to
kill them. However, it is dangerous for/small children.

Teenager: (Turns to parenc in Vietnamese) The landlord wants to
kill the bugs.

Parent:. (looks confused)

Teenager: (speaking English to the landlord) Come on Thursday.

Thank you very much. Good bye.

(Teenager walks away with parent who still looks confused).

After the Role play: Have the interpreter read through the parts again,
say'ng everything in Vietnamese, making sure all the
stu ents understand.

Discussion:

1. Do you know what the notice was about?

2. Who chose which day the exterminator would come?

3. How do you think tl\he parent feels? ,

4. 'What could the parnt do to change the situation?

5. What could the .child,do to change the situation?

Conclusion:

Explain to students that\often children have a role as translator
and therefore sometimes make decisions. ,Try to lead a discussion
on the adaptation to a new\culture and how parents and children
need 'Touch sensitivity and 4derstanding to deal_with these changing
roles, with the family. \

UNIT 2 - A - 2: ROLE PLAY

Interpreter: Pareçit

\

Student : Chil
Teacher : 'American Guest

Squation: American is visitin \a, Vietnamese family in thier home.

./5
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arent: (In Vietnamese, very modestly) Oh, Mr./Mrs. Miss
thank you so much for coming to visit us.

Child: (In Vietnamese) Oh, Dad! Call him/her
(first name). You sound so old fashioned saying Mr./Mrs./
Miss.

(In English to American guest) My dad - he's real old
fashioned and his English is no good.

(Child acts embarrassed and obviously angry with his
parents).

American guest: (Stands quietly and looks confused).

III After the Role Play:

Have interpreter read through the parts again, saying everything
in Vietnamese, making sure all the students understand.

Discussion:

1. What happened?
2. What is the child's attitude towards the parent?
3. What could the child do to change the situation?
4. What could the parent do to change the situation?

Conclusion:

Children of all cultures go through a stage where they are
exasperated by their parents, but combined with culture shock,
these rifts-can be more damaging. Most American families have
gone through this at some point in their family history.

UNIT 2

B. Try to engage students in a discussion about peer presspre in
Vietnam and in the camps.

Example: 1. Are there certain kinds of clqthing that are really
popular now?

. Do you feel pressure to do certain things or to act
a certain way?

j. Does this need to confomr with your peers ever
conflict with your parent's wishes?

C. 1. What is the attitude of children toward their parents in
Vietnam?
--In Vietnam, if a ceegager had a problem with his teacher in

school, who would he go to for help and advise? In the U.S.?

./6
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Teacher: Parent
Student: 13 year ols child
(Interpreter translates the following)

Parent: You are not to go to that party! I forbid it!

Ask students: 1. What happened?
2. Is this a typical Vietnamese scene?

Parent: I do not what you to go to that party because the parents
will not be there and I don't think it's right, or safe
to be at a party where no adults are present. Also, the
parents are out of town so I cannot contact them to make
sure they have given permission for this party. While
you live with me I am responsible for you. and you should
respect my wishes and my advice.

Ask student: 1. What happened?
2. Is this a typical Vietnamese scene?
3. Do you think this is a typical American scene?

. 2. Ask older members of the class:

1. What do you feel are your children's responsibilities
towards you?

Ask younger studentq:

1. What are your parents' responsibilities to your grand-
parents?

2. What are your responsibilities to your parents?

Conclusion:

Try to talk about children in the U.S. and conflicts over financial
responsibilities. Stressing that they may see and.hear of treatment
of older people which is in conflictwith their own values and their
children may adopt some of these American values.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Parent-Child Relationships

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Objective: Learners can compare and contrast their attitudes with
examples of common American attitudes toward parent-child
relationships. Learners can identify possible points of
conflict.

Preparation: In your training group, study the content in the outline
or this lesson. Discuss effective ways to present the
content. Decide what visual aids would be useful.° You
will need four sets of serialized posters for activity 5.
Decide which of the avtivities will be appropriate for
your learning group. Are there other activities you can
thingk of? How will they help the learners meet the
objective? Share your ideas with the group.

Suggested activities: Select and adapt according to the needs of your
learning group.

1. Present the content as suggested by your training group.

2. Present the list "American Attitudes about Children and Parents--
Some Examples." Ask groups of students to make similar lists of
their own attitudes and ideas about parents and children. Compare
the two lists:

a. What are the similarities? What are the differences?

.b. What are ssues of possible conflict? How can you avoid
conflict?

c. Do you think it will be easy to adjust to American attitudes
about children? Why or why not?

3. In your training group, design some role plays or stories about
children, parents, and teenagers in America. These should be
cross-cultural incidents based on real or possible conflict.
Dramatize or present these cross-cultural incidents in a way
that will start discussion. Include discussion of the probable
consequedces of various actions. follow each presentation with
questions like these:

5 3
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a. Is there a problem here? What is the problem?

b. What are the attitudes of the people in the story?

c. Who in the story do you think would benefit by a change in
attitude?

d. What advice would you give the people in this story?

Here are some sample cross-cultural incidents to get your thingking
started:

a Leuh and Ua have gone to visit friends. Their two young
children are home alone. Among the things for them to play
with are some knives, matches, and cleaning fluid. The
sponsor arrives and finds the children alone. He is very
upset. He finds an interpreter, and goes to talk to Leuh
and Ua.

b Pun is on a public.bus in a large American city. Her
daughter Sal is now very much in need of them. Pun holds
little Sal in the aisle,'while Sal lets fly her cargo.
Some Americans on the bus begin shouting: "Get that kid
out of here!!"

c. The children at Araiwa's house are always playing in the
neighbor's yard. Sometimes they take things from around
the neighbor's house, and once they stepped on some flowers
in the garden. The neighbor is angry and calls the sponsor.
The sponsor is upset too. But Araiwa says this is not his
fault. His wife must be the one,to watch the children.
"Discipline for the children is women's work," he says.

d. Little Duanjai is 16 years old. She goes to a high school
near her home. Chuck, one of the students at the school,
is a football player. He thinks Duanjai is beautiful. One
day he talks to her after class and asks her to go to the
movies with him on Saturday. Duanjai says OK. But when
she gets home, her father says NO. There is an argument.

4. You or someone you know may have first gone to America as a
teenager. You or that person can speak to the class about how
the attitudes of a teenager might change in America, and why.
Perhaps you can think of some particular incidents. Encourage
teenage students to imagine what they Might have done in the
same situation.

5. Serialized posters

a. Divide the learners into groups. Give each group a set of 4
posters. Tell the learners to use the pictures to tell a
story they wish to tell.

.b. Ask each group to report.
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c. Discuss the attitudes suggested by each story. Point out
the similarities and differences between the attitudes of
the stories and American attitudes.

Evaluation
-

I. Ask closed-ended comprehension questions about the content of
the lesson. Record the results.

2. Set up a role play. Some students can act as sponsors. Others
can act as a newly-arrived refugee family. As the refugee
family asks questions, the sponsor group can explain American
ideas about raising children.

A. Parent's responsibilities

1. School

a. Make sure your children are enrolled in school. Your
sponsor or sponsoring agency will help you with this.

b. Make sure your children go to school according to schedule.

2. Innoculations

a. Public health regulations require that all children get
innoculations (shots) for protection against certain
diseases.

b. Your sponsor or sponsoring agency can advise you about public
health regulations in your area.

3. Watching the children

a. Young children, aged about 10 or less, should be watched
carefully. You should always know where they are, what
they are doing, and whom they are with. This is expected
in America.

b. If you go away to shop, work, or,visit friends, your young
children should not stay home alone.

C. Babysitters are friends, relatives, or older brothers or
sisters who "sit" with the baby while you are working or
doing something else.

1. It is sometimes customary to pay the babysitter.

2. A good babysitter knows how to use the telephone.

d. Another place to get care for the children while you work
is a day care center or child care center.

1. These centers are like schools for very young
children.

./4
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2. The-e are many good day care centers in America,

3. Your child can have fun and learn too at a day care
center-

4. While your child is at a day care center, you can
be earning money for the family.

5. Sometimes days care centers are free. Sometimes

you must pay. Find out what is available in your
community by asking the sponsoring agency or an MAA.

6. Some of the camps have day care service. This is a

good way to learn how a day care center works. Send

your child there while you study about American life
and Ainerican language. You will learn more, and
your child will have fun.

e. Consequences of leaving young children alone.

1. If young children are often left alone, or if
children get into trouble while the parents are away,
the parents may have big trouble with.the police.

2. There are laws protecting children. Americans'feel
that.it is good to have laws.like this.

3. In America, parents are expected to control and watch
their children. This is the responsibility of all
parents in Amerfca. Trouble for your children will
usually mean trouble for you too.

B. Implications of adapting to a new culture

1. Children who learn fast

a. Often children who go to America learn about American life
and American language faster than their parents.

b.c Some parents use children who learn fast to help them with
many things. Some parents get angry about this.

2. Changes as children get used to a new society

a. Teenage boys and girls begin to go places together at an
early age. This is called dating. Often, teenagers get
used to this quickly. Many times their parents do not
approve, and there are Conflicts.

b. Every school has activities that interest children and '

young adults. These activities take place after school
hours. Students who participate come home late. This

is difficult for some parents to accept. (Sports, drama,

dance, music...)

556
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c. The local MAA or youth center may have special activities
for children or teenagers. There are many opportunities

for children to meet Americans. Children usually learn

quickly.

3. Influence of American youth

a. Your children, especially teenage child en, will probably
imitate American fashions.

b. Your children may change their attitudes and ideas more
quickly than you, as they adjust to American culture.
This is sometimes hard for parents to accept.

4. Attitudes toward the elderly--how many Americans feel

a. After age 20 or so, young adults may still ask their
parents for advice. They may or may not follOw the
advice.

b. Many young adults do not feel it necessary to obey Dr
follow the advice of their parents. They want to think,
for themselves.

c. Young adults value the right to make their own decisions,

.
independent of their parents. This is part of their
feeling of freedom and independence, and self-reliance.

d. Some young adults help their parents financially, after
their parents are older. Many do not.

e. Social Security is responsible to give financial help
to older people. (After age 63-65, and.up)

C. Discipline--attitudes commonly found in America

Spanking or beating children

a. Most Americans feel this should be avoided, especially
in pulbic.

b. Americans read books or watch TV programs to learn
more about solving children's behavior problems.
Americans often use psychology, rather than a stick.

c. Beating children is illegal, if the child is injured
during the beating. Every year, a number of,mericans
go to jail or pay fines for beating their own children
or their wives. You must find some other way to disci-

. pline your children.

d. In many areas, it is illegal for a teacher to touch a
child. Teachers have payed fines, gone to jail, or lost
their licensesofor this.

./6
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e. You must have already guessed, Americans are very -

sensitive about beating children and women. If you
. beat your child or your wife, and someone finds out,

you can expect big trouble.

AMERICAN ATITUDES ABOUT CHILDREN AND PARENTS
Some Examples

After a child is 16 or 17 his/her behavior is set, for the most part.
There is not a lot parents can say after that. Not much that
parents say will change the behavior, after a child is 16 or 17.

Children should learn to be away from their parents some of the time.
Babied"shoula sleep away from their parents As soon as possible.
Parents should have some free time, away from the children. This
encourages independence and self-reliance, which are important
in America.

Children need to learn to think independently, and not depend on
their parents to tell them everything. Children should be given-

,
some responsibility, and asked to make some decisions for therOselves,
even at an early age. This, will help them to be successful in life.

It is better to praise a child for good behaliior than to punish him/
her for bad behavior.

It is never good to spank a child, especially in public. Parents who
spank or beat their children are those with a bad temper, or those
who are uneducated and cannot think of any better method for
raising children.

Children grow up at age 19 or 20. After that, they should move away
from their parents and support themselves, whether they plan to
marry or not. This is part of showing success and independence.

Children'are difficult to understand, especially teenage children.
The times are different than when parents were young themselves.
There have been many changes. Sometimes it is necessary to seek
advice from a teacher, minister, or child psychologist.

It is the quality, not the quantity, of the relationship that makes
love between parents and children. It is not necessary that mother
and child are together all the4time. It is necessary that the
relationship is loving when they are together.

REMEMBER: NOT ALL AMERICANS SHARE THESE ATTITUDES. These are some
examples of attitudes you may meet. How do you feel about
these. attitudes? Do you agree with them? .Are they
different from your ideas? Will,you be able to,accept
attitudes like these?

5 5
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SPONSORSHIP AND RESETTLEMENT

Oveview of the Resettlement Process

Purpose: Show thestudent the importance of cultural orientation.

A. Introduction to the Transit Process from Camp to New Home in America

B. Introduction to the First Few Weeks of Resettlement

1. Obtaining Social Security card

2. Meeting medical needs

3. Enrolling children in school

4. Finding housing

5. Finding a job

5 '1 J
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in- Thailand,

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 2 - Overview of the

Resettlement Process

*Save the Children Federation,(Empriment tin
International Living, and World-Education

Communication and Social Strategies--Lesson 3

Activity: Open-ended story with role-play

Objective: Given a sample story of a domestic resettlement problem,
the learners could identify the problem and,inventory
solutions.

P e oration: Prepare th'is story well with your teacher aide. Notice
that there are questions after each part'of the story.
These questions are of two types:

1. Closed-ended questions that ask for factual infor-
mation about the story. These measure 'Mlether

the learners are following..

2. Open-ended questions that are used to start
discussion. Take a, copy of You're on Your Way.

Procedure:

441 1. 'Review the story of Mr. Blue, Mrp. Pink, little Orange, the
daughter Green, Mr. Grey (the ,

refugee), and Peter and

Linda (the sponsors.) This story begins in Preparing for
TransitLesson 4. and continued in Preparing for,Transit--
Lesdon 8. Ask the learners what they remember about'each of
the c4facters.

2 Tell, this part of the story:
flnr. Blue, Mrs. Pink, little Orange, and daughter Green were
tired after the long trip to America. They put on the Winter

coats that Peter and Linda had brought for them. They smiled

a lot at éPeter and Linda, who tiled back. They said, "Hello',"

but they were too tired to say uch else in English. But

they did talk very quickly and excitedly to Mr. Grey, the
refdgee who had been living in Portland and who had come to
the airport with Peter and Linda. They told Grey about the
plane ride to America, and, of course, they asked him many
questions. After they gathered the luggage, they all

5.6 / 2
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got into Peter and Linda'si6ar. They went to Peter and
Linda's house for supper./ After that, Peter and Linda
took Mr,Blue and Mrs. Pink and their family to the new,t,

apartment."
-Ask, "What did Mr. Blue and Mrs. Pink say to theif sponsors./
Linda and Peter?"

Ask, "Do you remember how Peter and Linda had prepared the
apartment? What things did they put into the apartinent?
How much will the apartment cost? Who will pay?"

3. Tell this part of the story:
"During the next week, Linda and Peter took Mr. Blue and
Mrs. Pink to many places. Sometimes little Orange'and
daughier Green went along too, but sometimes a babysitter,
a friend 'of Linda and Peter, wduld watch the children at the
apartment while Mr. Blue and Mrs. Pink went out with Linda
and Peter. Linda and Peter took them to see the supermarket,
the shopping center, a nearby park, and to visit_ the homes
of other refugees. Most important, they went
to a government office, the social securely office, to
register for a social security number."

, Ask, "What places did Linda and Peter take Mr. plue and
Mrs. Pink?" Ask, "Did you notice that sometimes the children'
stayed home? Why did Linda and Peter want the c6ildren to
stay home some of the time? Ask, "Did you read' the book
You're on Your Way? What can you gemember about the social
securit7 number? There is a picture 'of a social security
card on page 33. Have ypu ever looked at this? (Show ti-e
learners the picture ,on Page.33)..

4. Tell this part of the story: .

"Later in the. week Linda and Peter took the whole family to
a nearby school where little Orange and daughter Green were%enrolled in regular p r mary school classes and special English-
classes, In the meanti e, Linda and Peter and many friemde
h4d been helping to look for jobs for Mr. Blue and Mrs. Pink.
At first, they were lucky. Mr. Blue was hired as a night-time
janitor in:a large office building where a friend from the
church was manager. Peter and Linda told Mr. Blue that he
should try to do well in this first job so that later he would
qualify for a better and higher-paying job. They said this
job was fine for a start. But Mt. Blue was not sure. He

.

had been a.farmer ih ,--so this job was not something
familiar to him. Soon after this, Mrs. Pink herself got a
job. She had been learning English quickly. She was hired
part-time at a nearby supertlarket."
Ask, "What will the children do during the day?"
Ask, "What kind of work will Mr. Blue do? Why is it important
that he do well at this job?"
Ask, "How do you think Mr. Blue feels about this job? -How
would you feel?"
Ask, Why do you think Mrs. Pink got a job tdo? What do you

"
'5 b ./3 ,
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,r think about this?"
Agk, "How Will it help the family if both Mr. Blue and
*s. Pink are working? .What are the advantages of this?
What are the disadvantage.

S. Tell this part oftthe story:
,

"Keeping an American apartment neat and clean can be a
big job. Because both Mr. Blue and Mrg,. Pink were working,
they shared'the work of house7cleaning. Daughter Gr9en was
learAing to help. Linda-and Petet\and their friends had
shown the family how to use the many products and utensils
that Athericans use to clean the house. 'Mr. Blue went to
work,An the evening. Mrs. Pink worked in the afeernoon.
The children went to schbol all day. Everzope helped to
keep the house clean. Because bdth Mr. BliiiNd Mrs. Pink
were working, soon there was enough money to,pay the rent,
buy the food: and .buy some extra things too. Three times '

r' a week, Mr. Blue and Mrs. Pink studied English. Everything
was going smoothly, Peter and Linde were happy, and Mr. Blue

- and his family were happy.
Ask, 'Who helped keep the apartment clean?"

' Ask, "What things did the family need to learn abOut,cleaning
an American house?"
Ask, "Why is it important to keep ap American house clean?"
Ask, "How did the family get enough money to pay the rent,
buy the food, and buy some extra things too?"

6. Tell this part of the story: 4
"After three months, though,"something went wrong: Mr. Blue
became irritated about somethini. Many people noticed that.

44.
something was wrCing, but no one knew the reason. Peter thought 10

it was because Mr. Blue had to work late in the evening. Linda
thought it was the low pay. A neighbor thought it was because_
Mis. Pink was doing diffezpts.hings now, working outside the

. house, earning money, and learning English quickly. Mr. Blue
was doing different things too, sharing with the housework.

_No one knew for sure what the problem ?Sas. But one day
Mr. Blue came back from work in a very,bad temper. He had
an argument with Mrs. Pink.. Very angryt,he hit her several
times, then he left the house,. Mrs. PintE, very upset, telephoned
Mrs. Grey, Mr. Zrey's wife. Mrs. Grey telephoned Peter and
Linda. Now everyone was upset."
Ask, "What doyou think caused Mr.Blue's bad temper?"

. Ask, "What is.the problem here?"
,Ask, "What do you think Mrs. Pink should. do?"
Ask, "What do you think Peter'and Linda will do?"
Ask, "What shoul0 Mr. Blue do?"

7. Now the learnerp should retell the story in their own.words.

8. Suppose Peter and Linda called for a-meeting to discuss
A

.14
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this_problem. They asked Mr. Blue, Mrs. Pink, Mr.and Mrs. Grey
to join for a discussion to find same solutions to this
problpm. Ask several groups of learners to role-play this
discussion. , When one group finishes a_presentation of this
role-play, let another group begin.

9. Follow the role-play with a discussion. Ask the following
questions and any others you think appropriate:

a. What was the problem?
b. What caused the problem?
c. How can a problem like this be avoided?
d.-BYTW- can a problem like this be solved?
e. Do you think many refugees have problems like this?

Why or why not?

./
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan_was_

The Consortium* Thailandsubmitted by in

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

.the information in Lesson 2 u 0verview of

the Resettlement Process

*Save the Children Federation, EXpelment in
International'Living, and World Education

7 Communication and Social SVategies--Lesson 4

Activity: Listing your needs.
41

Objective: Learners can list needs over several days and respond
when asked, u What do you need?"

Preparation: You will need newsprint and felt pens.

. Procedure:

1. Divide the learners into groups. Pass out newsprint and felt
pens. Set the first situation.
"Suppose some Americans will go to live in your village for
several days. You will not be there to help them. Before
they go to the village, they ask you, "What will we need?"
Make a'list for them of the things they will need. Use
pictures or wordS."
The teacher should help any learners who have trouble getting
started.

2. Ask each group to report. Each group should explain its
1.4st to the other groups.

3. Set the second situation:
"Suppose a friend will come to live in your house in the camp
for three days. However, you will not be in the camp. You
will be on your way to the USA. Your friend asks, "What will
I need to stay in your house for three days? Make a list
for your friend. Use pictures or words."

4. Ask each group to report.

5, Set the third situation:
"Suppost you yourself are going to live in an American home
for three days. Your sponsor must go to anoth/Trcity to visit
a sick friend. Your sponsor will not be there to help you.
Your sponsor says, I will go away now for threg days. What
will you need while I am gone?" Make a list for your sponsor.
Use pictures .or wordg."

./2
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The teacher should help anyone who is slow to begin.

6. Ask each group to report.

7. Set up a role play. Ask several learners to role play a
family who has been living in America only a short time.
Ask one or two other learners to lole play the sponsors.
The sponsors must go away for several days. They ask the'

lamily, "What will you need?"
The learners should role play this conversation.

8. Repeat the role play with Other groups.of learners.

9. Review the need lists.for the first, second,'and third
situations. Lead a discussion:

a. How are the lists different for village, camp, and USA?
b. In what ways are the-three lists similar?
c. What kind of needs are common to life whether in the

village, camp, or USA?
d. What needs are special to each situation?
e. When you go to America, what needs will you be able to

meet by yourself?-
f. What needs will require help fromother people? Who can

help with these needs?
g. Why is it important to be able to make your needs known.

to others?
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the preventation of

the information in the lesson " Overview of the Resettlement

Process

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON:

1. Students can give a brief description of the transit process
from camp to their new home-in the U.S.A.

2. Students can'list some of the initial steps in their
resettlement process.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can briefly describe some of the steps in
their transit proCess to the U.S.

A. Prior to their flight to the USA.

1.- ICEM tledical Check.

2. Packing belongings properly.

3. Make sure all documents are Collected properly.

B. Departure Day.

1. ICEM staff will take you to airport.

2. You will receive an ICEM bag at airport.

a. Very important documents enclosed - Do not lose them.

3. You will be assisted on the plane.

C. In-Flight.

1. Safety on an airplane.

a. No'smoking signs.

b. Emergency procedures.

c. Familiarity with signs.

2. Aircraft Structure.

a. Luggage storage (carry on)

4.

.12
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b. Lavatories.

c. Seats.

3. Flight Procedures.

a. In-flight meals.

b. Infant services.

c. Flight discomfort - remedies.

D. Arrival at Final Destination.

I. Sponsor will greet refugees at final aestination.

a. If sponsor is not there, use a telephone and call
sponsor from telephone, number.on sponsorship paper.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT I - A: The proper Amount of Luggage and How to Padk

Materials needed: One proper size flight bag.
Some plastic bags and boxesnot packed
tightly-

9
Directions: Show the students the proper size of the suitcases.)

and examples of how and what not to pack.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can describe relevance of C.O. Class to
initial resettlement needs.--

A. Cultural Orientation class relates to needs refugees
encounter in the U.S.

I. Previous problems refugees encountered have 'helped
formulate this course.

a. Problems in jch interview.

, a
b. Not paying one's rent on time.

B. Initial steps in the resettlement process.

I. Obtaining a social security card.

2. -Medical needs - T.B., Immunizations.

3. Education 'for adults and children.

4. Finding Housing.

5. Finding a job.

5S7
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NOTE To the Teachers: Teachers'should consistently relate
above points to items being taught
throughout course. Students should be
aware of the importance of this course.
It might be the only C.O. training

1 they'll get.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 1 + 2: OvervieW of the Reseetlement Process Slides.
:;.

Materials needed: Slides.

Directions: The slides have>been set up in lesson point
order, use them to introduce each topic andthen
allow for further discussion.

UNIT 2 B: Social Security Card.

Objective: Show the students what a social security card looks
like.

Materials needed: A poster size social security card in true
zolors and a poster size S.S. application
formzfilled out.

Directions: Allow the students to examine the social security
card and become familiar with the information the
application requires.

REVIEW FOR ENTIRE LESSON

* Objectives: To both introduce the material to be covered in the
lesson and to test for comprehension at the end of
class.

Directions: In the beginning of the class with the following
. questions or the blackboard in English - Chinese/

Vietnamese. At the mend of class call on students
to answer the questions orally.

1. Must you bring food with you for your plane trip to America?

2. How much luggage can you take with you?

What is a social security card? How can you get one?

4. Why is it necessary to get a medical check-up before and
After your trip to America?

5. Haw do you find a job in America?

6. Why is this cultural orientation course important?

k

5sd
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* Case Histories

Directions: After you read each case history, have the
students identify the problem and how it could
have been avoided.

s.

- 4-

Case 1. A. Situation.

A Vietnamese family gets to the airport with three
large suitcases per person, despite warnings qnly
to take one piece each. The attendant at diet
check-in counter charged them $600, in overweight
baggage fees.

.B. Interptretation.

Each person must only take one suitcase and one
flight bag on the plane. Leave unnecessary
articles here, don't bother taking ehem to the

. States.

Case 2. . A. Situation.

Two Vietnamese men rented an apartment together
when they first got to the States. Not knowing
how to pay-thé'bills arriving in the mail they
simply threw the notices out. Finally after 3
months their-electricity was turned off.

B. Interpretation.

Bills must be paid on tine or else the service might
be cancelled or a bad credit rating could result.
If you don't understand how to pay (or read) a bill
ask your sponsor immediately. We will discuss how
to read and pay bills later in this course. '

Case 3. A. Situation:.

The first time a Vietnamese wife went to the
supermarket, she found the food looked very different
from what she bought.in Vietnam. Instead of fresh
fish and vegetables, she found many canned and
frozen foods. Not understanding English, the woman
bought a few products and put them in the closet.

few days later, She attempted to cook the food but
found it had spoiled.

B. Interpretation. ft

Supermarket shopping in America will be very
different with what you are used to in Vietnam. In

this class you will learn how to buy and store food.

5S3
00'
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Overview of the Resettlement

Process

Purpose: To show the students the importance of the cultural orientation
program as it relates to the resettlement process.

Activity 1: Bfainstorming course content.

Materials needed: Course outline

Procedure:

I. Introduction

A. T_explains purpose and method of brainstorming

1. L's shoUld pick a fecorder for group.

2. RecorBer should record all L's ideas without judging
or editing them.

3. All L's should contibute at least one idea.

4. T states purpose: to get ideas of. what L's want to
. learn. "What do you want to know about your life in

the U.S.?"4

5. T asks L's to break into same 'groups as in previous
activity.

, 6. T asks L's to choose a recorder.

7. T requests that each group list at least 8 ideas, one
from each member of the group.

II. Brainstorming

1. T and Tr circulate, listen and assist information of groups.

2. T and Tr may give a few sample ideas to group members.if
no one is saying anything.

r

./2
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III. Feedback

T asks recorder of the group which won the previous game (see

Classroom Or4ntation) to read the brainstorm list. T announces

"Going 1st is your prize!"

2. T records list on board.

3. T'asks recorder of each group: (one at a time) to add any ideas

from their group which are not already on the board.

4. T adds any major content categories onto final student list,

referring to Course Outline. uvw

Activity 2: Picture exercise: refugee expectations.

Materials needed: Large pieces of paper for L'6 to draw on. Extra

large pieces of paper & marking pens for T. demonstration.

I. Introducction

A. T explains that we'll sometigies.express.ourselves in this course

with pictures because "one picture is worth a thousand words".

t explains that each student should draw three pictures of self:

1. "Myself in native country" (past)

2. "Myself in Galang" (present)

3. "Myself 0. the U.S." (future)

C. T folds own paper into three section and draws stick figures of

B1 and 2 above. For third picture T ,ilraws picture of self on

next trip tp TJP or Singapore, etc.

D. Tr draws pic4pre on paper of ctegories B1, 2 , 3, above.

E. Pictures that T & Tr draw should be plarined in advance. They

should be pictures that can be interpreted in at least two

different ways. /

F. T and Tr hand out paper and ask learners to draw their own

pictures.

II. Interpretation
A

A. T asks learners to stop drawing.
57A:

B. T shows his/her own picture tO Tr & class.
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C. T asks Tr to tell him/her what Tr sees in T's pictures.
T should ask Tr to simply say what he/she thinks is going
on, not ask T questions about pictures.

D. As Yr. talks, teacher:

1. Does not nod, smile or react-in any way. ,

.2. Does not answer questions. If asked, T says "What
do you think?"

E. After Tr interprets, T eiPlains what he/she really meant
by these pictures.

F. Now T interprets tranSlator's.pictures. This time T says
"I'm goineto bredk the rules? See if you can notice all
the things I do wrong".

G. T "interprets translator's pictures by:

1. Asking questions

2. Looking ?Or response ftom Tr

H. T contrasts the two ways of interpreting, pointing out that
it is very important not to break the rules for this exercise
to be effective.

I. T asks learners io interpret each other's pictures in
pairs:-

A. X interpret's Y's pictures

B. Y explains his/her own pictures

Y interprets X's pictpres
s

D. X explains his/hpr min pictures

J. Atter interpretation exercise T conducts discussion about:

0
10 Differences in different .peoples expecVations & backgrounds

2. What this method of interpretation reveals 'about each
person's values.

5'7.)
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7 The following suggeste&classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by' Pragmaeics in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the,lesson " OvervieW of the

Resettlement Process

e-

411 A. The transit process from camp to new home in the United States.

The process of moving from this camp to a place In th
United qtates has several steps. In this class hour, the pr cess
will be introduced: - that is, the students will be given a general
idea of what the process_includes. In later lessons, more details

will be givenoabout various steps in the progess. These steps
iribplude (1) what will-happen in camp before the student leaves;

T2) what will happen at the airport; (3) what will happen:on

arrival in the United States; (4) how fhe students will tr-avel

to their final destinations.

1. Prior to.the flight. Before leaving the,transit center
(where .the students will)go after leaving the heading center),
certain things will be checked. Then the stuaents will be taken
to the aftport. 'They will pg given:the papers'(i.e., tickets,
e;c:) decessary for the airplane trip to the United States. .

2. At the airport.. In preparatiOn for boarding thv airplane,
certain things age necessary at the airport. Among these.things,

the students will go through security checks and customs: They

will then board the airplane and fly io the United States. (Detalls

about ttie flight itself will be given in a lesson near the-end

pf this course.) ,

3. Arriving in the United' States. The students will arrive

in the United States either at Hamilton Air Force Base in California
or at some,othdr place, such as Seattle, Washiington. They must

go throdgh the innhigration process there. After collecting their
luggage, they must also go through the custams process.

4. Travel to the final.destination. Most students will
continue on to anothei place in the United States. In most cases,

the students-will have to continue their journeys, often by air.
'Those who continue their journeys by air may have.to stay.overnight
At the first point of,arrival, in which ,casa, they will be given

573 .12
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a place to stay for the night. Others. may contiRue their journeys
immediately, again often by :plane. Wherever the final destination
is, the student will most likely be met by someone--the sponsor, a v.

representative of a voluntary agency, etc. In the.unliRely event
that the student is not met by anyone, he ,will learn what to do in
order to gqt help.

B. The first few weeks of resettlement

'Iv During the.first few weeks that the student is in the United
States, there are\gertain,things that must be done. During this
class hour, these things w&ll be indicated id/a general way. During
later Class hours, these thingsand others--will be discusse&-in
greater detail. '

1. Finding_housing. The first thing the,student must do after
he arrives at his final destinatioA is to lind a'14ace to live. In
some caSes, aomeoneeithe4 the sponsor or someone elsewill pro-
bably have done something already concerning the,Olace to live. If

nothing has been done, the student must find a place.to live for
himself.. In a later class houk, the student will'be told how to
find a place to live..

/
2. Obtaining a social SeduYity card. The heit-th/fig the student

must do is to obtain a social security card. Everyone whOyorks in
00 the Unitetates mustbave a social security card. There are many

people who 'work illegally in the United States because the); do not
have a social security card. However, if the student wants to live
in,the United States as a law-abiding citizen, he must have one.
In a later lesson, bocfal security cards will be discussed in greater
detail.

-
3. Finding a job. After getting a social security card, the/

studentImustlind a job. In some eases, the sponsor may already/have
'made some,contacts about finding a job before the student gets to
the United States.' In most cases, probably,.the student will have
to.find a.job for hiself after he gets there. Again, in later
lessons, more will be explained,about getting a job in the United
,States. ,

,4. Enrolling children in sChool. Another important thing that
must be done very soon after the student has arrived in the United
States is tq enrol his child or children' in'school. In general,
children are-required by law to attend school from the ages six to
sixteen. Agaihi'more will be explained about the educationai system

/ in the United States in rater lessons.

5. Meeting medIcei heeds. The final important thing, in this
general overView oethe resettlement process, is the matter of meeting
medical needs. Health is, of course, very importaqt. A person-with
Aa-place%to live, with a job to do, and with children,enrolled in
-school Must be in good health. Several class hours-later-in this coUrse',
will be devoted to *health and -ipedical problem's..

.

574
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1.

et
SPONSORSHrP.AND RESETTLEMENT

RefujPe ant Spon:sor ExpegitatTons

o,

Purpose: Help the student develop realistic expectat-ions toward sponsors

or A; Expectati-ons SponsdA Commonly Hold

1. Range it1 quality of sponsorship

2.. Range in length of sponsorship

3. First iinpressipns: stereotyped peofile of a refugee

B. Expectatioos Refugees Commonly Hold
0

1. Quality of sponsprship

2. LengthOf spdnsorship

3. Letterr from klSA to camp: idel,Itifying common misunderstandings

C. Interpers4a1 Rerationsiiips between'Sponsors qnd Regwees

1. Communicating in a new language

'2.'Import.tince of cultural orientation as on-going learning experience

c.

r.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson ", Refugee and Sponsor

gxpectations

Ji I
OBJECIVES OF THE LESSON:

V't

.1. Sildents can describe expectations
toward sponsors:

. Stpflents can describe expectations
toward refugees.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can 14st some expectations refuge slhold
concerning quality and length of sponsorship.

refugees commonly hold

, sponsors comrponly; hold

A. Quality of sponsorships:-
,

1110-

1. Refugees think that money and other assistance will b'e
provided upto a yar.

2. Some believe all Sponsors will provide assistance in
housing and eliplo ment.

3. Some believe that
Rpl, and Cultural

money will be provided for future
rientation program.

4. See paper attachell.

B. LengOof Sponsorship.
/

1.
t

Many refugees1 rbelidve sponsorship will astup tol year.

TEACHIN6 METHODOLOGY ,.

UNIT 1:i Slides of Refugees and Sponsors.

Materials -heeded:1 Slides and slide projector.'

Show the slides witho t any narration, other tlian stating
the title:of each sli4le. After yOu finish shoWing the slides
ask the students to b6ak into groups to compose asstory

./2
576
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base'd on the slides. If the gt.ttdats seem unable to complete
the assignment, you can help by asking some questions to guide
the development of the stories.

For example: Slide of Refugee and Sponsor shopping for Food
together

Question: Will your sponsor take you shopping
every week for your first year in
America?

Slide'of Sponsor and Refugee together in a
medical setting.

Question: Will your sponsor get you traditional
medicines (herbal) and medical
treatment?

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can identify some of the most common
misunderstandings in letters from the USA.

A. Common Misundeiitandings.

1. Relatives in the U.S. usually only relat4 their personal
experiences.

a. Students might not encounter same experience.

2. Students always think they will be sponsored by the
same agency as their friends or relatives.

a. This leads them to believe their resettlement will
also be the same.

3. Friends or relatives in the U.S. often sensationalize their
experiences.

a. Students here take what's said as the absolute way
something is in America.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

UNIT 2. Materials needed: Students letters from other refugees
in the States.

Before class: Have students submit letters that they have
received from refugees already,resettled in the
States. Go through the letters with your.
inteoreter, underlining any misunderstandings
or misinformation that the letters contain.

.13
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In class: Ask students to read out loud the underlined
portions of the letters. See if they can identify
why it is incorrect or not common to most refugees'
experience in the State.

Encourage any further discussion that may result
from the letters.

UNIT 3

Objective: Students can list some of the expectations sponsors
hold concerning quality and length of sponsorship.

A. Sponsors have different ideas about what they should provide.

1. Examples of this stem from the differences in resettlement
practices between Churchgroups,voluntary agencies and
individual families.

a. Some provide jobs/some only assist in finding a job.

b. Some assist in familiarization of community services/
some don't.

c. Some provide complete home furnishings/some don't.

d. Some assist in educational needs/some don't.

e. Some assist in medical needs/some don't.

B. Length of sponsorship.

1. Some sponsors provide for shorter/longer periods.

a. Examples: 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months.

TEACHING METHODOLOGY: Lecture

UNIT 4

Objective: Students can identify some of the first impressions
sponsors have about refugees.

A. Many sponsors think all refugees are poor and starving.

1. As a result, sponsors are often shocked by Hong Kong
refugees who get off the plane with cameras and stereos.

B. Sponsors often think that all refugees should be appreciative.

1. If a student doesn't show outward appreciation to th
sponsor, sponsors will often be disappointed.

7
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C. Many sponsors believe refugees can instantly adapt to

American foods.

1. This is because some sponsors havena knowledge of the
Vietnamese diet.

D. Sponsors believe most refugees have some sort of health
problem, as T.B. or V.D.

1. The reason for the sponsors concern is that Americans
are very sensitive to health and cleanliness.

2. Also, the sponsor's knowledge of living conditions in

refugee camps is limited.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

UNIT 4

* Use the following exercises to get the students think how a.
refilgee would feel in the snonsor's place.

Suppose it was you .... How would you feel?

r. Suppose you go through a lot of trouble to sponsor a
refugee but he doesn't bother to look for a job, preferring
to sit around the apartment watching T.V. How would you

feel?

2. Suppose you sponsor a refugee for 3 months, but he moves to
a different state without telling you. How would you feel?

3. Suppose you show a refugee how to use the public bus sysi:em
but he doesn't try to learn, preferring to call you all the
'time asking for a ride. How would you feel?

4. Suppose you were helping me become adjusted to life in
Vietnam, and the whole community knew I was your friend.
Whenever we went out together, I would act in an unsuitable
way; be loud in a movie theater, not stand in line at the

supermarket or bus stop etc. How would you feel?

* Materials needed: Tape and tape recorder.

Play the tape to the class and allow them to comment on uhat was
mentioned. How would they act to avoid these comments.

1. I wanted to help a refugee because I thought they were poor
and starving but when I met the Vietnamese men we were
sponsoring at the airport he had a camera and stereo!

J(j
./5
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2 I don't know why the refugees I. helped never seem to act
appreciative, or say thank you for my help.

3. I bought many cans of American food for the Vietnamese
refugee family staying with us, why don't they ever eat it?

4. Why is the refugee family our church is helping allowing
their children to run around without proper clothing?

5. I want to introduce the man we are sponsoring to my company
for employment, but with his long hair they would never
give him a job.

411 6. Listen to that old man cough I bet he has T.B.

UNIT 5

Objective: Students can demonstrate a basic understanding of
interpersonal relationships between refugees/sponsors.

A. Communicating in a new language.

1. Students should not be afraid to use English with their
sponsors.

2. Sponsors may speak too fast; students must not be afraid
to ask sponsors to speak slowly.

B. Cultural Orientation as an on-going pro

1. Much can be learned from a sponsor -
and by observation.

2. Students should also be inquisitive
not understand.

cess.

both verbally

about things they do

NOTE: Students and sponsors will encounter differences and
misunderstandings at the beginning of their relationship.
Until there develops a mutual understanding between
sponsor and student, there.will continue to be misunder-
standings. It is up to both the student and the sponsor
to, learn as much as possible about each other so as to
avoid differences and misunderstandings.
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The following siuggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL
dik

in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Refugee and Sponsor

Expectations

Purpose: Introduce different kinds of sponsorship and help studerts
gain realistic expectations towards sponsor.

Activity:

a. Brainstorm list of sponsor's responsibilities towards refugee.

b. Brainstorm list of refugee's responsibilities towards sponsor.

Procedure:

I. Introduction

A. T states four basic sponsorship methods:

1. Group/Congregation Sponsorship - church or other group
forms a "resettlement committee" which handles all aspects
of the resettlement.

2. Direct Placement (Agency Office resettlement) - all aspect
of resettlement are handled by a local Volag (Voluntary
Agency) office (an office which has a specifit regional
responsibility, i.e. state wide, city-wide, etc.), staffed

'with resettlement workers. These offices usually have
bilingual staff.

3. Individual - Direct Resettlement - financial responsibility
its handled by the Volag while other aspects of resettlement
are handled by .a relative or friend of the new refugee.

4. Individual Sponsorship - all aspects of resettlement are
handled by an individual, or single family sponsor. Volags
usually grant financial assistance to the sponsor Co help
with initial resettlement.

B. Teacher states that because there are so manY kinds of sponsors
it is difficult to generalize about what a sponsor will do. Some

./2
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do more, some less. In this class we will try to brainstorm the
basic responsibilities that all sponsors are expected tol)assume.

II. Brainstorming

A. Tasks L's to break into groups and brainstorm a list of all the
things the L's expect their sponsor to do for them.

B. The second group should brainstorm a list of refugee responsibi-
ties towards the sponsor.

C. T and Tr circulate and help facilitate individual participation
in'groups.

III. Feedback

A. T records list of all expectalions that first group reports to T.

. B. T adds from the following list anything which L's have nbt listed:
It is the sponsors responsibility to:

1. Meet each refugee at the airport nearest the refugee's final
destination and transport him to his final, or transient,
quarters.

2. Provide temporary accomodations, and assistance in obtaining
initial housing and essential furnishings, and tS provide
information on:
a. Home appliance use/safety/care/repair.
b. General home maintenance.

3. Provide food or food allowance as well as other basic needs
during initial period of resettlement, or until other resources
are available.

4. Provide minimum clothing for the refugees upon arrival, as
necessary.

5. Register adult refugees for social security cards and register
any children for school (T explains SS cards - to be covered
in detail in employment unit).

6. Provide orientation, health, employment service counseling or
any other counseling that might be needed.

. Assist refugee in planning a budget.

8. Accompany refugee, explaining transporLation system to:

a. Health clinic/hospital
b. Asian food market/supermarket

J4c. Schools

.13
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d. Sponsors location
e. Other essential locations

9. Help refugee in emeTgency situations:

a. Medical
b. Crime
c. Fire

10. Sponsor is not obligated for any responsibility if
refugee moves to another state to join relatives or
friends.

IV. Feedback

A. T asks leader/recorder to read list from the second group
while teacher records ideas on board.

B. T checks list below, addint or emphasizing anything that
L's have not mentioned in,their list:

1. Self-reliance of refugee: Sponsor shows refugee how-to
activities once only. After that, refugee is expected
to do activity alone (i.e. visit to hospital, school,
store etc.).

2. Refugee is expected to accept first job available, even
if he/she doesn't think it's a good job. In the
American work system people start out at a lower level
job and work their way up as they gain experience and
education (and, in this case, as they learn more English).

3. Immediate gratification of needs is impossible. ExpliEt

the first year of resettlement to require hard work and
sacrifice. You may have very little money, wear used
clothing, live in a crowded apartment and have no car.
Don't expect to have what Americans have when you first
arrive in America.

4. Women should expect to work. Many American women ao
work. It's very hard to make enough money to support
a family with only the father working.

5. Refugee should try to talk with sponsor about whatever
problem he/she is having in getting used to American
life. This includes problems about your feelings as
well as more physical needs like food and housing and
shopping.

5
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The following suggested classroom activity/lessoa plan Was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Refugee and Sponsor

Expectations
*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in

International Living, and World Education

Ob ective: Learners can compare their expectations about the role
of the sponsor with a description of the current situa-
tion as resettlement workers have represented it.

Preparation: Discuss the information in the outline. If you were
present when guest speakers gave presentations about
resettlement, recall the information. Plan ftesenta-
tion of the revised story of Mr Blue and Mrs Pink.
Decide what visual aids would be useful. Your train-
ing group may want to list questions that wouldbe
useful with his story. Take some telephones, or other
props to use with role plays.

Procedure: Select according to the needs of your learning group...

1. Present the content in the manner discussed in your training
group.

2. If your group has already studied World Education's lesson
"A Guide's View--A Traveler's View", ask learners to recall the
lesson. Compare respontes to that activity with the information
presented in the outline.

3. Present the story "A Family and Its Sponsor--One Example." Askiaiii in role play the conversations in the story. Use
telephones to diematize the action.

Discussion Questions:

1. Do you agree that many refugees expect too much from America,
sponsors, and the US government? Why or why not?

2. Suppose someone refuses wolk and depends on the sponsor and the
government to support him/her. How do you feel about this?
What reasons could there be for this? Are these good reasons?
What do you think?

. /2
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3. Sometimes Americans want to work and cannot get work. This is
called unemployment. What advice could you give a person who
wants work but is unable to find work? Who can help a refugee
in this situation?

4. Most sponsors expect refugees to choose work before study.
What are their reasons for this? What are some ways to "learn
while you earn"?

Evaluation:

1. Ask closed-ended questions about the content in the outline.

2. Ask groups of students to imagine'that.they are in America and
will be sponsors for newly-airived refugee families. Each group
should make a list: "What We Expect from Refugee Families."
Compare the results with the content you have presented. Note

'the differences for your records.

A. Expectations sponsors,cammonly hold

4
1. Range in quality of sponsorship

a. The sponsoring agency may be helping many families with
only a little money. The sponsoring agency must.divide
its time and money among many families.

b. When jobs are available, even entry-level jobs, sponsors
will expect refugees to work--both men and women.

c. The support of the sponsoring agency and any public assis-
tance are for your use as needed, but only temporarily.
Sponsoring agencies are trying to decrease the number of
refugees who use 'public assistance, and the length of time
that public assistance is used.

d. You can help the sponsoring agency by learning about
American life and learning English quickly. As soon'as you
can support yourself, there will be more'money and resources
to help others who follow you.

e. Given a choice between education and work, most sponsoring
agencies will expect you to work.

1. You can learn English on the job, in a real situation.

2. You may be able to study part-time on weekends or
evenings.

2. Range in length of sponsorship

a. In the first few days or weeks, you may see the sponsor,
or someone from the sponsoring agency often.

./3
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b. After the first month, or the first few months, most
sponsors and sponsoring agencies will expect you to dp
more for yourself. This frees the agency to assist
other new arrivals.

c. There is currently some Problem with unemployment in
America. If you are willing to work, but nothing can
be found, the sponsor or sponsoring agency can help
find temporary support for you and your family.

d. Getting a good job, and building a good work record is
good luck*for you and your family. There are many
things you can do to bring yourself this good luck.

3. First impressions: stereotyped profiles of refugees

a. Some sponsors feel that refugees expect too much.from
America. There is some suspicion that certain refugees
refuse work and depend on the government more than is
necessary.

b. Most sponsors feel tliat the successful refugee is one
who works tp support himself/herself, learns about
American life and English language quickly, and helps
other refugee families.in the community.

c. Many sponsors expect refugees to be poor and uneducated.
They may be surprised if you arrive wearing a new suit,
carrying a stereo and'camera, and speaking English
fluently.

B. Expectations refugees c:Immonly hold

1. Quality of sponsorship

a. There is now less money, and less sympathy to support
refugees. Check your awn understanding against this
situation. ,

b. You may expect the sponsor to be a good friend. While
the sponsor may have a good heart, he may also be a
friend to 100 or more families. He may not have a lot
of free time. Check this with your own expectations.

2. Length of sponsorship

a. Check your own understanding about the length of spon-
.

sorship wAh current realities in America.

b. Sometimes, newly-arrived families see very littlebf
the sponsor after the first month.

5 'ft"; ./4
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a
'Letters from the USA: common misunderstandings

a. Letters may have incorrect information. There is less

money nowto assist refugees than thert was.when your

relativeawent there.
.

b. Sometimes,,relatives may say only very gobd things

about America. (what could be some reasons for this?)

C. Lirst impressions change. Your own ideas abbut America

will change a lot during your first year there.- Ask

your teacher how his/her ideas changed.during the first

year in foreign country.

d. fter you arrive in America, you should be careful about

what you write to relatives in the camp or in the home

country. They might get'the wrong idea.

C. Relationships between sponsors and refugees

-
I. Communicating in a new language

a. It is important to speak up when you do not understand some-

thing. This is an American value. If you say, "I understand"

or "Yes", Americans will'expect you to be responsible for what

they said.

b. Your sponsoring agency may have bilingual workerq. Get to know

these people right away. Anyone in your family or among your

friends mho can speak English.well is a valuable resource to

the.community.

c. Successful learners of Eqglish are willing to speak out,and

try to express themselves, even though they may make mistakes.

Those who,are afraid to speak will learn slowly'.

2. Importance of' cultural orientation as an on-going learning experience

a. In CO class, you should learn what questions to ask, where to

look for help, and What to do to have a good life in America.

b. After CO class, when you arrive in America, you must continue

to ask questions, obeerve, discuss wiih friends, fina helpers,

and notice the similarities and differences between your own

and American ways of life.

c. The best CO students
after they have said
English students are

/ after they have said

are those who can continue to learn long

good-bye to their teacher. The best 4

those who cari continue to learn long
goOd-bye to their teacher.

./5
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The story of a Family.and Its Sponsor--One Example

Part 1: Background--The sponsoring agency

Peter Brown is a caseworker with IRC in Portland, Oregon. IRC is
an organization that sponsors refugees, and does other charitable
work. 'ortland has many refugee families, and Peter Brown is a .

very busy man. Sometimes, Peter must Plan for the needs of 20 or
more refugee families in one month. Peter likes his work and
enjoys helping people. But sometimes the work is frustrating.
He does not always have the time or resources to do all he wants
to do.

a. Who is Peter Brown?

b. What is IRC?

c. Does Peter like his work? Why or why.not?

P'art 2: Backgrourid--The family

Mr Blue and Mrs Pink are refugees. They are studying
about American life and English language in Phanat Nikhom camp.
This study will help prepare them for life in America. There
they will join the family of Mr Grey: Mr'Grey is Mr Blue's
older brothe . Mr Grey and his family have been in America for
one year.-,

a. What should Mr Blue and Mrs Pink do to prepare themselves.

b. What do you think Mr Grey must do to prepare for the arrival
...of, Mr Blue and his_family?

Part 3: The sponsor

While Mr blue and Mrs Pink are studying in Thailand, Mr Grey is
-making preparations in America. Mr Grey, older brother Ln Mr Blue,
will be the sponsor for Mr Blue and his family. The sponsoring
agency will be IRC in Portland. Mr Grey is making arrangements
with Peter.Byown froth IRC, who will help and advise Mr Grey about
sponsorship. Tligre are many forms for Mr Grey to fill out.
Lucklly, there is a bilingual worker at IRC wlio can help Mr Grey
with the difficult language of the forms.

a. Who Will be the sponsor?

b. Who will be the sponsoript agency? Who from the sponsoring
agency will help and advise Mr brey?

c. Who will help Mr 3rey with the forms?

d. Do you.know who your sponsor is? When you know your
sponsor's name, address, and telephone number, what ghoul&

you do?

./6
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e. When you know the name of your sponsoring agency, what
should you do? What other information should you know
about your sponsoring agency?

Part 4: Mr Grey talking to the landlord

G: My brother and his family will come from Thailand soon. I

hope they can stay in this apartment with me and my family.

L: Of course I want to help. But you know that your rental agreement
does not allow so many people in one apartment. Your brother can
stay, but only temporarily.

G: Dolyou have any other apartments for rent\now?

L: Right now I have only one apartment, which is located on High
street. But that apartment is very expensive,AruCh more than
you jpay here on Oak street. If there are others available soon,
I will let you-know.

G: Thank you. We cannot afford to pay for an expensive apartment.
I will ask other friends. And I will talk to Peter Brown at
IRC about this.

a'. Can Mr Blue and his family stay in the apartment with Mr Grey
and his familr- Why?

b.- Suppose you are Mr Grey. What things must you consider when
looking for an apartment?

c. Where can Grey look for help? Who can help find apartments?

Part 5: Mr Grey on the telephone to Peter Brown at IRC

G: We wij.l have to find anot4er apartment in the next few weeks. My
brother and his family can stay with me only temporarily.

B: We will keep looking. See if. your friends know of anything. 001itr

organization can probably help with the first month's rent, but
there won't be much money after that. .

A
,G: I. have asked at work if they need another male of female worker.

TtienEoss 4aid there was nothing now, but maybe later in the year.
I am asking other ftiends if they,know of anything.

B: Keep trying. We will make phone calls from here. I will arrange
job interviews if I can find anything for your'brother and his
wife. We can use a bilingual worker from IRC for job interviews.
Maybe you can help too.

G: I will do what I can. Thanks for your help.

a. Who will help pay the first month's rent?

b. Who will pay after that?.

c. Who will help look for jobs?

5'39 .17
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d. What can Mr Blue and Mrs Pink do to help Mr Grey and Peter?

e. Why is work eo important in America?

Part 6: Peter Brown on the telephone to Mr Grey

G: I haven't had any luck with the apartment or the job. Have you

heard anything?

B: We are still trying. If you can came to my office tomorrow
during your lunch break. I can talk to you about some apartments

we found. You can choose the one which would be best. I'm afraid

none of them are very good.

G: Anything will do for now. They can move later in the year. A

friend has agreed to drive me to the airport. I will meet my

brother.

B: I'm glad of that. I will be very busy this month. I hope you
can be responsible to show your brother and his family about an
American apartment, the supermarket, post office, bus system,
and other things.

G: I have a note of all those things. I can explain all of this.

Can IRC help with social security application?

B: Of course. IRC will send a bilingual worker to meet your brother
on Wednesday. We can also arrange'to enroll the children in
school, as soon as possible. And we'll arrange for the necessary
medical exams.

G: Thanks for your help.

B: Call me if there are any problems.

a. Grey will he.the sponsor. What things will Grey explain

to the family cf Mr Blue?

b. Peter and IRC will be the sponsoring agency. What things
will Peter and IRC help with?

c. What things can Mr Blue and Mrs Pink do to help the sponsor?

d. Do you think this family will be successful in America?
Why or why not?
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SPONSORSHIP AND RE-SETTLEMENT

What is Sponsorship

Purpose: Acquaint the student with sponsorship and related
responsibilities.

A. Sponsorship Models

1. Congregational sponsorship (e.g. individual churches using
church committees to handle resettlement)

2. Direct sponsorship by an agency (e.g. the agency local office.
handles resettlement)

3. Combined agency/individual sponsorship (e.g. the agency
provides support and relatives or friends a§sist)

4. Individual sponsorship (e,g. friends or relatives handle all
aspects of resettlement)

B. Roles and Responsibilities of (National) Sponsoring Agencies

1. Variations in length and quality of responsibilities

a. Food

b. Housing

c. Medical

d. Education and employment assistance

. C. Roles and Responsibilities of (Local) Individual Sponsors
and Sponsoring Agencies

1. Provide logistic support to agencies

2. Help orient refugees to community services
(such as post office, MAA's, shopping center)

D. Refugee Responsibilities to Individual Sponsors and
Sponsoring Agencies

1. Becoming self-sufficient as quickly as possible

2. Understanding the limitations of what sponsors can and cannot do.
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. CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 40 u What is Sponsor-

ship

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

ROLE OF SPONSOR, Part one

Activity: A Guide's View, A Traveler's View

Objective: For the learner to identify helping roles of the
sponsor.

Preparation: You will need newsprint and 8-9 felt pens, & tape.

Procedure:

1. Divide the learners into small groups of four or five.

2 Ask the class to imagine that they will be responsible to
guide an American traveler coming to live in the learner's
village, town, or city. The American will be there a long
time. The guide will need to explain to the American
everything he/she can about living in his/her new home.
Ask the groups to record everything they think they will
need to explain, teach or show the American. (allow 15-20
minutes)

For literate classes:

Ask one person in each small group to be the
recorder. Pass out a sheet of paper to the
recorders with a pen. Ask the groups to
BRAINSTORM a list together.

For nou-literate classes:

Have the groups spend a few minutes talking about
the things they would have to teach or show a
new comer. Be sure they understand what is expected
of them. They may need to have from you some
examples, of what to draw. Ask them to draw on
newsprint all of items they would need to teach a
newcomer. Examples of things the groups could draw:

Charcoal stove (for cooking)
picture of people planting rice
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3. Ask a spokesperson from each group to report to the rest
of the class (allow 10-15--minutes). Tape the lists or

drawings on the wall.

4. After every group has reported, the teacher may ask the
learners to point out the similarities and differences
among the reports. The teacher should try and encourage
the learners to accomplish this task. Ask them questions

to encourage discussion. If your learners have great
difficulty, you may want to point out the similarities and
differences yourself. (allow 5-10 minutes)

5. Explain to your class that the sponsor in America will have
responsibilities similiar to the guide. The sponsor will

be like a guide. The sponsor must eXplain, teach, and show
new residents to America aboutlife in America.

6. For literate classes:

Have each group BRAINSTORM a list of things that a sponsor
might teach, explain, or show a newcomer to America. One

recorder should write the items on a piece of paper. And
one person from each group should be prepared to report
items discussed to the entire çass. (allow 10 minutes)

For non-literate classes:

Hand out another piece of newsprint and pens to each
small group. First give the learners time to discuss

the question. After a discussion in their small groups,
they can draw some items that a sponsor might teach a
newcomer to America on the sheet of paper. (allow 15-20

minutes)

7. The spokesperson from each group should report to the entire
class.(allow 10-15 minutes)

8. Repeat step four (4): Seeking discussion on similarities and
differences among the small group lists or drawings. Ask the

learners how they know about the responsibilities of the
sponsors. Have any of the learners received letters from rela-
tives or friends in America telling them about sponsbrs. Try

and find out what the learners know about sponsors and how
they know it. Listen for different opinions expressed by the
learners on the same subject. In otheryords it could be that
two learners have two entirely different bits of information
on the same subject. Ask the'learners how that could be

possible.
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Point out that just as expectations about sponsors often
differ, so do actual experiences. Explain that all learners
will not have the same experiences with their sponsors.
Sponsors are people and people are different. Explain that
we cannot be sure of what ways the sponsor can help us
(precisely). But finding out how the sponsor can help is
one of the first things we must learn when we get to America.

9. (optional) Ask learners to compare similarities from their

first list with their second list.

Role Play Activity

Preparation: You and your aide should before the class plan a
role play that you and the learners will act out.
Teacher should prepare to role play the traveler
and prepare questions to ask guide: some that can
be answered and some that are impossible to answer.

Procedure:

1. Teacher should play the American going to stay in the learner's
town, village or city. Several of your learners can play the
guides. Teacher should ask questions of the guides.

2. After the role play, lead a discussion about it. Include the
following questions and any others you think appropriate:

a. Were the guides good teachers? Why? Why not?

b. Were the guides able to answer all the questions?
c. What specific questions could not be answered? Why?

d. What are other ways that the traveler can learn?
e. Might there be a situation in America where a sponsor

would not be able (immediately) to answer a question?

Encourage further discussion through questions that help the
learners think about the abilities, limitations, and differences
oi l'onsors.

3. Set up another role play (if there is time). Someone should

play an American spon: . Several others can play a refugee
family who has just arrived in America.
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by LIRS/ACNS in. Hong Kong

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " What is Sponsorship

.)

OBJECTIVES OF THE LESSON:

1. Students can desctihe different types of sponsorship in America.

2. Students can demonstrate an understanding of the roles and
responsibilities of sponsors and sponsoring agencies.

UNIT 1

Objective: Students can describe the different sponsorship models
in America.

A. Congregational Sponsorship.

1. The sponsor in this case is an individual church.

2. Church committees aie appointed to handle all aspects of
resettlement.

B. Direct sponsorship by a Voluntary Agency..

1. The sponsor is the Voluntary "Agency.
.

--The agency handles all aspects of resettlement.

2. There are individuals within an Agency who are hired specifically
tb find jobs, housing, etc.

--Many of the staff are also bi-lingual.

C. Direct/Individual Sponsorship.

1. The sponsor is the Voluntary Agency, but a friend or relative
of'the refugee being sponsored usually assists the VOLAG in
the resettleMent process.

2. The relative usually does a lot of the ground work for the
voluntary agency--auch as taking the family to the clinic,
assisting in finding a job and help in locating housing.
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3. The voluntary agency is still responsible
for financial support.

D. Individual sponsorship.

--The sponsor is an individual relative or
friend who is willing to assume both
financial and personal needs of the refugee.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

--Ask the students in advance if they have received

a J.V.A. letter or other information about their

sponsors. If they have ask them to bring the

letters to class.

- -From the letters, see if you can determine what
types of sponsorship the students will have.

- -Use a student's case to represent each different
type of sponsorship outlined in the lesson plan.

OR

- -If the students do not have enough information,

use pictures,to illustrate the four types of

sponsors.

Examples:

A. Congregational sponsorship--pictures of a church
with people in front.

B. Direct sponsorship by a Voluntary Agency--pictures,
of an offi6e with people
in front.

C. Direct agency/Individual sponsorship--pictures of an

office with people plus
a refugee or family
in front.

D. Individual sponsorship--pictures of an individual or
family of refugees
standing in front of an
apartment building.

UNIT 2

Objective: Students can identify the minimal obligations
of sponsors and sponsoring agencies.

5
3.
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A. Minimal obligations of the sponsoring agency.

1. Meeting the refugees at the airport and providing temporary
housing.

2. Provide a temporary food allowance until the refugees can meet
their own food needs.

3. Provide appropriate clothing for the climate.

4. Assist the refugee in getting a social security card ancL
medical examinations.

5. Assist children in enrolling in school.

6. Provide any necessary counseling that might be needed.

B. Additional obligations of local sponsor (relative or friend).

1. Assist refugee in using public transportation.

2. Help the refugee become familiar with community services,
such as MAA's, etc.

3. Assist the Voluntary Agency in the resettlement process, such
as housing, jobs, etc.

4. Provide interpreting services wben needed.

NOTE: It is important to remember that some sponsors will provide all
of the above and some, only part. Refugees should not expect that
the sponsor will provide everything upon arrival in the U.S.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

411
Brainstorming Exercise:

--Ask the students*what they think are the obligations of a sponsor,
or in other words, what do sponsors do?

--Write the responses on the board in two columns, separate the items
into minimal and additional, but don't label the columns.

--After, ask the students to identify which column contains minimal
obligatinna_and whichone contains additional assistance.

ue/False Exercise:

1. 1 sponsors will help you find a job. (False)

2. All onsors will give you food. (False)

3. Your spo or should meet you at the
airport. (True)

4. Your sponsor sh uld give you some kind of
temporary financi help. (True)

.14
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UNIT 3

Objective: Students can identify their responsibilities
to sponsors and sponsoring agencies.

A. Students must have realistic expectations as to what
the sponsor can do.

1. There are thousands of refugees arriving in the
U.S. every month.

--Because of the large numbers, sponsoring
agencies have been under extreme pressure to
meet all the needs of each family.

--Because of budget cuts and staffing problems,
it has been difficult for sponsors to
fulfill every need of the refugee.

It is the responsibility of the refugee to try and
become self-sufficient as soon as possible.

--The sooner one obtains a job and is self-
sufficient, the better off both the refugee and
sponsor will be.

-TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Use the following questions for discussion:

1. How long can you expect a sponsor's assistance?

2. What is seif-sufficency?
Wby is it impoitant tO be self-sufficient?

3. What examples can you give of helping yourself?

4. Why is it important for your sponsor that you
become independent aS'quickly as possible?

5. If your sponsor finds you a job, but you want
to continue to go to school, what should you do?

593
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TRE TRANSIT PROCESS

Steps in the Transit Process

Purpose: Acquaint the student with the steps in the transit to U.S.

A. Prior to the Flight

1. Pre-camp departure checks
2. Transport to departure point
3. Promissory note for air travel/

B. At the Airport

1. Preparing to board the aircraft

a. Security checks ,
b. customs

2. Boarding the plane (see also Air:!raft Familiarization)

C. Arriving in the USA

1. Arrival at point of entry

a. Hamilton Air Force Base
b. Other major points of entry

%i

2. Immigration at point of entry
3. Collecting baggage
4. Customs

D. Travel to Final Destination

1. Waiting fot the connecting ttansport

a. In the aircraft
b. Overnight accomodations

2. Connecting flights
3. Changing planes
4. Arriving at final destination
5. Meeting voluntary agency representatives (Volag)/sponsors/

, -
relatives or friends

a. Meeting and being met
b. Getting help if.not met
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The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

c This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 37

Transit Process

Steps in the ,

*Save the Children Fedehtion, Experiment in
International Living, and World Education

Preparing for Transit--Lesson 2

Activity: Airplane walk-through rehearsal

Ob ective: The learners can fasten a seat belt. The learners
can follow simple directions corresponding to airline
procedure in a walk-through simulation.

Preparation: Prepare with your interpreter. Prepare no smoking,
fasten seat belt, toilet, and other airplane signs.
Take airplane materials, such as seat "Ielts. Take
some crackers, or other snack food in individual
packages. -Take a tape recorder and some pleasant
music. There should be music playing in the airplane

P classroom. Prepare boarding passes and seat numbers.
MOve the desks out, or oif to the side. Arrange the
chairs in rows, as on an airplane. Put a nutber ,n
each'seat that corresponds to a boarding-pass numbers.
Take some pictures of a Boeing 747, both inside and
outside. Be sure to have detail pictures of the
inside.

Procedure:

SPECIAL NOTE: It will help this lesson if the learners
can bring their copy of You're on Your Way. It is
an exercise in hanging on to important papers, and
sn exercise in classroom process to say: "Remember
the blue book we gave to everyone? (Hold up a copy)

What is it called? Yes, that's right. You must
bring this book tomorrow. What must you do? Again,
please.
(Say this the day before the lesson)

1. Take the learner outside the classroom. Show them a picture
of a Boeing 747. Ask, "What do you see here?" Ask, "What

meaning does this have for us? "Ask the learners to.show you,
from one end to the other, how big they think a Boeing 747
might be.

6ujI2
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2. Ask the learners to form a line. Ask each person for his
name. Ask for his T-number. If someone does not know his
T-number, tell him and then ask him to repeat it three times..
After each person has given you his name and T-number,
give him a boarding pass. Each boarding pass should have a
specific seat number. Each learner should have his own
boarding pass which corresponds to a number oh one of the
classroom chairs.

3. When evpryone has a boarding pais, let a few learners into
the classroom. Let the learners come into the classroom a
few at a time. Do not hurry. Teacher and aide can act as
flight attendants. The_flight attendants should show each
learner which seat number match's the number on his boarding
pass. The flight attendants should.invitc LIN passengers
to sit dawn and be comfortable. The no smoking and fasten
seat belt signs should be at the front of the room. The
toilet sign should be at the back. Cheerful but gentle
music should be playing.

4. After all the passengers are'on board, (do not hurry), someone
should act as head flight attendant. Point to the no smoking
sign.. Make an announcement: "Ladies and gentlemen, you are
reminded that smoking is not permitted on the airplane Until
the Captain has turned off the no smoking sign."

5. The flight attendant should point to the fasten seat belt
sign. Make an announcement: "Ladies and gentlemen, the
flight crew is now preparing for departure. Would you please
make sure your seat belt is fastened securely around you, and
that your seat back is in the full upright position."
(Demonstrate or explain about the seat back.)'
The flight attendant should demonstrate how the seat belt
fastened. Make an announcement while you are demonstrating:
"To fasten your seat belt, simply insert the metal tab into".
the buckle. To unfasten, simply lift the fkap on the buckle,

, and pull the metal tab out."
Demonstrate. Let every learner have practice fastening and
unfastening the seat belt.
*Someone can ro.le play a person about to light up a cigarette.
A flight attendant can use gestures to stop this, then point
again to the no smoking sign.

6. Move out of your role as flight attendant. Tell the learners
about the feelings of the take-off, (Use your aide).
"The plane rolls slowly, like a large bus, to the end of a long
road called a runway. Perhaps other planes are taking off
or landing. The plane stops at the end of the runway,
according to the direction of the wind. It may wait for a
moment. Then the engines become louder, nd the plane begins to
roll again, first slowly and then faster and faster. Soon

GU
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it is rolling much-faS'ter than any bus. Perhaps you %All
not even fearit when the plane lifts off from the ground
and begins to'fly. But you will know if you look out the
window. The houses and fields on the ground begin to look
very far away and small. It is all very,smooth and really
exciting. The plane Will climb like some large bird for
a short while. Then everything will become level, quite and
very smooth."
(No one should move while you are saying the above.)
P

7. Change back to the role of flight attendant. Take down the
fasten seat belt sign, and make an announcement.: "The Captain
has4turned off the fasten seatbalt sign and are now'free to
get up and move about the cabin, if you so desire (Encourage
many learners to get up and stretch of move abouO Continue

the announcement: "During the time that you are in seat,
however, we suggest that you keep your seat belt fastened
loosely around you." "(Someone should role play returning
to his seat.and fastening his seat belt again.)
Continue with the announcement: "In just a short while, we will
,be passing out snacks, and about one hour later, wecWill be .
serving a full lunch. If you wish to rèst," you may put your
seat back to the reclining posidon.F

8. After everyone is settled again, take down the "no smoking"
sign and make this announcement:
"The captain has.also turned off the, no smoking sign, This

means that you may now smoke, if you wish to do so, provided
you are seated in the smoking section. The smoking section
is from row 5 to 10." (Or any place you designate.)

.Show where the smoking section is. Let someone then smoke a
cigarette, just to demonStrate that it is all right n6w.
Continuewith the'announcement:

"'We ask, however, that you do not smoke in the aisles Or in,
lavatory. -Thank you, and we hope you enjoy your flight with us."
Use,,gestures and words to explain about no smoking in the aisles,
and'in the lavatories.

9. Show the learners the toilet sign in the bask of the room.
Show s6me pictures of the lavatories on a Boeing 747. Explain
according to the description in You're on Your Way. Ask the
learners to find similar pictures in You're on Your Way.
Encourage the learners to asjc questions. Firstrtry redirecting
the .questions to see if any of the learners themselves can
answer. Perhaps they have read or looked at You're on Your Way!

-.

10 . Let fliibt attendants pass out food* Let everyone eat,Be sure,

*V to remind them that lots more food will be coming,soon. (On a

real fright.)

i ,
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11. Lead a discussion. Ask, "What have you dine in this:lesson?

What happened first?" Ask the learners to find a picture of

this in You're on Your Way. Ask "What happened second?"
Ask the learners to find a picture of this in Youlre on Your
Way. Ask, "Then what happened?" Continue in this manner.
Ask "What did you learn today that will help you when you ride
on an airplane?" P
Point to theisigns again, one at a tiMe. Ask, "What does

thismean?" Show that you are listening. Hold up the seat

belt. Ask, "What is this used for? How does it work?" (Let

several learners demonstrate again.),
Ask, where are the bathrooms? What do you remember about using

them? Ask, "Who will'bring you food while You are on the

airplane? Howimuch will'it cost?" Ask, "What more will you

need to kmw a8out flying in an airplane?"
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by SCF/EIL in Indonesia

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in the lesson " Steps in the Transit Process

PURPOSE : To acquaint the students with the necessary steps-for departure
to the U.S.

MATERIALS NEEDED : Translated hand-out of aircraft familiarization
and Model plane tickets.

*
PROCEDURE

I. 'INTRODUCTION

This lesson is a follow-up to the slide show on departure for the
U.S. and T's should refer to it constantly during the lesson.

II. .GALANG TO SINGAPORE.

A) Before you leave Galang you must do two important things:

1) Sign a promissory note for air travel. This paper legally
binds you to pay back the money for the plane ticket from
Singapore to the U.S. The officer in charge will explain
to you:

a) How much money you have to pay back.
b) Who you have to pay it to.
c) In What kind of installments you can pay it back.

Pack all your belongings neatly so you can carry them
easily on your journey. Remember take only the things
that you think are most essential for your survival.

B) On the day of departure you will be taken by truck to the
harbour. There you will go through a security check of your
luggage before you get on the boat. rhe boat trip to Singapore
takes about five hours. Make sure you take sone food for the
whole family to eat on the boat.

6 .1
./ 2
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III. SINGAPORE

A) In Singapore you will be staying at Hawkin's Road Transit
Camp for a few days. bsfore you leave for the U.S. There
are something you should know about this camp: .

1) You will not be given temporary housing while you are
in transit. Therefore it is advisable to take some
bedding with you ( and clothing to protect you from the
rain if it rains ).

2) You will be given Singapore money to buy your own fdod.

3) The bus-fare from the camp to Sisgapore is eighty cents.

4) You.are allowed to leave the camp after II a.m. in the
morning and must return to the camp before II p.m. at
night.

5) At the camp ICM will give you
documents in a white ICM bag.
psiers which you will need to
you should keep the white ICM
you won't lOss it.

your 1-94 and your travel
These are very important

enter the U.S. Therefore,
bag in a safe place where

(T's should refer to Personal Employment Data lesson to
remind learners of the importance of 1-94.)

6) When all your papers are in order you will be taken to
Changi Airport in Singapore to board the ICM fligat going
to the U.S.

IV. BAGGAGE RULES AND REGULATIONS

A. Luggage

I) You,should only.bring a reasonable amount of baggage with
you to the U.S. Things like rice cookers, pots and pans,
bedding, fans, etc. create unnecessary bulk.

2) Everything should be neatly packed away;,.in medium sized
packages that you can move yourself. The airlines in
America might not accept packages that are not-properly
wrapped.

3) If you are bringing stereo/cassette equipment with you it
must be packed inside your luggage or wrapped in brown
paper and tied with string.

.

While you are deciding what to bring with you remember that
once you get to Anerica the airlines might charge you excess

611--
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baggage between California and your final destination if
you have too many things. On Domestic Airlines in the
U.S. each person over 2 years old is allowed 20 kilos of
luggage .

5) Do not pack any valuables in your suitcase (i.e. clmeras,
cash, jewellery). You are entitled to carry one piece of
luggage or board the plane). It must be small enough to
fit under your seat, 1 foot by 6 inches.

B. Personal Effects

1) Remember that clothing tends to be.cheaper in Singapore
than in the U.S. Therefore, if you have some extra money
you might want to buy some things (like jeans) before you*
leave. This is especially true of winter clothing (sweaters,
-etc). But don't worry, you'll be provided with warm clothes
once you get to America.

(Their flight from Bangkok to Singapore, T. should remind
them of their previous flight and explain that the procedure
at Changi Airport is exactly the same).

696



THE TRANSIT PROCESS

Baggage RuZes and Regulations

Purpose: Acquaint the student with baggage rules and regulations.

A. Items-for Checked Baggage

B. Items for Carry-On Baggage.

C. Size and Weight Limitations

D. Restricted Items

6 !)
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 38 Baggage Rules

and Regulations

*Save the ChilaKen Federation, Experiment in
International\Living, and World Education

Transit to

Activity:

Objective:

Americ&--Lesson 5

Baggage-Rule Posters

The learners can specify appropriate items to take on
an airplane, according to ordinary restrictions and
limitations

Preparation: You will need a set of large baggage-rule posters.
Take newsprint, felt pens, and scotch tape.

Procedure:

1. Divid.e the learners into groups. Ask each group to fold a sheet
of newsprint into two parts. Demonstrate. On one side of
the newsprint, ask the learners to draw a picture of the things
they brought with them from their home in Laos. On the other
side, they should draw pictures of some of the things they
'left behind. (Allow 10-15 minutes)

2. Ask each group to report. Ask them to explain what things they
brought with them from Laos. Ask, "Why did you bring the;se.
things--for what purpose?"
Ask the learners to explain what kind of things they left
behind. Ask, "Why did you leave such things behind?"
(Allow 15 minutes)

3. Present the first baggage-rule poster. Ask the learners to
study the picture. Ask, "What do you see here?"
Ask, "What does this mean to you?" Accept alf ideas. Encourage
many to participate. Find out what the learners know. Do
not say now what is right or wrong.

4. Present the other baggage-rule posters in the same way. Present
one poster at a time. After the learners have given their
ideas about each poster, tape it to the wall.
(To present all posters, allow 10-15 minutes)
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5. Read a baggage-rule paragraph. Use your interpreter. Do not

look at any poster while you are reading the paragraph.

6. Ask the learners to point to whatever poster is the same rule
as the rule in the paragraph.
Ask, "What do you see in the poster you are pointing to?"
Ask, "What did you hearsin the paragraph?"
Ask, "What the same about what you see in the poster and
what you hear in the paragraph?"
If there is disagreement, read the paragraph again. Ask the

learners to point again. Ask, "What do you see in the poster
you are looking at?" Ask, "What did you hear in the paragraph?"
If there is still disagreement, the teacher/counselor can show
which poster is the correct one

7. Read another paragraph. Use your interpreter. Ask the learners

to point. Ask questions like the ones above. Be sure the
learners tell you what they see in the poster, and what they
heard in the paragraph.

8. Present all the paragraphs in this way. Remember, do not
look at any poster while you are reading the paragraph.

9. Change the order of the paragraphs. Repeat the exercise until
the learners can point vickly to the poster you are reading
about.

10. Play a eame. Let one learner describe a poster in his own

words. Ask the other learners .0 guess which poster he is
talking about.

11. Explain that these are rules about what is appropriate to take
to America.
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Transit to America--Lesson 5

Activity: Baggage-rule Posters

Baggage-rules

Show posters; then read a baggage-rule. Ask learners to associate

the baggage-rule with appropriate poster).

I. Do not take any medicines, unless you have a written Doctor's

prescription for them. Medicine that is not given to you by

the Doctor will.be taken from you. Drugs (opium) are not

permitted.

410
2. Do not take fresh fruit, rice, vegetables, spices, or prepared

food. Do not take drinking water. (They will receive free

all the food and drinking water during their journey).

3. Knives; hatchets, scissors or anything that might be used as

a weapon cannot be.put in hand luggage.

4. Firearms, revolvers and rifles, are not permitted on the

airplane. This includes explosives, too.

5. Excessive amounts of alcohol, whiskey, beer, or wine are not

permitted on the airplane.

6. Do not bring flammable items as gas, lighter gas refills,

alcohol, etc.

6Lj

'4
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM

ACTIVITIES GUIDE

The following suggested classroom activity/lesson plan Was

submitted by The Consortium* in Thailand

This material was developed for use in the presentation of

the information in Lesson 38 n Baggage Rules

and Regulations

*Save the Children Federation, Experiment in
International Living, ind World Education

Transit to America-Lesson 6

Activity: SortLig Baggage Items

ObjectiVe: Learners can distinguish baggageitems to bring to
America according to: permissible--non-permissible:
checkedcarry-on:most important--less important.

Preparation: Make three cards each with a number; 1, 2 and 3 on them.
Bring baggage, suitcase and hand-luggage. Bring
assorted items, for example: guns, fresh food, fruit,
rice, vegetables, hatchet, long scissors, toothbrush,
diapers, shirt, pants, book, long knife, pot, pan,
flammable items, whiskey or beer bottles, or other
materials avatlable. Bring newsprint and felt pens.

Procedure:

1. Divide the learners into groups.

2. Ask the learners to imagine that a relative or friend is going
to come from Laos/Cambodia to Phanat Nikhom.

3. Give each group a sheet of newsprint. Tell them to fold the

sheet in half. Ask learners to draw a picture on one-half
of the newsprint of items that their relative or friend should
bring to Phanat Nikhom. On the'Other half of the newsprint,
ask them to draw a picture of items the relative or friend
should not bring with them. (10 min.)

4. Ask the learners to report,explaining their pictures. (10 min.)

5. Set up three tables in the center of the room. Put big numbers

on each,table. On Table 3, put assorted baggage iteps.
Explain that the next activity is a game. On Table 1, the learners
should put items that can go on the airplane; on Tabel 2, they
should put items that cannot go.

611.12
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6. Ask two learners to come to the center of the room. Tell

them to choose an item from Table 3. If they think it can be
on the airplane, they should put it on Table 1. If they think

the item cannot go, they.should put it on Table 2. Ask others

to come to the.center and do the same exercise. Do not

comment on choices.

7. When all items are gone from Table 3, ask another pair to
come up. Ask them if they want to change anything. Repeat

this with other learners. (15 min. fbr 5,.6,7)

8. When appropriate show what should not go. Briefly explain

why. Ask learners to explain their choices. (5 min.)

9. Play the game again but change the criteria. Table 1 will

be items for carry-on hand luggage. On Table 2 they should
put items they will pack in suitcase to be checked in. (10 min.)

10. Lead a discussion on why some items cannot go in hand luggage
which they will carry on the airplane. (15 min.)

11. Brainstorm a list of items the learners would bring to America.
Write list on the blackboard or newsprint.

12. Ask: I's there anything on the list they cannot bring? Have

them explain. Then ask: Which items onthe list are carry-

on items? Ask the learners to explain. (15 min.)

13. Ask the learners to suppose they were allowed to bring only
one item: Which item would they bring? Why?
After enough learners have spoken, ask them to suppose allowed
to bring two things(items): Which ones would they birng? Why?
Continue this exercise, naming items in order of importance.
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THE TRANSIT PROCESS

Aircraft Familiarization

Purpose: Acquaint the student with the aircraft, its facilities

and services.

A. Safety and Comfort

1. Seat belts

2. Fasten Seat Belt and No Smoking Signs

3. Food trays and utensils

' 4. Emergency exits

5. Life vests

6. Air pressurization

7. Air turbulence

8. Aircraft noises (such as landing gear noises)

9. Infant care on board

a. Diapers

b. Baby foods

10. Using stereos and radios. in-flight

B. Peisonal Items and Information

1. Vomit bags

2. Use of toilet

3. Water and other drinks

4. No Smoking sections

5. Costs

a. Iteis which are free

1. Food

2. Non-alcoholic drinks

b. Items which cost money

1. Alcoholic drinks

2. Headphones
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CULTURAL ORIENTATION CURRICULUM LESSON GUIDE

One Suggested Order of Presentation of Teaching Points

LESSON NO. TOPIC PAGE NO.

1. Classroom Ibrientation 3

2. Overview of the Resettlement Process 39

3. Refugee and Sponsor Expectations 40
4. America as a Land of Immigrants 34

5. American Currency 20

6. Compating'Housing 8

7. Household Safety and Use of Appliances 9

8. Shopping in America (1-2 lessons) 21

9. Storing Food and Household Items 10

10. Uses of the Telephone 5

11. Long Distance Calls 6

12. Cultural Comparisons of Time and Time Management 4

13. Medical Services in America 30
14. Health Care in the Home 31

15. American Attitudes Toward Work(1-2 lessons) 14
16. Women in America: Lifestyle Choices and Opportunities . 35
17. Skills Identification and Assessment 15

18. Personal Employment Data 16 '

19. The Job Interview 17

20. Cashing Checks 22
21. Checks Stubs 23
22. Personal Finances (1-2 lessons) 24

23. Comparing Community Services 25

24. Public Assistance 26

25. The American Educational System (1-2 lessons) ) 27

26. The Work Place 18

27. On-the-Job Relationships 19

28. Finding a Place to Live 11

29. Tenant/Landlord Responsibilities (1-2 lessons) 12

30. Waste and Garbage Disposal 13

31. Living in a Multi-Ethnic Society 36
32. Legal and Illegal Activities in America (1-2 lessons) 28

33. Family Structures (1-2 lessons) 37

34. Parent-Child Relationships 38
35. Maintaining Good Health 32

36. Family Planning 33

37. Steps in the Transit Process 42

38. Baggage Rules and Regulations ...
I

43
39. Aircraft Familiarization 44
40. What is Sponsorship 41

41. Public Transportation 29

42. Directions and Map Reading 7

614
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INTRODUCTION: PART TWO

This part contains lesson plan outlines and activities'arranged in a
"block approach". The content of the 42 teaching points as outlined in
part one, a.re also used as the curriculum content guide for part two. The 3

difference between part one and part two is primarily a matter of presentation.
In part two, the 42 teaching points are grouped into ten separate and distinct
topical "blocks" or units. A more detailed explanation of the difference
between the "spiral approach" of part one and the "block approach" of.part
two can be found in the Introduction section of this manual, p. j.

DETAILED TABLE OF CONTENTS: PART TWO
0

Unit One: Introduction 46.1
I. Classroom Orientation 46.1

II. Naming Systems 46.4
III. Greetings 46.5
IV. lime Management 46.7

Unit Two: Sponsorskip 46.10
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UNIT ONE - INTRODUCTION

I. CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

A. Introductions
%

. Teacher

2. ASsistant Teacher

3. Students

-Suggested Teaching Method:

Circle Intrauctions: H5ve the students sit in a circle, and
ask each person to introduce himself and all the people who
precede him in the cir,cle.

2. Try to get as tuclr personal information from the student as
posSible (hometownethnic group; previous occupation, language'
abilities., etc.) on the first day for future reference.

B. Student/Teacher Relations
b

, -

The first class is a time to establish patterns Of teaching and learning
which will be followed throughout the class:

a. define active arid passive learning, di'Scuss methods to
encourage classroom participation.

b. involvement of students in decisiop-making in class, in
preparation.for their solving problems in the U.S.

c. teachers will not always'have th/e "right" anSwer.

d. students and teacher may.be ask/ed questions that they
cannot anSwer.

e; classroom informality - explain personal teaching style.

f. address teacher by name, noi by "teacher"

Culture Note: Learning Styles in SOutheast Abia.

1. passive learning and rote memorization most common teaching/Zearning
-

format.
2. teacher acted with great formality; students acted respectfully.
3. teacher was always right, and his/her statements were never questioned.
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4. students never adthitted to not,understanding class material f6r fear
of Zosing face

Suggested TeachingoMethod

1. Discuss (class, groups), learning environment in native country;
compare with CO class.

2. Discuss expectations: teacher's expectations of the students, .

and their expectations of the class and the teacher.

3. Discuss learning environment in E.SL class.

C. Rules and Regulations

1. Classroom OrganizatiOn - Suggestions

a. select permanent groups
- people of similar backgrounds in one group
- friends together
- mix people of different backgrounds, and educational

levels
- random selection

b. selection of class/group leaders
- discuss- qualities/responsibilities of leaders
- campaign speeches
- formal elections or informal selection by.class or

teacher

Note: Allow students to jet to know each other before fOrming groups or
choosing leaders.

2. Class Rules - Suggestions

a. class or group discussion
b. teacher informs Class of rules he/she wants
c. decide who will enforce rules, and how
d. list rules on papgr, and post in class

3. C.O. Preview
a. ten blocks, 24. days

b. why.each point is taught
c. time frames for each point

G ,t),
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Group discussion on what students want to learn: what they think
they will learn.

2. Use letters from US to highlight adjustment problems.

3. True-False and multiple choice questions to introduce
material'.

4. Present "what would you do: situations to underscore Student's
lack of information about US.

S. Discuss C.O. needs of a newcomer to students' native country.

6. Discuss what students already know about a given block.

D. Lack of Understanding

a. compare/contrastcultural views in US and SE Asia on
. admitting confusion;

b. the importance of asking teacher to explain or clarify
points-as preparation for lack of understanding in the US.

c. US value of directness.

d. importance,of Ailing teacher about confusion because of
language barrier,.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Intentionally confuse students to get them to say they don't
understand:

shod them unclear, pictures, or mysterious objects

give vague instructions to an exercise

speak rapid English, etc..,

. Ask "unanswerable" questions.

3. Discuss consequences of ndt expressing lack of understanding in
the U.S.:

lose job if they don't understand boss' instructions

go to the wrong place if they don't understand direction's

have .the wrong treatment if they don't understand
medicine dosages; etc,..
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II. NAMING SYSTEMS

A. Name Order

Students do not have to change the order of their names, but Only must
be aware of the different order/style of names in the U.S.

a. US names are: First, Midd&e, Last

b. SE Asian (Vietnamese and Cambodian) names are: Last, Middle,

4 First

c. can determine sex by name

d.. married and maiden names

. names reflect ethnic background

B. Titles

a. in Southeast Asia, 'titles are used with the first name,
in the US, titles are used with the last name.

oP b. it is common in the US to drop titles and use only first
name for informality

c. the title "Mrs." is used with a woman's husband's family
name

C. SignatUres

a. difference between printing and signing name

b. signatures usuallyshould be written in the order of
first, middle, last names

c. signatures must always be written the same way

d. signatures'are legally binding in the US (contracts, banking,
leases, etc.)

Note:' If the students wish to adopt an American name as their legal name,
they must have their name changed legally when they arrive in the
US.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Write Sample first, middle and last American,and SE Asian names
on stripS'of paper and titles.
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a. have students identify each name

b. rearrange strips into different name orders

c. match titles with the right names (last for Americans,
first for Viet and Khmer)

d. give name strips to some students, have them rearrange
themselves into different name orders

2. Fill in sample forms.

3. Practice ESL introductions: "My first name my last
name is...."

4. Practice.in role plays: introductions, asking to repeat and
to spell names,

III. GREETINGS

A. Common Greetings

1. Handshakes

2. Hugs

use right hand, shake firmly and briefly, look
into other person's eyes when shaking hands;

b., men and women shake hands; men stand up to
shake hands;

c. handshakes are used when meeting someone for
the first time; introduce yourself when shaking
hands;

d. always shake hands if someone extends their hand
to you;

e. historically, the handshake developed as a way
to show others that you were not carrying a weapon.

a. hugging is a common greeting between two close
friends, especially between two women.

'b. a sponsor (or another stranger) may hug to welcu,ne
you.

c. hugs are often used to greet someone you haven't
seen in a long,time,
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3. Other Greetings

a. children may be patted on the head by strangers,
as a sign of affection

b. American women may greet by kissing the cheek of
another woman, or a man

c. hand-holding is common in America between a man
and a woman, but it is usually misinterpreted if
two men or two women hold hands or walk with
their arms around each other.

B. Gestures - Non-Verbal Communication

1. Demonstrate American gestures for:

- OK, good, bad, came here, sit down, confusion,
yes, no. The American gesture for "good luck"
is obscene for Vietnamese.

Three gestures are considered rude in the US:

- pointing a finger at someone
- snapping fingers to get someone's attention
- staring

3. ,Some American gestures are considered rude by the students:

- it is rather common for Americans to shake their
finger at someone when they are making a point

- Americans will beckon others with one finger curled
, upward, not by waving the whole hand palm7down

- Americans stress eye-to-eye contact when talking to others

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Practice shaking hands and introducing each other, with
American name-order, and use of titles.

2. Role play different greetings and introductions in native
country and US.

3. Demonstrate common gestures, have students guess meaning.

4. Students demonstrate common gestures in native country, tedcher
guesses meaning.
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---5. Practice silent greeting to explain the concept non-verbal
communication: Have students greet each other without talking.

IV: TIME MANAGEMENT

A. Punttuality

1. Being on time is an important US value.

2. To Americans, being punctual means that you are also
reliable.

3. In the US, it is said that "time is money" (time can be
spent, saved, or wasted)

4. Cultbrally, Americans do hot value permanence; they
move and change jobs frequently.

B. Appointments

1. Schedule appointments with people because time is valuable.

2. Make appointments to see:

a. doctors, medical people

b. for job interviews and to talk to your boss or
supervisor

c. social service and government employees; lawyers

d. teachers and school-principals

3 Make appointments by telephone.

4. Must call to cancel an appointment, or if you will be late.

C. Schedules

1. Americans plan their days and months in advance, using a
calendar.

2. Buses, trains and other transportation leaves punctually at
scheduled time.

3. Work time is rigidly scheduled:

a. starting and stopping times

b. break time and meals

c. leave and vacation times
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It is essential to adhere to the time schedules defined
by the boss.

4. Many companies nave time clocks their employees must use

D. Consequences of Being Late

1. Bosses will fire an employee who js frequently late for work.

2. An applicant will not be hired if he/she is late for a job
interview.

3. Friends will be angry if they are kept waiting for social
appointments.

4. Transportation (buses, trains, planes) will be missed if late
for the scheduled departure time.

S. Sometimes a patient who is late for a doctor's qppointment
will have to pay for the time they missed.

Suggested Teaching Methods:

1. Role play making and canceling appointments

2. Fill in a daily and monthly calendar

3. Make up stories about a typical day.in the US:

a. waking.up by alarm clock

b. running to catch a bus

c. punching in a time clock at work

d. going to a doctor's appointment at lunch time

e. going to class on time in the evening, etc...

4. Have students write stories about their daily schedules in native
country, in the RPC.

S. Ask multiple choice,,or T/V questions on the consequences of
being late.

Note: There are many teaching techniques which are used very frequently
during the cycle. It can be-beneficial to explain and try some
of these techniques on the first day or class so that the students
are familiar with them. For example:
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1. Give a homework assignment
2. Conduct a role play (in English or native language)
3. Review material at end of class
4. Give a short true/false test on the material
5. Assign groups far discussion. EXplain the rationale

behind group work:

a. everyone can participate
b. problem-solving technique
c. encourages trust, and shares responsibility

6. For lower levels, draw 2 stick figures on the board, or
bring 2 paper bag puppets; give them names. Use these
figures throughout the cycle as examples. Students
can role-play these characters, discuss and solve their
problems, write dialogues for them, etc...

7. Past CAL SIGNS around the class. Identify the symbols
and sight words as they are addressed in the various
teaching points
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UNIT TWO--SPONSORSHIP \

Note: "Sponsors" are the individuals or groups ho work directly with
newly arrived refugees; "sponsorinr agenc #s are the local
Volag offices which prpvide professional upport and adminis-

trative back-up to the refugees and sponsgrs.

Now, most resettlement a4encies are ihemselves- sponsors;
few sponsorships are arranged through ind vidual Americans.

Reference to "sponsors" throughout t ss unit refers to both
individual sponsors and sponsoring agenc'es.

I. REFUGEE' - SPONSOR EXPECTATIONS

A. Relationship with Sponsor:

1. No two refugee cases will have the same relationships with
their sponsors. Each- person's resettlement will depend on

-such factors as:

,

a. whether the sponsor is an American or a
relative of the refugee

b. tile Volag and the individual sponsor

c. the place of resettlement

d. the'size of the family

e. the personalities of the people involved

2. Most of the students have misconceptions about sponsorship:

a. misconceptions usually stem from rumors in camp,
and letters received from friends and relatives
in the United States;

b. letters reflect the personal experiences of the
writers; the students will not necessarily have
the same sponsor or the same relationship with
their friends or relatives.

B. Because of these differences in resettlement experiences, we cannot
teach absolutes, i.e., we cannot say what will not happen to any
of the students. Instead, we can point out those elements which

are common to all refugee-sponsor relationships:

1. GOALS. The aim of all sponsors is to help the refugees
attain SELF-SUFFICIENCY in the United States. The refugees
will be expected to provide for their own daily needs
with minimal assistance from the sponsoring agency soon
after their arrival.
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2. LENGTH OF THE REFUGEE-SPONSOR RELATIONSHIP. Most sponsors

are directly inVolved with the refugees they sponsor for

only the first few months after their arrival. Same

sponsors, however, maintain their relationship with the
refugees they sponsor for many years.,

3. FINANCIAL OBIGATIONS. Sponsorship is a moral, not a
legal or financial Obligation. Most sponSurs will have'
very limited funds to spend on, or give to, the refugees.'

The students should not expect their sponsors to pay
for'their daily needs except for immediately after their
arrival.

a. thp $500.00 per person US government resettlement
grant for each arriving refugee goes to the
sponsoring Volag, NOT to the refugees. This

money is used differently by each Volag'in
assisting the refugees, but in most cases
the refugees themselves will see little, if any, -

of that money incash.

b. this $500.00 is a grant from the government, and
does not have to be repaid.

4. SERVICES PROVIDED.

a. all sponsors agree to assisI the newly-arrived
refugees in finding their way around the new
community, and in completing procedures upon
arrival. This includes:

1) meet them at the airport

2) bring the refugee& for a medical
exam

3) help them apply for a Social Security
card

4) help to register the children in school

51 help them to learn to use the local
. public transit system. and to find local
shopping

6) help orient families in use of
household appliances, including using
a,telephone for emergencies.

b. all sponsor$ also agree to help the refugees in
the following areas, but the type of assistance
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4

1

they offer ,depends on the individual sponsors:

1) Housing. Some sponsors will have
permanent furnished housing ready
when the refugees arrive; others
provide only temporary housing
and they assist the refugees in
finding their own permanent housing

2) Jobs. Some sponsors find jobs for the
refugees; others only, assist them in,
finding jobs themselves.

3) Perscnal Counseling. Some sponsors .

encourage the refugees to come to them
for help with their personal problems,
others provide only-material assistanCe
and expect the refugees:to solve their
own personal problems. .

Individual sponsors (as opposed to agency sponsors)
are not professionals in the resettlement field.
Rather than offering professional assistance
job or personal counseling, for example, sponsors
provide advice as to where to go to get professioral
assistance in certain areas.

5. Providing these servicesds fhe obligation of the individual
sponsor. If a refugee feels that his/her sponsor has not
fulfilled their obligations, then they should seek assistance
from the local Volag office.

a. If a refugee is not met at the airport by a
sponsor, he should ask an airport official to
contact his resettlement agency. The address
and phone numbers are inside the refugee's ICM
bag.

b. Refugees' who feel that their sponsors are taking
advantage of them (e.g., not paying them for
work) should contact their resettlement agency.

6. Sponsors only assist refugees in resettling at their original
destination in the U.S. Refugees who move to another place
(Secondary Migration) will not have sponsc: or resettlement
agency assistance in their,new location. I
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Suggested TeaChing Method:

1. Ask the students to bring in letters from friends or
relatives about resettlement, and discuss in class.

2. Fill in a "Needs/Wants" chart:

a. What did they need for daily living in
their native Country? What were-their
wants?

b. What do theY think they will-need in the
US? What do they want?

c. Which of these neOds do they think the
sponsor will provide for them? Which do
they think they will have to provide for
themselves?

3. Fill in'a "Sponsor/Refugee Responsibilities" chart. .

Discuss expectations. Group discussion.

4. Ask the students to think of themselves as sponsors of
newly-arrived refugees in theiT own countries. What would
they need to teach, explain, show, buy, a new arrival in
Vietnam, Cambodia, or Laos? Explain how the role Of a
sponsor in the US will be similar in orienting them to
the US.

5.. Assign'students to bring in letters received.from friends
and relatives in the United States aboat sponsors.

6. Discuss a self-sufficient and a non-self-sufficient life-
..

'style. What would that be? How would Vey feel in these
cases?

II. 1HE SPONSORSHIP PROCEDURE

A. The sponsorship procedure, greatly simplified, works something like this:

1. In the camps of first asylum, the refugees are interviewed
by the Joint Voluntary Agencies (JVA) office, which
prepares a bio-data sheet for each family.

2. Each family is interviewed by the US Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS).

3. After,a case has been approved by INS for entrance into
the United States the JVA bio-datasheet is sent to New
York to the American Council of Voluntary Agencies (ACVA)
office, where the'Case is reviewed by representatives
of the 14 Voluntary Agencies (Volags). These Volags may
be religious, non-sectarian, or.governmental agencies.
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a

4

4 A Volag whfch is interested in sponsoring the case will
ask one of ifs local or regional offices to find a sponsor
for the refugeo,family. If the refugee has\a'friend or
relative interested in.sponsoring him the fpiend or
relative will be contacted by the,,Volag office and asked to
prove that they are employed, or looking for work, before

they will'be accepted as sponsors.

5. There are basically threetypes of sponsorships:

a. individual

b. group

c. local agency I.
4

(See the CAL Monograph on"Sponsorship" for details)

6. The sponsors assure the lceal Volag that they will previde.

,
certain minimal services to the refugees.

7. The local Volag office informs the national Volag that
they will be sponsors; the Volag then informs ACVA.'

8. ACVA'informs JVA of the receipt of a sponsorship
"assurance"; JVA notifies ICM to make travel arrangements
for the refugeO.s departure to the United States.

0

Note: As part of the approval procedure, the students1 friends or relatives

in the United States may be asked to submit an offic:al documel4t

called an "arndavit of relationship" Which states how they are
related to th/e refugee-in the,camp. The students usuaZZy receive

a copy of this document. This is not a sponsorship assurance and
the relative who fiZes this affidaTiT may or may not become the

student's sponsor.

Suggested Teae'lg Method:
c

I. Discuss "helpers".in the students' native countries: who

helloed the newcomers, the poor, the handicapped, and any

other who needed assistance.

From this, you may want to discuss the cultural
differences between "helping" in the United States and

the countries Of SoutAast Asia: because Americans value
individualismi persons in need of assistance (financial,
emotional or otherwi.se), often seek assistance from oiltside
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the family. Often t e "helpers" are organizations
like churches, voluntarf agencies, or the government.
SpOnsorship is an organizational approach to helping
newcomers in the society - a system that relies on
volunteers.and private donations but which is backed ,

by the governMent. Contrast this to the Southeast
Aiian system where families provide support and
assistande to those in need.

III; SPONSORSHIP AND AMERICAN VALUES: CULTURAL CONFLICTS

A. Americans, often unconsciously, have many expectations of the
refugees:

1 Many Americans see the refugees as poor:Miserable,
diseased, humble and grateful people. The sponsors see
themselves as charitable, humanitarian, generous, and
culturally superior.

2. In most cases Amerlcan sponsors have had little', if any,
-exposure to non-Western cultures and societies. They
therefore usually expect the refugee's to be English-
speaking, and westernized in their manners, habits, dress
and eating habits.

B. These expectations can cause many cultural conflicts between/the
refugee and the sponsor.

1. The Americans want the refugees to say "thank you" tothem '

to show their.gratitude, but that is not always.appropriate
in Southeast Asian culture.

2. The Americans want the refugees to conform, to become
culturally American in their values and day-to-day lives7

3. The AMericans expect the refugees to become self-sufficient
in the Western sense of the terM. That is, they expect
that after they show the- refugees how to do something once,
then the.refugees should be able to do that thing again
_without any assistance. And the American sponsors, in
an attempt to foster self-sufficiency, will usually not
take the refugees from place to place personally,'or
personally intervene in their problems. To the refugee,
this unwillingness of the sponsor to offer frequent
personal_help may indiCAte that the sponsor has failed
'his responsibilities./

4. The American expect* to prov.ide material goods and
services when need0; the Southeast Asian expects to
receive motional upport frequently.
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To help bridge these cultural gaps and misunderstandings, the students
can: /2

t. Try to learn and speak English.

2. Be prepared to-explain their behavior. Americans-are much
more.tolerant of."unusual", (i.e. non-western) behavior if
they understand why the refugees are doing what they do.

3. Be prepared for displays of anger and impatience by the
sponSors. In the United States, such behavior is neither
rude nor uncommen. And usually, after an American loses
his/her temper, the.incident is quickly forgotten (by the
American, at least).

4. Explain their needs to their sponsors.: Although the
sponsor wants to help, it is not common in American
culture to anticipate needs of others. Americans value
directness and will respond to direct requests for
assistance.

q.S. Say "thank you". By saying "thanks" the students are
released from "obligation" to their sponsors in the South-
east Asian sense of tthe term.

6 -Be aware that if they are being sponsored by friends
or relatives, the att tudes and lifestyles of these people
may have changed a great deal since they have arrived in
theeUnited States, and the students' relationship with them
may have changed as well. This may be shocking and
disappointing for the students when they arrive.

7 Understand that they do not have to attend their sponsor's
church or,convert to the religion of their sponsors.

Understand that there is no immediate gratification of needs
and wants in the United States; the first year or two
will be difficult years of hard work and sacrifice. The
students should not expect that their sponsors W&11 give
them all the material goods that many American faMilies
have.

Understand ways in which they can return their sponsor's
help, and show their gratitude. For example, the students
could offer to make dinner for their sponsors, or teach them
how to cook Southeast Asian food, or offer to help them
around their houses and yardS.
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Suggested Teaching Methods:.

Ask.the students to pretend that you, the_teacher, are a
newly arrived refugee in their country; Discuss such
questions as:

- Who would take care of you? For how long? What
would they do to care for you?

How would they handle culturally inappropriate
behavior on your-part (give examples)?

- How would they help you with your personal
problems? Other day-to-day problems?

- How should you express grati,tude to those who
help you?

- How would they feel if you moved to another town
after they had helped you become oriented?

- How would they feel if you refused to work, or
refused to study their language?

- What would they do if they felt you were overly
dependent on.them to fill all your daily needs?

2. Questions commonly asked by refugees about sponsorship:

. How long will my sponsor help me?

2. Who gets the $500.00 grant? How?

3. What do I do if my sponsor doesn't meet me at
the airport?

4. What are my responsibiliti to my sponsor?

5. Will my sponsor be an American family?

6. Will I still have a sponsor if I Moye to
another state?

7. What if my sponsor takes away my welfare &ecks
or asks me to work for him at a pay rate loWer,
than the minimum wage?

8. Will' my sponsor stop helping me befere I2m self-
sufficient?

9. Do I have to go to my sponsor's church?
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UNIT THREE LIFESTYLES

I. GEOGRAPHY

A. State and Regions

1 There are fifty (50) states in the United States. Forty-
eight (48) states are on the mainland. Alaska is attached
to the northwestern part of Canada, Hawaii is a group of
islands in the Pacific Ocean. Other notes: The area of the US is
about 3,615,000 square miles (about the same size as China).
Vietnam is 126,400 square miles (the United States is
about 28 times larger). Cambodia is 68,000 square miles
(the United States is about 52 times larger). Laos is 91,400
square miles (the United States is about 40 times larger).
Vietnam is about the same size as New Mexico. Cambodia is
about the same size as Missouri. Laos is about the same size
as Oregon.

2. .Alaska is the largest state (589,700 square miles) . Rhode
Island is the smallest state (1,210 square miles).

3. The distance from New York to California is about 3000 miles.
It would take about six (6) days to drive across the U.S.
in a car. The.distance from the Canadian to the Mexican
borders is about 1,600 miles.

4. There are fourtime zones in mainland U.S.:

a. Eastern
b. Central
c. Mountain
d. Pacific

Each zone is one hour apart'. When it is noon in New York,
it is 9:00 A.M. in California.

5. Americans often refer to themselves as coming from a certain
region in the country. These regions include:

a. New England
b. the South
c. the Northeast
d. the Midwest
e. the Southwest
f. the Northwest
g. the West Coast



6. The fifty (SO) states are political as well as geographic
regions.

a. each state has its own elected government, headed
by a governor, and makes many of its own laws.

b. the capitol of the nat_ional (Federal) government is
in Washington, District of. Columbia.

c. the head of the Executive branch of the Federal
government is President Ronald Reagan.

B. There are about 220 million people in the United States.

1. California is the most populous state: 22,694,000 people,

2. Alaska is the least populated state: 406.000 people.

3. The population includes people of many different races,
colors, ethnic backgrounds and religions.

C. The Land and Climate

1. The U.S. is bordered on the North by Canada, on the South
by Mexico, on the East and West by the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans.

a. the highest point in the country is Mt. McKinley
in Alaska - 20,320 feet.

b. the lowest (and hottest) point is Death Valley in

11/
California.

c. the longest river is the Mississippi

d. there is one recently active volcano - Mt. St.
Helen's in Washington State.

2. Most places have four distinct seasons:

a. winter
b. spring
c. summer
d. fall

In most of the Northern and Midwestern
-states, the weather is cold and snowy in
the winter and warm and humid in the summer.
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2. The climate in the far south, Florida,
Southern California and Hawaii is almost\
tropical and remains warm most of the
year.

3. Hurricanes (like typhoons) are common 'in the Southern
East Coast and gulf coast states; there are tornados
across the plain states of the Midwestf earthquakes are
common in California.

Suggested Teaching Methods:

1. Use maps of the world and the U.S. Have students find
their native country, and where they will go in the United
States.

2. Show pictures of famous places in the United States and
different climates.

3. Match names of states with the map.

4. If possible, discuss the specific places the students
will bd going in the U.S.

5. Bring in something round to demonstrate the concept of
time zones.

6. Discuss distances and size scales by comparing walking
and driving times in the students' native countries and
in the United States.

7. Use paper clocks above a map of the United States; have
the students move the hands of the clocks to indicate
time zones.

II. HISTORY

A. Some Impottant Events

1. First inhabitants were native Americans, American Indians,
Eskimos, Hawaiians.

2. Europe "discovered" America when Columbus landed in 1942.

3. The first settlers came from England

- a trading colony was established at Jamestown,
ViTginia in 1607.
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- English Pilgrims fleeing religious persecution
established Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1620.

4. Large migration of Puritans from England to Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Rhode Island around 1630-1640.

S. Many more settlers arrived from Germany, France, Holland
and Scandinavia over the next 100 years

6. Settlements
0
along the East Coast were annexed by England into

13 separate colonies.

7. Resentment grew towards the British King for taxing the
residents of the colonies without giving them a voice in
policy-making.

8. Colonies revolted against British rule in 1775 .

7 the 13 colonies declared Independence on July 4, 1776

9. Revolutionary war ended in 1781

- the 13 colonies became 13 states in a united government

10. Constitution written in 1787 and it is still followed today.

- the constitution grants certain freedoms to all residents
of the United States, including non-citizens:

freedom of the press, speech, and religion

protection agaiost unreasonable searches by
the police

the right to a fail= trial if accused of a
crime

11. George Washington was elected as the first president in 1789.

12. Settlers moved westward across the continent, pushing the
Indians further west.

13. Large-scale immigration of British and Northern Europeans
1750's-1800's.

14. Irish immigration began in 1840's during a famine in Ireland.

15. Chinese immigration began in 1860's as Chinese laborers helped

build the trans-continental railroad.

16. 1861 Civil War declared between the states in the North and
those in South, fought over the issue of slavery. The war
ended in 1865.
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17. Industrial Revolution in the late 1860's changed United
States from an agricultural to an Industrial society. The

majority of the population moved from the countryside to the
cities; families grew smaller.

18. Immigration frpm Eastern Europe 1890's - 1920's. Large

Scale imndgration of Jews from Russia and Poland.

19. Immigration of Southern Europeans, (Italians, Greeks),
4starting around 1900.

4,

20. Mass immigration from Europe around World War I: before

1920.

21. Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, brought United States
into Second World War, 1941. War ended in 1945.

22. 1961 first American, Alan Shepard, in'space.

23. 1969 Neil Armstrong landed on the moon.

B. Historical Values

1. The American "national character" is- a product of the

country's history:

a. the struggle for independence from England

b. the movement of the population across the country
towards the Pacific

c. the waves of immigrants who compTise the population

2. Some of these "character traits" differ sharply from those
in Southeast Asia:

a. in the United states the individual is the primary
unit of society; in Southeast Asia it's the family.

b. an American individual strives for independence
and success; the Southeast Asian strives for
harmony in the family and in society.

c. the American believes in scientific facts, and
uses nature for his own ends; the Southeast Asian
lives and works in harmony with natu4e.
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Have the students discuss the history of their native
countries.

2. Discuss "what is an American?"

- brainstorm a stereotyped picture of an American:
how they look, act, talk, eat, dress, their manners
and habits, etc. Draw a picture of a "typical
American".

- discuss which of these traits the students like and
dislike, and how they think they will react to certain
traits once they arrive in the United States.

3. Compare and contrast American and Southeast Asian values: see

if the students can list some of the values of their own
societies Discuss the implications of different values in
their countries and in the United States. Present situations,
see if students can articulate the values represented.

4. Role play how they think they would act in a given situation
with an American:

For example, when given a gift, or a compliment, or at
a job, or visiting a friend, etc...

III. THE UNITO STATES AS A LAND OF EMIGRANTS

A. The discussion of American values, and "what is an American" leads to
two points:

1. It is hard to stereotype Americans because the society is
so diverse; the diversity comes from the immigrants who have
gone to live there;

2. The role of the students in the United States as both new
immigrants and as minorities.

B. All Americans except for the native Americans (Indians, Eskimos, Hawaiians)

are immigrants or the descendants of immigrants.

1. The immigrants who went to the states were fleeing religious
and political persecution in their countries and famine.'

2.- They all went to America seeking a new life and new opportu-
nities.

C. Because of the great diversity of ethnic groups in the population,
the US is often called a "salad bowl" the people there can be part
of the mix, but retain their own flavor.
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1. Each immigrant group has taken its traditions and

customs to the United States with them, and these have
in turn contributed to American culture. America has

been termed "a society formed from all the nations in
the world",-hence a "melting pot".

2. The students have many_customs and values which can also
contribute to American society.

3. Each immigrant has a choice as to how much of their native
culture and customs they wish fo preserve once in,the U.S.,
and to what extent they wish to change some of their
traditional customs and habits. Each person can choose
the life-style they wish to lead once they arrive in the

U.S. Some immigrants have found that their lives have
become somewhat easier after making certain changes in their
customs once they arrive in the US, for example, changing
the order of their name, or adopting an American nickname,
or developing a taste Tor some American foods.

4. All immigrants have the freedom to preserve or change their
customs and actions once they arrive in the United States,
as long as they do not infringe on the personal freedom

of others, or break the law.

5. All new immigrants have faced certain adjustment problems
when they get to the United States:

a. I) Learning a new landuage

2) Learning new customs

A
3) Adjusting to the weather

A' 4) hiving at a lower standard of
living than other Americans and lower than before.

b. For all new immigrants, the first years in the
United States are difficult years of hard work,
struggle and sacrifice.

1) The students should not expect many luxuries
or.material goods when they first get to the
U.S.

2) Most immigrants have become successful in
.the U.S. by starting at the bottom, (i.e.,
low-status and low-paying jobs) and have worked
their way up.

3) like all the immigrants before them, the
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refugees are expected to work hard, and work
their way up the "ladder of success" from the
bottom.

E. Given that American values are different from those in SE Asia, and
that the refugees' first years there are a time of difficult adaptation,
newly arrived refugees may find that they have to work consciously to
keep'their traditions alive. Some ways to help preserve their culture
are:

1. To celebrate holidays
\

2. To practice native religions

3. To ask the elderly in the Indochinese community to teach
traditional values to the children.

4. To speak native language at home and eat native foods

F. Even if they are trying consciously to preserve their traditional
heritage, the students must still adjust to and with, Amerieans-ochietyt----

\

1. The students should be aware that they will feel, and their
lives will be different than in their native country.

G Culture Shock

1. Like all new immigrants, the students will be surprised
and confused by many of the differen'es between their
countries and the United States. These feelings are often
called "culture shock".

2. There is no clear defi.40.tion of "culture shock", but it can
partially be described as:

a. feelings many people have when they first enter
a new culture and environment, and

b. behaviorS and attitudes which express these
.feelings.

3. "Culture shock" it experienced by almost everyone entering
a new culture, but the specific feelings and responses of
each person depend on the individual.

4. There are three basic stages of "culture shock". The length
Of each "stage" varies by individual.

a. by understanding each of these stages, and.that
it is a common experience to all newly arrived
refugees, the students may be better prepared to

6 1,
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o

6

understand their own feelings and reactions
once they arrive in the United States.

5. The Stages

a. the "Tourist Phase"

1. Felt by new arrivals immediately after
arrival.

2. Characteritied by excitement at the novelty
and newness of America-, and a high degree
of interest in learning English and about
AmeTican ways.

3. Feelings, of relief that the journey and
the expeqences in the refugee camps
are over;

b. the "Difference Phase"

1. Feelings of newness annxcitement wear off.

2. Realization that they,are finally resettied,
and that they.must permanently cope with
the differences in American society.

3. Dependence on others for advius and
information; insecurity as to how tp,

behave in given situations; resentment
over being dependent.

4./ Either hostility to American society and
lack of interest in learning English, or
a tendency to withdraw from the new society,
pretending that it's "'not real".

C. "Normal-ity"

1. Accelltance of new life andnew environment

2. Understanding of the people and events in
the U.S.

3. Lessening of the anxiety being in the
United States; start to enjoy new opportu-
nities.
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Have the students make as detailed a list as possible of which
characteristics make them Vietnamese, Khmer, or Lao.

a. which elements do.they think they will 'pTeserve
in the United States? How?

1

b. what will change after they arrive? What will that

mean to them?

c. how important are the different elements to them?

d. ,which elements of their culture do they t1,ink can
contribute to American society?

2. Illustrate the concept'of "choice of lifestyle". For example

discuss the advantages and disadvintages of:

a. living in an all refugee or all American commUnity

b. speaking native language or learning English

3. Discuss (class,.groups) changes in lpir custOms and habits
upon arrival in Thaitand or Malaysia:*and in the RPC.

a. how have they had'to adapt to being refugees?

b. how have they had.to adapt to living in.a cam.p?

c. how do they think they can apply what they've
learned once they!get to the United States?

4. Discuss personal 6xperiences with culture shock, either
in a,foreign country, or a,diffeent region.

IV. MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Part of the students' adjustment to their life in tbe U.S. 4 developing

an awareness of their roles as minorities.

1. The students will have a great deal of exposure to American
minority groups especially blacks nd Hispanics (Spanish-
speaking people, from Mexico, Cuba Puerto Rico, and South,

and Central America).

a. refugees often live in p edominantly black or
Hispanic,communities

b. members of minority gro ps.live.in\v_exy city in
(

the United States

613
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B. The history Of the black people in the United States helps in
understanding the role of minorities, and relations between
people of different races.

1. Black people were brought'to the United States in the
1700",s and"1800's as slaves:- they were brought,and
sold, denied,access to education and all the opportu-
Wies'for advancement that eXist for other immigrant,
aS well as having no peEsonal -freedoms.

2. Slaves.were freed in the 1860's but blacks were still.'"
treated as "second-claS-S citizens" afterwards, segregated
from white, people in schools, jobs, hOuSing: and trans.-
portation.

3. Only in the past 30 years have blacks begun to achieve
equal rights,and opportunities with whites.' In the 1960's
laws,were passed making racial' discrimination.in employ-
ment, housing.and education illegal.

4, Dis'crimination still exists against blacks in the United
States, hoWever, especially.in opportunities for
advancement in professional jobi, higher edtication, and
good' housing.

C. Just as the,students have a choice in lifestyles in,adapting to
their being immigrants in the United States s-6 they also have
choices in how o identify as minorities.

A

1. There is diversity.within each minority community in.the
states: no,two people are alike, but they shard a cOmmon
pride in their'culture and heritage.

,

2. The students will all be ddentified as part of the Asian-
American comMunity in the,United States,(which Inclindes
Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Filipino-Americans).0! They
can retain their id-entity as Vietnamese: Khmer or. Lao,
while working as part of the larger Asian-American,community.

D. Discrimination

1. The students' fear of whites,.blacks and/or Hispanics
stems from misunderstanding, close-mindedness, and,fear
of the unktiown. All these feelings produce prejudice.

/,
a. the stddents should avoid being prejudiced towards

other minorities by 'being open-minded, ,and trying
to understand each person as an indiifidual.

b. they should be aware of the danger of stereotyping
others, and try to grant the,same consideration
to people of different colored skins and different
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backgroundS as they would want Americans to grant
them.

2. Prejudice towards the refugees

a. some Americans.are prejudiced towards the refugees
for the same reasons: misunderstandings, and fea'r
of people who are different.

b. there is animosity towards the refugee from other
minority groups because the refugees are granted
certain privileges in the United States:

- it is easier for refugees to qualify for
certain welfare programs than other Americans

- they have.been granted parole for large-
scale immigration,into tlie United States,
which has been denied to many Hispanics.

- tension exist between minority people and
newcomers because they feel that the new
immigrants increase the competition for jobs,
housing, and government services.

_Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Discuss (class or groups) the minority groups who lived in
the students' native countries:

a. how could they recognize a minority group member?

b. how well integrated were the minorities into
VietnameserAmer/Laä society?

c. how did the minority peoples differ from the rest
of the population?

d. how were they treated?

2. Discuss relations between the different ethnic groups in the
RPC.

a. how do they get along?

b. what problems exist, and how are they solved?

. Brainstorm a list of the students' stereotypes of whites,
blacks, Hispanics, or other minority groups.

,
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V.. INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY STRUCTURES

A. Family Structures

1: In Southeast Asia the family is the priffiary unit of society.

a. nuclear families are most common in the U.S.;
extended amilies are more common .11 Southeast

Asia.

2. The function of the nuclear family in America is siMilar
to the function of the extended family in the students'
native country: /

a. support,(moral and financial)

b. decisiOn-making

c. education

d. socia ization (teaching of soCiety's values)

3. All members o the students': families:will undergo changes once

they get to t e United States:

a. parents and children

b. husba ds and wives

c. the 4derly

,

1. Discuss:

Sugge t d Teaching Meth'od:

a. who's a f*ily member? ,Who lives together?
What is eaeh person's role in-ihe family?

b. whats an 9eal family? A typical family?

2.\ Discuss and role play\the roles of each member of a family in
, given situations:

a. husbands and ives

b. parents and chydren,

. .

c. grandparents



VI. PARENT AND CHILD RELATIONS

A. Southeast Asian children are generally taught to be:

1. Polite

2. Respectful to elders

3. Obedient to parents, teachers, grandparents, older
siblings

4. Shy (especially the,girls)

5. Diligent studenis

6. Helpfulin caring for grandparents and youngersiblings;
helpful to parents around the house

B American children are taught to be:

1. Responsible

2. Independent

3. Challenging (questioning) of parents and teachers

4. Hard-working (help to support themselves financially)

5. Less influenced by siblings than by peer group

6. Many are less serious about school and grades

7. Interested in sports and extra curricular activities

8. Informal with parents, elders

C. Once in the United States, children usually acculturate
faster than the adults.

1. Children learn faster than adults, especially English.

2.. They have spent less time in their native country, and
are less attached to traditional society and values.

3. They are in consant contact with American children at
school, and may pick up the American children's tendency
to question tDeir parents and teachers-, place great
importance on the opinions of their peers and may
become less interested in schoOl and grades.

4. They may also pick up the American children's informal-
ity with their parents and teachers, which may be inter-
preted as disrespect.

- 7
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S. The children may have to act as interpreters for their
parents, which causes the parentsAo lose face.

D. Parents may react to the fast acculturation and "disrespect" of their
children by:

1. Being overly conservative.

2. Being harsh in their punishment.

3. Withdrawing from the rest of the family.

E. If possible, parents should try tlo react to the changes their children
are undergoing by:

1. Being patient, and flexible in their judgments.

2. Understanding of the influences on their children.

3. Talking to their children about their role in the family.

4. Seeking the support of other parents in the Indochinese
community.

F. Children should try to react to the changes they'are going through by:

1. Being moderate in their behavior (not trying to be "instant
Americans").

2. Understanding the pressures on their parents.

3. Talking to their parents, understanding the importance of
communication.

4. Not placing too much importance on the attitudes of their
peer group.

G. Parental obligations in the US are somewhat different from those in
the students' native countries:

1. Education is free and mandatory for all children-until they
are 16; parents are responsible for sending their children
to school every day, on time.

2. Child abuse is illegal in the U.S.; parents must be moderate
in their punishment of their children or they could be
arrested and jailed, or have their children taken away from
them and placed in foster homes.

3. Child neglect is also illegal in the United States; children
must be properly supervised when parents are away. Baby-
sitters must be 14 years old or older (do not leave children

616
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in the care of an 8 or 9-year old sibling). Day care centers
are available in most places, often for free, for families
with young children wbere both parents are working.

4. Children are encouraged to work for "pocket money" in the
US, but they are not allowed to work full time until they
are 16 years old (in some states until they are 18).

5. Young children must be properly dressed, which includes
diapers. Do not allow young children to wander around
without any clothes or to urinate on the street.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Discuss/brainstorm:

a. What are the duties/responsibilities of a parent
in Vietnam/Cambodian/Laos? What must they teach
to be good parents?

b. What are the duties and responsibilities of
children? What must they learn? How must they
behave?

Which aspects of a traditional relationship would
they like to keep in the United States? To change?

2. Discuss (or role play) the students' reaction in given
situations:

a. child acts disrespectfully.

b. child refuses to speak native language or insists
on doing everything like his/ber classmates.

c. teenage child wants to go on a date, unchaperoned.

d. child refuses to study hard or to place
importance on school work, etc.. Write situations
on a piece of paper and give one situation to
each group to role play.

VII. RELATIONS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

A. Traditionally, a husband in Southeast Asia usually would be
expected to:

O

1. Be authoritarian and dominant.

2. Support the family emotionally and morally.

643
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3. Be strong emotionally.

4. Discipline the children.

B. A wife would usually be expected to:

1. Be submissive and obedient to husband.

2. Stay in the background; be quiet and polite.

3. Stay at home and cook and clean for the family.

4. Care for the children and the parents (in-laws).

5. Be shy around non-family members.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Fill in a "family structures" chart.

2. Role play traditional roles/interactions between men and

women; have men play the women and vice versa.

VIII. AMERICAN WOMEN

A. the roles and characteristics of American women are different from those
in Southeast Asia:

1. There is great diversity among American women (there'are about

110 million women in the United States).

2. Opinions and attitudes depend to a large extent on the
educational level, family background, religion and economic

class of the individual woman.

3. Women's roles are currently changing drastically in the US,
for many reasons:

A. History

1. During the_industrial revolution women
worked in oppresive conditions in factories;
the start of their political involvement
came when they organized into unions for the
reform of working conditions and labor
laws.

2. The suffrage movement in the 1920's granted
women the right to vote.
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3. During World War I women filled many
,jobs traditionally held by men.

4. In the 1960's the "women's movement"
began, which is striving towards equality
with men polAically, economically and
socially.

5; The-Equal Rights Amendment was drafted
in the 1970s to make discrimination by
sex illegal. The E.R.A. has still not
yet been accepted by the government.

B. Education has changed woman's role in society:

1. Because education is mandatory for all
children until age 16, there is a high
literacy rate among women.

2. More women are now being accepted at
universities.

3. More women are being accepted at graduate
schools which produces more professional
women doctors, lawyers, and managers.

C. Employment: the,majority of American women work:

1. Many women work because their income is
needed to support their families.

2. Many women work-because they choose to
pursue careers.

3. As educational opportunities have expanded,
more fields are open to women for
employment.

4. Many women have moved into jobs that were
traditlOnally for men only, like
management-level positions, skilled and
semiskilled labor jobs and professional
jobs.

5. Many women choose not to work and stay
home to care for their families.

D. Legally, women are protected by certain laws:

1. Abmen have the legal right to:

- own property
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- file for divorce

- vote

- keep their own money and bank accounts.

2. Wife abuse is illegal; husbL.nds can be
arrested and jailed for beating their wives.

3. Women are considered to be, and are treated
as, individuals under the law, not as the

property of their husbands or fathers.

E. Family roles,are different for American women:

1. In many families both the husband and wife
work for a living, so they share the respon-
sibilities of cooking, cleaning,- shopping
and caring for the children.

2. Married American women go Gut alone with
their friends, without needing the permission
of their husbands.

3. Many divorced men and women choose to live
and raise their children alone without
remarrying.

4. Many women also choose to lead a traditional
lifestyle, staying at home to take care of'
the house and the family while the husband
works to support the family.

F. Socially

1. Young unmarried women will often move
away from their parents and live alone,
or with other women.

2. Many unmarried men and women live together.

3. Men and women go out together socially;
at dinner parties they eat together.

4. Whistling and catcalls are considered rude
in the United States; American women should
be treated with the same courtesy that
would be granted a Vietnamese, Khmer or
Lao woman.

6 5 2
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11.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Ask the students (in groups) to list 3 or 4 things
they know about American women and 3 or 4 questions
they have about them. Discuss.

2. Role play situations between men and women:

- if the boss is a woman

- on a date, etc.

3. Brainstorm/group discussion; 111

- ideal husband in U.S. and in native country

- ideal wife in U.S. and in native country

- which traditional aspects of relations between
men and women do they want to keep in the United

States? To change?

IX. CHANGING ROLES OF INDOCHINESE WOMEN IN THEU.S.

A. When they arrive in the United States, the refugee women:

1. Will be influenced to some extent by the American women
around them, and

2. May have to get a job to help support their families:

B. Some potential problems:

1. Some women will find that their domestic skills as cooks,
housekeepers or seamstress are easily marketable in the
the United States and that they will find jobs before
their husbands do. Changes take place in the family
when the woman-takes on the traditionally male role
of financially supporting the family.

2. Both husband and wife may find jobs, which raises questions
about who is responsible for housekeeping and child
raising chores.

3. The men may find jobs and the women choose.to remain at
home; the women may be bored, homesick, and feel alienated
in the new culture.

4. Decisions must be made inmany situations as to how to fulfill
roles in:

633
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a. child care

b. household tasks

c. financial an'd moral support cf the
family

d. how women should deal with the choices Open
to;-them in the United States

C. Possible solutions to potential problems:

1. Set goals towards which both the husband and wife work (for
example, a new car, or a better house)

1

2. Work to preserve traditional values, especially the importance
of harmony within the family and the disdain of divorce.

3. Try to be mutually,understanding, flexible, and to talk
about the changes and problems that each family member is
going through.

4. ,Practice traditional religion and celebrate traditional
holidays; work together to teach traditional values and native
language to the children.

D. Note that the same choices about choice of lifestyleS that will be
available tO the_students when they arrive are the same choices that

exist for Ametican women.

1. Some American women choose to work; others choose to remain
at home.

(=4

2. The same conflicts over roles exist in American families
also; there is a very high divorce rate in America.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Discuss "what would you do?" in given situations:

a. working wife/unmployed husband

b. both husband and wife work

c. wife wants to go out with her friends

d., wife stays at home to care for the house
and children

2. Use stories to portray sitations. Role play.



THE ELDERLY

A. The role of the elderly in Southeast Asia often includes the following:

1. They are the most highly respected people in the family
, and in society.

2. Jhey are dominant in some families.

3. \Their advice is sought in family conflicts, and they
Oediate in cenflicts.

4. They preserve traditions and transmit values to,the children.

5. They are cared for by the younger generations; they are
concerned about their funerals and burial.

B. Most of the elderly in the United States:

1. Retire from working at about age 65.

2. Preserve their independence, and that of their families,
by living apart from their children and grandchildren by
their own choice.

3. The ill are cared for in nursing homes, uivally not by
family members.

C. Conflicts and problems over roles which may arise among the Indochinese
elderlIr once they arrive in the United State include:

I. The elderly may feel that the new-fo n d independence of
the younger generations is disrespectful.

2. Their values and advice are not as important in the new
country.

3. The extended family,often breaks down in the United States.

4. They may be lonely, bored, and nostalgic to go back home.

D. Some solutions-may be to:

I. Ask the elderly to help the family preserve their tradi-,
tionaI values.'

2. Celebrate important holidays and religious observances.

3. Seek community support from other elderly people in the
Southeast Asian community.

4. Plan activities to bring the extended family together.
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1 Role play greetings, showing of respect, dnd other traditional
interactiOns with the elderly.

. Group discussions/debates over how to deal with given

situations, for example:

4/
a. how to care for a s ck,parent, when both husband

/
and wife are Korb. g full time.

b. grandparents are alone in the hotise all day: how

do they feel? What should they do?

c. grandparents are nostalgic for their old country,
and want ta go batk.

X . ADJUSTMENT

A. Changes in Lifestyle and Environment

11,

1. People who arrive in a new emivironment and who undergo a

major change in their lifestyle have difficulties in
adjusting to their new life.

2. These difficulties may;be easier to cope with if the students

understand:

a. the changes ihey may be going thrOugh;

b. the'differences between their native countries and

thq United States;

c. the feelings ihey May have while adapting tO A new
environment, and the different ways pepple cope with

their feelings;

d. where to find help and support when they have
' these difficUlties.

3. The initial discussian of feelings and iays to cope which can

be related to the students life in the RPC.

,

SuggestedlTeachi4 Method:
7

1.1 Put a "feelings chart" on the board: Use the.epotions: sad
lonely, happy, and akry.

a. Ask the students to define these words.

b. when do ihey feel thesv emotions in the RPC? Under

What circumstances?
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c. What do they do when/they have each of these
feelings? Who wou1d they talk to?

Do not encourage students toiialk about their problems or
experiences. This is an exercise for the students to identify
their feelings, not to air them. /,

B. The RPC. People who are lonely or unhappy in the RPC. may cope with
their feelings in different ways.

1. Some people channel their feelings into constructive
: behavior:

a. talking to family and friends about their
'problems;

b. becoming involved in neighOorhoOd activities;

c: volunteering to help friends or neighbors;

d. doing hobbies (like making crafts or singing);

e. playing volleyball or Other sports;

f. becoming active in the Temple or Church.

2. Others take out theirsadness arid frustrations in destructive
behavior:

a. excessive drinking or smoking;

ib. withdrawing from OtherA; hiding their problems)

c. abusing their wives or children;

d. acting vioiently, or 'attempting raPe or suicide.

3. To cope well with their feelings, all the students, have
resources to turn to in the camp:

a. drawing upon their own inner resourtes and strengths;

b. sharing theif problems and feelings with family
ami friends, seeking' the support of those close
to theW;' '

c. seeking the'support of the-whole community, by
becoming involved in neighborhood,'chUrch or
temple actiVities.

d. for those who have exhausted these resources, CMHS
(Community Mental Helath Services) can offer .

.' additional assistance%

6 5 7
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Guide Questions:

a. .What are some things the Students like to do in
the camp?

b. Does this dependi on hoW.they feel?

c. Can they give examples?

d. Can they give examples of "constructive" and
"destructive" behaviors?

e. Do they see people who act ih these ways?

f. What do they think 'about these people?

C. The United States

1. Difficulties.in adjustment and feelings of loneliness,
sadness or homesickness may be compounded upon arrival in
the United States. This may pe due to many factors,
including:

4 -a. changes in family relationshlys;

b. changes in roles in society (as immigrants and minor-
ities);

c. communication difficulties;
4

d. exposure to,new values and wayS of thinking,,

2. Those.(.who are feeling sad or homesick in the United es may
react with the same types of destructive behavior as in the
Refugee processing Center:

a. excessive.drinkinvor smoking

b. Withdrawing from others;,

c. abusing their wives or children;.other forms of
violence.

33 There are also constructive outlets for those who are having
difficulties in adjusting to life in America:

a. sharing feelings and problems with family andfriends;

b. getting involved with community activities "Vs,
Temple, Church);
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c. volunteering to work with community organizations;

d. 'playing sports, and other types of recreation
(movies, parks, museums).

4. The same sources of help and support exist in the United
States far those experiencing problais:

a. using their own inner abilities and strengths;

B. using the help of family and
leaders (monks, elders).

c: using community organization

friends, community

(MAA's, Temples);

d. using American social service and mental health
agencies when they have exhausted natural support
systems (ftmily, friends, MAA's etc...)

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Refer to the,Letters Project Book: see the sections
on "lopeliness",and "American culture". Ask students
to brigg in their Own letters. jdscuss.

2. Discuss and re-inforce the concept of "natural support
systems" in_the Refugee Processing Center and in the
United States.

4

3. Guide Questions:

a. What have their friends and relatives in
America done when they've felt unhappy?

h. What may be different in the United States from
their native countries and the Refugee Processing
Center?

c. Is it difficult or easy to adapt?

d. What will they do if they feel lonely or homesick
when they arrive in the:United States?

When would they turn to family or friends for
help and support?
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UNIT FOUR - COMMUNICATION ----

Note: Some teachers choose ta include the sections on "Public Transporta-
tion" and the "Post Office" dn.this unit. Refer to the "Community
Services" unit Pr those sections. For "VerbaZ and Non-Verbal
Communication" refer to the introduction unit on gestures, and the
concept of non-verbal communiAation.

1. USING THE TELEPHONE

A. Telephone numbersein the U.S. haye 10 digits.

1. A 3-digit area code precedes a umber.

2. A local phone number has seven digits. They are arranged
aS three digits, a dash, then four digits. (123-1234)

B. Making a Call

1. Pick up the receive hold tht cupped end,against the ear.

2. Listen for a low, continuous dial tone. If there is no tone,
the phone is not working.

3. Dial the number,. Place finger in the hole above the number,
pull all the way to.the finger stop. Dial carefully.

4. For push-button phones, push one button at a time, slowly.

5. Listen for:

a. Ringing: a series of short, high tones. Wait for
the other person to answer before saying "hello". -

b. Busy Signal: a series of fast, high tones; which
indicate that the phone called is being used.
Hand up and call back later.

6. Hang up correctly.

PHONE EPXRESSIONS: "leave message", "wrong number",
"hold the line", "hang up?

C. How to Get a Private Phone

1. Contact local telephone company.

2. Order'one dial phone per residence. Request, basic locaf
service only.
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3. -A deposit must be paid td the phone company; it will be
returned when the phone is returned. A co-signer may be
required.

4. The phone company will install the phone and assign a
phone number.

D. Finding a Phone Number

I. Private phone numbers,can be.found in the white pages of
the telephone botils.

a. telephone books are free. They are supplied by
the phone company.

B. numbers in the white pages.are listed alphabet-
ically by family name.,

2. Business phone numbers can 15e found in the yellow pages
Of the phone book.

a. businesses are listed alphabetically by the type of
business.

3. Call information for assistance.

a. in most (not all) cities, a number can be called
for information; check phone book for the
number.

E. Local Calls

I. S'ocial calls

2. Appointments

a. call in advance to make an appointment to see
doctors, social service and government officials,

. employers, school teachers, etc.

b. call to cancel an appointment, or if late.

3. Don't hang up if put on "hold".

4. Emergency calls

a. local emergencrnumbers (police, ambulance, fire
department) are listed in the front cover of the
phone book. Tlace a list of these numbers near
.the phone.

b. In some (not all) cities,.dial "gll" to report

C.

N
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an emergency. It is also possible to dial the

operator, "0", to report an emergency.

c. Be prepared,to tell name, address, and nature of
the emergency to the operator or police.

5. Special local numbers can be called for information on the
time, the weather, and driving conditions.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Practice making local calls with the model, phone: dialing,

greeting, leaving a message,and hanging up. Have students say

the number they're calling while they're dialing.

2. Practice calling to make or cancel appointments, or to explain
lateness.

3. Brainstorm the appointments necessary during the first week
or two in the U.S. Practice calling to schedule these
appointments, and write them down on a calendar.

4. Practice emergency calls to police, fire department and
ambulance. Have students identify their names, addresses, and

the problem.

5. Bring in cartoons of emergency situations (i.e., a person
bleeding profusely), and have students make the appropriate
emergency call.

II. LONG DISTANCE CALLS

A. Area Codes

1 Area codes designate a certain region. In same cases an entire
state will have thi same area code, (for example, Utah or
Arizona). In other cases; one state may have many area codes,
for example, New York or California.

2. To make a long distance call, the area code must be dialed
beforR the rest of the phone number IF the number called is in
a different area code. Do not dial the area code to a
number within the same area code as the number the call
is placed_ from.

3. Before making a long distance call, know the area code of the
number called, and the time zone there.

4. In some areas, the number I must be dialed before dialing
the area code.
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B. Long Distance or Toll Cans.

1. These are calls for which the caller pays a fee.

For example, a person living in Boston may call any of the
cities within the circled area for free. Calls to other
citits within the "617" area code are TOLL calls. Calls
to t e other part of the state to the "413" area code and
calls outside of the state, are also TOLL calls.

MASSACHUSETTS

. Long Distance calls are expensive.

1. Cost depends on:

a. the distance called

BOSTON

b. the time of day and the day of the week the
call is placed

-4

c. the length of the gall

D. Long Distance Rates

1. Long distance rates are calculated by theminute.

a. usually there is a charge for the first three
minutes of the call, 'and an additional charge
for each additional minute.

2. Rates differ for certain times of the day, and days of the week:

a. full rate: Monaay-Friday, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

b. evening rate: (35% of the full rate charges):
Monday-Friday and Sunday, -5:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

c. night and weekend rate (60% of the full rate charges):
all day Saturday, Sunday until 5:00 p.m., and
Monday-Friday, 11:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m.
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For example:

First Three Minutes Each Additional Minute

Full Rate $.50 $.34

EVening Rate .32 .23

Night Rate .20 .14

E. Types of Long Distance Calls

1. Direct calls: dial "1", then the ten-digit phone number. Call

will be charged to the person placing the call.

2. Collect calls: call the operator "0" to place a collect call.
The person-called will pay for the call.

3. Toll-free calls: any number with the area code "800" can be

called free of charge.

Suggssted Teaching Method:

1. Draw maps to explain concept of area codes.

2. Have students identify long distance and toll-free numbers.

Use model phone to practice placing direct, collect and toll-

free long distance calls.

*3. Tell an open ehded story about a refugee receiving a very
high phone bill after calling friends.and relatives long
distance.

4. Review the rate chart for long-distance calls (upper level
classes).

5. Review time Zones%

6. Divide the class into groups. Assign each group an area
code and time zone.. Have fhem make local calls within
their group, then long distance calls to other groups,
taking into account the different area codes and tihe

zones. Practice makilloperator-assisted (collect) calls
to the other groups. eacher, AT,or volunteer cantplay

the operator.



III. PAY PHONES

1. Pay phones are found aIong the street, in restaurants,
stores, post offices, and other public places.

2. Costs for a local call range from $.10 - $.25, depending
on the city. Exact change must be used.

3. There are two kinds of pay phones:

a. dial phone: must insert coins to get a dial tone.

b. push-button phones: first listen'for dial tone, then
insert coins.

4. Some calls are free from a pay phone:

a. calling the operator "0"

be. calling information "411"

c. calling an emergency number "911"

d. calling a-toll-free "800" long distance number

5. To Make these free calls with a dial phone, insert Loins
and dial. After calling, hang up and coins will be returned.

6,e To make these free calls with,a push-button phone,,place call
without using coins.

7. To call long-distance on a pay phone, dial "0" then the
10 digit number. Operator will state the amount due for the
call.

' Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Bring in a picture of a pay phone.; practice putting
in money and placing call.

IV. PHONE BILLS

'Phone bills are computerized, and are mailed monthly.

A. The following chvges appear on a phone bill:

1. Local calls

2. Long distance calls, which list:

6 i$ 5
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a. the city, state and number called

b. the time of day and date the call was placed

c. the number of minutes of the call

d. the cost

3. Tax is aaded to the bill.

B. Check the bill carefully; the computer can mage mistakes!

C. Pay the bill by the billing date, or the phone company may disconnect

the phone.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Bring sample phone bill to clags. Have students identify

local and long distance charges, the amount due, and the

billing date. .

II, MAPS

A. Types of maps that are-common in the U.S. ificlude:

.1. local street maps

2. highway maps

3, transit (bus and suhwayl maps

B. Maps are usually available at:

VI.

1. bookstores

2. drugstores

3. gas stations

4. bus stations or transit authority offices

UNDERSTANDING DIRECTIONS

Art Vocabulary includes:

1. turn

2. left, right, straight 6 s 6-



3. near, far

4. across,from, next to

5. block, corner

Transit signs iderhify bus routes through a city.
different in eb.ch city.

Signs may look

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Draw a simple street map on a large piece of paper.e
Label, with words and.pictures, landmarks like a
hospital, school, supermarket, post office. Have
students give and understand directions from place
to place.

2. Add bus rOute signs to the street map. Have students
plan bus triOs from place to place.

3. 'Arrange benches and chairs in aisles lilce "streets".",
Blindfold a student and have class give oral directions
around the obstacles.

4. CODOG I and II. (see The Journal, Volume I, No. 1,
December 1981, No. 2, March 1983.)

S. Bring in CAL signs; have students identify each sign.

6. Have students draw a map of their home towns, or.of
the RPC.

6 S
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UNIT FIVE - HOUSING

I. COMPARING HOUSING

A. ValueS in Housing in America

The ways Americans use their houses reflect many of the,values
in American society. These values are;different in different
parts of the US, but therate generally true for most families.

1. Privacy

a. children sleep in separate Bedrooms from their
parents.

b. -each person tries to be quiet so as not to disturb

otherS.

-:*

c. guests are entertained in living rooms; bedrooms

are considered private.

2. Space

most Americans value space, and will choos,e to live

in as large and spacious a home as they cab afford.

b. in most cases, only the members of the nuclear
family live together; members of the extended family
have their own homes.

3. -Indoors

a. the front doors in the US are usually locked.

b. people who like to sit or play outside usually do so
in back of their houses, where they can't be seen
by their neighbors, not out on the street.

c.- Most Americans have little contact with their

neixhborhood.

d. most apartment buildings have,no yards around them.

e. each household is an independent, self-sufficient
unit; -Americans would rarely depend on their
neighbOrs_for help ih preparidg food, in caring for

their children.
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. Impermanence

a. Americans move frequently and often do not place
a great deal of sentimental value on their homes.

b. spiritual forces regarding the location, design,
and setting of a home are not taken into account
in Ainerican housing.

B. Types of Housing:

-
There are four. (4) basic types of housing available in the United States:

1. Houses

a. the largest types of homes Available, and the
.7

most expensiVe,.

b. usually have 2 or more bietrooms'and are eant

. 'for larger families.

c. often include an attic ahd a cellar(basement)%

,
d. surrounded by some.land,,and have a yard in front

and/or back.

2. Apartments

a. more than one housing, unit inside a building.'
(as few as two,,as many as. hundreds)

b. there.is often a common entrance from the
street into.the-apartment,building, but each
living unit,has a private entrance. ..

c. each apartmea includes a kitchen and a hafhroom.

d. usually one family lives in en apartment.

e. apartments are usually smaller' than houset, and
are designed for smaller families.

3. Mobile,Homes/Trailers

1

a. single family units,which include a litchen and
bathroom and can belloved by attaching to a truck.

b. usually parked on concrete blocks in a Trailer
Park, which has small plots of land, and facilities
for water and electrical.conneciions to each
trailer.

/'

663
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./

. .

4.

c. can be purchased or rented.

d. for smaller families.

Rooms tag'

a. simgle room rented in'a.house.

b. cheapest type or accomodation for one or two
people only

C. share commugal kitchen and bathrooms

IT

.Suggested Teaching Method:

r
Split class into groups based on whete they lived in their
countries' (urban, :rural, small town). iAsk each group to draw
a picture of a typical house in their area, a house one of
them lived. in. Have each group explain:

'_ How many people lived there? Who?

- How many rooms77

- Where _was the bathroom? The kitchen?

-,Was there water and electricity?

Who owned the hour? How much did it cost?

- What did they do inside? Outside?

- What kind of furniture was inside?

- How much land was outside?

-- bid "the'doors lock?'
. .

- What materials was-it made of?

_ How old was it?

_ Where would gUests visit?

2. HaVé students draw a picture of a house in America. ,Discuss
eiPectations.

3. Bring-in pictures of different sized families, and different
sized-houses and apartments. Match families with the right

,sized place to live.

4. Discuss the Oroverb, ' eifences make good neighbors".

.5. Ask students to imagine that everyone at the RPC always,
stayed inside their billets, only coming diat when they had

'some place to go. Discuss the implicatiOns-af "indoor living"f,'
in the.U.S.

N

10
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II. FINDING A-PLACE TO LIVE

A. Housing and Sponsors

1. Students will have a place to stay when they
first.arrive in'the United States.

.

2. In many cases, the accomodations provided upon
-',arrival are only temporary and the students must look

for a permanent place to live. .

\

3. Sponsoring agencies can,assist in locating places to
live.

. Students who move to another state after arriving are,
responsible for finding their own housing.

B. Considerations

Be1fore looking for a place to.live, each person must know:

-1. How much they can spend on housing.
4

a. housing 'is very expensive in most cities.

b. in some places housing is scarce and difficult
to find.

2. How many people will be living together.

. each family.must find a house large enough to
Accomodate them.

A

b. zoning laws in many cities regulate the number,
of people allowed to live in each building.

c. sually a landlord will allow. two people per
bedroom only. '

A

C. Finding a Play) to Live

1. Read 1ousng advertisements in the newspaper.

-2. Ask friends or sponsor.

3. Read community bulletin4boards in supermarkets, laundromats
.at local colleges.

4. Walk around and look for "For Rent" signs.

5. ,Ask managers of apartment buildings if.space/is
available.

\ 6 71
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6. Visit real estate agents or rentals agencies.

a. these services charge a fee

b. make sure they are reputable before using

D. Evaluating Housing .

When available housing is found, evaluate first:
1

1. The price

2. The size: is i big enough?

3. Location

a. near the superTarket

b. near school, work

c. near public transit

d. safe neighborhood?

4. Furnished or Unfurnished.

Ela. furnished apartments are more xpensive to rent
but they save the trouble and expense of buying
furniture. Most places both furnished and unfurnished
alridy have lights, stove, and a refrigerator.

,.

5. Are utilities (gas, electricity, watei) included in therent?

a. telephone costs are-usually not included in the cost

, of utilities.

6. The, length of the lease.

E. Looking at a Place

Ne*er agree to rent a place before looking at it. To visit a house

or" an apartment:.

1. 611 ehe landlord.

2. Before'making an appointment, be sure that the price and
size 6f the accomodation are Suitable.

o f'
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3. Make an appointment to visit the house/apartment.

4. Check the condition of the:

a. walls, floors, ceilings

b. security: locks, bolts

c. wiring and plumbing

d. hot water and electricity

e. appliances

5. Tenants occasionally bargain with the landlord over the
price and condition of housing, but it is not very common.

Suggested Teaching Method:

Upper Level: List sample housing advertisements on the
board. Have students read and explain abbreviations. Call
1Rndlord for appointment, role play visiting each place and
checking the condition.

I Make up a list of available housing. Describe the size,
price, location advantages and disadvantages of each place.
Have each student or group select a place based on their
needs and preference. Role play as in (1) above.

Split class into "tenant" and "landlord" groups. Have
"landlords" give important information about a place they
are renting and show "tenants" around. "Tenants" evaluate
the type of housing *and the condition.

III. LANDLORD TENANT RESPONSIBILITIES

A. The Lease

1. A lease is a'contract between the owner of the house or
apartment (the landlord), and the person renting it
(the tenant).

2. A lease is a legal contract, made binding by the tenant's
signature.

3. Never sign a lease (or any document) thaACis not clearly
understandable, or which has empty spaces.

6473
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a. bring the lease to a friend or sponsor to help

explain, if necessary.

4. Landlords may ask that a CO-SIGNER also sign the lease.

a. if the tenant does not pay the rent, the co-signer
will be responsible for paying.

b. many refugees ask their sponsors,to co-sign their

leases.

5. Do not accept oral agreements.

B. Terms of the Lease

1. Payment

a. the lease will list how much rent is due;

b. how often the rent is due;

c. on which dates it must be paid.

2. Length of the lease.

a. how long the tenant agrees to rent the place.

b. whether this term is renewable, negotiable

3. Damages

a. most landlordsrequire a SECURITY DEPOSIT; equal to
one or two months rent.

b. if the house is damaged, the landlord will use the
security deposit to pay for repairs.

c. the lease should list the conditions under which the
landlord may keep or should return the security
deposit.

d. the lease should list who (landlord or tenant) is
responsible for making repairs. Usually, tenants
must repair anything in the house that they damage,
and landlords repair structural faults, like
plumbing, wiring, walls, ceilings, etc.

e. Tenants should list in the lelse any damages to the
house that they find before t ey move in. Otherwise,

the landlord may charge the tenant for damages they
did not cause.

674
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C. Other Terms:

1. Some leases have additional clauses which include:

a. how many people may live in the house.

b. whether children or pets may be allowed

c. conditions under which the tenant can repair or
change the house (usually requires landlord's
permission)

d. when the landlord can come and visit (usually a
landlord must give 24 hours notice bLfore

visiting).

D. Eviction

1. Landlords can evict (throw out) tenants who violate

the terms of the lease.

2 Soe refugees have been evicted for non-payment of rent
or by having more people living 2r their house than the
number specified in the lease.

3 Landlords must give advance notice (usually 30 days)
before asking tenants to leave.

4. Tenants who move away before the end of the lease.

A. forfeit their security deposit

b. may be legally liable to pay all the rent due

until the lease expires.

5. Tenants who wish to move before their lease is up can
ask their landlords to terminate the lease at an earlier

date.

C. Responsibilities to Landlords and Neighbors

1.. Tenants are responsible for:

a. keeping the house/apartment clean.

b. keeping the land around the house clean and neat.

c. disposing of their garbage properly.

d. being quiet and not disturbing the neighbors.
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e. not hanging laundry out on branches, or on tiv
ground

f. 4laking sure that children are always watched by
an adult and are properly Aressed (with diapers).

g. paying the full amount of rent on time

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Continue role play on looking for a house. Have "landlords"
and "tenants" negotiate and sign lease.

2. Bring in sample lease. Discuss meaning. Have students practice
their signature.

3. Have students make a Ust of everything they should check when
they look at a place to live.

4. Bring in a sample lease. Give examples of problems or
questions, and have students answer based on the terms of
the lease.

IV. HOUSEHuL0 SAFETY
vta

Use of rooms, appliances and waste disposal,

A. Living Room

1. Extra room for relaxing, entertaining guests.

2. Not intended as sleeping space; sleep only in.bedrooms

3. Do not run a business out of a private home unless licensed.

B. Electric Appliances

1. Stereos, televisions, radios and many kitchen appliances
run on electricity.

2. Houses are already wired for electricity; do not rewire the
electrical system.

3. Never use electrical appliances near water.

a. never immerse electrical appliances in water.

b. never touch electrical wires or sockets if hands are
wet.

6' 6
c7
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4. Keep children away from sockets.

5. Do not overload sockets, so as to prevent electrical

overloads and fires.

6. Do notoaste electricity.

a. electrical bills can be very expensive.

b. turn off lights, radios, other appliances when
not in use.

c. use low-watt light bulbs (e.g., 60 watts).

11/
7. Do not stretch electrical wires across a room. Prevent

children pulling wires.

C. Heat: Gas or Electric

1. Heat is controlled by a thermostat

a. keep thermostat set at 680 F. Unless there are

elderly people in the house.

b. heating bills are VERY.EXPENSIVE; regulate heat
carefully to save money.

c. prevent heat loss. Insulate around openings.

2. Dress warmly inside house to stay warm, rather than turninck
up heat.

3. Do not build fires inside the home except in fireplaces
built for that purpose.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Draw a thermostat on the board with numbers.

a. have students identify what temperature the
arrow is pointing out.

b. what weather would it be for different temperv.ures.
e.g., 35 - very cold outside.

95 - very hot outside

c. and/or role play two refuge'es complaining they
feel cold in the house.

1. One gets up to turn-up the thermostat ---

67 7
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the other says/ "no our electric bill
will be expensive. Let's save money and
wear sweaters".

2. Visuals of:

a. child.putting finger in electrical socket.

b. radio next to the bathtub.

c socket with many plugs.

d. appliance with frayed wires.

e. child pulling on wires stretched across room

f. empty house with all the lights on.

D Bathrooms

1. Houses and apartments in the US come equipped with hot water.

a. water in showers and baths can become'very hot very
quickly.

b. test water before entering to prevent scalding

c. do not waste hot water; the electricity or gas used
to heat it is very expensive.

2. ClOse shower curtain when taking a shower.

a. American bathrooms do not have drains on the floor.

A b. curtain prevents watet from splashing on the floor.

c. wet floors can rot.

3. Toilets in the US are designed to be sat upon, not for
standing on.

4. Only human waste and toilet paper should be flushed down the
toilet.

a cloth diapers should be washed in the toilet and
re-used; not flushed.

b. paper diapers, sanitary napkins should be wrapped
in paper and thrown away in covered containers.

5. Do not urinate in the showers or bathtub.

6. Be very careful in using electrical appliances (radios, hair-
dryers) in the bathroom.

13 8
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Guide questions: How did people bathe in your country?.
Where did the water come from? Where was the dirty water
thrown? Was hottwater ever used in bathing?

E. Kitchens Stoves

There are two types of stoves in the United States: gas and
electric.

1. Electric stoves have coils that heat when the dial is
turned (heat without flame).

2. Gas stoves cook with a flame.

a. gas is piped into homes by the local gas
company; it is. usually not purchased in
tanks.

b. do not waste gas when cooking; it is an expensive
utility.

c. if there'is a strong odor of gas near the stove,

1. open the window

2. do not light a match

3. call the gas company. They will come
and repair,the gas leak for free.

3. There are two types of gas stoves:

a. without a/bilot light. To use:

1. light a match

2. turn dial on a little

3. touch match to burner

4. adjust flame with dial

b. do not turn on gas without lighting the flame;
the gas fumes are poisonous and potentially
explosive.

c. some gas stoves have a pilot light which is
a small flame that runs permanently inside the
stove.
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1. flame will light automatically when the
gas is turned on.

2. if,the flame does not light when the gas
is turned on, the pilot light may have gone
out. Relight the pilot with a match.

4. Most American stoves; gas or electric include an oven and a

broiler.

a. ovens are for baking food.

b. broilers grill food, like cooking over a charcoal

flame.

5. Keep burners and ovens clean to prevent grease fires.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Show visuals of different types of stoves. Role play use.

2. List steps in using different types of,stoves, cleaning stoves,

and reporting gas leaks on strips of cartolina. Mix up strips

and have students arrange in correct order.

3. Guide Questions:

a. How,was food cooked in the student's countries? Was

food ever baked? How?

b. Was food cooked indoors or outdoors?

c. Were safety precautions taken when cooking food?

F. Kitchen Sinks

1. iitchen sinks have hot and cold,water.

2. Only watr should go down the drain of the sink.

a. food, especiilly rice, can plug drains.

b. it is very expensive to have a plumber come
and unplug the drain.

c. oil should not be poured down the drain; it should
be poured in a can or jar to be thrown away.

3. Sume kitchens'have a garbage disposal, a set of rotating blades

inside the sink drain.
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a. the garbage disposal grinds up'soft food so it
can be rinsed down the drain (rice, vegetables,
bread, etc...1

b. bones, or fruit pits should never'be put in the
garbage disposal.

c. never put fingers into the garbage disposal.

d. always run water into the drain when the disposal
is on.

e. be careful not to drop utensils or chopsticks
into the disposal.

a

Suggested Teaching Method:

Draw a diagram of a drain. Ask what can ,go into the
drain and.what cannot. Draw globs of hair, grease, etc.,
blocking drain.

G. Kitchen Appliance

1. Many Americans use electrical appliances in their kitchens
for convenience.

a. These include electric toasters, knives, mixers,
can openers, coffee pots and rice ers.

2. If using anv of these appliances, care should be tiken that:

a. they do not get wet.

b. children cannot pull on the cords.

c. the sockets are not overloaded.

H. Washing Machines

1. Most Americans use machines to wash clothes, rather than
washing them by hand.,

2. Washing machines and dryers are located in the basements
of many apartment buildings. Public,'coin-operated machines
can be found in laundromats.

3. Clothes and soap powder are placed in the washing machine.
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when it is turned on, the machine.will automatically wash
add rinse the clothes.

4. Electric dryers will automatically dry .4et clothes.

S. Each washer and dryer Is operated differently; read the
directions on the machines to operate.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Write out some "usage instructions" for different appliances
(stoves, appliances, washers and dryers). Explain that students

can ask friends or sponsors for help in using appliances,

correctly, or they can read the directions.that come with the

machine.
.

Practice reading directions and role-playing use of machines.

2. Bring in pictures of:

a. ltas and electric stoves

B. refrigerator and freezer

c. sink and garbage disposal

d. washing machine and dryer

3. Divide class into groups and 0...y.! each group I picture.

4. Have students:

a. identify the picture

b. describe the picture

c. identify/demonstrate its use

dl identify safety measures in its use

5. Discuss household.safety with the students before visiting the
Model House so that they are.prepared for what you show them
there.

I. Waste Disposal

I. Garbage or trash should be placed in covered containers lined
with paper or plastic.

2. In most places it is illegal to burn garbage.

6S2
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3. ,There'is a "garbage chute" built into many apartment
'buildings; plastic bags full of garbage can be sealed
-and dropped-down the chute.

4. In many apartments there will be a,large,garbage bin
outside. Garbage can be put *there at any fime and usually,
'there is no charge to the tenant.

5. In most cities, sanitation workers will pick up garbage
from,,in front of thebouse% Garbage shohild be wrapped,
,tied, and kept.in covered containers.

a. garbage pails should be left outside on
specified days and times for pick-up.-

,

b, never leave garbage in the yard or bring
garbage pails outside at any time other than
the pick-up day.

c. ask landlord Or neighbor about locl g rbage-
pick-up day and time.

2~1

6. Some garbage can be brought to a recycling center and sold
for recycling.

a. recycling facilities are different in differebt
cities.

b. recyclable garbage may Include bottles, aluminum
°cans or newpapers.,

Suggested Teaching Methdd:-

,
1. Guide Questions: a

a. Where was garbage put in yoUr country?

b. 'Were there any rules or laws abqut garbage
disposal? -

c. Why are there many rules in the United States
about garbage disposal?

2. Preseht a list of 2 columns: Column 1 - list different
1 types of garbage; column 2 - list ,different disposal
'methods. 'Have students match lists 1.and 2. Discuss.
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1

/1) grease, used oil

2) dust from floors, paper

3) leaves, grass from yard

4) newspapers and bottles

5) disposable diapers,
, sanitary napkins

6) cloth diapers

7) human.waste

8) water from.washing clothes,
or diapers.

.2

a) flush down toilet

b) bring t)0 recycling center

c) pour down the Sink drain

d) throw out in the yard-

e) burn outside

f) throw out the window

g) wrap, put in garbage can

h) tie in plhstic, leave for
garbage pick-up

3) Bring pictures of disposable items; discuss disposal methods.

4) Discuss community sanitation'.

V ST6RING FOOD AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

A. Most Americans shop for food once or twice a week.

1. Supermarkets may be far from home; it is more convenient
tq shop less frequently.

2. Ma0 families plan a week's menu in advance.

3. Many families buy goods on safe in large quantities to save
money.

4. Use cif refrigerators and freezers makesit possible to
store food for long periods of time.

a
Refrigerators

1. Refrigerators keep food coldand fresh. Almost all American

Mqmes are equipped with a refrigerator.

2. Most foods will stay fresh from a few days to a week after
purchase, ii stored in a refrigerator.

3. Except for fruits, r4frigerated food should.he wrapped or
covered in plasfic of aluminum foil.

4. Refrigerators will prevent left-over cooked foqds from

spoiling temporarily.
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S. Left-over canned foods should be removed from the can,
placed in a different container, covered, and stored in
the refrigerator.

6. Read package label for directions an.: whether or not
packaged foods should be refrigerated.

7. Spoiled food smells bad; smell food that has been
refrigerated to be sure it's still fresh.'

8. Expiration dates are printed on dairy product packages.
Do'not eat-those foods after the expiration date.

9. Keep the refrigerator door closed to save elctricitv.

10. Remember: Foods do NOT keep indefAnitdv in a refri2erator.

C. Freezers

1. Freezers are usually located in a separate coMpartment
inside or above, the refrigerator.

2. Food kept in the freezer will become very cold and very
hard, like ice.

,

3. Food can,be'stored in a freezer for many months.

4. Cooked foods and most fresh foods can be Stored in a
freezer. Exceptions are fresh fruits, vegetables and eggs.

5. Foods stored in the freezer must be wrapped tightly and
'carefdlly in plastic or foil. Do notillace glass.jars or bottled
drinks in freezer. The contentl will expand and burst the bottle.

6. To cook frozen food, remove frOm the freezer several hours
before cooking.

a. defrosting times depend on the 'Vile of food
cooked.

b. many Americans leave frozen food overnight in
the refrigerator to defrost.

c. make sure food is completely defrosted before
cooking.

. Defrosted foods, especially meat and chicken, should be
cooked within a day or two,after defrosting.

8. Never refreeze defrosted foods.

9. Ice can build up inside freezers. To clean, unplug freezer
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and allow ice to melt. Do not chop at ice with a knife or ice

pick for it will damage the freezer.

D. Storing Dry Foods

1. Dry foods (rice, sugar, flour, spices) should be stored in
tightly covered containers. They can be placed in kitchen

cabinets. Do not refrigerate.

2. Canned foods can be stored in cabinets for many months.

a. don'A eat food from cans that bulge, or squirt
when opened. They may be spoiled.

b. some canned foods should be refrigerated. Read

that can's label to know if.refrigeration is
nece.ssary.

E. Storing Household Products

1. Many cleaning products are poisonous.

a. look for a skull and crossbones' symbol, or the ,

word warning on the label to identify poisonous
products.

2. All cleaning products and medicines should be tfghtly closed

and stored in a high place out of children's reach.

3. Do not re-use cleaning products containers- for storing other

goods. Close empty containers tightly before disposing.

4. Do not mix cleaning products.

5. Store cleaning products and medicines in a cool, dry place.

6. Some z1.- el. ong. Do not inhale the

fumes from cleansers. Keep hands Trom mouth and eyes when

using. Wash hands well after use.

7. Do not store gas or other cleaning or poisonous products in

Other containers that may attract children, e.g. softdrink

bottles.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1., Introduce vocabulary/signs commonly found on poisonous
products:

a. DANGER
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b. FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY

c. DO NOT INHALE FUMES

d. AVOID CONTACT WITH SKIN AND EYES

e. FLAMMABLE

f. POISON

g. SKULL AND CROSSBONES

2 Show picture of skull and crossbones. Bring in pictures or
samples of various household products. Have students
separate those which are dangerous and those whicb are not.

3 Bring in pictures of many different foods and different
packaging. Ask students to identify-which foods can be
frozen, refrigerated, stored in cabinets, etc.

4. Have students prepare a menu and shopping list for one
week's food. Have them describe how and,where to store
each item.

VI. HOUSEHOLD SECURITY

Many refugees live in high-crime areas in the United States.

A. To keep houses secure:

1. Install locks, bolts and chains on all doors.

2. Lock windows and install bars on first floor windows,

'3. Make sure doors and windows are securely locked if
no one is at home.

4. Be careful with door keys; store safely.

5. Have an escape route planned from the house or apart-
ment in case of fire or other emergencies.

B. Do not open the door for strangers

1. Ask for identification before allowing strangers intide
e.g., repairman, mailman, etc...

C. Do not keep valuables or large mounts of cash in the home.

1. Keep cash and valuables in a bank.

2. If goods are stolen report the crime to the police.
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D. To help prevent mugging

1. Avoid walking in dark places at night.

2. Women should not walk alone at night.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Have students brainstorm some security precautiOns-which may
have been necessary in their countries.

2. Guide Questions:

a. .Was crime a.proUlem? How serious- a problem?

b. Was there more trouble with robbery in cities than

in the countryside?

c. Is crime a serious- problem in the United States?

d. Are secUrity precautions imUortant?

VII. REVIEW - SUGGESTED TEACHING METHODS

1. Present some of the following
They Can be told as "critical
stories. The class or groups
either as a discussion topic,
play.

"cross-cultural incidents".
incidents", or as open-ended

can work on each incident,
or to present as a role

a. Mr. and Mrs. Nguyen and their four children live in
a three-bedroom apartment. Last week, their relatives

arrived from the RPC - all seven of them. The
Nguyens were very happy to welcome their relatives,
but their landlord became very angry and said that
the relatives wauld have to leave..

b. Mrs. Hoa has a 2:00 p.m. doctor's appointment. She

leaves her four year old son playing alone in the
yard, because she assumes that her neighbors will
watch him.

c. The Chea family went out to the movies one night.
When they returned, they found that someone had broken
into their apartment, and stolen all the money that
Mrs. Chea .kept under his bed. "Thatts my fate",

said Mr. Chea, "no use telling the police".

d. Mrs. Huynhrs eight-month old baby is very unhappy
wearing diapers. Mrs. Huynh takes the diapers off



her baby whenever she plays outside. The
neighbors become very upset, and call the
landlord.

e. Mr. and Mrs. Bounthoun go to visit an apartment.
The apartment they see isn't too bad, but many
repairs need to be made. The landlord urges them
to.rent the apartment: "Better sign the lease
now", said the landlord, "because if you don't
take this apartment then someone else will.
Don't bother to read the lease, just sign it!"

6S3
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UNIT SIX EMPLOYMENT

I. EMPLOYMENT VALUES

A. Americans are still somewhat influenced by the "puritan ethic".

1. People are identified by the type of job they do.

2. It is very important for:everyone to work and work hard.
"Laziness" is frowned upon.

3. Work and play are kept distinctly separate; iobs do not
have to he "fun".

B. Peoples' jobs do not always reflect their educational or economic
background.

1. Many will take different jobs than ones related to their
skills or background.

- to learn about another type of job

- for income until they find the job they want

2. Even those without formal education for a given job can
still move up to higher positions.

C. Upward Mobility

1. In the past,immigrants
low-paying entry-level

2. Many refugees may also
,entry-level jobs.

to America often had to begin in
jobs.

have to start working at low-paying

- education or skills attained in their native countries
may not be automatically accepted by US employers

- refugees may have to establish their credibility as
employees at low-paying jobs before they are
accepted into higher-skilled positions by working
hard-,--following rules, and showing initiafiV6:

3. After building a "good work record" at one job, many people
look for more highly skilled jobs which suit their abilities.

- most Americans frequently strive to improve their
job situation and get higher salaries

- great respect is accorded to those who are able to
start in entry-level jobs- and work their way up into
better positions.

6.),)
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Draw a staircase.

a. explain how the first stair representes an
entry-level job. Ask students for examples of
entu-Jevel jobs. Describe how people can
"climb" to better-jobs, by taking on new tyleT
of employment, or being promoted.

2. List the 1st job,and progressive jobs that either you or NNNN
fellow teachers have had in America. The idea is to show
upward mobility.

II. OVERVIEW: HOW TO GET A JOB

A. Know abilities, skills, educational background, and previous employment
experience.

B. Have 1-.94, Social Security Card.

C. Contact or try:

1. Sponsors, Volags, MAA's

2. State employment agencies

3. Newspaper ads

4. Friends, relatives

5. Signs, walk-in inquiries

D. Make job-interview appointment

E. Fill out application forM.

F. Interview for job.

G. Understand

I. Pay

2. Hours

3. Responsibilities

4. Relations with Employer

Have students give an overview on how to find a job in their own
country. Then review the steps in finding a job in the U.S.

91
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HI. SKILLS/ASSESSMENT

A. Students should be able to desc.ribe:

1. The jobs they had in their native countries.

2. Their skills and abilities.

3. Their hobbies or special interests.

4. How long they worked-at each of their jobs.

B. Students should understand:

1. Which of their skills or working experiences could be
employable in the U.S., and which could not.

The difference between "skilled" and "unskilled" jobs.

3. Common entry-level jobs in America.

Suggested Teaching Methods

1. Have students define a "skill"; what do they.know how to
do?

2. Define "skilled" and "unskilled" jobs. Refer to the CAL
"Employment" monograph:s appendix for lists of jobs.

3. Have the students describe all the different skills they may
have learned by doing a,given job in their country.
Emphasize that everyone has some kind of experience whdch
may be useful when applying for jobs in America.

For example:

Fisherman: clean and sell fish, weave nets, navigate,
repair engines, build or design boats

Farmers: buy seeds, sell crops, operate farm equipment,
tend gardens, raise livestock.

Housewives: cook, clean, sew, _care for children, tend
gardens. buying and selling skills (in a small
store or in the market).

4. Discuss the student's hobbies, and how some of those skills
may be marketable in America. For example, baking bread or
cakes, weaving mats or baskets, woodcarving or stonesculpturing,
landscaping.
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5. Discuss how they learned each of their skills - in school,
or by watching others, or by practicing themselves.
Describe how the same "learning techniques" can be applied

6. Guide Questions:

a. What jobs have you done? What were your specific
tasks?

b. How did you learn your jobs?

C. What is a "skill"? What skills are you using in
the RPC?

d. What would you like to do in the U.S.? What
kinds of skills would be necessary? How will
you learn these skills?

IV. LOOKING FOR A JOB

A. There are many resources that exist to assist refugees in finding
a job.

1. The type of resources available depends on the community
where the students resettle; each place is different.

2. Before they start to look for a job, the students must
first understand:

a. their work experience, and other skills.

b. the concept of "entry-level jobs"

B. It is the refugees' responsibility to look for a job.

1. Most of the resources available only assist them in
looking for a job.,

2. Occasionally, a job may be waiting fof a newly arrived
refugee, but that is an exception.

3. It is not alwAys easy to find a job

a. the unemployment rate is high (about 9%)

b. be prepared to apply for many jobs before being
hired at one.

c. even skilled refugees are often viewed as first
entrants into the job market.

6 93
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4. Be willing to accept a job, ANY JOB, to gain experience
and credibility in the American working force.

-C.-- AmericanMiring-Policies

1. Most.employees in'the US are hired through "merit"; the
most highly qualified applicant or in some cases, the fiist
qualified applicant, will be hired.

2. "Patronage", whereby the boss' friends or relatives are hired,
does exist in the US, but it is much less common than in
Vietnam, Cambodia or Laos.

D. Help in looking for a Job

1. Volags of MAA's

a. the employment services offered by Volags or MAA's
depend on the area of resettlement.

b. volags may offer

a. translation and interpreting services.

b. skills assessment services.

c. information on available jobs in the
community.

2. State Employment Agencies

a. services offered through employment agencies are free,
and.available to everyone who lives in that State.

b. state employment offices offer:

1. skills assessment services, and assistance
in preparing personal data forms.

2. information on vocational training
programs available in the community

3. information on available jobs; referrals to
companies looking for employees.

c. companies are.not obligated to hire anyone referred
to them by an employment agency.

3. Private Employment Agencies

a. provide the same types of services as state employment
agencies, but charge a fee.
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b. usually, private employment agencies provide
job referrals for professional-level jobs,
not entry-level jobs.

4. Friends or Sponsors

a. may bk able to offer advice as to where there are
available jobs.

b. may help in skills assessment and preparation of
personal data.

c. occasionally, friends or sponsors may be able
to get a job for a refugee.

5. Newspapers

a. advertisements for jobs available (called "want,
ads") appear in the newspaper daily.

b. the ads are abbreviated, and can be difficult to
read

1. ask a friend, sponsor, or Volag staff,
to help read the ads, if necessary.

c. most want ads include a telephone number or
address which can be contacted for more
information.

1. call for potential jobs early in the day.

d. check the want ads daily; some jobs are only
advertised for one day.

6 Signs and Walk-in Applications

a. many employers'look for job applicants by placing
"help wanted" signs in the windows of their
companies.

1. walk around looking for "help wanted" signs
to find available jobs.

b. many companies'will accept job applications even
if they are not looking for employees.
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1. They keep the applications on file in
case a job opening becomes available.

/. JMany people find jobs by filing application
at many companies, and waiting 1ôr a response
from one.

I.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. For upper level classes, list sample "want ads" on the board.
Have them read the ads, select appropriate jobs, and call to
make an appointment for an interview.

2. Practice an interview at an employment office. Have students
describe their background and skills and their personal data.
Discuss types of jobs they would be willing aod qualified to
apply for.

3. For lower levels, show the sign "Help Wanted", review as a
sight word.

4. Do a role play on the steps in looking for a job (Volag,
agencies, friends).

5. Discuss the prov.qb "If at first you don't succeed, try and
try dgain". Stress that they will probably have to apply
for many different jobs before being hired.

V. DOCUMENTS

It is essential to have two pieces of identification when applying for ajob.

A. 1-94 Card

1. An 1-94 card is issued to each refugee by the US Immigration
and Naturalization Service before they leave the RPC.

a. the 1-94 it already filled out, and is placed in .
the family's ICM bag.

2.- All non-citizens in the US must carry an 1-94 card to prove
that they are in the country legally.

3. The refugees' 1-94 authorizes them to work in Alnerica.

4. Never lose the 1-94. If it is lost, report,to the nearest INS
office to have it replaced.



S. An 1-94 must be brought to every jdt interView.

B. Social Security Card and Number

1. Each student should apply for a social secu'rity card
when they first arrive in the U.S.

a. on the card is a nine-digit numbercalled a
social security number.

B. the digits are always written'in the form
000-00-0000 (123-45-6789)..

c. This card should he carried at all times,
especially when applying for jobs.

2. The social security number is used as an identification
for almost all things connected with the government.

a. paying taxes

B. applying for a driver's'license, and other typies
of licenses and permits

c. voting

d. cashing checks, taking out loans, other financial
procedures

e. enrolling in school

3. Do NOT lose the social security card.

a. if lost, report to nearest Social Security OffiCe,
which will replace the card, with the same number.

b. never make up a Social secprity number, or use a,
number that belongs to someone else.

46.81

4. Apply for a social security card at a Vocal social security
office.

a. sponsors will assist in making the application.

N,

B. bring 1-94 as identification 'a

C. Also bring any diplomas or certificates, when applying for a job if-
they are avairahle.

697
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1, Bring in sample 1-94 and SS cards. Disctiss when they should
be carried, why they're necessary, and what to do if they're

lost. .

2. Practice filling in the application form for a social security
number.

V . PERSONAL DATA

A. Almost every company will ask jig) applicants to fill out an application
font:-

1. Application forms are different in different places, but all
will ask for the applicants:

a. personal background (age, sex-, nmrtial status.,

number of children).

b. emPloyment gackground (number of years of education,
years attended, degrees.or-certificates held)."

B. .It is essehtial. that job application forms be filled out neatly,,
.accuratelx_and honestly.

1. ,Lyirig on a job application is grounds for dismissal.
4

2. Information provided on all job application forms must b/h

consistent do not say one thing on one application form,
4 and something else on another). Information should be

consistent with biodata given to JVA and INS.

Employersewill view a job application form as an-example of
the employee's best work especially in many entry-level
jobs.

A I.

. Students should prepare this information now,- and bring it to the U.S.
9

Suggested TeachingMethod:

For level one and two students, the ability to write their
',personal data-is of secondary impcirtal,e to their being able

to describe their backgrounds. These students should first

understand:
, )

a. th:Ar employment, persdnal and educational backgrounds.

b. why they must know this informaion, and why'it must
be honest.

698; 4
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c. in what circumstances they need to produce this
information.

Level one and two students should review:

a. writing and spelling their names;

b. telling their date of birth and age;

c. telling their marital status and number Of living
children;

.d. their nationality and date of arrival in the U.S.;

e. their previous jobs, the specific duties, the
number of years they did each joband why they
left;

f. their other skilrS, talents or special interests.

2. Studentslevel three and above should fill out the personal
data and employment forms in their wOrkbooks.

a. split students ,into groups. Try to put at least
one good (or better) English speaker_in each group.

b. have entire class fill in form one:line at a time.

c. do not write any information on the,board, like
your name and address, or.,a. sample name. Students

:may become confused and cqpy whatrs on the board.

d: ,devote fndividual attention to each student, to
assist them and correct their work." '

e. translate term
,

s carefully. Man), jobs- which the

students did in their countries have no English
equivalent.

3. Note that some of the lines on theform do not,need to be
filled out:

t.

a. .a "T Number" or other caseinumber will not be
used once'the students get to the U.S.

B. an "A Number" is the,numbes that appears on the

c. jcit is sufficient to know.the number of LrVING
l'children, not to write their names and ages.

d. it is unnecessary to answer the question "citizen
of....,...".

` r
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e. leave spaces for address', phone number, and social
security number BLANK.

f. each student'S most recent work experience would
be in the RPC, or their camp of first asylum.

g. their most recent education is the ESL-CO program.

VII. HOURS, PAY, BENEFITS

A. Each job-seeker should assess the HOURS, PAY and BENEFITS each job offers.

1. These differ at each job.

2. Knowing these helps tEe job applicant evaluate the,job they
are applying for.

B. Hours

A full-time work week in the "US is forty hours long.

a. most people work eight hours a day, five days a week.

b. most jobs include a break for lunch, and one or two
"coffee breaks".

2. Most people'work from 8:00 or 9400 a.m. until 4:00 or 3:0.0 p.m.

a. many factories are open 24 hours a day, and operate on
A "shift" system.

C. Pay

b. factory workers often work "shift" hours, for example,
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight;
12:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.

3. Many people work part-time at jobs.

a. in most jobs, part-time employees work less than
40 hours per week.

1. Employees may be paid at different "rates":

a, HOURLY rate: pay is calculated according to the
number of hours worked.

b. MONTHLY rate: a set monthly wage is paid based on
a set amount of hours the employees ate expected to
work each month.
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c. PIECEWORK rate: common in production and alsembly-
line work. Employees are paid a set amount based
on a given number of units produced. They are
paid an additional amount for each unit produced
above the minimum.

Minimum wage is the smallest amount an employer can legally
pay his employees for each hour they work.

3. Minimum wage in the U.S. is ABOUT $3.35 per hour, for
full-time workers.

a. some states have higher minimum wages.

b. some jobs will pay less than the hourly minimum
wage, (li!,e wiatresses) but it is expected that
people working at these jobs will make extra
money in tips.

4 Persons who work more than eight hours a day or 40 hours a
week are entitled to compensation.

a. most*companies will pay "time and a half" (i.e.,
50% of the regular hourly wage) for each hour of
overtime work.

b. some companies give "compensation time"; employees
take one hour off for each overtime hour worked.
This is done only on a voluntary basis.

5. Paychecks may be issued to employees at different times.
The most common are:

a. weekly

b. every two weeks

.c. twice a month

d. monthly

e. the frequency with which paychecks are issued
is not usually related to the pay rate (hourly,
piecework, etc).

D. Benefits

1. Benefits offered at each job will be different.

' 2. Some common benefits offered are:

a. paid sick leave: employees may take a certain
number of days off for illness, and still receive
pay.

70.1
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4

b. paid holidays; employees may take a certain number
of days or vacation, and still receive pay.

c. bealth insurance; employers may offer health
insurance to their employees at low or no cost.

Suggested Teaching Method:

Find out how much the students know about the above areas
thru guided questions and answers. Fill in the missing

information.

VIII. Job Interviews

ig
A. .Almost all employers schedule a job interview with job a plicants.

1. Appointments-must be made to schedule a job int iew.

2. Job interviews may be scheduled in_one of two ways;

a. the applicant makes an appointment for an interview,
and fills out a job application form before or after
the interview or,

b. the applicant fills out a job application form. After

reviewing the form the employer decides whether or
not to'ask the applicants to return for an interview.

3. Job interviews are an opportunity:

a. for the employer to learn about the job applicant.

b. for the applicant to learn more about the job.

c. for the applicant to convince the employer to hire
him/her.

B. Before the interview

I. Find out as much as possible about the job.

2. Evaluate whether the job matches the skills and interests
of the applicant.

3. Prepare personal data.

4. Know:

a. the TIME of the interview.

b. the PLACE where it will be held.

792
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c. how to GET TO the interview.

d. WHO the interview will be with.

C. The days of the interview.

1. Dress neatly, cleanly and appropriately. First impressions
are very important.

2. Bring:

a. 1-94

b. Social Security Card

c, any diplomas or certificates

d. personal data forms

. 3. Arrive ON TIME, or a few minutes early.

4. GO ALONE to the interview, or with an interpreter if
necessary.

D. During the Interview.

1. Wait to be invited in.

2. Shake hands, make introductions.

3. Do not smoke or chew gum.

4. Wait to be.seated until invited.

5. Look the interviewer directly in the eye.

a. people who ao not maintain eye contact are thought
to be dishonest.

b. avoid nervous gestures.

6. Be prepared to discuss:

- a. skills and qbalifications for the job.

b. why this job was applied for.

é. background.experiences and achievements.

d. "why Should I hire you?"
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7. Applicants should try to "sell themselves" at an interview .

a. speak honestly and directly about the qualifications
they have.

b. be prepared to explain why they are the best candi-
dates for the job.

c. project that they are willing to learn, to work hard,
and that they are interested in the job.

8. Answer questions fully.

a. ask to have questions repeated if necessary.

b. give full answers, rather than just "Yes" or "No".

9. Be sure to understand the following points about the job:

a. the duties and responsibilities

b. the hours

c. the salary

d. the benefits

e. the starting time

f. ask about these points if the interviewer has not
explained them.

E. At the end of the interview:

1. Understand what will happen next.

a. if hired, and when to start.

b. if the company will call back.

c. if it is necessary to call the company back.

2. Shake the interviewer's hand; thank him/her.

3. If the interviewer asks the applicant to "call back later",
it does not necessarily mean that they haven't been hired,
but just that the interviewer wants to think about his
decision

.
Continue to express interest in the job, if

4

possible.
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F. Note that while it is important to be confident and direct at a
job interview, there is a very fine line between ASSERTIVENESS and
AGGRESSIVENESS.

1. Job applicants should be honest about their qualifications
and experience but without bragging.

2. They should explain why they feel that they should be hired.
but without appearing "pushy" to the interviewer.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Prepare a list of entry level jobs. Have students role
play applying for one of the jobs listed.

a. it is misleading to have students believe that
they can choose whatever job they'd like; in the
US they will have to apply for whatever jobs
are available.

2. Practice role-played interviews in class.

a. put a table and chairs in the middle of the class.

b. se the Assitant Teacher if necessary.

c. have students come to the "interview" dressed
neatly and cleanly, and with their personal.data
forms.

d. ask questions like:

- What experience do you have?

- Why do you want to work here?

- Why should I hire you?

- What are your hobbies?

- Tell me something about yourself.

e. leave ut some information (like duties, salary
or hturs), see if students ask about them.

f. have the class evaluate each "interviewee's"
performance.

703-
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3. For upper level classes, have the students interview each

other. See if they can conceptualize the qualities an employer
looks for in an employee.

4. Do a "joke" interview. Have students point out mistakes.

5. Make sure that the students clearly understand:

a. why they are doing the role play?

b. what they should be learning?

c. how they can apply the things they have learned when
they are in the U.S.

6. Have students brainstorm:

a. possible questions an interviewer will ask

at an interview.

b. questions the applicant can ask before the end of

the interview.

7. Guide Questions:

a. if you are the owner of a company what questions will
you ask a job applicant?

b. what information should you have before the end of

the interview?

IX. THE WORK PLACE

A. Work Records

1. It is very important to build good work iecorci in the U.S.

2. A work record is an evaluation of job performance.

a. supervisors or employers keep track of each employee's

performance.
-

b. this record is referred to if the employee asks for
a promotion, or a letter of recommendation for a

new job.

c. The employee's attendance record, efficiency and
attitude are all evaluated as part of his work 4

record.

3. Due to the refugees lack of work experience in the US, it
is essential that they build a good work record when they

arrive.
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a. each refugee must establish their credibility
as efficient, reliable workers.

b. each refugee must prove that his/her skills are
valuable to an employer.

4. It is important to spend at least SIX MONTHS at a job
in order to build a good work record.

a. it takes about six months for a supervisor to
fully evaluate a worker's job performance.

b. after six months or a year at their first job,
many refugees begin to look for a better job at
a higher s,lary.

,

c. workers who change jcSos very frequently (every
month or so) are considered to be unreliable.

B. 'Qualities of GOOD Employees

1. Most employers look for employees with the following
qualities:

a. ability: workers who do their job well.

b. dependability: workers who do what is required by
the company regulatiops.

c. efficiency: workers who work quickly and neatly.

d. cheerfulness: workers who get along with others
on the job, who are co-operative,
and who do not frequently complain.

2. Punctuality

a. in America "time is money".

1. workers who are late are considered
unreliable.

b. most people are paid by the number of hours they
work:

1. employees who are late for work will not
be ppid for the time they missed.

2. those who are frequently late for work
may be fired.

3. anyone who must be late for work for
some reason MUST CALL their employer

to say they will be late.
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,c. many companies have a TIME CLOCK.

1. a time clock is a machine with a clock built
into it.

2. each employee gets a "time card" with their
name on it.

3. each time they enter or leave <work, the
workers must "punch" their card into the
time clock, which.will print the time onto
the card.

4. employees are paid for the number of hours
worked as recorded on the time card.

d. being at work on time is every emploYee's most
. important responsibility.

1. other commitments and appoi\ntments must be
attended to outside of working hours.

e. break times are carefully scheduled.

1. most companies allow their employees to
take one or two short breaks during the
day, and a lunch break.

2. many companies ask employees to punch the
time clock at each of their coffee and lunch
breaks.

.3. it is essential to leave and return from
breaks ON TIME.

3. Giving,notice.

a. people who want to leave their.jobs should give at
least TWO WEEKS notice to their employers.

1. advanc, notice gives the employer time to
hire a new employee as a replacement.

2. giving advance notice gives the employer
time to write a recommendation based on the
employee's work record.

b. vacation and holiday time must be scheduled in
advance.

1. each company has different regulations about
the amount of vacation time each worker is
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entitled to,'and how muCh advance notice
is required before taking a vacation.

2. each employee must ask permission before
taking any time off from work.

4. Asking questions.

a. ask to have instructions repeated if they aren't
clearly understood.

B. carefUlly perform all tasks the employer assigns.

c. if the employer's directions aren't clear, ask him
for clarification, not another employee.

5. Chain of command.

a. most new employees are responsible to anThimmediate
supervisor".

b. supervisors are responsible for

1. checking on the employee's work
performance.

2. .helping the employees do their job well.

c. it is important to maintain good relations with
supervisors.

1. questions or problems should be brought
directly to the supervisor.

2. employees should not go past the supervisor
to anyone higher in the chain of command.

6. Safety rules.

a. many factories and construction sites have SAFETY
RULES which their employees must follow:

1. safety rules include the use of protective
equipment (gloves, masks, shoes)

,b. people should always follow safety rules, without
having to be reminded.

1. those wlio ignore safety rules are copsidered
to be irresponsible.

2. persons wha Continually disobey safety rules
may be fired.
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Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Guide Questions:

- What makes a "good worker" in Vietnam/Cambodia/Laos?

- What rules do most bosses have?

- Was it important to be on time? What would happen if
people were late?

- Are there any safety rules?

How would confusion or problems on the job be handled?

- Would people ever quit a job? Why? How?

- Were people ever fired? Why? How?

- What kind of breaks did people take? Were there rules

about breaks?

2. Use a sample contract.° Give situations; see if students respond
within the terms of the contract.

X. PAY STUBS

A. Students must be able tO distinguish between GROSS and,NET pay.

1. GROSS Pay is the amount the employer pays an employee, based
on hourly, monthly or piecework wages:

2. NET Pay is the amount ,of pay the empllyees actually bring home
after deductions.

B. Deductions.

1. A deduction is an amount of money that is taken out of a,
worker's salary befor4e/she is paid.

2. Different people will have different amounts deducted from
each of their paychecks. -

a. soMe deductions are mandatory; they are taken-out
uf everyone's paycheck.

b. other deductions are voluntary.

1

1. some employers deduct certain amounts from
their employees' paycheck§.
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some employees choose to have certain
deductions made from their checks (i.e.,
payment for loans.) 5

C. Taxes

1. EVERY worker in the US has 6..xes deducted from their salary

a. the adlount deducted in taxes wikl depend on:

0 1. the employee's salary.

2. the number of people in his/her family.

2. The amount of taxes deducted are calculated according to a
form that EVERY employee must fill out whennrer they start
a job.

a. this form is called a W-4 TAX FORM.

b. the W-4 form asks for:

1. the employee's name.

2. social security number.

3. number of DEPENDENTS (i.e., the number
lf people dependent on that employee for.
support).

4% relatives in Vietnam or other countries ;

CANNOT be counted as dependents, even
if the worker regularly, sends them
money.

3. The different taxes deducted ("WIITHHELD"). from each paycheck
are:

a

a. FEDERAL WITHHOLDING TAX

1. A certain percentage of each employee!'s
paycheck automatidally goes to the FEDERAL
government in Washington.

2. Money deducted for federal taxes helps
pay for the welfare system, national
defense, national highways, etc.

b. STATE WrTRHOLDrNG TAX

1. 'Each state will deduct a certain percentage
from every worktes paycheck.
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Different states withhold differett
percentages bfla worket's paycheck.

3. State withholding taxes help to pay for the .

state's welfare system, the roads, etc.

c. LOCAL WITHHOLDINC TAX

1. ,Some, notall., cities withhold a certain
percentage of worker's.csalaries.

2. Cityriaxes help pay for the sch;o1 system,
ihe police and fire departments, etc.

o'

d. -FICA (SOCIAL SECURITY TAX)*.

1. EVERY worker has a'Oercentage of his wages
withheld in Social Security taxes.

2. The '!SOCIAL SECURITy SYSTEM" is a type 'of
mandatory insurance progtam established
by the governmept.

'3. All the funds withheld.from workers' paycht.:ks
go into an "account" held by the government.

4. When workers can no longer work, becauSe
they dre too old, or are disabled, they can
collect social security funds badk from
the government.

S. The'amount that a retired or disabled person-
can collect back from Social Security depends
on 1). How manyyeats they''ve worked, and
2). How much>their salary was.

In case of a worker's death, his family
can collect.Social $ecurity funds called
"survivor's benefits".

*
D. Other deductions.

,

1. Some, employers may take other deductions out of their employees'
checks; for example:

a. union dues

b. charges for,tools or uniforms
A

2. Voluntary deductions are those whiech the employee requests,
for example:
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L

d

a. cnsurance payments

b, savings plans

I.
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*Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Teach the sight words-"GROSS PAY" and "NET PAY". Define and

translate.

2. Discuss*the importance of understanding the difference
between gross and net pay (for example, basing a budget
'pn gross, rather than net income).

3. Draw a sample /Say slip.on the board. Show the deductions

which Would be, listed on a check.

/5-

4. Guide Questions: - How were you paid in your country?

How did you pay taxes?

What did ta,?c money pay for?

Did employers ever "withhold' money
from employees?

XI. ATTITUDES TOWARDS WORK

The following information is general in.nature. Variations will exist

among the different countries in Southoast Asia.

A.- Attitudes in Southeast Asia

1. The boss iS,A PATERNAL/figure.

a. he is expected "to be understanding-of his employees'
problems, alid to anticipate their needs.

b. ii"e will coi;tribute toOards weddings, funerals,
and other/ceremonies celebrated by his employee's

c. he must always be dignified and respectable, inside
and outside the work place.

2. Hiiing,and proMotions.are done through personal connections

a. business is often "family run", staffed-by relatives
and Oose friends of the employer. ,

1

1
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b. the employees are loyal to the boss and the company;
many people stay working for one company all their
lives.

c. employees will 'look for work commensurate with
their educational and economic background.

1. workers will rarely accept jobs that are
"above" or "beneath" them.

2. many workers will enter the same profession
as their parents, because family connections' /7
will.have already been established.

3. Manual labor is often unacceptable to educated persons,

a.- there is a division of labor whereby educated person:
"work with their, minds", and uneducated persons
"Work with their hands".

4. People'will build close friendships at work.

a. persondl problems will often be shared with
colleagues.

b. work should be enjoyable.

B. Attitudes in America

4

1. Relationships on the job are expected to be professional not
personal.

a. personal problems Should not interfere With work.

b. the boss is expected to be dignified at work; outside
of work he may be casual and friendly with his
employees.

c. work isn't always "fun".

d. arranging an0 paying for personal or family
'Ceremonies is the responsibility of the employee.

-e. company rules apply equally to all-employees.

2.. "Pirectness" is important at work.

a. employers will loseitheir tempers with employees
who do not follow the rules.

b. employees must express- their needs to their
employets.

",11 4
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1. bosses will not anticipate their employees'
needs.

2. vacation and leave time must be requested
and scheduled in advance.

3. Hiring and promotions are done through merit.

a. the most qualified candidates are.hired.

b. employees with a good job performance, or with the
most seniority, are those promoted.

4. Upward mobility.

a. many people, especially new arrivalS in America,
will take jobs that are "below" their educational
or economic status.

1. many Americans will take low-paying jobs
either as a learning experience, or to
make money until a better job can be
found.

2 Americans feel that something can be
, learned at every job.

b. after building a good work record, most Americans
try to find better, higher-paying jobs.

1. it is best not to leave a job until another
one has been found. '

2. two weeks advance notice should be-given
before leaving a job.

most employers are understanding of
employees who leave for better-paying
jobs, and will write references for good
employees who want to leave.

c. those who start working in entry-level jobs and
work their way up into high-paying jobs are
granted a great deal of respect in America.

1. some famous American folk-heroes are
people who started with little money or
education, but then became rich and
powerful through tfir talents and
abilities.
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C. Work and Study

1. Most American students work part-time while they're
studying.

a. a college education can be very expensive, so it
is necessary to work while studying for support.

b. many Students-feel that what they learn at a job
augments what they are learning at school.

2. Many workers in the US also attenciNschool part-time.

a. some wish to acquire more technical skills so
that they can get better jobs.

, Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Use discussion groups to find out what attitudes towards
work are prevalent in the student's culture. Have other
groups work on what they think American attitudes towards
work are. Process the information the groups generate
to cover the material in this teaching point.

2. Guide Questions:

- What were an employee's responsibilities to his/her
employer in your country?

What were the employer's responsibilities to his
employees?

- How did workers approach the boss?

- HOW long would people work at one job?

- Who should do, manual labor? Who souldn't?

- What were the relationships between employees like?

- Would people ever work and study at the same time?

- What can be-learned by doing an entry-level job. .

in America?

7 1 0
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Suggested Teaching Method:

Present some of the following "Cross-cultural incidents"
to the class, or make up some of your owr9 The "incidents"
may also be described as open-ended stories.

. Break the class into groups. Have each group:

a. identify the problem

b.. identify the cultural values on which the problems
are based:

c. recommend a solution

Some suggested incidents are:

a. Mr. Minh filled out a.job application form at one
factory. He's waiting for them to call him back,
and he's afraid to apply anywhere else in the
meantime.

b. Mrs. Meo didn't feel well one morning, so she
just stayed in bed. "It's no problem%_she
thought, "I'll tell my boss about it tomorrow."

c. Mr. Thanh's son will be getting married in a few
days. Mr. Thanh wonders why his boss hasn't
offered a donation for the wedding yet.

/d. Mr. Sok works at a factory. When he arrived for
work 30 minutes late his supervisor yelled at
him in front of all the other workers. Mr. Sok
was ashamed, and wanted to quit.

e. Mr. Bounsai was a bank Clerk in Laos. When he
arrive in America he was offered a job as a janitor
He refused the job, saying "Janitorial work is
demeaming for me. I'll just try to study English
instead".

f. Mrs. Heng was offered a job working on a small
farm. "I'll hire you", said the boss, "but I
will only pay you $1.75 per hour".

71.7
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UNIT SEVEN - COMMUNITY SERVICES

I. COMPARING COMMUNITY SERVICES

A. Community services in SE Asia are usually:

1. Based on support from family and friends for solving personal
problems.

2. Village-wide, not national.

3. Provide situational support, rather than offering systematic
services.

4. Services varied greatly between urban and rural areas, and
between Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.

B. Community.S'ervices in the U.S..

1. There is an organized, comMunity and government-based system
for helping those who need assistance.

2. Americans seek assiitance from organizations in society, not
just from friends or family member§. They often seek the
help of professionals in solving problems.

3. For refugees, the sponsoring agency is their source of
information as to where to go to receive professional
assistance and support.

C. Community servic,es in the US can be separated into three broad
categories:

1. TAX-BASED: Americans pay taxes to the federal, state and
local governments. The government sets up agencies and
institutions with tax money to support and serve everyone
in rhe community. Examples of tax-based community services
are:

- school systems - fire departments

- police departments hospitals

- parks public transit systems

- libraries welfare systems

- employment agencies

2. PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS: Some community services are
sponsored and financed by private funds donated by members
of groups or civic organizations, or by individuals.

7 1 a-
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a Examples of some civic-type social services are;

- YMCA's - Boy's Clubs

- Community health organizations supported by
-private funds

- Planned Parenthood

- Some religious clubs and organizations.

h. 1.1e of some Of-these services may be free, or a fee may be
charged.

3. 'TARGETED: Some community services are targeted to certain
members of the community only. Refugee assistance organizations
and programs fall into this category. Some examples are:

MAA's: provide religious, cultural and social
support, as well as other,social services.

- VOLAGS: provide sponsors, as well as advice and guidance
on resettlement problems.

- State Refugee Office: State government support for
refugees; services depend on the
state.

Suggested Teaching Methdd:

1. Define "eommunity and "services".

2. a. Drdw a circle with a stick figure in the center.
Explain that the figure represents a refugee in
the US.

b. Draw a wider circle around the first circle. Split
into segments. Ask: "What are this person's needs?"
Fill in answers around the circle.

c. Ask "Where can these needs be filled?" "Are they
free?" Fill ih answers by drawing a third circle
around the others.

3. C.O.D.O.G. III (see The Journal, Vol. 1, No.2, March 1982)

4. Brainstorm a list ofrefugee-specific needs and problems
upon arrival. Discuss which social service organizations
can help, and how.
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S. a. Bring in 3 large sheets of paper. On one sheet, draw a
house, and label it Vietnam, Cambodia or Laos. Ask
"Who lives here?" .Make a list of family members-.

b. On the second sheet', begin a list Of problems, and ask
how these problems would be solved in the students' native
countries. For example:,

1. Father gets sick and can't work. Who
supports the family?

2. Grandfather falls and breaks his leg. Who
cares for him?

3. _Youngest child-wants to go to college, but family
is poor. Who pays?

4. Eldest son and wife have a baby. Who cares
for it?

5. Son and wife argue all the time. Who helps?

6. Son and wife don't want to have more children.
What can they do?

7. Another son is accused of a crime. Who
helps? 'What happens? "

8. Grandfather dies. Who cares for Grandmother?

9, Aunt is always sad, and talks about killing
herself. What will happen?

c, On the third piece of paper, draw another house, and label
it "US". Ask "Who lives here?" Draw another house,
or two, for members of the extended family, connect
the house byl, telephone.

d. Ask the same questions 1-9 above (listed on the .,econd
sheet of paper). Explain how these problems would be
solved in the US by using community services, rather
than support systems within the family. For example,
the American family could use welfare, day care,
family planning organizations, free public education,
legal aii services, family counseling centers, nursing
homes, mental health counseling, etc., to solve some
of these problems.
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II. PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

A. Public Assistance Programs

1. Public assistance is a series of programs established to

help needy people meet their needs.

2. The programs were originally targeted to widows with small

children who could not support their families.

3. Public assistance is designed to,help provide only minimal

needs (food, shelter, clothing). Programs providing direct

services and training have been drastically cut back in

recent months.
(0

4. Public assistance takes the form of cash, medical care,

coupons, education, counseling services, and others.

S. For refugees, public assistance is designed to be TEMPORARY,

until they are able to be self-sufficient, and provide

for their own needs.

6. Public assistance programs are supported by tax money; they

Jre very expensive. The most expensive aspect of refugee

resettlement is welfare payments.

7. It is impossible to give the students details on the welfare

programs. Programs, payment levels, and eligibility all vary

by state and locale. Programs are changing now due to

federal, government cutbacks.

8. In most cases, able-bodied persons must actively, search for

employment while they are receiving public assistance. In

many states as well, persons who refuse to take a jgb (i.e.,

so that they can study while supported by welfare funds)

lose their eligibility for welfare.

B. Welfare for Refugess.

1. Americans have provided temporary welfare benefits to those

refugees who need assistance when they first arrive in

the US.

2. Because they lack the staff to find jobs for refugees, some

sponsoring agencies encourage refugees to apply for welfare

benefits when they first arrive.

3. Refugees who do depend on welfare should make every attempt
to find a job and get off of welfare as soon as possible.

To attain self-sufficiency, refugees should accept a job,

any job, as soon as they can.



4. By working even at a low-paying, entry-level job, refugees

have the opportunity to learn English, a skill, and about
relations with American employers. They can also support

themselves and become self-sufficient.

S. While.it is expected that some refugees will have to accept
welfare temporarily, many Americans feel that some refugees
have been abusing the welfare programs by depending on
welfare for long periods of time.

C.- Disadvantages df Refugee Assistance

There are many disadvantages of being dependent on welfare after the

,first month or two after resettlement.

Cost-

a. the welfare programs are very expensive. Refugees
have been identified as people who have been highly
dependent on the welfare system, which costs the
taxpayeri a great deal of money. Some taxpayers
resent this, and this.has bred some anti-refugee
sentiment in the US.

. the resentment towards refugees for the amount of

; welfare they use may lead to a change in US refugee
policy; fewer refugees may be allowed to come to the

US as a result.

c. this resentment has also started a movement to limit
the amouht of welfare benefits available both to
refugees and other recipients; welfare programs are
now being cutback, or abolished.

2. Social and Psychological Drawbacks

a. people who are dependent on the welfare system remain
at the subsistence level. They have no chance to live

with.luxuries, or become financially successful.
For refugees to remain dependent on welfare is to
deny to themselves the opportunities.for success and

' a good life that they came to the US for. In addition,

refugees dependent on welfare for all their needs
usually have little, if any, extra money to send to
their relatives in the camps, or in their countries.

3. Respect .

a. heads of families who receive welfare lose their role
as the supporter of the family, and they can lose the
respect of their family members as well.
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b. welfare recipients can lose their respect;
having no role as supporters of their families
they can lose their sense of their role in
society as well.

c. welfare recipients are often scorned by the rest

of society. Working refugees resent those.who
depend on welfare, for they, too, pay the taxes
which help support the welfare system.

4. Freedom

a. welfare recipients are spending the government's
money, so they are accountable to the government

_

for how they spend it.

b. it is arguable that a person who is accountable
to the government for their daily actions is not

really free; refugees who place themselves in
this situation limit their freedom in the US.

5. Change in Welfare Status

a. welfare'is intended to be TEMPORARY assistance
for refugees. Programs are changing now, and
benefits may be lowered or ended at any time.

b. the criteria by which refugees found it eisier

to qualify for-welfare programs now have an

18 month limit in most states. Refugees who
depend on welfare for 18 months may suddenly
find themselves no longer eligible for assistance.

c. it is difficult for long-term welfare recipients
to find jobs. Employers stereotype welfare`
recipients as lazy and unreliable, and may be
hesitant to hire them.

d. 'it is very difficult to become motivated to look
for a job after not working for a long period of
time'. The lack of motivation may lead to depression.

e. parents who receive weifare for long periods of

time do not teach their children the value of work;
many children of welfare recipients grow up to
receive welfare themselves.

6. Welfare or School?

a. 'many refugees feel justified in receiving welfare

if they are going to school. In their society,
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I. scholar's were not expected tlo work; they were

supported by their families and the community,,. and

highly respected.

b. in the US, it is very difficult for adults to study'
full-time without working as well. In some states,

refugees who turn down a job offer in order to
study lose their eligibility for welfare assistance.
In.addition, with the cutbacks in federally-funded
education programs, it can be difficult to find a
program which pays for full-time study.,

. c. because ofdthe high costs of going to college, almost
all American_ students _work while...they_ study .s The

work experience is considered to be an important
part of the students' learning while they are in
school.

7. Work or Welfare?

A a. Americans feel that haying a job'is the best possible

learning experience.

b. for,refugees, their first job, even an entry-level

job, can teach them:

- skills

- relations with employers and colleagues

- contact with Americans (for CO)

experience, to use,when looki for a better job

-

c. only by taking a job win refugees be able to gain
the skills and experience necessary to become acclimated
to the American work environment and successful
financially.

.8. Refer these points to the units on Sponsorship (self-sufficiemcy),
Lifestyles (upward mobility, US as land of immigrants) and

Employment.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Ask students to'bring in letters from friends or
'relatives which refer to their experiences with welfare.
tdscuss. Refer to the Letters Projcct book. .

2. Guide' Questions:
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a. What is welfare? Where does it come from?

b. How would you-feel spending money you didn't
make? How would your-family feel?

c. What is the value of employment? In the US.

d. Would you like to study in the US? Would you
be willing to work also?

e. What is self-sufficiency? How does if relate to
welfare?

3. a. Draw a line across the board. Put a stick figure on
the line,,explain that it is a refugee. LabeL the
line "subsistenco". Define. .Explain that this is
A refugee receiving welfare.

b. Draw another line across.the top of the board. Label
it "success": Have the stddents define "success".

c. Draw a ladder from the top line halfway down to the
lower line. Ask the students what they think it will
take to become successful in the US (answers should
include things like skills, experience, ESL, training,
hard work, etc).

d. Point out that the ladder for success does NOT reach
down to the subsistence, welfare line.

e. Draw a ladder into the hand of the stick figure. .

Label it "first job". Explain how the first job can
put you on the "ladder to success"

4. Have students define:

a. self-sufficiency

b. temporary

c. subsistence/survival level

5. a. Draw a time line. Label the starting point "arrival".
Mark off one or two month intervals,on the line.

b. Draw 2 stick figures - one above, and one below the line.
Give the figures names.

c. Explain that refugees A and B (the stick figures)
arrived in the,US at the same time. Both accept welfare
upon arrivpl.
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d. For three months refugee A locks for a job every.day.
He finally finds one as a janitor, and stops accepting
welfare. He makes $3.50/hour.

e. After five more months refugee A finds another job as
a bricklayer, He makes $4.60/hour. Refugee B is still

1 on 'welfare.

f. After one year in the States, refugee A is making $5.10/

hour, Refugee B is still dependent on welfare.

Ask the stUdentsto compare the self-sufficient lifestyle
of refilgee A, and the dependent lifestyle of refugee B.

0

h. Ask what they think refugee A has-learned about the US and

ESL, compared to refugee B, and idiat things refugee A

can afford that refugee B cannot.

III. REFUGEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Refugees have, ifi most cases, access to the same public assistance
programs as all other Americansend in,gendral, they would receive the

same type and amduni of benefits,ai b.n American family of the same size,

in the same place, and in the same financial situation. However, for some

welfare programs,'refngees have differqnt eligibility criteria than other

Americans. In other words, it may be eaSier for refugeesto feceive welfare

funds in some cases than it would be for Americans.

13

The different welfare programs include:

41-46
1. Cash As siitance:

a. recipients receive a check from the state government,
which provides nuney for basic living expbnses.

b. amount or payment depends on the size of the family,

their economid situation, and the state that they live

in.

c. to receive cash assistance4 recipients must have an
income or hold resoUrces, below a given level.

o. eligibility for cash assistance differs between-
refugee familieci and other Ame.ican families: For

refugees, a complete frily (a .arried couple with
children), a married, childless Couple, or single
persons can all be eligible for Cash assistance if

they meet the income requireients. For other
American families, complete families and single
persolware ineligible for assistance in most
states.

00'
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ffUgees are ano ligible for another type-of
cash assistance t at tis not offered t6-other
American families! If a refugee is working, but
his/her income is lower than the amount that the
would make by receiving cash assistance, then the
government.will giVe them a check for the amount
that their salary iS less than the welfare payment.

For example, if the cash assistance payment level
for a family is $250 per month, and the head of
the family gets a job that pays only $15,0 per month,
then the family will be reimbursed for $100 each.
month.

cash programs are also available whictaid needy
elderly, blind and/or disabled peisons. (The SSI

program).

2. Food Stamps

a.
0
food stamps are-coupons which look like money.
They are printed in denominations.

b. food stampsare used to buy food supplies. They
can only be used at stores that have a sign that says
"We accept Food Stamps".

c. food stamps cannot be used to buy:

- cigarettes, beer, liquor

- °pet food

- cleaning supplies

d. eligibility for food stamps depends on income level.
Amounts vary by the size of the receiving family,
their iRcome, and the state they live in.

3. Medicaid (called "Medical" in California)

a. Medicaid provides assistance in paying for health
care. Services, types of illnesses and hospital
services covered by the program, and ambunts
covered, vary by state.

B. usually, persons wlio qualify for cash assistance
are also automatic/ally eligible to receive Medicaid.

c. in some states, special refugee Medicaid programs
are ava±laMe ty help.prove medical coverage for
refugees who a e rift receiVing other forms of
public assist nce.

72 7
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d. Medicaid recipients are issued an ID card, which they
must carry whenever they use any type of medical
service;, such asseeing a doctor or buying medicine.

Social Services

a soéial service programs are 'very difficult to define.
They vary greatly between different states and different
communities. The federal social,service programs.were
a target of cutbacks this year, and it is impossible
to'tell the students what kinds of programs will be
available when they get to the US,

b. refugees should contact their sponsoring agency for

information on what kind of social service programs
are available in their community. They should expect
that few, if any, programs will,be available through
the federal government, and they will be placed,
instead, in programs sponsored by state or local
governments, or in programi sponsored by private
organizations.

c. some social service programs Which may be available
include:

technical training and/or ESL classes

- skills recertification programs

- youth skills and employmenetraining

- day care centers

d many churches, community colleges, Volags and MAA's
offer social service progams in their communities.
Check with the sponsoring agencies for program
availability.

V. POSTrtL SERVICES

A. lAddressing Envelopes

1. The correct way to address an envelope is:

(Return)
Sender's Name
Number Street
City; State Zip Code

STAMP

Name
Number Street
City, State Zip Code
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2. The stamp goes in the upper right-hand corner.

3. "Care of" is abbreviated as "c/o".

B. Mail Delivery

1. Mail is delivered once a day every day except Sunday and
holidays.

2. Mail can be delivered

a. mail slot in front door of house

b. mail box in lobby of an apartment building

c. mail box outside house (in rural areas)

d. mail box in the post office

C. Mailing Letters

1. Blue and red mailboxes are found on street corners.

2. Bring Jeffers to local post office.

3. Leave letters in mail slot in house or apartment for
postman to pick up.

Stamps

1. -Stamps are available at post offices and from vending
machines (which are more expensive).

2. It costs $.20 to mail\a letter within the US, or to Canada.
Overseas airmail lette are $.40. Aerograms are $.32 each.
Nothing can be enclosed i side an aerogram.

E. Mailing Packages

1. Packages must be sent from apoSf,office.

2. Packages are priced by weight and the'distance mailed.

3. A customs declaration must be filled out for all packages
mailled overseas.

4. ?ackages can be insured at the post office. The value
of the contents will 'be reimbursed if the package is lost
or damaged.

723
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F. Other Types of Mail

1. Registered letters: the value of the letter will be reimbursed
if it is lost. This is used when mailing money orders or checks.

2. Certified letters: the recipient must sign a form to receive
the letter, to insure that the right person receives it.

3. Never send cash through the mail; only send checks or money
orders.

G. Other Postal Services

1. The post office will usually send a notice that a package has
arrived. The recipient must go to the post office with
identification to get the package.

2. The post office has "change of address" forms available. When
moving, fill out one of these forms, and mail will automatically
be forwarded to the new address.

3. Money Orders can be purchased at the post office. International
Money Orders can be cashed in any country in the world. Save
the receipts when purchasing money orders. If they are lost
in the mail, thq,value can be reimbursed by showing the
receipt.

4. Tax forms are available at the post office, as is information
on hOw to fill out the forms.

5. Post office boxes can be rented, and.mail delivered to the.boxes.
This is,convenient for those who move frequently.

6. Forms for registering for the selective service are available
at the post office.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Have students fill in a sample envelope and mail.

2. Have students fill in change of address and/or money order
forms in workbook.

VI. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

A. Common Methods of Transportation

1. walking

2.. buses 73,)



3. cars

4. subways

5. bicycles ,

6. trains

7. airplanes

B. Walking

1. Walk on sidewalks, not on the street.

C. Cars

\

2. There are laws which dictate where and when to cross streets:

a. cross at corners, not in the middle of the 'street.

46.115

b. cross when the "walk" light is on.

3. "Jaywalking" is crossing the street in the middle, diagonally
through an intersection, or when the "don't walk" sigi,1 is on;
in many cities there is a $5.00 or $10.00 fine for jaywalking.

1. Cars are very common methods of transportation in the US.

2. They are VERY EXPENSIVE to buy and to maintain. Many people
buy cheap cars, but can not afford to pay for their maintenance.

3. Laws about driving are very strict:

a. no one can drive without a license.

b. in most states, people over age 16 are eligible to
take a driving test and a written test for a driver's
license?

c. it is illegal to drive when drunk, or to drive while
drinking.

d. in many cities laws about parking cars are very
strict. Cars which are parked illegally may be towed,
and the drivers fined. The fines for parking tickets
and towing are very expensive, and they must be
paid.

731
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e. persons who hit a pedestrian or another vehicle\when
driving are liable to be sued, and/or arrested.

f. it is illegal to be in a "hit and run" accident
drivers must always stop and wait for the police if they
have hit a pedestrian or another vehicle.

g. in many states it is illegal to drive without car
insurance.

. D. Subways

1. Some cities have subway systems.

2. Each subway system is different; some (in San Francisco and
Washington, DC) are run by computers.

3. Subways are usually fast and convenient, but be cautious of
muggers if using at night.

E. Trains

1. Trains are fast and convenient ways to travel long distances.

2. Tickets for trains can be purchased at the train station.

3. There are toll free (800) numbers which can be called for
information on train departure and arrival times, and ticket
prices.

F. Planes

1. Planes are the fastest way to travel long distances.

2. This is the most expensive way to travel.

3. Call the different airlines for information on plane arrival
and departure times and ticket prices.

G. Buses

1. Long distance

a. long distance buses travel from city to city, or
between states.

B. this is usually the cheapest way to travel lcIng
distance.

c. tickets for long distance buses are available at bus
stations,

732
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d. long distance buses have toilets, and they stop
frequently for passengers to rest and buy food.

2. Local buses

a. local buses run on regular routes through a city.

b. prices vary in different cities, and by the distance
traveled.

c. pay exact change; deposit money in,a box next to the
driver when getting on.

d. tickets are not sold on the bus.

e. enter the bus through the front door, get off
through the back door.

f. buses stop at regular intervals, marked by signs.
Passengers can get on and off only at regular bus
stops.

g. to get off the bus, pull a string which runs along.
the side of the bus above the windows. The driver
will stop at the next stop.

h. if lost, ask drivers for directions and assistance,
don't panic.

3. Bus etiquette

a. stand in line to get on a bus.

b. do not push and shove getting on and off the bus.

c. move to the back of the bus after getting on to
allow room for more passengers.

d. do not spit, smoke or eat on the bus.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Discuss transportation in student's countries. How would
they travel long distances? How would they travel withina
city? Are there laws about walking or about driving cars?
Are there proper/improper types of behavior on public
transit? Is transportation cheap or expensive?

2. Discuss cars in America. Give situations, have students
evaluate (example, buying a cheap car that doesn't work,

733
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driving drunk and getting in an accident, driving without

license and being arrested, driving without having,car
insurance, etc...).

3. Bring in picuires of different types of transit. Role play

procedure for buying tickets, getting information, getting

on and off, etc..., for each method of transportation.

4
4. Refer to the student's books on,"transportation".
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UNF: NINE - HEALTH AND SANITATION

VALUES IN HEALTH CARE

A. Southeast Asia

The students' attitudes towards health care will vary depending on
their ethnic group, level of education, and on whether they come
from urban or rural areas. Many of the students believe, to some
extent, in the following generalizations:

1. Illness is fate, or the result or wrong actions.

2 Illness is caused by an imbalance of the hot and cold

111
elements within the body, or by too much wind.

3 Illness is also caused by evil spirits and curses or
spells.

4 Sick persons are first treated at home, sometimes by rubbing
a coin over their body. (Khmer and Vietnamese).

If home treatment does not work, the patient is referred
to an herbalist, or a monk.

6. Western-style doctors are consulted as a last resort.
Western hospitals are places to go to die, not to be cured.

7. Family members care continuously for the sick.

8. Doctors are considered to be very powerful; they are feared
and respected. Their judgement is never openly questioned.

B. United --ates

Americans' attitudes towards the health care system also vary, but
in general the following can be compared to the students' outlooks:

1. Preventive medicine is a very important part of health
care.

2. Most families have a regular doctor (or doctors) to whom
they go for almost all medical treatment.

3. Americans go for regular checkups, both for general health
as wels1 as eyes and teeth.

4. Doctors discourage the involvement of others in the
treatment process; family members leave patients alone to
rest quietly.

5. Medical systems are often impersonal; the illness is
treated more so than the patient.

LA a
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6. Machines are used in both diagnosis and treatment.

7. Family planning is part of the health system.

8. Advice from a doctor is considered just as valUable as an
injection or prescription.

9. It.is accaptable to ask questions of a doctor.

10. In serious cases, it is usual to get the opinion of more than
one doctor.

Suggested Teaching Method:

Guide Questions:

a. What is usually done to treat someone who is sick?

b. When is someone brought to a doctor? What kind
of doctor?

c. What expectations do they have from herbalists? From
Western-style doctors?

d. When would they go to a hospital? .What would they
expect?

e. How do family members help care for sick people?.

f. What is sickness? What causes it? How do they know
if someone's sick?

g. What will they do if they get sick in America?
Where would they go? Who would they see?

II. MAINTAINING. GOOD HEALTH

A. Sanitation

Refer to the "housing" unit on "household safety, food storage, and
waste Clisposari.

1. Dispose of waste properly.

2. Do not spit, defecate or urinate in public places.

3. Keep environment.clean.
4

4. Cover garbage pails.

5. Wrap food tightly when storing in refrigerator; keep dry foods
in covered containew

(36
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6. Use the freezer and refrigerators correctly; be careful
not to eat spoiled foods.

B. Personal Care

1. Exercise regularly.

2. Get plenty of rest.

3. Dress warmly in cold weather.

4. Eat nourishing foods.

C. Preventive Care

1. Go to the doctor for regular check-ups even if healthy:

a. for early detection of certain diseases.

b. to get doctorts advic.e about one's personal
habits (smpking, eating, exercisggr-WEich
influence health.

c. get freqUent dental check-upS to have cavities
filled, and to prevent tooth loss.

d. go for frequent eye exams to prevent eyestrain
and maintain good S'ght.

e. women go for annuàIgynecological check-ups,
especially if they re using the pill or IUD.

D. Pre-Natal and Post-Natal Care

1. Most women go to a doctor as soon as they think that
they are pregnant.

2. During-pregnancy, they have frequent consultations with
their doctors for advice on diet, vitamins and exercise
necessary to maintain the health of the mother and baby.

3. Newborn babies have frequent check-ups and receive
immunizations; mothers gef.advice on feeding and other
types of infant care.

4. Breast-feeding is common in America for it is the easiest,
healthiest and most economical way to feed infants. However,
it is usually best not to breast-feed babies in public.
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E.' Parent's Responsibility for Maintaining their Children's Health

1. Make sure children are dressed warmly in cold weather.

2. °Make sure that children eat a balanced diet, and get proper rest.

3. Parents are responsible for having their children immunized
against diseases, and insuring that they have'dental check-ups.

1

4. Children should be isolated from sick people, especiafly those with

TB.

F. Maintaining Emotional Health

I. Feelings and emotions are,part of health; being upset, unhappy

or under stress can be related to physical ailments.

2. Students should be aware thaemany refugees find their first
few months in the US a difficult, stresigul time.

3. Sources of help exitt for those feelng unhappy or lonely, the
most important of which are family and friends.

4. Many refugees also look for support from organizations with the

refugee community, like MAA's or temples.

5. If usual "helpers" (family, community) can not provide the
necessary relief for those having difficulties adapting in the

United States, then there are professionals who specialize/in
helping those with emotional problems.

6. Volags can help refer refugees to appropriate mental health
resources within the community.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Bring in pictures of different foods, including junk foods. Have'

students identify those foodt which are nutritious and those

that are not.

2. Guide Questions:

a. What does it mean to be "healthy"?

b. How do people stay healthy in their country?

c. Are there different types of good hea4h practices
for children? Adults? Elderly persons?, Pregnant women?

7 3 3
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a

What are these practices?

d. Where did ybu bathe? Where did animals stay?
What are used to.fertilize crops? Where were
medicines or poisonvstored? Were there
rodents or insects inside the house?

. Discuss some of the diseases common in the student's
countries. Are they the same in the United States?
If not, then why not? (examples: malaria, milnutrition,

CP hemorrhagic fever (dengue fever), TB. Discuss
sanitation, nutrition and immunizations.

MEDICAL SERVICES IN AMERICA

A. It is difficult to give exact information about the ay
and use of American medical services.

ailability

1. Different facilities are available in 'ifferent communities.

2. People with different illnesses and different medical
histories will need different services.

16
3. It is possible to briefly describe the general types of

medical services available in the United States and the
procedures used in each one...,

4. It is important that the students understand:

a. not to overuse the medical system (colds and
minor illnesses can be treated at home);

S. Not to underuse the medical system (sick persons should
- be brclught for treatment before they are critically ill).

B. Private Doctors

1. Seeing a private dbctor is u
type of health service.

the most expensive

2. Some private doctors attend to the general health of their
patients. Others "specialize" in treating specific illnesses,
or certain parts of the body.

, 3. Go to a doctor for treatme t of illnesses that are snot
emergencies, or for clock- ps.

4. Most Americans,go to a do tor, whom they know and
'feel comfortable with.

.
a. If oneis a regi4lar patient of a doctor, it is

acceptable to c 11 the doctor for adviCe on home
treatments of m nor illnesset.

7'30
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5. It'is'necessary to make an appointment to see a-private doctor.

C. Clinics

1: Different types of clinics are available in different communities.

2. A,group, of doctors work in a clinic.
. .

.a. some clinics attend to the general health of
leJ . the patient, and ificlude eye doctors, dentists; and

pediatricians.

. sb. some clinics treat only certain types of patients,
or certain illnesses, for exampler...

1

- pre-natal and post-natal clinics

- 'eye or teeth clinics ,

- "well-,bhby" (pediatric) clinics

3. ,Seeing a doctor at a clinic is cheerier than seeing a priyate
doctta.

4. Some clinics which may exist in different communities are:

a. community clinics which will treat everyone who
lives in the community.

b. hospital clinics which provide out-patient care
through a local hospital.

charges at these clinics meY be'based on:.

a fixed rate '
a sliding scale, where patients are charged
according lo their'inoome

5. Clinics are usually crowded. Waiting lines can be long..

6. At some clinics an ppointment 1i4lecessary to see a. doctor.
At others, service,is on a "first come first serVed" basis.

7. One should see a clinic doctor for illnesses thatare not
emergencies, .or for check-ups.

D. Procedures'at a Clinic or Dator's Office

1. The procedure for seeing a private docior or.a-clinic doctor
is basically the same:

4
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a. ,call for an appointment.

1. give name, and describe symptoms over
the phone.

2. if calling after office hours, an "answering
service" maranswer the phone: The answering
service can contact the doctor, if necessary.

3. it is a good idea to keep a thermometer at
home to record whether or not a patient has
a fever.

4. arrive on time for the appointment.

. b. notify the,receptionist upon arrival.

2. Provide patientts medical history to nurse or receptionist.

a. each clinic or doctor will request slightly
different medical history information from each
patient.

b. most medical history forms request information
about:

1. previous illnesses, and the approximate
dates of illness.

2. illnesses that the patient's parents have
had.

4. for women, the number of times they have
been pregnant and the number of living
children they have.

5. allergies.

6. medicines used by the patient.

7. accidents or hospitalizations

c. in many cases the patient can provide this
information orally.

1. medical history information shpuld be
as accurate and consistent as possible._

d. doctors and clinics keep medical history information
on file so that patients only need to give this
information on their first visit.

741



3. When seeing the doctor:

a. usually the patients are asked to undress.

1. a paper gown is usually provided.

2. doctors may be male or female.

b. describe symptoms to the/doctor.

c. 'doctor will ask perSonal: questions.

d. describe all medicines being taken and home treatments

already used.

4. Doctors may request that laboratory tests be done.

a. specimens of the patient!'s blood, urine or stool

may be taken.

. x-rays or other tests may be done.
-

. lab tests are part lof the diagnosis, not the treatment.

S. Aft r diagnosing the illnesS, the doctor will prescribe a

tre tment:

. a prescription foir a type of medicine.

an injection.

advice or caution about health care.

S-omet mes doctors will refer the patient to a SHCIALIST.

aA for diagnosis of an illness.

\

b.\ for treatment of a specific illness or a certain
\part of the bOdy.

\

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Write out sOle symptoms of different illness. Have
students practice deicribing these symptoms, using
English, s1gi language or the Medical Glossary.

2. List the ste in seeing a doctor on strips of cartolina.

Mix strips an have,students arrange in the correct order
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3. Practice filling out the "Medical History Forms" in the
workbook.

4. Do a role play about seeing a doctor. Include calling
for an appointment, giving medical history, seeing the
receptionist, seeing the doctor.

5. Break students into groups. Give each group a part of
the body to discuss (eyes, teeth, lungs, heart, etc.)
Have them.discuss:

a. What this part of the body does?

b. How to',care for this part of the body?

c. What kind of illness this part of the body can
contract?

d. When to see a doctor about those illnesses,
etc....

6. Guide Questions:

a. What does it mean to be sick? Is it the same as

"not feeling well?"

b. How can you describe an illness?

c. When would you see a doctor in your country?
What would he/she do?

d. When would you go to see a doctor in America?
What do you think he/she will do?

E. Hospitals

1. There are two kinds of hospitals: public and private.

a. bOth are very expensive.

b. many hospitals require proof (insurance or
Medicaid cards) that the patients can pay before
theyswill be treated.

2. Hospital care is for those:

who are very sick,

b. who are having a baby,

c. who need surgery.

743
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3. Inside the hospital.

a. patients are seen daily by their doctor.

b. they receiVe treatment for their illness.

c. all meals are provided.

4. Most hospitals have strict rules.

a. visitors are only allowed to come at specific
hours.

b. the number olf visitors allowed may be limited,
i.e., Only 2 or 3 people may be allowed to visit
a patient at a time.

c. visitors are usually not allowed to stay overnight
with the patients.

d. young children are often not allowed to visit
hospitals.

e. visitors should not bring food to patients; the
diet they receive in the hospital is 'prescribed
by the doctor.

F. Emergency Rooms

1. Hospital emergency rooms are open 24 hours a day.

tar

a. they are to be used only in a TRUE EMERGENCY
(sudden, serious illnesses, or a serious accident).

b. emergency roomis should not be used for treatment
of routine,illnesses or minor accidents.

2. Procedures in the emergency room:

a. enter by own means, or in an_aAulance.

b. provide medical history to nurse or receptionist.

c. show Medicaid'or health insurance card as proof
of ability to pay. o

1. emergency rooms are not free.

d. patients entering an emergency-room are treated in
order of severity of their illness; the most seriously
ill patients are treated first.

7,14
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Note: In many cities in Southeast Asia, anyone who wants to-
see the doctor for any reason will go to a hospitaZ
emergency room. In the United States, refugees often
incur large medical bills by using etrergency rooms for
treatment of routine illness.

G. Public Health

1. There is a public health office in every county in
America.

2. Services provided by public health offices vary between
countries:

a. public health offices help control
communicable diseases, like TB, orvenereal

,disease.

b. usually, no appointment is necessary to visit
the public health office.

c. services provided by public health offices
are FREE.

d. some public health offices provide additional
services like:

1. pre and post-natal care

2. well-baby care

3. family planning counseling

4. nutrition and general health education

3. Refugees should go (or will be brought) to their county pliblic

health office soon after their arrival in the United States.

. to complete any necessary immunizations.

b. to check for any communicable diseases.

c. to start treatment for TB, VD, or other communicable
diseases.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. a. 'Put up signs around the class for: clinic, receptionist,
dentist, emergency raom, public health office.
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--- b. Break students into groups. Give each group an example
of a medical situation. Have students decide where they
should go for assistance and role play the procedures
there. For example:

1. Grandfather has a heart attack.

2. Mother is six months pregnant.

3. Father has tuberculosis.

4. Child falls and breaks his alm.

5. Baby has a fever, etc....

2. Practice making appointments. Use a model telephone. Record
appointments on a calendar.

3. Show pictures or draw cartoons of people with different
medical problems. Ask "Where should this person go?"
Discuss.

4. Discuss the hospital here in camp. What services does it
offer? What doesn't it offer? When do you use it?' Will it
be the same in the United States?

IV: USE OF MEDICINES

A. Prescription Medicines

1. American medicines are very strong.

Most medicines are based on chemicals rather than
herbs.

2. Most medicines, including antibiotics, are only available
through a doctor's PRESCRIPTION.

a. a prescription is a piece of paper which the doctor
gives to a patient. On the paper is the name of a
medicine.

b. patients must bring this paper to a PHARMACY to
get the prescription filled.

3. Be sure to understand the doctor's directions for taking
the, medicine.

a. how much to take, and for how many days;

b. how often;



C. what time of day;

d. whether the medicine is to be used internally or
externally;

e. whether or not to have the prescription refilled.

f. contact the doctor immediately in case an
overdose is accidentally taken.

4. Prescription medicine comes in many forms:

a. pills or capsules

b. cream

c. riquid (when taking liquid medicine, note the
difference between a teaspoon and a
tablespoon.)

B. Non-Prescription Medicines

1. Some medicine can be purchased without a prescription.

a. these are usually weaker medicines, used to
treat minor ailments, for example:

) aspirin

. 2) mild cough syrup

3) first aid cream, other first
aid supplies

2. Non-prescription medicines can be purchased at drug
stores, and some supermarkets.

3. Like prescription medicines, they must be used
correctly;read and follow directions carefully.

C. Medicine Storage

1. All medicine should be stored carefully.

a. keep medicines on a high shelf that, Children
cannot reach.

b. closelids tightly so that children cannot open
the bottles.

71 /
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c. store medicine in a cool, dry place, unless
directed otherwise by a doctor.

D. Taking Medicines

1. Follow the doctor's directions.

a. ask the doctor questions to clarify instructions.,

2. Never share prescription medicine with others.

3. Take the medicine for-the number of days the doctor directs,
even if the symptoms go away earlier.

Jo.

4. Take the correct dosage, even if it seems like the doctor
presctibed too much or too little.

Suggested Teaching Method:

I Bring in sample medicine containers. Practice understanding
dosage directions.

4

2 Make.sample prescriptions. Role play asking doctor for
dgsage directions, having the prescription filled at the
drugstore, then storing and taking it correctly.

3 Guide Que-stions:

a. What kind of medicine did you take in your country?

b. Where did you get it? How would you know how much to
take? Who would prescribe it? Did you ever use
western-style iedicine in your country? How did you
get it? How did you know how much to take?

V. PAYING( FOR HEALTH CARE

Medical Care in the United States is very expensive.

A. MediCaid

1. Medicaid is a government assistance program which helps pay
for medical services,

a. the program is called "Medical" in California.

2. Many refugees will be eligible for some type of Medicaid
assistance when they arrive in the United Stales.

7.16'



a. applications for receiving Medicaid are made
through the state welfare office.

b. like other welfare programs, eligibility for
Medicaid depends on the applicant's income.'

c. Medicaid is designed to be TEMPORARY assistance
for those who need it. Refugees should attempt
to finance their own medical care as soon as

possible.

46.133

3. The t3Illes of mediCal services covered by Medicaid benefits
vary from'state to state.

a. in most states, Medicaid befiefits will help
pay for:

1. doctor's fees

2. lab tests

3. hospitalization

4. medication

b. additional medical services may be covered by
Medicaid in some states.

4. Medicaid recipients are issued a Medicaid Card.

a. this card must be carried anytime medical treatment
is necessary.

b. not all hospitals, clinics, or doctors will accept
Medicaid recipients as patients.

I. Medicaid recipients must seek medical
services at an insfitution which accepts
Medicaid payments.

Health Insurance

1. Almost all American families purchase some kind of health
insurance.

2. Health insurance policies may be obtained through:

a. employers

b. 'Private insurance companies

74 9
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3. The type of coverage and the amount of services paid for by

health insurance will depend on the individual policy.

4. When purchasing health insurance, each person contributes some

money into a fund every month.

a. sometimes an employer will pay part of, or all, of

this contributions on.behalf of his employees.

b. in case of sickness, part or all of the medical

expenses will be paid by the insurance company out

of this fund.

S. Health insurance policies may be one benefit an employer

, will offer his employees.

6. People who purchase health insurance are issued an identification

card with their insurance policy, number on it.
410

a. this card should he carried every time medical

treatment is necessary.

C. Cash

1. It is always possible to pay fof mcdical services with cash.

' 2. Many insurance companies require that policy-holders pay for

medical services in cash, then the company reimburses them.

3. Most Americans choose to not use cash to pay for medical

services.

a. it is preferable to carry some kind of insurance,

because of the expense of medical treatment.

Suggested Teaching Method:

I. Guide Questions:

.a. How did you pay for health care in your country? Was

it expensive?

b. What wOuld happen to peqple Who could't afford to pay

for medical care? How will you pay for 'health care

in America?

2. Do a role play of a patient coming to.a clinic or doctor's

office and showing his Medicaid/Health Insurance Policy Card.
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VI. FAMILY PLANNING
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A. Family planning (including "birth control") is where couples:

1. Choose the number of children they want to have.

' 2. Choose when they want to have children.

3. Each couple has a choice as to:

a. whether or not they want to use family
planning.

b; which family planning method they would like

to use.

B. Many American couples use some form of family planning

1.. It is very expensive tO raise children in America,'so.some
couples can only afford to have a few,children.

2. Many couples choose to have children several years apart,
i.e., "spading" children so that each child gets the care and
attention she/he needs.

3. Working couples may choose to pUrsue careers rather than to
raise a family.

4. A couple may depend on the wife's income for support, and
cannot.afford to lose her income if she stops working to
have a baby.

5. Some couples in America choose to not have children at all.

6. Many other couples in America choose to not use any family
planning methods.

C. -Sources of InfOrmation

1. Many doctors, clinics, and family planning associations exist
to provide information on family planning methods.

2. Consultations about family planning at any of these places
will be confidential.

3. At most family planning associations, the doctor's consultation,
and some of the devices, are free.

4. Family planning associations can also be consulted py childless
couples who wish to hav( children.

5. Contact sponsoring agencies for referrals to the,local family
.planning center.
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D. Family Planning Methods

1. Some family-planning methods are available ONLY through
a doctor:

a. the Pill must be prescribed;

1

b. an IUD must be inserted by a doctor;

c. a diaphragm must be fitted by a doctor.

2. Follow the doctor's instructions carefully if using any of
these methods'.

3. Doctors can also perform surgery to prevent conception of a
child:

a. This procedure is called a "vasectomy" for men and
a "tubal ligation" for women.

b. Both procedures are irreversible.

4. Some family planning devices can be purchased over the counter
at a drugstore or supermarket. These include:

a. spermicidal foam, jeliy or tablets.

b. condams.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Unless you, the teacher, are medically qualified to discuss
birth control,methods in detail, please contact one of the
other teacherS or one of clinic staff to do so., The most

important points of this unit are: "What is family
planning" anl where information is available in the United

States.

Teaching the use of the specific methods is of secondary
importance.

2. Stress that family planning is
be foiced ta limit the size of
)5tates, decisions about family
the responsihility of both the

a personal choice; no ope will
their family. In the Qnited .

planning are considered to be
man and the woman.

3. Guide Questions:

a. What is family.planning? how large are most

families in Vietnam/Cambodian/Laos? What are - - -
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VII. REVIEW
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li

the advantages and disadvantages of a
large family in your country? A small family?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of ,

large. and small families in the United States?

b. Is,/it common to use family planning in jour , .

---t'ountry? Which methods'wge common? W ere weurd

you go in the United States for info ation

on family planning?

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Present some "cross cultural incidents". Either aasign

groups to discuss the incidents, or have theM role-play

the problem. Make up different incidints, or tell these

as open-ended stories.

a. Mr. Saphon is 65 years old. He is in t4ie hospital

because of a problem with his Stomach. 10:30

at night, his entire family, including his

grandchildren, come to the hospital. The nurse

in the hospital asks the visitors to leave.

b. Mr. and Mrs. Pau's.seven year old son has a bad

cold. They decide to take him to the emergency

room.

c. Mr. Reri went to the doctor because he's had a bad

cough. The doctor-told him to stop smoking. Mr.

Ren was upset, and said' he wanted o go to another

doctor who'd.give him an injection for this cough.

d. Mrs. Hoa was prescribed an antibiotic to treat

the flu. She was told to take 2 pills every
morning, but she decided to take 3 so she would

feel better faster. Then she gave her husband
sand children some of the pills so that they wouldn't

catch the flu trom her.

e. Mr. Nguyen's five year old son Minh started to

run a very high fever. Mr. Nguyen rubbed Minh's

throat and back with a coin. The fever gotTven

higher. Mr. Nguyen brought the boy to the emergency

room later than night but the boy died in the

hospital.
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I: PACKING

UNITSTEN - THE TRANSIT PROCESS

A. Pack all packages and suitcases tightfy and neatl

1. 'Everyone must carry their own su'
not too heAry.

t 2. Write on outside of bags:

a. name

b. case number

c. address of destination

- be careful it's.

3. Pack tape recorders, radios, and other electronic equipment
inside suitcases. ,

B. Each adult passenger may take offe carry-on bag on board the'airplane.

1. -Carry-on bags must be small enough to fit under the
plane seat.

..2.pack money and valuables in carry-on bags, not in suitcases.

3. If travelling with.a baby, pack extra haby clothes and toys .

in carry-on bag.
,

4. Large suitcases will he placed in the cargq coMpartmeht of
the plane and wilj be returned at the end of the journey.

C. Do not pack:

1. Knives, guns, and other weapons

2. Alcohol or,drugs.

3. Mediciiies-except those purchased with a prescription.

4, Animals, fresh fruits of meat, seeds, plants >

5. Other foods, except packaged food
.

-- These items will be confiscated by U ited States-Customs
officials if they are brought to the b.S. .

D. Dress comfortably for the trdip:
4

1: There will be long waits at the departure area and
at the Manila Internptional Airport (MIA).,

/.



2. The plane trip is very long - usually about twenty
hours.

3. Bring a sweater or jacket if possible - planes can be
chilly.

_ .

E. Bring some packaged food, if desiredi

1. To eat while waiting at the departure area.

2. For the bus trip to Manila.

3. For theiwait at the Manila International Airport.

4. Many students bring packages of cookies or nuts, not
fresh cooked food.

5. It is not necessary to carry drinking water, it will
be available.

6. Everyone will be fed on the airplane for free.

Suggested Teaching,Method:

1. Bring pictures/samples of different items. Have
students identify which items can be brought to the
United States and which cannot.

2. Bring in a bag, some pieces of clothing and string.
Have students practice wrapping and tying packages to
bring to the United States.

3. Brainstorm,lists of everything the students will bring
to the United States and what they'll leave behind.

II. PRE-DEPARTURE

A. Bring all luggage to the'Processing/Departure area near
Neighborhood I.

1. Wait until name is called.

2. Check in luggage, receive ICM tags.

B. Go through final ICM medical check. ICM doctors will:

1. Hold:those with communicable discase.

2. Hold women who are civer eight months pregnant.

3. Give final'immunizatIons, if necessary.

755
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C. Be fingerprinted.

D. Sign promissory note.

1. $480.,00 for persons over twelve years old.

2. $240.00 for childreri aged two to twelve.

3. $ 48.00 for babi7es Under age two.

E. The promissory note is a no-interest loan.

1. Repay the loan through the Volag.

1

2. Repayment money is used to finance other refugees
trip to the United States.

41

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Review the promissory note. Review concept of signature

on a coatract.

,III. DEPART FOR MANILA

A. Board buses.

1. Wait until falidly's name is called.

B. Some will spend the night in Manila.

1. Some will stay at the Fabella Center.

2. Some will spend the night at the airport.

TV. IN MANILA

A. There are two (2) kinds of flights students may be booked on:

1. Charter Flights, which are only for refugees.

2. sPro-flights, which are regular commercial flights
with seats reserved for refugees.

B. The procedures for checking into both kinds of flights are the same.

1. The heads of families are given a boarding pass for charter flights

and a ticket for pro-flights.

a. do not lose the boarding pass Or tickets.
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- The heads of families are given a white ICM bag.

a, do norlose the ICM bag. ,

the 1CM hag containik .the famiI'y's X-rays,
medical forms, and copies of their assurances
and bio-data forms,

c. do not open the ICM bag and look through it. It

is easy to lose documents, that way.

3. Large-Silitcases will be taken and checkcd into the plane.

a. they will be, returned dpon arrival in the United
States.

4. Clear airport secdity.

a. carry-on higs will go through an X-ray machine.
,

h. each person will be,checked by airport personnel
to.see if they are carrying wearions.

S. Clear Philippine customs.
,

a. bags will be searched to check for drugs, weapons
or other contraband.-

V. ON.THE 131.:ANE

b, persons cai-ryiflg'large 4mounts of money or gold
will be asked to "declare" at customs.° No money
or gold Will be taken away.

Keep families together.

a. do not let children wander offJilone.

.Stay in*line. ,

-

a. everyone must wait for the last person, so it
does'pot matter who is first in line.

.

h. everyone has an assigned seat on the plane. .,

A. Board the Plane

-Seat numbers: are listed on the boarding pass.

5tewardesses will assist everyone in finding the right seat.
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B. Store carry-on bags.

. Place under seat.

2. Put into overhead racks.

Do not place carry-on bags on the seat, or on the
laps.

C. Fasten seat belt and put out cigarettes.

1. Use the ashtray on the seat's arm to extinguish cigarettes.

2. Never put out cigarettes on the floor. A fire may start.

D. Airplane crew will demonstrate use of life-vests and oxygen masks.

E. Take-off.

1. Passengers will hear a sound when 'plane's wheels lock into
place. The sound is normal.

2. Chew gum, yawn or swallow to help alleviate pressure in ears.

VI. IN-FLIGHT

A. Food and water are free.

1. Baby food is available.

2. Tea and coffee are-free also.

3. Ask airline crew for anything needed.

4. On pro-flizhts, beer and wine can be purchased.

5. Once the "no smoking".sign goes off, it is alright to
smoke.

6. Keep seat belt fastened when seated.,

B. Bathrooms

1. On airplanes, bathrooms have the sign "LAVATORY".-

2. Lavatories are located in the front, middle, and back of
plane.

3. Lock the door when using the bathroom; flusfi the toilet after
use.

4. Try to keep,the bathrooms cleans; many people must use them,
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5. Babies must wear diapers on the plane.

a. diapers are available on the plane. Ask the
stewardess.

C. Fresh drinking water is located outside the bathrooms.
.

1. Do not drink the water from the bathroom si.nks.

D. Air-sick bags are located in the seat pockets.

1. If air-sick, uSe these bags.

Push button on arm to alert stewardeS's; she will remove
the hag.

Suggested Teaching, Method:

1. Write all the steps in the,departure process on
strips of cartolina. Have the students arrange steps
in correct order.

6

2. Have students describe their flights to the Philippines.
Compare with their departure.

3
VII. LANDINGCHARTER-FLIGHTS

A. Charter flights will' stop in Alaska for re-fueling.

1. Usually, no one is allowed off the plane in Anchorage

B. Charteit flights land 'at Oakland Airport in California.

1. Everyone must whit in a large room upon arrival.

a. ekeep family together.

b. wait until name is called

C. Iveryone must clear:

1. PubliC health'

a. medical records and X-rays are checked.

-
b. Check for coMmunicable diseases.

2. Immigration

759
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a. check documents, assuranCe.

b. check 1-94; give authorizing stamp.

S. Customs

a. all bags will. be opened and searched.

b. contraband (drugs, weapons, food, plants) will be
confiscated by customs officers.

D. Those who will be resettled in the San Francisco area will be met by their
sponsors or relatives at Oakland Airport.

L. Those who go to other parts of the country will spend one or two nights
at Hamilton Ai.r Force Base.

1. .liveryone will board a bus from Oakland to HAFB.
The bus ride. is about 45 minuteS.

2. Families will stay together in small rooms at Hamilton.

a. each family is given sheets and blankets to use
while they're there.

3. Meals are free at Hamilton.

a: meals are,served three times a day.

b. the food is already prepared.

4. No one_ can leave the base.

S. After one or two days, another departure list will be posted
A

for departure to final destination.

F. Departure to FinaL Destination

1. Passengers will board a bus from Hamilton to, San Francisco
airport.

'a. be sure to bring all luggage and the ICM bag. ,

h. ICM staff will assist everjrone.

2. At 'the airport, }leads of families.will be issued:

a. boarding passes.

h. tickers.

c. do not lose these. 76°
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d. the boarding pass will list the flight number
and the departure gate.

3. ICM staff will escort passengers to gate.

a. large luggage will be checked into the plane.

b. carry-on bags will go through an X-ray machine.

c. each passenger must walk through a metal
detector to check for weapons.. Sometimes coins,
gold or otter metal will set off the machine's
alarm. Security statf will ask those passengers
to empty their pockets. All belongings will be

returned.

4. Airline Crew will assist everyone in finding their seat.

a. for those whp must connect to a third flight to 16

reach their destination, airpiane staff will assist
in getting them onto the right plane.

b. keep boarding passes, tickets and ICM bag at all

times.

VIII. LANDINGPRO-FLIGHTS

A. Most Pro-flights land in Los Angeles, San Francisco or 'Seattle.

1. Each family must clear customs and immigration
procedures upon arrival.

2. ICM staff will assist in these procedures.

B. Those being resettled in the Los Angeles, San Francisco or
Seattle areas'wili be.met by their sponsors or relatives.

C. Those who must transfer to another flight will be assisted by ICM

staff.

1. they will be issued a boarding pass and ticket.

2. procedure is:the same as (F) above.

IX. MEETING SPONSORS

A. ve one should be met at the air ort of final destinatic b :

1. Relatives .

2. Sponsors

4
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3. Representatives from sponsoring agencies.

B. If not met at the airport:

1. Do not panic.

2. Ask a uniformed airline official for assistance.

a. give the ICM bag to an airline official. Inside is

the sponsoring agency's address and phone number.
Airline staff will call the Volag for asiistance.

C. Other potential problems.

1. Lost luggage

a. ask sponsor to notify airline staff. They wi find

and return the lost suitcase.

Lost people

a. do not allow family members to separate at the
airports.

b. if someone is lost, contact ICM or airline staff
to help find them.

3. Lost documents

a. never let go of ICM bag, boarding pass or tickets

during transit process.

Suggested Teaching Method:

1. Draw pictures, cartoons with stick figures to show transit

process.

2. Tell personal stories about travelling.

3. Tell stories about refugees' problems in transit. Ask

students to solve. Refer to the "letters" book.

4. Transit slides.
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